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PART III

THE SUBJECTS ON GREEK VASES

CHAPTER XII

/.\^TROD UCTOR \ —THE OL YMPL I A' DEITIES

Figured vases in ancient literature— Mythology and art— Relation of subjects

on vases to literature—Homeric and dramatic themes and their treat-

ment— Interpretation and classification of subjects—The Olympian

deities—The Giganlomachia—The birth of Athena and other Olympian

subjects— Zeus and kindred subjects— Hera— Poseidon and marine

deities—The Eleusinian deities—Apollo and Artemis— Hephaistos,

Athena, and Ares—Aphrodite and Eros—Hermes and Hestia.

The representation of stibjects from Greek mythology or daily

life on vases was not, of course, confined to fictile products. We
know that the artistic instincts of the Greeks led them to

decorate almost every household implement or utensil with

ornamental designs of some kind, as well as those specially

made for votive or other non-utilitarian purposes. But the

fictile vases, from the enormous numbers which have been

preserved, the extraordinary variety of their subjects, and the

fact that they cover such a wide period, have always formed

our chief artistic source of information on the subject of Greek

mythology and antiquities.

Although (as has been pointed out in Chapter IV.) ancient

literature contains scarcely any allusions to the painted vases,

we have many descriptions of similar subjects depicted on

other works of art, such as vases of wood and metal, from

VOL. II. I
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Homer downwards. The cup of Nestor (Vol. I. pp. 148, 172)

was ornamented with figures of doves/ and there is the famous
description in the first Idyll of Theocritus - of the wooden cup

(Kiaav/3cov) which represented a fisherman casting his net, and

a boy guarding vines and weaving a trap for grasshoppers,

while two foxes steal the grapes and the contents of his

dinner-basket; the whole being surrounded, like the designs

on some painted vases, with borders of i\y and acanthus. The
so-called cup of Nestor (vearopl^i) at Capua'' was inscribed with

Homeric verses, and the aKv^o^; or cup of Herakles with the

taking of Troy.* Anakreon describes cups ornamented with

figures of Dionysos, Aphrodite and Eros, and the Graces^;

and Pliny mentions o;;hers with figures of Centaurs, hunts

and battles, and Dionysiac subjects.*' Or, again, mythological

subjects are described, such as the rape of the Palladion,''

Phrixos on the ram,*^ a Gorgon and Ganymede," or Orpheus '"

;

and other " storied " cups are described as being used by the

later Roman emperors. But the nearest parallels to the vases

described in classical literature are probably to be sought in

the chased metal vases of the Hellenistic and Roman periods."

We read of scypJii Hoinerici, or beakers with Homeric scenes,

used by the Emperor Nero, which were probably of chased

silver^-; and we have described in Chapter XI. what are

apparently clay imitations of these vases, usually known as

" Megarian bowls," many bearing scenes from Homer in relief

on the exterior.

In attempting a review of the subjects on the painted vases,

we are met with certain difficulties, especially in regard to

arrangement. This is chiefly due to the fact that each period

has its group of favourite subjects ; some are only found in

early times, others only in the later period. Yet any chrono-

I //. xi. 635 : cf. Athen. xi. 489 F. " Stat. Thcb. i. 543.
-'

i. 27 ff. : cf. Vol. I. p. 180. '» Virg. Ed. iii. 46.

^ Athenaeus, xi. p. 489 B. " Schreiber, Alexandr. Toretifik, pas-

^ Ibid. p. 7S2 B. sini ; Robert in ^o'" IViiickclinannsfest-

^ Od. 5. prog?-. 1S90.

^ H.N. xxxiii. 155. '- Suet. Avr. 47 : see Vol. I. pp. 134,

' Ibid. 156. 185, 499.
** Mart. viii. 51 : cf. Juv. i. 76.
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logical method of treatment will be found impossible, and it

is hoped that it will, as far as possible, be obviated by the

general allusions in the historical chapters of this work to the

subjects characteristic of each fabric and period.

Embracing as they do almost the whole field of Greek myth

and legend, the subjects on Greek vases are yet not invariably

those most familiar to the classical student, or, if the stories

are familiar, they are not always treated in accordance with

literary tradition. On the other hand, it must be borne in mind

that the popular conception of Greek mythology is not alwa\-s

a correct one, for which fact the formerly invariable system of

approaching Greek ideas through the Latin is mainly respon-

sible. The mythology of our classical dictionaries and school-

books is largely based on Ovid and the later Roman compilers,

such as Hyginus, and gives the stories in a complete connected

form, regarding all classical authorities as of equal value, and

ignoring the fact that many myths are of gradual growth

and only crystallised at a late period, while others belong to

a relatively recent date in ancient history.^

The vases, on the other hand, are contemporar)' documents,

free from later euhemcrism and pedantry, and presenting the

myths as the Athenian craftsmen knew them in the popular

folk-lore and religious observances of their da}-. It cannot be

too strongly insisted upon that a vase-painter was never an

illustrator of Homer or any other writer, at least before the

fourth century B.C. (see Vol. I. p. 499). The epic poems, of

course, contributed largely to the popular acquaintance with

ancient legends, and offered suggestions of which the painter

was glad to avail himself; but he did not, therefore, feel

bound to adhere to his text. This will be seen in the list of

Homeric subjects given below (p. 1 26 ff.) ; and we may also refer

here to the practice of giving fanciful names to figures, which

obtains at all periods, and has before now presented obstacles

to the interpreter.

The relation of the subjects on vases to Greek literature is

an interesting theme for enquiry, though, in view of what has

already been said, it is evident that it must be undertaken with

' Cf. Miss Harrison, JMythol. and Monit/ii, of Athens, ^. ii ; and see Vol. I. p. 13.
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great caution. The antiquity and wide popularity of the

Homeric poems, for instance, would naturally lead us to expect

an extensive and general use of their themes by the vase-

painter. Yet this is far from being the case. The Iliad,

indeed, is drawn upon more largely than the Odyssey; but even

this yields in importance as a source to the epics grouped under

the name of the Cyclic poets. It may have been that the

poems were instinctively felt to be unsuited to the somewhat

conventional and monotonous style of the earlier vase-paintings,

which required simple and easily depicted incidents. We are

therefore the more at a loss to explain the comparative rarity

of subjects from the Odyssey, with its many adventures and

stirring episodes ; scenes which may be from the I/iad being

less strongly characterised and less unique—one battle-scene, for

instance, differing little from another in method of treatment.

But any subject from the Odyssey can be at once identified by

its individual and marked character. It may be that the

Odyssey had a less firm hold on the minds of the Greeks than

the Iliad, which was more of a national epic, whereas the

Odyssey was a stirring romance.^ It may also be worth noting

that scenes from the Odyssey usually adhere more closely to the

Homeric text than those from the Iliad.

Another reason for the scarcity of Iliad-scenes may be that

the Tale of Troy as a whole is a much more comprehensive

story, of which the Iliad only forms a comparatively small

portion. Hence the large number of scenes drawn both from

the Ante-Homerica and the Post-Homerica, such as the stories

of Troilos and Memnon, or the sack of Troy. The writings of

the Cyclic poets begin, as Horace reminds us, ab ovo^" from

the egg of Leda, and the Kypria included the whole story of the

marriage of Peleus and Thetis, the subsequent Judgment of

Paris, and his journey to Greece after Helen, scenes from all

these events being extremely popular on the vases. "^ The
Patrokleia deals with the events of the earlier years of the war,

the AitJiiopis of Arktinos with the stories of Penthesileia and

Memnon, and the death of Achilles, and the little Iliad of

' See on this subject y.ZT.^. xiii. p. S3. ^ See Luckenbach m JaJirb.fid- Class.

Art. Poet. 147. Pliil. Suppl.-Bd. xi. (1880), p. 575 ff.
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Lesches with the events of the tenth year down to the fall of

Troy. All provided frequent themes for the vase-painter, as may
be seen by a reference to a later page (119 fif.). The lii/i/^crsis o{

Arktinos and Lesches might almost be reconstructed from two or

three large vases, whereon all the episodes of the catastrophe are

collected together (see p. 134); but when we come to the Nostoi

of Agias and the Telegonia, the vase-painters suddenly fail us,

the stories of Odysseus' wanderings and Orestes' vengeance

seeming to supply the deficiency.

Luckenbach^ has pointed out that the only right method of

investigating the relation is to begin with vase-paintings for

which the sources arc absolutely certain, as with scenes from the

Iliad and Odyssey. In this way the subjects from other epics

can be rightly estimated and the contents of the poems restored

TTirther, in investigating the sources of the vase-painters, and

the extent to which they adhered to them or gave free play to

the imagination, the three main periods of vase-painting must

be separately considered, though the results in each case prove

to be similar. By way of exemplifying these methods he enters

in great detail into certain vase-subjects, their method of treat-

ment on vases of the different periods, and their approximation

to the text. Thus, the funeral games for Patroklos (//. xxiii.)

arc depicted on the Francois vase (see p. 11) with marked

deviations from Homer's narrative ; and not onl\' this, but

without characterisation, so that if the performers were not

named the subject could hardly have been identified. To note

one small point, all Homeric races took place in two-horse

chariots {bigae), but on B.F. vases four-horse quadrigae are

almost invariably found.-

Subjects of a more conventional character, such as battle

scenes, farewell scenes, or the arming of a warrior, present even

more difficulty. Even when names occur it is only increased.

We must assume that the vase-painter fixed on tyi)ical names

for his personages, without caring whether he had literary

authority. In some cases i\\c gcuir scenes seem to be developed

from heroic originals, in others the contrary appears to be the

' Op. (it. p. 493 ff. athenaic contests, which are of course not
- The only exceptions are in the Pan- epic : cf. B.M. B 130-31.
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case.^ It is not, however, unfair to say that the Epos was

the vase-painter's " source." The only doubtful question is the

extent of his inspiration ; and, at all events, it was a source in

the sense that no other Greek literature was until we come to

the fourth century.

Turning now to the consideration of later literature," we

find in Hesiod a certain parallelism of theme to the vases, but

little trace of actual influence. Indirectly he may have affected

the vase-painter by his crystallisation of Greek mythology in

the Theogony, where he establishes the number of the Muses

(1. Tj), and also the names of the Nereids.-^ It is, however,

interesting to note the Hesiodic themes which were also

popular with the vase-painters : the creation of Pandora ; the

fights of Herakles and Kyknos, and of Lapiths and Centaurs,

and the pursuit of Perseus by the Gorgons ; the contest of

Zeus with Typhoeus (or Typhon) ; and the birth of Athena.^

The influence of lyric poetry was even slighter. Somewhat

idealised figures of some of the Greek lyrists appear on R.F.

vases, such as Sappho and Anakreon (see p. 152); but this

is all. In regard to Pindar and Bacchylides, the idealising and

heroising tendencies of the age may be compared with the

contemporary tendency of vase-paintings, and the latter may
often be found useful to compare with— if not exactly to

illustrate—the legends which the two poets commemorate.

For instance, in the ode of Bacchylides in which he describes

the fate of Kroisos, there is a curious deviation from the

familiar Herodotean version, the king being represented as

voluntarily sacrificing himself."' The only vase-painting dealing

with this subject (Fig. 132, p. 150) apparently reproduces this

tradition.

With the influence of the stage we have already dealt elsewhere."

' See on this subject Conuit. in koit. ' Op. et Di. 60 ff.; Sent. 345 IT., 178,

T. Moiiuiiseiii, p. l63ff. ; Arch. Ziil. 216; 77/^^7;^'-. 820, 924 ft".

1876, p. 116; Dumont-Pottier, i. p. 366, ^ See/H.S. xviii. p. 267.

a.ndy.ff.S. X. p. 13 ff. * Vol. I. p. 472 : see also below, p. 159.

- Luckenbach, oJ>. cit. p. 560 ff. On the subject generally see Vogel, i'rif«««

^ There is only one vase (Naples Eur. Trag. ; Huddilston, Gk. Tragedy

2296 = Reinach, Rcpei-toire, i. 476) on in Vase-paintings; Engelmann, Arch.

which the names of the Nereids are Stiidien zii den Tragikern.

derived from Homer.

I
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With the exception of the Satyric drama, it can hardly be

said to have made itself felt, except in the vases of Southern

Italy, in the fourth century B.C., but indications of the

Satyric influence may be traced in many R.F. Attic vases, no

doubt owing to their connection with the popular Dionysiac

subjects. On a vase in Naples ^ are represented preparations

for a Satyric drama. When we reach the time of tragic and

comic influence, we not only find the subjects reproduced, but

even their stage setting ; in other words, the vases are not so

much intended to illustrate the written as the acted play, just

as it was performed.

The whole question is admirably summed up by Luckenbach
''

in the following manner: (i) The Epos is the chief source

of all vase-paintings from the earliest time to the decadence

inclusive, and next comes Tragedy, as regards the later vases

only ; of the influence of other poetry on the formation

of myths in vase-paintings there is no established example.

(2) Vase-paintings are not illustrations, either of the Epos or

of the Drama, and there is no intention of reproducing a story

accurately ; hence great discrepancies and rarity of close

adherence to literary forms; but the salient features of the

story are preserved. (3) Discrepancies in the naming of per-

sonages are partly arbitrary, partly due to ignorance ; the

extcnsicjn of scenes by means of rows of bystanders, mean-

ingless, but thought to be appropriate, is of course a develop-

ment of the artist's, conditioned by exigencies of space.

Anachronisms on vases are of frequent occurrence. (4) Such

scenes as those of warriors arming or departing are always the

painter's own invention, ordinary scenes being often "heroised
"

by the addition of names. But individuals are not necessarily

all or always to be named ; and, again, the artist often gives

names without individualising the figures. (5) In the archaic

period successive mo\ements of time are often very naively

blended (see p. lo) ; the difference between art and literature

is most marked in scenes where a definite moment is not

indicated. (6) Vase-paintings often give a general survey of

a poem, the scene not being drawn from one particular passage

' Reinach, i. p. 114. - C/. cif. p. 6T)6.
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or episode. The features of one poem are in art sometimes

transferred to another.

The attention that has been paid now for many years to

collecting, assorting, and critically discussing the material

afforded by the vases has much diminished the difficulties of

this most puzzling branch of archaeology. It has been chiefly

lightened by the discovery from time to time of inscribed vases,

though, as has just been 'noted, even these must be treated

with caution ; and even now, of course, there are numerous

subjects the interpretation of which is either disputed or purely

hypothetical. But we can at least pride ourselves on having

advanced many degrees beyond the labours of early writers

on the subject, down to the year 1S50.

When painted vases first began to be discovered in Southern

Italy, the subjects were supposed to relate universally to the

Eleusinian or Dionysiac mysteries, and this school of inter-

pretation for a long time found favour in some quarters, even

in the days of Gerhard and De Witte. But it was obvious

from the first that such interpretations did not carry the

investigator very far, and even in the eighteenth century other

systems arose, such as that of Italynski, who regarded the

subjects as of historical import.^ Subsequently Panofka en-

deavoured to trace a connection between the subjects and the

names of artists or other persons recorded on the vases, or,

again, between the subjects and shapes. The latter idea, of

course, contained a measure of truth, as is seen in many in-

stances-; but it was, of course, impossible to follow out either

this or the other hypothesis in any detail.

The foundations of the more scientific and rational school of

interpretation were laid as early as the days of Winckelmann,

and he was followed by Lanzi, Visconti, and Millingen, and

finally Otto Jahn, who, as we have seen, practically revolu-

tionised the study of ceramography. Of late, however, the

question of the interpretation of subjects has been somewhat

relegated to the background, owing to the overwhelming

' See for further details of early theories drawing scenes; the funeral lekythi

;

Vol. I. p. 21. and the R.F. cups with their subjects

- E.g. the B.F. hydriae with water- relating to banquets and revels.
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interest evoked by the finds of early fabrics or by the efforts

of German and other scholars to distinguish the various schools

of painting in the finest period.

Millingen, in the Introduction to his Vases Grecs, drew up a

classification of the subjects on vases which need not be detailed

here, but which, with some modifications, may be regarded as

holding gcod to the present day. He distinguishes ten classes,

the first three mythological, the next four dealing with daily

life, and the three last with purely decorative ornamentation.

A somewhat similar order is adopted by Miiller in his

HaudbucJi, by Gerhard in his Auscrlesaie Vasenbilder, and b}'

Jahn in his Introduction to the Munich Catalogue (p. cc ff.).

In the present and following chapters the arrangement and

classification of the subjects adhere in the main to the system

laid down by these writers ; and as the order is not, of course,

chronological in regard to style, reference has been made where

necessary to differences of epoch and fabric' It may be con-

venient to recapitulate briefly the main headings under which

the subjects are grouped.

I. The 01ynij)ian deities and divine beings in immediate con-

nection with them, such as Eros and marine deities.

{a) In general; {J>) individually. (Chapter XII.)

II. Dionysos and his cycle, Pan, Satyrs, and Maenads. (Page 54 ff.)

III. Chthonian and cosmogonic deities, personifications, and

minor deities in general. (Page 66 ff.)

IV. Heroic legends and mythology in general.

{a) Herakles
;

{b) Theseus, Perseus, and other heroes

;

if) local or obscure myths
;

{d) the Theban and

Trojan stories; {e) monsters. (Chapter XIV.)

V. Historical subjects. (Page 149 ff.)

VI. Scenes from daily life and miscellaneous sul)jects (for detailed

classification see p. 154). (Chapter XV.)

The number of subjects to be found on any one vase is of

course usually limited to one, two, or at most three, according

to the shape. Usually^ when there is more than one the subjects

are quite distinct from one another ; though attempts have

been made in some cases, as in the B.F. amphorae, to trace

' See also Chapters VI. -XI. tfiroughout.
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a connection.^ On the other hand, the R.F. kylikes of the

strong period often show a unity of subject running through

the interior and exterior scenes, whether the theme is mytho-

logical or ordinary.- It was only in exceptional cases that an

artist could devote his efforts to producing an entire subject^

as on some of the large kylikes with the labours of Theseus,^

or the vases representing the sack of Troy.' The great

Francois vase in Florence is a striking example of a m}'tho-

logy in miniature, containing as it does more than one subject

treated in the fullest detail. And here reference may be made
to the main principles which governed the method of telling

a story in ancient art, and prevailed at different periods.'' The
earliest and most simple is the continuous method, which

represents several scenes together as if taking place simul-

taneously, although successive in point of time. This method

was often employed in Oriental art, but is not found in Hellenic

times ; it was, however, revived by the Romans under the

Empire, and prevailed all through the early stages of Christian

art. Secondly, there is the coniplcnicntary method, which aims

at the complete expression of everything relating to the central

event. The same figures are not in this case necessarily

repeated, but others are introduced to express the action of

the different subjects, all being collected in one space without

regard to time, as in the continuous style. This is of Oriental

origin, and is first seen in the description of Achilles' shield
;

it is also well illustrated in the Francois vase, in the story

of Troilos. Here the death of Troilos is not indeed actually

depicted, but the events leading up to it (the water-drawing at

the fountain and the pursuit by Achilles) and those consequent

on it (the announcement of the murder to Priam and the

setting forth of Hector to avenge it) are all represented

without the repetition of any figures. Lastly, there is the

isolating method, which is purely Hellenic, being developed

from the complementary. This is best illustrated by the Theseus

' Morgenthau, Zusaiiuncuhaitg d. Bil- ^ See p. 134.

der atif gr. Fasc/i. ^ This subject has been admirably
- Cf. for instance E 39, 45, 47, 4S, in treated by WickhofF in his Koniaii Art

B.M. (Eng. edn.), p. I3ff.

^ See below, p. 108.
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kylikes, with their groups of the labours, which, it should be

remembered, are not continuous episodes in one story, but

single events separated in time and space, and collected together

with a sort of superficial resemblance to the other methods.

Some description of the Francois vase has been given else-

where (Vol. I. p. 370)^ ; but as it is unique in its comprehensive-

ness, and as a typical presentation of the subjects most popular

at the time when vase-painters had just begun to pay special

attention to mythology, it may be worth while to recapitulate

its contents here. The subjects are no less than eleven in

number, arranged in six horizontal friezes, with figures also

on the handles, and there are in all 1 1 5 inscriptions explaining

the names of the personages and even of objects {e.g. vSpia,

for the broken pitcher of Polyxena). Eight of these subjects

belong to the region of mythology :—(i) On the neck : the hunt

of the Calydonian boar, and (2) the landing of Theseus and

Ariadne at Naxos, accompanied by dancing }-ouths and

maidens. (3) On the shoulder : chariot race at the funeral

games of Patroklos, and (4) combat of Centaurs and Lapiths

(with Theseus). (5) On the body : the marriage of Peleus

and Thetis, attended by the gods in procession. (6) On the

body : the death of Troilos (see above), and (7) the return of

Hephaistos to Olympos. (8) On each of the handles, Ajax
with the body of Achilles. On the flat top of the lip is

represented (9) a combat of pigmies and cranes ; on either

side of the foot (10) a lion and a panther devouring a bull

and stag, Gryphons, Sphinxes, and other animals ; and on the

upper part of the handles (11) Gorgons and figures of the

Asiatic Artemis (see p. 35) holding wild animals by the neck.

It is, of course, impossible to indicate all the subjects on

the thousands of painted vases in existence
; and it must

also be remembered that many are of disputed meaning.

The succeeding review must therefore only be considered as a

' The publication of this vase by trations The only other complete ones

Furtwaengler and Reichhold, Gr. I'asen- were in J/i?;;. ^t//' /«jA iv. 54-8 (Reinach,

malerei, pis. I-3, II-13, with full dis- i. p. 134-36) and TF/Vw^r Ff;7. ii. pis. 1-5.

cussion of subjects and technical details, The general view given in Plate XXVIII.
has now superseded all previous illus- is reproduced from the first-named work.
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general summary which aims at omitting nothing of any interest

and avoiding as far as possible useless repetition. In the

references appended under each subject the principle has been

adopted of making them as far as possible representative of

all periods, and also of selecting the most typical and artistic

examples, as well as the most accessible publications.^

In dealing with the subjects depicted on Greek vases, we

naturally regard the Olympian deities as having the pre-

eminence. We will therefore begin by considering such scenes

as have reference to actions in which those deities were

engaged, and, secondly, representations of general groups of

deities, either as spectators of terrestrial events or without

any particular signification. It will then be convenient to

deal with the several deities one by one, noting the subjects

with which each is individually connected. We shall in the

following chapter proceed to consider the subordinate deities,

such as those of the under-world and the Dionysiac cycle, and

personifications of nature and abstract ideas. Chapter XIV.
will be devoted to the consideration of heroic legends, mytho-

logical beings, and historical subjects ; and in Chapter XV.
will be discussed all such subjects as relate to the daily life

of the Greeks.

The Olymtian Deities

One of the oldest and most continuously popular subjects

is the Gigantomachia, or Battle of the Gods and Giants,

which forms part of the Titanic and pre-heroic cosmogony,

and may therefore take precedence of the rest. The Aloadae

(Otos and Ephialtes), strictly speaking, are connected with a

different event—the attack on Olympos and chaining of Ares
;

but the scenes in which they occur are so closely linked with

the Gigantomachy proper that it is unnecessary to differentiate

them. We also find as a single subject the combat of Zeus

with the snake-footed Typhon.-^

The locus classicus of Greek art for the Gigantomachia is

' For the abbreviations used in the -' Munich 125 = Reinach, ii, 120 =
following notes see the Bibliography Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. 32 ;

(Vol. I.). B.M. F237 : cf. also B.M. B 63.
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of course the frieze of the great altar at Pergamon (197 B.C.),

but several vases bear representations almost as complete,

though it is not as a rule possible to identify the giants except

where their names are inscribed.^ ]\Iost vases give only one

to three pairs of combatants.

Some pairs are found almost exclusively together, e.g. Athena

and Enkclados, or Ares and Mimas ; Artemis and Apollo

are generally opposed to the Aloadae Otos and Ephialtes,

Zeus to Porphj-rion, and Poseidon to Polybotes (P"ig. 112) or

Ephialtes. Hestia alone, the " stay-at-home " goddess of the

GIGANTOMACHIA, FROM IONIC VASr. IN LOUVRE.

hearth, is never found in these scenes, but Dion\-sos, Heraklcs,

and the Dioskuri all take their part in aiding the Oh'mpian

deities. Zeus hurls his thunderbolts -
; Poseidon is usually

depicted with his trident, or hurling the island of Nisyros

(indicated as a rock with animals painted on it) upon his

' Tlie l)est and most complete ex-

amples are as follows:—B.F. : B.M.

B 208 ; Reinach, i. 162 = Louvre E 732.

R.F. : B.M. E47, 469; Berlin 2293,

2531 (both in Jr/t'/iir J 'or/, i. pis. 8 and

5 ; the latter very good) ; Bibl. Nat.

573 = Reinach, ii. 256. Best of all (late

R.F. ), a grand vase found in Melos

(^Monitin. Grccs, 1S75,
V'^- 4) pl*- i"^ =

Wiener Vorl. viii. 7), on which no less

than eighteen deities are engaged, but

none of the giants are named. Hera,

Mephaistos, and Amphitrite are absent.

Figs. Ill and 112 give two of these

—

E 732 in Louvre, and the interior of

Berlin 2531.
-' Arch. Anzeigcr, 1S90, p. 8.
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adversary^ ; Hephaistos uses a pair of tongs with a burning coal

in them as his weapon - ; and Dionysos is in some cases aided

by his panther.^ Aeokis occurs once with his bag of winds.^

FIG. 112. POSEIDON AND THE GIANT rOLVliOTES, FKOM THE KYLIX IN BERLIN,

The following groups can be identified on vases by inscrip-

tions or details of treatment :

—

Zeus and Agasthenes, Hyperbios, and Ephialtes : Louvre E 732

(Fig. III).

Zeus and Porphyrion : Berlin 2531.

Hera and Harpolykos : Louvre E732.

' Relnach, ii. iSS = ^V. a>: i. 5.
• Bii/L dc Con: Hell. xx. (1S96),

- B.M. E 47 ; Berlin 2293. pi. 7 : cf. the archaic frieze of the Siphnian

' B.M. B253, E443 (''^"d see p. 56). treasury at Delphi.
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Hera and Rhoitos (miswritten Phoitos) : Berlin 2531.

Poseidon and Polybotes : Louvre E 732 ; Berlin 2531 = Fig. 112.

Poseidon and Ephialtes : Reinach. ii. 188.

Apollo and Ephialtes: Berlin 2531.

Artemis and Otos : Reinach, ii. 164.

Artemis and Aigaion : Berlin 2531.

Hephaistos and Euryalos : B.M. E47.

Hephaistos and Klytios : Berlin 2293.

Athena and Enkelados : B.M. B252; Louvre E732; El. Cer.

i. 8.

Ares and Mimas: Berlin 2531 ; B.AL B617.

Hermes and Hippolytos : Berlin 2293.

Hermes and Polybios (?) : Louvre E 732.

Dionysos and Eurymedon : Bull, de Corr. Hell. xx. pi. 7.

Athena with arm of Akratos : Berlin 2957 = -£"/. Cer. i. 88.

Death of Otos (supposed) : Bibl. Nat. 299— Reinach, ii. 255.

Among scenes supposed to take place in Olympos, the most

important is the Birth of Athena from the head of Zcus.^

Usually she is represented as a diminutive figure actually

emerging from his head, but in one or two instances she stands

before him fully developed,- as was probably the case in the

centre of the east pediment of the Parthenon. This subject

is commoner on B.F. vases, and docs not appear at all after

the middle of the fifth century.'^ In most cases several of the

Olympian deities are spectators of the scene ; sometimes

Hephaistos wields his axe or runs away in terror at the

result of his operations *
; in others the Eileithyiae or goddesses

of child-birth lend their assistance.'' On a R.F, vase in the

Bibliotheque Nationale Athena flies out backwards from Zeus'

head."

In accordance with a principle already discussed (V^ol. I.

p. 378), the composition or "type" of this subject is sometimes

adopted on B.F. vases for other groups of figures, where the

absence of Athena shows clearly that the birth scene is not

' B.F. : B.M. B 147 (a very fine ^ \kii\x\'Z.Q!(i\xi Revue des Etudes Grccqties,

early example, but much restored), 244 1901, p. 127, traces the subject to a

(Fig. 113), 424; Berlin 1704 (also Megarian origin,

good). R.F. : B.M. E 15, E410 (fine) ;
' B.M. Vases, ii. p. 11.

Reinach, ii. 207. * B.M. B 147, 218, 244.
- Reinach, i. 171. ' Cat. 444.
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intended, and no particular meaning" can be assigned to the

composition/

Representations of the Marriage of Zeus and Hera cannot

be pointed to with certainty in vase-paintings. On B.F. vases

we sometimes see a bridal pair in a chariot accompanied by

various deities, or figures with the attributes of divinities -
;

but the chief figures are not in any way characterised as such,

and it is better to regard these scenes as idealisations of ordinary

marriage processions. On the other hand, there are undoubted

representations of Zeus and Hera enthroned among the

Olympian deities or partaking of a banquet/'

FIG. 113. THE BIRTH OF ATHENA (BRIT. MUS. B 244).

The story of the enchaining of Hera in a magic chair by

Hephaistos, and her subsequent liberation by him, is alluded

to on many vases, though one episode is more prominent than

the others. Of the expulsion of Hephaistos from heaven we

find no instance, and of the release of Hera there is only one

doubtful example '
; but we find a parody of the former's combat

' See B.M. B 157, B 341 ; also Berlin ' B.M. ES2 ; Wernicke, J///. Deitkin.

1S99 (=£/. Ci'r. i. 22) and Reinach, pi. i, 7 = Reinach, ii. 266.

ii. 21, 2. * Petersburg 355 — Reinach, i. 14 =
- E.g. B.M. B 197 (a fine vase, by Jriener Vorl, iii. 5 (also interpreted as

Amasis?)and B29S: see on the subject a sculptor finishing off a statue of

Foerster, Hoclizeit des Zeus unci Hera. Hera).
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with Arcs, who forces him to liberate Hera.' The episode most

frequent is that of the return of Hephaistos in a drunken

condition to Olympos, conducted by Dionysos and a crowd

of Satyrs ; of this there are fine examples on vases of all

periods.- On earlier vases Hephaistos rides a mule ; on the

later he generally stumbles along, leaning on Dion}'sos or a

Satyr for support.

On the Francois vase we see Zeus and Hera, with an

attendant train of deities, Nymphs, and Muses, going in a

chariot to the nuptials of Peleus and Thetis ; on many vases

we have the reception of the deified Flerakles among the

gods of Olympos '
; and on others groups of deities ban-

queting or without particular signification.' But on the late

Apulian vases it is a frequent occurrence to find an upper

row of deities as spectators of some event taking place just

below : thus they watch battles of Greeks and Persians,"^ or

such scenes as the contract between Pelops and Oinomaos," the

madness of Lykourgos," the death of Hippolytos,^ and others

from heroic legend, which it is unnecessary to specify here

;

only a few typical ones can be mentioned.'' They also appear

as spectators of scenes in or relating to the ncther-world.'"

Zeus appears less frequently than some deities, and seldom

alone ; but still there are many myths connected with him,

besides those already discussed. As a single figure he appears

enthroned and attended by his eagle on a Cyrenaic cup in the

' B.M. F 269 (g'ids nicknamed lespcc- ' B.iM. B 345 ;
1", 67, 444 ; Berlin 2060;

lively Daidalos and Knyalios) Rcinach, i. 157, i, 2 and 203 = Baumeis-
- B.F. : Fian9ois vase; B.M. B42 ter, iii. pi. 93, fig. 2400 (by Oltos and

(Plate XXI.), 264; Vienna 218 ; Athens Euxitheos, a very fine example); a late

62S = .4i/i. Milth. 1894, pi. 8. R.F. : instance, Petersburg 419 = Reinach, i.

Bibl.'Nat.539 = Reinach, ii. 261 ; Reinach, 161.

ii. 3 = Millin-Reinach, i. 9 ; Reinach, ii.
'' Reinach, i. 98 ; 194 (Dareios in

311 ; Munich 776= Baumeister, i. p. 644, council).

tig. 714 = Furtwaengler and Reichhold, * B.M. F278 ; Reinach, i. 379.

pi. 29 ; Munich 780 = ^7. Ca: i. pi. 46 A " B.M. F271.

= ]Viener Vorl. i. 9, 3. " B.M. F279.
^ See below, p. 107 ; the best exani- " Numerous examples will be found

pies are Berlin 2278 = .-/;//. Dciikiii. i. 9 in the pages of Reinach's Repertoire.

(Sosias) ; B.M. B379; Reinach, ii. 76 '" Rape of Persephone: Reinach, i. 99 ;

(in Berlin). other scenes, ihid. i. 355; B.M. F270.

VOL. II. 2
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Louvre^; or again in his chariot, hurling a thunderbolt-; in

company with his brother-gods of the ocean and under-world,

Poseidon and Hades, he is seen on a kylix by Xenokles.^ He
is also found with Athena,"* with Hera, Apollo, Artemis, Aphro-

dite, and Hermes^ ; and frequently with Herakles at the latter's

reception into heaven.^ In one instance he settles a dispute

between Aphrodite and Persephone.^ He receives libations from

Nike,^ or performs the ceremony himself, attended by Hera,

Iris, and Nike,'' and is also attended by Hebe and Ganymede
as cupbearers.^^ His statue, especially that of Zei)? 'EpKeio<i at

Troy, sometimes gives local colour to a scene. ^^

Most of the scenes in which he appears relate to his various

love adventures, among which the legends of Europa, lo, and

Semele are the most conspicuous ; but first of his numerous

amaui's should perhaps be mentioned his wooing of his consort

Hera. He carries her off while asleep from her nurse in Euboea,^-

and also appears to her in the form of a cuckoo.^'' The rape of

Ganymede by his eagle appears once or twice on vases,^^ but

more generally Zeus himself seizes the youth while he is engaged

in bowling a hoop or otherwise at play.^"' On a fine late vase

with Latin inscriptions Ganymede appears in Olympos,^" and

he is also depicted as a shepherd.^'

Semele Zeus pursues and slays \\\\\\ the thunderbolt^^; the

' E668 = Reinach, i. 435; and cf. Jatta ' Reinach, i. 156, i.

1405 = Reinach, i. 483 ; Eibl. Nat. 489. ^ El. d'r. i. 14 (now in B.M.) ;

- Reinach, ii. 287. Munich 345 = Reinach, i. 66.

^ B.M. B425: cf. Min. Greg. ii. 21, i.
'' .Urh. Anzeigcr, 1895, P- 3^ (fine

* £1. CcT. i. 82 (also i. 22 ?), and polychrome pyxis in Berlin).

Vienna 329. '" B.M. E 381 ; £/. Ci'r. i. 20.

^ El. Cc'r. ii. 30 (may be Poseidon)
;

" B.M. F 278 ; Roscher, iii. p. 969.

Micali, Moil. Ined. 37, 3; B.M. E432 '" Hartwig, Mcistcrsch. pi. 68 (in

(Artemis) ; Naples S.A. 702 = Reinach, Louvre) : cf. Eusebius, Prep, evang.

i. 499 and Reinach, ii. 183 (Aphrodite)
;

iii- 84/'.

Bibl. Nat. 229 (Zeus with Hera, Athena, " El. Ch: i. 29 A (doubtful).

Ares, and Hermes) ; Arch. Anzeigcr, '^ Reinach, i. 335, 2.

1898, p. 189, and Boston Ahis. Report, " El. Cdr. i. 18 (= Helbig, ii. p. 310,

1899, No. 15 (with Hermes). No. 104) ; Bibl. Nat. 416 = Reinach, i.

•* B.M. B166, B379, B424, E262; 472 ; Berlin 2032 = Reinach, i. 334.

Furtwaengler and Reichhold, 20; Berlin
'* Rom. Mitth. 1887, pi. 10.

1857 (H. plays lyre) ; Petersburg 1775=
" 1^-M- F 542.

Wiener Vorl. iii. 9, 1= Reinach, i. 303
"* B.M. E313; Reinach, i. 408.

(parody) : and see below, p. 107.
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birth of her son Dionysos from his thigh is represented but

rarely on vases, and is hable to confusion with other subjects.

This story falls into three episodes: (i) the reception of the

infant by Hermes from Dirke, in order to be sewn into Zeus'

thigh ^
; (2) the actual birth scene -

; (3) the handing over of

the child to the Nymphs.^ Of his visit to Alkmena there are

no certain representations, but two comic scenes on South

Italian vases* may possibly refer to it, and one of them at

least seems to be influenced by the burlesque by Rhinton,

from which Plautus borrowed the idea of his Amphitnio. The
apotheosis of Alkmena, When her husband places her on a

funeral pyre after discovering her misdeed, is represented on

two fine South Italian vases in the British Museum ; in one

case Zeus looks on!' His appearing to Leda in the form

of a swan only seems to find one illustration on a vase,

but in one case he is present at the scene of Lcda with

the egg/'

He is also depicted descending in a shower of gold on

Danae ^
; or as carrying off the Nymphs Acgina and Thaleia^

;

or, again, with an unknown Nymph, perhaps Taygeta/ In the

form of a bull, on which Europa rides, he provides a very

favourite subject, of which some fine specimens exist. "^ One
variation of the type is found on an Apulian vase, where

Europa advances to caress the bull sent by Zeus to fetch her.'^

' Petersburg i792 = Reinach, i. i : see == Wernicke, .•/;//. Dctilcm. 6, 4; Berlin

Robert, Anh. Mdrchen, pi. 2, p. 179 ff. 3239 = El. Cer. i. 17 ; Boston Miis.

- Petersburg 1793 = Reinach, i. 3 ; Report for 1895, ^'o- 39 ('^ sister brings

Eibl. Nat. 2i<) = Moti. .-hit. di Baroite, the news to her father Asopos). Thaleia:

pi. I ; Boston Mus. Report, 1895, ^o- 27 : Reinach, ii. 285 = El. Cer. i. 16 =
see also for the first Robert, Arch, Wernicke, 6, 3.

Mdrchen, pi. 3, p. 189. " Reinach, ii. 144 : see below, p. 82.

' B.M. E1S2; Bibl. Nat. 440= '" B.F. : Louvre E 696 = Reinach, i.

Reinach, ii. 260; and see p. 55, note 21. 162; Athens S53 = Reinach, i. 507; id.

' B.M. F150; /ahrbiuh, i. (1886), ii. 49. R.F. : B.M. E 231 ; Munich 208

p. 276 (see Vol. I. p. 473). = Jahn, Entfiihrnng d. Eiuopa, pi. 7

^ B.M. F 149 (signed by Python) = (polychrome on white) ; Petersburg 1637

/.//..v. xi. pi. 6 ; B.M. F 193. = Reinach, i. 24, and 1915 = Reinach,
•* B.M. F 286 ; Reinach, i. 278. i. 22 (Europa brought to Zeus). Late:

'B.M. E711 ; Petersburg 1723= B.M. F 184 ; Naples 3218 = Jahn, (?/. ^vV.

Baumeister, i. p. 406, fig. 447 (both pi. I (Eros on bull).

RF.). " Helbig, ii. p. 312, No. ii8 = 0ver-
* Aegina : Helbig, ii. p. 311, No. 113 beck, Kiinstniythol. Atlas, pi. 6, fig. 13.
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The story of lo ^ resolves itself into several scenes, all of which
find illustration on the vases: (i) the meeting of lo and Zeus
when she rests at the shrine of Artemis after her wanderings "

;

(2) lo in the form of a cow, guarded by Argos ^
; (3) the

appearance of her deliverer Hermes'; (4) Hermes attacks and
slays Argos (Fig. 114).'''

In addition, the presence of Zeus may be noted in various

scenes from heroic or other legends, which are more appro-

priately discussed under other headings,*^ such as the freeing

From IVicHcr Vorlegcbldtter.

FIG. 114. HERMES SLAYING ARGOS IN PRESENCE OF ZEUS (VASE AT VIENNA).

of Prometheus,^ the combat of Herakles and Kyknos,^ or the

weighing of the souls of Achilles and Hector ^ ; at the sending

of Triptolemos, the flaying of Marsyas, the death of Aktaeon,

' See generally Boston Mas. Report,

1900, p. 62, s.r\AJahrfniih, 1 903, p. 37 ;

also IVieJier Vorl. 1890-91, pi. 12.

- Berlin 3164, and Reinach, ii. 16 =
El. Ccr. i. 25, 26.

* Reinach, i. 407.

^ Ihid. i. Ill, I = Berlin 2651 (R.F.),

and III. 2 = Munich ^'j^= Jl^/aifr Vorl.

1S90-91, pi. 12, I (B.F.); Boston Mils.

Report, 1900, No. 21.

* B.M. B 164 ; Btbl. Nat. 302 = EI.

Ccr. iii. 97 ; Reinach, i. 363 ; Vienna

338= //Vtv/tv- ]'orI. 1890-91, pi. II, 1 =
Fig. 114 ; ihid. i. in, 4 = Jatta 1498 =
M'icner I'orl. 1890-91, pi. 12, 2.

' See generally Overbeck, A'linst-

inythol. ii. p. 27 ff., 181 ff.

Reinach, i. 388.
"* See p. loi ; Zeus defending Athena

against Ares after the combat, Arch.

Anzeigcr, 1898, p. 51 (Boston vase).

' See p. 130.

J
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and that of Archemoros ^
; at the creation of Pandora and the

Jud;4ment of Paris -
; the rape of the Deli:)hic tripod and that of

the Leukippidae, at Peleus' seizing of Thetis/' and with Idas and

Marpessa.' The story of the golden dog of Zeus, which was

stolen by Pandareos, is referred to under a later heading.'^

Hera apart from Zeus appears but seldom, but there are a

few scenes in which she is found alone ; of those in which she

is an actor or spectator some have been already described, the

most important being the story of Hephaistos' return to heaven."

As her figure is not always strongly characterised by means of

attributes, it is not always to be identified with certainty. As
a single figure she forms the interior decoration of one fine R.F.

kylix,^ and her ^oavnv, or primitive cult-idol, is sometimes found

as an indication of the scene of an action.** On one vase she

is represented at her toilet.'^

There is a vase-painting which represents Hera on her throne

offering a libation to Prometheus, an aged figure who stands

before her.^*' She is also present at the liberation of Prometheus''

;

in a scene probably intended for the punishment of Ixion '-
; at

the creation of Pandora'^; and in scenes from the story of lo."

She suckles the child Herakles in (^ne instance,'" and in another

appears with him in the garden of the Hesperides '*'
; she is also

present at his reconciliation with Apollo at Delphi,'' and at his

apotheosis,'^ receiving him and lolaos."* On an early Ionic vase

' B.M. E 140 ; Kcinach, i. 342, 405,

452 ; //>/W. i. 229 ; i. 235.

- B.M. E467 and /.//.6'. xxi. pi. i;

Petersburg 1807 = Reinach, i. 7.

^ B.M. B316; E224; Naples 2638 =
Reinach, i. 78.

' Municli 745 = FurtwaenL^ler ami

Rcichhold, pi. 16.

'" See p. 141.

" See aljove, [>. 16.

Munich 56 = Overbeck, A'mist-

viytliol. Atlas, pi. 9, 19 ; head only,

El. Ccr. i. 29 ; also perhaps in Naples

2900= Baunieister, iii. p. 1653, fig. 1714 ;

but more probably Aphrodite is in-

tended.

^ Overbeck, op. tit. iii. p. 18 ; Reinach,

i. 231, ii. 16.

''
f:i. a,: i. 34.

'" ]}ibl. Nat. 542 = Reinach, i. 14I.

" Reinach, i. 388.
'•- B.M. E155.
'' B.M. E467.
" B.M. B164; Berlin 31C.1 : Reinach,

i. Ill, 4.

'> B.M. F 107.

'" Naples 2873 = MillinReinach, i. 3:

cf. B.M. F 148 and Reinach, i. 301.

" Reinach, ii. 4.

'"B.M. B379; Berlin 2278; Furt-

waengler and Reichhold, 20.

'' Bibl. Nat. 253 = Reinach, i. 399.
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she appears contending with him in the presence of Athena and

Poseidon, and wears a goat-skin head-dress, as in the Roman
type of Juno Sospita or Lanuvina.^

The scene in which she appears most frequently is the

Judgment of Paris (see below, p. 122) ; she is also present at

the birth of Dionysos - ; at the stealing of Zeus' golden dog

by Pandareos^; at the contest between Apollo and Marsyas'*;

at the slaughter of the Niobids^; and with Perseus and

Athena."

She appears sometimes with Hebe, Iris, and Nike, from whom
she receives libations ^

; and in one scene, apparently from a

Satyric drama, she and Iris are attacked by a band of Seileni

and rescued by Herakles.^

Poseidon is a figure somewhat rare in archaic art as a whole,

especially in statuary, but is more frequently seen on vases,

mostly in groups of deities, or as a spectator of events taking

place in or under the sea, his domain. Among subjects already

discussed, he is present at the birth of Athena,** at the nuptials

of Zeus and Hera,^" and in assemblies of the Olympian gods,

generally with his consort Amphitrite ^^
; he also takes part in

the Gigantomachia and the reception of Herakles into Olympos.^-

He is represented in a group with his brother deities of the

higher and nether world, Zeus and Hades " ; with Apollo,

Athena, Ares, and Hermes " ; among the Eleusinian deities

' B.M. B57: cf. the Hera alyo(f>dyoi

at Sparta (Paus. iii. 15, 9).

- Petersburg 1792 = Reinach, i. i ;

Bibl. Nat. 219.

" Bull de Corr. Hell. 1S98, p. 586.

^ Jatta 1093 = Reinach, i. 175.

^ Reinach, i. 463.
* Naples 2202 = Dubois- Maisonneuve,

Iiilrod. pis. 45-46.

' Reinach, ii. 9, 321 and El. Ctr. i. 30
(Hebe); Reinach, ii. 325 (Iris).

" B.M. £65= Reinach, i. 193.

" B.M. B147, E410.
'" B.M. B 197.

"B.M. E82 ; Berlin 2278 = .-;;//.

Doikin. i. 9.

'- See above, p. 13 (esp. Berlin 2531

(Fig. 112), Reinach, ii. 188 = ^/. dir.

i. 5, Boston Mils. Report, 1898, No. 41,

and Helbig, ii. p. 304, No. 81 = Mits.

Greg. ii. pi. 56, i) ; B.M. B 166; Berlin

2278 ; Reinach, ii. 76 ; Louvre F 30 =
Rev. Arch. xiii. (1889), pi. 4(by Amasis).

'^ B.M. B425: cf. Mtis. Greg. ii. 21, i.

'^ B.M. B212, B262, and Reinach, ii.

23, 30 = Munich 145 (Apollo) ; Boston

Mils. Report, 1896, No. i, and Athens 750
(Hermes) ; Athens 838, El. Cer. ii. 30 {}),

iii. 13, 36A (Athena and Hermes) ; B.M.

B 191 (Ares and Hermes), B 228 (Athena,

Ares, Herakles) ; Boiirgiiignon Sale Cat.

41 (Apollo, Eros, Nereids, Papposilenos).
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at the sending forth of Triptolcmos ' ; and occasionally in

Dionysiac scenes as a companion of the wine-god/' As a

single figure he is frequently found on the series of archaic

tablets or pinakcs found near Corinth, and also in company

with Amphitrite (Fig. 115)''; on later vases not so frequently.^

From Ant. Dciikm.

FIG. 115. I'ObEIUON AND AMPIHTKITI': OX A COK IN IIII AN I'INA.X.

In one instance he rides on a bull,' in others on a horse,

sometimes winged''; elsewhere he drives in a chariot with

' B.M. E140.
'^ Reinach, ii. 35 ; and see B.M.

E445.
' Berlin 347-473 (^loue). 474-537 (with

A.) : see also 787-833 ; specimens pub-

lished in A72f. Deiikin. i. pis. 7-8 {,e.g.

Fig. 115 = Berlin 495).

' B.M. E322 ; Berlin 2164 ; Bibl.

Nat. 363 = Reinach, ii. 257, 4 ; ibid.

ii. 22, 8; Petersburg 1531, 2164. With

Amphitrite pouring a libation : Wiener

Vorl. vii. 2 (Duris in Louvre).

^ Reinach, ii. 35.

" Athens 880; Bibl. Nat. 314.
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Amphitrite and other deities ' ; he watches the Sun-god in

his car rising out of the waves'; and one vase has the

curious subject of Poseidon, Herakles, and Hermes engaged

in fishing.^

Among scenes in which he plays an active part the most

interesting is the dispute with Athena for the ownership of

Attica, also represented on the west pediment of the Parthenon''
;

his love adventures, especially his pursuit of Amymone'' and

Aithra," are common subjects, but in many cases the object

of his pursuit cannot be identified.' He receives Theseus under

the ocean,'- and possibly in one case Glaukos, on his acceptance

as a sea-god "
; he is also present at the former's recognition

by Aigeus.'" He is seen at the death of Talos,'' and with

Europa crossing the sea.'- In conjunction with other deities,

chiefly on late Italian vases, he is present as a spectator of

various episodes, such as the adventures of Bellerophon,

Kadmos, or Pelops, the rape of Persephone, the creation of

Pandora, the death of Hippolytos, and in one historical scene,

a battle of Greeks and Persians.^'' He superintends several of

the adventures of Herakles, notably those in which he is

specially interested, as the contests with Antaios and Triton "
;

and he supports Hera in her combat with that hero.'"' He is

' Berlin 1869 ; Athens S36 ; Reinacli,

ii. 22 ; B.M. B 254 {'A<ppooiTT] inscribed

by error for 'A,u(piTpiTT]).

- Naples 3219 = Reinacli, i. 125.

» £/. Cc'r. iii. 14.

' Plote L. : cf. Bibl. Nat. 222 =
Reinach, ii. 25i=Rayet and Collignon,

p. 121.

* Reinach, i. 124, 465, ii. 22 (Jatta

1346"), 181; Athens 1171 =Heydemann,

Gr. J 'as. -pi 2, I. Amymone alone may

be intended on Bibl. Nat. 359.
" B.M. E 174; Reinach, ii. 23=IIelbig,

ii. p. 309, No. 102.

' Bibl. Nat. 432 = Millin- Reinach, ii.

20 ; isY. CcT. iii. 20-25 ' Bibl. Nat. 370 ;

Reinach, i. 286= II 7e;ier J'or/. viii. 2,

by Brygos (perhaps the Nymph Salamis :

cf. J.H.S. i.\. p. 56 ; the scenes on the ex-

terior of this cup may refer to Kychreus,

the son of Poseidon and Salamis, and

the snake slain by him). Athens 1551 =
Heydemann, Gi-. J 'as. pi. i, fig. 2,

seems to represent Poseidon pursuing a

Nereid.

' J.H.S. .wiii. pp. ZTJ-JC), and cf.

pi. 14 (Louvre G 104, by Euphronios),

where Theseus is received ])y Amphitrite.
" Bibl. Nat. 418 =/.//. .V.'xviii. p. 278.
'" B.M. E 264.

" Reinach, i. 361.
'- //'id. i. 36.

'' Reinach, i. 108, 195 ; Berlin 2634 ;

Reinach, i. 379; i. 99; B.M. E467;
B.M. F279; l^einach, i. 98.

" B.M. B 196, Munich 114 = Reinach,

i. 422 ; Reinach, ii. 61 ; and see

B.M. B228; Reinach, i. 301; ii. 66

(Kyknos).

? B.M. B57.
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also seen with Perseus on his way to sla)' Medusa/ and among
the Gorgons after that event.

-

In connection with Poseidon it may be convenient to mention

here other divinities and beings with marine associations

—

such as Okeanos, Nereus, and Triton, and the Nereids or sea-

nymphs, daughters of Nereus, with the more rarely occurring

Naiads. Of these the name of Okeanos occurs but once, on

the Francois vase. The figure itself has disappeared, but the

marine monster on which he rides to the wedding of Peleus

and Thetis, and the inscription, remain. Nereus appears as

a single figure, with fish-tail and trident,' but is most frequently

met with in connection with the capture of his daughter Thetis

by Peleus, either as a spectator or receiving the news from

a Nereid.* He also watches the contest of Herakles with

Triton;' himself encountering the hero in some cases.'' On
one vase Herakles has seized his trident and threatens him

by making havoc of his belongings.^ He appears at Herakles'

combat with Kyknos,'' and at his apotheosis," and also offers

a crown to Achilles.^" In one case he is found in Dion\\sos'

company. ^^ With his daughter Doris he watches the pursuit

of another Nereid by Poseidon.'"

Triton is found as a single figure,"' and (chiefly on B.V. vases)

engaged in a struggle with Herakles." He also carries Theseus

through the sea to Poseidon,"' and watches the flight of Phrixos

and Hellc over the sea."'' The group of deities represented

by I no and Leukothea, Palaimon, Melikertes, and Glaukos

' .////. Mitth. i8S6, pi. 10 (with the " Rcinacli, i. 339.

Grai.ic) ; Mo)i. Gncs, 187S, pi. 2 (in ** Berlin 1732 = Rcinacli, ii. 66 (in-

Louvic). scribed"AXios Yipuov).

- jVIillin-Reinacli, ii. 4. " Reinach, ii. 76.

^ B.M. B428 = Roscher, iii. 247. '" Naples 3352 = Reinacli, i. 485.
* B.M. E9, 73; Reinach, i. 64, i. 78 " B.M. B551.

(= Naples 2638), ii. 278; irit-tit'r For/. '- Athens 1551.

vii. 2 (Duris in Louvre); Munich 369 '^ B.M E 109 ; Berlin 1676 = Reinach,

= Furtvvaengler and Reichhold, 24 ii. 22 ; Louvre F 148.

(Ilieron): all R.F. See also p. 120. " B.M. B 223, 311 ; Reinach, i. 227,
^ B.M. B201 ; Reinach, i. 346, 6-7. ii. 61, I. See p. ici.

« B.M. B 225, E 162 ; Bibl. Nat. 255 = '^ J.H.S. xviii. p. 277.

Reinach, ii. 61. See p. loi. '" Naples 3412 = Reinach, i. 498.
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appear in isolated instances/ as do Proteus^ and Skylla^—the

latter as single figures, without reference to their connection

with the Odyssey. A monstrous unidentified figure, with

wings and a serpentine fish-tail, which may be a sea-deity (in

one case feminine), is found on some early Corinthian vases *

;

possibly Palaimon is intended.

The Nereids, who are often distinctively named, are some-

times found in groups,^ especially watching the seizure of

Thetis or bearing the news to Nereus*'; or, again, carrying

the armour of Achilles over the sea and presenting it to him."

On one vase they mourn over the dead Achilles.^ They are

also present at the reception of Theseus,'' the contest of

Herakles and Triton,'" and with Europa on the bull." Kymo-
thea offers a parting cup to Achilles '''

; the Naiads, who are

similar beings, present to Perseus the cap, sword, shoes, and

wallet." They are also found grouped with various deities,"

and even one in the under-world.'' Thetis appears once as

a single figure, accompanied by dolphins'*'; for her capture

by Peleus and relations with Achilles, see p. 120 ff.

The Eleusinian deities Demeter and Persephone (or Kore)

are usually found together, not only in scenes which have a

special reference to their cult, but in general assemblies of the

gods. They once appear in the Gigantomachia.'' Scenes

' B.M. B 166 (Palaimon?), E 156

(Leukothea : see p. 136) ; Reinach, i. 319
(Ino?): for possible instances of Meli-

kertes see Berlin 779, 780, 914, and

Roscher, ii. p. 2635.

- Naples i767 = Engehnann-Anderson,

Atlas to Homer, Od. pi. iv. 22; B.M.

B 201.

3 B.M. F218.
^ Berlin 1007, 1008; El. Ccr. iii. 31

and 32 B (fern.) ; see Vol. I. ji. 314.
'" Ant. Denkni. i. 59 (Branteghem Coll.

85) ; B.M. E 774 (names given to fancy

scene) : see also Munich 331 ; Naples

2638 = Reinach, i. 78, 2 ; and Kretsch-

mer, Gr. Vaseniusihr. p. 200.

" See p. 25, note 4 ; also Reinach,

. 231.

' B.M. F69; Jatta i496 = Reinach. i.

112; Reinach, i. 300; Roscher, iii. 221-24:

see generally Heydemann's Nereiden /nit

IVaffcn.

* Louvre E643 = Reinach, i. 311.

" Reinach, i. 83, 232.
'" Ibid. ii. 61.

" Berlin 3241 = Roscher, iii. 218 ;

Petersburg 1915 = Reinach, i. 21.

'- Reinach, i. 286.

'^ B.M. B 155.

" BoHrgiiignon Sale Cat. 41 ; and in

assemblies of the gods, Reinach, ii. 76.

'^ Naples 3222 = Reinach, i. 167.
"^ Vase in Boston (1900 Report, No. 4)

:

cf for a Nereid (?) with dolphins, Louvre

G3.
" Mon. Grecsy 1875, pt. 4, pis. 1-2.
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which refer to the Eleusinian cycle are found exclusively on

later examples/ and as a rule merely represent the two chief

deities grouped with others, such as Dionysos and Hekate,

and with their attendants, lacchos, Eumolpos, and Eubouleus.-

One vase represents the initiation of Herakles, Kastor, and

Polydeukes in the Lesser Mysteries of Agra''; another, the

birth of Ploutos, who is handed to Demeter in a cornucopia by

Gaia, rising from the earth, in the presence of Persephone,

Triptolemos, and lacchos'; and others, the birth of Dionysos

or lacchos—a very similar composition." Demeter and Per-

sephone are represented driving in their chariot, with attendant

deities and other figures,*"' or standing alone, carrying sceptre

and torches respectively,'^ or pouring libations at a tomb (on

a sepulchral vase).** They are present at the carrying off

of Basile by Echelos (a rare Attic legend),'' and Demeter

alone is seen, once at the birth of Athena,'" once at the

slaughter of the dragon by Kadmos," once enthroned,'- and

once with Dionysos as Thcsmophoros, holding an open roll

with the laws {Oeafxoi) of her cult.''*

Closely connected with Eleusis is the subject of the sending

forth of Triptolcuios as a teacher of agriculture in his winged

car. This is found on vases of all periods," but is best

exemplified on the beautiful kotyle of Hieron in the British

Museum (Plate LI,), where, besides Olympian and Chthonian

deities, the personification of Eleusis is present. Besides the

other Eleusinian personages, Kcleos and Hippothoon arc also

' The best example is a votive plaque ' Arch.Attzeii^er, 1895, P- 39 (Berlin) :

found at Eleusis in 1895 (Athens 1968= cf. 'Ei^. 'Apx- 1893, pi. 9, and see p. 140

'E^. 'Apx. 1901, pi. i) : see also Peters- below.

burg 1792 and 525 = Reinach, i. i and '° Berlin 1704 = Reinach, i. 197.

II = Baumeistcr, i. pp. 474-75. " Berlin 2634.

- For other deities in Eleusinian scenes, '- Athensii20 = .(4//;..iT//A'//. 1901, pl.8.

see under Aphnjdite, Hermes, Dionysos, '" Reinach, ii. 329 (very dubious) : cf.

Hekate. a terracotta from Cyprus in B.M. (A 326).

^B.M. F68. " B.F. : Reinach, li. 32-33. R.F. :

* Rev. Arch, xxxvi. (1900), p. 93. B.M. E 140 (Plate LI.); E 183, E281,
* Petersburg 1 792-93 = Reinach, i. 1,3. E469; Petersburg 1207 = Reinach, i. 10;
° Reinach, ii. 32 ; B.M. F90. Wie^ter Vorl. iv. 7, 4. Late: Petersburg

' Reinach, ii. 321 ; Athens 1844 = .///^. 350 = Reinach, i. 12; Helbig, 127 =
Alitth. 1881, pi. 4. Millin- Reinach, ii. 31, and i52 = Reinach,

* Athens 1626 = Dumont-Pottier, pi. 37. ii. 34 ; Wietier Fori. i. 6.
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secn.^ Triptolcmos is generally seated in his car, but in one

or two cases he stands beside it '"

; in another he is just

mounting it.' On the latter vase Persephone holds his plough.

On a vase in Berlin Triptolemos appears without his car,

holding a ploughshare ; Demeter presents him with ears of

corn, and Persephone holds torches.^

Persephone is also seen with lacchos;' who, according to

various accounts, was her son or brother. She appears with

Aphrodite and Adonis," and one vase is supposed to represent

the dispute between her and Aphrodite over the latter, which

was appeased by Zeus.'

The story of the rape of Persephone by Hades, her sojourn

in the under-world, and her return to earth is also chiefly

confined to the later vases, especially the incident of the

rape.^ In the elaborate representations of the under-world

on late Apulian vases she generally stands or sits with Hades

in a building in the centre." She is often depicted in scenes

representing the carrying off of Kerberos by Herakles,'" or

banqueting \v'ith Hades." On both early and late vases

Hermes, in his character of Psychopompos, is seen preparing

to conduct her back from the nether world (see Plate XLV.),'-'

or actually on his way." In another semi-mystical version of

the return of Persephone, signifying the return of spring and

vegetation, her head or part of her body emerges from the earth,"

' EL Ct'r. iii. 62 ; a newly acquired '' See below, p. 67 ; also Berlin 1844
R.F. amphora in B.M. : see also Roscher, and Mus. Grix. ii. 21, i, for earlier

s.v. Keleos, p. 1028; Reinach, i. 286 (?)

;

examples.

Munich 336. '" Reinach, i. 3S9 and 401 (= Naples
- B.M. E 274 and Munich 299: see S.A. 11); I'/n'c/. ii. 70.

Overbeck, KiinstDiythol. iii. p. 535. " B.M. E 82, F 68.

^ Bibl. Nat. 424 = Reinach, i. 463. '- B.F. : B.M. B 261 ; Munich 728 =
*.-////. ii//////. 1899, pi. 7. Reiaach, ii. 48. Lale : B.M. F332 =
^ Naples S.A. ii=Reinach, i. 401. Plate XLV.
" Reinach, i. 124. '^ Reinach, i. 522, I = Roscher, ii.

' Ibid. i. 156, I : see Apollod. iii. 14, p. 1378; Baumeister, i. ji. 423, fig. 463

4, and Hygin. Astro)i. ii. 7. (inscribed).

" B.F. : B.M. B310. R.F. : Reinach, " Reinach, i. 228 (Berlin 2646) and

>• 99> 156,2; B.M. F 277 ; Baumeister, 348 (Boston;; Arch. Aiizeiger, 1895,

i. pi. 7, fig.' 462: and see Helbig, p. 37 (Berlin); Harrison, Prolegomena

144 = Overbeck, Ktoistinythol. Atlas, to Gk. Religion, p. 277 (vase in Dresden ;

18, 12. Satyrs astonished ; Hermes present).
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in one case accompanied by the head of Dionysos, whereat

Satyrs and Maenads flee affrighted/ The interpretation of

some of these scenes, however, has been much questioned.-

The number of vases with subjects repres-^nting the thtee

Delphic deities

—

Apollo, Artemis, and Leto —is considerable.

The appearances of Apollo, at any rate, are probably oiily

exceeded in number by those of Athena, Dionysos, and

Herakles. It is, in fact, impossible to make a complete

enumeration of the groups in which Apollo occurs, and a

general outline alone can be given;'

Apollo as a single figure is often found both on B.E. and

R.F. vases, usually as Kitharoidos, playing his lyre ; sometimes

also he is distinguished by his bow/ As Kitharoidos he is

usually represented standing,'' but in some cases is seated."

He is sometimes accompanied by a hind" or a bull (Apollo

Nomios?)." He is represented at Delphi seated on the

Pythoness' tripod," or is seated at an altar,'" or pours a libation.'^

He rides on a swan '"' or on a Gr}'phon," and also crosses

the sea on a tripod." In some scenes he is characterised as

Daphnephoros,'' holding a branch of laurel, or is represented

in the attitude associated with Apollo Lykeios, resting with

one hand above his head.""' In one scene the type of Apollo

Kitharoidos closely resembles that associated with the sculptor

Skopas.'"

' Reinacli, i. i44=Louvrc F3ii= ^ B.M. B 195, F 145 (?); Berlin 1867 ;

Baumeister, i. p. 445, fig. 493. Reinach, ii. 29.

- Robert, Anh. Mdrchcn, p. 198 ff. :
^ Reinacli, ii. 2S6.

seey.//.S. xix. p. 232, .\x. p. 106 ff., and '" B.M. E 80.

Jahrbuch,v\. (1891), p. I13 ; also below, " B.M. E516 ; El. C'r. ii. 4.

under Ge-Pandora (p. 73), and liar- '- B.M. E 232 ; Reinach, ii. 157, 296;
rison, Prolegoiii. to Gk. Kclii^ioii, p. 277 ff. ]l'icner VorL A. 10, 2.

' For a more complete tabulation see '' B.M. E 543; Reinach, ii. 22S ; Berlin

Overbeds, Kiinstinythologic, vol. iv., es- 2641 =/;Y. CJ;-. ii. 44.

pecially pp. 42 ff., 322 ff. ; also the plates '* Helbig, 97 = Reinach, i. 79 = Bau-

of vol. ii. of the El. Cer., and the Atlas meister, i. p. 102, fig. 108.

to Overbeck, pis. 19 to end. '^ Millin-Reinach, i. 46 ; Petersburg
' Bibl. Nat. 367= Reinach, ii. 257. 411=/:/. Cer. ii. 6 A.
' B.M. B 260, 681. '« B.M. F 31 1 ; Naples 2902 = El. C\'r.

"' B.M. B 592; Berlin 1868. ii. 97 A.
' El. Cc'r. n.T,; ii. 6A = Petersburg4ii. '" Reinach. ii. 310 =El. Ct'r. ii. 65.
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When he is grouped with Artemis, the latter deity usually

carries a bow and quiver," or they pour libations to one

another-; but more commonly they stand together, without

engaging in any action. They are also depicted in a chariot.^

More numerous are the scenes in which Leto is also included

(as Fig. Ii6), though she is not always to be identified with

certainty.'* In this connection may be noted certain scenes

relating to Apollo's childhood : his birth is once represented,^

and on certain B.F. vases a woman is seen nursing two children

(one painted black, the other white), which may denote Leto

From Mom. deW Inst. ix.

FIG. Il6. APOLLO, ARTEMIS, AND LETO.

with her infants, though it is more probably a symbolic repre-

sentation of Earth the Nursing-m.other (Gaia Kourotrophos
; see

p. 73)." Tischbein published a vase of doubtful authenticity,

• B.M. B260, 548, E274, 3S3, 514;
Brygos vase in Louvre = Reinach. i. 246 ;

Naples R.C. 1 69 = Reinach, i. 313 (Ar-

temis with torch ; locahsed at Delphi by

a crow on the omphalos).

- EI. Ci'r. ii. 10 (Berlin 2206) and 32 ;

Vienna 331 ; Reinach, ii. 27 ; B.M.

E 579 ; Forman Sale Cat. 356.

^ B.M. E 262 ; Reinach ii. 26 (=
Louvre F 297), 284 (?) ; on Melian am-

phora (Athens 475 = Rayet and Collignon,

pi. 3), Apollo in chariot, before which

stands Artemis with stag.

^ B.M. B6S0, E256; Reinach, ii. 27-8,

45 (Naples S.A. 192); Athens 1342.
' Athens 1962 (Leto aljout to bring

forth, assisted by Eileithyia).

" B.M. B 168, 213 ; Miis. Greg. ii. 39,

I a ; EI. Cer. ii. 2. Nyx (Night) was
similarly represented on the Kypselos

chest (Paus. v. 18, i).
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which represents Leto with the twins fleeing from the serpent

Python at Delos '
; but in two instances Apollo certainly

appears in Leto's arms, in one case shooting the P}-thon with

his bow.-

With these three is sometimes joined Hermes—in one

instance at Delphi, as indicated by the presence of the

ovipJialos''' ; or, again, Hermes appears with Apollo alone,

or with Apollo and Artemis.* Poseidon is seen with Apollo,

generally accompanied by Artemis and Hermes, also by

Leto and other indeterm.inate female figures." In conjunction

with Athena, Apollo is found grouped \vith Hermes, Dionysos,

Nike, and other female figures ; also with Herakles." With

Aphrodite he is seen in toilet scenes, sometimes anointed by
Eros." In one case they are accompanied by Artemis and

Hermes,"" and on one vase Apollo is grouped with Zeus and

with Aphrodite on her swan.'' He accompanies the chariots

of various deities, such as Poseidon, Demetcr, and Athena,'"

especially when the latter conducts Herakles to heaven."

Apollo, in one case, is associated with the local Nymph Kyrene

on a fragment of a vase probably made in that colony.'"' He
frequently receives libations from Nike," and in one case is

crowned by her.'* With Nymphs and female figures of indeter-

minate character he occurs on many (chiefly B.F.) vases, some-

times as receiving a libation.'' On several red-figured vases he is

' Keinach, ii. 310. 47), 25, 30 ; Naples 1S91 = A7. C<!r. ii.

- Berlin 2212 = Overbeck, Kiiitst- 35 ; Munich 609 — Reinach, ii. 42.

vtythol. iv. p. 378; Bibl. Nat. 306= ' BM.F 31 1,399.

El. Ccr. ii. I A. " B.M. E 7S5.

' Berlin 2645= Reinach, i. 397 (Apollo ' Reinach, ii. 183.

on omphalos, with hind) ; Reinach, ii. '" Ihid. ii. 25 (?), 32, 72-73 ; B.M.

26 (Louvre F297), 28 (Bibl. Nat. 443), B203, and Wiener Vorl. 1889, pi. 6, I ;

i. 184 (Fig. 116); B.M. E 502 (om- and see generally Overbeck, A'laist-

phalos) ; Athens 1362 (by Mys, a fine mythol. iv. p. 51.

example). " B.M. B i99-20[, 211, etc. ; Reinach,
^ Reinach, ii. 29 ; B.M. B215, 245 ;

ii. 72 ; Berlin 1827 (all B.F.).

Petersburg 9 = Reinach, ii. 24 (Apollo '-' B.M. B 6 ; see Vol. I. p. 344.

crowned by woman) ; El. Ccr. ii. 39 ;

'^ Reinach, i. 253 ; El. Cer. ii. 47-48
Bibl. Nat. 428 ; Munich 157. (also Iris).

* B.M. B212, 262; Reinach, ii. 23, " Naples 1762 = Millingen-Reinach, 29.

323 ; El. Co-, ii. 30 (?), 36 C : and cf. '" B.M. B259, 261 ; E 323, 415 ; ^/.

Bourguignon Sale Cat. 41. Ct';-. ii. 13 (= Reinach, ii. 27). In somq
* B.M. B 238 ; Reinach, ii. 24 (Munich of these Artemis may be intended.
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accompanied by some or all of the nine Muses, one representing

their contest with Thamyris and Sappho.^ He and Artemis are

specially associated with marriage processions, whether of Zeus

and Hera or of ordinary bridal couples.-^ Apollo also appears in

a chariot drawn by a boar and a lion at the marriage of

Kadmos and Harmonia;'

In Dionysiac scenes he is a frequent spectator^ ; he greets

Dionysos among his thiasos,"^ joins him in a banquet," or

accompanies Ariadne's chariot ' or the returning Hephaistos -

;

listens to the Satyr Molkos playing the flutes," or is grouped

with Satyrs and Maenads at Nysa." More important and of

greater interest are the scenes which depict the legend of

Marsyas, and they may fitly find a place here. The story is

told in eight different episodes on the vases, which may be

thus systematised :

1. Marsyas picks up the flutes dropped by Athena: Berlin 2418

= Baumeister, ii. p. looi, fig. 1209: cf. Reinacb, i. 342 (in

Boston).

2. First meeting of Apollo and Marsyas : Millin-Reinacb, i. 6.

3. The challenge : Berlin 2638.

4. Marsyas performing: B.M. E 490 ;
Reinach, i. 452 (Berlin 2950),

i. 511 (Athens 1921), ii. 312; Jatta 1093 = Reinach, i. 175 =

Baumeister, ii. p. 891, fig. 965.

5. Apollo performing: Jatta 1364 = El. Ccr. ii. 63; Wiener Vorl.

vi. II.

6. Apollo victorious: Reinach, ii. 310; Petersburg 355 ^ Reinach,

i. 14 = Wiener Vorl. iii. 5.

7. Condemnation of Marsyas: Naples 3231 = Reinach, i. 405;

Reinach, ii. 324.

8. Flaying of Marsyas : Naples 2991 = Reinach, i. 406 (a vase with

reliefs) ; Roscher, ii. 2455 "^ ^^- ^^''- ''• ^4-

• Berlin 23SS ;/•/. CV;-. ii. 79, So, 83, 86 'B.M. B 195, 255-56, 258; F 77 ;

(a fine example) ; Jatta 1538 = Reinach, Reinach, ii. 23.

i. 526; Ilelbig, 133 = Mils. Girj;. ii. ^ Petersburg 1807 = Rein.ach, i. 8 =

15, 2; and cf. Boston A/iis. Report f(jr Baumeister, i. p. 104, fig. no.

1898, No. 54 (A. as a neat-herd?). " Munich 62 = Reinach, ii. 75.

-B.M. B> 197, 298; B.M. B257, 'B.M. B 179.

Reinach, ii. 154, and Millingen-Reinach, *• Reinach, ii. 31.

44.
" Reinach, ii. 287 = El. Cc'r. ii. 62

^ Il'ioih-r for/. C. 7, 3 = Roscher, ii. (inscribed AEAIOZ: see below, p. 78).

842.
'" Millin-Reinach, i. 54.
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Among other scenes in which Apollo (generally accompanied

by Artemis) plays a personal part, the following may be

mentioned : the slaying of the Niobids by the two deities '

;

the slaying of Tityos by Apollo '^

(in one case Tityos is repre-

sented carrying off Leto, who is rescued by Apollo) '
; and

various love adventures in which Apollo is concerned/ The
name of the Nymph pursued by him in the latter scenes cannot,

as a rule, be identified ; one vase appears to represent him con-

tending with Idas for the possession of Marpessa,' He also

heals the Centaur Cheiron (this appears in burlesque form),*' and

protects Creusa from the wrath of Ion." He is seen seeking for

the cattle stolen from him by Hermes, and contending with that

god over the lyre.'' He frequently appears in Birth of Athena
scenes as Kitharoidos,'' and also at the sending forth of Triptole-

mos '" or in the under-world.'^ In one case he appears (with

Athena, Artemis, and Herakles) as protecting deity of Attica,

watching a combat of Greeks and Amazons.'- On one vase there

is a possible reference to Apollo Smintheus, with whom the

mouse was especially associated.''

Like other deities, Apollo and Aitcmis are frctjucntl)" found

on Apulian vases as spectators of the deeds of heroes, or other

events in which they are more or less interested ; some of these

subjects have already been specified (see above, p. 17). Apollo

especially is often .seen in connection with the story of Herakles,

or the Theban and Trojan legends. One burlesque scene

represents his carrying off the bow of Herakles to the roof

of -the Delphic temple," and the subject of the capture

' B. F. : .///A Dciikin. i. 22. R. 1'".
: Fuii\vaent;lcr ami Reichhold, i6 : see

I>.M. ESi; keinacli, i. 227 = Vol. I. also Bibl. Nat. 171 = Rcinacli, ii.

p. 442. Late : Jatta 424 = Reinach, i. 253.

463; Naples 3246 = Roscher, iii. 407 '' B.M. F 151.

(Niobe at grave of children). ' Reinach, i. 375.
-' B.F. : Reinach, i. 244 (= Louvre ' Helbig 227 = Reinach. i. 357 ; id.

E864), 245; Bibl. Nat. 171 = //'/(/. ii. ii. 259 = Bibl. Nat. 820 {^i).

252. R.F. : B.M. E278. e B.M. B 147.
•' Louvre G42'= Reinach, ii. 26. '" Naples 690, 3245.
^ B.M. E 64 (= Reinach, i. Ill), E 170 " Reinach, i. 355.

(= id. i. 1S5) ; ill. C'r. ii. 21 ; and see '- Millin-Reinach, ii. 25.

Millin-Reinach, i. 71. " Reinach, ii. 297.
'•" Munich 745 = Reinach, i. 67 = '* Petersburg 1777 = Reinach, i. 153.

VOL. IL ^
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of the tripod, with the subsequent reconciliation, is of very

frequent occurrence.^ As Apollo Ismenios, the patron of

Thebes, he is a spectator of the scene of the infant Herakles

strangling the snakes - ; in one case he is represented disputing

with Herakles over a stag;' which may be another version of the

story of the Keryneian stag, a scene in which he also occurs.*

He is seen with Herakles and Kyknos,' Herakles and Kerberos,"

and is very frequently present at the apotheosis of the hero.'

Apollo and Artemis watch Kadmos slaying the dragon,^ and

one or other of them is present at the liberating of Prome-

theus ''
; Apollo alone is seen with Oedipus and Teiresias,^" and

watches the slaying of the Sphinx by the former." Among
Trojan .scenes he is sometimes present at the Judgment of Paris,^'^

also at the sacrifice of Iphigcneia, the pursuit of Troilos, the

combats of Achilles and Ajax with Hector, and the recognition

of Aithra by her sons.^" He is, of course, frequently seen in

subjects from the Oresteia, both in Tauris and at Delphi," and at

the death of Neoptolemos before the latter temple.^' The pair are

also seen at the carr\'ing off of Basile by Echelos (see p. 140).'"

The ^oavov, or primitive cult-statue, of Apollo is sometimes

represented ; in one case Kassandra takes refuge from Ajax

before it, instead of the usual statue of Athena.^'

The appearances of Artemis, as distinct from Apollo, need not

detain us long ; she is sometimes found in mythological scenes,

but frequently as a single figure, of which there are some fine

' See below, p. 103. IVifiwr I'orl. E. II — Jalirbuch, 1S94,

* B.M. F479. p. 252.

^ Reinach, ii. 56, 3 : see p. 97.
'^ B.M. F 159 ; Francois vase ; Helbig

* Ibid. i. 233. 106 = Reinach, ii. loi ; Wiener Vorl.

'' Berlin 1732 = Reinach, ii. 66. vi. 7 (Duris in Louvre) ; B.M. E 468,
" Reinach, ii. 69. Helbig 232 = Reinach, ii. 59 ; Reinach,
' See p. 106, note 10, for B.F. scenes ; i. 218.

for R.F. (in Olympos), Reinach, i. 222 '^ Reinach i. 105 (Naples 3223) and

and ii. 76. i. 504; B.M. F 166, Berlin 3256, Naples
* Berlin 2634. 1984 ^ Reinach, i. 390, 2, and Aiizeiger,
' Reinach, i. 388. 1890, p. 90 (Berlin).

'" Overbeck, Her. Bildw. pi. 2, II = '^ Reinach, i. 321.

lliener Vorl. 1889, 9, 6. '" Arch. Anzeiger, 1895, p. 39 (Berlin).

" B.M. E696. " B.M. E 336 : cf. Reinach, i. 218 and
'- Berlin 2633 ; Reinach, ii. 87 (?) ; Overbeck, Kii>istiiiythol. iv. p. 15.
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examples/ A winged goddess grasping the neck or paws of an

animal or bird with cither hand frequently occurs on early vases,

and is usually interpreted as Artemis in her character of irorvLa

drjpoyv or mistress of the brute creation, sometimes called the

Asiatic or Persian A.rtemis.^ On an early Boeotian vase (with

reliefs) at Athens is a curious representation of Artemis Diktynna,

a quasi-marine form of the goddess, originally Cretan (?) ; on

the front of her body is represented a fish, and on the either side

of her is a lion.' As a single figure she appears either with bow
or quiver, or with lyre, sometimes accompanied by a stag or

hind, or dogs ^
; she also rides on a deer"' or shoots at a stag."

Or, again, she is attended by a cortege of Nymphs" or rides in

a chariot."" Like that of Apollo, her ^oavov is sometimes intro-

duced into a scene as local colouring."

The myth with which she is chiefly associated is that of

Aktaeon, which may find a place here, though in most cases

Aktaeon alone is represented, being devoured by his hounds.'"

A curious subject on a vase at Athens appears to be the burial of

Aktaeon, Artemis being present." She is also represented at the

sacrifice of Iphigeneia, for whom a stag was substituted by her

agency,'-' and in connection with the same story at her shrine in

Tauris."'' She is especially associated with Apollo in such scenes

as the contest with and flaying of Marsyas," the rape of the

' lioiii. Millh. i8S8, jil. 1 ; IIartwii,r,

Meistersch. pi. 67, 2 ; ibid. p. 602 ff.

(cultus-stalue of the moon - goddess,

Artemis Munychia) ; and see note 4.

- Vol. I. p. 289 ; Berlin 301 =Reinach,

i. 380 ; Naples 304 = Reinach, i. 380 ;

Baumeister, i. p. 132, fig. 139; Francois

vase ; ./;-(7/. Aiizt'igcr, 1 890, p. 2

(Karlsruhe).

^ .Vthens 462 = Reinach, i. 517 : see

'E^. 'Apx- 1892, p. 219 ff.

* El. Cer. ii. 7 (with hind and lyre) ;

Bibl. Nat. 365 = Reinach, ii. 257 (draw-

ing arrow from quiver) ; Bibl. Nat. 49} =
Gaz. Arch. 1885, pi. 32 ; Reinach, i. 494
(with two dogs) ; Froehner, MiiSc'cs dc

Francr, pi. 4.

'" El. C\'r. ii. 8, 43 ; Naples 3253 =

Reinach, i. 194; B.M. F 274 ; Reinach,

ii. 228.
'• B.M. F 432.

' Millin-Reinach, ii. 77.
*• B.M. F262 = Reinach, ii. 45 ; and

see AY. Cer. ii. 9 (in Louvre).

" Naples 2200 = Reinach, i. 379 ;

Berlin 3164; Reinach, ii. 16 ( ? ).

'» B.F. : Athens 882 = Heydemann,
Gr. I'as. pi. 8,3; Ei. Cer. ii. 103 C.

Late: B.^L F176, F480 (Etruscan);

Berlin 3239 = Ei. Ccr. ii. 103 B ;

Reinach, i. 229 and 250 (the former of

these now at Boston).

" Athens 835 = Atk. Milth. 1S90,

pi. 8.

'-• B.M. F159.
'•' Reinach, i. 104, 133, 158, 504.

" Athens 192 1 = Reinach, i. 511.
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Delphic tripod by Herakles ' and the subsequent reconciliation,^

or the appearance of Orestes at Delphi." The two deities some-

times accompany nuptial processions in chariots, Artemis as

pronuba holding a torch, but it is not easy to say whether these

scenes refer to the nuptials of Zeus and Hera or are of ordinary

significance/ A scene in which she pursues a woman and

a child with bow and arrow m.ay have reference to the slaughter

of the Niobids.''

Other scenes in which she is found are the Gigantomachia"

and the Birth of Athena ' ; or she is seen accompanying the

chariots of Demeter"* and Athena,'' and with Aphrodite and

Adonis.'" She disputes with Hcrakles over the Keryneian stag";

and is also present when he strangles the snakes,'" and at his

apotheosis in Athena's chariot.''^ She attends the combat of

Paris and Menelaos," and as protecting deity of Attica she

watches a combat of Greeks and Amazons.'' A vase in Berlin,

on which are depicted six figures carrying chairs (Diphrophori,

as on the Parthenon frieze) and a bo}' with game, may perhaps

represent a procession in honour of Artemis."'

Hephaistos is a figure who appears but seldom, and never

as protagonist, except in the case of his return to Olympos,'"

a subject already discussed (p. 17), as has been his appearance

in the Gigantomachia '^ and at the birth of Athena.'" In

conjunction with the last-named goddess he completes the

creation and adornment of Pandora on two fine vases in

the British Museum'-"; he is also present at the birth of

' B.M. B 195, B316, E255; Bibl. '-B.M. F479.

Nat. 251 = Reinacli, ii. 252. '^ B.M. B 320 ; Reinach, ii. 72 ; in

- Reinach, ii. 4. Olympos, B.M. B 379, Berlin 2278, and
' Ihid. i. 132. Reinach, ii. 76.

^ B.M. B 197, B298; Reinach, ii. 154 :
'^ Wiener Vorl. vi. 7 = Duris kylix in

cf. B.M. B257. Louvre.

* EI. Cer. ii. 90. '^ Millin-Reinach, ii. 25.

" See above, p. 15.
""' Arch. Anzciger, 1S95, P- S^-

' B.M. E410. '" See note 2 on p. 17.

^ Reinach, ii. 32. "* B.M. E47; Berlin 2293.

« B.M. B203. '' B.M. B147, B244; B.M. E410;
'" Reinach, i. 499. Bibl. Nat. 444.

" B.M. B231 ; Reinach, i. 233. -» E467 and D4.
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Erichthonios.' His sojourn below the ocean with Thetis and

the making of Achilles' armour also occur.'- Representations of

a forge on some B.F. vases may have reference to the Lemnian

forge of Hephaistos and his Cyclopean workmen;' He is also

seen with Athena/ at the punishment of Ixion/' and taking part

in a banquet with Dionysos.'^

More important than any of the other Olympian deities, for

the part she plays in vase-paintings, is Athena, the great goddess

of the Ionic race, and especially of Athens. Of her birth from

the head of Zeus we have already spoken, as also of the part she

plays in the Gigantomachia (p. 15). The separate episode of her

combat with Enkelados (her invariable opponent) is frequently

depicted on B.F. vases' ; but in one instance she tears off the

arm of another giant, Akratos."* We have also seen her

assisting at the creation of Pandora," and contending with

Poseidon for Attica.'" She receives the infant Dionysos at the

time of his birth," and is also generally present at that of

Erichthonios,'- and once with Leto at that of Apollo and

Artemis.'^ She is, of course, an invariable actor in Judgment

of Paris scenes, in one of which she is represented washing

her hands at a fountain in preparation for the competition."

From assemblies of the gods she is rarely absent, and she is

also associated with smaller groups of divinities, such as Apollo

and Artemis (p. 31), with Ares or Hephaistos,'' or with Hermes,"'

or in P^leusinian '" or Dionysiac scenes.''' Thus she assists at

' Berlin 2537 = Reinacb, i. 208; ih'd. 345 = Reinach, i. 66 ; Wiener Vorl. iii.

i. 66 (Munich 345), 113. 2 = Reinach, i. 113.

-' I5erlin 2294; and see below, p. 130. '^ Athens 1962.

^ B.M. B 507; El. Ccr. i. 51 : cf. p. 171. " Reinach, i. 126 : for other examples
' Bibl.Nat. 820= Reinach, ii. 259 (?). see p. 122.

* Reinach, i. 330. '* Bibl. Nat. 216 = El. Ct'r. iv. 96
" B. M. B 302, and cf. F 68. (Ares); Bibl. Nat. 820 = Reinach, ii.

' B.M. B252: sec Air/i. Joiiiii. Ii. 259 (Hephaistos).

p. 67. " B.M. E26S; Bibl. Nat. 22o( = Rei-

" Berlin2957 = A/.C/7-.i.88(Etruscan). nach, ii. 211) and 229; and see under
" B.M. D4; E467. Hermes, p. 52, note 6.

'" Plate L. ; and seep. 24. " Reinach, i. 11.

" BM. E 182 ; Petersburg 1792= "* B.M. B 552 ; Berlin 2179 = ^F/Vw/-

Reinach, i, i. Vorl. iii. 6 ; Mjis. Greg. ii. 38, 2 a (with
'^ Berlin 2537; B.M. E372; Munich Poseidon and Dionysos).
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the slaying of the Niobids/ and on one vase is confronted

with Marsyas, before whom she has just dropped the flutes.-

Scenes in which she appears receiving a libation from Nike

are extremely common •'
; and she is also found with Iris and

Hebe.^ In one instance she herself pours a libation to Zeus."

Generally the companion of princes and patroness of heroes,

she protects especially Heraklcs, whom she aids in his exploits

and conveys finally in her chariot to Olympos, where he is

introduced by her to Zeus." Some scenes represent the two

simply standing together"; in others she welcomes and

refreshes him after his labours,"" and in one case he is

supposed to be represented pursuing her.'' It is unnecessary

to particularise here the various scenes in which she attends

Heraklcs (see p. 95 ff.) ; but one may be mentioned as pecu-

liar, where she carries him off in her chariot with the Del-

phic tripod which he has just stolen.'" Another rare scene

connected with the Heraklcs myths is one in which, after

the fight with Kyknos (see p. loi), Zeus protects her from

the wrath of Ares." Another of her favourite heroes is

Theseus,'- and she is even more frequently associated with

Perseus, whom she assists to overcome and escape from the

Gorgons.'' She gives Kadmos the stone with which to slay

the dragon," and is also seen with Bellerophon,'"' Jason and

the Argonauts,"' and Oedipus.'" She is present at the rape

' Reinach. i. 463. ^ Reinacli, ii. 75 (duul)tful).

- Berlin 2418 = Baumeister, ii. p. looi, '" Stackelberg, pi. 15.

fig. 1209 : cf. B.M. E490 and Reinacli, " Anh. Anzciger, 1898, p. 51 (vase in

i. 342 (in Boston) ; Reinach, i. 175. 510, Boston).

511 (Athens 1921). '-' B.jNI. E48 ; Berlin 2179 = Witmr
^ El. Cer. i. 68, 76 A; with N. sacri- Vorl. iii. 6; Boston RIus. Report, 1900,

^c\x\g, Boston Mtts. Report, \Zoi'&,'^o. z^^. No. 25; Reinach, i. 55, 6 (Petersburg
• B.M. E 324 (Hebe?); Reinach, ii. 116), 91, 421 (Petersburg 2012), ii. 271 ;

323 (Hebe?) ; ilud. 324 (Iris). and see Wiener VorL E.12, 2.

'• Vienna 329: cf. El. Cer. i. 82 (A. '' B.M. B 155, 248, 380, E 181, 493,

with Z., but not pouring libation). F 83 ; Bibl. Nat. 277 = Reinach, i. 290;
* See p. 106 for these scenes, in whicli Moii. Grecs, 1878, pi. 2.

she is almost invariably present. '^ B.M. E81; Petersburg 2189 =
' B.M. B 198, B 498 ; Helbig 93 = Reinach, i. 5 (?).

Mus. Greg. ii. 54, 2. '^ Reinach, i. 108, 195, 331.
>* B.M. D 14 ; Berlin 2626 = Coll. "' Ibid. i. 102, 226.

Sahouroff, i. 67; Millin-Reinach, ii. 41. " B.M. E696.
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of Orcithyia by Boreas/ at the punishment of Ixion," and

at the setting out of Amphiaraos ^ ; at the stealing of Zeus

golden dog by Pandareos* ; also at the rape of the Leukippidae

by the Dioskuri;' and of Basile by Echelos (see p. 140)," and

in a scene from the tragedy of Merope.'

The scenes where she is assisting the Greek heroes in the Trojan

War are almost too numerous to specify, her favourite being

of course Achilles ; her meeting with Iris (//. viii. 409) is once

depicted," and she also appears in connection with the dispute

over Achilles' arms." She is not so frequently seen with her

other favourite, Odysseus, but in one instance she is present

when he meets with Nausikaa,'" and also when he blinds

Polyphemos." On the numerous vases representing Ajax

and Achilles (or other heroes) playing at draughts, the figure

or image of the goddess is generally present in the back-

ground,'" The same type on B.F. vases is adopted for the

subject of two heroes casting lots before her statue '' ; lastl\',

she appears as the friend and patron of Orestes when expiating

the slaying of his mother."

As a single figure Athena is represented under many types

and with various attributes, seated with her owl '' or in

meditation,''' writing on tablets ^' or holding the d/cpoaToXiov

of a ship '"^

;
playing on a lyre '" or flutes,-'' or listening to a

player on the flute or lyre-'
;
with a man making a helmet,--

' Reinacli, i. 1S4. " Vase in Boston : see 1S99 Repoit,

-' B.M. E 155. No. 16.

^ Reinach, i. 480. '-" See below, p. 124.

* Bull, de Con: Hell. 1S9S, p. 586. '^ B.M. B541, E 160.

^ Reinach, i. 231. " Reinach, i. 5 (?), 158, 390; Anh.
" Anh. Aiizft\vr, 1895, p. 39 (Her- Ai!zc(i^er, 1890, p. 90 (Berlin),

lin). '^ Berlin 2313 = Reinach, i. 416 =
' Reinach, i. 363. IVifiicr Vorl. vii. 4, 3.

-* Ihid. ii. 296 : see pp. 77, 128. "' B.M. E316 = Plate XXXVI.
' At meeting of Paris and Helen, '" Reinach, ii. 123 ( = Munich 11S5),

Athens 1942 = Reinach, i. 402 ; at 262 (= Bibl. Nat. 369).

combat of Ajax and Hector, Wiener '" B. M. E299.

Vgrl. vi. 7 (Duris in Louvre) ; at dispute '' Berlin 1846 = Reinach, ii. 30 (before

over the arms, B.M. E 69 ; and see for Dionysos).

other instances, Reinach, i. 3, 82, 13S, -" Reinach, i. 342.

174, 218 ; ii. 59, 266. -' Ibid. ii. 166; Boston Mas. Report,

'" Reinach, ii. no. 1896, No. i.

" £.1. Cer. i. 83.
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or herself making the figure of a horse/ and in a potter's

workshop." On an early vase she appears between two

lions ^
; or she is accompanied by a hind (here grouped with

other goddesses).* She is depicted running;^ and occasionally

is winged''; or she appears mounting a chariot, accompanied

by various divinities." As the protecting goddess of Attica

she watches a combat of Greeks and Amazons"; she also

attends the departure or watches combats of ordinary warriors/'

or receives a victorious one."' In one instance she carries a dead

warrior home."

There are many representations of her image, either as a

^oavov or cultus-statue, or recalling some well-known type of

later art. Among the former may be mentioned her statue

at Troy, whereat Kassandra takes refuge from Ajax,'- and

the Palladion carried off by Odysseus and Diomcde.^' Among
the latter, three can be traced to or connected with creations

of Pheidias : viz. the chr}'sclephantine Parthcnos statue "
; the

Lcmnian type, holding her helmet in her hand (Plate XXXVI.)''';

and the Promachos, in defensive attitude, with shield and spear."'

The last-named t\'pe (earlier, of course, than the famous statue

on the Acropolis) is that universally adopted for the figure

of Athena on the obverse of the Panathenaic amphorae, on

which she is depicted in this attitude between two Doric

columns surmounted by cocks (on the later examples by
figures of Nike or Triptolemos).'' Her statue is also repre-

' Berlin 2415 = Reinach, i. 343 (the '-' B.M. B 242, 379, 541, E 160, 470,

Trojan horse?). F 160, 209, 278 ; Munich 65 = Reinach,

- Vol. I. p. 223, Fig. 72. i. 76 ; Naples 2422 = Furtwaengler and
^ Reinach, i. 501. Reichhold, 34.
' Ih/'d. ii. 44. '^ See below, p. 133.

5 B.M. E 515, 519. " B.M. E494, E696; E716 (moulded
" J^o.ii Mitlh. 1897, pi. 12; Bibl. Nat. vase); and cf. B611 (Nikephoros).

260; Louvre F3S0. '• B.M. B 222, E 305 (PI. XXXVI.),
' B.M. B203 ; Reinach, ii. 73 ; with E 324, E 515 ; El. Ca: i. 82 ; Bibl. Nat.

Poseidon, Athens 836 ; with Hermes, 219 ; /)////. de Corr. Hell. 1898, p. 586.

Benndorf, Gr. 11. Sh\ J^ast'uh. pi. 4, i. "* For a fine example of Athena Pro-
" Millin-Reinach, ii. 25. machos see Athens 1 169 = Benndorf,
' Reinach, ii. 125, 130 ; Bibl. Nat. Gr. u. Sic. Vascnb. 31, 2.

232, 256 = Rein. ii. 254. " See Vol. I. p. 389, and Plates

'» Jl>ld. i. 44. XXXIII., XXXIV. ; also the B.M.
" Bibl. Nat. 260. examples B 130-46, 602-12.
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sented as standing in a shrine or hcroon '
; or as the recipient

of a sacrifice or offering.' Her head or bust alone appears

on several vases;'

Ares, in the few instances in which he appears on vases, is

generally in a subordinate position ; he is a spectator at the

birth of Athena ^
; and appears twice on the Francois vase, at

the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, and again in an attitude

of shame and humility, to indicate the part he played in the

story of Hephaistos and Hera ; of his combat with the former god

mention has already been made (p. 16). In the Gigantomachia

his opponent is Mimas, with whom he also appears in single

combat'' ; and he aids his son Kyknos against Herakles and

Athena." He is seen in several of the large groups of Olympian

deities," or in smaller groups, e.i^: with Poseidon and Hermes,''

with Apollo, Artemis, and Leto," or with Athena'" or his spouse

Aphrodite ''
; also with Dionysos, Ariadne, and Nereus.'-' He

also receives a libation from Hebe." He is seen at the birth

of Pandora, '^ the punishment of Ixion,'* the sla)-ing of the

Niobids,'" the apotheosis of Herakles,''" and the contest of that

hero with the Nemcan lion.''' In some cases his type is not to

be distinguished from that of an ordinary warrior or hero, as in

one case where he or a warrior is seen between two women.'"

' /:/. Ccr. i. 67.

^ B.:\I. 15 80; Berlin i6S6 = Rayct-

Collignon, pi. 7 ; Keinach, ii. 122

;

Athens 1858 = Reinach, i. 396 (iden-

tified as Athena Nike or Onka) ; for the

trophy-like form of the figure on the

last-named cf. the coins of Pergamon

inscribed 'A^rji'Ss 'SiKrj<p6pov : see also

for a curious subject Benndorf, Gr. tt.

Sic. ]'asciih. pi. 31, fig. I.

^ B.M. D22 ; BiM. Nat.

Reinach, i. 131, 4.

^ B.M. B 147 ; Reinach, i. 156

5 B.M. B617 ; Berlin 2531

Nat. 573 = Reinach. ii. 256 ;

1259 = Reinach, i. 506.

* See p. loi ; for his subsequent attack

on Athena, A)-i:h. Anzeiger, 1898, p. 51

(vase in Boston).

472

; Bil)l.

Athens

' 15. M. E67, ES2 ; Reinach. i. 203.
** B.M. B191, B228.
" Anicr. Joiint. of .In/i. 1S96, p. 6,

fig. 4.

'" Bibl. Nat. 216 (=/•/. Cn: iv. 96)

and 229.

" £L Cn: iv. 94-95; B.M. K82, and

Berlin 2278 (in assemblies of gods) ; Gaz.

Anh. 1876, pi. 34.
'- B.M. B551 ; and see Athens 903.
'•' Kl. Cc'r. iv. 98.

" B.M. E467.
'^ B.M. E 155.

'" Reinach, i. 463.
'" B.M. B379; Beriin 1961 ( = Reinach,

ii. 43) and 2278 ; Bibl. Nat. 254.
'* Reinach, ii. 91.

'» £/. Cc'r. iv. 99.
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Aphrodite seldom appears as a protagonist on vases, and in

fact plays a small personal part in mythology. Apart from scenes

of a fanciful nature she is usually a mere spectator of events;

but as she is not often characterised by any distinctive attribute,

there is in many cases considerable difficulty in identifying her

personality. This is especially the case on B.F. vases, on which

her appearances are comparatively rare. One vase represents

her at the moment of her birth from the sea in the presence

of Eros and Peitho ^ ; she also appears (on late vases only) with

Adonis,- embracing him, and in two instances mourning for him

after his death "
; but caution must be exercised in most cases

in identifying this subject, which is but little differentiated from

ordinary love scenes. One scene apparently represents Zeus

deciding a dispute between her and Persephone over Adonis.*

More commonly she is seen riding over the sea on a goose

or swan,^ of which there is one exceedingly beautiful example

in the British Museum ; here she is to be recognised as the

Heavenly Aphrodite (Ourania), whereas in her character of

Pandemos (profane or unlicensed love) she rides on a goat.*^

In other instances the swan draws her chariot over the sea,^

or she is borne by a pair of Erotes,"" or sails in a shell, as in

the story of her birth and appearance in the island of Kythera''
;

in others, again, her chariot is drawn (on land) by the Erotcs,'"

or by a lion, wolf, and pair of boars." She is also represented

at her toilet '^ or bathing,'" in the latter case in the attitude

' Rom. Alilthcil. 1S99, pi. 7: cf.

r.ius. vii. 8.

- B.M. F loS, 373 (? ) ; Millingen-

Reinach, 26; Reinach, i. 119, 265, 325,

479 (?) ; El.Ccr. iv. 66 (?).

' Reinach, i. 499 = Naples S.A. 702 ;

also Naples 2900 = Millingen-Reinach,

41 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1653, fig. 1714-

^ Reinach, i. 156.

" B.M. D 2
; J.H.S. xii. pi. 13 ;

Jahrh.

1886, pi. II, 2; Berlin 2636 {EI. Ccr.

iv. 5) and 2688 ( = Benndoif, Gr. 11. Sic.

Vasenb. 37, 3) ; Reinach, ii. 7, 183.

Late : B.M. F 240, 556.

^ Berlin 2635 = /ahfbtuh, 1889, p.

208 = Roscher, iii. 15 14.

' Berlin 2660.

8 EI. Cn: iv. 6.

9 Air/i. Aiizagn: 1898, p. 137

(Dresden vase) : cf. Paul, ex Fest. iii.

s.7\ Cytherea and the B.M. terracottas

D 89-91.

'° B.M. E712, 775

Reinach, i. 124, ii. 323 ;

//•/A 324.

" Reinach, i. 353.
•- B.M. E230, F311

Roscher, iii. p. 2il9(Fig. 117) ; Reinach,

i. 39, ii. (290 ; Burliiiglon Eine Arts

Cliih Cat. 1903), p. 108, No. 46.

'^ Reinach, ii. 301, 320 ; Berlin 2707 =
Coll. Saboiiroff, pi 62, 2.

;
Athens 1944 ;

Intihirami, J'asi

Athens 1588 =
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of the Vcu/is accroupic of sculpture ; in these instances again

there is often difficulty in distinguishing from scenes of ordinary

life. Again, she is represented spinning/ playing with a swan,-

or caressing a hare;* or in company with a young hunter/

possibly meant for Adonis.

In many scenes she is grouped with a cortege of attendant

Nymphs and personified figures, often with names attached."

Besides Eros, the following are found on these vases : Pothos

(Longing) and Himeros (Charm), Hygieia (Health), Peitho

(Persuasion), Paidia (Play), Pandaisia (Good Cheer), Eunomia

(Orderliness), Euthymia (Cheerfulness), Eudaimonia(Happincss),

From 'Ec/j. 'Apy. 1897.

I'K;. 117. .M'liKODITi: A.M) IIIiK I-OLI.OU l.NG (VASE AT ATHKNS).

Hcdylogos (Winning Speech), and Klcopatra (a fancy name).

Eros himself she embraces " and suckles,' and in some cases

he assists in her toilet, perfuming her hair from an unguent

flask,"* or adjusting her sandals''; he is seldom absent from

lier side on the later vases. In one instance Aphrodite and

' Pclersburg 1983 = Rcinacli, i. 15. Fig. I17 = Athens 1588 = Rosclier, iii.

-' FrDchner, Yl///.fL't'j-a'(^/;-(z;/C6', pi. 13, 4. p. 2119 (with Kore, Hebe, Eudaimon,
' BerHn 4126 = Reinach, i. 128. Ilarmonia, and others).

' B.M. E699 =JH.S. \\. pi. 4. " Reinach, ii. 315 ; Millin-Reinnch,

^ B.M. E224, 697, 698, 775 ; Berlin i. 65.

3257 (with Eunomia and Euthymia at ' Reinach, i. 198.

marriage of Herakles and Hebe) ; Naples * B.M. E 230, E 289, and cf. F311;
S. A. 316 = Reinach, i. 477 (with Eukleia, Baumeister, i. p. 618, fig. 6S7 (? see

Klymene, and Pannychis) ; Mon. Grecs, p 57, note 8).

1889-90, pis. 9-10 (without names)
;

" El. Cc'r. iv. 38.
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two Erotes make a basket of golden twigs/ Their heads

or busts are also found on late vases, as is that of Aphrodite

alone.'-^

In relation to other mythological subjects she is frequently

found in assemblies of the gods, especially in the spectator

groups on Apulian vases"; also at the birth of Athena (rarely),'

at the marriage of Zeus and Hera,'' and in the Gigantomachia

(very rare)." She is seen among the Eleusinian deities," and

in scenes from the nether world '^

; and she accompanies the

chariots of Athena and Demeter.'' She also accompanies

Poseidon in his wooing of Amymone,'" and is present at the

slaying of Argos by Hermes," the punishment of Aktaeon
^''

and the contest of Apollo and Marsyas,^'' and the wooing of

Europa by Zeus." She is also grouped with Apollo and the

Muses listening to Thamyris and Sappho.''

She is seldom seen with Hcrakles, but is present at his

apotheosis,^" and also with him in the Garden of the Hes-

perides ^'
; she is once seen with Theseus,'- and is present at

the rape of the Leukippidae by the Dioskuri.''' Other heroes

with whom she is connected (chiefly as a spectator on the

Apulian vases) are Kadmos, Meleager, Perseus, and Pelops.-^

In the tale of Troy, however, she plays a more important part.

The Judgment of Paris is, of course, the scene with which she

is chiefly connected -'
; in one instance she appears alone with

' Stackelbcrg, pi. 30 : cf. B.M. E 697.
- Reinach, i. 129; B.M. F258; Bibl.

Nat. 1005, 1
1 33 (head of A. adorned by

two Erotes).

' See above, p. 17.

' B.M. E15 ; Reinach, i. I56(B.F.).

5 B.M. B197.
" Moji. Gnrs, 1875, pis. I -2.

' Pelersburg 350, 525 = Reinach, i.

11-12 ; A'ct'. .-in-Zi. xxxvi. (1900), p. 93.
** B.M. F 270, 332 ; Reinach, i. 35556,

B.M. B203 ; F90.

Reinach, i. 124, 465 ; ii. iSi.

Berlin 3164 ; Reinach, i. iii, 4 and

479-

416.

Berlin 3239.

'•' Reinach, i. 405, 452 (Berlin 2950) ;

ii. 197.

" Helbig 118 = Overbcck, Kiinstmy-

th ol. Alias, 6, 13.

'^ Reinach, i. 526.

'" Reinach, i. 481 ; Berlin 2278 ; Furt-

waengler- Reichhold, 20; at marriage

with Ilebe, Berlin 3257.
' B.M. E224.
'* Reinach, i. 91.

'" B.M. E 224.
-"' Naples 3226 = Millin-Kcinach, ii. 7

(Kadmos); B.M. F271 (Pelops);

Reinach, i. 188, and Jahrbmh, 1896,

pi. 2 (Perseus); Naples S.A. 11 =
Reinach, i. 401 (Meleager).

-' See below, p. 122.
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Paris, unless Anchiscs be here meant.' She is present at the

first meeting and wedding of Peleus and Thetis'- ; at the toilet

of Helen, and at her carrying off by Paris
" ; she assists her son

Aeneas in his combat with Diomede,^ and is present at the rape

of Kassandra.'' Helen takes refuge from Menelaos with her in

her temple"; and finally she assists Aeneas to escape with the

aged x'\nchises from Troy."

Besides the scenes in which he appears with Aphrodite, Eros

is a sufficiently important personage on vases to demand a

section to himself. On the black-figured vases he never appears,

nor on the earlier red-figured ones is it possible to find many
instances, but towards the end of the fifth century his popularity

is firmly established, while on the Italian vases, especially the

the later Apulian, his presence is almost invariable, not only in

mythological scenes, but in subjects from daily life. As a single

figure he occurs again and again, generally holding a wreath,

mirror, box, fan, or some object which may be regarded as

signifying a lover's present.

Concurrently with his increasing popularity we note the

change that comes over the conception of his personality.

Beginning as a full-grown youth of fair proportions, his form

gradually attenuates and becomes more juvenile, or even in .some

cases infantile, as in Hellenistic art ; while on the Apulian vases

it a.ssumes an androgynous, altogether effeminate character.

His hair is arranged in feminine fashion, and his person is

adorned with earrings, bracelets, anklets, and chains, remaining

otherwise entirely nude, except that he sometimes wears soft

shoes of a feminine kind (sec Plate XLIV. and Fig. 118).

On the red-figured vases he generally appears as a single

figure, though on those of the "fine" style he is often in

attendance on Aphrodite ; roughly speaking, it may be said

that he figures in all scenes that deal with the passion of Love,

' Millingcn - Reinacli, 43: cf. Berlin "' B.M.F209.

3244 for another possible Anchiscs. • Reinach, i. 222, and cf. i. 437 and
- B.M. E424; Francois vase. B.M. F278 (statue of A.); Noel des
^ Reinach, i. 437. Vergers, Etnirir, iii. pi. 39.
* B.M. E73 ; Tj'.c/vVw/V; Cc^//. pi. iS 'B.M. B 173, 280 ; Reinach, ii.

(now in Boston). 1 16.
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such as the Judgment of Paris/ the story of Adonis,^ the marriage

of Dionysos and Ariadne,' or the love-affairs of Zeus, Poseidon,

and other gods.*

In other legends in which Love plays a part, such as the

stories of Jason and Medeia,'' Phaidra and Hippolytos," Peleus

and Thetis (or Theseus and Ariadne)," Pelops and Hippo-

dameia;'* Paris and Helen,'' he is also to be seen ; as also at

the carrying off of Persephone/'^ Moreover, he occurs in several

scenes where the reason is not so apparent, as at the birth of

Erichthonios," in the Garden of the Hesperides,'-' at the suckling

of Herakles by Hera,^' with Herakles and a Centaur," and in

the nether v/orld '''
; also with deities such as Zeus, Athena, Nike,

Helios and Selene, and Dion^'sos ^'''

; anointing the head of

Apollo,'" The cosmogonic conception of Eros and his connection

with Gaia is referred to in the next chapter under the latter

heading (p. J}^). Two Erotes draw the chariot of Demeter

and Persephone '"^

; and he is also seen in company with the

Nereids.'" His presence in Dionysiac scenes, especially on the

later vases, is often to be noted, though without any special

meaning to be attached to it ""
; in one instance he is carried

on the back of a Seilenos.'-' In many of these scenes he merely

accompanies Aphrodite, and they do not therefore require

enumeration. Lastly, he is seen in company with Sappho,--^

the great poetess of Love.

' B.M. E 2S9 ; Reinach, i. 7, 15, 126
;

" Reinacli, i. 22.

Wiener J or/. A. 10, 3.
'' B.M. F270; Reinach, i. 355, 455

- B.M. F 108 (anointing Adonis' hair). (with Orplieus).

^ B.M. E 129. '" Reinach, i. 66; /(/ i. 100, 167 ; B.iM.

^ Zeus and Danae : B.M. E71I: F 152, 194; Gerhard, .-l/.-ad. Abhandl.

Europa : B.M. E231, F 184, Naples 321S pi. 7, fig. i = Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. 394
(Eros on bull) ; Reinach, i. 22, 24. (with Helios and Selene ?see p.

^ Reinach, i. 449. 79, note 8) ; B.M. F 74 and F 102

" B.M. F272, 279; Arch. Aiizeiger, (Herakles).

1890, p. 89 (Berlin). " B.M. F311 : cf. F399.
' B.M. E424 ; Plate XXXIX. fig. 2. "* B.M. F90.
' B.M. F271, 331 ; Reinach, i. 235. '" B.M. F69: cf. Bourguigiton Sale

' Reinach, i. 9, 402 (Athens 1942), Cat. 41.

437.
"-' B.M. E228, 428, 435, 703; F58,

'" Reinach, i. 156, ii. 309. 60, 72, 382 ; Millin-Reinach, ii. 16

" Ibid. i. 66. (offers wreath to D.).

'- B.M. E227. -' Millin-Reinach, i. 20.

'' B.M. F 107. " Reinach, i. 525, 526.
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In non-mythological scenes he is found almost as frequently,

especially in toilet scenes/ or what we may regard as " scenes

of courting"; but on the later vases these exhibit little or no

action, and arc not worth considering in detail, with a few

exceptions. Thus we see Eros in marriage processions," in

musical scenes,' and at banquets^; at a sacrifice to a term";

watching girls play the game of viorra'^ ("How many fingers

do I hold up?"); swinging them, or being danced on their

feet '
; in scenes of fruit- and incense-gathering **

; or pour-

ing wine into a krater." He appears with Agon (see p. 89)

training in the palaestra.'" He pursues a youth or a girl,"

embraces a girl,'" or is carried by her pick-a-back " ; offers

a hare to a youth," or drives a youth with a whip from an

altar '' ; and in one instance is about to chastise with a slipper

two )'ouths who are playing with a top and hoop '"
; these two

latter scenes may be regarded as implying the power of Eros

over youth. He is also seen shooting an arrow at a woman,'"

an idea characteristic of Anacreontic and Alexandrine poetry.

Another scene which recalls the wall-paintings of the Hellenistic

Age is on a vase in the British Museum, representing two Erotes

being weighed in scales.'-

As a single figure he pursues a hare or kills a snake''';

crouches before a plant '"
; is represented armed with shield

and spear'"'; or places a sasli or wreath on a tripod." He
is borne in a chariot by horses or swans,"' or rides on

' B.M. K225, 229, 705 ; F138, 30S,

310, 332.

- Kcinacli, i. 206.

" B.M. E126, 189, 191.

' B.M. F48.
^ Athens 1946 = DunKiiU-I'otticr, i.

pi. 21,5.
' B.M. E205 (?) ; Reinacli, i. 412.

' B.M. F 123 (cf. p. 50, note 2) ;

Reinach, ii. 315 = Baiiineister, ii. p. 780,

fig. S34.

" B.M. E704; E 721.

" Reinach, i. 232.

'" Bii!/. de Con: Hell. 1899, p. 158 =
Biirliiii^tou Cltih Cat. 1903, p. 97, No. 11.

" B.M. E397, Reinach, ii. 142 ; B.M.

E217, 360, 702, Reinach, ii. 315.
'- Reinach, ii. 317 ; Harlwig, Meis-

U'lsch. pi. 22, fig. I (? see p. 80, note 12).

'•' Reinach, ii. 191.

" Naples 2961.
'• B.M. E297.
'" Ilartwig, Meistersch. pi. 27, p. 262.
'" Petersburg 1 181 = Reinach, ii. 318:

cf. Reinach, i. 250, and Arch. Anzeiger,

1890, p. 89 (see p. 46, note 6).

'" F 220.

'" B.M. E293 ; Reinach, i. 465.
-" B.M. E652.
-' Bibl. Nat. 366 = El. Cci: iv. 51.
-'-' B.M. E526, 528.

-^ Reinach, i. 479 ; Ibid. i. 57.
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a horse, deer, dog, or swan.' lie is also seen playing various

games, such as the kottabos or i/iorra; see-sawing or playing

knucklebones,-' or with a ball or hoop or toy-boat.'' Or he

plays the flute or lyre'' ; or plays with animals, such as a deer,

dove, swan '' ; or finally (on Apulian vases) with a toy which

resembles a wheel, and was probably used for magic purposes,

as several passages of litera-

ture indicate."

Lastly, we must give a

survey of the frequent re-

presentations of Eros flying

through the air carrying

some attribute, which are so

universal on the Italian vases,

though some of the earliest

types also represent him in

this manner. Thus he carries

a hare, or dove or other

bird '^

; fruit (such as grapes

or pomegranates), flowers, and

branches"; wreaths, dishes of

fruit, baskets, vases of various

' Rcinach, i. 55, Millin-Reinach, ii.

59 ; Rcinach, ii. 324, El. Cer. iv. 53 ;

Reinach, i. 347 ; id. ii. 248, B.M. F 555.

- B.M. F 579 = Fig. 118; Reinach,

i. 277.

^ Eaumeister, iii. p. 1573, hg- 1633;

B.M. K 501.

B.M. E 706, Naples 2S72 = Rcinach,

ii. 169; B.M. E296, Kl. Ci'r. iv. 49;

B.M. F221.
^ B.M. E241, Reinach, i. 229, ii. 302;

£/. CiT. iv. 50.

" B.M. E213; Reinach, i. 36; B.M.

F68, F 441.

' B.M. F 223, 279, 373 : cf. Theocr. ii.

30 (pd/x^os) ; Hor. £/oi/. wii. 7 {iiiriw).

** B.M. E118, 571; F219, 257,

Reinach, i. 312 (dove), Jil. d'r. iv. 49

(cock).

EROS WITH KOTTABOS-STAND "B.M. E 13 ; F 294, 34O, 378;

(BRIT. Mus.), Reinach, i. 528, B.M. F 17, 308, 409.
FIG. 118.
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forms, and a spit of meat' ; th\rsi, tambourines, lyres, torches,

incense-burners, strigils, and ladders '" ; fans, parasols, mirrors,

toilet-boxes, strings of beads, and sashes, or balls;'

Among the other associates of Aphrodite the chief are Peitho,

Pothos, and Himeros, of whom mention has already been made.

Peitho, except where her name is given, is not always easy to

identify ; the other two are not differentiated from Eros in form,

and are, in fact, only variations of the conception of Love, as

are the more rarely occurring Phthonos i^Auio)' iiividiosus)^ and

Talas (^Amor mfelix)^ the latter of whom is associated with

Sappho.' Peitho is found with Himeros in one instance," and

in another with Eukleia"; she also accompanies Aphrodite in

Eleusinian and other scenes,** at the deliverance of Andromeda,'''

in the Garden of the Hesperides,'" and at the rape of Helen "

and the Leukippidae,'- and at the recovery of Helen by

Menelaos '•'
; she consoles her when mourning for Adonis";

and is present at the moment of her birth.'"' Like Eros, she

is seen in company with Sappho,'" and she also appears with

Meleager and Atalante.''

Pothos and Himeros are seen floating over the sea with Eros

on a fine R.F. vase in the British Museum,'" and at the Judgment
of Paris '''

; and grouped together generally as iMotes, they may
be distinguished on some late vases. Pothos attends at the

' B.M. F 132, 225, 278. 280, 258 (two

Eiotes holding wreath) ; F165, 176, 329,

389 ; F310; F234, 257, 306, 414, 440;
E518.

'-' B.M. F 349 ; E242, F391; Bau-

nieister, i. p. 498, fig. 540 ; B.M. F 387,

481 ; F 294, 3S2, MilHn-Reinach, i. 20

(torch and bow); B.M. F443 ; E 239 ;

F308, 414 (Plate XLI v.).

^ B.M. F420, 434 ; F456; F 13, 219,

292, 325; F31, 280, 317, 323; F37;
E293, 388, F31, 63, 234, 278; F280,

3i5> 337> ill)-

' Naples S.A. 11 = Reinach, i. 401

(at death of Meleager).

^ Abhandl. d. k. sacks. GescUsch. viii,

pi. I, fig. I (with Sappho).

VOL. XI.

'• B.M. E 222 ; also at the toilet of

Aphrodite (Fig. 117 above).
" Raoul-Rochette, Mon. Imd. 8.

" Petersburg 350 = Reinach, i. 12;

Rev. Arch, x.xxvi. (1900). p. 93 ; Reinach,

i. 124.

" Reinach, i. 188.

'" B.M. E224.
" Reinach, i. 437.
'- B.M. E 224.

'^ Noel des Vergers, Etnirie, iii. pi. 39.
'^ Naples 2900 = Millingen-Reinach,4 1.

" R6m. Mitth. 1899, p). 7.

"* Reinach, i. 526.

" Roscher, iii. p. 1811.

'» B.M. E 440.

" Berlin 2633.
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toilet of Helen,' and plays the flutes in a Dionysiac scene/'

Himeros is seen swinging" Paidia (another of Aphrodite's follow-

ing) •'
; at the marriage of Herakles and Hebe '

;
presenting a

crown to Dionysos,'' or removing his shoes," and accompanying

him in a scene of preparation for the Sat)'ric drama/

Hermes, the messenger of the gods, is a common figure on

vases of all periods, but chiefly as a subordinate agent, though

he plays a leading part in some scenes, and frequently occurs

as a single figure.^ Some small vases arc decorated merely

with his head, wearing the winged petasos." He is represented

passing over the sea with a lyre,"^ carrying a ram," riding on a

ram or goat,'' or reclining on the latter animal''*; also as

making a libation ''' or sacrificing a goat.'"' He presides over

the palaestra,'" and is also seen standing between Sphinxes,""

or again (apparently as a statue) standing by a fountain.'* In

one scene he leads a dog disguised as a pig,'" and he is also

represented tending a flock of sheep,-'* or fishing.'-'

The story so vividly recounted in the Homeric hymn of his

infantile theft of Apollo's oxen is given in several scenes, in-

cluding his taking refuge in his cradle (I"ig. 119)"; he is also

represented with his mother Maia,'-^ and disputing with Apollo

over the lyre which he invented."-'"' The only other myth in

which he plays a chief part is his pursuit of the Nymph Herse

' B.M. E226. '-' Berlin 2727 and Rcinach, i. 159;
- Reinach, ii. 302: see also Boston Berlin 1881.

Mils. Report, 1900, No. 11, and Jatta '' B.M. B549.

1093 = Heydemann, Satyr- it. Bakchcn- " El. Ccr. iii. 73 (Hermaios), 76.

namen,T^\. i (holding grapes). '^ Millin-Reinach, i. 51.

^ Munich 234 = Reinach, i. 298 = "* Reinach, ii. 276.

Baumeister, iii. p. 1571, fig. 1632. " B.M. B 32; Athens 592 = .^//^. y)///M.

^ Berlin 3257. 1S93, pi. 2.

^ Reinach, ii. 200. '^ B.M. B 332.
•* JaUa 1093. '" Vienna 321 (cf. Ar. ./(//. 729 ff.).

' Naples 3240 = Reinach, i. 114. -" Reinach, ii. 25.

'^ B.M. B32; Louvre G 10 ; Reinach, '-' El. Ccr. iii. 14 and 75.

ii. 276. -'- Louvre E 702 = Reinach, i. 354 ;

" Berlin 4003 = Coll. Sahoitroff, i. Helbig, 227 = Reinach, i. 357 = Bau-

pl. 50, meister, i. p. 680, fig. 741 (Fig. 119).

'" B.M. E58. •-•» Reinach, ii. 25 ; De Witle, Coll. ii

" Louvre F159; ^^- Ccr. iii. 87. VHotel Lambert, pi. i.

-' Bibl. Nat, 830 = Reinach, ii. 259.
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in the presence of her father Kekrops and her sister Aglauros/

He appears in the Gigantomachia (in one instance as Zeus'

charioteer),'- frequently at the birth of Athena,' and with the

bridal cortege of Zeus and Hcra^; also in numerous assemblies

of the Olympian deities, especially on the Apulian vases.' He
is present at the seizing of Ganymede,'' and defends Hera

against an attack of Seileni." His slaying of Argos and

deliverance of lo has already been mentioned -

; and he assists

in recovering the golden dog of Zeus which was stolen by

Pandareos.''

He is present at the return of Hephaistos,"* at Poseidon's

capture of Amymone/' with Aphrodite mourning for Adonis,'^

From Baumeislci:

FIG. 119. HEKMES WITH .M'OLLO'S OXEN.

and with Apollo slaying Tityos and the Niobids and contending

with Marsyas,'' also at his reconciliation with Heraklcs.'' He
accompanies the chariots of Poseidon, Apollo, and Athena,'"' and

also those of mortals, especially in wedding processions '"
; and

' El. Cer. iii. 93; Millin-Reinach, i.

70 ; Reinach, ii. 330.

- B.M. F237, and see above, p. 15.

^ Berlin 1 702 (Hermes Kyllenios), and

see p. 15.

* B.M. B 197 ; Reinach, ii. 266.

* See above, p. 17.

® Reinach, i. 472.

' B.M. E 65.

* See p. 20.

" Louvre A 47S(vy6V-W6.i-, 1S98, p.638);

Bull, lie Con: Hell. 1898, p. 586.

'" Reinach, i. 234.

" I/>id. i. 124.
'-' Jbld. i. 499.
'^ Ibid. i. 244 ; i. 463 ; i. 175.

'* Ibid. ii. 4.

'^ B.M. B203 (Athena); Reinach, ii.

22, 26, 73 ; Benndorf, Gr. 11. Sic. Vascitb.

4, I-

"^ B.M. B340; E44, 459; Reinach,

ii. 125, 152, 275.
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he is also seen with Eos and Selene,' Kastor and Polydeukcs/

Prometheus,'' Leda at the finding of the egg,"* and at the birth

of Pandora.'' He is specially associated with Zeus, Apollo,

Athena, and Dionysos," and also appears with Aphrodite

Pandemos' ; he is not infrequently found in Dionysiac scenes'";

and to him is entrusted the newly born Dionysos to be handed

over to the Nymphs of Nysa." On B.F. vases he is frequently

seen leading a procession of Nymphs.'"

As a Chthonian deity he is present in many scenes relating

to the nether world, especially on the large Apulian vases,"

and in connection with the Eleusinian myths, such as the

carr)-ing off of Persephone.'^ As Psychagogos or Psychopompos

he is seen in Hades waiting to conduct Persephone to earth,

or actually en route with her.''^ He frequently performs the

same office for mortals, conducting them to Charon's bark.'*

He is also found in company with Thanato.s,'"' and with Herakles

bringing back Alkestis."^ A unique scene with Hermes in his

Chthonian capacity is on a vase where he is represented

chaining up Kerberos '"
; and another, yet more curious, depicts

him standing by a jar (irido^) from which a number of small

winged figures (elScoXa or ghosts) are flying out, with a sup-

posed reference to the Athenian festival of the IIiOoLyia}^

' Athens 1345 = /.//.6'. xix. pi. 10;

Millin - Reinach, ii. 37 (Lasimos in

Louvre).

- Millin-Reinach, ii. 44.

^ Reinach, i. 3S8.

< /diet. i. 380.

5 B.M. E 467 ; /M.S. xxi. pi. i.

* See generally under those deities

;

for H. and Athena : B.M. B 144, Reinach,

i. 257, ii. 42 (Panathenaic) ; B.M. E 268,

Reinach, i. 520 (Athens 477), ii. 25, 21

1

(Bibl. Nat. 220).

' Berlin 26t,$ =/n/irdi/i/i, 1889, p. 208.

" B.M. B 257, 259, 267, 302 (ban-

queting) ; Berlin 2160 (with the Satyr

Oreimachos) ; Reinach, i. 129 (playing

lyre).

^ B.M. B424, E492 ; Petersburg 1792,

1793 ( = Reinach, i. i and 3); Helbig,

103 = Fayet and Collignon, p. 223

;

Reinach, i. 93, ii. 310; and see .1///.

Mitfh. 1889, pi. I, p. I ft", and p. 55,

note 22.

'° B.M. B 230 ; Oxford 222; Reinach,

ii. 29.

" See p. 69.
'- B.M. F 277 ; Reinach, i. 99 : cf. Rev.

AirJ'., xxxvi. (1900), p. 93.
'•* See p. 28 ; also Naples 1989 = EL

Ccr. iii. 91, and Reinach, i. 522.

'^ Reinach, i. 456 ; Berlin 2455 ; Munich

209 = Fig. 122, p. 70.

'^ Athens 1093 = Roscher, ii. p. 2678 ;

Berlin 2991.
'" Louvre F 60.

' Bibl. Nat. 269.

'^ J.H.S. XX. p. loi : cf. the story of

Pandora's "box," and see Vol. L p. 152

and p. 75 below.
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In the stories of Herakles he plays an important part, as also

in those of Theseus and other heroes, and he is frequently visible

in scenes from the Trojan legends. He conveys the infant

Herakles to Cheiron for instruction/ and conducts the hero to

Hades to fetch Kcrberos-; he is also seen feasting or bathing

with him,' and in company with him and Athena,* and most

frequently in connection with his apotheosis." With Theseus

he is found more rarely " ; but he frequently accompanies

Perseus in his flight from the Gorgons" In other heroic scenes

he is often one of the spectator deities on Apulian vases. In

one instance he is seen banqueting with an unidentified hero.^

In the Trojan legends his chief appearance is as conductor

of the goddesses to the Judgment of Paris"; and in one case

he accompanies Peleus when bringing the infant Achilles to

Cheiron.'" He also assists Zeus in weighing the souls of

Achilles and Hector,'"' conducts Priam to Achilles,'- and is

present in many other scenes which need not be recounted

in detail. A scene difficult of explanation represents him

accompanying Odysseus in a chariot.''

A Hcrm or terminal figure of Hermes is a not uncommon

feature on vases, especially of the K.V. period," and generally

as the object of a sacrifice made to it.'"

Last of the Olympian deities comes Hestia, who is usually

coupled with Hcrme'^ ; she, ho\ve\er, onl>' appears on a few vases

in gatherings of the Olympian deities,'" as on the Frangois vase,

where she attends the nuptials of Peleus and Thetis, and at

the marriage of Herakles and Hebe.''

' Munich 6ii = Reinach, i. 419. ' See p. 122.

- Reinach, i. 389, ii 32, 70. '" Athens 966.

•• B.M. B 167, B 301 ; H 229. " Reinach, i. 89, 144.

^ Reinach, i. 297, 323, ii. 70, 74-75.
'-'

//>/d. i. 138, ii. 99.
'-• B.M. B 166, 318, 379 ; Louvre F 116- '=' IVirner Vorl. 1890-91. 10 (Louvre).

117 ; Reinach, i. 222, 36S, ii. 76. " El. Ccr. iii. 78-81 ; Bib!. Nat. 839 :

'' Bibi. Nat. 172 ; Reinach, i. 91, ii. see Roscher, i. p. 2393.

271. '•B.M. B362, 627, E585; Berlin

' B.M. B248, B 280, E493; Bil)l. 1928, 2172; Schreiber-Anderson, 16, 8,

Nat. 277 = Reinach, i. 290 ; /(/. ii. 48 ;
and 14, 3.

Moil. Grcrs, 1878, pi. 2 (represents an "= B.^L B 345, E 444 ; Berlin 2278;

earlier episode). Reinach, i. 203 ; Ath. Mitlh. 1889, pi. i.

" Bibl. Nat. 224. '• Foniiait Sale Cat. 364.



CHAPTER XIII

DION YSOS AND MISCELLANEOUS DEITIES

Dionysos and his associates—Ariadne, Maenads, and Satyrs—Names of

Satyrs and Maenads—The Nether World—General representations and

isolated subjects— Charon, Erinnyes, Hekate, and Thanatos—Cosmo-

gonic deities—Gaia and Pandora—Prometheus and Atlas— Iris and

Hebe—Personifications—Sun, Moon, Stars, and Dawn—Winds— Cities

and countries^ The Muses — Victory— Abstract ideas — Descriptive

names.

§ I. Dionysos and his Associates

The most important deity in Greek mythology outside the

Olympian circle is undoubtedly Dionysos ; but the part that is

played by him and his attendant train in Greek art is out of all

proportion e\'cn to this, at least in the vase-paintings. Apart

from what we may regard as strictly mythological subjects,

such as the Birth of Dionysos and scenes in which other

gods or heroes are introduced, the number and variety of the

themes are so great that an exhaustive enumeration is quite

impossible ; nor indeed would it repay the trouble to give a

complete list of what may for convenience be termed Dionysiac

scenes. Suffice it to say that they occur with equal frequency

on the vases of all periods from the middle of the sixth century

onwards.
' The personages with whom we have to deal in this section

are, besides Dionysos himself, his spouse Ariadne, Pan, with his

"double" Aegipan, and the motley rout of Satyrs, Seileni, and

Maenads, who appear either in the wine-god's company or by

themselves. Dionysos is generally accompanied by one or

more Maenads or Seileni, whether engaged in some definite

action, such as pouring wine or playing flutes, or no ; but he is

54
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also not infrequently seen as a single figure' On the earlier

\-ases he is elderly and bearded, but on the later youthful and

beardless. He is occasionally represented with horns," or in the

form of a man-headed bull." He is depicted sacrificing at an

altar,^ pouring a libation,' or slaying a fawn ^ or goat

(Xi/j.aipocpovoi;)' ; banqueting," or playing on the lyre." He
rides on a bull,'" goat," mule,'" or panther,'' or in a winged

chariot '^— in one case drawn by Gryphons, in another by a

Gryphon, bull, and panther'"—or in a chariot shaped like a ship'";

or is carried by a Seilenos.''^ On a beautiful cup by Exekias "^

he sails over the ocean in a boat, the mast of which grows

into a vine. We are reminded in this scene of the Homeric

hymn (xix.) and the story of the Tyrrhenian pirates, a subject

which, according to one interpretation, is represented on a vase

at Athens.''

His birth is not often represented, and chiefly on R.F. vases"'*;

it has been referred to already in detail, in reference to Zeus.

When handed over to Hermes,'-' the newly born infant is con-

veyed by that god to Nysa, where he is finally delivered to a

Seilenos, to be nursed by the Nyinphs of that place.-- Or he is

handed directly to a Nymph b\' Zeus,-'' or, by a curious error or

confusion on the artist's part, to /Vriadne, his future bride.-'

' B.M. B 5S9, B693 ; ]', iSo (between

vine-poles); Bibl. Nat. 176; Ilartwig,

pi. 30, fig. 2 (Hieron) ; Brantegheni Coll.

No. 28(Heimaios) ; Athens i583 = Kayet

and Collignon, p. 291 ; Atiicr. Joiint. of

Arch. 1900, pi. I, p. 185 (Duris in

Boston).
-' Petersburg SSo = Reinach, i. 13.

' B.M. Y 194.

' B.M. E257.
'^ W'it'iitr Vofl. 1890-91, pi. 7, fig. 2

(Nikosthenes in Boston).

" B.M. E439.
' B.M. E362.
** Athens i583 = Rayet and Collignon,

p. 291.

•' ];ibl. Nat. 576 = Ilartwig, Mcislcrsch.

pi- Zl, I-

'" Reinach, ii. 35.

" Ibid. i. 159.

'-B.M. B225, B37S, B426, E102;

I-ouvre F 133; Petersburg 855 = Reinach,

i. 18.

'' B.M. E429; Millin-Reinach, i. 60,

ii. 17 ; Reinach, i. 168, ii. 302.

" Reinach, ii. 32 (cf. Triptolemos).
'^ Boin\s[iiii:;)ion Sale Cat. 57 ; Alon.

Grccs, 1879, pi. 3.

" B.M. B79.
" Mus. Gno: ii. 3, 3,?.

'" Munich 339 = Reinach, ii. 36 =
Ifirii.T VorL 1888, 7, I.

'" C'(?/.969 = Reinach, i. 415: see p. 178.
-'' B.M. E 182 ; Bibl. Nat. 2iq = lMoi:.

di Baronc, pi. I ; Reinach, i. i and 3 =
Petersburg 1792 and 1793 ; and see p. 19.

-' B.M. E492; Reinach, i. 93, 122;

Helbig 103 = Rayet and Collignon,

p. 223.
-'- Petersburg 2007 = Reinach, i. 7.

-^ Bibl. Nat. 440= Reinach, ii. 260.

-' Reinach, i. 93.
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There is a possible representation of the Indian Dionysos or

Bassareus/ India being the land whence he was fabled to come
;

and other vases represent various events connected with his first

manifestation of himself in Greece : such as the madness he

brought on Lykourgos, who refused to receive him,- and his

subsequent sacrifice after his triumph '^
; the death of the

similarly contumelious Pentheus (the story on which the plot

of tht Bacc/iae turns) ^; or his supposed visit to the Athenian
Ikarios." He sometimes appears with his mother Semele,

whom he brings back from Hades''; in one or two instances

their heads are seen rising from the ground to indicate their

return from the nether world.' The}' arc then solemnly

introduced into Olympos/
Dionysos is frequently grouped with various deities, such as

Apollo, Athena, and Hermes'' ; or they are seen in his company
at a banquet.*" He sometimes appears at the birth of Athena,"

the apotheosis of Herakles,'-' and his marriage with Hebe"; or

in heroic scenes, such as the Judgment of Paris," or the combat
of Heraklcs and Kyknos.*' He appears with the Seileni who
attack Hera and Iris,*" and brings back Hephaistos to Olympos.'^

He frequently takes part in the Gigantomachia, usually in single

combat,'" being aided by his panther, and sometimes by Seileni

and Maenads.*" Sometimes he is seen preparing for this event,

' Baumeister, i. p. 434. fig. 483 : cf. Hermes, Ilerakles) ; Munich 157 ; Rei-

B.M. E695 (douljtful). nacli, i. 8 (Petersburg 1807), 20J, ii. 24,
- B.M. F271; Naples 3219 = Reinach, 42, and 75 (Munich 47, 609, 62), 30,

i. 125 and 3237 = Miilingen-Reinach, i 35, 74.

= Baumeister, ii. p. 834, fig. 91S. '" B.M. B302; E 66 (Herakles).

^ Naples 3237 = Miilingen-Reinach, 2 " B.M. E410.
= Baumeister, ii. p. 835, fig. 919. '- B.M. B 200, B201, 1^318-21 ; Berlin

* B.M. E775 = Fig. 131 ; Munich 807 1961, 2278.

--= Baumeister, ii. p. 1204, fig. 1396 •,Jahy- '' Berlin 3257.

hiich, vii. (1892), pi. 5, p. 154 (Dionysos " Munich 773; and see Overbeck,

not present) ; and see Ijelow, p. 142. Her. J-!/Idw. p. 210.

'" B.M. B 149, B 153, E 166. '' Berlin 1732 = Reinach, ii. 66.

« B.M. F 194 (D. with bull's head). '" B.M. E65.
' Naples S.A. 172 = Reinach, i. 498 :

" See p. 17.

cf. Louvre F 136 and F311 (Reinach, "^ B.M. B253, E8, E303, E443 ; Bibl.

i. 144). Nat. 230 ; and see p. 14.

* Berlin 1904. '" Boston Mus. Report, 1900, No. 14

' B.M. B 347 (Hermes and Apollo); (Maenads); Yxo€tmtx, Mitsees de France,

Bibl. Nat. 231 ; Athens 903 (Ares, pi. 6 (Seileni).
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wearing a cuirass, while Satyrs or Maenads hold the rest of

his armour.' He is also grouped with Gaia KovpoTpocpo^^" and

with Poseidon and Nike'; or accompanies the chariot of

Athena*; and is seen in more than one assembly of the

Olympian deities.''

His wooing and consoling of the deserted Ariadne'' is an

attractive and popular subject, and several vases seem to

represent the nuptial ceremonies between the pair,' or the

preparations for the same, with Eros assisting at the bride's

toilet."* Numerous are the instances in which he is seen

grouped with Ariadne, often in loving embrace," and generally

surrounded by his cortege,'" but also alone. Or, again, he and

Ariadne drive in a chariot drawn by lions," panthers,'" stags,' ' or

goats"; in two cases Ariadne drives her own chariot alone,'" in

another Dionysos is seen alone in a four-horse chariot.'" They
are also seen reclining together at a banquet,'' sometimes

accompanied by Herakles and other deities.'- On a vase of

quasi-Etruscan style ''' we see the sleeping Ariadne surrounded

by Dionysos, Satyrs, and Maenads. This presumabl}' refers

to the scene in Naxos.

The numerous vases on which Dionysos appears, with or

without Ariadne, accompanied by a throng of Satyrs and

Maenads, sometimes in high revelry, sometimes in more peaceful

circumstances, may next be mentioned, though it is not necessary

' Petersburg 1600 = Reinach, i. 25 ; 49 A (D. throws himself into arms

Bibl. Nat. 391 = Froehner, Miist'es dc of A.).

Fiance, pi. 8. '" V>.Vi. B 204, 206, 208, Fi, 69.

- B.M. B 168 (?) : see Reinach, ii. 38 " Wurzburg, Phineus cup = Reinach,

and p. 30. i. 201 = Furtvvaengler and Reichhold,

^ B.M. E445. pi. 41 (lions and stags).

•* B.M. B203. '- B.M. K 546 ; Jatta 1092= Reinach,
'" B.M. E444; Reinach, i. 203: see 1.482.

note 9, p. 56.
'' Petersburg 1427 = Reinach, i. 18.

" Berlin 2179 = Wii'iicr Vorl. iii. 6. " Reinach, ii. 37, 6.

'B.M. F171 (crowned by Nike); '" B.M. B 179 ; Micali, .S'A';7<7, 86.

Athens 667 ; Fonnan Sale. Cat. 356. "' B.M. B 206.

** Millin-Reinach, ii. 43 (doubtful); '"B.M. B 302, B476, B556; Bibl.

Baumeister, i. p. 618, fig. 6S7. Nat. 433 = Millin-Reinach, i. 38; Cam-
' B.M. B 198, B 256-59, E 129, E279, bridge 48.

F307; Reinach, i. 161 = Baumeister, i.
'" Millin-Reinach, i. 37.

p. 441, fig. 491 ; Millin-Reinach, ii. 16, " Reinach, i. 215.
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to cite more than a few typical examples ^
; equally numerous

are smaller groups, where only one or two followers appear, but

only a few of these need be particularised." Thus we see him
in peaceful converse with Maenads or Nymphs ^ ; seizing them
with amorous intent^ ; listening to a Satyr playing the lyre or

flute
''

; or going to a banquet, accompanied by Satyrs with

torches **; or feeding a bird/ In banquet scenes he receives

drink from a Satyr,- or plays at the kottabos (see p. 182)^; or

Seileni steal his food and drink. ^'^ He watches a Lydian woman
dancing in armour,'^ or dances himself to the flutes played by

an actor.'" In one instance he is seen leaving his chariot to

join in the revels of his followers '' ; in another he takes part

in the orgies of the Scythian Agathyrsi," and he is seen in

a drunken condition, supported by one of his followers. ^'^

He is not infrequently grouped with Eros, from whom he

receives drink or a wreath '" ; also with Pan,'" or with semi-

personified figures such as Komos (Revelry) '*^ or Oinopion

(Wine-drinker).^'-*

Pan only makes his appearance on late vases, usually in

Dionysiac groups,-" or as a single figure on the smaller Apulian

wares ; when he is depicted with goat's legs and squat propor-

' B.F. : B.M. B206, B 300 = Fig. 120,

B427; Reinach, ii. 141 and i. 203 =
IP'iener Vorl. D. I, 3 (D. in chariot).

R.F. : B.M. E 16, 55, 75, 228, 362,

462; Berlin 2471 = Coll. Sabouroff, i.

55; Bibl. Nat. l<^1 = Monunicnls Plot,

vii. pi. 2; Roscher, iii. p. 21 18. Late:

B.M. F I, 77, 179, 303-4; Reinach, ii.

200. See also p. 61.

^ See B.M. Cat. and Reinach, passim
;

B.M. B 148, Eiio, 253, 503, F149;
Berlin 2174; Bibl. Nat. 222 = Reinach,

ii. 251 ; Louvre F3, F 5, F loi, F124,

F204, G43.
^ B.M. E350 (receiving wine from

Nymph).
' B.M. E 184.

'" Berlin 2402 = Coll. Saboiiroff, i. 57 ;

Berlin 2290 = Baumeister, i. p. 555,

fig- 592 (Hieron) ; Reinach, ii. 155 =
JVielier Vorl. 1889, 4, 5 (Taleides), and

ii. 289, 6.

" B.M. E 465, F153.
' Reinach, ii. 301.
'^ B.M. E511, F56.
" B.M. F37, 275; in F273 Ariadne

similarly occupied.
"" B.M. E66, E786.
" Jiizcii^c'r, 1S95, P- 40-

'- JaJirhiicii. i. (1886), p. 278 : cf. B.M.

F188.
'' Ilartwig, Mcislcrscli. pi. 6 = Louvre

" //'/(/. pis. 38-39, I, and see p. 181.
''• Athens 1282-83 = Bull, de Corr.

Hell. 1895, p. 98.

" B.M. E703, F152: Millin-Reinach,

ii. 16 and ii. 40.

" B.M. F 114 ; Millin-Reinach, ii. 21.

"* Reinach, ii. 38.

'' B.M. B 210; Boiirguignon Sale Cat.

18 (both Exekias).
-» B.M. E228, 241, 435, F 163, 270;

Reinach, ii. 301 ; Millingen-Reinach, 2.
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tions, he is usually called Aegipan '
; or, again, Paniskos, when he

has the form of a beardless youth.-^ He surprises a Nymph
asleep,'' and is sometimes associated with the Nymph Echo.*

Dionysos' connection with the Attic drama is more specially

indicated by scenes in which he appears as the inventor or

patron of tragedy, presenting a tragic mask to a young actor ''

;

he also appears in an elaborate scene representing the prepara-

tions for a Satyric drama." As the object of worship he is some-

times seen in a form which implies a reference to some primitive

cult, as an aniconic pillar-image {^oavov or ^anv\n<;) '; or, again,

in the form of a tree (Dionysos Dendrites), and homage is paid

to him by Maenads.^ Besides sacrifices to his image, we see

sacrificial dances performed," or chcragic tripods consecrated

to him."' His statue is once seen at a fountain/''

We must now treat of the scenes in which Seileni and Satyrs,

Maenads and Nymphs, appear independently of Dionysos, or in

particular actions without relation to him. They are, indeed,

often, if not invariably, present in all scenes in which he takes

part, whether mythological or of a less definite character ; as,

for instance, the return of Hephaistos to Olympo.s,'- in which

the gods are usually accompanied by a more or less riotous

escort of Satyrs, and others as already mentioned. The attack

of the Satyrs on Iris and Hera has been alluded to in connection

with the latter'-'; and they seldom elsewhere appear in relation

to the Olympian deities or other myths, except in those scenes

which depict the rising of Persephone or Ge-Pandora from the

earth." But Satyrs and Maenads are sometimes represented

' B.M. E 22S, F203, F 253. Anderson, pi. 14, 8.

- B.M. F 437. " Berlin 2029 ; Naples 241 1 = Reinacli,

' Petersburg 2161. i. 154.

' B.M. F83, 381. '» Bologna 2S6.

•^ B.M. F163; Munich 848 = Reinach, " B.M. B 332.

i. 3S3. '-See p. 17; and of. B.M. B 42
'' Naples 3240 = Reinach, i. 114 = (Plate XXL).

Biumeister, i. pi. 5, fig. 422. '' .See pp 22, 76 : also Berlin 2591.
" Minervini, Mon. dn Barone, pi. 7. " Froehner, Mitsces de France, pi. 21

^ B.M. E451-52, 471; Berlin 1930, and p. 69ft'. ; Reinach, i. 144, 228;

2290 (=- ]Viene7- Vorl. A. 4) ; Naples Harrison, Prokgo'iKiia to Gk. Religion,

2419 = Furtwaengler and Reichhold, p. 277; and see pp. 29, 73.

pis. 36-7 (see Vol. I. p. 141) ; Schrciber-
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as performing sacrifices, not only to Dionysos/ but also to

Herakles,'-' or to a terminal figure of Hermes;' W'e turn next

to scenes of more general character.

There arc numerous vases, especially of the R.F. period, on

which groups of Satyrs and Maenads are represented in revels

of a more or less wild and imrestrained character, or else in

more peaceful association. Those in which Dionysos himself

is present have already been enumerated, but the general types

may be now considered. It may, perhaps, be possible to distin-

guish two, or even three, classes of this subject : the inactive

groups of Satyrs and Maenads "^

; those in which they rush along

in frenzy and unrestrained licence, brandishing their thyrsi, or

with tambourines {fynipafia) and other musical instruments';

and, lastly, scenes of convivial revelry (km/j,oc), in which they are

engaged in drinking from all sorts of vessels." Sometimes these

revels are strictly confined to Satyrs, and then they become

absolutely licentious in character"; or, again, a group of

Maenads unattended tear along with torches, thyrsi, and musical

instruments '^

; or, lastly, both join in cianccs hand-in-iiand, a

subject which on early vases is often adopted for a long frieze

encircling a vase."

As a pendant to these, many subjects and single figures must

here be mentioned which seem to be excerpts from the larger

compositions, as well as independent motives presenting special

features found in the more elaborate scenes. \Vc begin with

subjects in which both Satyrs and Maenads take part, among

which we find a favourite subject to be the gathering of fruit,'"

' See p. 60, note 8. B.M. B 297 (Plate XXX.); Satyr as

" B.M. E 505. single figure, Louvre G 24.

^ Reinach, i. 472, ii. 19S. " B.M. E 35, E 768 ; Hartwig, o/>. c/V.

' B.M. B 203-4. 206, 427, F 58, 77, pi. 45 (Hicron); Cambridge 48.

So-i, 156. ** B.M. F 133 ; Naples 2419 = Furt-

' B.M. F 75-6, 276; Louvre F 120, waengler and Reichhold. pi. 37 ; Fonnaii

F 124 (= W'icii > Vorl. 1S90, 5, 3), G 33, Sail' Cat. 352.

G 57 ; Naples 3113, 3241 ( = Reinacli, i. ° B.!\L B 296 ; Reinach, ii. 75 (Mu-

384) ; Munich 184 = Furtwaengler and nich 62), 141 ; Karlsruhe 259 = Furt-

Reichhold, pi. 46 (Hieron) ; Gaz. Arch. waengler and Reichhold, pi. 30; Annr.

1887, 15 (Hieron in Brussels) ; Hartwig, Jotirn. of Arch. 1900, pp. 188-189 ;

Meistersch. ])Is. 6, 3 1 -2. Vienna 231.

" FLirtwig, op. cit. pi. 5; Mlcitcr '" Louvre F 334,

Vorl. E. 12, I ; Alns. Gi-Ci;. ii. 79, ia
;
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especially grapes, and the processes of the vintage/ Satyrs

offer drink to Maenads,'-' or play the flutes for them to dance to^

;

and there is a favourite series of subjects of an amorous cha-

racter, in which the Satyrs pursue the objects of their passion,*

or surprise them asleep," seize them and overcome their struggles

to escape," and finally enfold them in embraces," or carry them

on their shoulders.** Satyrs are also seen surprising women
while bathing" ; and a group of them appear astonished at the

sunrise.'"

We may next dismiss briefly the scenes which depict Maenads
alone, usually as single figures. They sometimes appear in a

state of frenzy (Fig. 121)," dancing with snakes twisted round

their arms,'- or playing castanets,''* or tearing a kid to pieces

(;^tyaa//oo(/)oVos)." In quieter fashion they ride on a mule '^ or

bull,^" or are seen accompanied by hinds, goats, and panthers,'''

or playing with a cat and bird.'-

Satyrs in independent scenes often appear in burlesque guise,

attired and acting as athletes,'" or as warriors,-" with the

' B.M. B426 ; Bibl. Nat. 320; Peters-

burg 9 = Reinach, ii. 24; /.U.S. 1899,

pi. 5 ; Jriener Vorl. 1890-91, pi. 3, 2

(Nikosthenes).

- B.M. E510.
» B.M. E437, E439, F49, F227.
• B.M. E 319 ; Mits. Greg. ii. 72, 2«

;

Munich 408 = Furtwaengler and Reich-

hold, pis. 44-5.

^ B.M. E 555 ; Berlin 2241; Naples

S.A. 313 ; Reinach, i. 340, ii. 261 (Bibl.

Nat. 852).

« B.M. B 265, E 368 ; Bibl. Nat. 539
= Reinach, ii. 261 ; El. Ccr. i. 45

;

Louvre F 161, F381, G 34 (= Hartwig,

pi. 6), G46.
' B.M. F 192 ; Munich 184 = Furt-

waengler-Reichhold, pi. 46 (Hieron) ;

Reinach, i. 223 = Wiener Vorl. D. 5 ;

and cf. Adamek, Vasen dcs Anias/s,

pi. 2 (in Berlin).

* Sale Cat. Hotel Drouot, il May,

1903, No. 62.

" Reinach, i. 201.

'" Roscher, i. 1998.

" Munich 332=:Baunieister, ii. p. 847,

fig. 928.

'- B.M. E253, and cf. E510; Bibl.

Nat. 357 = J\/o!iit))iei!ts Plot, vii. pi. 3 ;

Munich 372 = Reinach, ii. 117; and cf.

J.H.S. \\\. p. 220.

'•' B.M. E 357 ; Karlsruhe 242 ; Reinach,

i. 281 (?) ; Hartwig, Aleistersch. p. 32.

•^ Athens 1353 = Bull, de Com Hell.

1895, p. 95 ; Bibl. Nat. t^^'] = Moii:tnieiits

Plot, vii. pi. 2 ; Munich So7 = Millingen-

Reinach, pi. 5.

'^ Louvre F311 =- Reinach, i. 144.

"^ B.M. B284 (?), B4S6 (?); Reinach,

ii. 77 ; Millin-Rehiach, ii. 12.

'- B.M. B 515, E567.
'^ Millin-Reinach, ii. 49 A.
'" Munich 542 ; Stackelberg, 24 ; For-

titan Sale Cat. 331 (as racing charioteers,

driving Maenads).
-" B.M. E 377; Louvre G73 (trumpet-

ing) ; P'roehner, Aliisees de France, pi. 6 ;

and see p. 56, note 19.
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Amazonian pclta^ or even enacting the part of Heraklcs in tlie

Garden of tiic Hcsperides " ; and are present in other scenes

of a burlesque nature, which may often be derived from the

Satyric drama, such as one in which they carry ghosts (el.'Sa»Xa)

with torches.'' There is also a long list of scenes of miscel-

laneous character: a Seilenos washing,^ or piling up bedding (?)'';

From Baiiiiicislii:

l-IG. 121. MAKNAO IN FRENZY (Cll' AT MUNICH).

fishing"; as potter, poking a furnace"; acting as footman to

a girl and carrying a parasol''; flogging a youth,'' or holding

a boy Satyr on his hand'"; caressing a hare"; and so on.

' B.M. E 3 (with pelta and trumpet)
;

' See Vol. I. p. 216, Fig. 68.

Louvre GS9. * Berlin 2589 = Baumeister,iii. p. 1684,

•'B.M. E 539. fig. 1766.

' Millin-Reinach, i. 20. " Helbig, i?>6 = Miis. Gnx. ii. 80, la.

* Inghirami, Afia-. Chins. 208. '" Berlin 2550.

B.M. E487. " B.M. B148.
" B.M. E 108.
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Satyrs fight with torches'; sport with deer and other animals'";

ride on goats, asses, and mules,'' or lead them along'* ; and in

one instance a Satyr has fallen off his mule, and a companion

runs to help him ''

; in another, two Satyrs draw a third in

a cart.*' They are seen carrying chairs' and vessels of various

kinds, such as amphorae, situlae, kraters, rhyta,^ or wine-skins";

also seated on wine-skins or wine-jars,"' playing games with

jugs and wine-jars," balancing drinking-cups on their backs,*-

pouring wine into a jar *' or drawing it out from the mixing-

bowl,*^ or playing games, such as see-saw or ball.*'' Many of

these scenes are from the interiors of R.E, cups, to which

they were well adapted, the varied attitudes giving so much

scope for the ingenuity of the daring artists of the period.

Scenes in which Satyrs play the lyre or flute are, very

numerous.*"

A feature of the numerous Dionysiac subjects on vases is

the tendency to individualise Satyrs and Maenads by means

of names, sometimes meaningless, sometimes names otherwise

known in mythology, and frequently personifications of abstract

conceptions, such as we shall see later to be very common on

vases of all periods ; in these cases they usually have some

relation to the character or occupation of the personages to

whom they are attached. The Satyrs Marsyas and Olympos

sometimes appear in the larger compositions '"
; the former

has been already mentioned in another connection. There

is also a curious representation of Akratos,*- the deity of

unmixed wine (a liquid which to the Greeks implied an

' Berlin 257S. " B.M. E35, E 530, E 768.

- B.M. B168; Reinach, ii. 98; with a '-' Berlin 2267 = Hartwig, op. cit. pi.

mouse, Reinach, i. 500. 2, i.

^ B.M. E 102 ; B168. '^ Reinach, ii. 303.

< B.M. E139, E338. " Botirgiiignon Cat. 57; Louvre G91.
> Millingen-Reinach, 59.

'^ B.M. E387, E467.
« Boston Mits. Report, 1900, No. 14.

"* B.M. B 560, E583; Berlin 2243;
' Inghirami, Vasi Fitt.'n. 199. Louvre Y 20\ = Auier. Joitrn. of Arch.

^ Berlin 2240 ; B.M. F 363 ; Wiener 1896, p. 14; Baumeister, i. p. 555, fig.

Vorl. C. 7, I ; Hartwig, Meistersch. pi. 592.

45, p. 28; For/nan Sale Cat. 331.
'" Naples 3235 = Reinach, i. 103 =

" B.M. E24, E261 ; Hartwig, toe. cit. Roscher, iii. 861.

'" Munich 139 ; Reinach, i. 460 ; Hart- ^^ J.H.S. vii. pi. 62, p. 54.

wig, pis. 7 and 44, i.
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extravagance of revelry, owing to the intoxicating nature of

the Lindikited beverage). A type of Seilenos covered from

head to foot with shaggy skin, and known as Papposeilenos,

is often found on the later vases/ It is difficult to dis-

tinguish in all cases between Seileni and Satyrs on the

vases, and the exact differences between the various types

have not yet been properly elucidated, so that the terms

are of necessity somewhat conventional/' The equine type

of Satyr, with horse's hoofs as well as tail, which is so

frequently found on the sixth-century Ionic vases, has been

noted elsewhere.^ The young beardless Satyr is mostly found

in the later period.

The number of vases on which Satyrs and Maenads are

distinguished by name is very large, but only a few of the

more important need be mentioned, along with some of the

more curious names from the isolated instances.* On a vase

in Berlin ^ no less than ten Maenads are named—-Anthe

(Flower), Choro (Dance), Chrysis (Gold), Kale (Beauty), Kisso

(Ivy), Makaria (Blessed), Naia, Nymphe, Phanope, and Peri-

klymene (Renowned) ; on one at Leyden*^ six—Dorkis, lo, Klyto,

Molpe (Song), Myro, and Xantho (Fair-hair). On the former

vase a Seilenos is expressly so named, and on the latter are

four Satyrs with names ; on a kylix by Brygos in the British

Museum' the Seileni attacking Iris are styled Babacchos,

Dromis, Echon, Terpon, etc."*

Other Satyr-names are Briacchos,^ Dithyrambos,'" Demon,"

Hedyoinos (Sweet Wine),'' Hybris (Insolence),''' Hedymeles

' B.M. F273; Reinach, ii. 20i, 235 ; p. 21 18; De Witte, Coll. a rHotel
Naples 2846; Boiirgtiignoii Cat. 41, Z<zw/v;-/, pis. 13, 27. For Terpon see also

57. Reinach, i. 203, and Ilartwig, Mcistersch.

- See Loescheke in .It/i. Milth. 1894, pi. 6,

p. 521. " B.M. E253.
^ Vol. I. pp. 353, 355, and p. 208 below. '° Reinach, i. 249; Roscher, iii. p.

^ See generally Heydemann, Satyr- 11. 21 15.

BakchcnnaiHcn. " De Witte, Coll. a VHotel Lambert,
^ Cat. 2471. 27.

^ Reinach, ii. 268. '-' Reinach, ii. 200.

' E65. '3 Munich 384 = Reinach, i. 130 (see

* See also Jatta Coll. 1093 5 K-M- Heydemann, op. cit. pp. 25, 36 : cf.

E253; Naples 2369; Roscher, iii. Ilydris, B.M. E65).

VOL. II. 5
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(Sweet Song)/ Komos (Revelry)," Kissos (Ivy);'' Molkos,'*

Oinos," Oreimachos,'' Simos (Snub-nose)/ Tyrbas (Rout).^

The Maenads' names are if anything more numerous

:

Bacche,** Choiros (Pig !)/" Doro," Eudia (Calm)/"' Eudaimonia

(Happiness),''' Euthymia (Good Cheer),'* ErophylHs,''' Galene

(Calm),'" Hebe (Youth),'' Komodia (Comedy) and Tragocdia

(Tragedy)/' Kalyke (Bud),'^ Lilaia,'^" Mainas/' Nymphaia,'^^

Opora (Harvest) and Oreias (Mountain-Nymph),-^ Oinanthe,-*

Pannychis (All-night Revel),-^ Polyerate (Well-beloved),-'^

Philomela,-' Sime (Snub-nose),-- Terpsikome,-^ Thalcia,^" Rodo

(Rose),'^' Paidia,'" and Kraipalc;'^ a name which is not easy to

render in classical English, but which denotes the results

following on a night's debauch.

§ 2. The Nether World

The Chthonian character of Dionysos brings us by a natural

transition to the deities of the under-world, and in connection

' Heydemann, Satyr- u- Bakchcn-

namen, p. 29 (j')-

- B.M. E82 ; Berlin 2471, 2532 ;

Naples 2369 ; Reinach, i. 426, ii. 6, 38,

200.

^ Berlin 2532.
'' Reinach, ii. 287 (name also read as

Molpos).
'" Ibid. ii. 302.

" Berlin 2160.
" Munich 7S0 ; Naples 2369, 3235 ;

Jatta 1093 ; Reinach, ii. 268.

" Naples 3235.
" Bologna 286.

'" Naples 2369.

" Heydemann, op. cit. p. 28 (.r).

'- Jatta 1093 ; Reinach. ii. 302.

'' Jatta 1093.
"•^ Berlin 3257.
•^ B.M. E 253.
'" Reinach, ii. 6.

'" Jatta 1093.

" Reinach, ii. 3 = Millin-Reinach, i.

9 ; Reinach, ii. 38.

'' Heydemann, op. dt. p. 29 (^).
-» Ibid. (o).

-'' B.M. E492; Naples 2419; Karls-

ruhe 208 ; De Witte, Coll. a PHotel
Lambert, 13.

-"- B.M. E 350: cf. Nymphe on Berlin

2471.
'

Jatta 1093.
-' B.M. E 182 ; Heydemann, p. 20 (x)

= Dubois-Maisonneuve, Introd. 22.

'" Naples S.A. 316 ; Heydemann, p.

19 (u).

-" Heydemann. p. 19 (u).
-" Gerhard, Ant. Bildw. pi. 59.

-" Naples S.A. 172 = Reinach, i. 498.
"' Pourtales Cat. 29, 2.

=° Naples 3235, 2419.
'' Heydemann, p. 29 (c).

3- Naples 2883.

^ Strena Helbigiatia, p. 1 1 1 = Boston

Mtis. Report, 1900, No. 20.
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therewith it will be convenient to treat of Death-deities of

all kinds, as well as scenes representing the life of the nether

regions.

Of Demeter and Persephone, the Chthonian goddesses pay

excellence, we have already spoken (p. 27), and of the myths

connected with them, such as the rape of the latter by Hades
or Pluto, the king of the realms named after him. It is

owing to this connection with Persephone that Hades is found

in such scenes as the sending forth of Triptolemos,^ or at her

return to the upper world," as well as at the rape of his consort.

He is frequently seen in company with her, as the rulers of

the nether world,"' especially on the large Italian " under-world

vases " referred to below, and sometimes they are represented

banqueting together.^ As king of the nether world he is

appropriately grouped with his brothers Zeus and Poseidon,

the rulers of the air and ocean.' He is occasionally carried

by Herakles on his shoulders," but the meaning of this subject

is uncertain. He also appears as a single figure, with sceptre

and cornucopia.^

The only general representations of the under-world are to

be found on the large Apulian vases made for sepulchral pur-

poses (Vol. I. p. 476), of which some half-dozen are conspicuous

for the number of subjects and figures they contain. All these

are collected together in the IVieuer I'orlegebldtter, Series E.,

the list beins as follows :

—

(i) Munich 849 = Wiener

(2) Naples 3222 =
,,

(3) Karlsruhe 388 =
,,

(4) Naples S.A. 709 =
,,

(5) Petersburg 424 =

(6) Petersburg 426 =
,,

' B.M. E183.
2 B.M. B261, B425, F332 (Plate

XLV.).
^ Munich 728; Mas. Gir^;. ii. 21, i

;

and see Nos. 1-7 in the Hst given Ijelow.

* B.M. E 82, F68.

)rL E. pi. I =
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No. (i) is reproduced in Plate LII. On a smaller scale, or

fragmentary, are the following :

—

(7) Petersburg 498 = Wiener For/. E. pi. 5, 2

(8) B.M. F270 =
,, pi. 6, I = Reinach, i. 356

(9) Karlsruhe 256 = „ pi. 6, 3 = ,, i. 455
(10) Jatta Coll. 1094 =- „ pi. 6, 4 = „ i. 356

(11) Naples S.A. 11 =
,,

pi. 6, 5 = ,, i. 401

There are also three B.F. vases having reference to the

under-world, though in the first two cases it is probable that

the scene relates to the return of Persephone (see p. 28), the

accompanying figure of Sisyphos only being introduced to mark

the locality :

—

(12) B.M. B 261 (Hades, Persephone, Hermes, Sisyphos).

(13) Munich ^2^ = JViener Fori. E. pi. 6, 6 = Reinach, ii. 48

(similar scene).

(14) Berlin 1844 (Persephone and Sisyphos only).

On the Apulian vases there is usually in the centre a pillared

building representing the palace of Hades, in which he and his

spouse stand or sit ; round this are grouped various figures and

episodes connected with the nether regions : Herakles carrying

off Kerberos ^ ; Orpheus with his lyre, sometimes accompanied

by Eurydike "
;

persons undergoing punishment, such as

Sisyphos with his rock ^
; Tantalos threatened with a rock,

not as in the usual legend suffering from thirst *
; the Danaids

with their hydriae '

; and Theseus and Peitithoos sitting

with their hands bound behind them." In one instance a

Fury, at the instance of Hades and Hekate, is binding one,

the other having already entered on his punishment"; in

another we see Theseus liberated and about to depart from

his friend (see below, p. in).**

' See below, p. 99, and J. H.S. xviii. the legend, cf. Find. 01. i. 90.

p. 296 (Hades is frequently present). '" Nos. 2, 3, 5, 6 ; B.M. F 210 ; Munich
- See Nos. 1-4, 7, 8, 11 ; for Eurydike, 153 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1924, fig. 2040 ;

Nos. 7-9. Reinach. i. 408 (parody).

^ See Nos. 1-3 and 12-14 ; also Munich ^ Nos. 3, 4, 9 (P. only), and 11.

153, and Louvre F 382. ' No. 10.

* See No. i ; for the rock version of ** No. i.
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Among the administrators of these penalties are Aiakos,

Minos, and Rhadamanthos, the judges of the souls'; the

Erinnyes or Furies'-; and allegorical personages, such as Dike

(Justice),"' Ananke (Necessity),* or Poinae (Punishments)."'

Of the Chthonian deities, Hermes,'^ Hekate," Triptolemos/

and lacchos" are present. Olympian deities are also some-

times introduced as spectators.'" Other figures introduced

are Megara with the two children of Herakles " ; Pelops with

Myrtilos and Hippodameia '-
; a group of the Blessed Shades '''

;

and (but not on this class of vase) Oknos with his ass, a subject

depicted by Polygnotos in his great fresco at Delphi.'* The
subject of Ixion on the wheel is usually found by itself, but

occurs on the neck of one of the Apulian vases.'"'

Another subject which may be associated with the above

scenes is that of Chanvi and his bark ; on the vases, however,

its significance is purely sepulchral, as it is confined to the Attic

white lekythi (Vol. I. p. 459), on some of which the dead man
is represented entering the ferry-boat.'" Some vases of Etruscan

fabric also represent groups of Chthonian deities, especially

Charon, who in the mythology of that people is no longer

" the grim ferryman that poets write of," but CliariDi, a hideous

demon wielding a huge hammer.'" In one instance he

separates Alkcstis from Admetos '*
; in another he watches

Ajax stabbing a captive Trojan.'"

The Erinnyes or Furies play an important part in the

' Nos. I, 2, 5, 9.
'^ B.M. E 155 ; Berlin 3023 = Reinach,

- Nos. 1-6, 10, II. i. 330 = Baumeister, i. p. 767, fig. 821 ;

' Nos. I, 4, 10. and Xo. 5 above.

* No. 2 (see 15aumeister, iii. p. 1928). "* B.M. D61 ; Berlin 2455, 26S0, 2681

5 No. 3. ( = Reinach, i. 457) ; Munich 209 =
•^ Nos. 1-5, 8. Baumeister, i. p. 378, fig. 414 (P"ig. 122) ;

" Nos. 3, 6, 10. Athens 1660-62 (= Ant. Denkni. i. 23) ;

« Nos. 2. 3. 9. ibid. 1663, 1665 (= Bull, dc Con: Hell.

" No. II. i. pis. 1-2).

'" See Nos. 5 and 8. ' B.M. F486; Vienna 448 = Reinach,

" Nos. 1-3: of. Od. xi. 269, and Pans. i. 343; Reinach, i. 220; Helbig, 121 =
X. 29, 7. Reinach, ii. 121 is doubtful.

'- No. 2. "* Bibl. Nat. 918 = Reinach, i. 395 =
" No. I. Dennis, E/rtiria, ii. frontispiece.

" Reinach, i. 408 (parody) : cf. Paus. ''' Bjbl. Nat. 920 = Reinach, i. 88.

X. 29, I.
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nether-world scenes/ and one is also represented at the

punishment of Ixion." They pursue Orestes after the slaughter

of his mother and Aigisthos to Delphi and Tauris;' and even

when with Pylades he comes to make himself known to

Electra.^ Among other mythological scenes they are found

at the combat of Herakles and Kyknos''; with Pclops,'' and

with Medeia and Jason'; and threatening with punishment

^BfMSW.iM\\&lMlKBiMllMliMlMM

From Baiiiiicistcr.

FIG. 122. CHAKON S BARK LEKYTHOS AT MUNICH .

the hero Agrios, who is seized and bound upon an altar by

Oineus and ; Diomedes.- Kcrbcros is once seen without

Herakles in the under-world vases " ; and there is a very

curious representation of his being chained up by Hermes.^"

' See above, p. 69, note 2.

- See No. 5 above.

^ See below, p. 138.

^ Boston Mils. Report for 1899, No. 38.

^ P»einach, i. 475.

" Ibid. i. 204, 290 (Berlin 3072).

' Naples 3221 =Ihid. i. 402.

* B.M. F 155 : see below, p. 141.

^ No. 8 above.

'" Bibl. Nat. 26q.
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Hekate as a Chthonian deity frequently appears on the*

under-world vases ' ; she is also connected with Eleusinian

scenes and legends,- such as the sending of Triptolemos;'

the birth of Dionysos or lacchos/ or with the rape and return

of Persephone.'' She appears also as a single figure." Allusion

has already been made to the Chthonian associations of Hermes,

Triptolemos, and lacchos (pp. 27, 52).

T/ianatos, the personification of Death, appears on vases''

almost exclusively in one aspect, as the bearer of souls in

conjunction with Hypnos (Sleep) ; they convey the body of

FIG. 123. TUANATOS AND llYl'NOS WITH liODV OF WAURIOK (FKOM URIT. MUS. 1)58).

Memnon from Troy to his home in Egypt,"" and this type is

borrowed for other scenes {e.g. on the funeral Ickythi) in

which an ordinary warrior is borne "to his long home."''

' See above, p. 69, note 7.

- B.M. F68; Petersburg 525= Rei-

nach, i. 1 1.

•' B.M. E 1S3 ; Reinach, ii. 324.

^ Petersburg 1792 = Reinach, i. i :

cf. ReiK Arch, xxxvi. (1900), p. 93.
^ B.M. F 277 ; Reinach, i. 99 (and see

i. 155) ; /(/. i. 522, I, and Baumeister, i.

p. 423, fig. 463.
" E/. Ccr. iii. 37 A.
' See Ubell, Thanatos, p. 22 ff. He

doubts the possibility of the identification

of Thanatos on Greek vases.

** Athens 1093 = Roscher, ii. 2678 ;

Reinach, i. 149 = Baumeister, i. ji. 727,

fig. 781 : cf. Louvre F 388 (where Pottier

identifies the warrior as Sarpedon).

^ B.M. D5S ( = Fig. 123), E12 ( =
IVicner Vori. D. pi. 3, figs. 1-2) ; Athens

i654 = Dumont-Pottier, i. pi. 29; Air/i.

Anzi'igc'r, 1893, p. 86 (in Berlin); with

body of woman, Athens i653 = Dumont-
Pottier, i. pis. 27-28, a.nA/ahr/>iic/i, 1895,

pi. 2. All but two of these are funeral

lekythi.
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In one instance Thanatos is seen urging Ajax on to commit

suicide ^
; he also appears on another vase where the subject

may relate to the story of Ixion.'^ Representations of Death-

demons or Harpies,'' and of Kripe<i Oavaroio, or small winged

figures boding or signifying death/ are by no means uncommon.

It has been held by some writers that the personifications of

Thanatos above referred to are more properly to be regarded

as Kj}pe<? OavciTOio!' These small winged figures are also

employed to represent a soul escaping from a deceased person"
;

or, again, to indicate the souls of Achilles and Hector (or

Memnon) when weighed by Zeus (see below, pp. 130, 132).'^

We also find actual representations on B.F. vases of the

ghost of a hero, especiall}' in Trojan scenes; he floats through

the air fully armed, with large wings.

§ 3. COSMOGONIC AND OTHER DEITIES

In the next instance it will be found appropriate to discuss

sundry representations which are connected with the earlier

or Titanic cosmogony, although, with the exception of the

Gigantomachia, already discussed, allusions thereto are com-

paratively rare on vases.

' Reinach, i. 278. Vasoib. pis. 14, 33 ; Alliens 688 =
- B.M. E155. Reinach, i. 165 = Roscher, ii. 1147;
^ Berlin 21^"] = Jahrhitch, i. p. 211; Stackelberg, pi. 48: and cf. Reinach,

Arch. Atizeigi); 1895, P- 37 (see under i. 347 (= Bourguiguon Cat. 19) and

Herakles, p. 103, note 3). Benndorf, op. cit. pi. 42, 2 ; in the former
• See J.H.S. xii. p. 340 (Ker seizing the soul is armed ; in the latter the

soul of fallen warrior) ; also for a Ker in winged figure may be the Ktjp. There

combats, Reinach, ii. 63, 126 (Munich often seems to be a confusion between

781), 97 (in the latter case protecting the ei'SwXoi' or ghost and the Kt7p or

Aeneas against Diomede) ; also i. 113 AaiV^i', both in its functions and its art-

(Berlin 1713, 1714), 223, where they form. Thus, on the vase given iny.ZT.^*.

represent demons of good or evil accord- xx. p. loi (see p. 52), small winged

ing to the will of the gods. figures like souls are seen flying out of

^ See Robert, Thanatos, and J.H.S. the jar, which are here intended to repre-

xii. p. 345. The Ker hovering over sent evil spirits or maleficent ghosts, like

Alkyoneus (see below, p. 100) in Reinach, the evils let out of the jar by Pandora.

i. 255,451, maybe a Hypnos (see Koepp " B.M. B639 ; Reinach, i. 89 ; Miilin-

in Arch. Zeit. 1884, p. 42 ff.). Reinach, i. 19.

" B.M. D54; Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. *» B.M. B 240, B 543 ; Berlin 1921.
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Chief among these personages is Ge or Gaia, the Earth-

mother, half Titanic, half Chthonian, who is usually represented

as a figure rising half out of the ground, with flowing hair.

She thus appears in se\"cral Gigantomachia scenes (as the

mother of the giants, who were r)]yei>eU, earth-born),^ and at

the birth of Dion}'sos and Erichthonios, where she hands the

child to Athena.- As a full-length figure she appears pro-

tecting her sons Tityos and Antaios against Apollo and

Herakles respectively''; also in certain doubtful scenes on

B.F. vases as the Nursing-mother (KoupoTp6(f)o<i), with two

children in her arms/ though we have already seen (p. 30)

that these are susceptible of another interpretation. Finally,

the series of scenes in which men are represented hammering

on the head of a female figure rising from the earth ' may be

regarded as referring to Gaia, with allusion to the custom of

smiting on the earth to raise spirits. In this connection

Gaia is undoubtedly to be identified with Pandora (see

below).*' A cognate subject is that of a similar female head

or bust in company with Eros, sometimes found on late

Italian vases." If Gaia is here intended, her connection with

Eros finds some support in the poetic cosmogonies'"; other-

wise it may be Aphrodite.

The story of Kronos, who swallowed the stone given to him

by his wnfe Rhea in place of his children, is possibly depicted

on one vase," though the genuineness thereof is open to

' Fig. 112, p. 14; Naples 2883= Gk. Religion, p. 277; and see above,

Reinach, i. 181 : cF. the beautiful con- p. 29.

ception on the Pergamene frieze. " As on the vasey.H.S. xxi. pi. i, p. 5 :

'^ B.M. E 182 and Petersburg 1792 = cf. Schol. in Ar. A7j. 971, and Sophocles'

Reinach, i. i; Reinach, i. 66, 113, drama of Pandora or the Hatiiincrers

208. ("^(pvpoKSTToi) : see also Jahrbiuh, vi.

' B.M. E 278, Reinach, i. 244 (Louvre (1891), p. 113 ff., and for another ex-

E 864), 245, 249; B.M. B 196. planation, Robert, Arch. Miinhen,
^ B.M. B 168, B213; Ei. Ccr. ii. p. I94fr. A vase in Berlin (Ca/. 2646

I, 2. = Reinach, i. 22<j= l.H.S. xix. p. 232)
* Bibl. Nat. 298 = Reinach, i. 249, 4= represents the "AfoSos of Ge-Pandora,

l.H.S. XX. p. 106, fig. 2 (and cf. ih/d xix. with Satyrs astonished at the sight,

p. 235) ; Naples 3355 = Reinach, i. 24S ; 'Munich 558; Naples S.A. 287;

£1. Cdr. i. 53— Reinach, i. 249, 6: cf. Reinach, i. 129.

also B.M. F147; Froehner, Mnsees de » Hes. Theog. 116; Ar. Ar. 696 ff.

France, p. 69 ; IJatrison, Prolegomena to " Caz. Arch. 1875, pi. 9,
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doubt. The stone is enveloped in drapery to prevent dis-

covery. A bust of Kronos has also been identified on a

vase.^ The story of Zagreus and his destruction by the

Titans, which belongs to the same cycle, also finds one or

two representations. One vase appears to represent them

devouring him piecemeal."

Another personage who may perhaps be regarded as of pre-

Olympian origin is Thcviis, who comes between Gaia and

Apollo in the occupation of the prophetic stool at Delphi

(Aesch. Enm. 2). Aigeus, the father of Theseus, is represented

as consulting her seated on her tripod,^ and one vase has been

supposed to depict her conversing with Zeus before the birth

of Dionysos.* She also appears at the Judgment of Paris.'^

Kybclc, the mother of the gods, only occurs in one or two

doubtful instances, with the lion which is usually associated

with her.''

Among the primitive and recondite Greek cults which go

back to a remote origin, that of the Kabeiri may perhaps

be mentioned here. Previous to the discovery, in 1887-88,

of their sanctuary near Thebes, little was known, either

from literary or monumental sources, of these mysterious

deities ; but the excavations on this site yielded large quan-

tities of pottery with scenes relating to their cult, mostly of

a burlesque character.' Among these was one very interesting

fragment representing (with names inscribed) the Kabeiros and

his son (Pais) banqueting, and attended by two deities known
as Mitos and Pratoleia.** Lenormant noticed that the spectator-

deities on an under-world vase in the British Museum corre-

spond exactly to the four Cabeiric deities as described by

certain ancient authorities."

Turning next to myths which treat of the semi-divine per-

sonages of the earliest cosmogony, we have the legends given

' Roscher, ii. p. 1550. Millin-Reinach, i. 50.

- B.M. E 246 : see/.JI.S. xi. p. 343. ' See Ai/i. Mitth. xiii. (1888), p. 412 ff.

'' Berlin 2538 = Reinach, ii. 162. -xnA J.H.S. xiii. p. 77 ff. ; also Vol. I.

^ Petersburg i793 = Reinach, i. 3 ; but p. 391.

see below, p. 125. * Ath. Mitth. 1888, pi. 9.

* Petersburg 1807 = Reinach, i. 7.
* B.M. F270 : see Daiemberg and

" B.M. B49 = Reinach, ii. 122; Saglio, Z>;VA, j.z'. Cabeiri.
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by Hesiod of Prometheus and the creation of Pandora ; and

we may include with them the Titan Atlas. Pandora, it has

been already noted, is only a variation of Gaia,^ and this is

borne out by the name given to her on a beautiful polychrome

cup in the British Museum representing her creation, com-

pleted by Hephaistos and Athena." She is there named

^AvecriBcopa, " She who sends up gifts," ii\ from the earth.

The subject is not so popular as might have been expected,

but appears on two other vases in the Museum, in each case

with Olympian deities as spectators of the event, and on a

beautiful vase now at Oxford.^ The story of the opening of

the TTi'^o? has not found its way into art, but its connection

with the Athenian feast of the mdoiyia is curiously illustrated

in one instance/

Prometheus too is seldom seen, and chiefly on B.F. vases.

In one case he receives a libation from Hera," and there are

two or three representations of his liberation by Herakies."

On a Cyrenaic cup he is grouped with Atlas, the vulture

pecking at his breast, while the other groans under the

burthen of the heavens.' Atlas is found almost exclusively

with Herakles in connection with his visit to the Garden of

the Hesperides. Either he is actually present in the Garden
^

or is confronted with the hero, who in some cases bears his

burden for him while he obtains the apples.* He is also seen

in company with a Sphinx.'"

We now come to discuss a few subordinate deities or semi-

divine personages who do not fall into any of the preceding

categories.

' See above, p. 73, note 6, for repre- '' Berlin 1722 = IV/eiier V'orl. D. 9, 8,

sentations of Ge- Pandora rising from tlie and another B.F. vase in Reinacli, i. 388 ;

earth, which may be considered in con- Jahrbnch, iv. (1889), pis. 5-6, fig. I.

nection with the creation of Pandora. ' Helbig, 275 = Reinach, ii. 48 =
- D4. Baunieister, iii. p. 141 1, fig- 1567.

^ E467, '}'&(), J. H.S. xxi. pi. I (here ^ B.M. F148; Naples 3255 = Reinach.

P. rises out of the ground, assisted by i. 236.

Epinietheus with his hammer ; Zeus and ' Berlin 3245 = Gerhard, Gcs. Akad.

Hermes are present). Ahhandl. pi. 19; Athens 957 =_/.Zr..S'.

' f.H.S. XX. p. loi : see above, p. 52. xiii. pi. 3 (H. bears the heavens).

^ Bibl. Nat. 542 = Reinach, i. 141. '" Reinach, i. 471.
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Asklepios, chiefly a figure of later art, is exceedingly rare

on vases. There is, in fact, only one on which he can

certainly be identified. This is a late R.F. vase at Athens,

on which he is seen reclining on a couch feeding a serpent

and accompanied by Hygieia.^ Nor docs the latter occur

elsewhere, though her name, as already noted (p. 43), is

sometimes given to one of the personified figures attending

on Aphrodite.' Eileithyia, the goddess of childbirth, generally

appears, in duplicated form, assisting Zeus at the birth of

Athena,''' or Leto at that of Apollo and Artemis.^ She is

closely related to Artemis, and a representation of a goddess

who has been identified as Artemis-Eileithyia may be seen

on an early Boeotian vase with reliefs at Athens.'"' ; ,.

'

Iris, the messenger of the gods, is usually distinguished

from Nike by her caduceus or herald's staff, and from Hebe

by her wings. She is often depicted as a single figure," or

pouring a libation to Hera, Athena, or other deities.' She is

associated more especially with Hera, as Hermes is with Zeus,

and attends on the former in several scenes of assemblages

of the gods.^ In company with Hera she is attacked by a

troop of Seileni and defended by Herakles,^ and on another

vase she is similarly surprised by a troop of Centaurs.'" She

assists at the creation of Pandora," at the Judgment of Paris,'-

and at the wedding of Peleus and Thetis," and also appears

in the Garden of the Hesperides." She is also seen with

Paris carrying off Helen
^''

; and with Menelaos fetching her

' Athens 1926 = Reinach, i. 515. Pos- = Millin-Reinach, i. 62; Roscher, ii.

sibly also on a Berlin vase {Arch. p. 350 (with tablets ; B.F. in Louvre).

Anzciger, 1890, p. 89) with a similar ' Reinach, ii. 324; ibid.'i^2^ = EI. CUt.

subject, which may, however, denote a i. 32 (may be Nike).

"sepulchral l)anquet." See Harrison, ** B.M. E 67 ; Bibl. Nat. 444; Reinach,

Prolegomena to Gk. Religion, p. 349. i. 99, 339. 463 : and see Anh. A/izeiger,

- B.M. E 224, E698. 1S95, p. 38 (Berlin),

' B.M. B218, 244 (Fig. 113), E410; ' B.M. E65 = Reinach,!. 193; Berlin

Louvre E861 and Berlin i704 = Reinach, 2591 : cf. Bibl. Nat. 840 = Reinach, ii. 260.

i. 156, 198. '« /•^••5'- i- pl. 3-

* Athens 1962. " B.M. E467.
5 Ihid. 466 = Plate XLVIL '- Berlin 1895.

•^ B.M. E720; Munich 351 = Reinach, '^ Francois vase,

ii. 46; Berlin 2248 = Benndorf, Gr. " Reinach, i. 301.

ji. Sic. Vaseub. 27, 2 ; Bibl. Nat. 841 ''' B.M. R.F. amphora (uncatalogued).
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back ^ ; and in another scene, apparently drawn from a Homeric

source (//. viii. 397 ff.), where she dissuades Athena and Hera

from taking sides in the war, at the behest of Zeus.- She

conveys the infant Herakles to the Centaur Cheiron,^ and is

also seen in company with a warrior.^

Hebe in Olympos performs somewhat similar functions to

Iris, more particularly that of pouring out wine for the gods/'

She is also specially associated with Herakles at and after

his apotheosis,^ appearing as his bride in several instances/

Besides these, she frequently appears in assemblies of the

gods,^ or at the punishment of Marsyas," or the Judgment

of Paris/^

§ 4. Personifications

The next group of deities with which we have to deal is

that of the various personifications which are to be found in

great numbers on vases of all periods, especially the later.

These naturally fall under several headings, which, following

the lines of the classification adopted by M. Pottier in a

valuable article on the subject," we may distribute as follows :

—

1. Physical (Sun, Moon, Dawn, Winds, etc.).

2. Geograi)hical (Cities, Rivers, Mountains, etc.).

3. Products of earth (Wine, Harvest, etc.).

4. Groups of various kinds (Muses, Nymphs, etc.).

5. Physical conditions (Health, Old Age, etc.).

6. Social advantages (Wealth, Peace, Victory, etc.).

7. Ethical ideas (Justice, Envy, Strife, etc.).

8. Metaphysical ideas (Necessity, Law, etc.).

9. Social enjoyments (Comedy, Tragedy, Revelry, etc.).

10. Descriptive names.

' Reinach, ii. 34. fig. 700 ; Fonnan Sale Cat. 364 ; Reinach,
-' Ibid. ii. 296 : see p. 39. ii. 8 : see p. 108.

^ Ibid. ii. 47. '^ Berlin 2278 = Ant. Dcnkiii. \. 9 ;

^ Ibid. ii. 279. Reinach, i. 157, 203; Roscher, iii. p. 21 19
" B.M. E38i(?); EL Ch: i. 20, 31 (with Aphrodite).

(= Reinach, ii. 9), 33 (= id. ii. 321). '' Jatta 1093 ; Reinach, i. 175.

" B.F. (H. in chariot) : B.M. B 201, '" Petersburg 1807 = Reinach, i. 7.

317 ; Bibl. Nat. 253 = Reinach, i. 399 ;
" Mon. Grecs, 1889-90, p. 5 ff. : see

Reinach, ii. 76, 161. In Olympos: B.F.: also on the subject generally the article

B.M. B379. R.F. : Reinach, ii. 186. Fersonijikalioiicn in Roscher 's Zt'^r/Zw/.

" Berlin 3257 = Baumeister, i. p. 630,
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Of some of these, indeed, we have already treated—such as

the beings included in the following of Aphrodite and Dionysos,

Ge-Pandora, Hebe (Youth), and the deities of the nether world.

The rest we now proceed to consider in order, beginning

with natural phenomena, and firstly those of an astronomical

character.

I. Helios, the Sun, who in some senses, especially in the

mythology of the Roman poets, is identical with Phoebus Apollo,

is only once so identified on vascs.^ He is usually depicted

in his four-horse chariot rising out of the sea (as on the eastern

pediment of the Parthenon), cither as a single figure or in

connection with some myth, indicating that the action takes

place at sunrise. As a single figure he appears both on early

and late vases, on the latter, usually, as an upper decoration

on the large Apulian kraters.- He is also accompanied by

Eos (Dawn) and Selene (Moon), by Hemera (Day), or by Eros''

;

but in most cases he and Selene appear together, the latter

descending as he rises (as on the Parthenon pediment).

Thus on R.F. vases they denote the time of the action, as

when Theseus descends below the sea to visit Poseidon,"*

or as on the Blacas krater in the British Museum, when

Eos pursues Kephalos.^' On the latter vase four stars are also

depicted diving into the sea, to indicate their setting. On
Apulian vases he is present at the seizure of Persephone," at

the flight of Pelops from Oinomaos,' at the madness of

Lykourgos,* at the Judgment of Paris,^ and in the Garden

of the Hesperides."' In one instance a group of Satyrs start

back affrighted at his appearance," There are two instances

' El. Ccr. ii. 62 = Reinach, ii. 287 : see out of a boat.

above, p. 32. ^ Reinach, i. 232.

" B.F. : Berlin 1983; Bibl. Nat. 220 ' B.M. E466 = Plate LIII. Ageneral

and Reinach, ii. 211 =is7. Gr. ii. 115-116 view in colours, Art Journal, Sept.

(in the former case the solar disc is on 1904.

his head). Late: B.M. F305; Reinach, " Reinach, i. 99.

i. 258 (Karlsruhe 388), 368 ; Millin- ' Ihid. i. 100.

Reinach, i. 16, ii. 49.
* Jhid. i. 125.

^ Reinach, i. 99, 100, 312 (Naples * Wiener Fori. E. II = Jahrhiich,

3222), 291=7^'/. Cer. ii. 114 (^ Hemera) ; 1894, p. 252.

Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. 394 (?see p. 79,
'" Reinach, i. 236.

note 8). In the last but one they step " Ibid. i. 109.
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of his encounter with Herakles, who endeavoured to stay his

progress with his bow.^

Selene, the Moon, appears in many of the scenes already

described under HeHos, as on the Blacas krater. She is

depicted under two types, either on horseback " or driving a

chariot Hke Hehos,' both as a single figure and in other

scenes ; and she is sometimes characterised by the lunar disc

or crescent. Besides the scenes already referred to, she

appears on horseback at the birth of Dionysos* and at the

pursuit of Medeia b\- Jason.'' The magic arts used by

Thessalian witches to draw down the moon from heaven arc

also the subject of a vase-painting,'^ where two women essay

to perform this feat by means of a rope, addressing her,

" O Lady Moon !

"

Stars are occasionally represented with an astronomical

reference, as on the l^lacas krater, where they appear in the

form of youths, or grouped with Helios, Selene, and Eos."

Phosphoros, the Morning Star, may be identified in this con-

nection, represented as a youth running-; but in other cases

they are not personified, as on a vase which represents the

moon and stars with the constellation Pegasos.''

Hemera, the Day, we have already once noted ; but in art

she is hardly to be distinguished from Eos (Dawn). Nor can

Nyx (Night) be identified with certainty on vases.*" Eos is not

an uncommon figure, especially on R.F. vases, and she also plays

a part in certain myths. As a single figure she appears rising

from the sea in, or driving, a four-horse chariot like Helios,"

' Cambridge ioo = Stackelberg, pi. 15; ^ Reinach, i. 402.

Athens 900 =J.H.S. xix. pi. 9.
'' Ihid. ii. 319 = El. Ccr. ii. 118.

- B.M. E252, 466, 776; Berlin 2519 ' B.M. E 466 (Plate LIIL); N.aples

= Co!l. Saboitroff, i. 63 ; Reinach, i. 312 3256 -Reinach, i. 100 (here as stars).

(Naples 3222), 451. * B.M. E466; Reinach, i. 236, 291 (?),

^ Berlin 2293 = J.H.S. xix. p. 268 (a 339; Inghirami, Vasi Fi/t. \\. 394 (?).

fine R.F. kylix) ; Athens 1345 =/.//..$'. " Bibl. Nat. 449 = Reinach, i. 129:

xix. pi. 10. The figure in the chariot cf. B.M. F 573, E658, E659, and Arf
may be perhaps identified as Nyx ; see Journal, Sept. 1904, \i. 289.

Berlin 2519, where Selene rides a horse '" But see above, note 3 ; p. 30, note 6.

and another goddess drives a chariot; " R.F. : B.M. E449, E 776 (?Nyx ;

also B.M. E 776. Ste ArtJournal, 'Sei:>\.. see above); Helbig, 132 = Reinach, ii.

1904, p. 290. 46. Late : Millin-Reinach, ii. 37 (with

* Petersburg i793 = Reinach, i. 3. Hermes; vase by Lasimos in Louvre).
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her steeds in one case being named Phlegethon and Lampon.

She is also represented flying with two hydriae, from which

she pours out dew upon the earth. ^ She is frequently seen

pursuing or carrying Kephalos - or Tithonos,^ and is present

at the apotheosis of Alkmcna.* At the combat of her son

Memnon with Achilles she and the other mother, Thetis,

are generally present." She also pleads with Zeus for her

son's safety,'"' and bears away his body after the fatal issue of

the fight.'

Next we have to deal with the Winds, as personified by the

figures of Boreas, Zephyros, etc. As single figures they seldom

appear, though we have possible instances of Boreas, with

the unusual type of a serpent's tail,- or simply as a winged

male figure.'' A wind-god is seen in an episode from the

Gigantomachia opposing the chariot of Zeus,^" and another

in an assemblage of deities round Apollo Kitharoidos."

ZepJiyros is seen pursuing Hyakinthos,^'-^ and he and Boreas

together bear the body of a warrior to the tomb in the same

manner as Hypnos and Thanatos.^'^ But the most important

subject connected with Boreas is his pursuit of the Athenian

maiden Oreithyia, a frequent scene on the later R.F. vases,"

some being very fine examples. Erechtheus, Kekrops, and the

' Millingen, Attc. Uiied. Mon. i. 6 = pi- 5 ; Roscher, i. 1265 = Wiener Vorl.

I1.I. Cir. ii. 108 A = Roscher, i. 1257 ; De vi. 7.

Witte, Coll. a I'Hotel Lambert, pi. 6. ** B.M. B 104 = Vol. I. p. 351 ; and cf.

" B.F. : Louvre E 702 = Reinach, i. El. CJr. iii. 31 ff.

354. R.F. ; B.M. E 72, 466; Reinach, " B.M. B431, B 445 ; Forniau Sale

i. 463 (= Bibl. Nat. 423), and ii. 81 Cat. 31 8.

( = Helbig, 80); Reinach, i. 107 = Hart- '" B.M. F237.

wig, Meistersih. pis. 39-40 (by Hieron ;
" B.M. B 212.

may be either K. or T.) ; Bibl. Nat. 374 '- B.M. F 39 ; Berlin 2305 = Hartwig,

= Millin-Reinach, ii. 34. Late: Millin- Meistersch. pi. 72, i ; ibid. pi. 22, i (see

Reinach, i. 48. Eos carrying K. ; Berlin p. 47, note 12) ; and cf. Reinach, ii. 248 ;

2537 = Reinach, i. 208. Fhilologiis, 1893, p. 211.

3 Oxford 27S=J-fJ^-S. xiii. p. 137; '^B.M. D59.

Bibl. Nat. 846. '^ B M. E 480, E 512 ;
y.^.^-. xviii.

'' B.M. F 149. pi. 6; Berlin 2165 = Reinach, i. 352;
^ Reinach, ii. 105 ; B.>L E 468 : see Munich 376 = Reinach, i. 240 = Bau-

Reinach, i. 144, ii. 254 (Bibl. Nat. 207). meister, i. p. 352, fig. 373 ; Reinach,

" Reinach, i 156, i. i. 305 ; Helbig, loi = Reinach, ii. 78 =
Reinach, i. 347 = Bourgitignon Sale Wiener Vorl. ii. 9 ; Rayet and Collignon,

Cat. 19 ; Millingen, Anc. lined. Mon. i. p. 299 (in Louvre).

A
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Nymphs Aglauros, Herse, and Pandrosos, are usually present,

and the latter in one case announce the news to Kekrops or

Erechtheus/ Boreas is also depicted in the act of punishing

Phineus by blinding him, and attacked by the latter's friend

Parebios.-

On some early B.F. vases we find winged beings which may
be styled Boreades, in conjunction with Harpies, apparently

representing the influences of good and evil winds respectively.^

Zetes and Kalais, the sons of Boreas, will be treated of in the

story of the Argonautika.^ The Aiwae or breezes have been

identified on a well-known vase in the British Museum,'' and

on an Apulian vase in the same collection is a head undoubt-

edly intended for Aura." The Hyadcs or rain-goddesses in

two instances extinguish the flames of a funeral p}-re at

the bidding of Zeus, at the apotheosis of Alkmena' and of

Herakles '^

; in one of the latter instances they arc named
Arethusa and Premnusia. They also receive the infant

Dionysos.'-* EcJio belongs perhaps rather to the Dionysiac

cycle, appearing as the beloved of Pan.'"

II. We may next consider the personifications of cities and
countries, which are, indeed, in some cases more than merely

symbolical figures, being actual goddesses with a definite cult,

such as the Nymph Kyrenc, who often appears on works of art."

On the great Naples vase representing Dareios in a council

of war, personifications of Hellas and Asia are placed among
the spectator-deities,'- and the former seems also to be indicated

on a similar vase with a battle of (ireeks and Persians.'^ On
one of the late vases with the subject of Pelops and Oinomaos,

a personification of the locality Olyiiipia appears to be similarly

' Berlin 2165 Keinach, i. 352.
*• Munich 384 = Reinach, i. 130 ;

- Reinach, i. 346 : cf. Serv. ad Ai-ii. Reinach, i. 481.

iii. 209; Ann. delP List. 18S2, p. 90 fi". ;
" De VVitte, Coll. a FHotel Lambert,

Roscher, iii. p. 1566. pi. 11 : cf. Reinach, i. i.

^ B.M. B4, B 104 : see Studniczka, '" B.M. E 228 (see note in CrtA) ; F 3S1.

Kyrenc, ]). 26, ^wAJ.H.S. xiii. p. 109 ff. " See especially Studniczka, Kyrene,
' See l)elo\v, pp. 115, 116. and on the subject generally, y.Zf''. 6". ix.

"> B.M. E 804 =J.H.S. .xiii. p. 135. p. 47 ff.

•* B.M. F277. '- Naples 3253 = Reinach, i. 194.

' B.M. F 149. " Naples 3256 = Reinach, i. 98.

VOL. II. 6
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present/ just as on the Hieron kotyle the personification of

Eleusis is included among the Eleusinian and other deities at

the sending forth of Triptolemos.- The city of Thebes is per-

sonified in several instances, especially as a spectator of Kadmos
slaying the dragon ^ ; also on a " Megarian " bowl with reliefs

in the British Museum, the subjects on which are taken from

the Phocnissac of Euripides.* Neuiea, the scene of Heraklcs'

victory over the lion, and of the death of Archermos, is similarly

personified as a Nymph in the representations of both subjects,^

and the town of Knniuiiyon as a Nymph protests against the

slaying of the sow by Theseus.*^ The Nymph Sparta occurs

once, dismounting from her horse." Two cups of the early

B.F. class usually known (from their subjects) as Cyrenaic, bear

representations of the Nymph Kyrcne (see above)—in one case

with Apollo, in the other holding a branch of silphium (the local

product) and surrounded by Boreads and Harpies (see above).'"*

Among the Greek islands, Acgina and Salamis were supposed

to have derived their names from Nymphs beloved of Zeus

and Poseidon, who are represented pursuing these quasi-

personified figures ''

; we may also regard Europa as coming

under that category.'" Zeus also pursues Taygcta, who is

connected with the mountain in Laconia." On one vase we
find the names of the islands De/os, Eiiboca, and Leiniios^'^

given, presumably in pure fancy, to two Maenads and a Satyr

in a Dionysiac scene where all the figures are " named. A
more genuine instance is that of the Nymph Krete on the

Talos vase, indicating the locality.
''

Turning to other geographical features, we have Mount

' B.M. F271. ' Boston Mas. /Report, 1900, p. 63.
" B.M. E 140 = Plate LI. » B.M. B4, B6. See Vol. I. p.

* Naples 3226 = Millingen, Aiic. Uiied. 341 ff.

Moil. i. pi. 27; Millin-Reinach, ii. 7 (in " See above, pp. 19, 24.

Louvre) ; Berlin 2634 = Roscher, ii. 837. '" See above, p. 19.

' G 104. " Reinach, ii. 144 : see Paus. iii. i,

* B.M. B319; Naples 3255 = Reinach, 2, and 18, 10; Apollod. iii. 10, 3, i;

i. 235 ; ibid. i. 466 (Petersburg 523), ii. 51. Hartwig, Meis/ersch. p. 491, note.

« B.M. E48, 74, 84; Aiil. Dcnkm. '- De Witte, Coll. a rHotel Lambert,

ii. I : see Arch. Zeit. 1885, p. 116, and pi. 28.

Loeschcke in Dorpater Proi^rainm for '^ Jatta 1501 = Furtwaengler and

1887. Reichhold, pi. 38.
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Olympos transformed into a lyre-playing companion of Satyrs^
;

or, again, river-gods such as Aclicloos, who as a combination of

man and bull, or with a fish-body like Triton, wrestles with

Herakles.- The river Xile appears once, but not personified

—

only as an indication of landscape.^ In connection with the

city of Thebes w^e find personifications of the local river Ismejws

and the local fountain-Nymphs Dirke and Krenaia.^

III. Natural products, such as Oinos (Wine) and Opora

(Harvest), are only found personified among the Dionysiac

conceptions with which we have already dealt (p. 65); to

these two names we may add those of Hedyoinos (Sweet

Wine), Kissos (Ivy), Kalyke (Bud), and Rodo (Rose), the three

latter coming more under the heading of pet-names than of

strict personifications.

IV. Our next class includes certain groups of personages

(all feminine) which for the most part hold their own throughout

all periods of art and literature, and are, so to speak, more

crystallised into definite mythological personages, associated

with the gods and human beings of the legendary ages. These

are the Muses, the Charites or Graces, the Horae or Seasons,

the Moirae or Fates, and the Erinnyes or Furies.

The Muses do not appear so frequently in vase-paintings

as in sculpture, and mostly on later vases. Two fine R.F.

examples of the whole nine (with their appropriate attributes)

call for mention "'

; other vases give a more limited number,

or even single figures " ; but it must be remembered that in

' Naples 3235 = Reinacb, i. 103 = Reinach i. i (otherwise Gaia) : see his

Roscher, iii. 861. Airh. Miiir/icn, p. 185.

-' B.M. E 437 (fish-body) ; and see ^ E/. Cer. ii. 86 ; Munich 805 =
p. loi. Reinach, i. 391 (see ibid. p. 277) =

^ Petersburg 350 = Reinacli, i. 12. Wiener Fori. iv. 4.

^ Naples 3226 = Millingen, A>ic. Uned. ^ Francois vase (at Peleus and Thetis'

Mon. i. pi. 27 (Ismenos and Krenaia) : nuptials); B.M. E805; Berlin 2391,

cf. Millin-Reinach, ii. 7. The nymph 2401 (Klio and Terpsichore) : of. Bull.

Dirke is, according to Robert, repre- de Con: Hell. 1895, p. I02 (in Louvre
;

sented in the figure rising from the three figures named Ourania, Kalliopc,

ground to receive the child Dionysos at and Melpomene),

his birth on the vase Petersburg 1792 =
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such cases identification is difficult, as characterisation by means

of a lyre or scenic mask does not necessarily connote the

presence of a Muse. On one vase Terpsichore is seen with

two figures inscribed as Mousaios and Melousa ^
; but these

may be no more than fancy names for an ordinary group of

musicians. Five of them are seen in a group with Apollo,

Thamyris, and Sappho,'' and elsewhere they accompany

Apollo.^

The Graces can nowhere be identified on Greek vases, though

they form a well-known type in sculpture ; but there is an

Etruscan kylix in the British Museum (probably copied from

a Greek original), which appears to represent them as an

interior group.^ The Horac or Seasons appear (without dis-

tinctive names') on the Francois vase at the nuptials of Peleus

and Thetis, and on the Sosias cup^ in an Olympian assemblage

(three in each case) ; also two of them at the sending forth

of Triptolemos.*^ The three Moirac (Fates) appear on the

Francois vase (as above), and once also at the birth of Athena";

the Furies have already been discussed.**

V. The personifications having reference to physical con-

ditions (as distinguished from ethical ideas) are comparatively

few in number. They include Hebe (Youth), who by virtue

of her divine attributes has already been discussed in another

section (p. ']']')
; Hygicia (Health), who is also a fully developed

goddess, but only once occurs on a vase, except among the

somewhat vague personifications surrounding Aphrodite (see

pp. 43, 76) ; and three others, regarded as of masculine sex.

These are Geras (Old Age), Hypnos (Sleep), and Thanatos

(Death). Gcras is seen in combat with Herakles'*; Thanatos

has already been discussed (p. 71). Hypnos as a winged

youth hovers over Alkyoneus, whom Herakles overcame while

' B.M. E271. •'> Berlin 2278 = Ant. Denkiii. \. 9.

^ Reinach. i. 526 - Jatta 1538. " Petersburg 350 = Reinach, i. 12.

^ See p. 32. ~ Louvre E861 = Reinach, i. 156.

• F478; and see Jatta 654 = Gaz. ** See p. 70; and also p. 137, under

Arcli. 1880, pi. 19, for a possible Orestes,

instance. ' B.M. E 290.
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asleep^; causes Ariadne to sleep while Theseus escapes-; and
with Thanatos carries the body of Memnon,^ or an ordinary

mortal/ to the tomb.

VI. Social advantages as apart from ethical qualities are

perhaps difficult to determine exactly ; but we may fairly rank

under this heading such ideas as are suggested by Chrysos

(Gold) and Ploutos (Wealth) ; Eirenc (Peace) ; Nike (Victory)

;

and the numerous attendants of Aphrodite and Dionysos, such

as Eunomia, Eudaimonia, and others already named (pp. 43,65).

Chrysos and Ploutos as boys accompany Nike in her chariot ^
;

Eirenc s appearance on vases is doubtful, but she may appear

in one instance carrying the infant Ploutos.*' The birth of

Ploutos seems to be represented in one instance.'

But by far the most important personage in this class is

Nike (Victory), whose appearance as a winged female figure

is so often attested by inscriptions on R.F. vases that she can

generally be identified with certainty. She is especially popular

as a single figure on the Nolan amphorae and lekythi of the

"severe" and "strong" periods, some of which are conspicuously

beautiful examples.^ Altogether her appearances rival those

of Eros in number, though on the Italian vases they are far

fewer. Whether Nike e\er occurs on V>.V. vases is a \ery

doubtful point, and has been denied by many scholars, but

some figures are not easy to explain in any other way.'' On
other works of art she does not appear before 480 n.c, unless

' Reinach, i. 255, 451 (but see note 5
* See c.i^. B.M. E 287, E 574 (Plate

on p. 72). XXXVI.), E 643 ; O.xford 312-314.

- Reinach, i. 222 = Plate XXXIX.
;

" Studniczka, Siegesgotlin (1898), and

Boston Mils. Report, 1900, No. 25. in Roscher's Lexikon, iii. p. 318: see

^ B.M. E 12; Reinach, i. 149 = Ban- also Sikcs, Nike of Archeniios (Cam-

meister, i. p. 727, fig. 781. bridge, 1890), a.r\A J.H.S. xiii. p. 11 1 if.

' B.M.D58 = Fig. i23;yrt//;7;//(7/, 1895, Studniczka regards the following as

pi. 2 ; Dumont-Pottier, i. pis. 27-8. certain B.F. inst.ances: B.M. B i, B 1063,

^ Berlin 2661 = Rayet and CoUignon, B 125.,, B t,'^^; Jahr/>iit/i, 1889, pis. 5-6,

p. 257. For Ploutos see also Reinach, figs. 2,2a ; J:\hn, E;it/ii/irii;ii;t/. /iu/vpa,

i. I (at birth of Dionysos), and the fol- pi. 5. The instances on late careless B.F.

lowing notes. vases, such as B356, B357, B652 in B.M.
^ Munich 291 = Reinach, ii. 47 (more are not to the point, as these belong to

probably Iris). the fifth century.

' /?ev. Arch, xxxvi. (1900), p. 93.
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the " Nike " of Archermos is to be so identified ; it seems

probable that she was an offshoot from Athena, whom we

know to have been worshipped under the name of Nike, as in

her temple on the Athenian Acropolis.

She is frequently associated with the gods, either in scenes

from mythology or in groups apart from action ^
; usually

she pours libations to them, or crowns them in reference to some

achievement. Thus we find her with Zeus," with Hera," with

Athena,^ with Poseidon and Dionysos,^ with Apollo (especially

at his victory over Marsyas)," with Artemis Elaphebolos," and

with Aphrodite.'^ She frequently crowns or pours libations

to Herakles, or attends him at his apotheosis ''

; on the later

vases she takes Athena's place in conveying him in a chariot

to Olympos.^"

Among the numerous mythological events in which Nike

plays a more or less symbolical part may be mentioned the

Gigantomachia, in which she drives Zeus' chariot," the birth

of Athena,'"' the sending of Triptolemos,''^ the Judgment of

Paris," the birth of Dionysos ''' and that of Erichthonios,""' and

the punishment of Ixion.'' Among Trojan scenes she appears

with Achilles arming,'^ at his (supposed) fight with Telephos

and possibly also at that with Memnon/^ and at the carrying

off of the Palladion.'-" She is also seen with Herakles in the

' B.M. E.444; Reinach, i. 157, i; B.M. F17S, Athens 1346 = Diimont-

Miis. Greg.\\.2\, i; Berlin 2278 = ^;//. Pottier, i. pi. l'-), Jahrhiiih, 1892, p. 69

Denkin. i. 9. (N. crowning H.).
^ El. Cir. i. 14 (in B.M.); Reinach, i.

'" See p. 107, note 3.

66, 194, 417, ii. 266 (N. crowning Z.); " Mou. Grecs, 1875, P's- 1-2; Peters-

Berlin 2167 (Z. and Poseidon). hurg 523 = Reinach, i. 467.
^ El. Clt. i. 32 and iii. 38 (= Berlin '- B.M. E410.

2317) ; Petersburg 355 = Reinach, i. 14. '''Reinach, i. 286 (?), 398 (Berlin
" Naples 3373; £1. CcT. i. 76 A : cf. 2521).

Reinach, i. i, 3, 5, 37, 158 ; B.M. B 608, '^ B.M. F 109 ; Reinach, i. 7.

610, E 523 ; El. Cl'i: i. 68. '' B.M. E 182 ; Reinach, i. i, 3.

^ B.M. E 445. "^ Reinach, i. 113; and cf. B M. E 788.

" Reinach, i. 14, 253 (Bibl. Nat. 392), " Berlin 3023 = Reinach, i. 330.

406, 511, ii. 310; Naples 1 891 = El. " Overbeck, Her. Bildzv. 18, 7.

Cer. ii. 35 ; ibid. ii. 48. " Millingen, Anc. Uned. Moii. i. 22 ;

' B.M. E 432. Reinach, i. 358 (unwinged figure ; may
" Reinach, ii. 290. be Eris).

" B.M. E 262 ; Reinach, i. 22, 251 ;
-" Naples 3231 = Reinach, i. 299.
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Garden of the Hesperidcs/ with the Dioskuri,^ with Perseus

and Bellerophon,^ with Orestes at Delphi ^ ; crowning Hellas

as the victor over the Persians'; and in many scenes with

Dionysos."

More numerous and characteristic, however, are the scenes in

which she appears as a single figure, or associated with mortals,

usually victorious warriors or athletes. As a single figure she

most commonly pours a libation over an altar," or flies towards

the altar bearing a torch, incense-burner, lyre, tripod, sash,

or other attribute '
; in one case (unless Iris is intended) a jug

and caduceus.'' Especially characterised as the goddess of

Victory, she often holds a palm-branch.'" She frequently takes

part in religious and sacrificial ceremonies, such as the decoration

or dedication of a choragic tripod,'^ or burns incense,'" or herself

sacrifices a ram or bull.'' The last-named subject is, however,

commoner on gems and a certain class of terracotta reliefs.'^

On one vase she gives drink to a bull ''
; or, again, she rides

on a sacrificial bull'"; or places a hydria on a fountain or

altar.'" She pursues a hare, doc, or bird,'^ or offers a bird to a

youth.'" On the later Panathenaic amphorae and elsewhere she

' Reinacli, i. 236.

- Ihid. i. 361 (crowning them) ; Inghi-

rami, Vasi Filt. 187.

•' Reinach, ii. 49 ; i. 108, 195.

' Jhid. i. 390.

^ Ibid. i. 98.

" B.M. F 163 ; Reinach, i. 197, S, ii.

198, 287.

' B.M. E 574= Plate XXXVI.; r..M.

E287, E643; Reinach, ii. 7.

' Reinach, i. 254 (Bibl. Nat. 392),

340, Athens 1018 = Benndorf, 6V. //. Sir.

Vasenh. 19, 3 (torch); B.M. E251,
E513, Roscher, iii. 329, Benndorf, op. n't.

47, 2 (incense-burner) ; B.M. E 574
(lamp) ; Oxford 274, Athens 1362,

Reinach, ii. 235, 310, De Witte, Co//.

ii I''Hotel Lambert, j)l. 4, Benndorf,

op. (it. 47, I (lyre) ; Athens 1362, Rei-

nach, i. 410 (tripod) ; Benndorf, op. cit.

48, I (wreath). On Oxford 312 she

plays on a lyre. On her costume and

attributes generally see Roscher. iii.

P- 3jO-

' Munich 351 = Reinach, ii. 46: see

above, p. 76, note 6.

'" Petersburg 355 = Reinach, i. 14 ;

B.M. F 109 ; Jatta 1050.

" B.M. E 455-56; Reinach, i. 195,

ii. iSo; ibid. i. 403, 428; Roscher, iii.

330 ; Cab. Pourtales, pi. 6.

'- Reinach, i. 492.
'•' B.M. F66=Fig. 124; Naples 2684 =

Reinach, i. 474 ; Reinach, ii. 206 ; /yostoii

Mils. Report, 1898, No. 51.

'' J.H.S. vii. p. 275 ff.

'' Munich 386 = Reinach, ii. 46 =
Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. 19.

"' Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. 361.
'' Athens 1026 = Benndorf, Gr. 11. Sir.

Vase/lb. 23, 2.

'*< Oxford 265 ; B.M. E 538 ; /-;/. CJr.

i. 100.

"* Reinachj ii. 216.
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holds the uKpoaroXiov or stern-ornament of a ship ^
; and

sometimes she erects a trophy.-

She appears in a chariot drawn by female Centaurs/ or

accompanied by Chrysos and Ploutos (see above)/ and she also

conducts a victorious warrior in this manner.'^ In other instances

she pours a libation to a warrior," who is sometimes inscribed

with a fanciful name ' ; or, again, as anticipating his victory, she

brings him his helmet.'' She is, however, more frequently seen

in athletic scenes, crowning a victorious athlete," rider,"' or

all5aMimiMMBlf-:^-l|[5ill5il[limiM.[5ilg

FIG. 124. NIKE SACRIFICING BULL (BKITJSH MUSEUM F 66).

charioteer,'' or superintending the games in the palaestra,'"

torch-races,^'^ or the taking of an oath by an athlete.'^ In

' B.M. B 60S ; Berlin 2211 = /s/. Q'r. " B.M. F 170 ; Reinacb, i. 45, 37S, 2,

i. 96. ii- 187, 230, 292.

- B.M. E700; Reinach, ii. 326= '" Reinach, ii. 262 (Bihl. Nat. 364),

Roscher, iii. 326 (here she is putting on 291 ; and see 29S.

the inscription). " MiiUn-Reinach, ii. 72.

3 B.M. F 550.
' B.M. B607 ; Stacl'celljerg, pi. 25

^ Berlin 2661 = Rayet and Collignon, (Hegias) ; O.xford 288 (Ca/. pi. 15)

;

p. 257. Louvre F 109 (? Agon).

^ Reinach, ii. 4 ; Millin-Reinach, i. " Reinach, ii. 320 ; Tyszkiewicz Coll.

24; Tatta 1050. pl- 35 (now in B.M.) ; Inghirami, I'asi

" B.M. E264, 275, 476, 576. Fitt. 363.

' B.M. E 379.
" Reinach, i. 322.

8 B.M. E 128 ; Reinach, i. 26S.
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musical contests she performs the same functions, crowning

or pouring hbations to a successful performer.' She crowns

a successful potter in his workshop,- and also a poet (?).''

A being of similar character, who may perhaps be recognised

in the figure of a winged }'outh on some B.F. and early R.F.

vases, is xAgon, the personification of athletic contests/

On the later R.F. vases the figure of Nike is often duplicated,

probably more to produce a balanced composition than for any

other reason.''

VII. The ne.\t class of personifications is that of abstract

ethical ideas. Even on the earlier vases there are found a

considerable number of these, such as Kris (Strife) ; but on the

later, unlimited play is given to the tendency of the age (.seen

also in sculpture and painting) to invest every abstract idea

with a personality, apart from any idea of deification or

mythological import.

Among these, by far the most numerous examples are, of

course, those relating to the passion of Love. We have already

traced the development of the t}'pe and conception of Eros in

vase-paintings, and in the same place wc have had occasion

to speak of the associated ideas which became personified as

subsidiary conceptions to that of Love, such as Peitho

(Persuasion), Pothos (Yearning), and Himeros (Charm), Phthonos

(Envy or Amor iiividiosics), and Talas (Unfortunate or Un-

requited Love).'' Of a similar type are the feminine conceptions

associated with Aphrodite—Eudaimonia (Happiness), Euthymia

(Cheerfulness), and the like.'

Among other abstract ideas are those of Arete (Virtue) and

Hedone (Pleasure), which have been suggested as represented

on one vase.* On a R.F. vase in Vienna, Dike (Justice) is seen

' B.M. E 460. 469 ; Reinach, i. 49, 37S, pp. 92, 97.

ii. 274.
' B.M. F20; Berlin 3023; Millingen-

- \'ol. I. p 223. Reinacli, 36 ; Helbig, 90 = Mtts. Greg:

' Reinnch, i. 63. ii. 60, 3 ; and see Knapp, Nike, p. 37.

^ B.M. B 1 (?) ; Pelersbuig 183 = " See above, p. 49.

Micali, Storia, pi. 87 ; Reinach, ii. 126 " See p. 43.

(?) ; Daremberg and Saglio, Diet. s.v. ^ Jahixshefte, 1S99, p. 16 = Reinach,

Agon, fig. 180 ; Louvre F 109 : see also i. 279 ; but more probably the scene

Burlington Fine Arts Chib Cat. (1903), refers to Orestes and Pylades in Tauris.
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overcoming Adikia (Injustice)^; Apate (Deceit) on the vase

with Dareios in council beguiles the goddess Asia with bad

advice," and also leads Tereus astray^ ; Phobos (Fear) drives the

chariot of Ares when he assists Kyknos against Heraklcs ^
;

he is specially associated with the god of war, the idea being

that of inducing panic among enemies ; and in many cases

his head appears, like that of the Gorgon, as a device on

shields.^ In one instance he appears as a lion-headed monster.''

Artemis, in the capacity of Aidos (Shame), hinders Tityos from

carrying off Leto." Eris (Strife) appears on B.F. vases as

a winged female figure running, in scenes of combat, chariot-

races, etc., or as a single figure." But the identification is not

always certain ; in some combat scenes it is possible that Ate

or a Ker is meant, and in those of an agonistic character we
may see Agon, the personification of athletics (see above,

p. 89)."

VIII. The metaphysical ideas next to be discussed are almost

exclusively punitive agencies, either connected with scenes in

the under-world (Ananke, Poinae, and the Furies), or bringing

down penalties and disasters on the heads of wrong-doers, such

as the personifications of madness which occur in many of the

tragic subjects on Apulian vases.

In the first group we reckon Auaiike (Necessity) and the

Pouiac (Punishments), who appear with the Furies in a scene

from the under-world,'*' Ate or Ker (Destiny), a winged figure

seen at the death of Hector" and at the madness of Lykourgos'";

' Vienna 319 = Reinach, i. 353 : for 100 (with Pelops), ii. 26, i, 161 ; Bau-

Dike in under-world see p. 69. meister, i. p. 18, fig. 20.

- Naples 3253 = Reinach i. 194. " For unidentified winged deities see

' Naples 3233 = Reinach, i. 239. Louvre F 54 = Wiener Vorl. 18S8, pi. 5,

^ Berlin 1732 = Reinach, ii. 66; B.M. fig. 2 (Exekias); IViencr Vorl. 1890-91,

B 364, B 365 : see Reinach, i. 223. pi. 3, fig. 2 (Nikosthenes).
'" See Roscher, iii. p. 2934. '" Naples 3222 = Baumeister, iii. p.

" Louvre E 723 : see Ath. Millh. 1902, 1927, fig. 2042 A : see p. 69.

,

p. 255. " Reinach, ii. 100 (now in B.M. : see

' Reinach, ii. 26, 4 (in Louvre). Class. Review, 1899, p. 468).
** B.M. B 334 ; Berlin 1775; Karls- '- Naples 3237 = Baumeister, ii. p. 834,

ruhe 259 ; Petersburg 1807 = Reinach, fig. 918 (?) : see below, p. 91, note 3, for

i. 7 (at Judgment of Paris) ; Reinach, i. other interpretations.
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and Nejueszs (Vengeance) in the scene between Atreus and

Thyestes/ with reference to its fate-fraught character. In less

tragic circumstances the latter is present in a bridal scene, with

attributes of a flower and an apple.- The Moirae or Fates

have already been mentioned (p. 83), as has Themis or Divine

Ordinance (p. 74).

The second group includes Lyssa (Frenzy), who drives

Aktaeon, Hippolytos, and Lykourgos to madness or destruction^;

Mania (Madness), who similarly drives Herakles to slay his

children '
; and Oistros {lit. a Gad-fl>-), who performs similar

functions when Mcdcia is about to slay hers.'

IX. Personifications relating to social enjoyments, such as

games, the drama, or banquets, are closely analogous to many
of those described under headings III. and VI., and occur in the

same connection. Thus in Dionysiac scenes we find Choro

(Dance), Molpe (Song), Dithyrambos, Hedymelcs (Sweet Song),

Komos (Revelry), Komodia and Tragoedia (Comedy and

Tragedy), and Pannyciiis and Kraipalc, typifying all-night

revels and their consequences.''

X. Finally, there are what M. Pettier has described as

personifications of individualities, under which heading fall

many conceptions which do not find a place in any of the

classes already discussed. Among these arc many of the names
given to Maenads and Satyrs (p. 65), which are intermediate

between personal names and embodiments of abstract or

physical ideas, some inclining more to one side, some to the

other. Of these it is only necessary to mention as illustrative

of the present subject the Mainas ^ and the Nymphc - found

as names of individuals on several vases, and the Oinopion or

"Wine-drinker" on vases by Exekias."

' Millingen-Reinach, 23. ' Vol. I. p. 480 (Assleas vase in Ma-
Reinach, i. 173. drid).

' Ibid.'y. 229 (in Boston) ; B.M. F279; •' Munich Sio — Reinach, i. 363.

B.M. F271 and Naples 3237 = Bau- " See above, p. 65, for instances,

nieister, ii. p. 834, fig. 918 : cf. Reinach, ' B.M. E 492 ; Naples 2419 ; Kails-

i. 331, I. The name of Typhlosis (Blind- ruhe 208.

ness) has also been suggested for the " Berlin 2471.

figure on the Naples vase. * B.M. B210 : see p. 58, note 19.
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To the same class belong the names given to Nymphs of

various kinds, such as the Nereids (see p. 26) or the Hesperides.

The latter arc named on one vase ^ as Asterope, Chrysothemis,

Hygicia, and Lipara ; on another- as Aiopis, Antheia, Donakis,

Kalypso, Mermesa, Nelisa, and Tara.

Of more general signification, and sometimes perhaps to be

regarded as descriptive titles rather than names, are such as

Archenautcs (Ship-captain),^ Komarchos (Master of Revels),^

or Paidagogos (Tutor).'^ On the other hand, Neanias, Komos,

Paian (given to boys at play)," and Eutychia (on the tomb of a

woman) " may be merely fanciful personal names.

' ]].M. E 224. ' Naples 3255 = Reinacli, i. 235.
-' Naples 2873 (Assteas). " Berlin 2658 = Reinach, i. 375.
^ B.M. E455. ' B.M. Fin.
Munich 378.



CHAPTER XIV

HEROIC LEGENDS

Kastor and Polydeukes— Herakles and his twelve labours—Other contests

—

Relations with deities—Apotheosis—Theseus and his labours—^Later

scenes of his life— Perseus—Pelops and Bellerophon—Jason and the

Ai-gonauts—Theban legends—The Trojan cycle— Peleus and Thetis

—

The Judgment of Paris— Stories of Telephos and Troilos— Scenes from

the Iliad—The death of Achilles and the Fall of Troy—The Odyssey

—

The Oresteia—Attic and other legends—Orpheus and the Amazons

—

Monsters— Historical and literary subjects.

In treating of the subject of heroic legends, we propose to

deal first with the more prominent heroes, such as Kastor and

Polydeukes, Herakles, Theseus, and Perseus, and with the tales

of Thebes and Troy ; next with the series of myths connected

specially with Attica or other localities ; then with semi-mythical

personages, such as Orpheus and Thamj-ris, which lead us

on to the next division of the subject— scenes connected with

Greek history.

Kastor and Polydeukes do not play a very extensive part

on vases ; and as they are not further characterised than by

the petasos and two spears, which are the ordinary equipment

of young horsemen, they are not always to be identified with

certainty, except in mythological scenes. Among these they

appear in the Gigantomachia,^ or in company with Herakles

are initiated into the lesser mysteries at Agra'-; they are also

seen at the apotheosis of Herakles.'' They are present when

' Athens 1259 = Reinach, i. 506 ; Man. ^ B.M. F68.

Grccs, 1876, pis. 1-2. ^ Reinach, ii. 186.

93
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Leda discovers the egg laid by Nemesis,^ and on two B.F.

vases appear with Leda and Tyndareus in a family group ^

;

they are also seen in company with Hermes,'* with Paris and

Helen/ with Danaos taking refuge in Attica/'' in a scene from

the Mcrope of Euripides,'"' and at the slaying of the Sphinx by

Oedipus.' They take part in the hunt of the Calydonian boar,*

and in many scenes from the Argonautika, such as the death

of Talos," the punishment of Amykos,'" and others of doubtful

meaning." There is more than one representation of their

carrying off the Leukippidae,'' the best being the beautiful

Meidias vase in the British Museum (Plate XLI.), where all the

figures are named.''' They appear as hunters," as deified beings

present at a Thcoxenia {Jectisicrnium), or feast of the gods,'^

and are crowned by Nike (with stars over their heads)."^

Herakle.S

Of all the heroic legends the most numerous and the most

important are those of the Herakleid. They appear on vases

of all periods, though in the largest proportion on the black-

figured varieties, and include every event in his life, from his

birth to his deified life in Olympos. Of the visit of Zeus to

his mother Alkmena we have already spoken, as also of her

apotheosis.'" As an infant we see Herakles engaged in strangling

' Petersburg 2i8S = Keinach, i. 8; Reichhold, pis. 38-39.

Reinach, i. 279 ( = Baumeister, i. p. 635,
'" Bibl. Nat. 442 = Reinach, ii. 79 =

fig. 706) and 380. In Ant. Dcnkiii. i. 59 Wiener Vorl. 1889, 12, 5.

(now at Boston) and in Berlin 2430 they " Jatta 1095 = Reinach, i. 119 (Phineus

do not appear in this connection. scene) ; Reinach, i. 226 (in Louvre).

- B.M. B170; Helbig, 78 = Reinach, ''- Reinach, i. 231, 507 (= Athens

i. 96 = Wiener Vorl. 1888, pi. 6, I 853), ii. i : see generally Roscher's

(Exekias). Lcxi/con, s.v. Leukippiden.

^ Millin-Reinach, ii. 44 (doubtful ;

'^ B.M. E 224 = Furtvvaengler and

•perhaps Zethos and Amphion). Reichhold, pis. 8-9 ; probably influenced

* Petersburg 1924 and 1929 = Reinacli, by the painting by Polygnotos of this

i. 9. subject (see Vol. I. p. 443).

^ Reinach, i. 244.
'^ Reinach, i. 484 : cf. Bibl. Nat.

« Jbid. i. 363. 388.
"> B.M. E 696. '' B.M. B 633 = Wiener Vorl. iv. 9, 3.

** Francois vase ; Reinach, i. 230, ii. "' Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. ii. 187 : cf.

119. Reinach, i. 361 (rev. of vase).

^ Reinach, i. 361 = Furtwaengler and '' See p. 19.
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the serpents sent by Hera, while his brother Iphikles recoils in

terror ^
; later on Hera appears to be reconciled to his existence,

for she is actually seen suckling him at her breast.^ Next he is

carried off by Hermes to Chciron the Centaur for his education,''

and we see him undergoing instruction on the lyre from Linos,*

or on his way, accompanied by an old woman carrying his lyre."^

By the time when his series of labours begins he is usually

represented as a full-grown bearded man, especially on the

archaic vases ; but he appears in a few instances as a quite

youthful beardless figure.

Of all the achie\ements of Herakles the most famous arc the

Twelve Labours, to which he was subjected by Hera at the hands

of Eurystheus. We find them all represented on vases, with the

exception of the cleansing of the Augean stables, which may be

presumed to have offered too many difficulties to the painter
;

it only occurs once in the whole history of Greek art, on a

meto[)e at Olympia. The horses of Diomede only occur once,

the Keryneian stag thrice, and the Stymphalian birds five times
;

but the rest may be described as common. In all these scenes

Herakles is usually accompanied by Athena ; also, but less

frequently, by lolaos and Hermes.

I. The Xcmcixn Li(»i.

Of this subject we find two " normal " types on B.F. vases,''

with one or two abnormal versions ; on R.F. vases the treatment

is less stereotyped.

B.F. (i) Standing type :—Herakles plunges sword into lion's neck

(both upright): B.M. B 160, B 232, B621 (Plate XXX.).

H. strangles lion: Berlin 1^20 = JFiener For/. 1888, 6, 3

(Exekias) ; JViener VorL 1889, 6, 3 (Charitaios).

(2) Crouching type :—Herakles stoops and strangles lion :

B.M. B 159, B199, B318 (Fig. 125); Petersburg 68 =
JViener ]'orl. 1889, 4, 6 (Taleides).

' B.M. F 479 ; Reinach, i. 229; Gaz. 1853, pi. 10, i, p. 145. He is represented

Arch. 1875, pi. 14 (in Louvre). as attacking Linos, who had found fault

- B.M. F 107. with his playing.

^ Munich 611 and 291 = Reinach, i. ^ Reinach, i. 326 (Iphikles here with

419, ii. 47. Linos).

^ Munich 371 =Ber, d. sacks. Gesellsch. " See B.M. Cat. of Fascs, ii. p. 13,
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(3) Abnormal :—Lion on its back ; Herakles slays it with club :

Reinach, ii. 52. Herakles pursues lion: Louvre Fio8 =
Wiener Vorl. 1890-91, pi. i, 5 (Nikosthenes).

R.F. (1) Herakles with lion over shoulder about to hurl it on
Eurystheus (type borrowed from Erymanthian Boar, see

below): B.M. B 193 = Plate XXXH. (Andokides).

(2) Crouching type: Munich 415 = Reinach, i. 150-^ Bau-
meister, i. p. 656, fig. 723; B.M. E168; Roin. Mitth. v.

(1890), pi. 12 = JV/cner J'orl. 1890-91, 7, 2 (Nikosthenes,

in Boston). See also B.M. E 104 (abnormal).

FIG. 125. HERAKLES AND THE NEMEAN LION (liRITISH MUSEUM).

We may also note here a curious B.F. vase, on which Herakles

is seen in the forests of Nemea preparing the lion's skin for his

own wear.^

H. T/ie Crctcxn Bull.

Type : Herakles seizes the bull from the front and ties its legs with

a cord.

B.F. B.M. B309 ; Berlin 1886, 1898; Helbig, 31 ; Reinach, ii.

55, 5 = Baumeister, i. p. 660, fig. 727.

R.F. B.M. E 104; IVioier Vorl. 1890-91, pi. 7, 2 (Nikosthenes,

in Boston) = Hoin. Mitth. v. (1890), p. 324.

Late. Berlin 3145 =^ Millingen-Reinach, 11 ; Athens 1931.

See also a very remarkable vase in For/nan Sate Cat. No. 305
(now at Boston), where the same subject appears each side, one

B.F., the other R.F. (by Andokides).

-

' Reinach, ii. 70. subject is Herakles sacrificing a bull {Gr.

- Furtwaengler, however, thinks the Vaseiiiiialerei, ^. 16: see below, p. 106).
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III. The Eryinantldan Boar (see Klein, EiipJironios, p. "ij).

(i) The capture :

B.M. B462; Louvre F236; Berlin 1981, 2034; Naples 2705

and S.A. 150; Athens 858, 860 (all B.F.).

(2) The bringing back of the boar (Eurystheus absent; Athena usually

receives the hero)

:

B.M. B 447, 492; Cambridge 57; Munich 694; Athens 1097

(all B.F.).

KIG. 126. HKKAKLES HRINGING THE BOAR TO EUKYbTHElS (BRITISH MUSEUMI

(3) Herakles hurls the boar upon Eurystheus, who hides himself in

a largelsunk jar (tti'^os)
:j

B.F. B.M. B 161 (Fig. 126); Reinach, ii. 55, i; Helbig, 37;
Louvre F 59, 202.

R.F. B.M. E 44 (Euphronios) — Furtwaengler and Reichhold,

pi. 23 ; Louvre G 17= Wiener Vorl. 1890, pi. 10.

IV. TJie Keryncian Sta^^.

B.F. B.M. B 169, B 231.

R.F. Reinach, i. 233.

A dispute between Apollo and Herakles over a stag (Rein. ii. 56, 3 :

see p. 34) may perhaps be referred to this subject, as the myth is

not otherwise known, but it is more usually Artemis who endeavours

to thwart Herakles' capture.

VOL. II. 7
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V. The Stymphalian Birds.

Found only on four B.F. vases (B.M. B 163 ; Louvre F 387 ;

Arch. Anzeiger, 1892, p. 172 ; and Munich iiii = Reinach, ii. 58) and

one late example (Reinach, ii. 297). Herakles shoots the birds with

bow and arrow.

VI. The Lernaean Hydra.

This subject, occurring only on archaic vases, has no very

fixed type ; the Hydra has seven or nine heads, and the body of

a serpent or of a cuttle-fish. lolaos sometimes assists Herakles,

and in two cases the crab sent by Hera is also visible.

B.F. Early: Reinach, i. 389; Jahrbuch, 1898, pi. 12; Reinach, i.

118 (6) = Louvre E 85 1

.

Later: Reinach, i. 118 (i) = Berlin 1854 (crab); ibid. 118 (3);

118 (5) = Louvre F 386 = Millin-Reinach, ii. 75 (Athena

slays crab); Reinach, ii. 53 = Baumeister, i. p. 657, fig. 724;
Berlin 1801 = Wiener Vorl. 1889, 7, 3 : see also Athens

792 = Heydemann, Gr. Vasenb. pi. 4, i, where two successive

scenes are given.

R.F. Reinach, ii. 76. Hydra has cuttle-fish body and ten or eleven

heads.

VII. The Horses of Diomede.

Naples 2506 ; Reinach, ii. 297 (?).

VIII. The Augean Stables.

Not found on vases.

IX. The Combat with Geryon and Capture of his Cattle.

A very favourite subject on B.F. and early vases, including

some of the finest specimens. Geryon is at first winged and

only three-headed, then triple-bodied, represented as three

armed warriors united,' one or two of whom generally fall

wounded. Herakles attacks with bow.

Early B.F. " Proto-Corinthian " : B.M. A4S7 =f.N.S. v. p. 176.

Chalcidian : B.M. B 155 ; Bibl. Nat. 202 = Reinach, ii. 58 and

253 = Plate XXII.

' Cf. Paus. V. 19, I : rpels dvdpes dXXijXois wpocrex()IJ-^voi.
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Late B.F. B.M. B 156, B194; Louvre F53 = Reinach, ii. 59 =
Baumeister, i. p. 662, fig. 729 (Exekias)

; J.H.S. xviii. p. 299,

and Bibl. Nat. 223 (abnormal types).

R.F. Munich 337 (Plate XXXVIIL) = Furtwaengler and Reichhold,

22 (Euphronios) ; Noel des Vergers, Etrurie, pi. 38.

Late. Berlin 3258 ; Naples 1924= Millingen-Reinach, 27.

The driving off of the cattle by Herakles is also represented :

B.M. E 104; Reinach, ii. 58, 5 ; and see Klein, Euphronios, p. 61.

X. TJie Girdle of Hippolyta.

B.F. B.M. B533.

Late. Naples 3241 = Reinach, i. 384.

Besides the scenes in which Herakles is evidently capturing

the girdle, there are many vases on which he is seen in combat

with Hippolyte and other Amazons, such as Andromache or

Alkaia, assisted himself by lolaos or Telamon.

B.F. B.M. B 154, B 426; Louvre E 875 ; Cambridge 44; Bour^:^uh^>ion

Sale Cat. 18 (Exekias) ; Berlin 3988= Coll. Sabouroff, i. [)1. 49.

R.F. B.M. E45; Reinach, i. 166; Bibl. Nat. 535 = Reinach, ii. 265;
Bologna 322 ; Reinach, i. 353= Wietter Vorl. vii. 4, i (Duris).

Late. Jatta 423 = Reinach, i. 206.

XI. Fetching Kerberosfrom Hades.

The various types and methods of representing this subject

have been collected in f.H.S. xviii. p. 296; as typical examples

may be given :

Early B.F. Louvre E7ot = Reinach, i. 153 ; Reinach, i. 389, ii. 32.

Late B.F. J.H.S. xviii. p. 295 (in B.M.) ; Reinach, ii. 69.

R.F. Jalirbuch viii. (1893), pi. 2 (in Berlin) and p. 160 (m Boston).

Late. On several of the " under-world " vases, see p. 68, Nos. 1-4, 1 1.

XI L Fetching the Golden Apples from the Garden of the

Hesperides.

There are two versions of this myth. In one, which seems

to be the earlier, Atlas fetches the apples, while Herakles

supports the universe for him (see above, p. 75). The vases
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representing Herakles in the Garden surrounded by the Nymphs
(for whom see p. 92) are almost all of the later period :

B.F. Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vasenb. pi. 42, i.

R.F. B.M. E 224 = Furtwaengler-Reichhold, 8-9 (Plate XLL).

Late. B.M. F148; Naples 2873 = Millin-Reinach, i. ^=JV/efier

For/, viii. 12, 3 (Assteas) ; and Naples 3255 = Reinach, i. 236 =
Baumeister, i. p. 686, fig. 745.

Parody. Athens 1894 = Reinach, i. 506 (?).

Besides the somewhat insignificant part that he plays in

the Gigantomachia,^ Herakles had several independent combats

of his own with gigantic monsters and such-like beings. Of
these the most popular subjects are Antaios and Alkyoneus.

The legend of Herakles' wrestling with the former is familiar

from Pindar ^
; on the vases Antaios is not characterised as a

giant in size or otherwise, but his mother Gaia is generally

present.^

Alkyoneus, on the other hand, is represented as a being of

gigantic size, lying asleep in a cave ^
; a small winged figure

which sometimes hovers over him has been interpreted by

some as Hypnos (Sleep), but might also be a Krjp davdroio,

or harbinger of death.'^ Herakles generally attacks him with

club or bow and arrow, but on one vase is depicted gouging

out his eye ^ ; on another he is assisted by Telamon with

a stone.^ Another giant with whom we find the hero con-

tending is Cacus, whose oxen he carried off. This is a purely

Roman myth, and belongs rather to the legends of the Roman
Hercules, but curiously enough it finds a place on one Greek

' Seep. 106. Reinach. i. 255, 2, and Helbig, 228 =
- Isthm. iii. 90. Ber. d. scichs. Gesellsch. 1853, pis. 5,

^ B.F. : B.M. B 196, B322 ; Munich fig. 2, and 8, fig. 2; Reinach, i. 255, 1 =
3 = Reinach, ii. 62 ; an early Athenian Baumeister, i. p. 49, fig. 56 ; Reinach,

example in J.H.S. xxii. pi. 2. R.F. : i. 45i- The only R.F. examples pub-

Reinach, i. 242 = Wiener Vorl. v. 4 = lished are Munich 401 (= Furtwaengler

Louvre G 103 (Euphronios) ; Athens and Reichhold, pi. 32) and 60^ (^= Ber.

1 166. See also Vienna 322 = Reinach, d. sacks. Gesellsch. 1853, pi. 7, fig. i).

i. 339 and Munich 605 = Ber. d. sacks. ^ See above, p. 72.

Gesellsck. 1853, pi. 8, fig. i. ^ Bibl. Nat. 322.

^ B.M. B314; Berlin 2057 ; Louvre ' Cambridge 43 : cf. Find. Nem.

F2o8 = Reinach, i. 452; Munich 1180= iv. 46.
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vase of Sicilian origin, which represents Cacus in a hut with

the oxen and Herakles playing a lyre in triumph.^

One of the commonest subjects connected with Herakles is

his combat with Kyknos, the son of Ares, described at length

in the Hesiodic Scutum Herctilis. It is mostly found on B.F.

vases, the usual " type " showing the two combatants supported

by Athena and Ares respectively in their chariots, while Zeus

appears in the midst to interrupt them.- One late R.F. vase

seems to show the preparations for the combat, in the presence

of an Amazon, a Fury, and other personages'^; another vase,

the subsequent attack made on Athena by Ares.^

We find him in combat with Achcloos, the river-god, repre-

sented as a bull with the face of a bearded man,'^ or occasionalh',

by confusion with a sea-deity, with the body and tail of a fish.^

This latter form is assumed by Triton, with whom also the

hero contends,' though the myth is unknown in literature. Of
similar import is his combat with Nereus, the old man of the

sea ("^Xto? Fepcov), who appears in human form as an aged

man ^ ; the " type " employed on R.F. vases is similar to that

of Peleus wrestling with Thetis (see below, p. 120), with

similar indications of the sea-god's transformation into animals.

In one case an air of humour is imparted to the scene, and

Herakles is represented smashing the furniture in Nereus'

housc.^

Another important group of subjects is concerned with

Herakles' adventures with the Centaurs, which fall under

several headings. Allusion has already been made to his early

' /.U.S. xiii. pp. 71-2. i. 259.

- B.F. : B.M. B 197, B ;i6^(= tViem-r " B.M. E437 = Reinach. ii. 62 =
For/. 1890-91, pi. 6, I, Nikosthenes)

;
IViener Vorl. D. 6, 2.

Berlin 1732 = Reinach, ii. 66= Wiener ' B.F. : B.M. B 223, B311 ; Berlin

Vorl. 1889, I, 2 (Kolchos). R.F. : B.M. 1906; Louvre F38 = Wiener Vorl. 1889,

E 73 ; Reinach, ii. 47, 68, i (?), and i. 223 pi. 5, fig. 3 (Timagoras) ; Reinach, i.

= Wiener Vorl. D. pi. 5 (Paniphaios). 227. No good R.F. examples (see

' Jatta 1088 = Reinach, 1.475= Wiener Reinach, i. 346).

Vorl. iii. 4 : see Rom. Mitth. 1894. p. 285. * B.F. : B.M. B 225 ; Bibl. Nat. 255 =
^ Arch. Anzeigcr, 1898, p. 51 (vase in Reinach, ii. 61. R.F. : B.M. E 162 ;

Boston). Athens 1202 = Benndorf, Gr. 11. Sic.

«B.F. : B.M. B228, B313; Berlin Vasenb. ^\. 2,2, ^.

1851-52. R.F. : Munich 25i=Reinach, " Reinach, i. 339 (R.F. ).
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education by Cheiron, and again we see him paying a visit of

a peaceful nature to the aged Pholos, who entertains him by

opening a jar of wine/ The smell therefrom attracted the

other Centaurs and led to a combat, which we see vividly

depicted on many early B.F. vases, on which it was a favourite

subject, as also on later ones.^ We also find him in combat

with particular Centaurs, from whom he rescues a woman
carried off by them. Thus we see Hippolyta delivered from

Eurytion,^ and Deianeira from Nessos ^ or Dexamenos^ (the

latter appears on later vases only, and there seems to be no

distinction between them in the myth).

Other adventures in which he engages include the freeing

of Prometheus from the vulture, which he slays with his

bow"; the bringing back of Alkestis from Hades'; the

seizure of the Kerkopes, a pair of brigands, whom he carries

off head downwards over his shoulders*; and his capture by

Busiris in Egypt," with his escape after slaying the king's

negro attendants.'" Among rarer myths may be mentioned

the destruction of the vines of Syleus " ; a possible repre-

sentation of his contest in drawing water with Leprcos ''
; and

his combat with Erginos, the king of Orchomenos, and the

capture of his heralds.''' A vase in Athens, on which he is

' B.M. B 226 ; Helbig, 27; Reinach, " Berlin 1722; Reinach. i. 388.

ii. 64 (one = Bologna 195). R.F. :
" Louvre F 60.

Reinach, i. 221 and i. 41 (= Petersburg ** Oxford 249; Berlin 766-67; Munich

1272, curious). 783 ; Reinach, ii. 59, 10. Late R.F. : Ber-

- B.F. : A)tie7\ Jourii. of Arch. 1900, lin 2359. Parody: Schreiber-Anderson,

pi. 6 (Proto-Corinthian)
; J.H.S. \. pi. i ; pi. 5, 2 = lahi-buch, i. p. 280.

Berlin 336 (= Reinach, i. 448), 1670 " Bibl. Nat. 393 = Reinach, i. 397.

( ==ibid. ii. 64, i), 1737. R.F. : Reinach, '" B.F. : Vienna 2i7 = Reinach, i. 169

i. 221. Late: B.M. F 43 ; Millin- (Caeretan hydria). R.F. : B.M. E 38

;

Reinach, i. 68. Athens ii75 = Duinont-Pottier, i. pi. 18 ;

* Petersburg 1787 = Reinach, i. 40. Berlin 2534. See Hartwig, Meistersch.

^ B.F. : B.M. B30; Berlin 1702; p. 53, note i.

Helbig, 5 ; Athens 657 = Ant. Denkni. i. " B.M. E364; Reinach, i. 229, 338.392.

57 ; Louvre E852 = Reinach, i. 156. '" Berhn 4027 = Reinach, i. 338: cf.

R.F. : B.M. E42, E 176; Boston Miis. Aelian, Var. Hist. i. 24.

Report for 1900, p. 49, No. 17 (Aristo- '* Reinach, i. 384, and see i. 475 and

phanes and Erginos). ii. p. 423; Louvre E633 (capture of

' Mon. Antichi, ix. pi. 3 (in B.AL ) ;
heralds): see for the myth, Paus. ix. 17,

Naples 3089 = ibid. p. 10 = MiUingen- 2, i.x. 25, 4 ; Diod. Sic. iv. 10 ;
ApoUod.

Reinach, 33. ii. 4, n.
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depicted dragging two Satyrs in a leash/ depicts an unknown
myth ; as do those which represent him contending with

Geras, a personification of Old Age," and beating a winged

Ker with his club.^ In company with Athena he attacks an

unknown man/ and he is also seen leading a Sphinx.^

Next we turn to the relations between the hero and the

Olympian or other deities, which often take the form of

disputes or combats. Of these the most famous and important

is his capture of the Delphic tripod, for which he fights with

Apollo, generally in the presence of Athena and Artemis*'';

in one instance Herakles is seen in Athena's chariot, carrying

the tripod off with him '

; other vases represent the final

reconciliation with Apollo.* There is a curious representation of

a combat between Herakles and Hera (depicted as the Roman
Juno Sospita, wearing a goatskin on her head), with Athena

and Poseidon assisting on either side.'* ifXnother rare and in-

teresting subject is that of his attack on Helios, whom he

interrupts at sunrise to prevent his journey after Geryon's

cattle from becoming known. Herakles is shown waiting

for the chariot of the sun-god as it rises from the waves, and

preparing to discharge his arrows.^'* A later stage of the story

is illustrated by a fine R.F. vase, where he voyages over the

sea in the golden bowl given him by Helios." Lastly, he

defends Hera and Iris against the attacks of a troop of

Seileni.^" In other scenes where he is associated with the

gods, it is in his divine capacity after his apotheosis.

His relations with women are not so frequently depicted

but we have at least one representation of his visit to

' Athens 970. Reichhold, pi. 32 (Phintias) ; Reinach,

- Berlin 1927 (?) ; B.M. E 290. i. 224. Late: Naples 1762 = Millingen-

' Arch. Anzeiger, 1895, p. 37 (R.F. in Reinach, 30.

BerHn). ' Stackelberg, pi. 15.

^ Bibl. Nat. 174.
'' Munich 1294 = Reinach, i. 403 ; ?(^/^.

* Boston Mm. Report for 1898, No. 33. ii. 4 = Wiener Vorl. ii. 8.

«B.F. : B.M. B 195, B 316 ; Bibl. ' B.M. B 57.

Nat. 251 = Reinach, ii. 252. R.F.

:

'" Cambridge 100; and seey..^..S'. xix.

B.M. E 255 (= Hoppin, Euthymides, pi- 9.

pi. 5); E318, E458; Berlin 2159= " Helbig, 232 = Reinach, ii. 59; a

Wernicke-Graef, Ant. Denkm. pi. 27, B.F. example in Rom. Mitth. 1902, pi. 5.

fig. 3; Munich 401 = Furtwaengler and '- B.M. £65 = Reinach, i. 193.
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Omphale ^
; or, again, of his entertainment by Eurytos,-' the

carrying off of his daughter lole,^ and the subsequent fight

with Eurytos.^ His rescue of Deianeira from the Centaur has

already been alluded to, and there may also be a reference to

his carrying her off from her father Oineus.'' Hesione is not

found with him on vases, but he is seen carrying off Auge^;

he is also associated with a Nymph, who may be Nemea.'

On one vase he pursues, with amorous intention, a woman, who

may possibly be intended for Athena.^

A remarkable vase-painting by Assteas of Paestum depicts

Heraklcs in a fit of madness destroying his children by hurl-

ing them on a fire, on which he has already thrown the

household furniture ; his mother and others look on, express-

ing various emotions." In more peaceful mood he is seen

grouped with his wife Deianeira and their son Hyllos,^" or

with Oineus, his father-in-law."

We now proceed to note a few subjects which do not admit

of more exact classification. Herakles is initiated into the lesser

mysteries at Agra, together with Kastor and Polydeukes,^'" and is

conducted by Hermes to the revels of the Scythian Agathyrsi

(cf. p. 179).'' He is also sometimes seen carrying Hades on

his back, the latter bearing a large cornucopia " ; but the

signification of this subject is unknown. He accompanies the

Argonauts on their wanderings,^'' and appears as a single

figure shooting from a bow.^'' He is often represented per-

' B.M. F494; Berlin 3291 ; heads of " Millin-Reinach, ii. 71.

Herakles and Omphale, Bibl. Nat. 866. " Reinach, ii. 75.

- Louvre E 635 = Reinach, i. 151 = '' Fig. 107, Vol. I. p. 480.

Rayet and Collignon, pi. 6 ; AIoii. Gnrs, '" Oxford 322 ; Reinach, ii. 62 =
21-2 (1893-94), pi. 14 (in Louvre). Roscher, iii. p. 762.

^ B.M. B 165 ; Athens 477 = Reinach, " Naples 3359 = Reinach. i. 402 ; and

i. 519 (Melian vase): see note 5 below. see note 5.

' J.H.S. xii. pi. \(); Jahreshefte, 1900, '- B.M. F68.

p. 64. The slaying of Iphitos is repre- ''' Hartwig, Mcistersch. pi. 38, p. 422.

sented on a white-ground cup in the " Bibl. Nat. 822 = Millin-Reinach, ii.

Louvre, MoniDiients P/ot, ii. p. 53. 10 ; Bei-. d. sacks. GeseUsch. 1855, pis. 1-2.

^ Athens 477, according to Pottier in See above, p. 67.

Revtie des Atudes Grecques, 1895, p. 389. '^ Reinach, i. 226.

" Anzeiger, 1891, p. 119 (in Berlin); "* Berlin 2164: cf. Athens iii9 = ^M.
a burlesque of the subject is given in Mitth. 1901, pp. 146, 149.

Fig. 105, Vol. L p. 474.
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forming an act of sacrifice, either as a single figure^ or in

groups, sacrificing a ram or other animal." Some of these

scenes, where he sacrifices to the xoanon of Chryse,' a local

Lemnian goddess, must refer to the story of Philoktetcs, with

which he was connected. Or, again, conversely, we sec a statue

of Herakles made the subject of offerings from others."* A
scene from the story of Antigone (see below, p. 119) is repre-

sented as taking place before a shrine, in which stands the

deified hero interceding with Kreon for her life.'' He also

appears as protecting god of Attica," and also of the palaestra,

with reference to his traditional founding of the Olympian

games.' Finally, there is a scries of subjects which (as in the

case with most of the preceding section) may be concerned

with Herakles either before or after his apotheosis.

Among these are the numerous vases (especially B.F.) where

he is represented as being greeted by Athena or conversing

with her,'' or receiving a libation from her.'^ These may
either refer to his receiving visits of encouragement from her

in the intervals between his labours, or to his reception by

her in Olympos (see below). Many vases represent him

banqueting, usually in company with Dionysos and other

deities.*" With Hermes and lolaos he takes part in a pro-

cession accompanied by music"; and he is also represented

overcome with \\ inc and forming a subject for mockery,*" while

' B.M. B 473 ; Berlin 1856, 1919. (Nikosthenes) ; Ilelbig, f)T, = Mits. Greg.

- Berlin 3256 (Argonautic?). ii. 54, 2.

' B M. E 494 (.?see p. 106, note 7) ;

'' B.M. D 14 ; Munich 369 = Fiirt-

Reinach, ii. 180 = Millingen-Reinach, 51. waengler and ReichhoUl, pi. 24 (Duris)
;

On Chryse see Class. Review, 1888, p. Benndorf, Gr. it. Sir. Vasenh. 42, 4 ;

123 ; the same figure occurs on the Reinach, ii. 298.

B.M. vase E 224 in connection with '" B.M. B301, B497, E 66 ; Berlin

the rape of the Leukippidae. 1961 = Reinach, ii. 43 ; Berlin 2534
* B.M. E 505 : cf. for statue B.M. (with Seilenos) ; Munich 388 = Furt-

F233. waengler and Reichhold, pi. 4 (B.F.

^ Jatta 423 = Reinach, i. 205. and R.F. "bilingual"); Reinach. ii. 39;
^ Millin-Reinach, ii. 25. Millin-Reinach, i. 37 ; Athens 764 =
' Reinach, i. 257 ; and cf. BiM. F211, Heydemann, Cr. Vasenh. pi. 3, i.

F278 for H. at blympia ; also Stackel- " B.M. B 167.

berg, pi. 42.
'-' Benndorf, Gr. 11. Sir. Vasenh. pi. 44

* B.M. B 198, B498; Reinach, ii. 74-5 ;
(in Petersburg).

Louvre F116-117 = Reinach, i. 297
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Satyrs steal his weapons ^ (this subject being probably taken

from a Satyric drama). Or he is represented bathing at a

fountain-; and in one case fishing with Hermes and Poseidon.^

He also takes part in the Gigantomachia,* and is present at

the birth of Athena,^ in both cases by a curious anticipation

of his deified character. Exceedingly common are his appear-

ances with a lyre, as Kitharoidos.^

The last scenes of Herakles' earthly life are his last sacrifice

on Mount Kenaion,' the wearing of the poisoned robe which

led to his death,** and the subsequent burning of his body

on the funeral pyre. The last scene is occasionally combined

with his apotheosis ; the Hyades quench the flames among
which his body is consuming, while the deified hero ascends

in the chariot of Athena or Nike to Olympos."

The vases relating exclusively to his apotheosis fall into

two main classes, which admit of more than one sub-division :

(i) his ascent into heaven in the chariot of Athena or Nike
;

(2) his reception in Olympos. The ascent in the chariot of

Athena is almost confined to B.F. vases ; on those of the

R.F. period it rarely occurs ; and on the Italian vases her

place is usually taken by Nike, who is also represented crown-

ing him with a wreath. On the B.F. vases the "type" is

almost invariable (see Plate XXIX.) : Herakles mounts the

four-horse chariot in which the goddess stands ready ; on the

farther side of it stand various deities, the commonest being

Apollo, Dionysos, and Hebe, with Hermes at the horses' heads
;

more rarely Zeus, Hera, and Artemis are seen."' In one or

two cases lolaos acts as charioteer, Athena standing at the

' Reinach, ii. 318 ; Helbig, ii. p. 327 = Heydemann, G7: Vasenb. pi. 3, 2.

Millingen-Reinach, 35 ; Philologus, 1868, ' See B.M. E494 •,J.H.S. xviii. p. 275;

pi. 2. Roscher, Lexikoii, i. p. 2235 ; Bacchy-

- B.M. B 229 : cf. Berlin 4027 and B.M. lides, Od. 16 ; also p. 96, note 2.

E814. ' B.M. E370.
^ kl. Cir. iii. 14. ' Munich 384 = Reinacli, i. 130 =
^ Berlin 2293.3988 ; Petersburg 523= Baumeister, i. p. 307, fig. 322 ; Reinach,

Reinach, i. 467 ; El. Cer. i. I ; Mon. i. 481.

e^r^rj-, 1875, pi. I. '"B.F.: B.M. B 199-201, 211 (PI.

5 B.M. B 147 ; Reinach, ii. 21. XXIX.), 230, 317-21 ; Reinach, ii. 72 ;

" B.M. B228; Berlin 1857; Helbig, Oxford 212 (no deities). R.F. : Helbig,

25 ; Reinach, ii. 43 : cf. Athens 791 = 230 (A. about to mount chariot).
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side ' ;
or, again, Hebe performs the same office.- On the late

red-figured vases the attendant deities are ahnost limited to

Hermes and Eros
; the chariot is here usually represented as

on its way.^

The first stage of the hero's introduction into Olympos is

his introduction to Zeus by Athena, a scene common on both

B.F. and R.F. vases (Fig. 127). The attendant deities vary very

greatly : Hermes, Apollo, Hebe, and Artemis are most often

seen ; also Hera, Poseidon, Ares, and Dionysos.^ Besides these

From Aich. Zeit.

FIG. 127. RECEPTION OK THE DEIFIED HERAKLES BY ZEUS, FROM A VASE

AT PALERMO.

there are numerous scenes in which he is grouj)cd with various

deities, usually Athena and Hermes, but also Poseidon, Ares,

Dionysos, and Hebe, apparently in the enjoyment of his new

Nat. 253 = Reinach, 399= Bibl.

and 254.
- Berlin 1827 = Reinach, ii. 74;

nach, ii. 161.

3 With Athena : B.M. F 238 ;

lingen-Reinach, 36. With Nike

F64, F 102; Reinach, i. 368, 481, and

ii. 204 ; Wiener Vorl. E. pis. 7, 8, fig. 3

= Mon. Grecs, 1876, pi. 3 (in Louvre ;

parody ; chariot drawn by Centaurs).

Rei-

Mil-

B.M.

* B.F. : B.M. B 166, B 379, B424 ;

Berlin 1691, 1857 ; Reinach, i. 359, i,

ii. 76 (in Berlin). R.F. : B.M. E 262 =
Reinach, ii. 75 ; Berlin 2278 = Reinach,

i. 70 = Ant. Denknt. i. 9 (.Sosias) ; Furt-

waengler and Reichhold,pl. 20 ; Reinach,

i. 222, 408 (Fig. 127). Late: Naples

2408 = Reinach, i. 323; Petersburg 1775
= Reinach, i. 302 (parody).
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life among the welcoming gods ^
; and to this group may be

added the scenes in which he is crowned by Nike.- The
completion of his bliss is the marriage with Hebe, found on

two or three fine R.F. vases,^ with a numerous company of

attendant deities.

The adventures of Theseus, the peculiarly Attic hero, are

portrayed on vases of all dates ; they are rare on the later

kinds, but are most popular on the R.F. vases of the "strong"

and " fine " periods, as would naturally be expected at a time

when his cult was coming into special prominence in Athens

(see Vol. I. p. 418). Of his seven labours the only one

commonly found on the R.F. vases is the combat with the

Minotaur, but some of the finest R.F. kylikes give a complete

series. They are given in the order of his progress from his

birthplace Troezen through the Isthmus to Athens. It should

be noted that the Cretan legends, which alone are common on

the early vases, are clearly older than the more purely Attic.

The first subject to be mentioned in connection with the

story of Theseus is that of his father Aigeus consulting the

oracle of Themis.^ His finding of Aigeus' sword and sandals

beneath the stone (cf Plate LXII.) is not depicted on vases, but

we have a possible representation of his recognition by Aigeus,''

and an unintelligible scene where he pursues or attacks his

mother Aithra, apparently wielding the newly found sword. "^

There are only two R.F. kylikes which give the complete

series of adventures, including that in Crete ; the Duris kylix

in the British Museum (Vol. I., frontisp.) omits two (the bull

and Prokrustes), and others give a varying number of scenes,

omitting sometimes one, sometimes another. The adventure

' B.F. : Louvre F 30 = Rfj. Arch. i. 251 (all R.F. or late).

xiii. (18S9), pi. 4 (Amasis) ; F 116-117 ^ B.M. E 244 ; Berlin 3257; Formaii

= Reinach, i. 297 = Wiener Vorl. Sale Cat. 364 : see p. 77.

1890-91, pi. 4, figs. 1-2 (Nikosthenes)
;

' Berlin 2538 = Reinach, ii. 162.

Bibl. Nat. 254 ; Berlin 1961 = Reinach, '" B.M. E 264 = Wiener VorL 1890-91,

ii. 43. R.F. : Berlin 2626; Reinach, ii. 8, i ; a similar vase in A";////. J//////. 1894,

76, 186. pl- 8, has been otherwise interpreted (see

- B.M. E 262 ; Bonn 720 = Jahrbnch, below, p. no, note 3).

1892, p. 69 ; Athens 1346 = Dumont- " Petersburg 830 = Reinach, i. 150 =

Pottier, i. pl. 15 ; B.M. F 178 ; Reinach, Wiener VorL A. 8 (Hieron).
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with Periphetes appears to be confined to literature. We give

the list as follows, with the vases on which they may be seen ^
:

(i) The pine-bender Sinis.

B.F. : Athens 879. R.F. : Reinach, i. 313 (= Naples R.C. 180)

and ii. 280.

(2) The sow of Krommyon, sometimes accompanied by a

Nymph or old woman, the personification of the locality.

Reinach, i. 459 ; Noel des Vergers, Efnirie, pi. 14.

(3) The brigand Skiron (in Megara) ; this scene is usually

to be identified by the foot-pan and the tortoise.

Reinach, i. 1 19.

(4) The wrestling with Kerkyon (at Elcusis).

Reinach, i. 324.

(5) Prokrustcs and his bed (near Athens).

B.F. : Athens 879. R.F. : B.M. E 441-42 ; Athens 1166 -= J.H.S.

1889, pi. I ; Millingen-Reinach, 9-10.

(6) The Marathonian bull.

B.F. : Bibl. Nat. 174. R.F. : B.M. E 442 ; Naples 2865 =

Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. 54; Millin- Reinach, i. 43: Noel des

Vergers, Etnirte, pi. 35 (in Brussels).

(7) The slaying of the Minotaur.

A very early representation (about 610 B.C.) on the PoUedrara

hydria in the British Museum {J.H.S. xiv. pi. 7 : see

Chapter XVIII.).

B.F,: B.M. B 148, B 205 ; Munich 333 = Reinach, ii. 119 =
Wiener Vorl. 1889, 2, 2, and \i<,^= Wiener Vorl. iii. 7, 2;

Berlin i6gS= M^iener Vorl. iii. 7, i; Millin-Reinach, ii. 61

(Taleides).

R.F. : B.M. E441; Helbig, 80 = Reinach, ii. 81 = Baumeister,

iii. p. 1790, fig. 1874.

' See on the sul)ject generally Museo Ital. iii. p. 235.
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The complete set of seven is to be found on the following :

B,M. E 84, where the scenes are duplicated on the exterior and

interior of the kylix ; here the Minotaur forms the central

scene of the interior.

Anf. Denkm. ii. i (kylix by Aeson),

The following are more or less complete :

B.M. E 48 -^ Frontispiece, Vol. I. (by Duris ; five scenes).

Louvre G 104 (Euphronios).

Reinach, i. 528-32.

After the labours on his journey comes the purification of

Theseus on reaching Athens.^ To this time may perhaps be

referred a scene in which he receives a palm-branch from

Athena.'-^ There is a subject which cannot be placed in literary

tradition, but probably comes in point of time immediately

before or after the labours ; this is the visit to Poseidon and

Amphitrite under the sea, whither he is borne by Triton. It

occurs on the beautiful Euphronios kylix in the Louvre (G 104)

and elsewhere.^

Next in point of time we have to deal with the story of

Theseus' voyage to Crete and his marriage with and desertion

of Ariadne. It begins with a scene in which he bids farewell

to Aigeus '
; then on his arrival in Crete he slays the Minotaur,

as already described. We next see the meeting with Ariadne,^

followed by the nuptial ceremonies ; the latter scene, together

with the subsequent arrival at Delos, and a dance of boys and

maidens liberated by Theseus, is vividly depicted on the

Francois vase. His desertion of the sleeping Ariadne in

Naxos and the appearance of Dionysos as her consoler form

' Gaz. Arch. 1884, pis. 44-6. (see p. 108, note 5) wrtj have the same

^ IViener Vor/. E. 12, 2. meaning, in which case the woman holding

3 See J.Ji/.S. xviii. pi. 14, and pp. the clue is a sort of ' short-hand " allusion

277-79 fo"" ^^^^^ other instances ; the last, to the adventure awaiting him. See also

however, is susceptible of other inter- Reinach, ii. 81 (Theseus receiving liba-

pretations. tion from Aithra).

* Bologna 273 = Baumeister, iii. p. * B.M. £41 = Reinach, 1. 532 (Cha-

1999, fig. 2149. The B.M. vase E 264 chrylion).
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the subjects of two very beautiful R.F. vases *
; but the return

to Athens and the death of Aigeus are not depicted.

The reign of Theseus at Athens is signahsed by his combats

with the Amazons and Centaurs. In the former story he carries

off their leader Hippolyta as his queen, assisted by his friend

Peirithoos '" ; and in another version it is Antiope whom he

overcomes,^ or the subject is treated in a more general fashion.*

This scene is supposed to take place in Attica ; but the story

of the Centaurs belongs to Thessaly, the home of Peirithoos.

The Centaurs are represented interrupting a banquet, throwing

everything into confusion, and carrying off Laodameia and other

female victims. It occurs on the Francois vase, and is treated

in a vivid pictorial fashion on several vases of a later period.''

The episode of the death of Kaineus (see p. 145) belongs

to this group of subjects. To the same period belongs a vase

representing the rape of a girl named Korone by Theseus and

his friend." In the story as told by Plutarch {77ics. 31) it was

Helene" whom 1 heseus carried off; curiously enough, a figure

thus inscribed is also present on this vase,*" as well as Antiope

(see above). The rape (as described by Plutarch) was followed

by their descent into Hades to seize Persephone. For this they

were doomed to punishment, to sit for ever with hands bound

behind them ''
; but in one version Theseus is allowed to depart

after a time, as is seen on one of the Apulian under-world

vases."' A vase signed by Xenotimos represents Peirithoos

' Berlin 2179 = IV/encr Vorl. iii. 6; /^/t'/j/tv-jv^. pis. 59, 60. and 805 = Reinach,

Reinacli, i. 222 = Plate XXXIX. (also i. 391 ; Reinach. ii. iSi-82; Boston

interpreted as Peleus and Thetis, see Miis. Report for 1900, p. 50, No. 17

p. 120) ; Harrison and Verrall, p. cxxxi (Erginos and Aristophanes) ; and see

(in Vienna) : see also Boston Mus. Report under Centaurs, p. 145.

for 1900, p. 67. No. 25. " Munich 4io = Reinach, ii. 86 = Furt-

" Reinach, i. 91 ; ii. 264 (= Bibl. waengler and Reichhold, pi. t^t,.

Nat. 421). ' Berlin 1731 = Roscher, iii. p. 1782,

^ Munich 7 ; B.M. E41 ; Reinach, i. 87. has been interpreted as the rape of

* B.M. E 157, 272, 450; Reinach, ii. Helene.

163 (now in B.M. ; a complete and mag- ' See Furtwaengler, op. cit. p. 177 ;

nificent example) ; Millin-Reinach, i. 10
;

and cf. Bibl. Nat. 256 = Reinach, ii. 254.

Naples 2421, 3253, and R.C. 239 = Berlin 3143 = Reinach, i. 373, may also

Reinach, ii. 278, i. 330, i. 482 (the first represent a rape by Theseus,

of these given by Furtwaengler and '' Jatta 1094 = Reinach, i. 356 : see also

Reichhold, pis. 26-8). Reinach, i. 108, 455, and above, p. 68.

•* B.M. F272 ; Munich 368-Hartwig, '" Munich 849 = Reinach, i. 258.
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seated in a chair holding two spears ' ; but its mythological

significance is open to question.

Closely linked with the story of Theseus is that of the love

of Phaidra for Hippolytos and the death of the latter, confined

to late Italian vases ; but Phaidra has not been certainly

identified in any case." There is, however, an undoubted

representation of the appearance of the bull which overthrew

Hippolytos' chariot.''

Next in importance as a hero of Greek legend comes Perseus,

born from the golden shower in which Zeus visited Danae
(see p. 19). We find representations of the scene so

touchingly sung of by Simonides, the placing of Danae and

her child in the wooden chest and sending them adrift^; and

next we find Perseus as a full-grown youth, about to set forth

on his mission of slaying the Gorgon, and receiving from the

Naiads the cap, sandals, and wallet, which were to aid him

in his quest.'^ On later vases he receives from Athena the

sickle (Jiarpe) with which he slays the monster.*'' On his way
he seizes the eye and tooth of the Graiae, a subject rarely

depicted in art.' The actual slaying of the Gorgon- is not

so often represented as the subsequent flight of Perseus,

generally accompanied by Athena and Hermes ''

; in one or

two instances we see Perseus approaching his victim unob-

served.'" Other vases depict the headless corpse of Medusa,

from which springs the young Chrysaor or Pegasos, and the

other two Gorgons, Stheno and Euryale, either pursuing Perseus

' Ant. Dnikiii. i. 59 (in Boston). ' B.M. B 155, F 490 (?).

2 See B.M. F 123 and F272; also a '' B.M. F83.

vase in Berlin {Arch. Aiizetger, 1890, ' Athens 1956= ^//^. J//////, xi. (1886),

p. 89), where Eros shoots with his bow pi. 10.

at Phaidra; Hippolytos is present. Cf. ** B.M. B 471 = Fig. 97, Vol. I. p. 382 ;

also Naples 2900 = Millingen-Reinach, Berlin 3022 = Reinach, i. 172; Munich

41. ii87 = Reinach,ii. 109: cf. Bibl. Nat. 456.
' B.M. F279. » B.M. B248, B380; E181, E399;
* Petersburg 1357 = Reinach, i. 244, F 500 ; Berlin 1682 = Reinach, i. 441 ;

and i723 = Baumeister, i. p. 406, fig. 448 ;
Bibl. Nat. 277 = Reinach, i. 290; Munich

Naples 2,1 /\.o = Mils. Borb. ii. 30, 4; 619 = Reinach, ii. 48.

Monuments Piot, x. pi. 8 (in Boston); '" B.M. E493; Mon. Grecs, 1878, pi.

and cf. Berhn 2300 = Reinach, i. 273. 2 (a fine example in the Louvre).
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or remaining with the corpse ' ; in one instance they appeal

to Poseidon for help.-

We next see Perseus arriving at the court of Kepheus to

deliver Andromeda''; she is generally represented chained to

a column in the palace itself On other vases he is depicted

in the act of slaying the monster, but this is a somewhat

rare subject.^ Finally, we have the return to Seriphos and

the petrifaction of the king Polydektcs by showing him the

Gorgon's head.'^ Perseus is also represented showing the head

to Satyrs,'^ or placing it in the wallet (/ct/Stcrt?),^ or in combat

with Maenads**; or, again, he is accompanied by Athena, who
holds the Gorgon's head while he looks at the reflection.^

Lastly, on some small R.F. vases, a bust of Perseus is depicted

wearing his winged cap.^^

The story of Pelops is chiefly connected with Olympia, and

his visit to Oinomaos ; but the subjects are almost exclusively

confined to the later Apulian vases. On one B.F. (Cyrenaic)

kylix Pelops is depicted with the winged horses given him

by Poseidon,^' but this is exceptional. The Olympia scenes

include five episodes: (i) the arrival of Pelops at Olympia^-;

(2) the sacrifice or compact with Oinomaos ^^
; (3) the race ^'

;

' Munich 619, 9io = Reinach, ii. 48-9 ;
' Berlin 2377 = Reinach, i. 289.

Ant. Denkni. i. 57. For Chrysaor see ^ Jahrhitch, 1892, p. 33.

Reinach, i. 172 (Louvre E857), ii. 49,
"' Naples 2202 = Dubois-Maisonneuve,

and Stackelberg, 39. Introd. pi. 46 ; Reinach, i. 284.

- Millin-I^einach, ii. 4.
'» B.M. E610, E715 (Plate XLVI.,

^ B.M. E 169 = /.H.S. .\.\iv. pi. 5, and fig. 4).

F 185 ; Engelmann, Arch. Studieii, p. 6 ;
" B.M. H 2 : cf. Bibl. Nat. 977 for a

and cf. Naples 3225 ; Millin-Reinach, ii. similar figure inaccurately (?) inscribed

3 ; Jahrbuch, .\i. (1896), pi. 2 (in Berlin). Oinomaos.

For the correct explanation of the first-
'-' B.M. F331 ; Naples 1982 = Reinach.

named vase see Petersen in op. < it. i. 292 (very doubtful ; Oinomaos absent :

p. 104 ff. see p. 123, note 4).

* Berlin 1652 = Reinach, i. 217; '^ B.M. F271, 278; Naples 2200 =
Roscher, iii. p. 2053 (in Berlin; a fine Reinach, i. 379 ; Athens 968 =yfl/i;-(^//(//,

instance); Naples 3225, S.A. 24, S.A. 1891, p. 34 (B.F.) ; Reinach, i. 290 =
708 = Reinach, i. 188. IVieiier Vorl. i. pi. 10, 2 ; Naples 2858 =

•' Reinach, i. 344 ; Jahrbttcit, vii. ibid. pi. 10, I (subject doubtful).

(1892), p. 38: d. PhilologHs, 1868, pi. I,
'^ Naples 3255 = Reinach, i. 235;

fig. I, and pi. 3. Reinach, i. i63 = Baumeister, ii. p. 1203,

" MiUingen-Reinach, 3 : see Philolo- fig. 1395 ; Naples S.A. 697.

gtts, 1868, pi. I, figs. 2-3, p. 16.

VOL. IL 8
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(4) the death of Myrtilos^; (5) the carrying off of Hippodameia.'-'

Pelops also occurs with Myrtilos and Hippodameia in the

under-world.^

The adventures of Bellerophon are not so popular as those

of other heroes, especially in the R.F. period. The story told

in the sixth Iliad appears in several scenes, beginning with

Bellerophon's taking leave of Proitos ' ; next we see him

delivering the letter with its ai'iixara Xvypd to lobates, the

king of Lycia,''' and then, mounted on Pegasos, slaying ihe

Chimaera.*^ Subsequent events represented on vases are the

death of the perfidious Stheneboia, who falls from the back of

Pegasos,' and the marriage of Bellerophon with Philonoe.*^

Nor need the story of Meleager detain us long. Scenes

from his life are practically confined to the Calydonian boar-

hunt, a subject popular at all periods, especially on early vases.'*

Kastor and Polydeukes, Peleus, and other heroes, together with

Atalante, are represented as taking part, as well as Meleager.

There is also a vase on which Meleager is represented with

the boar's hide, accompanied by Atalante, Peitho, and Eros.^°

Other scenes where a boar-hunt is represented, but no names

given, or only names of a fanciful kind, may or may not be

identified in this way.^^ There is one vase which appears to

represent the death of Meleager.^-

' Berlin 3072 = Reinach, i. 204. Fit/. 3 (see Vol. I. p. 478 and ^;/;/.

- Naples 2200 = Reinach, i. 379. de/f Inst 1874, p. 35).

^ Naples 3222 = Reinach, i. 167. ** Baumeister, i. p. 303, fig. 319 ; and
^ Jatta 1499 = Reinach, i. i2']=\Viener see Reinach, i. 331, and Munich 805 =

Vorl. viii. 8 ; Boston Miis. Report, 1900, ibid. i. 277 (the latter so interpreted by

p. 68, No. 25. Flasch, Aiigcbl. Argonaiitenhilder, p.

^ Naples 2418 = Dubois-Maisonneuve, lo^?).

Introd. pi. 69 ; Wiener Vorl. viii. 9, i = ^ B.F. : rran5ois vase; Munich 333 =
Roscher, ii. 282 ; Reinach, i. 287," ii. Reinach, ii. 119 = Wiener Vorl. 1889,

318. 2, 2 ; Berlin 1705 ; Helbig, 34 = Mi<s.

" Amer. Joitrn. of Arch. 1900, pi. 4 ; Greg. ii. 90; Reinach, i. 230. R.F. :

Louvre A 478 ; Reinach, i. 108 (Karls- Reinach, ii. 162, 210.

ruhe 388), 517 (Athens 15S9), 331 (four '" Roscher, iii. p. iSii.

late examples), and ii. 279,; and see " .£'.^. B.M. B 37 (Plate XXL), F 154 ;

B.M. B 105, B 162 ; Naples 3253 = Vienna 217 = Reinach, i. 170. See also

Reinach, i. 195 ; Berlin 3258. p. 166.

' Petersburg 427 = Inghirami, Vasi '-' Naples S.A. 11 = Reinach, i. 401.
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The next of the Greek heroes with whom we have to deal

is Jason, with whom we must include the whole cycle of

subjects relating to the Argonautika—such as the stories of

Helle, Phineus, and Talos. The legend of the golden fleece

which gave rise to the famous quest of Jason is first illustrated

by scenes representing Helle or Phrixos in flight on the ram,^

or the former grouped with her mother Nephele and her brother

Phrixos,- who accompanied her on her flight. The pursuit of

Phrixos and the ram by I no is also represented.^ Lastly, there

is a vase which may represent the setting out of Jason.^

In the earlier history of the Argonautic expedition the

most interesting subject found on the vases is the story of

Phineus, who had been blinded for impiety by Boreas,"' and

was subsequently deprived of his food by the Harpies until

he was delivered by the sons of Boreas, Zetes, and Kalais.''

Another event is the chastisement of Amykos by Kastor and

Polydeukes,' and a fine vase of " Polygnotan " style in the

Louvre represents a group of Argonauts apparently without

any special signification.** In all these scenes Kastor and

Polydeukes and the Boreades arc present together with Jason.

There is also a scene which has been interpreted as belonging

to the Argonautika : Herakles is represented sacrificing to

a statue of Chryse on the island of Lcmnos.^

Then we have the arrival of Jason and his companions in

Kolchis,^^ and the subsequent feats performed by the hero

—

his slaying the dragon '^ (in one version he enters into its

' Naples 3412 = Reinach, i. 498 = Aiic. Uned. Moit. i- 15; and see Berlin

Wiener Vorl. B. 2, I (Assteas ; Phrixos 1682.

also on ram) ; Reinach, ii. 309. For ' Bibl. Nat. 442 = Reinach, ii. 79 =
Phrixos on ram see Berlin 3345, and Wiener Vorl. 1889, 12, 5.

Festschr.fiir Overheck, p. 17. ^ J.H.S. x. p. 118 = Reinach, i. 226.

- 7)/i-3/'/t'rc7V3 C^//. pi. 12 (the antiquity '' Millingen-Reinach, 51 = Reinach, ii.

of this vase is very questionable). 186 : see above, p. 105.
'' Naples S. A. 270 = Reinach, i. 319. '" Munich 805 = Reinach, i. 277 =
^ Reinach, i. 226, 1-3 : see Festschrift Wiener Vorl. iv. 3 ; but see Flasch,

fiir 0. Benndorf, p. 67 and p. 133, note 5. Angebl. Argonautenb. p. 30 ff., and p. 137
^ See p. 81. (Laertes and Antikleia).

" Ionic cup in Wiirzburg. Reinach, i. " Petersburg 422 = Reinach, i. 139 ;

201 = Furtwaengler and Reichhold, Baumeister, i. p. 123, fig. 128 ; Millingen-

pl. 41 ; B.M. E 302 ; Jatta 1095 = Reinach, Reinach, 6.

i. 119; Stackelberg, pi. 38 = Millingen,
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mouth ^), his contest with the bull,' and finally the capture

of the fleece,^ which he is also represented as bringing to

Pelias on his return/ The only important event relating to

the homeward journey is the death of Talos."

Among the events of his later life are the boiling of the

ram by Medeia,'' and the subsequent destruction of the aged

Pelias ' ; the renewal of Jason's own youth "^
; the death of

his wife Glauke by Medeia's agency'*; and the latter's

slaughter of her children/" with her pursuit by Jason. '^ Medeia

also appears in another connection at Theseus' leave-taking

of his father Aigeus/- and among the Athenian tribal heroes

on the vase by Meidias.'^ Though not necessarily connected

with Jason, the funeral games held after the death of Pelias "

must also find mention here. Scenes therefrom are repre-

sented on more than one vase—such as the chariot-race

conducted by Kastor and others in the presence of three

judges (Pheres, Akastos, and Argeos), and the wrestling of

Peleus and Hippalkimos.'"' On another Zetes is victorious

over Kalais in the foot-race."'

The Theban Legend

The " tale of Thebes " falls into various episodes, more

or less connected, especially those which relate to the story

' Helbig, ii. p. 328 = Reinach, i. 102 ^ B.M. E 163 (J. as old man ; ram in

= Baumeister, i. p. 124, fig. 129; caldron).

Reinach, i. 137 ; but see Flasch, Atii^^ebl. " Naples S.A. 526.

Argouautciib. p. 24 ff.
'" Munich 810 = Reinach, i. 363 =

-' Naples 2413 = Roscher, ii. 81, and Baumeister. ii. p. 903, fig. 980 ; Reinach,

3252 = Reinach, i. 449. i. 402.

' Naples 3248 = Roscher, ii. 83. " Naples 3221 = Reinach, i. 402.

^ Millingen-Reinach, 7 = Wiener Vorl. '-' Bologna 273 — Baumeister, iii. 1999,

ii. 8. fig. 2149.
'
Jatla 1501 = Reinach, i. 361 = Furt- '' B.M. E 224.

waengler and Reichhold, pis. 38-39. " Cf. the poem by .Stesichoros, 'A^Xa

' Helbig, 179 = Reinach, i. 359 (ram eVi rieXtct.

led to caldron). B.M. B221, B 328 ;
' Berlin 1655 = Reinach, i. 199: see

Berlin 2188 ; Reinach, ii. 81 (ram placed Vol. I. p. 319.

in caldron; daughters of Pelias usually '" Bull, de Corr. Hell, xxiii. p. 158;

present). but see Burlington Fine Arts Club Cat.

Reinach, i. 336; ibid. 359 = Helbig (1903), p. 92, for another explanation;

179 (P. led to slaughter by daughters; also p. 47.

M. waiting with knife).
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of Oedipus and his line.' Conspicuous as founder of the

city is the Phoenician Kadinos, whose encounter with the

dragon is depicted on vases of various periods. On some

he receives from Athena the stone with which he is to

slay tlie monster ; on others he is seen approaching the

fountain of Ares, where he was to meet it '*

; and, lastly,

we have the actual slaying of the dragon,^ sometimes in the

presence of Harmonia and various deities and personified

figures, including Thebes. After the slaying of the dragon

Kadmos .sacrifices to Athena Onka.' The completion of

the story is seen in his marriage with Harmonia.'^ A rarer

subject is the punishment of Dirkc by her brothers Amphion
and Zethos, who tied her to a wild bull ' ; while a later

episode of the story is the pursuit of her sister Antiope by
her lover Phokos.**

The story of the Oidipodia is introduced by the subject

of Laios (the father) carrying off the young Chrysippos." Then
we have the exposure of the infant Oedipus and his discovery

by the shepherd Euphorbos.'" Of later events in the life of

Oedipus, the only one that attained to any popularity is the

slaying of the Sphinx. The actual deed only occurs once,"

and the usual "type" is that of Oedipus (usually a young
man) standii^g before the Sphinx, which is seated on a rock

' The only literary source for these Miltli. v. (1890), p. 343.

stories (before Roman times) is in the '" Athens 1858 = Reinach, i. 396 : see

tragic poets. But subjects from the p. 155, note 15, for another interpreta-

Septein of Aeschylus are not found on tion ; also Arch. Zeit. 1865, p. 68, and

vases ; and it is not until the Hellenistic Frazer, Pausanias, v. p. 49.

period that any real references to the " Wiener For/. C. 7, 3 = Rosclier, ii.

Sophoclean and Euripidean plays occur. 842.

On some of the Megarian bowls (Vol. I. ' Berlin 3296 = Reinach, i. 421 =
p. 500) the subjects adhere very closely Baumeister, i. p. 456, fig. 502. The

to the text. vase given in Millin-Reinach, ii. 44, may
- B.M. E81; Petersbing 21S9 =• represent Zethos and Amphion with

Reinach, i. 5. Antiope.

^ B.M. B 505-6. '' Reinach, i. 379.
* Louvre E669 = Reinach, i. 435, I ;

" Berlin 3239; Naples 1769 ; Wiener

Berlin 2634 = Wiener Vorl. i. 7 = P^orl. vi. 11 = Roscher, i. p. 903.

Roscher, ii. 837 ; Naples 3226 = Millin- '" Bibl. Nat. 372 = Reinach, i. 92 =
gen, Ane. Uned. Mon. i. pi. 27 (Assteas)

;
Baumeister, ii. p. 1049, fig. 1266.

Millin-Reinach, ii. 7 (in Louvre); Rom. " B.M. E 696 = J.H.S. viii. pi. 81.
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or column.^ It is not always to be identified with certainty.^

In one instance Oedipus is represented with Teiresias^; in

another with persons named Sikon and KalHope—a subject

hitherto unexplained.* We need only make passing reference

here to a vase supposed to represent the tomb of Oedipus,

inscribed with a couplet of verses, at which stand two

youths."

Before continuing the story of the house of Oedipus, we must

digress to that of AinpJiiaraos^\hQ. warrior-seer, whose departure

from his wife Eriphyle to the Theban War is a favourite subject

on vases." It becomes, in fact, a " type " adopted in ordinary

scenes.' We also find on the reverse of one of the vases

with this subject the departure of another warrior, perhaps

intended for the hero's son Alkmaion, or for Adrastos.^ On
an early vase Amphiaraos is seen bringing home Eriphyle

in his chariot. The names of his horses, Thoas and Dion,

are given." A curious subject is that of the hero in the

bosom of his family, with his wife Eriphyle suckling her

son Alkmaion, and a maiden spinning.^" His death is repre-

sented on one B.F. vase "
; on another his slaying of Eriphyle.^'^

Another event is the death of the child Archemoros, caused

by a serpent.'" A fine late vase in Naples depicts the protJiesis

or laying out of his body by his mother Eurydike and others."

The subsequent fight of Tydeus and Lykourgos, interrupted

' B.F. : B.M. B539; Stackelberg, pi. p. 295. R.F. : Munich 151 =Overbeck,

16. R.F. : B.M. E 156 ; Vienna 336 = op. cit. iii. 5 ; Petersburg i650 = Reinach,

Reinach, i. 177 •,J.H.S. xxiv. p. 314 (Ox- i. 120, and 406 = ibid. i. 480.

ford); Helbig, \%(i = Y{.2x'iW\g, Meistersch. ' B.M. B 247 ; Berlin 1712.

pi. 73. See also parodies in Philo/ogus, ^ Millingen-Reinach, 20.

1897, pi. I (in Boston), and Atr/t. " Ath. Mitth. 1899, p. 361.

Afizeiger, 1891, p. 119 (Berlin). '" Berlin 2395 = Reinach, i. 461 : see

^ See p. 147 ;
q.v. also for Sphinx Air/i. Zeit. 1881, p. 258.

seizing Theban youth. " Athens 960 = Wiener Vorl. 1889,

3 IViener Vorl. 1889, 9, 6. 11, 8.

* Ibid. pi. 8, 8 = Reinach, i. 376: ^- Jahrbtich, viii. (1893), pi. I: see

see Roscher, iii. p. 73^. Thiersch, Tyrrheii. Amphoren., p. 56.

^ Naples 2868= Wiener Vorl. 1889, '^ B.M. D 7; Petersburg 523 = Reinach,

9, 10. See also Chapter XVII. i. 466 = Wiener Vorl. 1889, 11, i.

" B.F. : Berlin 1655 = Reinach, i. " Naples 3255 = Reinach, i. 235 =
199 = Wiener Vorl. 1889, 10 ; Kopen- Baumeister, i. p. 114, fig. 120 ;

perhaps

hagen 112 = Millingen-Reinach, 20; also Millin-Reinach, ii. 37 (Lasimos in

J.H.S. xviii. pi. 16 (?) ; Roscher, i. Louvre),
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by Adrastos, also occurs/ and the reception of the fugitive

Tydeus by Adrastos.- T)'deus appears once more as the

slayer of Ismene ^
; but according to another version she and

her sister Antigone are attacked by Laodamas when the

Epigoni return to Thebes many years later.* We can only

point to one possible representation of the combat of Eteokles

and Polyneikes on vases,' though it is common enough, e.g.

in Etruscan art ; but there is at least one representation of

Antigone being brought before Kreon after the burial of her

brother,'' which also forms a burlesque subject on the comic

stage."

The Trojan Cycle

We now come to the story of the Trojan War, linked with

which are the events which led up to it and those which

immediately followed upon it—such as the Judgment of Paris

on the one hand, and the stories of Odysseus and Orestes

on the other. These events arc so numerous that they

require careful classification. They may be divided into three

main sections: (i) Ante-Homcrica, including the events that

led to the war and those that took place during the first

nine years of it
; (2) Homerica, or the events of the I/uui

;

(3) Post-Homerica, or the stories of the death of Achilles, the

fall of Troy, the Odyssey and other Noaroi, and the Oresteia.

The literary authorities for these events, on the lines of which

our classification follows, are discussed elsewhere (p. 4 ff.).

In spite of the warning of Horace that in writing of the

story of Troy it is not necessary to begin ab ovo, it is impossible

here to avoid reference to the earliest event which bears at

all on the subject—namely, the birth of Helen from the egg,

which was the result of Zeus' auionr with Nemesis. The

' Munich 144 : cf. Naples 1766 = ' reterslnirg 452 = Reinach, i, 161 =
Overbeck, Her. Bildw. pi. 4, 4 ; and IViener Vorl. iii. 3.

see Reinach, ii. 284, Roscher, i. p. 296, '" J.H.S. xviii. pi. 17, i (?).

and Stat. Theb. v. 699(7. " Jatta 423 and Berlin 3240= Reinach,
- Kopenhagen 64 = Reinach, i. 259 = i. 205, 409 = Wie7ier Vorl. 1889, pi. 9,

Baumeister, i. p. 17, fig. 19. figs. 14, 12 ; B.M. F 175 (?) : see also

' Louvre £640= Reinach, i. 147= Jatta 414= Reinach, i. 467 = IViener

Wiener Vorl. 1889, II, 4; Millingen- Vorl. B. 4, 2.

Reinach, 22 (?)• ' Reinach, i. 273.
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subject is referred to on several vases, the moment chosen

being that when the egg is found by Leda.' Her husband

Tyndareus and her other offspring, Klytaemnestra and the Twin

Brethren, are usually present. There is one undoubted instance

of the nuptials of Helen and Menelaos.^

The first event, however, which can be regarded as having

a direct effect on the outbreak of the war is the marriage of

Peleus and Thetis, at which the apple of discord was flung

by Eris among the goddesses, and which brought about the

birth of the hero of the war, Achilles. In ancient art, especially

on vases,^ Peleus is depicted forcibly capturing Thetis from

the company of her sister Nereids, while she tries to elude

him by assuming various shapes, all conventionally, indicated

in the vase-paintings. Some vases represent the approach

of Peleus and his pursuit of Thetis,* the majority the actual

struggle (Fig. 128),^ and one or two the announcement of the

issue to Nereus and the company of Nereids (who are named).^

The next stage is the introduction of Thetis to the Centaur

Cheiron by Peleus.' Then we have the celebration of their

nuptials, with the assembling of the gods, as described by

Catullus, and vividly, if quaintly, depicted on the Francois

vase,- followed in due course by Peleus bringing the young

Achilles to be educated by Cheiron,'' and his subsequent

Petersburg 218S = Reinach, i. 8; p. 1799, fig. 1882. R.F. : B.M. E424;
Berlin 2430 = ibid. i. 287 (Helen coming Berlin 2279 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1797,

forth); Reinach, i. 279 (= Baumeister, fig. 1881 (Peithinos) ; Athens 1202 =
i. p. 635, fig. 706) and 380 ; Micali, Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vasenb. 32, 4

;

Moil. Iiied. 38; Aiit. Denkni. i. 59 (in Athens 1588 = 'E0. 'A/jx- 1897, pi. 9;

Boston). For the various versions of the Munich 369 = Furtwaengler and Reich-

myth see Roscher, j.z/. Helena. hold, pi. 24 (Duris) ; Overbeck, Her.

Boston Mtis. Report for 1900, p. 70, Bildw. pi. 7, fig. 8 (in Vatican).

No. 27 ; and cf. Reinach, i. 173. '' B.M. E 9, E 73 ; and see above,

^ For a collected list of all vase- pp. 25, 26.

paintings connected with this stoiy see ' Palermo 1503 = Overbeck, Her.

/ahrbiich, i. (1886), p. 201 ff. Bildw. pi. 8, fig. 6 : see also for Cheiron

* B.M. E647 ; Munich 807 = Millin- p. 146.

gen-Reinach, 4; Louvre E 639 = Jahr- * Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. i.

buck, 1886, pi. 10, i; Reinach, ii. 91; '' B.M. B620; Berlin 4220; DeWitte,

and see ibid. i. 222 = Plate XXXIX. Coll. a rHotel Lambert, pi. i ; Athens

(otherwise interpreted, p. 11 1). 966 (with Athena and Hermes) ; Louvre

^ B.F. : B.M. B 215 (Fig. 128) ; Munich G 3 (Pamphaios) ; Micali. Storia, pi. 87 ;

380 = Reinach, ii. 115 = Baumeister, iii. B.M. B 77 =Fig. 98 (parody).
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sojourn in Skyros.' There is one possible representation of the

seething of Achilles in the caldron to secure his immortality.'

The next event is the Judgment of Paris, perhaps of all

the scenes from the story of the Trojan War the most popular

with the vase-painters of all periods. The story of the forsaken

I'lG. 128. PELEUS SEIZING THETIS (BKITISH MUSEUM).

Oenone, in the telling of which Tennyson has familiarised

us with the scene of the Judgment, did not appeal to the

unromantic Greeks in the same way. We only find one vase

on which she is possibly represented.^ Curiously enough,

' Bibl. Nat. 538 = Reinach, i. 90

(doubtful)
; Jahn. Airh. Beitr. pi. il (?;,

and see p. 352 ff.

- Reinach, ii. 43-

' Bibl. Nat. 1047 = Reinach, i. 87.
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the vase-paintings seldom show the central act of the story

—

the award of the golden apple. In fact, in the earlier examples

Paris is omitted altogether, and we only see the three goddesses

led in procession by Hermes. One vase, again, represents

the preparations of the goddesses for the trial, Athena washing

at a fountain and Aphrodite performing her toilet with the

assistance of Eros.^ The rest may be classified as follows

(the order adopted showing a rough chronological development

of the type ')

:

(i) Hermes leads the three goddesses, Athena alone being characterised
;

Paris absent. Only on B.F. vases.

^

From IViener Vorlegebldltcr

FIG. 129. THE JUDGMENT OF PARIS (CUP BY HIERON IN BERLIN).

(2) Procession-type preserved, but Paris is present, standing. Type

modified on R.F. vases.*

(3) Procession-type ; Paris seated ; landscape introduced (see Fig. 129).'^

' Reinach, i. 126 = Bihl. Nat. 422.

- See/JI.S. vii. p. 196 ff., whence this

classification is taken.

^ B.M. B 236-38; early Ionic vase in

Munich, 123 = Furtwaengler and Reich-

hold, pi. 21 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildw.

pi. 9, fig. 2 (Xenokles)
; J.H.S. vii.

pi. 70, p. 198.

' B.F. : B.M. B312. R.F. : B.M.

E 445 ; Berlin 2536 = Roscher, iii.

p. 1615.
'> B.F. : B.M. B 171 ; Munich 1269 =

Overbeck, op. at. 9, 6. R.F. : Berlin

2291 = Fig. 129 (Hieron); Reinach, i.

246 = Roscher. iii. p. 1610 (Brygos,

in Louvre); Roscher, iii. p. 1617 (fine

pyxis in Kopenhagen ; the goddesses

in chariots).
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(4) Procession-type abandoned
;
goddesses picturesquely grouped, with

attendant figures. Only on R.F. and later vases. ^ In one

instance two stages seem to be represented : first, the god-

desses grouped for the Judgment, accompanied by Apollo,

Helios, and Selene ; secondly, the victorious Aphrodite crowned

by Eros.-

Parodied renderings of the subject also occur.'^

The reward of Paris for his judgment was, as we know,
" the fairest wife in Greece." Accordingly we next find him

arrived at Sparta and carrying off the fair Helen as his bride.

The vases (all of the R.F. and late periods) depict him on

his arrival at Menelaos' palace introduced to Helen,^ or else

we see Helen at her toilet making preparations for her new
consort"; next, Paris leads away Helen or carries her off in

his chariot," and finally introduces her to his father Priam

on his return home.'

The war having now broken out, we arc introduced to the two

chief heroes on the Greek side, Achilles and Ajax, as they bid

farewell to their family and friends and set out in full equip-

ment. Achilles, accompanied by Patroklos, Menoitios, and

other heroes, bids farewell to his parents Peleus and Thetis **

;

he also pays a farewell visit to his grandfather Nereus, who
presents him with a crown," and receives a valedictory libation

from a Nereid.'" Again, we see Achilles and Patroklos taking

' Berlin 2633; Petersburg 1807 = iv. 72 = Roscher, i. 1961.

Reinach, i. 7; B.M. F 109, F 167 ;

'' B.M. £69= IVieiicr Vorl. vi. 2;

Berlin 3240; Karlsruhe 259 = P'urt- Berlin 2291 = Reinach, i. 437, i = Bau-

waengler and Reichhold, pi. 30 ; Ath. meister, i. p. 637, fig. 709 (Hieron)

;

Mitth. xxiv. (1899), p. 67 (R.F. kotyle Petersburg 1929= Reinach. i. 9; Reinach,

in Berlin, Hermes omitted). i. 437, 2 (Hieron and Makron) : see also

^ Wiener Vorl. E. 11 = Jahrbttch, ix. Rev. Arch, xxxiii. (1898), p. 399.

(1894), p. 252. ' B.M. Fi75(?).
^ h'oston Mus. Report for 1899, No. 30,

** Millingen, A.U.M. i. 21 (fine R.F.

and 1901, p. 35 (both from the Kabeirion, vase in Louvre) ; Rom. Mitth. ii. (1887),

Thebes). pis. II-12, 4 ; Berlin 1737 = Wiener
• B.M. F 175; Athens i942 = Reinach, Vorl. B. 9, 4.

i. 402 ; Petersburg 1924 = Reinach, i. " Naples 3352 = Reinach, i. 485 ; and

9 = Wiener Vorl. C. i, 3 ; Naples 1982 see Bibl. Nat. 418 = Reinach, i. 83 ; also

= Reinach, i. 292 (? See p. 113, note 12) ; Roscher, s.v. Nereus.

Reinach, i. 375. ^
'" Reinach, i. 286 = Bibl. Nat. 851 =

' B.M. E 226
; Jatta 1619 = El. Cer. Wiener Vorl. B. 9, 2 (Epigenes).
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leave of Nestor, accompanied by Antilochos.' Ajax is repre-

sented taking leave of Lykos," and also of liis father Telamon ^

;

but as in one of the latter cases the names are wrongly applied

on the vase, it may only represent an idealised departure of an

ordinary warrior. There is also a vase which represents Nestor

arming (putting on a greave) in presence of Euaichme."'

We next find the warriors gathered in Aulis, waiting for the

favouring breeze, and whiling away the time (as Euripides

describes'') in the game of Treo-o-ot or draughts, which is played

by Ajax and Achilles (names usually given) seated at a raised

board in full armour, with the statue of Athena behind them."

There is another variety of the type, in which the presence of

Athena seems to have more meaning. Here the two heroes

cast lots with dice before the statue, and there may be some

reference to the dispute of Ajax and Odysseus for the arms

of Achilles, which was settled by Athena.' The story of the

sacrifice of Iphigeneia, though popular with poets and painters,

for some reason never found its way on to the vases until the

influence of great pictures and plays was beginning to make
itself felt ; and then only appears in one instance, where the

transformation into a deer is indicated.- The only other

incident of the voyage which concerns us is the halt at

Lemnos and the sacrifice to the local goddess Chryse, where

Philoktetcs is bitten by the serpent and has to be left behind

on account of his wound.'' This island was also the scene of

the carrying off by Achilles of Chryseis, the daughter of

' Berlin 2264 (Oltos and Euxitheos)= Eio; Helbig, 78= Reinach, i. 96 =
IViener For/. D. 2, I ; Bihl ]<;&{. 8si= IViener Vorl. 1S88, 6, i (Exekias).

Reinach, i. 287 = Roscher, iii. 295: see A "bilingual" example in Boston (by

also Roscher, iii. 1697-99 (setting out of Andokides? B.F. and R.F.) : see Amer.

Patroklos). As Nestor himself went to Jonrn. of Arch. 1896, pp. 40-41, figs,

the war, it is possible that this scene is 15-16. The latest example seems to be

to be regarded as taking place during Arch. Anzeiger, 1892, p. 102.

and not before it.
" B.M. B 541, E 160 : see below, p. 133,

- Bologna 273 = Wiener Vorl. i. 4. and B.M. Cat. iii. p 36.

^ B.M. E16; Baunieister, i. p. 6S3, " B.M. F 159 = Wiener Vorl. v. 9, 3.

fig. 743 ; and see Overbeck, Her. Bildiv. ^ Reinach, i. 358 = MilIingen-Reinach,

pi. 13, 7, p. 276. 50; ibid.'x. 145 = Baumei.-^ter, iii. p. 1326,
•• Jahj-bzich, 1902, pi. 2 (in Boston). fig. 1479 ; Milani, Mito di Filottete,

^ Iph. ill All/. 192 ff. frontispiece.

" B.M. B193 (Plate XXXI.). B211,
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Chryses, the priest of the local goddess, of which there is one

possible representation/

Two doubtful references to opening scenes of the war are to

be found in a supposed consultation of Zeus with Themis among
the 01}'mpian deities,- and a representation of the Greeks

formally demanding back Helen,^ a demand which of course

was not granted. The stor\' of Telephos also belongs to an

early stage, and three incidents therefrom are found. In one

case he is represented as wounded by the spear of Achilles ^

;

again, entering the Greek camp disguised as a beggar, in order

to apply to Agamemnon for aid ' ; and, lastly, he is seen seizing

the infant Orestes, whom he tiircatens to destroy if his request is

not granted." A R.F. kylix in Boston represents in the interior

Odysseus persuading Achilles to heal Telephos' wound ; on the

exterior the wounded hero comes, not to Agamemnon's tent,

but to his palace at I\I\xenae.'

At a much later stage of the war comes the incident of

Troilos, a subject which attained to great popularity, especially

with the B.F. vase-painters. It falls into five di'stinct scenes :

(i) the departure of Troilos, with his two horses^; (2) the

ambuscade of Achilles behind the fountain to which Polyxena

comes to draw water"; (3) the flight of Troilos and Polyxena,

and pursuit by Achilles'"; (4) the death of Troilos^'; and (5) the

fight over his body.'"' Of these, the ambuscade and the pursuit

are the most commonly represented.

' Bibl. Nat. 256 = Reinach, ii. 254: '' B.M. B 324, 542; Forman Sale Cat.

see p. Ill, note 8. 282 ( = Reinach, i. 285, i) and 308 (both

- Petersburg 1793 = Reinach. i. 3 : in B.M.) ; Athens 620 = Reinach, i. 394
for a more probable interpretation (birth = Wiener Vor/. 1888, i, i (Timonidas);

of Dionysos) see p. 19. B.M. F493 (caricature).

' Dubois-Maisonneuve, Inlrod. pi. 63 ;

'" Louvre E 703 = Reinach, ii. 92 (early

Engelmann, Arch. Stud, zti den Trag. Ionic) ; B.M. B 307 ; Francois vase
;

p. 17 ; and see Urlichs, Beitriige, pi. 4. Berlin 1685 ; Helbig, 130 = Miis. Greg.

^ Petersburg 1275 = Reinach, i. 152 : ii. 22, i ; B..M. E 10, E 13, and Foriiian

cf. Millingen, Am. Uned. Mon. i. pi. 22 Sale Cat. 339.

(Overbeck, Her. Bildw. p. 296). " Reinach, ii. 1 14-15 = Baumeister,

^ Overbeck, Her. Bildw. 13, 9. iii. p. 1901, fig. 2000 (Euphronios)
;

•* B.M. E382; Naples 2293 and R.C. Reinach, i. 285, 3; Louvre G 18 =
141 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1725, fig. 1807. Reinach, i. 203, 3; Louvre E 703 =

'' Boston Mus. Report for 1898, No. 40 Reinach, ii. 92 ; B.^L B 326.

(signed by Hieron). '- Munich 124 = Rtinach, ii. 113.

' B.M. B153.
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A few incidents which are not to be traced in literature pro-

bably belong to the Ante-Homeric period. They are (i) Achilles

bandaging the wounded Patroklos, on the well-known Sosias

cup ^
; (2) the wounded Achilles tended by Patroklos and

Briseis -
; (3) a combat of Hector and Achilles attended by

Sarpedon and Phoinix (in one case Phoinix interrupts) ^
; (4) a

general combat of Greeks and Trojans.^

It will be most convenient to deal with the various scenes

which can be traced to the Homeric poems (or to co-ordinate

traditions) in tabular form, noting where possible the actual

passages which they appear to illustrate. But it must be borne

in mind that the vase-painter was never an illustrator ; he rather

looked to literature for suggestions, which he worked out on his

own lines, and consequently coincidences with or divergencies

from the Homeric text must not be too closely insisted upon.

Book I. 187 ff. The dispute of Agamemnon and Achilles.

Possibly to be identified in such scenes as on B.M. B327, 397, and

E 13 ; but very doubtful : see below, p. 133, and Robert, Bild

u. Lied, p. 213.

320 ff. Agamemnon and Briseis.

Reinach, i. 148 = Baumeister, i. p. 721, fig. 776 (Hieron in Louvre);

and see B.M. E 76. Achilles and Briseis are found grouped

together on two R.F. vases, but without any particular

allusion : see B.M. E 258 and Helbig, 84 =J.H.S. i. pi. 6 =

Reinach, ii. 91.

430 ff. Chryses propitiating Apollo.

Engelmann-Anderson, Atlas to Iliad, iii. 12.

Book II. 50 ff. Agamemnon in council.

B.M. B 149.

212 ff. Thersites insulting Agamemnon,

B.M. E 196.

' Berlin 2278 = Ant. Denkni. i. 10; (the names may be fanciful) ; ibid. i. 77

and see Overbeck, Bei: Bildw. p. 297. (cf. Overbeck, Her. BUdw. p. 333).
-' Reinach, ii. 198. ^ Louvre E609 = Reinach, i. 395 =
^ Ibid. i. 306 = Wiener Vorl. iii. i Wiener Vorl. 1888, i, 3 (Chares pyxis).
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Book III. 259 ff. Priam setting out in his chariot.

/ahrbuch, iv. (1889), pi. to.

340 ff. Combat of Menelaos and Paris.

B.M. E 20 ; Duris kylix in I^omvxq {iViener Vorl. vi. 7 = Engel-

niann-Anderson, vi. 23).

Book V. 95-296. Combat of Diomedes and Pandaros (a

reminiscence of).

Berlin 764 = Ant. Detikm. i. pi. 7, fig. 15 ; and see Hermes^ 1901,

p. 388; actually here Diomedes and Aeneas fight over the

body of Pandaros.

312 ff. Combat of Diomedes and Aeneas, the

latter protected by Aphrodite.

B M. E 73; Tyszkiewicz Coll. pi. 18 (very fine R.F. vase, now in

Boston); Reinach, i. 120 = ii. 97 (B.F.).

Book VI. 215 ff. Diomedes and Glaukos exchanging arms,

Stackelberg, pi. 11, i.

258 ff. (i) Hector arming.

Munich 378 = Reinach, ii. 94 == Furtwaengler and Reichhold,

pi. 14.

(2) Hector bidding farewell to Priam and

Hecuba.

Helbig, 134 = Reinach, ii. 94 = Engelmann-Anderson, iii. 38.

(3) Hector bidding farewell to Andromache
and Astyanax.'

J.H.S. ix. pi. 3 := B M. E282 ; Reinach, ii. 255 = Bibl. Nat. 207.

(4) Departure of Hector.

B.M. B76, B235 (?); Louvre E638(- Reinach, i. 243), E642;
Reinach, ii. 160

;
Jahrluich, iv. (1889), p. 260.

321 ff. Hector conducting Paris to battle.

Bibl. Nat. 207 = Reinach, ii. 255.

' Like others of the Homeric scenes on his family, and unless names are given it

B.F. vases, this type is sometimes used is difficult to distinguish,

for an ordinary warrior taking leave of
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Book VII. 162 ff. Combat of Ajax and Hector.

Munich 53; Helbig, 6 = Reinach, i. 104 (see under xiv. 402 ff.);

Baumeister, i. pi. i;^, figs. 779-80 ; B.M. E 438 (Smikros) ; and

see Duris kylix in Louvre (JV/ener Vorl. vi. 7 = Engelmann-

Anderson, vii. 42).

Book VIII. 89 ff. Combat of Hector and Diomedes.

Reinach, ii. 96.

261 ff. Teukros and Ajax son of Telamon.

Robert, in Hermes, 1901, p. 390, mentions a fragment of a

Corinthian pinax in Berlin with these two figures, which

may either belong to the above passage, or to xii. 370 ff.,

or to XV. 415 ff.

397 ff. Iris interrupting Athena (see pp. 39, yy).

Reinach, ii. 296.

Book IX. Achilles lying sick (apparently a coiitauii)iatio or con-

fusion of ix. 168 ff. and xviii. 35 ff.).'

/ahrlmch, vii. (1892), pi. i.

173 ff. Embassy of Odysseus and Phoinix to Achilles

(R.F. vases only).

B.M. E56 = IVieuer Vorl. C. 3, 3; Berlin 2176 ( = Reinach, i.

282), 2326 ( = Reinach, i. 431 = Roscher, iii. 658); Millin-

Reinach, i. 14; Reinach, i. 148 = Wiener Vorl. C. 6

(Hieron) and 149.

Book X. 330-461. Episode of Dolon ; his capture by

Odysseus.

Oxford 226; Munich ^%t^ = Jahrhuch, v. (1890), p. 143 ; Bibl. Nat.

526 = Reinach, i. 89 = Wiener Vorl. v. 5 (Euphronios)
;

Reinach, i. 334 = Petersburg 879 ; B.M. F 157 = Fig. 130.

Dolon as single figure: Reinach, i. 306 = Wiener Vorl. iii. i,

469-525. Rhesos and his horses.

B.M. B 234-35 ; Naples 2910 = Baumeister, i. p. 728, fig. 782

(Odysseus and Uiomedes with the horses); Wietier Vorl. C. 3, 2.

' Robert, in Hermes, 1901, p. 391, connects this scene with Book xix. 320 ft'.
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566 ff. The horses of Rhesos brought to the tent

of Diomedes.

Munich 583 = Jahrbuch, v. (1890), p. 146 (a slave waters the horses;

another brings drink to Diomedes).

Book XI. The fight at the ships.

Munich 890 = Reinach, ii. 99 = Baumeister, i. p. 729, fig. 783.

Book XIV. Combat of Ajax and Aeneas (? 1. 402 ff.).

Reinach, i. 306 = Wiener Vorl. iii. i ; id. i. 104 = Helbig, No. 6

(?see above, under vii. 162 {{.).

Book XVI. 666 ff. Sarpcdon carried off by Ilypnos and

Thanatos.

See Louvre F 388 ; but this scene is hardly to be distinguished

from those with Meninon (see below, p. 132).

Book XVII. 60 ff. Combat of Menelaos and Eupliorbos, and
fight over his body.

B.M. A 749 = Baumeister, i. p. 730, tig. 784 ^ ; and see E 20.

' The text is not exactly followed here. Hector as he does on the vase. Possibly

Menelaos kills Euphorbos in the ///«(/, there is a confusion with the Patroklos

but does not fight over his body with episode below.

VOL. II. Q
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123 ff. Combat over body of Patroklos.

Exekias kylix (Munich 339 = Reinach, ii. 36) ; Reinach, ii. 95 ;

Miliin-Reinach, i. 49 ; Berlin 2264 (Oltos and Euxitheos) ==

]Viefier Vorl. D. 2, i = Engelmann-Anderson, xiv. 76.

Book XVIII. idj ff. (i) Thetis in the smithy of Hephaistos.

, Berlin 2294 — Overbeck, Her. Bildiv. 18, 6.

(2) Hephaistos polishing Achilles' shield.

Rom. Mitth. ii. (1887), p. 242.

Book XIX. 1-18. Thetis and the Nereids bringing the armour

to Achilles.

{a) Riding on sea-monsters over the waves

(all late vases).

B.M. F 69 ;
Jatta 1496 = Reinach, i. 112; Roscher, iii. 22124;

and see Heydemann, Nereidcn mit ]]'ajfeii.

{/>) Presenting the weapons to Achilles.

B.TvI. E 363 ; Miliin-Reinach, i. 14.

364 ff. Achilles arming.

Athens 671 = JVie/ier Vorl. ii. 6; Overbeck, Her. Bildtv. xviii.

4, 7 ; vase by Amasis at Boston {Report for 1901, No. 5).

Book XXI. 1 14 ff. Combat of Achilles and Lykaon.

B.M. F173.

Book XXII. 188 fif. Achilles pursuing Hector round the walls

of Troy.

Reinach, ii. 102 (now in Boston : see Museum Report for 1898,

No. 42).

209 ff. Zeus weighing the heroes' souls in his

scales.^

B.M. B 639 ; Bibl. Nat. 385 = Reinach, i. 89 ; Miliin-Reinach,

i. 19 = Baumeister, ii. p. 921, fig. 994.

' The " Psychostasia " is also referred to the combat of Achilles and Memnon (p. 132).
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306 ff. Death of Hector.

B,M. E468; Munich 421; Reinach, ii. loi = Helbig, 106;

Boston Mus. Report for 1899, p. 79, No. 31 (parody). Cf.

Millingen, Anc. lined. Man. i. 4 = Engehnann-Anderson,

Odyss. iii. 15.

437 ff. Andromache suckling Astyanax {compare

ofily).

B.M. E 509.

Book XXIII. 157 ff. Funeral games for Patroklos.

Francois vase (chariot-race, etc.).

175 ff. Sacrifice of Trojan captives on the pyre

of Patroklos.

Naples 3254 = Reinach, i. 187;

Book XXIV. 16 ff. Achilles dragging Hector's bod\' past the

tomb of Patroklos.

B.M. B543 and Iu>rnia/i Sale Cat. 306 = Reinach, ii. 100 (now

in B.M.)^; Berlin 1867 = Reinach, ii. 99; Naples 2746.

141 ff. Achilles offering his hair to the river

Sperchcios.

B.M. E 555 (?).

448 ff. Priam begging Achilles for the body of

Hector ; the Achaean princes deliberat-

ing over the ransom.

Munich 404 (= Overbeck, Her. Bildiv. pi. 20, 3), and 890

( = Reinach, ii. 99); Petersburg 422 = Reinach, i. 138 =
Baumeister, i. p. 739, fig. 792 ; Reinach, i. 172 ^Vienna 328;

Athens 889 = ^///. Mifth. 1898, pi. 4 (B.F., but poor).

580 ff. Hector's body carried out to prepare for

burial.

Petersburg 422 (as above).

Among the events of the war betvvceen the death of Hector

and the final fall of Tro)-, those which relate to the final

exploits of Achilles are most prominent, and especially the

' See, for a revised drawing of this vase, Hill, Illuslratioits of School Classics, p. 105.
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encounters with Memnon, and with Penthesileia, his death and

the events arising out of it. The story of Achilles' fight with

Penthesileia, and the death of the Amazon queen, is less

frequently depicted, but there are some very fine examples

remaining/ Other representations of Amazons arming, setting

out, or in combat may be placed here, but except where

Penthesileia is specially indicated it is better to regard them

as having no definite reference to the Trojan story." A remark-

able painting on an ApuHan amphora depicts the slaying of

Thersites by Achilles in the presence of Phoinix and Diomedes.

Thersites had insulted Achilles after his slaying of Penthesileia.^

The story of Memnon is related on the vases in several

scenes, beginning with his equipment and departure for the

fray.* Next ,we see the great fight of Achilles and Memnon
over the body of Antilochos,^ at which the respective mothers

of the heroes, Thetis and Eos, are usually present as spectators.*'

The result of the fight was fatal to Memnon, whose body we

see carried off by Thanatos and Hypnos,^ or by Eos herself,^

for burial in his native land. Eos is also represented mourning

over him." The Psychostasia, or weighing of souls by Zeus

(see p. 130), has also been referred to this event. The body of

Antilochos is finally rescued and carried off by Nestor.'"

Lastly, we find a few possible representations of the death

of Achilles," and others, more certainly to be identified, of the

' B.M. B 209-10 (= IViem'r Vorl. 1888, Nat. 207 = Reinach, ii. 254. R.F. : B.M.

pi. 6,2, 1889, pi. 3, 3 = Reinach, ii. 105), E468 ; Millingen-Reinach, 49= Reinach,

B323(?), E 280 ; Munich 478 = Reinach, i. 358; Tyszkiewicz Coll. pi. 17 (now in

ii. 105, and 370 = Furtwaengler-Reich- Boston). In the last-named the subject

hold, 6. is slightly varied.

-' See below, p. 144. ' B.M. E 12 = Wieiw Vorl, D. 3, I
;

^ Boston Mils. Report, I903, No. 70

:

Reinach, i. 149 ; Louvre F 388 (?) : see

cf. Quint. Smyrn. i. 741 ff. p. 71.

^ Overbeck, Her. Bildw. 21, 16= * W\\X\v^gtn, A. U.M.\. t^; Wiener Voi-l.

Roscher, ii. 2674 ; and see B.M. B 209 = vi. 7 = Roscher, i. p. 1265 (in Louvre)

;

Reinach, ii. 105. Reinach, i. 347 = Boitrguignon Cat. 19 :

* Millingen, ^.6^.^/. i. 4= Engelmann- cf. also Athens 1093 = Roscher, ii. 2678

Anderson, Atlas to Od. iii. 15 (? see (Eos, together with Thanatos and Hypnos,

above, under //. xxii. 306 ff.); Reinach, two Keres).

ii. 105, 2. " Helbig, 43 = Mus. Girg. ii. 49, 2.

' B.F. : Berlin 1147 ; Helbig, 8, 31 = '" Reinach, ii. 106.

Mus. Greg. ii. 28, i, and 38, i ; Bibl. " B.M. E 808 (?).
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battle raging round his body, in which Diomedes is wounded '
;

also of Ajax carrying the body off out of the battle," and the

subsequent mourning of the Nereids over it.'^ A representation

of the ghost of a warrior, winged and fully armed, flying over a

ship,^ is to be regarded as that of Achilles, though to what event

it alludes is not clear. The dispute over the hero's armour

and the suicide of the disappointed Ajax are introduced by

a scene representing the fetching of Neoptolemos, his son, from

Skyros, where he bids farewell to Lykomedes and Deidameia ''

;

of the quarrel between Ajax and Odysseus there are also several

representations/' It was decided finally by Athena, who is

represented presiding over the Greek chiefs as they vote'; or,

according to another version, they cast lots before her statue.**

The armour is then awarded to Neoptolemos,'' who, according

to an oracle, was indispensable for the capture of Troy. Ajax

goes mad with disappointment, and finally commits suicide

by falling on his sword '"
; the episode of his slaying the sheep

is not, however, represented.

The 'IXiov Ilepa-is, or sack of Troy, which is so vividly

represented on many of the vases of advanced and late style,

may be said to begin with the episode of the seizure of the

Palladion by Odysseus and Diomedc." It is rapidly followed

by the construction of the wooden horse and its entry into

' Reinach, i, 82. Wiener Vorl. 1889, 5, 2 (in Louvre)

;

" B.M. B 172 ; Munich 38o = Reinach, Naples 3358 = Reinach, i. 313 = Wiener
ii. 115; Helbig, 77 = ibid. ii. 107 (see Vorl. C. 8, 2. The type is derived from

below, p. 177) ; Bibl. Nat. 537 = Reinach. that of Heralcles and Kyknos (p. loi).

i. 90 ; Boston Miis. Report for 1899, ' B.M. E 69 = Wiener Vorl. vi. 2
;

No. 28 =^r<7i. Anzeiger, 1898, p. 51. Millin-Reinach, i. 66.

(Thetis present) ' B.M. B 541, E160 : see above, p. 124.

' Louvre E 643 = Reinach, i. 311 ;
" Vienna 325 = Reinach, i. 174 =

il'id. ii. 107 (?). Wiener Vorl. vi. i.

'

^ B.M. B 240 = Reinach, ii. 99.
'" T\\'oCox\ni\\\s.n\azcs,Arch.Auzeii^er,

* Reinach, i. 304 (and i. 226, 1-3 (i*), 1891, p. 116, and Boston Mus. Report,

see p. 115); Engehiiann, Arch. Stud. 1899, No. 12; Louvre E 635 = Reinach,

zu d. Trag. p. 37: cf. Sale Cat. Hotel i. 151 = Rayet and Collignon, p. 69;
Drouot, II May, 1903, No. 100. B.M. F 480 = Plate LVIIL ; Reinach, i.

* Athens 475 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1955, 278.

fig. 2086 (Mehan vase); B.M. B 327, " Petersburg 830 = Reinach, i. 150 =
B397, E 13 ; Forman Sale Cat. 298; Wiener Vorl. A. 8 ; Naples 3231, 3235
Berlin 2000 = Robert, Bild u. Lied, = Reinach, i. 299, 102 ; parody, B.M.

p. 217; Baumeister, i. p. 29, fig. 30; F366.
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the city/ There is, however, only one certain representation

of the death of Laokoon to be traced,' and none of the

traitorous Sinon.

Several vases, especially of the later epoch, collect the chief

episodes in a frieze or in a series of groups, including the rape

of Kassandra by Ajax, son of Oileus, the death of Priam and

Astyanax, the recapture of Helen by Menelaos, arid the flight

of Aeneas ; other scenes represented are the leading back

of Aithra by Akamas and Demophon, and the sacrifice of

.

Polyxena and subsequent blinding of Polymestor by Hecuba. :

I. General.

Berlin 16S5 ( = Overbeck, Her. Bildw. pi. 26, i) and 2281;

Plate LIV. = Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. 25 (Brygos in

Louvre) ; Naples 2422 = Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. 34 =

Baumeister, i. pi. 14, fig. 795 ; B.M. F 160, Y 278.

H. {a) Ajax seizing Kassandra at the altar of Athena.

B.F. B.M. B 242, 379 ; Berlin 1698; Roscher, ii. p. 979.

R.F. B.M. E 336, E470; Reinach, i. 221, 338 = Roscher, ii.

pp. 985, 981 ; Bourguig}ion Sale Cat. 33.

Late. B.M. F 209 ; Roscher, ii. p. 9S3.

[b) Death of Priam and Astyanax.^

(i) Priam only.

B.M. B 241 ; Rom. Mitth. iii. (1888), pp. 108-9 \ Reinach, ii. 109 ;

Berlin 3996. [Priam dead in all except second.]

(2) Priam usually seated on altar ; Neoptolemos

swings body or head of Astyanax.

B.M. B 205 ; Berlin 2175, 3988; Reinach, i. 221, ii. 109 ; J.H.S.

xiv. pi. 9. [See also under I.]

(3) Andromache or Hecuba with body of Astyanax.

Millin-Reinach, ii. 37 (Lasimos in Louvre; also identified as

Archemoros : seep. 118).

' Bibl. Nat. 186 = Jahrbttch, vii. - Mon. Antiihi, ix. pi. 15: s&q Jakr-

(1892), pi. 2 ; Munich 400 = Reinach, fnich, 1891, pi. 4, p. 190.

ii. 116; Roscher, i. 1279. ^ See for the various types/.Zi^.6', xiv.

p. 171.
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{c) Menelaos and Helen.

B.M. E i6r, 263; Reinach, i. 437, 3 (Hieron), ii. 34; Helbig, 43

( = Jfus. Greg. ii. 49, 2), and ii. p. 325 ( = Baumeister, i. p. 746,

fig. 798); Millingen, A?ic. Uned. Afon. pi. 32; Louvre G3
(Pamphaios); Reinach, i. 222 = Wiener Vorl. D. 8, i ; Noel

des Vergers, Eirurie, iii. pi. 39.

{d) Akamas and Demophon with Aithra.

B.M. B 244 (?), E 458 ; Overbeck, Her. Bildiv. pi. 26, 13.

{e) Flight of Aeneas with family.

B.M. B 173, B 280 ; Reinach, ii. 1 10 ( = Munich 903), 116, 273;
Baumeister, i. p. 31, fig. 32 ; Helbig, 201 = Miis. Greg. ii.

85, 2 ; Naples 2481 ; Bibl. Nat. 261 ; Louvre F122 =
JFiener For/. 1890-91, pi. 5, i.

(/) Sacrifice of Polyxcna.

Plate XXIII. =/.^6'. xviii. pi. 15 (B.M.); Overbeck, Ber. Biidiv.

pi. 27, 19.

{g) Polymestor blinded.

Reinach, i. 91 = Hill, JUustrations of School Classics, p. 170 (now

in B.M.).

{h) Ajax stabbing a captive (?).

Reinach, i. 88.

Among the various adventures described by the Cyclic poets

in the Noaroi, few seem to have found their way into the

vase-paintings except the fate of Agamemnon, the interview

of Menelaos with Proteus (told in the Odyssc)'), and, of course,

the adventures of Odysseus.

The house of Atreus and its story will be dealt with later

under the heading of the Oresteia : we turn now to the Odyssey,

scenes from which are surprisingly few in Greek art, and appear

to have attracted the painter less than the more stirring events

of the Iliad. The following, however, have been identified :

Book II. 94 ff. Penelope at her loom.

Reinach, i. 191.
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Book III. 12 ff. Arrival of Telemachcs at Nestor's house in

Pylos.

Berlin 3289 = Roscher, iii. 298 = Engelmann-Anderson, iii. 13.

Book IV. 349 ff. The story of Menelaos' interview with Proteus.

Naples ijS-j = M//S. Borb. xiii. 58 = Engelmann-Anderson, iv. 22.

Book V. 228 ff. Odysseus navigating the sea on a raft.

Oxford 262, Cat. pi. 26 (burlesque). See also B.M. E 156

(Odysseus and Leukothea).

Book VI. 126 ff. Nausikaa washing clothes.

Munich 420 = Reinach, ii. 110 = Roscher, s.v.

Alkinoos and Nausikaa (parody).

Reinach, i. 153.

Book IX. 345 ff. Odysseus offering wine to Polyphemos.

Boston Miis. Report^ 1899, p- 60.

371 ff. Odysseus putting out the eye of Polyphemos.

Plate XVI. = Helbig, i. p. 435, No. 641 (Aristonoos); Bibl. Nat.

190 = Reinach, i. 64; B.M. B154; Louvre F 342 = Gaz.

Arch. 18S7, pi. I ; Berlin 2123 ;
Arch. Anzeiger, 1895, P- 35 j

Jah>-l'nch, 1 89 1, pi. 6: see Bolte, Moini/ii. ad Odyss. pert. p. 2.

420 ff. Odysseus escaping under the ram.

B.M. B 407, 502, 687 ; Karlsruhe 16"] =J.H.S. iv. p. 249; Louvre

A 482 ; Reinach, i. 64 : see also Ath. Mitth. 1897, pi. 8

(a very early instance); generally, y./TT^". iv. p. 248 ff., and

Rev. Arch. xxxi. (1897), p. 28 ff.

Book X. 210 ff. Odysseus and Kirke (see /.H.S. xiii. p. 82).

(a) Arrival of Odysseus.

Reinach, i. i42 = Roscher, ii. 1195.

(i>) Transformations of comrades.

Reinach i. 396; Berlin 2^42^ ibid, i, 418; Boston Mus. Report,

1899, pp. 59, Gi (both early B.F.).

[c) Odysseus and Kirke.

J.H.S. xiii. pis. 2 (Athens 956), 4 (in B.M.), p. 81 (Oxford 262);

and see Reinach, i. 142.
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Book XI. 23 ff. Odysseus sacrificing before his visit to Hades.

Bibl. Nat. 422 = Reinach, i. 126 = Baumeister, ii. p. 1040, fig.

1254-

Book XII. 164— 200. Od}'sseus passing the Sirens.

Athens g^S =/.J^.S. xiii. ph i; B.M. E440; and see J.H.S.
vi. pi. 49, p. 20 (= Louvre F123): Corinthian aryballos in

Boston (Strena Heldigiana, p. 31).

Scenes fi-om the last twelve books are even rarer :

Book XVIII. 35 ff. Odysseus and Iros.

Reinach, ii. 357.

Book XIX. 3S5 ff. Odysseus recognised by Eurykleia.

Reinach, i. 191.

394 ff. The story of Autolykos.

In connection herewith see Munich 805 — Reinach, i. 277 for

a possible representation of the betrothal of Laertes and

Antikleia {Hermes, 1898, p. 641 ; Robert, Homer. Becker,

p. 90 ff. ; Hyginus, Fab. 201).

Book XXI. 393—XXII. 5 ff. The slaying of the suitors.

Berlin 2588 = Reinach, i. 217.

The scenes from the Oresteia cover roughly the same ground

as the great trilogy of Aeschylos, together with the IpJiigcncia

ill Taiiris and the Androvuulic of Euripides. We have first

the murder of Agamemnon by Klytaemnestra with her axe.^

Next, Elektra making her offerings at the tomb of Agamemnon,
sometimes accompanied by her sister Chrysothcmis." It must

be borne in mind that the " type " of this scene does not differ

in any respect from ordinary scenes of "offering at a stele,"

and therefore, where the names are not given or are obviously

modern additions, this interpretation is at best a doubtful one.

' Berlin 2301 = Reinach, i. 381 ; Peters- Overbeck, Her. Bilihv. pi. 28, 5; ibid.

burg 812 = Reinach, i. 381 = Millin- 1755 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1848, fig. 1939;
Reinach, i. 58 (doubtful). ibid. 1761 = Millingen- Reinach, 16.

- Reinach, ii. 16; Naples 2858 ^
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The same applies to the next series of vases, on which Orestes

meets Elektra at the tomb^ ; but there seems to be one un-

doubted instance of Orestes and Pylades with the urn containing

the supposed ashes of the former (cf Soph. Elcctra, 1098 ff.).-

The next group to be dealt with shows us Orestes slaying

Aegisthos,"' while Klytaemnestra is held back by Talthybios*;

and, finally, the death of Klytaemnestra herself'^

Orestes is then pursued by the Furies," and seeks refuge at

Delphi, where he is purified by Apollo at the Omphalos" ; and

he is also seen at Athens, where he afterwards sought the

protection of Athena.- Other vases, nearly all of late date,

and therefore under the influence of the Euripidean tragedy,

represent Orestes accompanied by Pylades, arrived at the temple

of the Tauric Artemis, where Iphigeneia presents Pylades with

the letter." Lastly, we have the death of Neogtolemos at the

hand of Orestes at Delphi.
^'^

Attic Legends

It will now be necessary to deal with sundry isolated subjects,

which do not admit of being grouped together round the name

of any one great hero or any particular legend. There are,

however, a certain number which may perhaps be regarded

as having a special connection with Athens, and with these

we will begin." Some of the specially Athenian myths have

' B.M. D 33, F 57. Arch. Anzcige^-, 1S90, p. 90 (Berlin);

- Reinach, ii. 175: cf. Boston Mtis. and cf. B.M. B 641 (possibly Orestes and

Report lor 1899, No. 38. Pylades at omphalos?).

' Vienna 333 = Reinach, i. 169; Berlin '^ Petersburg 2189 (according to Ro-

2184 — Reinach, i. 296 = Baumeister, ii. scher, iii. p. 993) ; but see Reinach, i. 5,

p. 1 1 13, tig. 1310; Reinach, i. 143; and above under Kadmos.

Roscher, iii. 969 (in Berlin). ' Reinach, i. 105 = Naples 3223 ; ibid.

* Vienna 333 = Reinach, i. 169 = 133= Baumeister, i. p. 757, fig. 808;

Roscher, iii. 971 ; Reinach i. 381 ;
//v^. i. 158 = Petersburg 420 ; Naples S.A.

Millin-Reinach, ii. 24. 24; and see B.M. F 155, and Reinach,

s B.M. E446. i. 279.

.* Petersburg349 = Reinach,i. 19 ; ibid. '" Reinach, i. 321 = Baumeister, ii.

ii. 9, 316; Naples 1984 = Baumeister, ii. p. 1009, fig. 1215 (Jatta Cull.),

p. 1116, fig. 1313. " See generally on Athenian cults, as

' B.M. F166; Reinach, i. 132 (in illustrated by vase-paintings, Harrison,

Louvre) ; Millin-Reinach, ii. 68 ; Naples Mythol. and Mon. of Athens, Introd.

1984; Helbig, 117 = Reinach, i. 390; p. xxi ff.
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already been discussed in other connections, notably the story

of Theseus (p. 108), the dispute of Athena and Poseidon (p, 24),

the sending of Triptolemos (p. 27), and the rape of Kephalos

by Eos ' and of Oreithyia by Boreas (p. 80). There remain

then the following :

(i) The birth of Erichthonios, who is represented as received

by Athena from Gaia emerging out of the earth, in the presence

of Kekrops and his daughters. It only occurs on the later R.F.

vases ; the type closely resembles that of the birth of Dionysos

(P- 19).

B.M. E372 ; Berlin 2537 = Reinach, i. 208= Wiener Vorl. B. 12;

Munich 345 = Reinach, i. 66 ; and Reinach, i. 113 = Wiener

Vorl. iii. 2. Also a scene from the childhood of Erichthonios :

B.M. E788.

(2) The reception of Dionj'sos in Attica (by Ikarios or

Amphiktion).

B 149, B 153, and E 166 in the British Museum appear to refer to

this, but not certainly. See above, p. 56.

(3) The story of Tereus and his daughters, Prokne and

Philomela.-'

(rt) Tereus meeting Apate (Deceit) ; Prokne and Philomela

in chariots.

Naples 3233 = Reinach, i. 240.

{b) Prokne and the dumb Philomela :

Reinach, i. 308 (in Louvre).

{c) Aedonaia slaying Itys.

J.U.S. viii. p. 440 ( = Munich 799 rt).

(4) The three sons of Pandion, Lykos, Nisos, and Pallas,'' with

Orneus the son of Erechtheus.

Reinach, i. 5io = Roscher, ii. 2187.

' On one of these vases the scene (in •' Cf. Strabo, ix. § 392, and see for

the interior of a cup) is watched by a Lykos in another connection p. 124 above,

group of Athenians at the foot of a hill, In the vase here given they witness the

round the outside of the cup (Reinach, exploits of their kinsman Theseus (on the

i. i07 = Hartwig, Aleistersch. pis. 39-40). obverse).

^ See Harrison, op. cit. p. ixxxiv ff,
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(5) The death of Prokris by the agency of Kephalos.

B.M. E 477 (with Siren as soul of Prokris or death-deity).

(6) Kreousa defended by Apollo from the attack of Ion.

Reinach, i. 375 : cf. Eur. Ion. 1250 ff.

(7) Danaos taking refuge in Attica (?).

Reinach, i. 244 = Wiener Vorl. iii. 4, 2 (in Louvre).

(8) P2chelos carrying off Basile.^

Arch. Aiizeiger, 1895, p. 39 : see p. 27.

(9) The story of Diomos, the eponymous deme-hero (?).

B.M. B 1^8 ^/./i.S. xiii. p. 116.

(10) Kodros, the last king of Athens.

Bologna 273 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1998, fig. 2 1 48 =y(7//;-/wr//, 1898,

pi. 4.

The Kodros cup (completely published in IVicucr J^or/. i. 4)

is decorated with groups of figures intended to illustrate the

legendary history of the great Attic families, in accordance

with the genealogising tendencies of the period (about 450 B.C.).

The outer scenes represent Theseus taking leave of Aigeus, and

Ajax taking leave of Lykos ; and Aigeus and Ajax (Aias) are

eponymous heroes of two Attic tribes. On the Meidias vase in

the British Museum^ we see a group of Athenian tribal heroes,

such as Akamas, Antiochos, Demophon, and Hippothon, together

with Medeia, who is also connected with Athens in the Theseus

scene of the Kodros cup.

Other isolated myths which occasionally appear on vases, but

defy more exact classification, may be briefly recorded here :

(i) Admetos and Alkestis.

Bibl. Nat. 918 = Reinach, i. 395 = Dennis, Etruriar, ii. frontispiece.

See also p. 69.

(2) Agamedes and Trophonios as prisoners fed by Augias.

Louvre E 632 = Reinach, i. 349 (see Paus. ix. 37, 5; Ann. delP

Inst. 1885, p. 130).

' Cf. 'E(/) Apx- 1893, pi. 9, p. 130 ff., E224 = Plate XLI. = Furtwaengler

and Frazei's Pausaiiias, ii. p. 203. an 1 Reichhold, pis. 8-9.
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(3) Agrios seized by Oineus and bound on the altar.

B.M. F 155 : see Anton. Liber. 37 and Vogel, Scenen Eur. Trag.

p. 125.

(4) Atalante offering a cup to her antagonist Hippomenes,

R.F. kotyle in B.M.

(5) Atreus and Thycstes (the latter as suppliant in the

former's palace?).

Millingen-Reinach, 23= JVie?ier Vorl. B. 4, i.

(6) Daidalos and Ikaros, flight of.

Naples \']6'] = Gaz. Anh. 1884, pis. 1-2.

(7) Glaukos in the tomb brought to life by the seer Polyeidos.

B.M. D 5 = Plate XL. : see ApoUod. iii. 3, i.

(8) Kanake's suicide.

Reinach, i. 448.

(9) Laios, Keleos, Kerberos, and .Vigolios stung by bees when
stealing the honey on which the infant Zeus was fed.

B.M. B 177 : cf. Anton. Liber. 19 and Roscher, i. p. 154.

(10) Lykourgos destroying his children in a frenz}',

B.M. F271; Naples 3219 = Reinach, i. 125, and 3237 = Baumeister,

ii. pp. 834-35. See also Reinach, i. 333 : Lykourgos slaying

Thoas • and p. 56.

(11) Melampus healing the daughters of Proitos from their

madness at the altar of /Vrtemis Lusia, in the presence of

Dionysos.

Naples 1760 = Millingen-Reinach, 52= JViener ]'orL B. 4, 3.

(12) Merope (a scene from the tragedy of that name).

Munich 810 = Reinach, i. 363 : see Vogel, Scciicn Eur. Trag.

p. 118.

(13) Pandarcos with the golden dog of Zeus, which he stole.

Louvre A 478 = Hermes 1898, p. 638; Bull, de Corr. Hell. 1898,

p. 586.
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(14) Peleus wrestling with Atalante.

Munich 125 ( = Reinach, ii. 120 = Furtwaengler and Reichhold,

pi. 31), and 584 - Reinach, ii. 88; Bibl. Nat. 818 = Gaz.

Arch. 1880, pi. 14; Micali, Man. Ined. pi. 41,

(15) Peleus hunting a stag.

Berlin 2538 = Reinach, ii. 162 : of. Apollod. iii. 13, 3,

FIG. 131. rp:NTHEUS SLAIN BY MAENADS (BRITISH MUSEUM).

(16) Pcntheus torn to pieces by his mother Agave and the

frenzied Maenads.

B.M. E 775 = Fig. 131; Munich 807 = Baumeister, ii. p. 1204,

fig. 1396; Jatta 1617 = Miiller-Wieseler, Denkiuaeler, ii. 37,

436; Jahrbuch, 1892, pi. 5 (and see p. 154); Gaz. Arch.

1879, pis. 4-5 (?)•

(17) Phaon with Chryse and Philomele.

Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. 59 (vase in Palermo, formerly

interpreted as Dionysos and Ariadne: see text, p. 296, for

the correct interpretation).
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(18) Phineus invoking the gods.

B.M. E 291 = JVIener J^orl. C. 8, i. For other Phineus scenes, see

pp. 81, 115.

(19) The madness of Salmoneus.

Amer. Joiini. of Arch. 1899, pi. 4 (interpreted as Athamas) : cf.

Class. Review., 1903, p. 276 and Harrison, Prolegomena to

Gk. Religion., p. 61.

(20) Thoas placed in the chest by Hypsipyle.

Berlin 2300 = Reinach, i. 273 : see Ap. Rhod. i. 622, and Hartwig,

Meistersch. p. 374.

(21) Aktor and Astyoche (uncertain reference).

Jahrbuch., 1902, pi. 2 (in Boston): see ibid. p. 68, //. ii. 513 and

65S ; Sthol. in Find. 01. vii. 42.

(22) The foundation of Boiae in Laconia by the appearance

of a hare.

Reinach, ii. 333 — Inghirami, Vasi Fill. 120 (tliis is exceedingly

doubtful).

(23) Two boys delivered to a Nymph (unknown myth).

JViener Vorl. E. 12, 3.

The story of Orpheus often finds a place on vases of the R.F.

period,' but is chicHy confined to two episodes, his playing the

lyre among a group of Thracians - (the men recognisable by their

costume, see p. 179), and his pursuit by the Thracian women",

and subsequent death at their hands.'' In one scene his head

after his death is made use of as an oracle.'' He is often present

in under-world scenes (see p. 68), but not always in connection

with the fetching back of Eurydike.''

' Furtwaengler ( Jo'"" WinckclinaiDis- ^ Munich 383 ; Reinach, i. 63 ; ii. 80.

festprogr. p. 163) refers the Orpheus ^ B.M. E 301; Naples 3 114; Reinach,

scenes to the Aeschylean tetralogy of the i. 186, 327 ( = Roscher, iii. p. 1185-S6) ;

Lykourgeia. Roscher, iii. p. 1184 : see aho/.H.S. i.\.

- B.M. E390; Naples 1978, 2889, p. 143.

3143 (see Reinach, i. 176); Reinach, i. ^ Reinach, i. 493 = Roscher, iii. p. 1178.

403 = Roscher, iii. p. 1181 ; Roscher, iii. " She occurs on B.M. F270, Petersburg

p. 1 179 (in Berlin). 49S, and Karlsruhe 256.
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Thamyris, a quasi-legendary figure, appears contending with

the Muses for pre-eminence with the lyre ^
; on one fine R.F.

vase he is accompanied by Sappho,- who, though strictly an

historical personage, appears among the Muses in quasi-mythical

guise ; he also plays the lyre among Amazons.^ Other semi-

historical persons enveloped in a cloud of fable are : Taras, the

founder of Tarentum *
; Midas, who is generally represented

with asses' ears, and is depicted judging the Seilenos who was

caught in his rose-garden and is led before him with hands tied'';

and Uliuos, who appears at the slaying of the Minotaur by

Theseus,'^ and in the under-world as one of the judges of souls."

Nor must we omit to mention the Amazons, who play such

a large part on Greek vases ; besides their connection with

various legendary events, they are often employed purely as

decorative figures. Mention has already been made of their

combats with Herakles and Theseus, and of the part played

by their queen Penthesileia in the Trojan War *
; and we also

find them in such scenes as the Judgment of Paris'* and Herakles'

fight with Kyknos.^^ They also contend with Gryphons "
; and

many battle scenes in which they are opposed to Greek warriors

may also be here alluded to as not admitting of more definite

identification.'- They are further represented arming and pre-

paring for the fray/^ or setting out on horseback," or defending

' Reinach, i. 96 = Helbig, 99 ; Rom. * See pp. 99, in, 132.

Mifth. 1S88, pi. 9; and see Naples 3143 * Wiener Vorl. A. 10, 3.

= Reinach, i. 176. '" Ibid. iii. 4: see Rom. Mitlh. 1894,

- Jatta 1538 = Reinach, i. 526. p. 285.

^ Athens 1344 = Dumont-Pottier, i. " B.M. F6, 85, 230; Reinach, i. 492,

pi. 14. ii. 295.

^ Schreiher-Anderson, Atlas, pi. 5, 10 '- B.M. F158, 278; Naples R.C. 239

= Reinach, ii. 333, 5 (burlesque scene ( = Reinach, i. 4S2), 3253 ( = Reinach, i.

with actor as Taras on dolphin: see 330= IV/ener J^or/.Vn. 6/>, i), and 2421

p. 160). (= Reinach, ii. 278 = Furtwaengler and

^ B.M. E447 ; Louvre F 166 ; Helbig, Reichhold, pis. 26-8) ; Millin-Reinach, i.

189 = Reinach, i. 268 ; Reinach, i. 122 ; 56 ( = Bibl. Nat. 427) and 61 ; Millingen-

Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vasenb. 53, 2

;

Reinach, 37.

Naples 1851 = Jahrhuch, 1887, p. 113; '^ B.M. E 12 ; Naples 2613; Louvre

Ath. Mitih. xxii. (1897), pi. 13: see for F203; Munich 4= Reinach, ii. 57;

the myth, Hdt. viii. 138 and Roscher, 5. t'. Reinach, ii. 56.

« Reinach, i. 147, 509; ii. 81, 271. " Wietier Vorl. 1889, 6, 2; B.M.
' Munich 849 = Reinach, i. 258. B 158, 566 ; Micali, Storia, 91.
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a besieged city ^
; and as decorative figures we see them

cliarging,- stringing bows^ and discharging arrows,^ blowing

a trumpet;^ running by the side of a horse or checking a restive

animal," or fastening a shoe"; or in peaceful converse with a

Greek warrior,^ or else without any distinguishing action."

Nearly all these subjects belong to the R.F. and later periods.

We may conclude this section with an account of the monstrous

semi-human, semi-bestial creatures, which play a large part in

the decoration of Greek vases, and appear in connection with

many legends. Such are the Centaurs, half man, half horse
;

the Gorgons, winged women with snaky locks ; the Harpies,

also found on early vases in the form of winged women
;

and mythical creatures like Pegasos, the Chimacra, or the

Minotaur.

The Centaurs, who probably symbolise mountain torrents or

other forces of nature, appear (mostly on early vases) in combat

with Herakles, either in troops or in single combat, as in the

stories of Nessos, Dexamenos, and Eurytion '"
; or, again, in the

scenes so often celebrated in the sculptured friezes and metopes

of Greek temples, where they contend with Theseus and Peiri-

thoos," or with the Thessalian Lapiths.'" Among the latter a

common episode is the death of Kaineus, whom the Centaurs

buried in the earth, show^ering rocks upon him.'' In a more

peaceful aspect appear the aged Centaurs, Pholos and Cheiron,

especially in the stories of Herakles and Achilles," both of whom

' Inghirami, I'asi Fitt. iv. 304 = " B.M. E 253, E 295.

Thiersch, Tyrrhen. Amph. p. 64. " B.M. E 573,
- B.M. E40 ; Hartwig, Mcistcrsch. '" See above, p. 102.

pi. 2, fig. 2 (Louvre G35) ; ihid. pi. 22, " See above, p. in.

2 ; Reinach, i. 166. '- Fran9ois vase ; B.M. B 176, F 162,

^ Engelmann-Anderson, Iliad^ v. 24, F277; Reinach, i. 154 (= Naples 2411),

vi. 25. 309 (Louvre E 700), 391 (Munich 805)

;

^ B ^L E 19 ; Vienna 231 —Wiener Furtvvaengler and Reichhold, pi. 15 (a

Vorl. 1890-91, I, 6. fine R.F. example).

^ B.^L B591 ; Berlin 2264 = Reinach, '^ Fran9ois vase ; B.M. Y.^'jt,; J.H.S.
i. 508, 4. xvii. pi. 6 ; Munich 846 = .Millingen-

^ Boston iVtis. Report {ox l?!<)g, "Ho. 22: Reinach, 8; Mon. Aniichi, ix. pi. 2;

see Hartwig, Meistersch. p. 119, note I. Reinach, i. 22, 474, ii. 272.
' Louvre A 256 = Jahrbuch, 1887, '• For Herakles and Pholos see p. 102,

pi. II.

VOL. II. 10
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arc brought to the latter for then" youthful education.' As the

friend of Pclcus Cheiron often assists at his capture of Thetis."

Centaurs, especially Pholos, are sometimes represented return-

ing from the chase,'' or as single decorative figures*; in one

case they fight with cocks.'" Nike in one or two instances is

drawn in her chariot by male or female Centaurs "
; and, finally,

representations of youthful Centaurs are found, though usually

they are middle-aged."

The GrOrgons appear almost exclusively in connection with

the Perseus legend,^ but are besides frequently found as decora-

tive figures, especially on B.¥. vases," in the running attitude

characteristic of archaic art, in one case between two Sphinxes.'"

Besides these, the head or mask of the Gorgon Medusa, familiar

at all periods as a decorative motive of Greek art— first with an

ugly and grotesque face, afterwards refined and beautiful— is often

found by itself on Greek vases, especially as an interior central

ornament of B.I^ kylikes.''

Harpies, conventionally associated through the medium of

the Roman poets'' with the human-headed bird-form which

really denotes the Siren, are found invariably on vases in the

form of winged women.''' They are, as has been elsewhere

noted (p. 8i), associated with the Boreades " as symbolical

of evil and good influences of winds, and probably should be

recrarded as personifications of the sonthcni breezes (the malevo-

lent influence of which is seen in the sirocco). Traditionally

they were supposed to guard the Garden of the Hesperides in

Africa, whence the hot baleful winds come. The story of

' B.M. B620 (Achilles) ; Munich 611 7-8, fig. 3 (cf. p. 88).

= Reinach, i. 419 (Herakles) ; Reinach, ' B.M. F370.

ii. 91 (Achilles); B.M. B 77 = Fig. 98 » See above, p. 112.

(parody). " Francois vase ; Athens 644 ; Reinach,

- ?,Qe Jakrbmh, 1886, pp. 202-4, Nos. i. 332, 429,

51-9, 94.
'" Reinach, i. 259.

3 Reinach, ii. 209, 2S9 ; Athens 1246 : " E.g. B.M. B427, 428, 430, 436,679,

cf. B.M. B 226. 680: cf. E 180.

* Reinach, i. 58. 452; Helbig, 237= '" Cf Virgil, Aen. iii. 216 {z'irgineae

Mils. Greo". ii. 82, 2 b ; Benndorf, Gr. u. viiUits) and 241 {pbsccnae volticrcs).

Sic. Vasenb. 8, 2.
'^ See/.If.S. xiii. p. 103 IT.

^An/i.A/izefgir,i890,p.2. "B.M. B4, B 16 (?) : see Vol. I.

'^ B.M. F550; IViener Vorl. E. pis. p- 344'
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Phineus is probably to be explained on these lines. ^ A
Harpy appears at the recovery of Zeus' golden dog from

Pandareos.-'

That the human-headed bird represents a Siren in Greek art

is amply attested by the representations of Odysseus' adventure

with the vocal enchantresses.^ Their appearance on the so-called

Harpy monument of Xanthos, however, shows them in another

aspect, that of death-deities ^— not necessarily of a violent and

rapacious character, as on a vase in Berlin,' but gentle and kindly.

So, again, a Siren is represented in connection with a tomb'';

and in a scene representing a banquet in Elysium they arc

depicted crowning the dead.' On some vases we find a Siren

playing a flute or a lyre (probably merely fanciful subjects) ^

;

or, again, two Sirens kissing each other." As mere decorative

motives their appearances are countless, and many early vases

are modelled in the form of Sirens '"
; sometimes they have

human arms"; in one case a bird's wings and a fish-tail'-';

or, again, more anomaloush', bearded masculine heads.'^ More
rarely they are seen flying.'^

The Sphinx is familiar in the first place as the monster, half

woman, half dog, which vexed the city of Thebes till slain by

Oedipus ; this story is often alluded to on vases,'' but many
groups of a man and a Sphinx have probably no special

meaning."' The Sphinx has sometimes a sepulchral reference,'"

' Seep. 115; B.M. E 302; Reinach,

i. 119, 201 ; and for two Harpies, with

name inscriljcd, in connection with this

story, Berlin 1682 = Reinach, i. 441.
- Louvre A 478.
=• B.M. E 440 ,J.H.S. xiii. pi. I ; Strena

Helbigiaiia, p. 31.

* On Sirens generally, and especially

as death-deities, see Weicker, Dcr Ser/en-

vogel (1902).

* Berlin2l57=/(z//;-(6;/(7/, 1886, p. 211 ;

on B.M. E477 a Siren of the ordinary

decorative type appears with allusion to

the death of Prokris, perhaps as indi-

cating her departing soul.

« B.M. B651.
' Louvre E667 = Bull, de Con: Hell.

1893, p. 238.

« B.M. B510: cf. Weicker, p. 48.

" Weicker, p. 120, fig. 46.

'" E.g. B.M. A 1 135 ; Cat. of Terra-

cottas, B 291, 292, 479.
" Louvre E667, 723; \'icnna 318;

Munich 1077.
'- Munich 1050.

'^ B.M. B215 ; Louvre A 441, E 858 ;

Berlin 1727 : cf. Athens 531 andWilisch,

Altkor. Thoiiiiidustrie, pi. 3, fig. 38.

" B.M. B429.
'^ See above, p. 117 ; and cf. Bihl. Nat.

278 and Athens 1480 = IVicner I'orl.

18S9, 9, 8.

•« B.M. B 125, B539, etc.

" B.M. B650; Reinach, i. 319 ,J.H.S.
xix. p. 235.
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and is grouped with other figures, such as Atlas ^ or a Seilenos ^

(the latter probably a scene from a Satyric drama). Like the

Siren, she is exceedingly common as a decorative figure,'^

especially in the friezes of animals and monsters so dear to

the early vase-painters. Her invariable form is that of a

winged lion or dog with a woman's bust.

The Gryphon, a kind of dragon composed of an eagle's head

and lion's body and legs (occasionally a bird's), is almost exclusively

decorative''; but on the later vases we find the fabulous com-

bat of the Oriental Aiimaspi with the Gryphons who guarded

the mountain of gold in the Far East (cf. Plate XLH.) ^^
; or,

again, they contend with the Amazons," with Scythians,^ or

with ordinary Greek warriors.'' In one instance an Arimasp

woman is seen shooting at a Gryphon of curious type.''

Further, they draw the chariots of deities, such as Persephone/'*

and Dionj'sos "
; and we have already seen Apollo coming on

a Gryphon from the Hyperborean regions.^^'

Pegasos, the winged steed of Bellerophon, and the monster

CJiiiiiaera which he slew, also appear as decorative figures "
;

and the former draws the chariots of Apollo and of a woman,^*

and also appears as a constellation with the moon and stars.'^

A human-headed monster attacked by a hero seems to have

been suggested by the Chimaera on a companion vase.''' The

Minotaur is generally seen in connection with Theseus, but

also appears as a single or decorative figure,'" and one vase

appears to represent the youthful monster in his mother's lap.'^

Other monsters found occasionally on vases are Skylla, who

' Reinacli, i. 471. " Bourguignon Cat. 57.

^ Naples 2846 = /v-j'/.f(7^;'./}/rCzv;ATX', '- Seep. 29 above,

p. 103. '' B.M. B45, B6s, En, E 35, Bibl.

' B.M. B 32 and Athens 592 (with Nat. 177, Benndorf, Gr. 21. Sic. Vasenb.

Hermes); Naples 3254 = Reinach, i. S, I (Pegasos); B.M. B 105, B417, and

327 = Wiener Vorl. 1889, 9, 7. Louvre A 307 (Chimaera).

" Reinach, i. 54, 258, 480, ii. 236. '^ B.M. E 170; Reinach, ii. 309.

^ B.M. E434; Reinach, i. 23, 53.
'-^ Bibl. Nat. 449 = Reinach, i. 129.

" See above, p. 144.
'" Aiucr. Joiini. of Airh. 1900, pi. 5

' Ath. Mitth. 1887, pi. II. (cf. pi. 4).

" Reinach, ii. 319.
'' Benndorf, Gr. ?/. Sic. Vasenb. 12, 2 ;

" Boston Mils. Report, 1899, p. 64, B.M. B 308 (three Minotaurs).

No. 21 (B.F.). '" Bibl. Nat. 1066 = Gaz. Arch. 1879,

'" Reinach, i. 220; and see ii. 314. pi. 3 : •ittJ.H.S. xi. p. 349.
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appears, not in connection with the story of Odysseus, but with

those of Perseus and Andromeda,^ and Phrixos and Helle,"'

or as a single figure^; and Lamia, a vampire or ogress in

the form of a hideous old woman, who is seen undergoing

torture from Satyrs,^ and in another unexplained scene."

Another type of monster, the serpent-footed giant Typhou,

has already been mentioned.*' Yet another and a unique

type is that of the Nymphs with serpent bodies which protect

vines from the attacks of goats.'

Lastly, another creation of fancy, though not strictly mytho-

logical, is the iinraXeKTpvcov or " cock-horse," a bird with horse's

head, which appears on some B.F. \-ases ridden b)' a N-outh.*^

This may also be a convenient place for mentioning the common
decorative subject of P}'gmies fighting with cranes.

'*

Historical Suhjixts

The number of vases on which undoubted historical subjects

have been discovered is very limited, though the old systems

of interpretation exerted much ingenuity in eliciting an historical

meaning from many scenes of daily life, with or without names

inscribed over the figures. In the instances given below, the

names are given in most cases, obviating all doubts. It is

worth noting that the subjects chosen are not as a rule those

that would most obviously suggest themselves. They fall into

two classes, one relating to historical excnts and persons, the

other to literary celebrities :

I. (i) The weighing of silphium by Arkcsilas, one of the

descendants of Battos, who ruled at Kyrene— pro-

bably the second of the name (i;.C. 580— 550). This

' Reinach, i. 188. '^ B.M. B433; Berlin 1770; Alliens

- //vV/. i. 498. 7i3 = IIeydemann, Gr. Vascii/>. pi. 8, 4 ;

^ B.M. F218. Louvre F 100, 104 (between Sirens) : cf.

^ Athens 961 = A/k. Milth. xvi. pi. 9 Ar. Av. 800.

(probal)ly taken from a Satyric drama). '' Francois vase ; Reinach, i. 27, 54,
'' Reinach, i. 459. 61, 470, ii. 295; B.M. B 77 ; Millin-
•^ See above, p. 12. Reinach, i. 63 ; Wiener Vorl. ii. 5, 2 ;

' Munich 46S =/.Zr.i-. xix. p. 217 = and cf. B.M. G 178 and Jahn, Arch.

Philologiis, 1898, pi. I. Beitr. pi. 12, I.
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scene occurs on a Cyrenaic cup in the Bibliotheque

at Paris {Cat. 189 : sec Vol. I., p. 342, Fig. 92), which

is probably a contemporary production.

(2) Kroisos, the king of Lydia, on the funeral pyre

(B.C. 545). See above, p. 6.

Fig. 132 == Reinach, i. 85 == Baumeister, ii. p. 796, fig. 860 (in Louvre).

)n[ in^Jg^
7 PHPPa/iilfiitoKiE]!

From Bantmistcy.

FIG. 132. KROISOS ON THE FUNERAL PYRE (VASE IN LOUVRE).

(3) Harmodios and Aristogeiton slaying the tyrant Hip-

parchos (B.C. 510).

B.F. : Anh.-epigr. Mitth. ai/s Oesterr. iii. (1879), pl- 6. R.F.
;

Reinach, i. 449; and see a late Panath. amph. in B.M.

(B 605).
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(4) Diitrephes shot to death with arrows, B.C. 479 (?). See

Paus. i. 23, 3, and Frazer's note.

Bibl. Nat. 299 =^ Jahrlnich, 1892, p. 185 (but see Rcinach, ii.

p. 255, and p. 15 under Gigantomachia).

(5) The Persian king and queen.

Helbig, p. 281 — Reinach, i. 275 (see Hartwig, Mcis/eisch. p. 525).

(6) The Persian king hunting.

Petersburg, 1790 = Reinach, i. 23 (Xenophantos): cf. Naples 2992.

(7) Dareios in council, with various deities and personi-

fications as spectators.

Naples 3253 = Reinach, i. 194 = Baunieister, i. pi. 6, fig. 449.

(8) Battle of Greeks and Persians (with spectator-

deities, etc.).

Naples 3256 = Reinach, i. 98: see also p. 179; Reinach, ii. 84;
Hartwig, Meistersch. pis. 55-56 and p. 518.

(9) Battle of Greeks and INIcssapians.

Berlin 3264 — Reinach, i. 270.

II. (i) Sappho.

(rt) As single figure.

De Witte, Coll. a rilolel Lambert, pi. 3.

ib) With Alkaios.

Fig. 133 ^ Munich 753 - Baumeister, iii. p. 1543, fig. 1607.

{c) Reading her poems.

Athens 1241 = Dumont-Potticr, pi. 6 = Reinach, i. 526.

(c/) In rivalry with Muses.

Jatta 1538 = Reinach, i. 526.

{c) With Eros (named Talas).

Abhandl. d. k. sacks. Gesellsc/i. viii. (1861), pi. i, fig. i : see p. 49.

(2) Aesop.

Helbig, 154 = Jahn, Anh. Beitr. pi. 12, fig. 2.
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(3) Anakreon.

B.M. E 18 : cf. E 266-67, 3M~i5 ; ^^'i see generally Jahn, Cf.

Dichter aiif Vasenb. in Abhandl. d. k. siichs. Gesellsch. viii.

(1861), p. 699 ff.

(4) Kydias of Hermione (a lyric poet : cf. Schol. /;/ Ar.

Nub. 967) and Nikarchos (a contemporary flute-

player) are to be seen, according to Jahn {op. cit.

From Baunieister.

FIG. 133. ALKAIOS AND SAPPHO (VASE IN MUNICH)

p. 740) on a psykter in the British Museum (E ']6']')^

on which these names are inscribed over two re-

vellers ; but the identification is exceedingly doubtful.

See also Munich 1096 = Jahn, op, cit. pi. 4, fig. i.

III. Mention should also here be made of the names of his-

torical renown which often appear on R.F. vases with the word

/ca\69 (see Vol. I. p. 403, and below, p. 267), such as Alkibiades,
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Glaukon, Hipparchos, Kleinias, Leagros, Megakles, and Mil-

tiades. The question is dealt with elsewhere, and it has been

shown that only in one or two cases — t'.^f^. Leagros, Glaukon,

and Kleinias (the father of Alkibiades)—can an identification

with the historical personages be certainly maintained ; it is,

however, of sufficient interest for reference in this chapter,

because the inscribed names may in some cases possibly refer

to the figures depicted on the vases.^

' Cf. Naples 2609 (Hipparchos); buck, ii. p. 163 (Glaukon); B.M. E 300

B.M. E46, Athens 1162, and Louvre and Oxford 309 (Kleinias); Reinach, i.

G 103 (Leagros) ; Athens 1020 = JaJir- 513, 6 (Megakles).



CHAPTER XV

SUBJECTS FROM ORDINARY LIFE

Religious subjects— Sacrifices—Funeral scenes—The Drama and burlesques

—Athletics—Sport and games—Musical scenes—Trades and occupa-

tions— Daily life of women—Wedding scenes— Military and naval

subjects—Orientals and Barbarians—Banquets and revels—Miscel-

laneous subjects—Animals.

It is hardly possible to give within brief limits all the illus-

trations that the vases afford, either directly or indirectly, of

the religious and secular life of the Greeks. It is, however,

feasible to classify these subjects under several headings, and

to give a list of the most typical and popular in each case.

Thus we have :

1. Religious ceremonies and sacrifices.

2. Funeral scenes and offerings at tombs.

3. Subjects connected with the drama.

4. Athletic contests, games and sport, and musical scenes.

5. Trades and occupations.

6. Scenes from daily life of women and children.

7. Military and naval subjects.

8. Oriental and barbarian figures.

9. Miscellaneous subjects and compositions of no particular

import.

10. Animals (mostly only decorative).

I. Religious Subjects

These mostly appear in the form of sacrifices, either before

a simple altar, or before the statue of some deity, a cult-image,

154
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or terminal figure. Thus we have representations of the offering

of a bull to Athena,^ sacrifices to a primitive image of Dionysos-

or to a terminal figure of Hermes,^ or a sacrifice or libation

to Persephone, Apollo, or other deities.^ A procession of six

maidens carrying chairs and a boy with game is probably in

honour of Artemis'"' ; and in another scene we have the Dioskuri

coming to the Theoxenia or feast prepared in their honour."

Many other examples may be found under the heading of

the various Olympian deities. In other instances we see the

preparations for a sacrifice," or a procession of figures with

victims and sacrificial implements^; the victims arc either rams,"

bulls,^^ goats,^' or pigs.^- Other scenes of sacrifice represent

the roasting of a piece of meat held on a spit over a blazing

altar ^^; or two men stand over a large krater on a stand,

accompanied by a flute-player.^^ In many cases the sacrifice

is doubtless intended to celebrate a dramatic, agonistic, or

other victory.^'

Among other religious scenes we have the dedication of

a tripod, ^"^ religious festival dances,^^ praying figures,^* men
or women burning incense over an altar or incense-burner^'^;

or scenes of libation,"" a Metragyrtes or mcndicaiit priest

' B.M. B 80 ; Berlin i686=Rayet and (sacrifice to Ilekate?); Ilartwig, Meis-

Collignon, pi. 7, and i882^Reinach, tersch. pi. 3, fig. 2.

ii. 122. '3 j5^j_ E455, 456, 494; El. Cc'r. ii.

- See p. 60. 105, 108; Millin-Reinach, i. 8 ; Micali,

^ See p. 53 ; also Reinach, i. 472 and Storia, pi. 97, fig. 2 ; Bull, dc Corr. Hell.

ii. 198, 4 (both Dionysiac). 1895, P- 'oo (Louvre).
' Oxford 292 (Persephone) ; Reinach, " B.M. B 3.

ii. 321, 4; ibid. 122, 2 ( = BerHn 2129) :
'^ B.M. E455; Athens 185S = Bau-

see Hartvvig, Meistersch. p. 48, note ; also meister, i. p. 211, fig. 165 = Reinach, i.

El. Cc'r. ii. 108, and Reinach, ii. 286. 396.
^ Aiizeiger, 1895, p. 36 (in Berlin). '" B.M. E284; Bologna 286 ; Reinach,
^ B.M. B633. i. 403 = Schreiber-Anderson, 25, 8 (re-

B. M. E 284= i'J'/i?«. .4«//(/^/, ix. pi. i. ferred to the Thargelia by Reisch, 6>.

' B.M. B80, B585, B648. Wcihgeschenke, p. 80).

° Naples 2858 ; Miis. Greg. ii. 71, i a. " BerUn 1727, 2010.

'» B.M. B 79 ; Louvre F 10 ; Reinach, '» B.M. E 1 14. E291 ; Bibl. Nat. 94 ;

i. 428; Mus. Greg. ii. 71, i a ; Munich Reinach, ii. 135.

386 = FurtwaenglerandReichhold,pl. 19;
'" B.M. E 88 ; Mus. Greg. ii. 78, 2l>;

and see under Nike, p. 87. and see Stackelberg, pi. 35.

" Bologna 275 ; B.^L B 362.
'" Reinach, ii. 286 ; IViener Vorl.

'-' Berlin 1727 = Reinach, i. 429; Athens 1S90-91, pi. 7, 2 = A'^w. il/////;. v. (1890),

i428 = Heydemann, Gr, Vasenb. pi. 11, 3 p. 324; Mus, Greg. 71, \b.
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praying before devotees/ and a priest examining the entrails

of a ram.^ An ephebos is initiated and purified by the zJto?

Kuihiov ^
; oaths are taken over a tomb/ or omens from

birds on a tumulus '
; and here perhaps may be mentioned

a man making a gesture against the evil eye.^ There is also a

scene illustrative of the IltOoiyca, an Athenian feast ^
; and

a possible representation of the feast of Adonis, and the

"gardens" or pots of flowers exhibited on that occasion.**

Lastly, there are scenes relating to votive offerings, such as

a figure of a child on a column offered to Athena,^ a youth

carrying a votive tablet,^*^ and others in which similar votive

tablets occur/^ The number of scenes which can be shown

to relate to Athenian festivals, or bear on Greek religious belief

and ritual, might be greatly expanded and multiplied, but at

present little has been done in this direction/-

2. Funeral Scenes

Closely connected with these religious subjects are those

which played so large a part in the life of the Greeks, and found

such a strong reflection in their decorative art—namely, those

which relate to the burial and cult of the dead. The relation

of Greek vases to the tomb has been discussed elsewhere

(Vol. I. p. 141 fif.), and it is sufficient here to repeat that there

are only three or four classes of vases which yield undoubted

' Naples 3358 = Reinach, i. 313= A't?//. 1895, p. 103 ; Berlin 2213; Naples

Sclireiber-Anderson, 20, 3 : see Miss 1760 ( = Millingen-Reinach, 52), and

Harrison s FroA-^rt^/ziena to Gk. Religion, S.A. 647 {= El. Ch-. iv. 19); Gerhard,

p. 157. Akad. Abhandl. pi. 63, figs. I, 4, 5 ;

- De Witte, Coll. a fHoul Laiitkrt, El. Cdr. iii. pis. 79, 80. They appear

pi. 29. to be especially associated with terminal

^ De Witte, op. cit. pi. 22. figures.

* J.H.S. xix. p. 228 (in Naples). '- Miss Harrison's comprehensive Fro-

^ Naples 2i,^^=J.H.S. xix. p. 227: legoiiiena to Greek Religion (Cambridge

cf. B.M. B641. Press, 1903) appeared too recently for

" Athens 695. the writer to be able to make detailed

^ /.ff.S. \\.
Y>.

loi. use of it in this section. It must, of

" Karlsruhe 278 = Reinach, i. 271. course, be borne in raind that many
^ Benndoif, Gr. It. Sie.Vase/i/>.Y)l. ;ii, I. of the interpretations in that work are

'" Fig. 17, Vol. I. p. i40= Munich 51. only conjectural.

" B.M.. E494, E585; Bnll. d: Corr
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evidence that they were expressly made for funeral purposes,

each belonging to a different period of the art.

In the earliest period we have the great Dipylon vases

(Vol. I. p. 285), many of which represent funeral processions

and rows of mourning women ^
; these were made for standing

outside the tomb. In the B.F. period there are the prothesis-

amphorae, made likewise for placing first round the bier and

then on the tomb, as plainly shown in one instance-; and in

the R.F. period the Athenian white lekythi are decorated almost

exclusively with sepulchral scenes. Among the vases of the

decadence a whole scries of Lucanian and Campanian h3-driae

and Apulian kratcrs and amphorae, as well as some late Athenian

vases, the Apulian examples being usually of enormous size,

equally betray the special purpose for which they were made.

On the B.F. vases the commonest subject is the protJicsis or

coiiclainatio, where the body is exposed on the bier and the

mourners stand round in attitudes of grief,'^ a subject also

occasionally found on the lekythi.' Elsewhere we have the

carrying of the bier to the tomb,"* accompanied by warriors,

and the depositio or placing of the body therein.^ On the

vases of this period the tomb invariably assumes the form of

a mound (%w/i« or tumulus),' as it appears in some mythical

scenes already described.^ On the lekythi, on the other hand,

the tomb is in the form of a tall plain stele, on a stepped base,

crowned with an ornament of acanthus-leaves or a palmctte,

and wreathed with coloured sashes, while vases and baskets of

flowers are sometimes placed on the steps.^ On the vases of

' Athens 199, 200 = Ja/iriuuh, 1899, pl>-. 5-6 (in Louvre),

p. 201 ; U>id. 214 = Reinach, i. 190 = * Jiibl. Nat. 353 ; Micali, Ston'a,

Baumeister, iii. p. 1943, fig. 2071. pi. 96, figs. 1-2.

2 Athens 688 = Reinach, i. 165. *= Athens 688 = Baumeister, i. p. 306,
M5.M. B63 = PlateLVIir. ; /'wwrt;/ fig. 321 = Reinach, i. 164; Aiizci;rer,

Sale Cal. 279 (now in B.M.) ; Bau- 1893, ]'• 86 (Berhn). Cf. Fig. 123,

meister, i. p. 238, llg. 217 = Benndorf, p. 71.

Gr. It. Sic. ]'ase>il>.\-<\. I; Athens 688 = ' Jahrbuch, 1891, pi. 4; J.H.S. xix

Reinach, i. 164. p. 228 ; Athens 688.
' B.M. D 62 = Plate LV. fig. i ; Athens » B.M. B 543, D5 = Plate XL.

l65i=Dumont-Pottier, i. pi. 32; Benn- " B.M. D 65 ff. and Athens 1672-1836
dorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vasenb. pi. H- A fine passim : cf. B.M. F93. Plate LV. fig. 2

R.F. example in Monuments Piot, i. =B.M. D70.
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Southern Italy it is developed either into a tall column with

altar-like base/ or into a large shrine or Jicroon, with columns

in front and gabled roof, within which stands the figure of the

deceased," or sometimes an acanthus-plant ^ or several vases.^

The subjects on the white lekythi and later vases almost

invariably take the form of mourners,^ or men and women
making offerings to the dead, or placing sashes, wreaths, and

vases on the tomb/' Or, again, we may note interesting parallels

with the Athenian sepulchral reliefs of the fourth century, which

are mostly contemporaneous with the vases.^ Thus we have
" farewell scenes " between a man and woman,^ or between two

women ^; or the equestrian figure of a warrior, as on the famous

steU of Dexileos,^'' or a warrior charging with his spear ^^
; or,

again, a hare-hunt at a tomb, perhaps with reference to the

occupations of the deceased. ^^ Sometimes the tomb of a warrior

is indicated by his armour.^-^ The interior of a tomb is occa-

sionally shown, with a dead boy in it,^' or a series of vases,^^

or as in the story of Polyeidos.^'' In one instance a group

of figures is placed on the top of the tomb.^' Mythological

figures are sometimes introduced, as Charon ferrying the dead

in his bark,^^ or Hermes Psychopompos ^^
; or the type of

Thanatos and Hypnos (or that of Boreas and Zephyros) with

Memnon is borrowed for that of a warrior, a youth, or a

woman whom they place in the tomb.-'^ Occasionally we see the

' B.M. Fgs (Fig. 20, Vol. I. p. 144),

212.

- B.M. F276, 279-85, 352 (Fig. 106,

Vol. I. p. 477)-
=> B.M. F 353.
* Millin-Reinach, ii. 29.

* B.M.D39,4i,43-45. 56, 70. F93-96;

Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vasenb. pi. 34. See

Plate LV. fig. 2 and Fig. 19, Vol. I.

P- 143-

« B.M. D54, 65, 67-86; F 212-13,

336 ; Athens i6()2=J. H.S. xix. pi. 2, and

1694 = Benndorf, op. cit. pi. 18, i ; ibid.

pi. 19, 2.

' A unique instance of a sculptured

stele copied on a white lekythos is

Burlington F.A.C. Cat. (1903), p. 104,

No. 25.

« B.M. D51.
" B.M. F352 = Fig. 106.

'" B.M. (uncatalogued).

" B.M. D21.
'- B.M. D60.
'' B.M. D 58.

'^ B.M. D 35 ; Engelmann-Anderson,

Odyssey, iii. lo.

'5 B.M. D 56 = Fig. 19.

'" B.M. D 5 = Plate XL.
" Athens 1689 = Reinach, i. 512.

'* See above, p. 69.

'" See p. 52 ; also B.M. (uncatalogued).

"" B.M. D58-9; Athens 1093 (=Ro-
scher, ii. 2678), 1653-54 (= Dumont-

Pottier, i. pis. 27-9) ;
[ahrbiich, 1895,

pi. 2. Cf. Fig. 123, p. 71.
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Scenes from Fuxkka[, Lekvthi (British Museum).

I, 1'KOTiiKh.is
; 2, Cult of Tomb.
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soul of the deceased as a small flitting winged figure.^ On the

Italian vases the figure of the deceased usually appears inside

the hcroon, painted white, as if to indicate a sculptured marble

figure : a warrior with armour,"- or a youth with his horse or

dog,^ or pouring a libation from a kantharos.^ These heroa

are always surrounded by figures of women bearing baskets

of offerings, ungucnt-vases, and wreaths, and by youths as

mourners.''

Apart from the under-world scenes already described,*' the

future life is not illustrated by the vases, except in a curious

scene on a B.F. Cyrenaic cup, representing a banquet of the

blessed, attended by Sirens.' There is also one single repre-

sentation of the subject so common on later Greek reliefs— the

sepulchral banquet.^

3. The Drama

The relation of vase-paintings to the drama has already been

discussed in Chapter XI., in which it has been shown how the

tragedies of Euripides and the farces of Rhinthon influenced

the artists of Southern Italy. It ma}', however, be worth while

to recapitulate here the actual representations of actors or of

scenes taking place on a stage, together with some account

of the numerous burlesques of mythical subjects.

On one curious B.F. vase (probably late and imitative) we
see a rude representation of a tragic and a comic chorus,"

and occasionally on vases of this period we find figures of

actors dressed up as birds, or otherwise in comic fashion. ^*^

More important in this connection are the fifth-century vases

found on the site of the Cabeiric temple at Thebes, several of

which have parodies of well-known subjects, such as Odysseus

' B.M. D54; Bennclorf Gr. it. Sir. V. ' Louvre £667=/?////. dc Corr. Ilcll.

pis. 14 and 33. See above, p. 72. 1893, P- 238.

- B.M. F279, 280, 282. " Anzciger, 1890, p. S9 (Berlin) ; but

^ B.M. F276. 284; Millin-Reinach, see p. 76, under Asklepios.

ii- 32-33- •' B.M. B 80 : .see for other parodies of

* B.M. F2S1. processions or sacrifices Athens 1132,
" B.M. F276, 279-84, 352 (Fig. 106) ;

1 136, 1 138.

Millin-Reinach, ii. 38. '" B.M. B 509 ; Berlin 1830=/.//.^. ii.

" See p. 68. pi. 14, and 1697 (as horses).
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and Kirkc, or Peleus bringing the young Achilles to Cheiron.^

It seems probable that these scenes are actual reproductions

of burlesque performances connected with the worship of the

Kabeiri.

We look in vain for representations of scenes from Aristophanes

and the Old Comedy, though there are one or two vases which

recall (if nothing more) episodes in the Ac/iann'ans^ and Frogs?

But for the rest, these comic scenes are almost confined to the

vases of Southern Italy, especially those made at Paestum, with

their presentations of the <^XvaKe<; or fourth-century farces. A
fairly exhaustive list of these was made some years ago by

Heydemann,^ and probably requires little emendation as yet
;

we repeat below a number of the more interesting subjects, and

others may be collected from the foregoing pages in which

myths are burlesqued (the Judgment of Paris, the apotheosis

of Herakles, Oedipus and the Sphinx, etc.).^

(r) Zeus visiting Alkmena : Schreiber-Anderson, 5, 8 = Heydemann,

loc. cit. p. 276 : cf. B.M. F 150.

(2) Apollo healing the Centaur Cheiron : B.M. F 151.

(3) Herakles at Delphi ; Apollo takes refuge on the roof of the

temple: Reinach, i. 153, 2 = Rayet and Collignon, p. 318.

(4) Combat of Hephaistos (Daidalos) and Ares (Enyalios) : B.M.

F 269.

(5) Herakles with the Kerkopes: Schreiber-Anderson, 5, 2 = Heyde-

mann, p. 281.

(6) Herakles seizing Auge : Fig. 105, Vol. I. p. 474 = Reinach, i.

123 = Heydemann, p. 279.

(7) Burlesque of the story of Antigone : Reinach, i. 273.

(8) Rape of the Palladion : B.M. F366.

(9) Death of Priam : Berlin 3045 = Reinach, i. 370, 8.

(10) Odysseus and Kirke : Jatta 901 = Heydemann, p. 271.

(11) Odysseus in Phaeacia : Reinach, i. 153, i.

Other scenes represent single figures, such as Herakles,''' or

Taras on the dolphin^ ; or subjects from farces of daily life, such

' J.H.S. xiii. pi. 4, and p. 81; B.M. ii. p. 821, fig. 904 (seeyrt/^;-/w(7;, i. p. 283).

B 77 = Fig. 98: see generally yii^.i". xiii. * Jahrlnich, i. (1886), p. 260 fif.

p. 77 ff. and Vol. I. p. 391.
''• See for instance pp. 107, 118, 123.

- Vienna 321 (cf. Ar. Ach. 729 ff.),
'^ B.M. F233: cf. Reinach, i. 114.

Hermes with dog got up as a pig. ' Schreiber-Anderson, 5, 10 = Heyde-

^ B.M. F 99; Berlin 3046= Baumeister, mann, p. 307 = Reinach, ii. 332, 5-
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as an actor with a table of cakes ^ or the drunken return from a

revel.- Many scenes, again, have some reference to the Satyric

drama, as on the fine vase in Naples, where Dionysos and other

figures attend the preparations for a performance of that kind ^
;

or such scenes as that of Hera and Iris attacked by Seileni,^

FIG. 134. SCENK FROM A FAKCK (BRITISH MUSEUM, F 189).

or those relating to adventures of Herakles and Perseus with

Satyrs.'' Other subjects have no particular significance, such as

an actor attired as a Seilcnos playing on the flute, or dancing,

' B.M. F;543.

- B.M. F189 = Fit,^ 134.

^ Naples 3240 = Reinacli, i. 114 =

VOL. II.

Baumeister, i. pi. 5, fig. 422
' B.M. E65.
^ .See riiilologiis, 1868, pis. I -4, p. iff.

II
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or with a Sphinx,^ groups of actors- (in one case dressing "*),

a comic actor among Satyrs and Maenads/ and single figures/^

Some, which are apparently mythological, defy explanation/'

The influence of Tragedy on vase-paintings is an indirect one,

and entirely confined to the vases of Southern Italy on the one

hand, and to the plays of Euripides on the other. The subject

has been discussed at length elsewhere in this work,^ and it is

unnecessary here to give a list of the subjects on South Italian

vases which can be traced to the influence of Euripides. It has

also been pointed out that this influence made itself felt, not

only in the actual choice of subjects, but generally in their

treatment and arrangement, in the quasi-architectural setting

of many scenes, and in the elaborate costumes of the figures.

4. Athletics and Sport

From the theatre we naturally turn to the palaestra and

gymnasium, which played so important a part in the public

and private life of the Greeks, and, like the former, may be

said to be vested with a religious significance, as exemplified

in the Olympic and other great games. Hardly any class of

subject is found so frequently and consistently on the vases.

The series of Panathenaic amphorae alone supply instances of

every form of athletic exercise in which the Greeks indulged.**

Many vases, especially the R.F. kylikes, represent groups of

athletes in the palaestra engaged in various exercises, such as

boxing, wrestling, running, and leaping'^; in other cases we have

' Jatta i^2?,=Ja/u-/)ttc/i, 1886, p. 273;

B.M. E790; Naples 2846 = /"^j-Z^r/iA//»
Overbeck, p. 103.

- B.M. E467 (Satyric chorus); Rei-

nach, ii. 324, 5 ; ii. 28S.

^ Boston Mits. Report, 1898, No. 50.

^ Jatta 1402 = Reinad), i. 413.

^ B.M. F233, F289.
« Wiener Vorl. B. 3, 5 c ; Milliu-

Keinach, i. 20.

\'ol. I. p. 472 : see also B.M. Cat, of

Vases, iv. p. 10 ; Vogcl, Scenen Enrip.

Tragodien (where an exhaustive list is

given), and Huddilston, Gk. Tragedy in

the Light of Vase-paintings, where the

subject is also treated in detail.

** See Vol. I. p. 389, and Plates

XXXIII.-IV. ; for a complete series of

illustrations, Mon. deli' Inst. x. pis. 47-8

= Reinach, i. 210- 15.

' B.F. : B.M. B48, B64; Berlin

1655, 1805; Bibl. Nat. 252, 354; Reinach,

ii. 129. R.F. : Reinach, i. 223 (= Wiener

Vorl. D. 5), 424 (Berlin 2180), 454, ii.

134 (Berlin 2262), 137 (men with dogs)
;

Ilartvvig, Mcisterseh. pis. 1 5-6 = Bibl.

Nat. 523.
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single groups of boxers ^ or wrestlers,- or of the irayKpuTLov, a

somewhat brutal combination of the two.^ A boxer is sometimes

seen putting on his caestus.^ The irevraOXov, which played so

important a part in the national games, is not infrequently found,

though often only three or four out of the five contests appear.'^

FIG. 135. ATHLETES ENGAGED IN THE I'ENTATHLON (HKITISII MUSEUM, B I34).

Here, again, we also find single figures of diskos-throwers*^ or

javelin -throwers,' representations of the long-jump,'* and men
marking the ground with a pick-axe or poles." An athlete is

' B.M. B 271, B 295, B 607 ; E 39, 63

(parade of boxers Ijefore judges) ; Athens

1 169 = Benndorf, Gr. it. Sic. }'asenl>. 31,

2 a ; Reinach, ii. 292.

- B.M. B 191, B 295, B 603 ; E 94, 95 ;

Bibl. Nat. 522 = Hartwig, Meistersch.

pi. 15, 2 ; Mas. Greg. ii. 16, 2 a ; Vienna

332 = Wiener Vorl. 1890-91, i, 4.

^ B.M. E 78 (very realistic), B604,

B 610 ; Louvre F 276, 278, 314 ; Hartwig,

Meistersch. pi. 64.

Arch.-epigr.Mitlh.aiisOcsUrr. iSSi,

pi. 4.

= B.M. B48, B134 (= Fig. 135),

B 326 ; Munich 795 = Reinach, i. 422 =
Baumeister, i. p. 613, fig. 672 ; Reinach,

'• 433> I = Baumeister, i. p. 573, lig. 61 1 ;

Reinach, i. 272, ii. 128. See on the

subject generally y.Zr..S', xxiii. p. 54 ff.

« B.M. B136, E164; Louvre F 126
;

Athens ii88 = Reinach, i. 511 ; Hartwig,

Meistersch. pi. 21 (Duris, in Boston) ;

De Witte, Coii. a P Hotel Lambert, pi. 23 ;

Mils. Greg. ii. 43, 2 b.

'' B.M. B380; Louvre F 126, G 37 ;

A/iis. Greg. ii. 69, 4 c, 70, 2 a ; De Witte,

o/>. cit. pi. 24.

* B.M. B48; Reinach, ii. 145, 175,

330 ; Mus. Greg. ii. 70, 1 a, 2 b
; 73, i b.

Athlete exercising with halteres : Louvre

G 15 ; Forman Sale Cat. 332.
' B.M. B 361. See/.J/.S. xxiv. p. 70.
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seen binding round his javelin the cord or ayKvXr) by which it

was thrown/ and the pick-axe afore-mentioned also appears in

such a way as to indicate its general use by athletes—viz. for

digging up the ground over which jumps were made, by way of

exercising the limbs.- A variation of the javelin contest was

one in which the competitors were mounted, and aiined at a

shield set up as a target as they rode past."* Other important

contests are the foot-race ^ ; the horse-race, generally taken

part in by boys (/ce^T/re?) ^
; the chariot-race*^; the torch-

race {\a/ji7ra8r]8po/jiia)'' ; and the race of arm.ed warriors

{oirXiToSpo/jiia).'^ In the latter contest various types may be

distinguished: the arming for the race^ ; the start ^'^; the race

itself, with runners turning at the end of the stadion^^; the

finish^-; and a variation in which the runner carried his armour.^^

On the earlier vases this race is run in full armour ; on the

later, only with helmets and shields. Frequently the victorious

athlete, horseman, or hoplite is. seen proclaimed as winner,^' and

receiving his prize ^•''

; also receiving a crown from Nike.^*'

' B.M. E 164.

- B.M. E63, 113, 164; Fornian Sale

Cat. 358 ; and see Bull, dc Con: Hell.

xxiii. p. 164.

3 Athens 1478 ; Millin-Reinach, i. 45 ;

Panathenaic amphora in B.M.
^ B.M. B137, B609; Munich 498 =

Reinach, i- 215 ; Miis. Greg. ii. 42, 2h
;

43, \a. Starter in foot-race : B.M. E6,

E loi ; Reinach, i. 433, 2 ; Hartwig,

Meistersch. p. 45, fig. 6 ;
Jahrhucli, 1895,

pp. 185-8S ; J.H.S. xxiii. p. 26S tT.

^ B.M. B 133, B 144; Berlin 1655,

1722, 22S2 ; Munich 805 ; Athens 1546 ;

Reinach, i. 12, loo, 199, ii. 61, 253 ; and

see Ilartwig, Meistersch. p. 491, note 2.

^ B.M. B 130-32, B 677 ; BerHn 1655 ;

Louvre F 216, F283; Reinach, ii. 68,

70, 125, 133 ; Fran9ois vase.

" B.M. E389, F 59; Tyszkiewicz Coll.

pi. 35 ; Reinach, ii. 298, 320 ; Bau-

meister, i. p. 522.
s B.M. B143; E6, E22; B60S

Benndorf, Gr. 11. Su. Vasenb. 43, 4 b

Reinach, ii. 128, 129 (= Berlin 2307)

Munich 476 = ibid. ii. 127, and 803 =

Jahrhitch, 1S95, p. 196 ; Ilartwig, op.eit.

pi. 62, I. Runner with trainer : Bour-

gitigiion Sale Cat. 31. See on the sub-

ject generally y-Zf-i". xxiii. p. 268 ff., and

fahrbitih, 1895, p. l82ff.

" Hartwig, op. cit. pi. i and pi. 16

(=Bibl. Nat. 523); B.M. E 22 ; Bur-

lington Fine Arts Club Cat. (1903),

p. 100, No. 17.

'" Berlin 2307 (one fig.) ; Reinach, i.

494 (Louvre)
;
_/(?//;/'//(7/, 1S87, p. 99:

cf. B.M. B628.
" Bourguignon Sale Cat. 49 ; Berlin

2307 = Reinach, ii. 129 ; Hartwig, op.

cit. pi. 16 (Bibl. Nat. 523) ;
Jahrhuch,

1S95, p. 190; J.H.S. xxiii. p. 278.
'' Seey.H.S. xxiii. p. 285 (runners with

helmet in hand).

'^ Mus.Greg. ii. 71,4^ ,Jahrbuch,\%()^,

p. 191 ; Munich 803 and 1240 ; Hartwig,

op. cit. \\. 12. SeeJ.//.S. loc. cit.

'^ B.M. B 144 ; Reinach, ii. 262, 291,

298, 320 (horsemen) : cf. B.M. B 628.

"* Reinach, i. 346 = Bourguignon Cat.

17 ; Louvre G 17, G 36.

"^ See under Nike, p. 88, note 9.
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Among more miscellaneous scenes may be mentioned athletes

anointing themselves^ and using the strigil-; the KcopvKo/j,axia

or quintain' ; an athlete expiring' ; a girl-runner wounded in

the foot'; men rolling discs'"' ; acrobats' and female tumblers

performing contortions over swords, or lifting objects with their

feet.'^ To the list of palaestra scenes may be added those where

Nike or another deity appears as patron of the palaestra watch-

ing the athletes,'' and scenes of ephebi washing or bathing in

preparation for or after their contests.^" The athletes are often

accompanied by trainers, who use a forked stick to direct their

movements." On the later R.F. and the Italian vases it is a

regular thing to find on the reverse a roughly painted group of

two or three athletes or ephebi, usually wrapped in himatia and

conversing together'-; in such cases the palaestra is indicated

by a pair of jumping-weights or a ball suspended.

Subjects coming under the heading of what we call Sport arc

not so common, and are [)racticall}' limited to hunting scenes.

They include hare-hunts,'-' stag-hunts," wolf-hunts and fox-hunts,'"'

' Berlin 2i£o = Reinach, i. 424, and

2314 ; Karlsruhe 242 (Psiax and Hilinos).

- Berlin 2
1 78 ; Louvre G 38 = I lartwit;,

Aleistcrsch. p. 25 ; Anh.-cpigr. Miltli.

1 881, pi. 4 ; Reinach, i. 324.
^ Petersburg 161 1 = Baunieister, i. p.

247. fig. 226.

^ Munich S95 = Reinach, ii. 106.

* Millin-Reinach, i. 47 : of. the athlete

extracting a thorn on Berlin 21S0 =
Reinach, i. 424.

•^ Bibl. Nat. 283 (unexplained subject).

' Salzmann, Nccropolc de Cai/iiros, pi.

57) 2 = Schreiber-Anderson, 24, 2.

* B.M. F 232 ; Naples 2854 ; Reinach,

i. 473 ; Baumeister, i. p. 585.
'•' Oxford 288; B.M. B607; Louvre

F 109 (with judges) : and see p. 88.
'» B.M. E83; Louvre G36; Athens

1156 = Reinach, i. 514 ; il>/d. ii. 292 =
Baumeister, i. p. 242, fig. 219 (basin

inscribed AHMOIIA) ; Schreiber-

Anderson, 21, 9 = Reinach, ii. 275 ;

Hartwig, Meistersch. pi. 67, I, p. 206
(using sponge) ; Reinach, ii. 134, 275.

Youth with bath utensils : Berlin 2314.

" B.^L B 271 ; E 78, 94, 164 ; Hartwig,

op. cif. pp. 416-17 ; Wiener Vcrl. vi.

9 ; B.C.H. xxiii. p. 158 (trainer marking

goal).

'- Sec B.M. Cat. of Vases, w. passim.
''' Three types:— (i) Hare seized by

birds: Lt)uvre K 701 = Reinach, i. 153 ;

Naples 2458; Athens 618. (2) Hare
pursued by dogs: B.M. B119; Berlin

340,1753, 1799; Karlsruhe 170; Peters-

burg 310, 386 ; Reinach, i. 34 ; Btill. de

Con: Hell. 1893. p. 227. (3) Dogs

accompanied by hunters : B.]\L B 678,

D 60 ; Berlin 306, and 1727 = Reinach,

i. 431 ; Oxford 189 (Oikopheles) ; Bibl.

Nat. 187; Naples S.A. 200; B.M. A
1050 = Plate XIX. fig. 3 ; Reinach, ii.

333 ; Ant. Denkvi. ii. 44-5.

" B.M. B 147 (cover); Helbig, 7;
Munich 41 1 (Amasis) ; Reinach, ii. 275 ;

Millingen, Ane. Uncd. Man. i. 23 ; An-
zei}:;er, 1 895, p. 40.

'* B.M. B7; Schreiber-Anderson, pi.

80,3.
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lion-hunts/ and boar-hunts" ; in the latter on early B.F. vases

the figures often have fancy names, with a reference in some

cases to the hunt of the Calydonian boar, which created the

type. Some, especially B.F. vases, depict the departure of a

hunter for the chase,^ or his return loaded with game^ ; or we
see a party of hunters resting (all with fancy names).'' A group

of youths capturing and taming a bull may also be mentioned

here,*' and horse-taming is similarly depicted.' We sec horses

being unharnessed, groomed, and watered,^ or exercised,*^ and a

man with a backing horse^" ; and we may also perhaps include

among these subjects scenes representing riding-lessons, a school

for ephebi,^^ or a boy learning to mount a horse.'^ A favourite

subject for the interiors of R.F. cups is that of a young Athenian

on horseback,^'' often in Oriental or Thracian costume (see p. 179).^^

On the B.F. vases a horseman or a chariot is sometimes depicted

in front view, a notable exception to the preference of the time,^'^

and sometimes a three-horse chariot takes the place of the

quadriga.^*^ Among miscellaneous chariot-scenes may be men-

tioned a goddess (?) and a hero mounting chariots,^^ a girl in a

chariot drawn by hinds ^^
; and people travelling in a country

cart.^"

Among the various Games popular with Greek youths the

' AnL Doikin. ii. 44-5. Nat. 277 = Reinacli, i. 290.

- B.M. B37 (= Plate XXI.), F154
;

'- B.M. E 485 ; Berlin 2357 = Reinach,

I^mvre !<; 696 = Reinach, i. 162; Vienna i. 423; ibid. ii. 179.

217 = Reinach, i. 170 ; Munich 211 = '^ B.M. E3 (Hischylos), E60 ; Munich

Fig. 90, Vol. I. p. 316: cf. Burlington m; Forman Sale Cat. 336; Reinach,

Fine Arts Club Cat. 1903, p. 1 15, No. 62, i. 454, 4 (Pamphaios) : see p. 177.

for B.F. jug with man hiding in tree and '^ Munich 337 = Reinach, i. 238 =
attacked by boar and lion. Furtwaengler and Reichhold, pi. 22

^ Reinach, ii. 144, 223. (Euphronios) ; Hartwig, Meistersch. pis.

* B.M. B52 = AVz'. ^;y//. xviii. (1S91), ^y^; Jahrbuch, 1888, pi. 4 (Onesimos);

p. 367 ; Louvre F 26 = ibid. p. 369; Mon. Grccs. 14-16 (1885-88), pi. 5, and

Millin-Reinach, i. 18. see p. i ff. ; JMoiinnients Plot, i. pis. 5-6

'" Millin-Reinach, ii. 11. (in Louvre). Cf. also Louvre G 26.

^ Berlin 1900 ; Reinach, ii. 293. '^ See under Warriors, p. 176.

' Louvre F 223. "' B.M. F 70, F 306 ; Berlin 2154:
* Munich e,?,T,=Jahrbuck, 1S90, p. 146 cf. Benn<lorf, (/;•. //. Sic Vase/ib. pL 32, 5.

(see p. 129) ; Forman Sale Cat. 285. " B.M. B 127 ; Reinach, ii. 125.

" Mt'langes Perrot, p. 252 (in B.^L). '^ Benndorf, Gr. u. Sic. Vasenb. pi. 32,

'" Boston Mtis. Report, 1899, No. 22
;

fig. 5.

Mon. Grecs, 14-16 (1885-88), p. 10. '' B.M. B 17 ; Munich 903 : see /.H.S.

" Hartwig, Meisterscli. pi. 53; Bibl. xxiii. pp. 139, I42,
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favourite is, perhaps, that of ball, which was often played by

men mounted on each other's shoulders in two parties, this beint^

known as €(f)eSpi(T/j.6^ ^
; a rougher variant, in which the ball was

omitted and victory was probably gained by overthrowing the

opponent pair, was known as iyKOTvXrj.^ Women and children

also play at ball, as does Eros."^ Equally popular was cock-

fighting ' ; and we also see a group of boys shooting with

bow and arrows at a popinjay or figure of a bird.^ Of indoor

amusements the favourite is the Korra^oq, a popular relaxation

after a banquet, often seen on kylikes and other R.F. vases."

Other games, more suitable to younger bo}-s, are top-spinning'

and bowling a hoop^; others, again, in which boys and girls join,

or even occasionally Eros and Satyrs, are the games of viorra

{inicarc digitis^ or " How many fingers do I hold up?" ')f and its

variant, the W;U.tXA.a, played with knucklebones^"; swinging^^ and

see-sawing^-; and flying a kite.'^ A game of similar character

to the viorra is played by a winged girl, who places her hands

over the eyes of a boy in a chair.'' The so-called magic wheel,

which was twirled on a string, is almost exclusively used by

Eros on the vases of .Southern Italy.''' Children with their toys,

such as go-carts, vases of various shapes, etc., arc often depicted

on the smaller R.F. vases of the fine style, some of which were

' B.M. B182; Berlin 2417 = Rcinach,

i. 425 = Baumeister, ii. p. 781, fig. 836 :

Reinach, ii. 191 ; Oxfonl 250.
-' Reinacli, i. Si.

^ B.M. E467 (Satyrs) ; E 339, F 197,

F245; Berlin 2710 = Reinach. i. 425
(Eros) ; Naples 2872 = Millingen, Aiu\

Uned. Mon. pi. 12 = Reinach, ii. 169

(Eros) ; Louvre G36 (ephebos).

' Louvre F 90 and Y -i,(i'i = Kev. Arch.

xxi. (1893), pi. 5; Ilelbig, p. 327 =
Baumeister, i. p. 622, fig. 695 ; Reinach,

i. 310, 423 (Berlin 2030).
•'' Naples 922 = Schreiber - Anderson,

80, 7.

" B.M. E70, 453-54. 495. F 37, 273,

275 ; Berlin 2416 and Jatta 1291 =
Reinach, i. 337, 178; Baumeister, ii.

P- 793. fig- 857 ; Archaeologia^ Ii. pi. 14 ;

Louvre G 30. See also belov*', p. 181.

' Branlcghaii Sale Cat. 167 (here a

woman) ; Hartwig, Meislcrsch. pis. 27,

72, 2.

" Louvre G81 ; Reinach, i. 420 ;

Hartwig, op. cit. \)\. 27, 2.

'* Berlin 2177 ; J.H.S. xviii. p. 130.

'" B.M. E205(?).
" B.M. F 123 ; Louvre F 60 ; Berlin

2589 (= Harrison, Mythol. and Momiin.

of Athens, p. xliv) and 2394; Millingen,

Auc. Uned. Mon. pi. 30 ; Boston Miis.

Report, 1898, No. 27.

'- B.M. E387 (Seileni) ; Baumeister,

iii- P- 1573. fig- 1633 (Eros); Gerliard,

Ant. Bihhv. pi. 53.
'•' Naples 3151 = Reinach, i. 400.

" Anzeiger, 1890, p. 89 (in Berlin).

'^ See B.M. Cat. of Vases, iv. p. no
(F223, etc.), and Jahn in Ber. d. sdehs.

Gescllsch. 1854, p. 256.
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perhaps actually made for playthings ^
; and we often see them

accompanied by pet dogs, tortoises, and other animals.- Similarly

there are representations of birds and beasts kept in cages,'^

and of grown-up people playing with pets : a youth and girl

with a mouse or jerboa,' or a man with a Maltese dog.''

Equal in importance in the eyes of the Greeks was the other

great division of their education, /jlovo-ik)] ; the wider sense in

which they used the word, the culture of the mind as opposed

to that of the body (yv/xvaariKV]), admits of including under

this heading school scenes as well as musical performances.

Among the former is the well-known kylix of Duris in Berlin

(Plate XXXIX.)," where a teacher is seen unrolling a manuscript

on which appears an epic hexameter (see Chapter XVII.)
;

a pupil is about to write on tablets ; and others undergo

instruction on the flute and lyre. Elsewhere we sec a youth

writing on a tablet,' or on his way to school ^ ; a man reading

from a roll
^

; and a vivid representation of a schoolmaster

giving a writing lesson.^**

Lessons in music," singing,^- and dancing^'' are by no means

hifrequently represented, especially on R.F. vases ; we have

already seen the young Herakles and Iphikles receiving instruc-

tion of this kind,^^ and on the vases both boys and girls take part

in the lessons. Dancing scenes include dances of maidens (very

common on early B.F. vases), or single figures of dancers
^''

;

' B.M. E527, 534-37, 548-53 (see

Plate XLII.) ; Baunieister, ii. p. 779 ;

£/. Cc'r. ii. 89 ; Gaz. Arch, 1878, pi. 7 ;

Stackelberg, pi. 17; Reinach, i. 425:

see generally Jahn in Ber. d. sdr/is.

Geseilsch. 1854, p. 243 ff., pi. 12.

- B.M. Fioi=Fig. 15, Vol. I. p. 137;

Reinach, i. 294.

' Bibl. Nat. 36i=Reinach, ii. 262;

Bonrgit!\i^i!on Cat. 52 (in B.M.) ; Reinach,

i. 207 (hare).

' Inghirami, Vasi Fitt. \x. 387.

* Reinach, i. 294: cf. ii. 137 = Bau-

nieister, i. p. 705, fig. 765, and for

women with pets see below, p. 173.

" Berlin 2285 = Reinach, i. 196: cf.

B.M. E 525 and Brit. School Annual,

1898-99, p. 65 (Fig. 177).

' Naples 2004 = Reinach, i. 323.
** Ibid. ii. ly^.
" Berlin 2322 = Micali, Storia, 103, i.

'" Hartwig, Meistersch. pi. 46.

" B.M. E 171-72 ; Oxford 266
;

Baunieister, i. p. 554, fig. 591 (flute) : cf.

ildd. iii. p. 1993, fig. 2138 (Iphikles

taught the lyre by Linos) and the Duris

kylix (Plate XXXIX.).
'- Reinach, i. 248.

'' B.M. E1S5; Gerhard, .-^^/A Bildiv.

pi. 66.

" See p. 95.
'^ Athens 467 = Ath. Mitth. 1892,

pi. 10 ; B.M. E467, E 804 ; Furtwaengler

and Reichhold, pis. 17-8. Single figure :

B.M. F343.
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a girl dancing to the flute or with castanets/ or a youth to the

music of a girl ^ ; a woman dancing the Pyrrhic dance in the

attire of a warrior,^ and a sacred Lydian dancer with her

wicker head-dress.* The grotesque dancers on some early B.F.

vases appear to be performing the kordax^

Groups of musicians with no particular signification are often

found, generally playing the lyre and flute,'"' or single figures,

such as a lyre-pla}'er in female costume/ or in the distinctive

opQoaTcihiov of the musician.^ Other scenes relate to agonistic

and musical competitions, which often formed part of the great

games ; thus we have on some Panathenaic vases and elsewhere

contests for victory with the lyre '' or flute.^*^ Sometimes the

victorious musician appears receiving the prize '^ or a crown

from Nike ^-
; he usually stands on a bctna or raised platform.

On one vase a poet recites an epic to the sound of the flute
;

the opening words appear proceeding from his mouth. '^ On
another a man is seen tuning his lyre." Singing was a common
recreation of banqueters or revellers, especially as seen on

R.F. vases.^''

5. Trades and Occupations

The trades and occupations represented on \ases arc very

varied, ranging from mining to shoemaking. The representations

' B.M. E61: Louvre (x 18 (castanets). " H.M. I! 139, 15 141 ; Louvre G 1 =
'-' Foriiiaii Sale Cat. 361 (in Pioston). Amer. Jottrii. oj Air/i. 1896, p. 9;
' Stackelberg, ])1. 22 ; Reinacli, i. Petersburg 1603 = Schreibcr-Anderson,

61, 372,469 (Naples 3010) ; Bex'. Airh. 7, 14; Vienna 234.

xxvi. (1895), p. 221. '" ii.M. B 1S8, E354; Reinacli, ii.

* Anzciger, 1895, p. 40 : cf. B.IM. Cat. 274 ; Louvre G 103 = Alias, pi. loi

of Terracottas, p. 412. (Euphronios).

^ B.M. B42, 44; Berlin 1662; and " 15. M. E460; Bologna 286; Athens

seey.Zr..S'. xviii. p. 287. 1260 = Dumont-Pottier, i. 16; Ilelbig,

•^ B.M. E271; Berlin 1686; Bologna go = A/its. Greg. ii. 60, 3; Benndorf,

271 = Reinach, ii. 150; /i/. Ct'r. ii. 16; Gr. 11. Sic. Vasenb. 43, ^a.

Athens 1019 = Ath. Mitth. 1891, pi. 10, " _Mus. Greg. ii. 22, 2 a.

2; A /izeiger, i8g2, p. 1^2. Girls playing ''B.^LE27o.
lyre : Monuments Plot, ii. pis. 5-6 (in " B.^L E 132.

Louvre), '^ ]5.1\L B 192, B 299, E 37 ; Athens
' B.M. E308; and see Reinach, ii. 1 158 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1984, fig.

187, 3. 2127 ; ]i.l. Cc'r. ii. 16 : see also Hartwig,
** B.M. E270, E 469 ; Hartwig, Meis- Meistcrsch. p. 255, note 2.

tersch. pis. 65-6.
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of miners in caves which appear on some of the early Corinthian

pijiakes^ most probably refer to the digging out of the clay for

the potteries rather than to mining for metals. This seems the

more probable when it is taken into consideration that potters'

workshops and furnaces are so frequently depicted in the same

series.^ Besides these we find later instances of potters turning

From Baitineisler.

FIG. 136. AGRICULTURAL SCENES (CUP BY NIKOSTHENES IN BERLIN).

vases on the wheel,"' painting them, or finishing them off,^ as

alread}' described in a previous chapter : one vase represents the

' Berlin 639, 871, 8S5 = An/. IXiikm.

i. pi. 8, Nos. 7, 14. 23.

- Berlin 608 ff. ; 80093: cf. op. cit.

pi. 8, Nos. 14/^, 17, 18 ( = 885,869, 868);

also Nos. I, 4, 12, 191^, 22, 26 (= Berlin

608, 802, 616, 893, 827, 611). See also

Chapter V., Figs. 65, 69.

^ B.M. B432 ; Munich 731 = Fig. 67,

Vol. I. p. 213 ; Gaz. Arch. 1880, p. 106.

^ Figs. 67, 71, Vul. I. pp. 213, 223.
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interior of a potter's workshop with vases in various stages^;

another, a man painting the design with a sort of quill.- Young-

men and girls are depicted negotiating the purchase .of com-

pleted vases in the shop.'^ Another of the Corinthian /'iua/xcs^

represents the exportation of vases in a ship. Metal-work is

represented by a well-known R.F. k\iix in Berlin,''' showing

a bronze foundry, with statues in various stages of completion
;

there are also representations of a smith}','' in some of which

writers have seen an allusion to Ilcphaistos and the Kyklopes

(see p. T^y). A man is depicted finishing off a bronze helmet,^

or carrying a completed terminal figure -

; and of similar

import is the subject of Athena modelling a horse.''

Agriculture is represented by vases in Berlin and the Lou\re

with scenes of men ploughing with oxen (Fig. 136) or hoeing,

sowers, and mules carrying sacks of grain "•
; and certain vase-

paintings have been interpreted as referring to the digging of a

well.^^ A man is seen cutting down a tree,^- and another birds'-

nesting.^"* Shepherds with flocks of sheep and goats are seen on

two early Boeotian vases,'^ and also fishermen, ^'' and men crushing-

grapes in a wine-press.'" The various stages of oil-making include

the gathering of the olives from a tree,'' the pressing in an oil-

press,''^ and lastl)' the merchant measuring out and selling his oil.'''

' Fig. 70, \'ol. I. p. 21S.

- Fig. 74, Vol. I. p. 22cS.

^ Havtwig, Meistersih. pi. 17, i, ami

see ibid. p. 174; Kopenhagen 125; .Mil-

lingen, Anc. Uiied. Afoit. pi. 37.

< Berlin 831 = Anf. Denkiii. i. pi. S,

fig. 3 a. See on the subject Rcz'. Arch.

iii. (1904), p. 45 ff.

^ Berlin 2294 = Baunicister, i. p. 506,

fig- 547-
" B.M. B 507; Reinach, i. 224 = Bau-

meister, iii. |). 1582, fig. 1639 (in Boston).
' J.H.S. xxiv. p. 305; Braiitii^hciii

Cat. 44. See also /iV. C^r. i. 83.

*• Kopenhagen 1 19 = Schreiber- Ander-

son, 73, 7.

" See p. 40 : cf. also for a sculptor,

p. 16, note 4.

'" Berlin 1806 = Fig. i36(Nikosthenes);

Louvre F 77 = ibid. fig. 13 ; Froehner,

Mitsdcs de France, pi. 13, I (sowing).

" B.M. F 147 : see p. 73, and Roliert,

Arch. Mdrchcu. pi. 5, p. 198 ff.

'- Berlin 2274 = lit. Ccr. ii. 74.
'' Louvre F68.
" Louvre Y ()<) = Wiener Vorl. 1888,

pi. I, figs. 9-10; ibid. pi. I, figs. 2, 7.

'' Vienna 335 = Schreiber-Anderson,

pi. 64, figs. I, 3 ; ibid. pi. 64, fig. 6 (in

Naples) ; llartwig, ^IAvVAtj*//. pi. 5 ; and

see under Hermes and Seiicnos.

"' Reinach, ii. 90.

" B.IM. B226; Berlin 1S55-B.TU-

meister, ii. p. 1047, fig. 1259.
"* l-'oriitan .Sale Cal. 323 (now in

Boston) : cf. B.M. Cat. of TerracoUa,

1)550-
'' Helbig, 70 = Reinach, i. 106 = Bau-

meister, ii. p. 1047, figs. 1260-1261
;

Boston Mas. Report, 1899, P- 69,"No. 24.
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A butcher is represented cutting up meat,^ and also the preparing

and cutting up of a tunny-fish,- and the baking of bread '^

;

on a B.F. vase two men weigh goods in a balance^; and the

export of the silphium (?) on the Arkcsilas vase may also be

mentioned here.'"' Lastly, we have a shoemaker in his shop,'^

a carpenter working with an adze,'' and a boy going to market

with two baskets carried on a pole.*^

6. Daily Life of Women

Scenes from the daily life of women form our next heading,

and wc include therewith those relating to marriage or prepara-

tions for nuptials, which play so important a part in woman's life.

The "type" of a marriage procession on B.F. vases is, as we

have seen (p. i6, and Vol. I. p. ^7^)^ liable to be confused with the

subject of the marriage of Zeus and Hera ; the bride and bride-

groom appear in a four-horse chariot, accompaiu'cd by persons

who, if not deities, at any rate bear similar attributes, such as

the caduceus of Hermes or the torches of Artemis (as projiuba)?

In scenes of simpler character the wedding party walk in

procession or drive in a cart.^^ On later vases the bride is

generally led by the hand by her husband, accompanied as

before in appropriate fashion.'^ We also find scenes representing

the bridal pair on their marital couch {Icctns geiiinlis)}'^ and the

return of the bride after the ceremonies.'-' Other scenes may
possibly represent a betrothal," a bridal toilet,'""' or a nuptial

' Louvre E 635 = Reinach, i. 151 ; J.H.S. xxiii. pp. 133, 137, 142.

Boston Mits. Report, 1899. p. 70, No. 25. " B.M. E 810, D 11 (Plate XLIII.)
;

- Berlin 1915 = Reinach, ii. 155. Berlin 2372 { = Co/l. Sabouroff, i. pi. 58),

^ Froehner, Miisees de Frame, pi. 13, . 2373 (= Reinach, i. 440) ; Athens 1224

Z; Eranos Vindoboiiensis,^.Ti%\{\som2S\. and 1225 = Heydemann, Gr. Vasenb.

kneading dough). pi. lo, i, and Reinach, i. 206; Athens

* Millin-Reinach, ii. 61. 1588 = "E(p. 'Apx- 1897, pi. 10, 2 (pre-

' Vol. I. p. 342 : see also p. 149. parationsfor marriage, with fancy names):

" B.M. E86 ; Reinach, i. 224 = Bau- see generally IFi'eiier For/. 188S, p'. 8.

meister, iii. p. 1587, fig. 1649 (in Boston). '- Baumeister, i. p. 313, fig. 32S.

' B.M. E 23.
'^ Millingen-Reinach, 44 (in Louvre);

•* Micali, Ston'a, pi. 97, fig. 3. Inghirami, ras/ Fill. iv. 314.

" B.M. B339; Louvre F 10, F 56. '* Berlin 2374 = Reinach, i. 128.

'" B.M. B 160, B 174, B257 ; B485 ;
" Reinach, i. 173; J.H.S. xxiii. p. 133'
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sacrifice,^ and, finally, the arrival of the bridal pair at their house,

with a servant preparing the marriage-bed.-

More common, especially on R.F. vases of the fine style,

are scenes taken from the life of the women's apartments

(yui/aiKcovLTi'i),^ such as women at their toilet,* spinning wool,'^

or bleaching linen,^' or embroidering.^ Under the heading of

toilet scenes are included single figures of women arranging

their hair,^ painting their faces,^ fastening on their girdles ^^ or

shoes,'* or putting clothes in a wardrobe.*- They also play with

cats or dogs*^ or pet birds,*^ and there is a subject identified as a

"consolation" scene.*' Again, we see women bathing both in

private and public baths,*'' or even swimming*'; but in some

of these scenes the bath merely forms part of the toilet. Many
of these toilet scenes may perhaps be idealised and regarded as

groups of Aphrodite, the Graces, etc.'"*

A favourite subject, but almost confined to the B.F. hydriae, is

that of maidens with i)itchers on their heads fetching water from

a fountain, which is usually in the form of a building with

columns and lion's-hcad spouts of water ; the maidens, five or

' Athens 693.
- Peterslnirg 151 =Thicrsc]i, 'fytrJuii.

Antph. pi. 5.

* Berlin 1841 =Reinach, ii. 44 (li.F.)
;

Athens 1552 = lleydemann, Gr. I'aseuh.

pi. 8, 5; Berlin 2261 = Reinach, i. 440,

and 2720 = Coll. Sahouroff, i. pi. 64

;

Reinach, i. 2 (Peterslnirg 1791), 472

(=Jatta 1526), 477 ( = Naples S.A. 316,

with fancy names).

' B.M. E225, 773-74, l""3oS, 310;

Schreiher-Andcrson, 83, 4.

•• Ji..M. B598, E87, E193, E215,

D 13 ; Athens 1550, 1552, and 1589 =
Reinach, i. 517 (note the use of the eirlvr]-

Tpov) ; Louvre F224 = A/. Ct'r. iii. 36 B ;

Stackelberg, 34 ; Reinach, i. 420, ii. 7,

4 : see Hartwig, Meistersch. p. 340.

" Dumont-Pottier, i, pi. 8 = Schreibcr-

Anderson, 82, 4.

' Baumeister, iii. [). 171 1, fig. 1796-
** Boston Mils. Report, 1900, p. 41,

No. 10.

" Baumeister, iii. p. 1583, fig. 164 1.

'" Ibia. i. p. 605, fig. 668.

" B.M. E 18 ; Louvre C. 2 ; Berlin

2272 = Hartwig, Meistosrli. p. 89 ;

Reinach, ii. 146, 7.

'-' Baumeister, iii. p. 1919, fig. 2034 =
Reinach, ii. 148.

'^' Louvre F 114 = Plate X.\X. ; B.M.

F loi, 207.

" Schreiber-Anderson, 82, 12 : 1!.M.

F 139, 207, 342.
'' Schreiijer-Anderson, 83, 14.

"' Berlin 1843 ( = Baumeister, i. p. 243,

fig. 221), and 2707 (= Coll. Sabouroff,

i. 62, 2) ; Jatta 654 = Gaz. Arch. 1880,

pi. 19; Millin- Reinach, ii. 9 (frontis-

piece) ; Reinach, ii. 146, 328, I ; Bau-

meister, i. p. 242, fig. 220 ; B.M. D 29,

E90,' 201-2 ; and see generally Hartwig,

op. cit. p. 599.
'" Louvre F 197 and F 203 = Aiiier.

Joinn. of Arch. 1896. p. 3 = Schreiber-

Anderson, 57, 5.

'" B.M. F311; and see El. Clr. iv.

10-22.
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six in number, carry the empty hydriae flat on their heads, the

full ones upright.^ VVom.en are sometimes seen in gardens or

orchards, gathering fruit" or (on late R.F. vases) frankincense.^

Other miscellaneous scenes which cannot be classified are

:

a woman in bed,' woman with foot-pan,'' at a meal,'' reading

from a scroll,^ burning incense,^ spinning a top,^ balancing

a stick, "^ riding in a mule-car''; two or more women wrapped

in one large cloak'-; and an accouchement scene.^^ Those in

which children appear include a nurse and child " ; a child

learning to walk''; a mother, and a child in a high chair ^*';

and a woman beating a child with a slipper^'; subjects of

children playing with toys, etc., have already been discussed

(p. 167). Finally, there are the scenes in which women
appear as jugglers ''^ or performing dances in armour,^" of which

mention has been made ; these were probably amusements

associated with banquets (see p. 182; also ibid, for banquets in

which women, i.e. courtesans, take part).

A very common decoration of vases, especially the inferior

ones of Apulia, is that of a w^oman's head, either as the main

subject or in some subsidiary part of the decoration ; these,

however, are so common that they hardly call for detailed

description.-''

• B.M. B 329 -38; Louvre F 296 ;

'- B.M. B 53, B 163, B409; Berlin

Reinach, ii. 151 : cf. B.M. E 159 and 3993 = Coll. Saboiiroff, i. pi. 51.

Athens 1429 = Tleydemann, Gr. Vasenb. '^ Bibl. Nat. 94; Athens 466 = Plate

pi 9, 2. XLVII.
-' B.M. D 6; Munich 142: cf. Berlin " Oxford 320.

1841 = Reinach, ii. 44.
'' B.M. E 396.

^ B.M. E241, E 721 ; BraiiUgheni ^*' Bnmfeghein Cat. 161,.

Sa/e Cat. 98-9.
'" Petersburg 875 = Reinach, i. 39: cf.

* Athens 1550 = Ileydemann, op. cit. Ilartwig, Meistersch. pi. 27.

pi. 9, 5.
'^ B.M. F232; Athens io3i=Heyde-

^ B.M. E 34. mann, Cr. Vasenb. pi. 9, 3 ; Reinach,

•= B.M. E 769. i. 473 ; Mus. Borb. vii. 58 ; Mon. Baroiie,

' B.M. E 190. pis. 3, 9 ; and see pp. 165, 182.

« B.M. E 88. '» See p. 169.

" Brantt'gheiii Cat. 167. -" See on the subject Winter in Arch.
'" Naples R.C.I 17 = Reinach, i. 490,22. Zf/t. 18S5, p. 187?!'.; and Mon. Grecs,

" Munich 903 = Re'.nach, ii. no. 18S5-S8, p. 25 ff.
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7. Military and Naval Subjects

Subjects of a military character on vases are chiefly confined

to three— the arming of warriors,' their setting out in chariots,

on horseback, or on foot,- and combats of two or more figures.^

In all these cases we are confronted with the often-recurring

difficulty as to when such subjects have a mythological signi-

ficance. Especially on B.F. vases, familiar types—such as the

departure of Hector or the combat of Achilles and Memnon,

to be identified in other cases by inscriptions—occur again

and again in the same form, only diversified by the varying

number of bystanders, which is generally regulated by the

space at the painter's disposal. Even when names are added

they are often of a fanciful kind ; and thus, for instance, we

find combats between Homeric heroes which have no counter-

part in literary record.'

In the scenes of warriors arming we may note certain motives

as recurring with more or less frequency—such as that of a

warrior putting on his greaves,'^ helmet,*^ or cuirass (Fig. 137),'

or lacing up his helmet.^ Kindred subjects are that of a warrior

taking his shield out of his casc,^ or an archer drawing an arrow

from his quiver,'" testing an arrov," or stringing his bow.'-

'B.F. : B.M. B. 165, 15657 : /.//.5.

xviii. [). 293; B)ibl. Nat. 172 an(L203 =
Reinach, ii. 95. R.F. : Louvre G 47-8 ;

Bologna 274; Helbig, 167 and 174 ( =
Reinach, ii. 133); Reinach, ii. 1 14;

Vienna 324= WLiicr Vorl. vii. i (Duris).

- B.F. : B.M. B 147, B309, B 360 ;

Louvre F 12, F 39, F 53, F 150 ; Reinach,

ii. 124, 131. R.F. : B.M. E 254, E 276,

E 448 ; Louvre G 44 ; Baumeister, iii.

p. 2034, fig. 2207 (Duris). Late : 15. M.

F 158, F 174 ; Munich 382 = Furtwaen-

gler and Reichhold, pi. 35.

^ B.F. : A7it. Deiikiit. ii. 44-5 (Proto-

Cor.); B.M. B75, B199, B212, B400;
Athens 623 ; Bourgiiignon Cat. 14. R.F.:

B.M. E 7, E 11, E 43, E 808 ; Rdm. Mitth.

1890, p. 332. Late : B.M. F 175, F215.

Horseman and foot-soldier : two un-

catalogued in B.M.

• See pp. 3, 7, 126.

• B.M. B224, B243 ; Athens li6i =
Harlvvig, Mcistcrsch. p. 87 ; Reinach, ii.

129, 131, 4, 133.

" J. U.S. xviii. p. 293 ; Bii)l. Nat. 203 =
Reinach, ii. 95.

• Munich 374 = Fig. 137 ; MilHn-

Reinach, i. 39; and see under Hector,

p. 127.

' B.M. E 405.
" Aiizeiger, 1892, p. 165 : cf. Reinach,

ii. 133 and Ar. Aih. 574.
'" L(juvre G 5 : see Hartwig, Meistersch.

!>. 122, note.

" B.M. E33; Munich 1229; Foiniaii

Sale Cat. 337 (in Boston) ; Hartwig,

op. cit. pi. 14, I : cf. Berlin 2296 =
Reinach, i. 428, and B.M. E 598.

'- See note 10 ; also Festschrift fitr

O. Benndorf, p. 66
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We may also note the rarer occurrence of such scenes as the

harnessing of a chariot (Frontispiece) ' or the equipping of

a war-horse.- In the departure scenes the usual type on B.F.

vases is that of a four-horse chariot to the right, which the

w^arrior is mounting or has mounted ; a woman sometimes give

him drink, and an old man stands at the horses' heads. This

"type" is used for the departure of Amphiaraos (cf. Berlin

1655), Hector, or other heroes." It is sometimes varied by

From Hoppiii.

FIG. 137. W.^RRIOR ARMING; SCYTHIAN ARCHERS (AMPHORA BY EUTHYMIDES
IN MUNICH).

placing the quadriga to the front.^ Or, again, the warrior

is seen on horseback, accompanied by his groom,' or a company

on foot set out in marching array." On later vases the more

' B.M. B 303 -05; Berlin 1897 =
Reinach, ii. \2\; Jahrbuch, iv. (1889),

pi. 10; Louvre F285, F345.
-' Reinach, ii. 198.

^ See pp. 118, 127.

^ B.M. B15, B206, B523; Louvre

F9 ; Reinach, i. 462, i ; ii. 255 = Bibl.

Nat. 227 ; Biirliiigtoi' Fine Arts Club

Cat. 1888, No. 108 - 1903, No. 21,

p. 102 (Andokides).

^ Athens 618 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1963,

fig. 2098.

" Reinach, ii. 128 ; B.M. B 24; Louvre

E 609 = Reinach, i. 395 (Chares); and

Fig. 88, Vol. L p. 297.
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usual version is that of a \\arrioi' receiving a libation or

" stirrup-cup " from a woman before his departure, but the

same scenes might be interpreted as referring to his successful

return.^ Unmistakable instances of the return are those scenes

where he receives a crown,- or is brought back as a corpse

by his comrades.^ There are scenes representing warriors

taking oaths or omens at a tomb, or omens by the inspection

of the liver of a victim, all before departure for battle ' ; and

single figures are countless, especially inside RJ'". kylikes.'

Among the various scenes incident to warfare may be men-

tioned an ambuscade," a wounded warrior dragged out of

battle,' a warrior protecting himself from darts,"" the capture

of a prisoner,'"* warriors carrying dead bodies,'" or human heads

as trophies of victory." Besides single figures of warriors,

heralds,'" trumpeters,''' slingers,'^ and archers ''' often appear; or

representations of the armour of a warrior "'
; or of the AoKi/xaaia

or parade of Athenian knights.'" Of a somewhat burlesque

character is a scene depicting warriors riding on ostriches

and dolphins.'^

Naval scenes are very rare, but we find occasional early

' B.M.E476; Louvre G 54 = Reinach.

ii. 7; Petersburg 1692, 1711 = Reinach,

i. 43-4: see B.M. E65, Louvie F 19,

F 70, and Vienna 324 = IVieiter Vorl.

vii. I (Duris).

- 15. M. B51 : see under Nike, p. 88.

^ Berlin 1718 = Reinach. i. 393 ; IIcl-

l)ig, ii. p. 301, No. 77 = Reinach, ii. 107

(may be Ajax witli body of Achilles).

* f.H.S. xix. pp. 227-28 ; and cf.

B.M. B 171 (inspection of liver), B641 ;

Bibl. Nat. 400; Reinach, ii. 131, i

(hoplite taking oath); Louvre G46.
^ Reinach, i. 203 = Wiener Vorl. D. 2,

2-3; B.M. B 380 ; Louvre F 127, G 5:

bust of warrior, Louvre F 137.

^ B.M. B470, B618; Louvre F292,

G 25 ; Engelmann-Anderson, Od. xiii.

71 : see Hartwig, Meistersch. pi. 9, p. 106.

note.

' Berlin 1879.

* Berlin 2304.
^ Reinach, i. 372.

VOL. n,

'"
?>^>t Jahrhiicli, 1901, ])1. 3.

" B.^i. B658.
'-• B.M. B 149, B360.
'^ B..M. B 590-91 ; Louvre G 70 ;

Ilelijig, 292 ; Munich 4 = Reinach, ii. 57 ;

Jahrbuch, iv. (1889), pi. 4. As shield-

device : Vienna 332 (a negro) ; Reinach,

i. 77 ; Benndorf, Cr. it. Sii . Vasenb.

pi. 46, I.

" B.M. E2S5; Hartwig, Mcislersch.

pi. 18, I, and see p. 185.
'• See p. 179, note i ; also Blate

XX.WII. fig. 2, and Jahrbuch, 1889,

pi. 4.

" Aiizeigcr, 1889, p. 93 ; B.M. E 759 ;

Hartwig, p. 368, note : cf. p. 186.

" B.M. B 426 ; Berlin 2296 = Reinach,

i. 428 ; Helbig, 54 ; Mon. Grecs, 1885-88,

]). II : see also Helbig, Eiite Hccruhau
dcs J\isistratos,zu(\ Les'lirweh Atheniois,

p. 7 Iff.

"* Reinach, i. 486 = i5<?j/c7« Crt/. p. 137.

12
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representations of sea-fights/ as on the Dipylon vases, the

vessels on which appear to be biremes.- On the B.F. and R.F.

vases we find war-galleys'' or merchant-vessels/ usually in

places suitable for a row of ships—such as the outer edge of

a kylix '' or the broad rim of a dciuos or large bowl.'"' These

are specially common on vases of " mixed " technique. The

subject of " keel-hauling," the punishment administered to

refractory sailors, must also find a place here."

8. OrienTx\ls and Baruakians

Oriental figures which can neither be classified as m\'tho-

logical, historical, or genre subjects sometimes appear on vases.

We have already made mention of such quasi-mythological

subjects as combats of Gryphons with Arimaspi or other figures

in Oriental attire.^ Phrygian warriors, too, may be seen in

some Trojan scenes—such as the sack of Troy or the flight

of Aeneas''—but their presence in scenes of departure or

combat does not necessarily make the subject mythological.^"

It is not always easy to identify the nationality of these

barbarians, and the names usually given to them— Persian,

Phrygian, or Scythian—must in many cases be regarded as

somewhat conventional, except where details of costume are

unmistakable."

/\rchers in Oriental costumes, wearing peaked caps with

long lappets, and close-fitting costume of jerkin and trousers

{av(i^vpihe^), stippled over to indicate skin, are seen shooting

' 1!.M. ?j 60 ; Louvre A 526 ; Plate Bibl. Nat. 322; Boiiri^iiigiioti Sa/e Cat.

XVI. (Aristonoos krater) ; Reinach, i. 14; Louvre F 123, F 145.

190, 4, 328, 6, and 459 (Dipylon). '' Louvre F62 ; Vienna 235 ; Naples

- J.H.S. xix. pi. 8; Louvre A 525- R.C. 246; Munich 781 = Reinach, ii.

532; il/(W. Grccs, ii. (1882-S4), pi. 4, 126; Petersburg 10 and 86; Wl'irzburg

pp. 44-57 ; and see Chapter VIL 337 = Reinach, ii. 141 ; Rev. Arch, xx.wi.

' B.M. B 436 ; Berlin S36 ; Louvre (1900), p. 323; Wioier J'or/. 1S88,

E735 and F 123 (=/.//.5. 1885, pi. 49): pi. 5, 3.

Formal! Sa/e Caf. 322; Reinach, ii. ' Athens 969 = Reinach, i. 415.

19 = Baumeister, iii. p. 1599, fig- ** See above, p. 148.

1662. " B.M. B 173, B 280, B 323; F 278.

' B.M. B436; Berlin 646 fi"., 831 ;
'" Cf. B.M. B 184, 207, 243, 246, etc.

Louvre F 145 (?).
" See generally Zahn, Die Barharen,

^ B.M. B679, E2 (Plate XXX\'lLj ;
and Hartwig, Meistersch. passim.

i
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arrows, on foot or on horseback/ or accompanying the chariots

of Greek warriors,- or taking part in general combats'' ; as also

warriors blowing trumpets/ Persian warriors in combat with

Greeks appear on R.F. vases of the strong period," and may
have some reference to the historical events of the time. It

is even suggested that one is copied from the famous painting

by Mikon of the battle of Marathon.'' One vase represents

a sort of triumphal procession, perhaps of a Persian king,

riding on a camel " ; and others depict Persians riding.^

Those of undoubted historical signification have already been

mentioned." Scythians appear as mounted or unmounted

archers,'" a Sc\'thian horseman is attacked by a lion," a

Scythian i)ursues two courtesans,'- and there is a curious scene

depicting the revels of the Scythian Agathyrsi.'-"' Thracians,

in the typical local costume of ^elpa (a thick cloak) and aXwTre/c/'}

(a fox-skin cap), appear by themselves or with Orpheus and

Boreas"; Thracian horsemen are represented setting out'"'' ; and

after the conquests of Miltiades the local costume appears to

have become fashionable among the xAthcnian youth, as they

are depicted wearing it on some contemporary vases.'" The
Thracian custom of tattooing is suggested in some of the

Orpheus scenes.''

Figures of negroes arc not very common on vases, though

many of fifth-century date and later are modelled in the form

of negroes' heads ; but there is a small class of B.F. alabastra

on which they are represented in the traditional barbarian

' B.M. E6; Louvre F 126, F388, '" J?o//i. Mitth. ii. (18S7), pi. 9,

Q df<^; Jahrhuch, 1889, pi. 4; and see p. 172; Munich 374 = Fig- 137; Plate

above, p. 177. X.XXVII. fig. 2.

^ B.M. B 184, B 207, B426 ; Reinach, " Bib). Nat. 473 = Reinacb, i. 131.

!• 376 (?).
' Boston Mus. Report, 1900, p. 72.

^ Wiener Vorl. vi. 5 ; Boiirgiiignon " Hartwig, Hieisfersch. pis. 38-9 ; and

Cat. 14. see ibid. p. 422.
* B.M. B 590-91. " B.M. E 481-82 ; and see pp. 80, 143.

^ B.M.E 233; Berlin 2295 ; Reinach, "^ Louvre G 26 : of. Mon. Grecs, 1885-

ii. 84; Hartwig, Meistersch. pis. 55-56. 88, pi. 6, p. 11.

" Ath. Mitth. 1S98, pi. 5.
"• Munich 337 — Klein, EitpJironios,

' B.M. E695. p. 82 ; Mon. Grecs, 18S5-8S, pi. 5; and
'* Ath. Mitth. 1892, [iI. I ; Oxford 310 see pp. 166, 177.

= Klein, Lieblingsinschr." p. 87. " B.M. E301 : /.H.S. i.x. pi. 6 ; Rei-
" See p. 151. nach, i. 61,
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costume of trousers, etc., and are armed with the Oriental

battle-axe.' In one case a negro accompanies a camel."

Ethiopians are seen conveying the body of Memnon or an

ordinary warrior to his grave,'' and one vase represents an

Ethiopian with a jug.* A pair of Egyptian combatants can be

identified on a fragmentary vase from Daphnac (Defenneh).^

Lastly, many of the vases of Southern Italy, especially those

of Campania, represent combats or leave-takings of native

Osco-Samnite warriors, in their typical costume of triangular

cuira.ss, gaily plumed helmet, and scant}' tunic.'*

9. Banquets and Revels

A group of subjects which play an important part on

vases of all periods, especially the height of the R.F. style,

but which do not exactly fall under any of the headings

so far enumerated, is that of scenes connected with banquets

and revels, especially of Athenian ephebi. In the ordinary

" type " of banquets at all periods (as in other branches of

art) the participants recline on couches on their left elbows,

the right arm being free to use, and that hand often holding

a drinking-cup or other appropriate attribute." In this fashion

the gods—such as Dionysos, Hermes, or Herakles after his

apotheosis—indulge in the pleasures of the banquet and the

wine-cup.*^ There are scenes which represent the preparations

for a banquet,^ or young men on their way thither ^^
; and in

those depicting the feast itself a table is often placed before

the couch, on which viands of various kinds are seen ^^
; or

' B.M. B 673-74; Athens 10S8 ;
.-////. 68, 70; Munich 272 = Ilartwig, A/eis-

Mitth. 1889, p. 45: cf. Louvre G 93 ;
tersch. pi. 15, i : Hell)ig, 225 and 227;

another unarmed, G 100. On Vienna 332 Reinach, ii. 4. Late: B.M. E495,

a negro trumpeteroccurs as a shield-device. F 303 ; Naples 2202 = Dubois-Maison-
-' Petersburg 1603. neuve, Iii/rod. \)\. 45, and R.C. 144 =
^ Benndorf, Gr.ti. Sic. I'ascnb. pi. 42. Schreiber-Anderson, 76, 2 ; ibid, pi. 76,

" Louvre G 100. 4 = Millingen-Reinach, pi. S ; Millin-

^ B.M. B 106,. Reinach, ii. 58.

« B.M.F197, 24i-42(seePlateXLIV.), * See pp. 57, 105.

297, 301, 525 ; Reinach, i. 292-93. ^ Bibl. Nat. 94.

' B.F. : B.M. B46, B3S2, B679; '" B.M. E3SI, E474.

Louvre F 2, F216, F314; Gaz. Arch. " B.M. B 46, 301-2, 382, 679, E 66,

1887, pi. 14, I. R.F. : B.M. E38, 49, E454.
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the krater (mixing-bowl) stands by, ready for the drinkers

to replenish their cups/ Vases are also filled by means of

a funnel.- The results of over-indulgence are sometimes

realistically indicated on the R.F. cups.^ After the drinking-

bouts come amusements of v'arious kinds, notably the game

of the kottabos.' No instances of this occur before the middle

of the R.F. period, and on the cups of that time it is usually

FIG. 138. II.WQIKTERS PLAYING KOITAUOS (liklTISII MUSKHM, E 70).

only indicated by the manner in which the banqueters twirl

their kylikcs with a finger crooked in the handle,' preparatory

' Louvre G 9S ; Athens 691 = Ath. p. 332 ; IViein'r Vorl. viii. 5

Mitth. 1889, pis. 13-4 (Xenokles and ' " "" ' ""
'

Kleisophos) ; Cab. Pottrtalcs, 34 ; I\Ius.

Greg. ii. 81, i a.

Reinach, ii. 247 : %tQ Jahrbiich, 1S93,

p. I So.

^ See Klein, Etiphronios,'- p. 115, for

a collected list of examples ; also the

following notes.

^ Louvre G 30 ; B.M. E 70 = Fig. 13S,

E i6r, E454, E 795 ; Berlin 4221;

Louvre G25 ; Miis. Civg. ii. 81, i /' ; Naples 822, 965, 972, 2415, .S.A. 281

Hartwig, Meistcrsch. pis. 14. 2, 48, and
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to throwing the remaining drops of liquid at the Httle figure

on the top of the i<ottabos-stand, the hitting of which caused

part of the apparatus to fall with a ringing noise/ On the

latest Athenian and many Apulian vases the stand is often

represented as well," not only in position for the game, but

borne along by revellers."' It is also carried by Seileni, Maenads,

or Eros, and used by Dionysos at his banquets/

Other amusements take the form of music and dancing.

The banqueters themselv^es play the lyre or flute,'"' or listen

to male and female performers on those instruments,'' or a

young girl dances for their amusement.' The women jugglers,

tumblers, and acrobatic sword-dancers who often appear on

late vases ** no doubt often contributed to the entertainment

of the " gilded youth " of their day. Sometimes a banqueter

is represented reclining on his couch and singing, the words

in one or two cases being inscribed as proceeding out of his

mouth.'' Nc^t only men but women are represented ban-

queting, as on the psykter by Euphronios at Petersburg,

which has a group of courtesans.^" This character also appears

on the R.F. vases at the men's banquets."

The K(ofio<i or revel is equally popular with the banquet. It

usually takes the form of a procession of young and elderly

men in various unrestrained attitudes,^- dancing,^^ singing,^^

' It is worth noting that on the best 8i, la: Inghirami, I'asi Fill. pis. 273,

R.F. vases mortals play the game ; on 356.

the later ones gods and Satyrs. It must ' B.M. E 14, 38, 61, 68 ; Reinach,

have disappeared from social life about ii. 4.

the end of the fifth century. '^ Sec pp. 165, 174.

- B.M. F37; Naples 903, S.A. 302, " Athens 1158; and see p. 169.

R.C. 144, 145, 2308 ; Berlin 2416 = '° Petersburg 1670 = Reinach. i. 32 =
Reinach, i. 337; Archacologia, li. pi. 14 ;

Wiener Vorl. v. 2; Reinach, ii. 290, 2

and see Vol. I. p. 452 for a curious (Kw/ios of women),

variant. " B.M. E 61 (Hieron).

^ B.M. F50, 175-77 ; Inghirami, Vasi '-' B.M. E71, 474,484,489, 506, 767 ;

Fitt. ii. 197. Reinach, ii. 94, 7 ; Miis. Greg. ii. 84, 2 a ;

^ B.M. F 161, F273, F275, F304, Ilartwig, Meislerseh. pi. Ii and p. 41;

F425; F 579 = Fig. 118 (Eros). Wiener Vorl. viii. 5 (Brygos in Wiirz-

^ Louvre G 30 ; Miis. Greg. ii. 83, i ^, I'urg).

and 85, 2 b. '^ B.M. E 2,2,': 46, 53, 508 ; For/nan

" Louvre F216; Reinach, ii. 329, 5 : S'lle Cat. 317; Reinach, ii. 120.

see also ibid. ii. 6, 304, 5 ; Miis. Greg. ii.
'* B.M. B 299 ; and see above, p. 169.
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playing the lyre, flute, or other instruincnts,' carrying drinking-

cups and other vessels,- or balancing them in sporti\'e manner.^

Frequently these km/xo^ scenes are of a Dionysiac character, the

god himself, Seileni, Satyrs, and Maenads taking part,^ and

sometimes human beings are mingled with them. On a vase

of the series connected with the comic stage (Fig. 134, p. 161)

a father is seen dragging a drunken youth home from a

banquet ; but these scenes of rioting are not always neces-

sarily conceived as taking place bcfc^re or after social festivities.

On a red -figured cup at Petersburg the subject of the return

from the feast of the Brauronian Dionysos is depicted in most

realistic fashion, the revellers indulging in all sorts of buffoonery

and fantastic actions, which suggest an Athenian counterpart of

modern Bank Holiday amusements '

!

To turn to a subject of' a cjuietcr character, what may be

termed " love scenes "' arc not uncommon on vases, especially

of the later period. On the Apulian vases indeed such subjects

are innumerable. The usual type, occasionally found on earlier

vases,'' is that of a youth and a seated girl exchanging presents,

such as mirrors, wreaths, baskets of fruit or jewel-boxes, Eros

being frequently present.' Scenes of this kind were originally

interpreted somewhat fantasticall\% as having some reference

to the Elcusinian or other mysteries,^ an idea which no one

would now seriously hold. Similar scenes which have no

particular import, such as groups of women, often with Eros,

occur on many R.F. vases of the later fine style, especially

the pyxides and lekythi " They are all clearly fanciful, and

belong to an age u hen tastes resembled those of the eighteenth

centur}' in their artificialit)'. There are also some instances,

' B.M. E 137, E48S; Reinach, ii. 68,
* ILirtwii;, o/>. ,//. pi. 49.

290, 301, 313; A/us. G>-eg: ii. 54, i a, "^ B.M. B 41 ; Berlin 2 171 ; Fruehner,

2a; 78, 2a; Harlvvig, op. cit. pi. 36, Miisies de France, ^^X. a,o, 2.

PP* 333> 335 \ Inghiranii, Vasi Fitt. 198. ' B.M. Cat. of Vases, iv. passim
;

' B.M. E 54 ; Ilartwig, op. cit. pis. Biiil. Nat. 905 is a good typical example.

II, 20. « See Vol. I. p. 21 : cf. Christie, Dis-
^ B.M. E37; Louvre F 129, G 73 ;

qitisitions, passim.

Hartwig, op. at. pis. 8, 11 ; and see '' B.M. E 64S, 705-9, 778-83 (see

Berlin 2265, and /a///-/wc,i, 1S91, pi. 5, Plate XLII.) ; Athens 1941 = Jahn,
fig. 2. Vasen ntit Coldschmuck, pi. i.

* See above, p. 57 fT.
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especially on the R.F. vases, where the sentiment is more

definitely expressed, and couples are seen embracing or

caressing one another in amorous fashion/ It is not neces-

sary to make more than passing allusion to the many vases

on which this harmless sentiment is replaced by coarseness

and open indecency of treatment, some of which, however,

belong to the very finest stage of red-figure painting.

F'inally, we may mention here a few subjects of a o^eiire

character which seem to defy classification, and yet are suffi-

ciently definite to require separate mention. Such are the

scenes so common on the interiors of R.F. kylikes, which

represent ephebi in all kinds of attitudes, or carrying all sorts

of objects, the great aim of the artist being to find the most

suitable design to fill in the circular space." Thus we have

such subjects as a youth putting on a greave or sandals,^

carrying a wine-amphora "* or a lyre," playing with castanets,''

or pursuing a hare ^
; reclining at a banquet ; armed with a

club or a large stone
'^

; a man leading a leopard,^*' and a man
who seerns from his gestures to be treading unawares on a

snake '^; and others of an athletic or military character, of

which mention has already been made. There are also many
subjects which appear to have a meaning, }'et are not mytho-

logical, and cannot be satisfactorily explained; such instances

it would, however, hardly be profitable to describe in detail.

lo. Animals

The last class of subjects with which this section has to

deal is that of animals, as considered apart from human beings,

' 1'>.]M. E 6i; Municli S19 = Millingcii- ' Alliens 1 162 = IIar(\vii,s ^f/. ,iL p.

Reinach, 26; IJeilin 2279 = IIatt\vi_L,s 87; Haitwit;, pi. 19, 2 (in Lmiviv), and

JMcislcrsih. \A. 25 (very fuiL") ; Kcinacli, p. 178; Louvre (117= W'inur I'orL

i. 207 ; Helbig, 21S = ibitL ii. 146 ; and 1S90, ]>!. 10.

see Hartwig, p. 238. " Cambridge 71 = Ilartwig, pi. 2,

- See Klein, EitpJirouios, p. 26, anil fig. 3.

Hartwig, Meisterschalcii, passim; also ' B.M. E46; Ilartwig, p. S6 ; and

Vol. I. p. 426. see Wiener Vorl. vi. 8.

^ Athens 1161= Hartwig, op. cit. p. 87 ;

'^ Louvre G 40.

Hartwig, pi. 27 (from exterior of kylix). '•' Louvre G 70, 96.
' B.M. E2: cf. E 16, E27; Louvre '» B.M. E57.

F129 (youth balancing amphora). " Hartwig, pi. 70, i : cf. //. iii. 33.
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or objects of what modern painters term "still life." In the

historical chapters of this work it has been shown what a large

part the animal world played in the decoration of vases down

to the sixth century 15.C., and also which were the animals most

frequently selected for the friezes and other decorations of early

vases. Most noteworthy in this respect are the Mycenaean

vases (Vol. I. p. 273), with their representations of cuttle-fish

(Plate XV.), the nautilus or argonaut,' and other marine subjects.

But to these early vases in the present case no further allusion

need be made ; as subjccls they have not as a rule sufficient

interest. On the Attic vases of the B.F. and R.F. periods animals

rarely form a principal subject on vases, though they still

sometimes appear in small friezes on the less important parts

of the vase ; it may, therefore, be of interest to note a few

t}'pical instances in which this feature retains its prominence.

Sometimes we have subjects with action : as, for instance, one

in which a panther tears a stag, and is attacked by an archer

and an armed warrior '-'

; or a lion attacks a panther, a bull, or

a deer.'' Ag.iin, th.e interior of a J^.F. kylix is sometimes filled

with an animal subject, such as a wounded stag,^ or a deer

scratching itself or grazing,'^ or other animals"; and in a

similar i)osition on one 1\..1'\ k)'lix wc have an ass with its pack.'

Other animal subjects worth mentioning arc a sea-serpent,'-

goats browsing on vines," a fox caught in a trap,'" cats and

mice," the appearance of the swallow. '-

' J.H.S. xvii. p. 75 = Fig. S2 ; Amcr.

Jount. of Airh. 1890, pi. 22, \i. 437 (f. ;

Arch. Aiizcigir, 1893, p. 9 (vase in Mai-

scillcs).

-'

IV-rliii 2324 = ir/iinr J'or/. 1890-91,

I'l. 7, I-

•' i:.M. l-;i ; Bilil. Nat. 128; Bos/,>//

Mils. Report, 1899, No. 21 ; Mits. OVv;'-.

ii. 31, 2 ; Keinarh, ii. 225 (lion and

panther fighting).

^ Gsell, Fouillcs dc Viilci, pi. 9 (in

Boston).

"^ B.M. B382, E4; Louvre F 84 and

F 54 = Fig. 96, Vol. I. p. 381.
'' Louvre F 125 (ram) ; Berlin 4042

(hull) and 2266 (horse); Munich I171

and ^fll$. Crc'.^: ii. 64, T,a (cock). Also

on exterior of B.F. kylikes : cocks and

hens, B.M. 15391-92; Louvre F 92,

F380; P>il)l. Nat. 317 ; Reinacli, ii. 171.

Li(in and bull. Louvre F313. ^Vpes,

Sa/<: Cal. Hold Droiiof, May 1903,

No. 71. See generally Ilartwig, A/o/s-

lersch. p. 565.

' Hartwig, op. cit. pi. 63, I.

" Bihl. Nat. 175-76.

" Munich 468 = /'///M',j,'7n-, 1898, pi. i.

'" Schreiber- Anderson, pi. 80, 3.

'

' Berlin 2517 = Coll. Salwuroff, i. pi. 65.
'- Reinach, i. 96 = Baumeister, iii. [>.

1985, fig. 2128. For the inscription on

this vase, see Chapter XVIL
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Tlicrc is a class of ware made in Southern Italy which takes

the form of flat plates or dishes, decorated with representations

of fish and molluscs, such as the pike or mullet, the cuttle-fish

and various shell-fish
; these were clearly used for eating fish

off, and they have in the centre a hollow to receive the sauce.

^

P'riezes of fish are not infrequently found on the vases of Apulia.

Animals, especially birds, sometimes appear in friezes on the

early Ionic vases, such as geese, quails, or guinea-fowl ^
; cocks

and hens confronted are more common, especially in the B.F.

period,' and one late Italian vase has an amusing group of

a cock and goose greeting one another with the words, " Ah,

the goose !
" " Oh, the cock !

" '

Lastly, of subjects from still life, distinct from their appearance

in figure subjects, we find the armour of a warrior,'^ a washing-

basin,'' a flute-case," a lyre;- a table with bread upon it,'' and

a collection of objects for the toilet.^"

' See Schieiber-Anderson, pi. 63, 6 ;
^ R.F. kalpis in Louvre ; Anzeiger,

B.M. Cat. of Vases, iv. p. 19, F 254-68, 1889, p. 93 ; B.M. E 759 : see for this and

and references there given; also Vol. I. the followingsubjects Hart wig, ^'lAv'i'/tJ/'ir/;,

pp. 194, 487, I'late XLIV. 1>. 36S, note ; also p. 177 above.

- B.M. B 57, B 58 ; Louvre E 703 = '' Louvre F 127 (Pamphaios).

Reinach, ii. 92 ; Bibl. Nat. 172. ' Munich 1170.

' 15. M. B 28, B31 ; and see p. 185, ** Munich 1223.

note 6. " B.M. E771.
^ Rayet and Collignon, p. 330 = '" In Soutli Kensington Museum.

Reinach, i. 503 : see \). 273.



CHAPTER XVI

DETAILS OF TYPES, ARRANGEMENT, AND
ORNAMENTA TION

Distinctions of types—Costume and attributes of individual deities— Per-

sonifications — Heroes — Monsters — Personag^es in every-day life —
Armour and shield-devices— Dress and ornaments— Physiognomical

expression on vases—Landscape and architecture—Arrangement of

subjects— Ornamental patterns—Maeander, circles, and other geo-

metrical patterns— P'loral patterns—Lotos and palmettes—Treatment

of ornamentation in different fabrics.

It ina\' be profitable to supplement the foregoing account

with a few general considerations, such as the attributes,

emblems, and costume by which the different figures may be

distinguished, the general treatment of the subjects at different

periods, and the use of ornamental motives in the various

stages of Greek vase-painting.

§ I. Dlstinctioxs ok Types

In the earlier vase-paintings deities are often not only

indistinguishable from one another, but even from kings

and other mortal personages, attributes and subtle distinctions

of costume being ignored ; and in the period of decline a

similar tendency may be noted, due in this case not so much
to C(jnfusion of ideas as to a general carelessness of execution

and indifference to the meaning of the subject. In the former

vases it was, doubtless, largely the result of conventionality

and limitation in the free expression of forms ; but it is a

peculiarity not confined to painting, and may be observed not

only in the minor arts, in terracotta and bronze figurines, but

even in sculpture of a more exalted kind— as, for instance, in

187
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the female statues from the Athenian Acropoh's. Thus, all

the deities are draped, and their costume differs in no respect

from that worn by mortals ; all alike wear the chiton, hima-

tion, or chlamys, and ornamentation of the drapery with

embroidered patterns is no mark of distinction. It is only as

the art advances in the B.F. period that the necessity for

differentiation makes itself felt, and each deity becomes indi-

vidualised by some peculiarity of costume or special attribute

which makes it possible to recognise them without difficulty.

To give a brief survey of these characteristic marks will be

the object of the following pages.

^

Among the Olympian deities, Zeus is generally bearded,

and fully draped in long chiton and mantle ; on R.F. vases

he wears a laurel-wreath. He fights the giants from his

chariot, but otherwise is standing, or seated on a throne, which

is often carved and ornamented with figures." He usually

holds a thunderbolt, or a sceptre, surmounted by an eagle or

otherwise ornamented ; in one or two cases the termination

is in the form of a lotos-bud, curiously conventionalised. •'

Hera is distinguished by the stcphaiic or broad diadem,

often ornamented, and covered with the bridal veil, the edge

of which she draws forward with one hand in the attitude

considered typical of brides. Her sceptre is sometimes sur-

mounted by her emblem—the cuckoo.

Poseidon, on the Corinthian and Attic B.F. vases—on which

he is but a rare figure—is often hardly to be distinguished

from Zeus, the approximation of the types extending even to

their emblems. Where he holds in addition a dolphin or

tunny-fish, there is, of course, no doubt as to his presence

;

nor, again, in the Gigantomachia, where he wields a rock (see

p. 13, and I'^ig. 1 12) ; but his trident, which subsequently becomes

the unmistakable evidence of his identity, often assumes (as on

the Corinthian pinakes) the form of a sceptre ending in a

' To give detailed references through- difficulty by the reader,

out may be considered superfluous, the -' Cf. B.M. B 147 ; for other repre-

order of subjects followed being that of sentations of Zeus, Figs, in, 113, 114;

the preceding chapters, to which refer- Plate LI.

ence may in all cases be made without ' See/.ff.S. xiii. p. 19.
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lotos-bud/ which is typical of Zeus, and, indeed, of Olympian

deities generally. The other sea-deities are, however, of a

more clearly defined type. The essential feature of Triton is

the fish-tail in which his body terminates. Ncrcus, on the

other hand, is represented as an old man, bald and grey-

bearded. In this form he contends with Herakles (sec p. 10 1),

and it may be that the differentiation was necessary to avoid

confusion with the Triton type. As attributes he often holds

a dolphin or tunny-fish, and a trident or sceptre. The winged

deity with a long sinuous fish-tail seen on earh' Corinthian

vases is probably Palacmoii (see p. 26) ; but in one case this

deity is feminine.-' AmpJiitritc, as the feminine consort of

Poseidon, holds a sceptre or tunny-fish, and Thetis and the

Nereids appear in ordinary female form. The former, how-

ever, in her struggles with Pcleus, is accompanied by lions,

serpents, and other animals, which indicate the transformations

she was supposed to assume. Skylla appears as described in

Homer, with fish-tail and the fore-parts of dogs issuing from

her waist, which is encircled by a fringe of scales or feathers.

Deiiieier and PersepJioiie are not always distinguishable from

one another, both having the same attributes—a torch or ears

of corn (cf. Plate LI.). Their identification depends rather on

the nature of their respective actions in the scenes where they

appear. Triptoleinos is always seen in his winged two-wheeled

car (sometimes drawn by serpents), and usually holds ears of

corn or a libation-bowl ; on B.F. vases he is bearded. The
other Eleusinian deities, on the late R.E. vases where they

occur, are marked by the large torches which they hold.

Apollo on the B.F. vases almost invariably occurs in his

character of Kitharoidos,' the lyre which he holds being of the

form known as kitJiara (on later vases it is a cJielys)
; he is

therefore, like all musicians, fully draped in long chiton, and

his hair falls in curls on his shoulders, or is gathered in a

KpM^uXo<i. Unlike most gods, he is at all times youthful and

beardless.^ He is also represented holding a laurel-branch,

' See p. If. S. loc. cit. the fourth century.

- El. Cer. iii. pi. 32 B. * An exception is El. Ct'r. i. pi. 62,

' Cf. the type created by Skopas in where he is bearded (on a B.F. vase).
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sliooting an arrow from his bow, or riding on a swan or

Gr}'phon, or accompanied by a hind or other animal. His

sister Artemis is draped in long chiton and mantle, and often

wears a high cap on B.F. vases ; it is not until the later R.F.

period that she appears in hunting costume, with knotted-up

hair, short chiton, and high laced-up hunting-boots or ciidro-

inidcs ; sometimes also a fawn-skin. She is usually distin-

guished by her bow and arrows, and is accompanied by a

hound, deer, goat, or other animal/

llepJiaistos is usually bearded," and often appears in the

workman's dress of the cxouiis or short chiton covering one

shoulder, and high conical cap ; his craft is further symbolised

by a hammer or tongs, or by the axe with which he brings

Athena forth from the head of Zeus. In the Gigantomachia

he uses his tongs with savage violence against an unfortunate

opponent (see p. 14). Ares is the typical Greek fully-armed

warrior, bearded, with helmet, short chiton, cuirass, and greaves,

sword, spear, and shield ; but is not otherwise to be distin-

guished. Hermes, as the messenger of the gods, appears in

appropriate costume of chlamys and petasos (the Greek

travelling-hat), and carrying the caduceus or herald's staff;

he usually wears high boots, and on the earlier vases a short

chiton in addition. He is occasionally winged, but it is more

usual to find the wings attached to his petasos or boots. On
B.F. vases he is always bearded, but not after the sixth

century, Hestia, who but rarely occurs on vases, forms a pair

to Hermes in assemblies of the gods, but is not distinguished

further than by the Olympian lotos-sceptre.

Athena on the earlier B.F. vases is not always distinguished

from an ordinary woman ; later, the helmet, spear, shield,

and aegis become inseparable adjuncts of her costume, the

shield being always circular in form. The spear, which is

sometimes her only characteristic, is usually brandished or

couched in her right hand, and sometimes she holds her

helmet in her hand (see Plate XXXVI. and p. 40). Her

costume consists of a long girt chiton, over which the peplos

' See for these two, Fig. 116. -' Exceptions are B.M. D4; £l. Cir.

i. pis. 46 A, 47, 63.

J
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or small mantle is thrown, and the aegis round her chest.

The latter is covered with scales and has a fringe of rearing

serpents, and sometimes, on later vases, the Gorgon's head in

the centre of the front. On the Panathenaic amphorae she is

ahva\'s represented in the Promachos attitude, at first to left,

but later to right, brandishing her spear. At either side of

her arc columns surmounted by an owl, a cock, or other

emblems. On the later specimens her figure is greatl}' elon-

gated, and her drapery is often elaborately embroidered with

patterns in purple and white. Her statue when represented

is usually a mere reproduction of the living type ; but on

some later vases there seems to be a reminiscence of the Par-

thenos or other statues (see p. 40;.

ApJifodite is less individualised than any other deity, at any

rate on the earlier vases, on which she is invariabl\' draped in

the ordinary manner. She sometimes carries a lotos-headed

sceptre (as in Judgment of Paris scenes). Occasionally she

is represented armed. On the later vases the influence of

fourth-century sculpture becomes apparent in the treatment of

this, as of other deities. She now first appeals nude (when

bathing or washing), scantily clad or half draped, and in trans-

parent Coan draperies, through which the outlines of her form

are visible. She has no characteristic attribute, but is fre-

quently represented with a dove or other bird. The types of

Eros have already been fully discussed (p. 45); briefly it

may be said that on the Attic R.F. vases he is a full-grown

nude youth with wings ; on those of Southern Italy the type is

more boyish, though never the child or pntto of the Hellenistic

Age, and in Apulia the androgynous type, with hair arranged

in feminine fashion and jewellery profusely adorning his person

—earrings, necklace, chains, and anklets— is invariable.

Dionysos is distinguished primarily by the ivy-wreath which

crowns his head ; he generally wears a long chiton and

mantle, but on the latest vases is frequently nude. On all

B.F. vases, and often on those of the R.F. period, he is

bearded, and it is only on those of Southern Italy that he

appears as a somewhat effeminate youth, half draped like

Apollo, with rounded and graceful limbs. His attributes are
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the rhyton or keras (only on B.F. vases), the kantharos, a form

of drinking-cup specially associated with him, a vine-branch,

and the thyrsos ; he is accompanied by panthers and other

animals, or swings the limbs of a kid (x^/xaipocpovo^). Usually

he maintains a calm and unmoved attitude amid the wild

revelries of his followers. An'adiic is undistinguished except

by her association with him. Pan, who only occurs on later

vases, is almost invariably represented as a beardless youthful

figure, with goat's horns, but human legs ; when, however, he

has goat's legs or feet, he is usually called Aegi[)an, and in

this aspect he assumes a somewhat dwarfish and more bestial

aspect.^

Satyrs are either elderly and bearded, or youthful ; in all

cases with pointed ears and horses' tails, and undraped except

for the fawn-skins which they frequently wear. They carry

a thyrsos, drinking-cups, or musical instruments, according to

the circumstances in which they are depicted. In Ionic art

(Vol. I. p. 353 ff.) the Satyrs invariably have horses' feet as

well as tails, and are usually of repulsive appearance. The

Scilcui are really aged Satyrs, depicted as bald or white-

haired, but not otherwise differentiated, except in the case of

Papposeilcnos, who is covered with shaggy skin." The Maoiads

are often represented (especially on B.F. vases) as ordinary

draped women, or only with the addition of a fawn-skin or

panlher-skin over their chiton ; they carry the thyrsos, or

frequently on later vases a large tambourine {tyuipano7i).

Of the personages associated with the under-world. Hades

is usually an elderly bearded deity of the Zeus type. He carries

a sceptre, often with ornamented top, and sometimes from his

Chthonian association with Dionysos holds a kantharos, vine-

branch, or cornucopia. Kcrbcros has three heads only on two

Caeretan hydriae and the Apulian under-world vases ; his usual

number is two, but once or twice he has only one.^ Hckate

has torches for her customary attribute, and the Furies, who

only occur on South Italian vases, wear short chitons with

' Cf. for the two together on a vase, various Satyr-types, see Loeschcke in

B.M. E228. Ath. Mitth. 1894, p. 521 ff.

- For an attempted distinction of the ^ SteJ.H.S. -xviii. p. 296.
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cross-belts and have rough hair, in which and round their arms

serpents are intertwined. Charon the ferryman is represented

as an elderly man in short chiton and conical cap (cf. Fig. 122),

but the grim Etruscan Chanai is a repulsive and savage hook-

nosed demon, wielding a hammer. T/ianatos and Hypnos, the

two Death-deities, are both winged men, but only the former

is bearded (cf. Fig. 123) ; there is usually nothing forbidding

in his appearance. The question of the representation of ghosts

or souls (ei'ScoXa) has been fully discussed (p. 72) ; most com-

monly they are diminutive winged figures, and in other cases

they appear as in ordinary life/ but possibly they sometimes

appear in the form of birds.-

Gaia is represented half rising out of the earth, a beautiful

but not young woman, with long hair (Fig. 112); or, as Pandora,

her head alone is seen (see p. "j}^). Kybele occasionally

appears, with her attendant lion, and an even rarer figure is

Asklcpios, with his serpent. The EilcitJiyiae, who attend at

the birth of Athena, are ordinary women, distinguished by the

appropriate gestures of their hands (Fig. 113). Iris, the female

messenger of the gods, appears winged, with short chiton to

allow of rapid movement, and carrying the caduceus or herald's

staff ; Hebe, on the other hand, is an ordinary woman. Nike is

usually to be distinguished from Iris by her long flowing draperies,

even when in flight ; the various attributes usually associated

with her have already been dealt with in detail (p. 87)."

Among personifications, Helios is a youthful figure in a chariot,

usually with rays round his head (as on Plate LI II.); in one

or two cases his head is surmounted by a white disc ; Selene

appears on horseback, and is sometimes indicated by a crescent

moon ; where Helios is accompanied by a goddess in a chariot,

it is probable that Nyx (Night) is intended (see p. 79). The
Stars are represented as nude youths. The Aurae or breezes

appear as girls floating through the air ; the Hyades or rain-

Nymphs are identified by their water-pitchers. A group of

winged gods and goddesses is formed by Eos, Agon (the

' Cf. the Greek heroes on B.F. vases - See B.M. E477 and Weicker, Sec-

(B.M. B240, B543). knvogel, passim.

^ See also Roscher, iii. p. 330.

VOL. II. 13
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masculine counterpart of Nike), Eris, Lyssa (Frenzy),^ and

the various wind-gods, such as Boreas and Zcphyros. These

are found at all periods, but the types vary. Eris, who
is only found on B.F. vases, resembles the Gorgons (see

below), a somewhat grotesque figure with wings, rough hair,

and short girt chiton ; Lyssa only occurs on Apulian vases,

and is akin in type to the Furies— in two instances her figure

is enclosed in a circle of rays of light, perhaps to express the

blinding effect of her action, and she holds a goad.'^ Oistros,

a kindred figure, rides in a car drawn by serpents, and carries

torches. The type of Agon is assimilated to that of Eros

on R.F. vases ; on those of earlier date (if this is the correct

interpretation) he wears a short girt chiton and holds a wreath.

The Wind-gods on B.F. vases wear the petasos and high boots,

and short girt chiton ;
ZepJiyros is represented as a youth

; and

Boreas, who only occurs on R.F. vases, wears Thracian costume;

he is bearded, and his hair is often rough and shaggy. But

these winged deities cannot always be identified with certainty.

Among other personifications, Gcras is a somewhat ugly old

man ; the Muses are distinguished by their various musical

instruments ; and Cities ami Countries are occasionally indi-

vidualised. For instance, Thebes, on a vase by Assteas, wears

a turreted crown ; Sparta appears as a Nymph on horseback
;

and, generally speaking, their presence is usually indicated not

onl\' by inscriptions, but by their relation to the scene depicted.^

River-gods, such as Acheloos, appear as human-headed bulls,

with horns, but the last-named on a stamnos by Pamphaios

(E437 in B.M.) has a fish-tail.

Kastor and Polydeukes usually appear on horseback and in

hunting costume, with petasos, chlamys, and spears ; on later

vases they sometimes wear the pileus, a conical cap which often

appears as their emblem on coins. Hera/xles on earlier vases

is alwa}-s bearded, and wears the lion's skin fastened round

his waist with a belt, the forepaws knotted round his throat ^
;

' Only on B.^[. F271 and Naples ^ Note that the vase-painters are care-

3237 ; elsewhere unwinged. ful never to represent him wearing the

- See p- 91- skin when contending with the lion.

' See /.H.S. ix. p. 47 ff.
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the head covers his head like a cap, leaving his face only

exposed, and under it he wears a short girt chiton ; he is armed

with his club, or bow and quiver, and sometimes wnth a sword.

On R.F. vases he is often nude, or only wears the skin in

chlamys fashion. On the earlier vases he is often less charac-

terised, and the same applies to the later R.F. vases, on which

he is frequently beardless ; in many cases he is only to be

identified by his club. T/icsciis always appears as a youth,

and on the R.F. cups usually wears a short loose chiton of

crinkly material (cf Vol. I., Frontisp.) ; his arms are a sword,

or sometimes a club. Perseus wears the winged petasos or cap

of darkness and high boots (the shoes of swiftness), sometimes

winged ; he carries the wallet or Ki(3iat<i, and sometimes the

cipirr) or curved sword with which he slew Medusa. Pelops on

the Apulian vases is usually characterised as an Oriental, with

richly embroidered costume and a tiara or embroidered cap.

The Homeric heroes are only to be identified by inscriptions,

or by the actions in which they take part, but Paris is usually

in Oriental costume ; in Judgment scenes he holds a lyre, but

when he takes part in combats he is attired as an archer,

with bow and quiver, Phrygian cap, jerkin, and trousers.

Kckrops, the mythical king of ^Athens, usually ends in a

serpent's tail, to denote his autochthonous origin ; Midas has

ass's ears ; Orpliciis is recognised by his lyre, and sometimes

wears, as a musician, feminine costume (see below, p. 197).'

Of other mythological types the Auiazoiis arc, of course, al\va\'s

armed, frequently in the Oriental fashion, with Phrygian cap or

kidaris and trousers ; their weapons are the crescent-shaped

shield or /^cila, and a peculiar type of battle-axe, the safaris.

The Giants on B.l". vases are ordinary armed warriors, not

even of exceptional size, but in later times they often end in

serpents, as on the Pergamene frieze. TypJioti appears in this

form on a Chalcidian vase."' Geryon is represented in the

manner described by Pausanias (vi. 19, i), as " three men
joined together," with distinctive arms and legs ; on Chalcidian

vases he has four wings, and is only triple from the waist

upwards. The Centaurs on the more archaic vases, as on those

' E.g. Reinach, ii. 80. - Munich 125.
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of Ionia, appear as men with the body and hind legs of a horse

attached behind ; by the middle of the sixth century they

appear in the familiar form of a human bust conjoined with

a horse's body. The Gorgojis are always rendered in grotesque

fashion, with grinning faces and dishevelled hair intertwined

with serpents ; they wear short girt chitons and high winged

boots, and have four wings, the upper pair recurved ; usually

on B F. vases they appear in what is known as "the archaic

running attitude," or, as the Germans more expressively phrase

it, " Knielaufschema," the figures being represented as if kneeling

on one knee. The same grotesque type of face,^ with the

protruding tongue and teeth, appertains to the Medusa's head

or Gorgoneion, which is at all periods such a favourite decorative

motive on vases, either as the interior design of a IIP. kylix,

or as a medallion in relief on late vases. The more beautiful

type of Medusa head is a creation of later date than most of the

painted vases, but in the medallions on Italian vases much of

the grotesqueness has disappeared.

Much confusion at one time existed between the conceptions

of the Harpy and the Siren, both names being indiscriminately

applied to the female-headed bird so common on vases of all

periods. But there is ample evidence for the representation

of the Harpy more in the style of the Gorgons, as a purely

feminine type, with the short chiton suited for rapid move-

ment, high boots, and wings, and often in the conventional

running attitude." In this form they appear in one instance

as feminine counterparts of the male Boreades.'^ The Siren

types vary at different times, the earlier Sirens frequently

having human arms.* The SpJiiux is always a woman-headed

winged four-footed beast ; sometimes on Corinthian and Ionic

vases she wears a high head-dress. The Gryphon'' is a winged

lion with eagle's beak, and often with erect ears ; the winged

Pcgasos and the bull-headed Minotaur require no description.

Turning now to personages concerned in events of every-day

' See Six, De Gorgonc. "* See Weicker's Sceloivogel, passim.

- See above, p. 146. ^ See the article Gryps in Roscher's

^ B.M. B4. Lexikon, vol. i.
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life, wc find great variety of costume and equipment, especially

at different periods and under different circumstances. The

vases, in fact, may be said to supply the most instructive

locus classicus for Greek dress and ornament, as well as for

minor details—such as weapons, implements, and furniture

—

of which they provide contemporary illustrations.

Kings are usually distinguished by dignified flowing robes,

by the wearing of a wreath or head-dress, or by the sceptre

which they hold.' Oriental potentates wear the costume of

their country, with lofty ornamented tiaras, or the Persian

kidaris or kyrbasia—a peaked cap decorated with fringes and

lappets. Their dress is often very elaborate on the later vases-

Actors and iniisicicDis both wear appropriate costumes. The

former, who hardly occur except on the Italian vases, wear

the dress of the Old Comedy, with grotesque mask, padded

stomach, loose jerkin, and trousers." Tragic actors are seldom

represented; but it has already been pointed out' that in the

setting of the mythological scenes on the vases of Southern

Italy there is an unmistakable reflection of the tragic stage,

especially in the elaborate and somewhat exaggerated details

of costume. Musicians invariably wear a long chiton, over

which on R.F. vases they sometimes wear a short loose garment

called the opQoarahiov, embroidered with patterns.^ There are

also a few instances of male performers (recognisable by

their beards) in distinctively feminine costume."

Athletes are invariably nude when performing their exercises,

except in the case of the armed foot-race (see p. 164) ; in

the torch-race they seem to have worn high crowns ; on

the reverse of late R.F, vases they appear inactive, wrapped

in mantles and conversing in groups. Hunters wear a dis-

tinctive costume of pctasos and chlamys, and usually carry

two spears. Boys on horseback are usually represented nude,

and on Ionic vases have their hair tied in a tuft behind.''

' E.g. B.M. E 198. tersch. pis. 65-6.

- See Kijrte inya/i;-/'m7«, 1893, p. 61 ft".

;

'" EL Cir. ii. 16 and iv. 90-93; 15. M.

•ilso Figs. 105, 134. E 30S.
'' Vol. I. p. 472. '• E.g. B.M. B 59, B 103,,.

' E.g. B.M. E270; Hartwig, Meis-
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CJiarioiecrs arc always attired in a long girt chiton reaching

to the feet, which on Attic B.F. vases is painted white.

They usually hold a goad in the right hand, the reins in the

left. Heralds wear the attributes of Hermes—the petasos,

caduceus, and high boots, with a chlamys or short girt chiton.

Warriors on the early and B.F. vases are equipped in a

fashion which tallies to some extent with the descriptions of

Homer.^ Their armour usually consists of a crested Corinthian

helmet, a metal cuirass, under which is a short chiton, and

greaves, to which are sometimes added the thigh-coverings

known as parameridia. Some peculiarities may also be noted

—

such as the hooked projection on the front of helmets on

the Ionic vases of Daphnae and the Clazomenae sarcophagi,^

the linen cuirasses (indicated by white paint) sometimes v/orn

on Attic B.F. vases,'' or the heavy helmets with large cheek-

pieces seen on the Caeretan hydriae (Plate XXVI.). The R.F.

vases often represent the fully armed Athenian hoplite equipped

in the same fashion as the B.F. ; but in these, and more

especially in the Italian vases, there is a tendency to omit

much of the defensive armour. Cuirasses on R.F. vases are

often decorated with patterns of scales or panelling.* Helmets

on Italian vases often assume a local character, with conical

crowns and two or three lofty plumes.''

Of offensive armour, the full equipment consists of sword,

spear, and shield. The two former call for no comment,

but the shields, which are of two forms, the circular Argive

or the indented oval Boeotian, present one feature of great

interest—the devices with which they are adorned." Investi-

gations have failed to discern in these any symbolical or

heraldic significance ; they are not appropriated to particular

personages, and all that can be noted about them is that

they usually seem to suggest rapid movement. Thus we find

an eagle or other flying bird, wheels, balls, chariots, a bent

' See Helbig, Horn. Epof, pp. 2S4ff., ' E.g. B.M. E 263, E469.

342. ^ Cf. B.M. Cat. of Bronzes, 2823-24.

- Vol. I. p. 353.
"^ On this subject generally see T. Ely

^ As on the Exekias amphora, B.M. in Archaeo/ogia, li. p. 477 ft".

B 209 : s&Q/.ff.S. iv. p. 82.
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leg, a serpent, Pcgasos, and so on. The passage in the Septan

of Aeschylus (387 ff.), in which the shield-devices of the

combatants arc described, is of course familiar, and similar

allusions are not wanting in Greek writers.^ They are universal

on B.F. vases, being painted in white on black ground, and

are often found on the earlier R.F. vases in black on red
;

but they seem to disappear at an early stage of the R.F.

period. Sometimes they consist only of letters of the alphabet,

as on a Panathenaic amphora, where Athena's shield has

the letters A to ; on a B.F. vase in the British Museum arc

the letters A0E.- Other peculiar subjects are a winged boar,

two rams butting, a figure of Artemis, a white-bordered square,

and a ladder.' Some of those on R.F. vases are somewhat

elaborate—a Seilenos,' a fox eating grapes,' an armed runner,*'

or a warrior blowing a trumpet.' A variation is when the

device takes the form of an object in relief—a Satyr-mask,^

Gorgoneion,'^ mask of Phobos (Panic),'*' or a Gryphon,'' or a

rearing serpent'-; or when a shield is surrounded by a fringe

of serpents.''^ Shields frequently have a piece of fringed and

embroidered stuff suspended from them, which seems to have

served as a protection to the legs."

Archers are depicted in Oriental costume, wearing peaked

caps with long lappets and a close-fitting dress of leather,

consisting of jerkin and trousers, usually embroidered with

various patterns. The different barbarian types which appear

on vases—Persians, Scythians, Arimaspi, and Thracians^arc

more or less individualised, especially on the R.I", wises. Such

subjects, indeed, were not really popular until the Persian wars.

' Xen. Hell. iv. 4, 10, vii. 5, 20 :
' Rcinach, i. 77 ; Vienna 332.

Pans. iv. 28, 5 ; Plut. Apophth. /.aeon. '* Reinach, i. 50S, 6 ; ii. 94, 270.

234 D; I'it. Diiitoslh. 20; Bacchyl. '' Ihid. i. 126, 1 81.

frag. 41 (Bergk). '" .See a!)ovc, p. 90. and Rosclier, iii.

- B.M. B574: cf. B60S an,l Urlichs, p. 2389 ff.

Beiiriige, pi. 14. " Rcinacli, i. iSi ; Berlin 1701.

'Berlin 1698, 1852; Munich 1121; '"Berlin 3988, 3992; B.M. B 364 ;

Reinach, i. 453; Inghiranii, Vaxi /'///. Reinach, ii. 63.

pi. 109, 2. I' Reinach, i. 513 ; L(juvre E 732 =
' B.M. K575. Fig. III.
'• Cambridge 70. " Cf. B.M. E 167-6S, 295, etc.

'' Jahr/uich, 1S95, pp. 191, 19S.
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The details of Oriental costume have already been noted.

Thracians on R.F. vases wear a long loose cloak known as the

.zeira and a cap of foxskin {alopekc) with long flaps, which

dress is also worn by Boreas (see above). In the first half

of the fifth century Oriental costumes seem to have had a

period of popularity among the fashionable young men of

Athens, especially the knights ; and they are often depicted

riding in the zeira or striped and embroidered dresses of out-

landish style (see pp. i66, 179). Egyptians are often realistically

rendered, with shaven heads,^ as are negroes and Aethiopians.

The latter, like all barbarians on vases, usually wear trousers.

On the vases of Southern Italy details of local (Osco-Samnite or

Messapian) costumes often appear (see p. 180, and Vol. I. p. 483),

especially in the case of helmets and breastplates worn by

warriors on Campanian vases.

On the earlier vases, down to the end of the B.F. period,

there is frequently no distinction between the dress of men
and women, and to this fact may have been due the practice

of painting the latter white to differentiate them. Both wear

the long Doric chiton, with a mantle or himation thrown over

it ; but men often wear the smaller chlamys over the shoulders

in place of the himation. Women, again, on the earlier B.F.

vases, often appear without the himation, and wear a long chiton

tightly girt at the waist, with a short apoptygnia or fold falling

over the breast. On R.F. vases the Doric chiton is sometimes

worn by women, open down one side (known as the yiraav

o-;)^to-To?). Men in the "strong" R.F. period wear a short loose

chiton of fine crinkly linen. Generally in the R.F. period there

is greater freedom of costume and variety of material and

arrangement. The Ionic chiton is introduced about 500 B.C.,

but its vogue does not seem to have lasted long at Athens.

In place of the apoptygma women sometimes wear a loose

over-garment, known as the diplois. On the earliest vases

men are often nude, with the exception of a loin-cloth or

pair of tight-fitting " bathing-drawers." Women are practically

never nude on vases, except when occupied in bathing or

washing, or in the case of Jietairae and jugglers.

' Cf. B.M. B 1061, and the Busiris vases (p. 102).
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The draperies, especially the chitons, are often richly em-

broidered with patterns, represented by incising and purple

and white colours on the B.F. vases, by black paint on the

R.F. On the former the women's chiton is often covered

with a sort of diaper pattern of squares, filled in with circles

and stars, or the dresses (both of men and women) are covered

with groups of dots and flowers in white and purple. In the

late fine R.F. period and on the vases of Lucania and Apulia

the patterns become exceedingly rich and varied ^
: chequers,

wave-pattern, palmettes, stars, egg-pattern, maeandcr, and all

kinds of borders are introduced. A further extension of the

principle is seen in the introduction of borders of figures, the

most notable instances of which are on the Francois vase

and the Hieron kot}^le.- On the former the technique is

remarkable as a kind of anticipation of red figures on black.

Aristotle speaks of a garment made for Alkimenes of Sybaris

on which deities were represented between borders decorated

with Oriental figures, the subjects being the sacred animals

of the Medes and Tcrsians.'' We may also cite the remarkable

statue of Demetcr found at Lj'kosura in Arcadia, the drapery

of which is decorated with inlaid borders of figures,' and the

mantle of Jason described by Apollonius Rhodius.'"'

The hair of women on B.F. vases, and frequently also that

of men, usually falls loose or in tight curls on the shoulders, with

a fringe over the forehead. On the early R.F. vases men
often wear their hair looped up behind in the fashion known
as the Kp(oj3vXo'i,*'' which, as we know from Thucydides, went

out about 480 B.C. Women, on the other hand, have theirs

knotted up and confined under a cap. On later R.F. vases

and on those of Apulia their hair is usually gathered up in

the opisthospJiouknie, or in a broad coif or fillets, and arranged

in bunches of curls in front and behind. On late R.F. vases

a radiated diadem, painted white, is often seen. Men are

' See especially the Meldias vase and 1S90, pi. 11 (on head-band),

the Python krater (B.M. E224, F 149). ^ Aiiscitlt. Mirab. 96.

- See Plate LI.; also Furtwaengler ^ \sss.\\-xt}i\ix'i,FoiiillesdiLycosura.\\.i,.

and Reichhold, pi. 3; 'Ei^. 'Apx- 18S3, '" Argonautica, i. 729 ff.

pi. 3 ; 1885, pi. 5, fig. 3 ; Rom. Mitth. '• /a/ir/ua/i, 1896, p. 248 ff.
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seldom represented with long hair after 480 B.C., but they

usually wear a wreath or plain fillet. Head-coverings are rarely

worn by ordinary persons, with the exception of the traveller's

and huntsman's petasos ; but Oriental personages usually v/ear

a high cap of some kind (see above, under Barbarians).

Jewellery—such as necklaces, earrings, armlets, or anklets-

is comparatively rare on B.F. vases, but becomes more and

more com.mon, until it reaches profusion on those of Apulia.

Bracelets and anklets are often in the form of serpents.

Various forms of sandals or shoes are seen on later vases, but

on the black-figured the only kind of footgear is the high boot

or oidroinis^ with a curved tag in front.

The extent to which physiognomical expressions are rendered

on vases varies at different periods^ ;
but it is not true, as has

sometimes been thought, that the artists altogether ignored

such expressions in their figures ; it was only in the earlier

phases that this was the case, and even during the fifth century

the advance was timid and slow, much more so than in sculpture.

As a rule, in the same vase all the faces are alike, and no

physiognomical distinction can be drawn between gods and

heroes, or even between men and women, except (on the Attic

vases) in the treatment of the eye. On the B.F. vases the

ordinary t)pe of face has a long nose, with a tendency to turn

up, a pointed chin, deep rounded jaw, and large eyes, w^iile

the limbs are sinewy, angular, and tapering. Beards of some

length are invariable for grown or elderly men ;
otherwise

distinctions of age are hardly observed until the R.F. period.

And as in sculpture of the archaic period all figures have the

same conventional smile, so on the B.F. vases gods, heroes,

and mortals alike all pursue the actions in which they are

engaged with the same unvarying expression. The contrast

of violent action and calm unmoved physiognomy is often quaint,

and almost grotesque.

Indications of expression or sentiment are, in fact, rather

implicit than explicit. They are given in a sort of shorthand

fashion, just as Polygnotos in his great paintings, by some

' See on this subject througliout Moii. Gurs, 1S95-97, p. 7 IT.
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subtle touch—by a change of attitude or the action of a hand—
indicated the emotion he wished to convey. In the different

treatment of the male and female eye there is, no doubt, an

attempt to give to the man a more lively expression by means

of the round pupil, while the oval form of the woman's eye

gives her a softer and less intense look. The neglect of this

principle on Ionian vases, where the male eye is oval, seems

to be a reflection of the effeminate tendencies of the Ionian

races.^ At an early date we may observe a special treatment

of the eye to represent it as closed, in the case of a blind or

dying person. Thus the Phineus of the Wurzburg cup has

merely an angular mark in place of an e)-c, representing the

fall of the upper eyelid over the lower, or the eye is represented

as a vacant space without pupil.' The mouth is sometimes

open to express pain or anger, as in the Nessos of the Proto-

Attic vase,"* or the quarrelling heroes on a vase in the Louvre

(F 340). It is also used to express the agony of a dying or

injured person, as on a vase with the outraged Polyphcmos,'

with which we may compare the dying warrior of the Acgina

pediment. But all these are rather exceptions than the rule on

B.I", vases.

After the time of Polygnotos the influence of painting makes
itself felt, and we may recall that he perfected the advances

of Kimon in this respect. Not only did the vase-painters

learn from him how to dispose figures cii face or in three-quarter

view, but they also learned how to mark different expressions.

It has also been observed that the influence of tragedy must

have been strong at this time. The krater from Orvieto in

the Louvre (Vol. I. p. 442) is a good instance of the progress

made in the fifth century in this direction. On one side of the

vase (see Fig. 103, ibid.) we have a dying Niobid and a youth

with face to the front and eyes closing ; on the other, in the

Argonautic scene, a warrior holding his knees, with lower lip

' Cf. a funerary plaque in llie Louvre, 754 ; E643, 808
; Jahrluich, 1893, pi. i;

where the male mourners, no doubt see also B.M. E44o(R.P". period),

intentionally, have the oval form of eye
;

' Ant. Deiikin. i. pi. 57.

also Louvre F 256 (figure of Aeneas). ^ Anzeigcr, 1895, p. 35. fie;. 9: cf.

- For other instances ]\L Girard (J/w/. Louvre E612 his, and Ant. Dciil;in. ii.

Grecs, loc. cit.^ refers to Louvre E753, 24, 15.
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fallen, giving him a melancholy expression, and Herakles with

a face of sadness, marked by wrinkles. Other figures show

exactly in what direction they arc looking (compare Kimon's

figures "looking down or upwards").^ In the later develop-

ments of the Apulian vases, with their scenes drawn from

tragic themes and represented in such dramatic fashion, there

is plenty of ability to represent emotion, and in several cases it

is accurately expressed, as in some of the scenes from the sack

of Troy. But in other cases, as on the Assteas vase in Madrid

(Fig. 107), much of the old quaintness and grotesqueness is

apparent.

It is also necessary to treat of the methods adopted by the

artist for indicating locality or landscape in his pictures, a

thing which is often done in the briefest and most cursory

manner. The germs of this principle are perhaps to be observed

(as noted elsewhere. Vol. I. p. 312) in the floral ground-ornaments

of the Corinthian and other early vases. In the more developed

vase-paintings a sort of shorthand system is customary, a

system which in some degree probably prevailed on the Greek

stage, as on that of the Elizabethan drama. Thus a temple

or a house is represented by a column, or two columns sup-

porting a pediment, a wood or grove by a single tree, water

by two dolphins swimming in the lower part of the design,

and so on. A notable exception is in the palace depicted on

the Francois vase, in which Thetis awaits the arrival of the

bridegroom Peleus. So much of the building is given in

detail that it is even possible to attempt a restoration.- On
the same vase the walls of Troy are depicted, with a double

door studded with nails. In the Hydrophoria scenes (p. 173)

considerable attention is paid to the architectural details of

the well-house, which was probably in the form of a small

temple, perhaps circular, surrounded by a colonnade. The

water issues from spouts in the form of lions' heads, and

statues are often depicted in different parts of the building.

The Francois vase also gives an illustration of a well-house,

' Sec also Alon. Grccs, 1S95-97, p. P\irt\vaengler and Reichhold. Gr.

16. VasciDii. p. 8.
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with portico supported by columns. The architecture is almost

invariably Doric. In outdoor scenes rocks occasionally appear,

but only where they are necessary to the subject, as in the

ambuscade of Achilles for Troilos. The branches of trees

which frequently cover all the vacant spaces of the design

on later B.F. vases, especially in Dion\'siac scenes, may be

mainly intended for decorative effect.

In the R.F. period more and more attention is paid to

landscape and architectural detail as the style develops, but

there is still a strong tendency to adhere to the shorthand

system—a tendency which increases rather than disappears,

especially on the white-ground vases. The artist's object was

always to make his figures stand out, as far as possible, clear

against the background, and he therefore deliberately avoided

anything likely to interfere with the desired effect. Landscape

proper, with indications of ground-lines, rocks, and trees, was

only introduced when the Polygnotan influence became strong,

and the Orvieto krater in the Louvre may be once more cited

as a good and early instance of a new development. Scenes

in architectural settings are rare, but an excepticm may be

noted in the case of some of the late R.F. vases with scenes

in women's apartments, where careful attention is paid to the

details of the door-ways, even to the locks and key-holes.^ For

the rest, it usually sufficed to indicate the palaestra by a strigil

or oil-flask suspended, or a pair of jumping-wcights ; musical

gatherings by a lyre or a flute in a case ; banqueting-rooms

by cups and other vases hung up, or by rows of boots. Simi-

larly, women's apartments are represented by a window, door,

or column, or by sashes, hoods, mirrors, wreaths, and wool-

baskets scattered about.-^

In the vases of Southern Italy this principle is carried almost

to excess. Not only is the old idea of rosettes and flowers

scattered about the scene revived, but the whole surface of

the design is often covered with miscellaneous objects, such

as balls, sashes, and mirrors. On the Apulian vases the use

of a double line of white dots to indicate the ground is invari-

' Eg. B.M. E 77J, 774, 779, 7S0. - See on the sul)ject V. Gardner in

f.H.S. xi.x. p. 254.
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able, and loose stones are scattered about where it is intended

to be rocky. Flowers grow about in rich profusion. In the

mythological scenes an elaborate architectural background is

frequent, and altars, tripods, and columns serve the same end
;

the Jieroa or shrines and other forms of tomb in the sepulchral

scenes have already been described. In athletic scenes,

especially on the reverse of the kraters, a ball, a stylus and

tablets, or a pair of jumping-weights are suspended in the air

to indicate the palaestra ; and on Lucanian vases subjects of

a military nature are suggested by a suspended shield only

partly visible. The " courting-scenes " on Apulian vases usually

have a representation of a window in a corner of the design.

§ 2. Arrangement of Subjects

The next point to be considered is the method of arrange-

ment and composition of the figures in general on Greek vases.

As regards the Mycenaean, Geometrical, and other early wares,

they may be left out of consideration,— firstly, because their

ornamentation is mainly composed of decorative motives or

single figures of animals ; secondly, because even where com-

positions of figure subjects are found, as on the great Dipylon

vases, the method of arrangement is still tentative and without

system. The figures are arranged in haphazard groups and

bands, and all the remaining spaces are filled in with ornament.

The first attempt at an organised method of decoration is seen

in the vases of Corinth and Ionia, and is exemplified principally

in the arrangement of the friezes of animals. Roughly speaking,

there are two main tendencies, one characteristic of each line of

development—the procession and the heraldic group. Both are

essentially Oriental {i.e. Assyrian) in origin, the prototype of the

latter being the familiar motive of the two animals and the

sacred tree, which is so frequently found on Mycenaean gems,

and is best exemplified in the famous Lion Gate of Mycenae.^

Yet this typically Mycenaean and Oriental motive was not the

one adopted by its natural inheritors, the lonians, and it is in

' See on this motive and other heraldic groups, Jahrhtiili, 1904, p. 27 ff.
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Dorian Corinth that we find its reflection on the painted vases.

On one Corinthian vase ^ it actually occurs in the form of a

conventional palmette and lotos-pattern (representing the tree),

on either side of which two lions are confronted in true

Mycenaean fashion. Later, it becomes a common device on

the necks of vases, the ornament taking the form of a decorative

combination of palmettes (see below, p. 226). Even when on

Corinthian vases a whole frieze of animals is found, there is

always a central "heraldic" group of two, towards which the

whole seems to lead up, or else the frieze is broken up into

several isolated heraldic groups.' But on the Ionic vases, as

on those of Rhodes and Naukratis, we have over and over again

regular processions of animals all facing the same way, or, as

at Daphnae, solemn dances of women, similarly placed and

joining hand-in-hand (see Plate XXV.).

In the developed BT\ vases the same principles are observed

to some extent, especially where friezes of animals are intro-

duced ; but there is much greater freedom of treatment within

the limits of the field available. Generally speaking, however,

all designs on B.F. vases may be regarded as following one of

the three methods of architectural composition—the frieze, the

pediment, or the metope. The frieze style, which is seen on

the shoulders of hydriae, the exteriors of kylikes, and sometimes

on the bodies of amphorae, oinochoac, or Ickythi, implies a

series of figures, all turned in the same direction, but without

any central point for the action, as in processions of warriors,

dances of Satyrs and Maenads, and so on. In the pediment

style of composition the essential feature is a centre-point, in

which the interest of the subject is concentrated, as in such

scenes as the Birth of Athena"' or Theseus killing the Minotaur.'

The central group is then flanked by figures immediately

interested in the action (Eileithyia and Hephaistos, or Ariadne,

in the instances quoted ; Athena and lolaos at the labours of

Herakles)
; and the ends of the pediment, so to speak, are

' B iS in B. M. : cf. also the fragment and Tyrrhenian amphorae: see Vol. I.

from Naukratis, B 103,;. p. 321 ff.

- This principle in its most developed '' B.M. B 147.

form may be ol)served on the Chalcidian ' //'/d B313.
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occupied by groups of bystanders, often nameless and un-

characterised, who are in fact only included to fill up the space

required.

The metope style, which only admits of three, or at most four,

figures, was found convenient for all the vases with subjects on

panels, where space was restricted, and also on the kylikcs of the

"minor artist" class, on which a limited use of figures was pre-

ferred, and on those of later date where the space was mainly

taken up by the large eyes. But in all these cases—friezes,

pediments, or metopes—one thing was held to be essential : the

correspondence of the two halves of the design (except in

friezes), producing perfect symmetry in the composition.

Lastly, there are a limited number of cases where a single

figure was found sufficient, as in the interior of kylikes, on the

circular pinakes,^ and sometimes on the vases where the large

eyes take up most of the space.-

Subordinate designs, bordering the main design of an amphora

above or below, or decorating the cover, are usually in the form

of animals or chariot-races, in the frieze style of composition.

Similar friezes are sometimes also found (in the old B.F. method)

on R.F. vases, and even on the kraters of Southern Italy.

The earlier R.F. vases preserve the principles of the preceding

period ; and, in regard to the kylikes, the system of decoration

has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Vol. I. p. 427). In all

of them uc see particular attention paid to arrangement, and

the variations in the principles of composition form one of our

guides in determining the development of the style. In the

amphorae and hydriae of the transition from the severe to the

strong period the number of figures employed in one scene was

diminished, while they became larger in their proportions and

were treated with more care ; the usual number on the Nolan

amphora is one or two each side. On the smaller vases, such

as the oinochoe, the number of the figures never exceeds three.

Sometimes the hydriae have an elongated composition on the

shoulder, containing a frieze of several figures ^ ; but usually the

design runs into both shoulder and body. Designs in framed

' B.M. B 589-91. ' Cf. B.M. E 164 ff.

- E.o-. B.M. B264, B428, etc.
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panels are rare, except on the earlier amphorae and hydriae,

and on the column-handled kraters. The latter are unique in

preserving the older methods of decoration right through the

R.F. period down to the fourth-century specimens from Southern

Italy.

The influence of Polygnotos and his contemporaries brought

about, as we have seen, a great change in the arrangement of

the compositions, by the introduction of landscape and per-

spective, and the depicting of figures at different levels. This

new development was subsequently exemplified in the large

vases of Kertch and Apulia, but in the late fine period at

Athens small vases with single friezes or simple subjects were

the rule. In the pyxides and other vases with frieze subjects

the figures are often crowded together and of dwarfish pro-

portions (Plate XLII. fig. 3). A return to the old system of

several friezes is seen where the figures are arranged in two or

more rows divided by bands of ornaments, as in the Meidias

hydria, or the early Apulian and some of the Lucanian vases.'

The earlier vases of Southern Italy, especially those of

Lucania, preserve in some measure the sfjirit of the best R.F.

vases, in the arrangement of the figures, and at all times the

composition is one of the best features of these vases ; but in the

later examples the purely decorative element obtrudes itself;

single figures of little more than ornamental character abound,

and the old prcfcreiice for mere ornament asserts itself, the

patterns encroaching all over the scenes.

§ 3. Ornamental Patterns

Although by far subordinate to the subjects in point of

artistic or archaeological interest, the ornamental patterns which

are employed on the vases are by no means without their value

in both respects.^ They are, indeed, intimately interwoven with

' See Winter, y//;/i,'-(7-6' ^///.ir/it? Vasen, (1893) contains an interesting study of

p. 69 ; Kijiii. Mitth. 1897, p. 102 ; also vegetable ornament on Greek vases ; but

Plate XLV. the plates of Brunn and Lau's Gr. Vascn,

This subject has hitherto received though intended to illustrate the system of

little or no general scientific treatment (jmamentatiim, are not very instructive,

from archaeologists. Riegl's Stilfi-ageii

VOL. n. 14
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the subjects themselves, which they frame in, reheve, or

embellish. Numerous vases are decorated with ornaments only,

even in the advanced stages of the art ; and this is, of course,

an extremel}^ common occurrence in the earlier fabrics, such as

the Geometrical and Rhodian. Others, again, are only orna-

mented in the simplest fashion, with plain bands of red left to

show through the black varnish round the body or foot. That

the artist took a pride even in this form of ornamentation is

shown by the fact that some potters, such as Nikosthenes and

the " minor artists," have left their names on vases only decorated

with simple patterns.

From the very beginning of Greek vase-painting there may be

observed an endeavour to dispose the ornamental patterns in

accordance with some system ; and even though in some cases,

as in the Cypriote Geometrical vases, there is an offence against

the canons of art, yet at all periods the prevailing effect is one

of symmetry and taste. It may be thought that in some respects

there is a poverty in the variety of ornaments employed—as

compared, for instance, with mediaeval art; but it should be

remembered that—as their architecture shows—the Greek prin-

ciple was to achieve the highest results within a limited sphere.

Their system was conventional, but its conventions are forgotten

in the artistic effect that it produces.

It is on the earliest vases that the greatest variety and richness

of ornament occurs ; as the art is developed the ornamentation

becomes more and more subsidiary, until on the vases of the

finest R.F. period it has almost disappeared. But in the later

phases it again comes to the fore, tending more and more to

obscure and finally to supersede the subjects. To set forth as

briefly as possible the growth and development of Greek orna-

ment, both as a whole and in the case of individual motives,

will be the object of the succeeding summary. It will be found

advisable to treat the subject in a twofold aspect,— firstly,

dealing with individual forms and their development ; and,

secondly, in their relation to the decoration of the vases and

their subjects, as exemplified in the different periods and fabrics.

Various theories have been propounded as to the origin of

the ornaments found on Greek vases. Some have seen in the
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patterns architectural adaptations, suggested by the ornamenta-

tion of the different members of a temple, such as the maeander,

egg-and-tongue pattern, or the astragalus, just as the disposition

of the subject is often a reminiscence of the frieze or metopes.

But this is no real explanation. In the first place, the patterns

are found on vases at a period when they were hardly as yet

used in architecture ; and, second!}', their use on vases and in

architecture must undoubtedly be traced to a common source.

Others, again, have regarded them as conventional symbols, the

kymation or wave-pattern representing water, a flower or rosette

the ground on which the figures stand, and so on. Or, again, it

has been thought that they were originally derived from textile

patterns, being produced mechanically by the ways in which

the threads ran in the loom, whence they were applied with

deliberate artistic intention to the surface of a vase.

It is, in fact, impossible to put forward any one theory which

will account for the whole system of decorative ornament. As

has been pointed out in our introductory chapter, many of these

patterns arc not only spontaneous, but universal in their origin

among primitive peoples ; every nation has begun with its

circles, triangles, spirals, or chevrons. We are also, in regard

to the Greeks, met with the remarkable fact that in its earliest

form their painted pottery presents a very elaborate and highly

developed system of ornamentation— purely geometrical, it is

true, yet none the less of an advanced character. It is a com-

posite system, formed partly from Mjcenaean and pre-IMycenaean

local elements, and partly from the decorative ideas introduced

by the Dorians from Central Europe ; subsequently the range

of Greek vase-ornament was yet further enlarged by the intro-

duction of vegetable patterns, the palmette, the lotos-flower, and

the rosette, which are due to the growth of Oriental influences,

both from Egypt and from Assyria.

In order to deal with the various ornaments and patterns in

detail, it may be found convenient to di\ide them under three

heads—rectilinear, curvilinear, and vegetable or floral. Of the

first class the most consistently popular is the typically Greek

pattern known as the iiiacaudcr, key, or fret pattern. It first
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Mini
FIG. 139. MAEANDER OR
EMBATTLED PATTERN.

fig. 140. maeander or key-pattern
(attic).

appears with the Geometrical style, in which it plays an

important part, often covering a large proportion of the surface

__^______^^^__,^_____^ of a vase, arranged in broad friezes.

Three varieties are found—a simple

battlement pattern (Fig. 139), and

the slightly more elaborate forms,

Fig. 140, and the pattern given in

Vol. I. p. 283, Fig. 83. In the

Boeotian Geometrical, Phalcron, and

Proto-Corinthian fabrics it is seldom found, or only in a debased

form, as J3IJIJ" '
^^^^ ^"^

or two forms occur in the^B
" Rhodian " and " Samian "

fabrics of Ionia ; one of these

is given in Fig. 141, and

another consists of squares

of the same alternating with

crosses or stars in panels.

We meet with a most interesting development of the latter

variety in the vases of the

so-called Pontic class and on

the Clazomenae sarcophagi,

where an elaborate maeander

pattern, usually in two rows,

is interspersed with stars or

rosettes (Fig. 142). It thus

becomes almost a distin-

guishing characteristic of the later Ionian fabrics.

In the Attic B.F. vases

there is a return to sim-

plicity. Here we find it

for the most part in the

form Fig. 140 above, and

its usual position is below

the designs on the red-

bodied amphorae
; but it

is sometimes found on other vases, as above the panels on

the bodies of h\driae or oinochoac. In the R.F. period its

LnLnLni
IIG. 141. maea.ndl'.k or key-pattern

(ionic).
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SllMlMIM MPllM
FIG. I143. MAEANDER l(ATTIC, 5TH CENTURY).

development is most important for determining the succession

of the kyHkes, on which it almost becomes a date-mark, so

regular is its evolution. This has, however, been already dealt

with in the chapter on

the history of the style

(Vol. I. p. 416). After

the severe period it is of

frequent appearance on

all forms of vases, the kylix, amphora, kratcr, and pelike in

particular ; the usual arrangement is a group of three to five

macandcrs, either of the simple Fig. 140 type, or of a more

complicated form (Fig. 143), divided by rectangular panels or

squares composed of chequers, or of crosses (diagonal and

vertical) with dots or strokes between the arms.* A curious

variety of the maeander is used by Duris ; it consists of

a double intersecting maeander interspersed with squares'-^

(Fig. 144).

The invariable place for this ornament is below the design on

the large vases, and it is usually continued the whole way round

(except on the earlier Nolan amphorae) ; it is also found on

the R.F. and white lekythi along the top of the design. It is

always painted in black on the clay ground.^

A similar form of maeander prevails on the vases of Southern

Italy (except in Cam-
pania) ; it is found on the

krater, amphora, lebes,

kotyle, etc., and is almost

invariable. But there is

one unique variety which

is occasionally found on

the great Apulian kraters, as on F 278 in the British

Museum ; the type is that of the pattern in Fig. 1^4, but

the maeander is represented in perspective, being painted in

fUSlilS^
FIG. 144. MAEANDER (ATTIC, AHOUT 480 B.C.)

' For the various types of these pat-

terns see Vol. I. p. 416, Fig. 102.

- This is also found on a B.F. vase in

the British Museum (B330) : see Hartwig,

Mcislersch. p. 220; also B.M. E 84;

Thiersch, Hell. Vascn, pi. 5 ; Arch. Zcil.

1873, pi. 9.

^ The Pamphaios hydria in the British

Museum (B 300) has bits of rcd-oii-black

maeander down the sides of the design on

the shoulder.
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white on the black, the shaded edges left in the colour of

the clay.

Of patterns akin to the maeander, the so-called szvastika or

hook-armed cross, £^, occurs in panels on the Geometrical

vases, but subsequently it is only found as a ground-ornament

in the field, as frequently at Naukratis, in Rhodes, and elsewhere.

It is, strictly speaking, to be regarded as a fragmentary piece of

maeander, without any of the symbolical meaning which it bears

in the art of northern nations, with whom it was the emblem

of the Scandinavian god Thor. Another pattern, JUUU"*. or

^y^/^/^/^/^^ , which may be called a variety of the maeander,

is frequently found as a continuous border on early vases, such as

the Phaleron and Proto-Corinthian wares, and occasionally in the

B.F. period.

Next there is the clievron, zigzag, or herring-bone pattern,

consisting of systems of V-shaped patterns, arranged in two

ways, either M or VWW ; these patterns are practically

only found on the earlier fabrics of Greece and Cyprus, or on

the native wares of Apulia. On the incised vases of the early

Bronze Age found at Hissarlik and in Cyprus this is the pre-

vailing motive, the lines of zigzag being either single, or arranged

in groups of four or five parallel

:

On the Geometrical vases such patterns are of very frequent

occurrence, and panels or bands of chevrons arranged

vertically, M or ^^^, occur in many instances (Fig. 83).

These groups of chevrons or zigzags are also a distinguishing

mark of the Boeotian Geometrical fabrics (cf. Fig. 85) ;
they

occur to a lesser extent on the Melian, Proto-Corinthian, and

Early Corinthian vases, and even in the Chalcidian fabrics.

They are either employed as ground-ornaments to fill in

spaces, or as panels forming part of the subsidiary decoration.

A variation, or rather development, of the chevron, sometimes
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employed as a ground-ornament on early Ionic vases, is

composed of a cross, — —
, with sets of chevrons between

F
the arms.

Diagonally or directly intersecting lines form another universal

element of early decoration, varying from a simple arrange-

ment of cross lines ^WyW)( to an elaborate diaper-pattern, and

in such forms found even in later times. Beginning with

the simple intersecting lines, or bands filled in with hatching,

of the primitive incised vases, further developed in the white

slip ware of Cyprus (Vol. I. p. 243), we next come to

their use on the vases of the Geometrical period, both in

Greece and in Cyprus. The variety of these patterns is so

great that they can hardly be described in any detail ; the

usual method of treatment is in a band or panel of lozenges,

squares, or triangles, filled in with a reticular pattern formed

by the short intersecting lines. Sometimes dots are inserted

in the spaces to enrich the general effect. Some very

good examples of these patterns are to be seen in the

Geometrical vases of Apulia (p. 327). In the B.F. period

plain bands or panels of intersecting lines are not infrequent
;

sometimes snitdl amphorae or lck}'thi arc decorated entirely in

FIG. 145. NET-PATTEKN.

this fashion.' A variation of the motive is the border of network

which often surrounds the panels on hydriae or oinochoae, in

which the points of intersection are ornamented with studs,

resembling the knots of a net (Fig. 145). It is also frequently

found on the later Corinthian vases. Clieqner-pattcrns arc often

used with great effect, at all periods from the Geometrical vases

' See examples from Cyprus and Kliodes in Cases 24, 25, 28, Second Vase

Room, B.M.
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down to the fourth century, their usual position being on the

neck of a vase (Fig. 146)/

The circle as an ornament occurs comparatively rarely, but

there are two exceptions. In the Geometrical vases we find

FIG. 146. ciiequp:r-pattern.

a use both of concentric circles and of rows of single circles joined

by straight lines forming tangents, a motive which is obviously

derived from the Mycenaean spirals (Fig. 147). Secondly,

in the Graeco-Phoenician pottery of Cyprus, especially in its

later phases and in the smaller vases, such as the jugs and

lekythi, the decoration is practically confined to systems of

concentric circles, of a character quite peculiar to this fabric."

The chief feature of these systems is that the ordinary prin-

ciples of vase-decoration are entirely ignored, and the circles,

FIG. 147. PROTOTYPE OF GEOMETRICAL TANGENT-CIRCLES.

arranged in series of five or six, forming a band about three-

quarters of an inch in width, are placed not only at right angles

to the axis of the vase, but parallel to it. The illustrations

in Plate XIII. and Fig. 75 (Vol. I. p. 251) will give a better

idea of the arrangement than any description ; it is clear that

the circles were easily produced by applying a fine brush to the

' E.g. B.M. B 205, 474, 476, 620, A 253, 323, 324, and Excavations in

D 15, E 151, F17S. Cyprus, p. 6, fig. 6, from lalysos and
- It appears, however, to be of My- Cyprus, decorated in this fashion with

cenaean origin : cf. the B.M. vases vertical concentric circles.
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vase while turning on the wheel, first in its natural position and

then on its side. Artistically, of course, the principle is a wrong

one, and this is most glaringly conspicuous in the barrel-shaped

lekythi. in which the axis of the vase is regarded as horizontal

rather than v-ertical. Groups of small concentric circles are

also arranged vertically or otherwise on the bodies and necks

of vases.

The spiral, which forms such a conspicuous clement in

Mycenaean decorative art, appears again prominently in a class

FIG. 148. SPIRALS UNDER HANDLES (li.XEKIA

which, as we have seen (Vol. I. p. 302), owes much to that

source—the Melian amphorae. Systems of spirals are arranged

to fill the spaces at the sides of the design,^ especially in com-

bination with floral ornaments and reticulated lozenges ; and

the same feature may also be observed in the Proto-Attic vases.

It occurs similarly, combined with a flower, on the Samian or

Fikellura vases (Vol. I. p. Z})7)- ^•'' later times the spiral passes

from the sphere of inorganic to that of organic ornament, being

combined in various ways with vegetable patterns, and merging

' Riet;l, p. 155.
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FIG. 149. WAVE-PATTERN (SOUTH ITALY).

in the tendril or volute. But it occasionally reverts to its

old form, notably in the red-bodied amphorae of Exekias,^

who, in place of the usual palmctte-and-lotos ornament under

the handles, contrives an^^^^^^^H elaborate system of large

spirals to fill the space

between the designs (Eig.

148). A variation of

this is the figure-of-

eight ornament, §0§

,

sometimes continuous,

', which is found on vases of the Proto-Attic class,

such as the Burgon lebcs in the British Museum (Fig. 87).

The ivavc-pattoii or kymation moulding, shown in Fig. 149,

is one which constantly occurs in Greek architectural decoration,

but on the vases at any rate seems to be found only at a late

period. On the Campanian vases it is the regular border below

the design ; it is also found on those of Lucania and Apulia.

The cresce7it is only found on early Ionic vases, including

those which have been attributed to a Samian origin (Vol. I.

p. 336 ff.), and some of the Daphnac and Naukratis fragments.

FIG. 150. SCALE-PATTERN (DAPHNAE).

which probably borrowed it from Samos ; it is arranged in

bands alternating in colour, black or purple and white. Another

typically Ionic ornament is the scale-pattern, which occurs on

many of the so-called Rhodian vases, and also on those from

Daphnae (Fig. 150). In the former it is produced by means of

' E.g. B M. 13 209, Ij 210.
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incising on the black varnish, the alternate scales being often

coloured purple ; but in the latter it is painted in outline.

Curiously enough, it also occurs in the incised form on an early

group of Corinthian vases (Plate XIX. fig. 3). Like other

patterns, it can be traced to a Mycenaean origin, being very

FIG. 151. GUILLOCHE OR PLAIT-RAXD (lOMc), FROM THE EUPHOKKOS PINAX.

common in that style. Subsequently it occurs but rarely, but

is sometimes employed on the neck or shoulder of a vase.^

It differs from most other patterns in that it docs not lend

itself to the panel or frieze, but covers a surface of indefinite

extent. It is also known as the " imbricated " pattern, from

its likeness to overlapping tiles {ii/ibrices).

The ^i^iiillochc or plait-band (Eig. 151) is characteristic of early

fabrics, such as those of Naukratis and Samos, the Clazomenae

sarcophagi (Plate XX\'II.), and the small Proto-Corinthian

Ickythi, but is not often found in later times.- It is typically

Ionic, and seems to be derived from Mycenae (cf A 209 in B.M.).

FIG. 152. TON'GUK-PATTERN (b.F. PERIOD)

Lastly, there is the so-called totignc-pattern, which is exclusively

used as an upper border to designs. On its first appearance

in the Geometrical vases it is rectilinear in form, //i^////////
,

and formed of alternating bars ; but from the beginning of

E.g. B.M. E564. - For its use on a B.F. kylix see B.M.

B 382 (prubably Ionic work).
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the sixth century onwards it assumes a curvilinear form, all

the tongues pointing downwards, broader, and close together,

as in Fig. 152. In the Daphnac vases and the later Corinthian

wares it is treated in polychrome fashion, black, purple, and

white alternately. On the lip and shoulders of Caeretan

hydriae it appears in an exaggerated form, painted red, with

black edges, as on Plate XXVI. In the Attic B.F. vases

it forms the invariable upper border of the designs, below the

necks of the amphorae and hydriae, and is also used as a

border to the interior designs of the kylikes ; here, too, purple

is often applied to the alternate tongues. Occasionally the

rectilinear form reappears. In the R.F. period it changes its

character again, and the tongues become short and semi-oval

in form, with black centre and narrow outlined edge ; in

this form it is usually

described as an ^^^'^-

/atUm (Fig. 153). It

is found in the smaller

FIG. 153. EGG-PATTERN (r.f. periou). liydriac, aud in many
other shapes above or

below the designs ; also round the lip of the vase. The
same form and arrangement obtain in the South Italian vases,

especially in Apulia and Lucania, except that a dot is often

placed between each pair of tongues. In some cases it approxi-

mates closely to the egg-and-dart, as on F 179 in the British

Museum. Both tongue and egg-patterns arc often ranged round

the base of the handles. The cgg-and-tongue, with its variants,

is a typically Ionic architectural pattern ; hence its non-appear-

ance in Attic vases before the fifth century. In later Roman
pottery (Chap. XXIII.) it becomes very common. The variety

known as the Lesbian kymation is found in a (e\v late instances.^

Having surveyed the various types of inorganic patterns,

whether rectilinear or curvilinear, we now come to the con-

sideration of those which are not only derived from vegetable

ornament, but still preserve, in greater or less degree, a

naturalistic character. To begin with the simple leaf-ornament,

' Munich 8io, 849 =- Brunn-Lau, Gr. Vaseii, pis. 35-6: cf. B.M. F278.
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which is of too conventional a type to associate with any

particular plant, this occurs most frequently in the form of

of a calyx, placed round the lower part of the bod\', immediateh-

above the foot, so that the leaves radiate from the foot, pointing

upwards.' This ornament begins at a very early period, and

is found in most fabrics, continuing down to the latest stages.

It is, however, specially associated with the B.F. period, in which

it is invariable on the large vases with a more or less marked

stem, the amphorae, hydriae, and kraters. On the smaller

ones, however, it does not occur. In the "affected" B.F.

amphorae (Vol. I. p. 388) the calyx is double, with two tiers

of rays.-

An arrangement of four leaves saltire-wise in a panel

sometimes occurs on the Geometrical vases, a remarkable

instance of vegetable ornament in ^m^m^^^^m^^^m^^^^
this style 'cf. Vol. I. p. 282; ; an

analogous pattern is also found

on many early Corinthian aryballi

(vol. I. p. 314; B.M. A 1086 ff.i,
-^

the leaves not being united at the base, and usually interspersed

with reticulated or other motives.

Another form of leaf-pattern i.s of rare occurrence, and is found

now and then on Attic vases ; in this small leaves arc joined

together in a sort of ribbon or chain-pattern" (Fig. 154). The
peculiarity of this ornament is that even in the B.F. period it

is red-figured in technique, being left in the colour of the clay

with a background of black.

The ivy-leaf was not adopted as a decorative pattern before

the middle of the sixth century ; it seems to be Ionic in

origin.^ Single large leaves occur on the necks of B.F. lekythi,

on late Ionic B.F. vases, and to a considerable extent on the

imitations made in Etruria.' These are usually treated in a

very naturalistic manner. Double rows of smaller leaves,

forming a straight wreath, constantly occur as borders to the

' E.\amples may be seen in Plates ^ E.g. B.M. B212, B 593, B677,

XXIII., XXVIII.-XXXIII. B679: stt ^\soJahrlnah, 1S99, p. 161.

- B.M. B 148-49, 151, 153 : /.ff.S. xix. * See Bull, de Corr. Hell. 1898, p. 298.

p. 163. 3 E.g. B.M. B 63 (Plate LVIIL).
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panels on B.F. hydriae, kraters, and oinochoae (Fig. 155); and

similar ivy-wreaths are found along the flat edges of the flange-

shaped handles on the larger panel-amphorae, as well as on

the volute - handles of

kraters/ These patterns

preserve their vogue in

the R.F. amphorae of

the earlier period, and in

the kraters of Lucania,

and it should be noted

that they are always

painted in the B.F.

method (black leaves on

red ground) except in

the vases of Apulia and Paestum. But as a rule on the South

Italian vases the ivy-leaf is treated in a naturalistic manner,

with tendrils and berries, occupying a large panel on the

necks of the column-handled kraters, or forming a border on

the lip of the vase (Fig. 156)." The vine as an ornament is

very rare, but there is a good instance on a late phialc in

the British Museum (F 503), where it is treated in a very

FIG. 155. IVV-WKEATH (U.K. PEKIOU).

FIG. 156. IVY-WKEATH (SOUTH ITALIAN VASES).

naturalistic manner, forming the sole decoration of the interior

;

it is also of frequent occurrence on the vases from the

Kabeirion at Thebes (Vol. I. p. 391). The pomegranate

occurs only on the Cyrenaic cups (Fig. 93), where it forms

a continuous frieze of buds round the exterior, united b)^

' E.}i: 15. M. E364. - As on the Pytlinn krater, 15. M. F 149.
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interlacing lines. The acanthus is only introduced quite late

(except where it appears as an ornament on the top of a stek),

and is found on the necks of kraters and other large Apulian

vases, forming a rich and luxuriant mass of foliage, often with

a flower in the centre, on which rests a female head. Myrtle

or olive-wreaths occur at all times, especially on the flat rim

of the mouth of a vase ; the myrtle seems to be a typically

Ionic motive, and is found at Daphnae, Samos, Rhodes, and

on the Caeretan hydriae.^ In the Rhodian vases it is either

roughly painted in black on red, or else in red and white

on a black ground. It was also adopted at Athens

—

e.g. by
Nikosthenes. Laurel-wreaths form the regular decoration of

the neck in the bell-shaped kraters and wide-bellied amphorae of

FIG. 157. LAUREL-WKEATH (SOUTH MALIAN VASES).

the late R.F. period and the decadence (Fig. 157). These

wreath-patterns on the late vases, it should be noted, are

either treated in R.F. technique or painted in opaque white

on the black varnish. They are often drawn with great care

and accuracy.

The history of the development of the pali)icttc (or honey-

suckle), the lotos-floivcr and bud, and of continuous foliated

patterns in general, has been skilfully treated by Riegl.' To
write a complete account of this class of ornamentation would

be impossible within the limits of the present work ; only a

few main features can be noted, to show the form the patterns

assume at different periods, so universal is their appearance

on vases of all shapes and dates. The lotos-flower or bud

is, of course, a motive of purely Oriental origin, which found

' SceJahr/iUih, 1S95, P- 44> ""'e 15. - Stilfrageit, passim, especially p. 48 ff.

and p. 178.
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its way into Greece probably through the medium of Phoenicia
;

the palmette, on the other hand, is purely Greek, although it

may possibly be derived from a Mycenaean prototype, the Vallis-

neria spiralis plant, which is so frequently found on Mycenaean

vases (P'ig. 158)/ They arc found not only as single motives,

isolated or repeated, but also combined together, or forming

part of elaborate systems of floral ornament, with stems and

tendrils often conventionalised, which link them together, either

in continuous bands or in groups occup)'ing a limited space,

on the neck or under the handle.

In the Graeco-Phoenician pottery of Cyprus the lotos-flower

often appears in a purely Egyptian form (Fig. 159, from C 165

in B.M.), but it is more often combined

with and almost merged in some elaborate

system of patterns too complicated to

describe or define by any name.- But

in Greek vase-paintings, in which it first

makes its appearance in the seventh

century, it is always more or less con-

ventional. It is thus found on the

Melian amphorae in combination with

systems of spirals ^
; though on the

shoulder of the example given by Riegl

there occurs a band of lotos-flowers alternately upright and

inverted, linked together by scrolls, where the form is almost

' See Riegl, p. Ii5ff. , a.nd Iloussay in ^ Riegl, p. 155: see also an early

Rev. Arch. xxx. (1897), p. 91 ft'. Boeotian example in the B.M. (A 564 =
* For the Egyptian types of lotos- Riegl, p. 173).

flower and bud see Riegl, p. 48 ft'.

FIG. 159. LOTOS-FLOWER
ON CYPRIOTE VASE.
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that of Egyptian art, except that the cup of the flower is

rounder, the petals shorter and blunter. It is obviously as yet

in the transitional stage. Next we meet with it in the vases

FIG. lOO. LUl US-FLUWEKb ANU lU' Uh (kllOUlAN

of Ionia, especially in those of the so-called Rhodian and

earlier Naukratite styles, which have friezes of lotos-flowers

alternating with closed buds or with palmettcs, connected by

tendrils (Fig. i6oj. A similar pattern, on an exceptionally

large scale and treated in polychrome (white and purple),

surrounds the lower portion of the body on several of the later

Caerctan hydriae (cf

Plate XXVL). But

in most of the fabrics

of the sixth century

the bud seems to

have been preferred

to the open flower of

the ornament.^ Rows
of lotos-buds linked

by tendrils, upright

or inverted, are found

on the Cyrenaic cups,

on the vases of the

Chalcidian type, and

on the later Ionic

fabrics, such as the Rhodian kylikcs in the British Museum
(B 379-81). Sometimes, too, a single bud appears in the design

.PALMETTE-l AND LOTUS-PATTEKN
(early B.F.).

' Thiersch, Tyrrhcn. Aniphoren. p. 70,

points out that the form of lotos-flower

with two large points is Peloponnesian

(Corinthian, etc.) and Ionic ; the form

VOL. II.

found in Attic, Boeotian, and Proto-

Corinthian fabrics has three principal

points.

I
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itself, overhanging the scene or rising from the ground. On
the so-called Pontic vases the buds arc isolated, and placed

alternately upright and pendent. In the Corinthian and early

Attic fabrics the lotos-flower is found, combined in various

LOTOS-BUDS (ATTIC B.F.

ways with palmettes and tendrils, as a neck-ornament, or above

a panel, or under the handles, and also as a centre in heraldic

compositions (Fig. i6i)
; but subsequently the buds resume

their sway, and are found bordering the panels of black-bodied

amphorae (as in P'ig. 162), forming a lower border to the

designs on the red-bodied, and also on the shoulder of lck\'thi.

These motives linger on in the earlier R.F. amphorae and

hydriae, and in the column-handled kraters ;
rows of buds of

a degenerate elongated form, on the lip, neck, or shoulder, are

continued well into the period of the South Italian fabrics.

The palmette or honeysuckle ornament is not usually found

as an independent ornament before the middle of the sixth

ccntur)'.^ Its development in

this direction really belongs to

the R.P". period. But in com-

bination it is found, as we have

seen, in Corinthian and Attic

B.F. vases, and also in Chalcidian.

Before the Athenian unification

of styles it usually appears linked

with lotos-flowers in a sort of

double chain, each pattern being alternately upright and

reversed, as in Fig. 163 ; in this form it is usually found

on the neck, or as an upper border to the design. This

yii**'

163. CH.\I.\ OF PALMETTES AND
LOTOS (EARLY H.F.).

Seu i^'cncrally Kiegl, p, 155 ft".
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type of ornament is favoured in the Proto-Attic, Corinthian,

and Corintho- Attic vases, and the earlier panel-amphorae ; the

palmette is here regarded as the foliage of the lotos-flower,

which at first always predominates. Subsequently the palmette

gains the upper hand, as on the necks of the red amphorae

(see Fig. 165), and the lotos-flower is gradually ousted altogether.

It, however, returns occasionally on R.F. hydriac and amphorae.^

Another variet}-, which may be described as a mctope-likc

treatment, compared with the frieze-like treatment above,

consists of an interlacing arrangement filling the space of a

KIG. 164. rALMKTTES AND LOTOS UNDER HANDLES (ATTIC B. F.).

square, with two palmettcs and two lotos-flowers respectively

o[)poscd, or a symmetrical arrangement of palmettcs and lotos-

flowers, connected by tendrils, as in Fig. 164. This is found

under the handle, or on the neck, or in the middle of a

frieze of the Corinthian "heraldic" t}'pc.- On the red-bodied

B.F. amphorae the universal neck-ornament is a band of large

palmettcs vertically opposed, linked by a continuous chain

' F.^'-. B.M, E 169.

- The varieties of this pattern should

be carefully distinguished. Corinthian

vases have a composition of lotos-flowers

only ; Chalcidian, palmettcs only (cf.

Vienna 219 ; B. M. 11 34). In the

" Tyrrhenian " amphorae, and subse-

quently in Attic red-bodied amphorae,

the two principles arc seen to be united,

and palmettcs alternate with lotos-flowers,

Sec also Fig. i6i.
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pissing between them and separated by elongated lotos-flowers

(Fig. 165) ; this is also found on the Panathenaic vases and

the earlier R.F. amphorae. Towards the end of the sixth

centur\% however, there is a tendency to drop these composite

mmmmj
FIG. 165. PALMETTE PATTERN ON NECK OF KEU-BODIED AMPHORAE.

ornaments, and attention is devoted to the palmette alone. The

method of its application to the kylikes as a handle-ornament,

linked thereto by a scroll, has already been treated in detail

(Vol. I. p. 41 3j; it first appears on the Cyrenaic cups, and is

usually employed by the " minor artists " of the B.F. period.

The chief feature of the new advance is that the palmette is no

longer a stiff upright design with straight unenclosed petals, the

FIG. 166. ENCLOSED PALMETTES (K.F. PERIOD).

form to which it adheres down to the end of the sixth century
;

but now assumes a more flexible and graceful form, being

encircled and linked to its fellows by means of slender scrolls

or tendrils, which thus form a series of elliptical or oval forms
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capable of great variety of arrangement and position (Fig. 166).

This framed palmette is first found in the Fikellura or Samian

ware. It occurs in the form of a frieze, with linking scrolls, on

the later B.F. hydriae.^ The number of leaves or petals of which

the palmette is composed is usually limited to seven. Another

important and very effective improvement is achieved by placing

opposed pairs of palmettes no longer vertically, but obliquely,

forming an upper or lower border to the design (Fig. 167).

These are frequently found on the krater and hydria, and appear

constantly on the vases of Apulia and Lucania, especially on

the lip. Great attention is paid to the effective grouping of the

framed palmettes in the spaces under the handles, the object

aimed at being more and more naturalism rather than symmetr\-.-

H.;. 107. OllLIijUl-. I'-VLMKI'TK^ ^LATE K.1-. I.

In the later R.F. period, on the other hand, there is a certain

reaction in the direction of conventional ornament, combined

with exaggeration and lack of refinement. The palmette under

the handle returns to the old erect unframed type, and increases

enormously in size, so that one or at most two vertically

opposed suffice to fill the space. In this form it appears on

the bell-shaped kraters and hydriae of Southern Ital\-, and

especially those of Campania, surrounded b\- elaborate scrolls

and tendrils. In the latter fabric the palmette, which has

become almost gross and ugly, is usually flanked by two large

convolvulus or other flowers rising from the ground, and drawn

' Cf. also .111 eleg.int oinochoe with

white ground in the British Museum (B

631). On a similar jug at Munich (334
= Brunn-Lau, Gr. Vasen, pi. 22) the

jialmettes are enclosed in heart-shaped

borders. For other vase-; which, like these,

have p.almettes for their sole decoration,

see British Museum, Second Vase Room,

Case 28, and Laliorde, J''ast's d; I.aniberg,

ii. pi. 41.
-' Cf. Riegl, pp. 201-3, •^"'l ^'"1- !•

!'• 415-
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in profile (Fig. i68). In the Apulian and Lucanian vases there

is no rule as to the number of the palmettes, and sometimes the

effect is exceedingly rich and elaborate. Speaking generally,

there is no ornament which prevails so universally and in such

varied forms and systems on Greek vases, but to give an

exhaustive account of all its uses would be far beyond the

limits of this work.

There remains only to be discussed the rosette, which, in spite

of its often purely formal character, may be reckoned as in its

origin a floral motive, even if it is not obvious that it is derived

FIG. l68. PALMETTE UNDER HANDLES (SOUTH ITALIAN VASE).

from any particular plant. It may be said to have two distinct

forms, the star and the disc,^ the former consisting of an

indefinite number of radiating arms or leaves, the latter of a

simple disc surrounded by a row of dots. In both forms it

is found at all periods, not so much as a formal pattern in

bands or groups, but as a decorative adjunct to surfaces within

or without the field of the design, especially as a ground orna-

ment on Ionic, Corinthian, and other early fabrics, or as an

embellishment of the draperies worn by the figures on the vases.

In the Mycenaean period it is found usually in the dotted

disc form, as a ground ornament, but the star form is by no

They are distingu'shcd by Clenuan writers as " iJlattrosette" and " Punklrosetle."
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fig. 169. rosettk
(uhodian).

means rare.^ In later Cypriote pottery the star-shaped rosette

sometimes occurs in a band of ornament, left in the colour of

the clay on a black background -
; but the other type is more

common in conjunction with the concentric ^
circles. In Hellenic pottery the rosette at

first appears exclusively as a ground-ornament,

and this function it fulfils both in Corinthian

and early Ionic pottery to a large extent, as

well as in some of the smaller groups. In

the Rhodian and Naucratitc wares it assumes

very varied forms (e.j^. Fig. 169, from the

Euphorbos pinax), intermingled with hook-armed crosses and

bits of maeander ; in the early Corinthian wares it takes the

shape of an approximately circular flower of six petals, which

covers every available vacant space over the area of the design^;

these arc often rendered with great carelessness, the artist's

only object being apparently to insert a patch of colour where

it would fill in a .'^pace. Subsequently the rosettes become

both more symmetrical and at the same time fewer in number,

and by the beginning, of the Attic B.F. style have altogether

disappeared. Occasionally they are emplo}'ed for a band of

ornament on the lip, neck, or handles of

a B.V. vase.' Lost sight of for a period

of some two hundred years, the rosette

springs again to life in the vases of Apulia,

resuming its old functions as a ground-

ornament, and also being employed in

bands on the neck or elsewhere. It usually

appears in the form of a star-shaped flower

of six or eight petals, in rctl edged with

white on the black ground (Fig. 170).

•IG. 170. ROSETTli

(AI'ULIAN).

It may also be found convenient to treat the ornamentation

' Cf. Furt\\'aengler and Loeschcke,

Mykcii. Fast'/;, pis. 4, 25, 2S, 37, 38 ;

J.H.S. xxiii. pi. 5 (Crete).

- E.;^. C 244 ia B.M., and Fig. 76

(Vol. i. p. 254).

^ See Riegl, op.cil. p. 197. Ilc'iioinls

out that the rosette, although Assyrian

in origui, is not here used in a strictly

Assyrian fashion.

* E.g. 15. M. B51, H 197 ff. : cf. also

the Proto-Atlic vase, ,////. Dcnkni. i. 57.
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of Greek vases from a different point of view, in order to give

an outline of the decorative system adopted in each of the

principal styles, and as considered appropriate to the various

forms.

In the vases of the prehistoric period, from the primitive

incised wares down to the end of the Mycenaean style, there

is an entire absence of anything like rule or formalism. The
principle observed in the very early classes, such as the Cypriote

relief and white slip wares (Vol. I. p. 241 ff.), is the imitation of

other substances, of metal or leather. The object of the artist was

to cover the surface of the vase as far as possible with decorative

designs ; and if, as was generally the case, his artistic capacity

restricted him to linear or simple vegetable patterns, the utmost

he could achieve was to adapt these to the whole of the space

at his disposal

—

i.e. the whole body of the vase. Mycenaean

vases, however, are usually only decorated on the upper part, as

far as the middle of the body, which was encircled with one

or more plain bands of black. Thus there remained a sort

of panel between the handles, of varying extent.

In the Geometrical period, however, a great change takes

place, which from the artistic point of view is a reaction in

the direction of formalism, but nevertheless forms the basis of

the decorative systems of later times. Here we see for the first

time a regular partition of the surface of the vase by means of

bands and panels of ornaments, without indeed any restriction

of particular patterns to any part of the vase, but yet a deliberate

endeavour to establish a decorative system.^ With the increase

of animal and human subjects the ornament becomes more

subsidiar)', merely a framework to the design, but even in

the succeeding Proto-Attic and Melian classes it plays a very

important part. In the Melian vases the system is Geometrical,

but the ornamentation is curvilinear and Mycenaean. The

ground-ornaments, however, are derived from the former source

as well (hook-cross and zigzags in conjunction with rosettes).

In both these classes the space under the handles is selected

for the display of a grouping of ornamental motives, such as

' See what has already been said on 282 : cf. also Perrot, Hist, de PArt, vii,

this subject in Vol. I. Chapter VII. p. \\. 165.
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spirals or palmettes, or the two combined in a series of heart-

shaped motives or panel-compositions ; similar patterns cover

the neck and the lower part of the body. The ornamentation

of Phaleron and Proto-Corinthian vases is an echo of the

Geometrical system. The ground-ornaments are the hook-

cross, rosettes of dots, and bits of maeander ; the bands of

pattern consist of zigzags, chequers, double rows of dots, and

toothed patterns. I'he early Ionic vase-painters treat the

subsidiary ornamentation as they do their principal subjects,

adopting the frieze principle in most cases ; the only exception

is in the Rhodian pinakes, where it is usually confined to simple

patterns round the rim, with a sort of fan-pattern in the exergue

below the central design.' The ground-ornaments arc really the

chief feature of Rhodian ornamentation, as in Corinthian vases.

The decoration of the Eikcllura or .Samian ware is very charac-

teristic, and demands separate mention. The patterns are highl\-

developed, and suggest a late date— as, for instance, the scroll,

the ivy-leaf, and the framed palmette. In later Ionic vases

the ornamentation is not ver)' prominent, except in the Caerctan

hydriae, in which the broad bands of palmette-and-lotos orna-

ment, and the exaggerated tongue-pattern on the lip and

shoulder, occupy a proportion of the surface unusual at this

period. Besides the typical ground-ornaments (rosette and

hook-crosses) of the earlier vases, the favourite Ionian patterns

are the maeander, the guilloche, and wreaths of ivy and myrtle.

At Corinth, as we have seen, for a long time ornament is

confined to the ground-filling rosettes, with some simple motives,

such as zigzag lines or tongue-pattern, on the mouth and

shoulder, or bordering the design ; even in the later examples,

when the rosettes have disappeared, it is practically confined

to the interlacing palmette-and-lotos pattern on the neck, above

the design, or inserted in the subordinate friezes of animals.
-'

The same principle applies in the Corintho-Attic and Chalcidian

fabrics."'

' Cf. a similar pattern on the Daphnae ornamentation,

situlae (B.M. B 105-6). ^ .See on the ornamentation of tlie

'"' See generally Wilisch, Altkor. former Thiersch, Tyrrheii. Aniphoreii,

7'honhidusin'c, p. 41 ff., for Corinthian p. 69 fif. ; on the latter Riegl, p. 187.
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In Athenian B.F. vases we at last find a stereotyped system

of ornament for each kind of vase, from which there is little

or no variation. Generally the sj^stem is as follows:—On the

panel-amphorae, an interlaced palmette-and-lotos pattern or a

row of inverted lotos-buds above the panel, and a cal}'x of

leaves round the foot, those with flanged handles having also

ornaments thereon, ivy-leaves or rosettes. On the red-bodied, a

chain of double palmettes round the neck, tongue-pattern on

the shoulder, a grouping of palmettes, tendrils, and lotos-flowers

under the handle, and a row of three or four narrow bands

of ornament below the design (lotos-buds upright or inverted,

maeander, zigzags), terminating with the calyx round the foot.

The Panathenaic amphorae have the same neck-ornament as the

red-bodied, with tongues above the panel, and thick rays round

the foot ; the fourth-century examples have palmettes on the

neck, with elongated tongue-pattern immediately below. On
the hydriae, tongue-pattern above the shoulder-design, borders

to the panels (maeander above, ivy or network down the sides,

lotos-buds or framed palmettes below), and calyx round the foot.

On the oinochoae, panel-borders like those of the hydriae, but

on the olpae (Vol. I. p. 178) only two or three rows of chequer,

maeander, etc., on the neck above ; on the Ickythi, lotos-buds,

ivy-leaves, and palmettes on the shoulder, and a double row

of dots above the design. The kylix-ornament is practically

limited to the handlc-palmettes of the "minor artist " class, and

a circle of straight-edged rays, alternately black and outlined,

round the stem on the later varieties (together with the

large eyes).

In the R.F. period the same system of appropriate patterns

for each form of vase is in the main adhered to, but with greater

freedom
; there is also a wide difference between the earlier

amphorae and hydriae, which cling to the old panel-system with

its ornamental borders, and the vases of the fine period, in which

there is an absence of all restraint on the one hand, and a

tendency to dispense with ornament almost entirely on the

other (as in the Nolan amphorae). On the kylix, the ornament
is throughout confined to the palmettes under the handles and
the maeander encircling the interior design, which have been
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dealt with already (\'ol. I. p. 413 ff.). The earlier amphorae and

hydriae, as we have seen, have panels with borders as in the

B.F. period, usually in the older technique ; those of the fine

style (including the wide-bellied amphorae) have a short non-

continuous border, such as egg-pattern or macander, above and

below the figures, with similar patterns on the lip and round the

bases of the handles. The stamnos has egg-patterns round

the lip and handles, tongue-pattern round the shoulder, and a

system of palmettes between the designs. The red lekythi have

egg-pattern or palmettes on the shoulder, and maeandcr-pattern

(with crosses) above or below the design ; the white have black

rays on red ground or black and red palmettes on white on the

shoulder, and maeander above the designs. The bcll-krater and

wide-bellied amphora of the late R.F. period, as also those of

Southern Italy, have a band of oblique palmettes or a laurel-

wreath round the top, maeander with crosses below the design,

palmettes grouped under the handles, and egg-pattern round

their bases. The column-handled krater, on the other hand,

adheres throughout to the B.F. system of ornamentation, with

ivy-wreaths and elongated lotos-buds on the rim, similar lotos-

buds on the neck, panels bordered with tongue-pattern and

debased ivy-wreaths, and the calyx round the foot. The wide-

bellied lekythi have palmettes or egg-pattern above the design,

and maeander below.

In the vases of Southern Italy there is, as a rule, no system

observed in the ornamentation ; in the large vases of Lucania

and Apulia it is used with great profusion and variety, chiefly in

bands on the neck. In the smaller Apulian vases and in those

of Campania it is often confined to a wave-pattern below the

designs ; the Campanian h}-driac usually have in addition a

wreath of myrtle or laurel round the shoulder. Generally

speaking, the large vases, such as the bell-krater, the hydria,

and the wide-bellied amphora, continue the principles adopted

in the R.F. period. The systems of palmette-patterns under

the handles have already been discussed, and for other details

the reader is also referred to what has already been said in

discussing the individual patterns.



CHAPTER XVII

INSCRIPTIONS ON GREEK VASES

Importance of inscriptions on vases— Incised inscriptions—Names and

prices incised underneath vases—Owners' names and dedications

—

Painted inscriptions—Early Greek alphabets—Painted inscriptions on

early vases—Corinthian, Ionic, Boeotian, and Chalcidian inscriptions

—

Inscriptions on Athenian vases—Dialect—Artists' signatures— Inscrip-

tions relating to the subjects— Exclamations—KaXdj-names—The Attic

alphabet and orthography— Chronology of Attic inscriptions — South

Italian vases with inscriptions.

The practice of inscribing works of art with the names of

persons and objects represented was one of some antiquity in

Greece. The earhest instance of which we have historical

record is the chest of Kypselos, which dated from the begin-

ning of the sixth century ]'..€., and concerning which Pausanias^

tells us that " the majority of the figures on the chest have

inscriptions written in the archaic characters ; and some of

them read straight, but other letters have the appearance

called by the Greeks ' backvvards-and-forwards ' {(^ovarpo^y^hov),

which is like this : at the end of the verse the second line

turns round again like a runner half through his course. And
any way the inscriptions on the chest are written in a tortuous

and hardly decipherable fashion." There is, however, no

mention of inscribed vases until a much later date ; Athenaeus

speaks of a cup with the name of Zeus Soter upon it, also

of ypaf^/xaTLKa iKTTWfMara, or cups with letters on them."

Inscriptions on Greek vases are found in comparatively early

times, even prior to the date to which the chest of Kypselos

is attributed. This question will receive more attention subse-

' V. 17, 6. - xi. 466I)-K.

236
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quently ; meanwhile, we may point out some of the ways in

which they have proved important in the study of archaeology.

In the first place, they were originally among the principal,

perhaps the strongest, arguments in the hands of Winckelmann,

Sir W. Hamilton, and the other upholders of the true origin of

Greek vases against Gori and the other "Etruscans" (see Vol. I.

p. 19). They are, in fact, if such were required, an incontestable

proof of Greek manufacture. Secondly, in more modern times,

they have been of inestimable value in enabling scholars to

classify the early vases according to their different fabrics.

The alphabets of the different cities and states being established

by inscrij)tions obtained from trustworthy sources or found

in situ, it was an easy matter to apply this knowledge to the

vases. In Chapters VH.-VIII. numerous instances have been

given of the value of this evidence (see also below, p. 247 ff.),

perhaps the best being that of the Chalcidian class, for which

the inscriptions have been a more important criterion even than

style. Thirdly, the inscriptions are sometimes of considerable

philological value. Those on Attic vases may fairly be said

to represent the vernacular of the day ; and thus we learn

that the Greeks of the Peisistratid age spoke of 'OA-urxeu?,

not 'Ohvaaev^, and of ©fjav^, not Gijaev^ ; that they used such

forms as viv<i for f(o?,' and irlei for Trie (see below, p. 255).

Traces of foreign influence in the inscriptions, as in the fre-

quently occurring Doric forms, imply that many of the

vase-painters were foreigners, probably of the metic class. We
shall also see that one class of inscriptions gives some inter-

esting information on the subject of the names and prices of

vases in antiquity.

The whole subject has been treated exhaustively—especially

from a philological point of view—in a valuable treatise by

P. Kretschmer," to which we shall have occasion to make
constant reference in the following pages. He classifies them

imder two main headings : (a) inscriptions incised with a sharp

tool in the hard clay
;

(d) inscriptions painted with the brush

after the final baking. They are also found in very rare

' Hence the oblique cases v'ul, v'uis, - Die griccliisLlun Vascniiischrifttii,

etc., of classical usage. Giitersloh, 1894.
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instances impressed in the soft clay and varnished over.^ In

later times inscriptions in relief are actually found, sometimes

painted with thick white pigment, sometimes gilded." On the

so-called Megarian bowls and on the Arretine and other wares

of the Roman period they are stamped from the moulds.

Lastly, there are the stamps imprinted on the handles of wine-

amphorae, which have been discussed in Chapter IV.

The incised inscriptions are of three kinds : (i) those exe-

cuted by the maker of the vase
; (2) those scratched under

the foot
; (3) those incised by the owner. As these represent

a much smaller class than the painted ones, they shall be dealt

with first.

(i) Inscriptions incised by the maker before the final baking.

These are found on the handles and feet, round the edge of

a design, or interspersed therewith like the painted inscriptions.

Generally they represent the signature of the potter, as in the

case of the early Boeotian vase signed by Gamedes,'^ the vases

of the fifth-century artist Hieron,* and those of Assteas, Python,

and Lasimos in Southern Italy.'' On the vases of the latter

class explanatory inscriptions seldom occur, but when they

do (as on the vases of Assteas) they are always incised. Of
their palaeographical peculiarities we will speak later. On
a vase in the South Kensington Museum ^ the words Bpaya.'^

KaXo^ are incised and painted red, and on the pottery found

on the site of the Kabcirion at Thebes the same process is often

adopted, except that the paint used is white.'

(2) Of inscriptions scratched under the fo(jt a considerable

number remain, especially on B.P\ vases. They are often

difficult to decipher, being in the form of monograms, and

frequently appear to be meaningless. In many cases they

may have been private marks of the potter or his workmen
;

others, again, are evidently private memoranda made by the

workman, relating to the number of forms of vases in his

' See Berlin 2S91 ; Arc//. Zcit. 1S70, ' Vol. I. p. 436 ; Klein, Mcistcrsig.

p. 96. p. 162 ff.

- Cf. Berlin 2866 and the va'ic of '" Vol. I. p. 478; Klein, ibid. p. 206 ff.

Xenophantos (Reinach, i. 23). '' Klein, Liel'liitgsin.u/n-.- yi. 118.

* B.M. A 189* = Plate XVII. fig. 6.
' A//i. Aliitk. 1890, p. 396.
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batch, or b\' the merchant respecting the price to be paid.

Commonl}- they take the form of names of vases,' such as

HVAPI for vSpla {Jiydna), AHK or AHKV for \/]kvOo^ ilckythos),

ZKV for (TKu(f)o>i {skypJiosy^ and so on. Many of the inscriptions

give the words in full, with numbers and prices, and we may
obtain from them some curious information.

Among the more elaborate examples given by Schone in his

valuable monograph is one from a kratcr in the Louvre '

:

KPATEPE^ : PI /cparv^es k^

TIME: hhhh OiiAE^ : Pill ^^m reVo-upes o ji8€S oK-70)

BAOEA : AA hi liaOka ctV-oo-i (at i dr. i ob^).

That is, si.x kratcrs, value four drachmae ; eight oxides ; twenty

bathca (an unknown form), one drachma one obol. The bathea

were probably deep cups or ladles ; the oxides {lit. vinegar-cups)

were small vessels, probably answering to our wine-glasses.

Another instance given by Schone ' is :

AHKY0IA A Xy^KvOui Uk^x

OINOXOAI II ouoxoal Uo

or ten lekythi and two oinochoae.

Another good example is on a krater in the British Museum
(p: 504) :

hPATEPE PI : WW xi>aTyp,{^) i$ t£W.v>€?

HEAAINIA : All : III TroU/.ta-^ 8o,8€Ka rpeh

0±IAE^ : AA : III ot'i^es fiKwt rpfis

OiYBA4>A : AAhl o6'/?a<^a ctVoVt (at i Jr. i o/>.)

i.e. six kraters at four drachmae, twelve cups at three obols,

twenty oxides at three obols, twenty oxybapha at one drachma
one obol.

' For llie explanation of these names lliat A denotes lo (5f\-a), P 5 (TrtVre),

see Chapter IV. and so on
; h being the sign for a drachma.

- B.M. E497; Schone in Coinin. Phil. ' Op. cif. No. 17.

/;/ ho)t. Momntscyii, p. 658, Nos. 29-32. • A diminutive of Tre'Wa, a Large deep
•' Op. cit. p. 651, No. 5. In this and cup or bowl (see Vol. I. p. 1S6).

tlic other examples it will be understood
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Another in Vienna^

:

"

KPATEPE^ : PI : TIME : hhbh Kpariipes i^ tl/x-q reWa/je? (4 dr.)

BAOEA : AA : TIME : hi M^"- ^''^o'o-' ^^M HI (i ^''- i ^^)

OilAE? : A o$i8t<: 8e«a

is to the same effect as the two preceding. On a hydria at

Petersburg'^ we find :

YATPlAPAXPOl A/

v8{piai) Tf){e)l{<i) SfXLxdjMn') 7r(e'iTe) 6{/36Xov) ei'os . . .

or three hydriae worth five drachmae one obol. The last

example that need be mentioned is from a vase at Berlin"

:

X • AYAIA MEIA : 1 : E : AEPA^TIAEI : K : X
<x)d{?)' Aw'Sta /xe(t)^oj Li AeTraoTtSes k^'.

Here the letters probably stand for numerals of the ordinary

kind, denoting the numbers of the batch (le = 15, k^' = 2y).

The form of the letters in all these cases is that of the fifth

century. In the case of the second, third, and fourth examples

given, it will be noted that the shape of the vase itself cor-

responds with the first item. Jahn and Letronne originally held

the view that these marks were made by the potter on the feet

of the vases before they were attached to their respective bodies.^

Schone, in the light of the examples already quoted, makes

the ingenious suggestion that each list represents a different

"set " of so many vases of different forms, and used for different

purposes, sold together in a batch, like a modern " dinner-set
"

or " toilet-set" of china. Thus we have in our fourth example

a set of six mixing-bowls at four drachmae {y.) apiece, ten

wine-glasses at (probably) three obols ox \\d. apiece, and twenty

cups or ladles at about \o\d. apiece.

Some of the shorter inscriptions also throw light on the

prices at which different vases were sold. For instance,

AHKV:AA:AH would denote thirty-four Ickythi for thirty-seven

obols, or roughly \\d. apiece; AHKV:ir:IA, thirteen Ickythi

' Schline, op. cit. j). 650, No. 3. meaning of \vhia. ^eij'w is uncertain.

2 ibid. No. j = CaL 1206. ^ Ber. d. s,ic//s. Gfsc/lsih. 1S54, p. 36.

' Caf. 2188; Sclwne's No. 8. The
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for eleven obols, at a slightly lower price. ^ Aristophanes

-

tells us that one obol would purchase quite a fine lek\'thos,

just as elsewhere" he mentions three drachmae as the cost

of a KiiSoi; or cask. This latter statement is borne out by the

inscription on a vase, P • KAAIA • All, or five KaSia value

twelve drachmae, i.e. at about 2h dr. apiece.^ An inscription

quoted below^ shows that the owner of a cup valued it at one

drachma. Other examples of the same kind are collected by

Schone. The cup from Cerigo in the British Museum, on which

is incised D^M IKOTVAION {j)iiiKOTv\wvY does not strictly

come into this category, but may be mentioned as having an

inscription of the same class.

(3) Inscriptions incised by the owner, and subsequently to

the completion of the vase. These usually take the form of the

word EIMI (EMI), with the owner's name in the gcniti\'e, as

lAAMENHO^ HMI(" I am Idamenes'"), orA^TYO+lAA HMl
(" I am Astyochidas' "), on two B.F. cups from Rhodes." Some-

times this appears in an extended and metrical form, as on

another B.F. kylix from the same site :

4^IATO^HMITA?l<AAA^AI<YA!-f^AnOlk|AA

"I am the painted cup of the fair I'iiillo."
''

Another metrical inscription runs :

K.rj(f)i(ro(f>(i)iTos y kvXi^' iau 8e rts KaTu^ij hpa^^-ijv u;ro7€t'o-ei ' Siupou uy

wajia Hero

"I am the cup of Kephisophon ; if any one breaks me, let him pay

a drachma; the gift of Xeno(krates)." *^

A yet more remarkable example is on an early lekythos from

Cumac in the British Museum,'' which, in the manner favoured

' B.M. B310; Munich 693. Seejahii '• B.M. B451 ; J.H.S. vi. p. 374 ff.

in Der. d. Sachs. Gesellsch. 1854, p. 37.
' B.M. B450 = J.H.S. vi. p. 372.

- Jiaii. 1236.
** Boeckh, C.I.G. i. 545.

^ Fac. 1202. ' Aio54=RoehI, I.G.A. 524, p. 151.

* Schiine, op. cit. p. 655, No. 13. See also Kretschmer, pp. 3-4.

^ F595: see Vol. I. p. 135.

VOL. II. 16
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by modern schoolboys, invokes an imprecation on the head
of a thief:

FIG. 171.

Tarai/ys ijju XyjOvOo^ os o' ur fxe KXlffyaij OvcjyXus eorat

" I am Tataie's oil-tlask, and he shall be struck blind who steals me."

Others, again, record the gift of the vase, as :
" Epainetos

gave me to Charopos''^; TEyAI^OI G0AEM05 AIA05I;
" Lo, this ThoLidemos gives to thee." " A boat-shaped vase

[kyiiibioii) in the British Museum has incised on it the

exhortation f^POPINE MH KATGH^, "Drink, do not lay

me down.""' The owner's name is found in the nominative

on a vase from Carthage at Naples: XAPMINOS! ©EO^^A-
MIAA KAIOC, " Charminos, son of Theophamidas, a Coan "^

;

similarly in the genitive with the omission of ei/it : APICTAPXO
APICrnNOC, "ApKjjdpxov 'ApiaTwvo^ ; AAEilAAMA
^AXe^iSd/jLov:'

Under the same heading comes the class of votive or

dedicatory inscriptions, found in such large numbers on the

pottery of certain temple-sites, such as that of Aphrodite at

Naukratis,'' and that of the Kabeiri at Thebes." The usual

formula at Naukratis is 6 Setva dveOrjKe ry 'Ac^pohiTt] (or tw

^AttoXXoovl)^; but sometimes we find the formula
'

AttoXXwi'o^

elfii, where the god as the recipient of the gift is regarded as

the owner.

One of the most interesting, and certainly the most ancient,

' I.G.A. 22 : sec below, p. 252. '^ Naulcrat/s /., pis. 32-4, p. 54 ff- ;

- y/V^/. 2 = B.M. A1512. Ndiikra/is II., pi. 21, p. 62 ft". ; Br/'t.

^ B.M. F 596 : see Vol. I. p. 1S6. Sch. Annual, 189S-99, p. 53.

^ Heydeniann's Cat. 1212. " Ath. Millh. xv. p. 395 ft'.

'" B.M. F 605.6. ** See Vol. I. pp. 139, 345.
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of all incised inscriptions on Greek vases is that engraved on

a jug of "Dipylon" ware found at Athens in 1880.' It runs:

FIG. 172.

09 vui' op-)(i]aTOiv TTi'ivTcov (iTaXcoTaTa irai^et, rod ToSe ... " He
who now sports most delicately of all the dancers," etc. Though

probably not contemporary with this eighth-century vase, it

is still of great antiquity, and the earliest Athenian inscription

known.

In studying these graffiti, it must always be borne in mind

that they lend themselves easily to forgery, and that many

arc open to grave suspicion. Instances of these doubtful

inscriptions arc the Kleomcncs vase in the Louvre ''' and a

late vase signed by Statios in the British Museum (F 594)-

The painted inscriptions are practically limited to a period

extending over two centuries, from the time at which the

primitive methods of painting were slowly emerging into the

black-figured style, down to the finest stage of red-figure vases.

Rare at first, they rapidly spring into popularity, being con-

stantly found on the sixth-century fabrics ; but throughout the

red-figure period they gradually become rarer and rarer, until

they drop out almost entirely. In the vases of the Decadence

they have for the most part fallen into disuse ; at any rate, they

are comparatively scarce. Some of the latest inscriptions are in

the Oscan and Latin languages, showing the increasing influence

of the Romans over Southern Italy, and especiall)^ Campania.

The inscriptions always follow the laws of palaeography of the

region and period to which they belong.

Generally speaking, it may be said that they have some refer-

ence to the design painted on the vase ; at least, the majority

' Ath. Mitlh. 1881, p. 107; 1893, - Moil. Gircs, 1S97, pis. 16-7, p. 55;

p. 225 ; Krctschmcr, p. no ; also Vol. I. and sec \'ol. I. p. 493.

p. 291.
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are explanatory of the subject represented. Sometimes not

only is every figure accompanied by its name, but even animals

and inanimate objects, instances of which are given below. On
the Frangois vase there are no less than 115 such inscriptions.

In almost all cases we can be certain that they are original, and

contemporaneous with the vase itself

The explanatory inscriptions are generally small in size, the

letters averaging one-eighth of an inch in height. On B.F.

vases they are painted in black ; on R.F. vases of the " severe
"

style, in purple on the black ground, or in black on the red

portions ; on later R.F. vases, in white. There is no rule for

their position, or indeed for their presence ; but, as a general

rule, it may be said that they are oftener found on the finer and

larger vases, and that they are placed in close juxtaposition to

the figures to which they refer. The direction in which they are

written may be either from left to right or right to left (as

generally on Corinthian or Chalcidian vases) ; on the Panathenaic

amphorae are the only known examples of klovtjSou inscriptions,

in which the letters are placed vertically in relation to each

other. They are occasionally found on the objects depicted, as

on stelae or lavers (see pp. 260, 272), on shields,' or even on the

figures themselves.- Signatures of artists are occasionally found

on the handle or foot of a vase.''

Kretschmer (p. 5) illustrates the practice of employing in-

scriptions on vases from the art of the Semitic nations. He
instances clay vases from Cyprus with painted Phoenician in-

scriptions,* for which the same pigment is used as for the

decoration of the vases themselves. But none of these are

likely to be earlier than the first Greek inscriptions, and it is

more than probable that the C>"priote Phoenicians borrowed

the practice from the Greeks. In order, therefore, to obtain

information as to the date of these painted inscriptions, we
are entirely dependent upon internal evidence.

' B. M. B134; Urliclis, Beitriige, (Brygos), E258 (Euxitheos) ; and cf.

pi. 14. Fig. 129.

- Berlin 2314. ^ Peirot, Hist, de I'Art, iii. p. 670.

^ Examples in the B.M. are E 12 and They have been found at Larnaka,

E457 (Pamphaios), E61 (Hieron). E65 I'aphns, Dali, and Amathus.
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The importance of these inscriptions may, perhaps, be best

realised when it is pointed out that they are one of the chief

guides to the age of the vases, and have contributed more than

any other feature to the establishment of a scientific classification

of the earlier fabrics, as will be fully indicated in the succeeding

account.

The Greek alphabet, as is well known, is derived from the

Phoenician, and this is attested not only by tradition, but by the

known existing forms of the latter, the signs being twenty-two

in number. The invention of the two double letters, and of the

long 7} and w, which are purely Greek, was attributed by popular

tradition to various personages without any authority. With
the question of the introduction of writing into Greece this is

not the place to deal. Recent discoveries, especially in Crete,

have greatly modified all preconceived notions on the subject,

and for the present we are only immediately concerned with the

earliest use of the Greek alphabet, as we know it.

This can be traced as far back as the seventh century B.C.

on various grounds, and in all probability the traditional \-iew

which placed its introduction into Greece at about 660 B.C. is

fairly correct. The earliest inscriptions on the vases are cer-

tainly not later, perhaps earlier than this (see below, p. 254).

At Abou-Simbel in Egypt, Greek inscriptions have been found

in which the name of Psammetichos occurs, and this king is

generally supposed to be the second of that name (594— 589).^

In Thera and other Aegean islands, and on the coast of Asia

Minor, inscriptions are known which, for various reasons, have

been placed even earlier than this, and the vase with Arkesilaos,

the inscriptions on which are discussed below, is hardly later,

as it can be shown to date between 580 and 550 B.C.

Before proceeding to discuss the early inscriptions, it may
be as well to note, for the benefit of those to whom Greek

Epigraphy is an unfamiliar subject, the chief peculiarities of the

earlier alphabets.- They fall into two principal groups, the

Eastern and Western, each of which has many subdivisions.

Certain forms, such as ^ for X, are characteristic of one or

' Roberts, Gk. Epigraphy, i. p. 154. Greek Epigraphy, vol. i. (Cambridge
- On the subject generally sec Roberts, Press).
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the other division ; but the distinction is not so clearly marked
on the vases, on which many alphabets, such as the Ionic and

Island varieties, are scarcely represented. The vase-inscriptions

fall mainly under three heads : Corinthian and Athenian in

the Eastern group, Chalcidian in the Western. During the

fifth century (or even earlier) there is a rapid tendency to

unification in the Greek alphabet, which is chiefly brought

about by the growing supremacy of Athens. This acted in

two ways : firstly, by the fact that Attic became the literary

and therefore the paramount language in Greece ; secondly,

by the fact of her artistic pre-eminence, which crushed out

the other local fabrics. Finally, by the time of the archonship

of Eukleides in 403 B.C., the alphabet, if not the language, had

become entirely unified, and the Ionic forms universally adopted

for public and official purposes. For private use they had, of

course, long been known at Athens ; but the official enactment

of that year only set the seal to a long recognised practice.

Throughout the fifth century the old Attic and the Ionic

forms are found side by side on R.F. vases.

^

In the later archaic period the coins come in as an important

source of evidence." None of the inscribed ones appear to be

earlier than the sixth century, the oldest being perhaps the elec-

trum stater usually attributed to Halikarnassos, with the name of

Phanes (?). The only characteristic letter (the alphabet belonging

to the Ionic group) is the sign in place of H to denote eta,

which has not been found on any vase with the Ionic alphabet,

and therefore betokens a very early date. Next comes an Attic

stater of about 560 I5.C., with the legend (A)OE, which may be

fitly compared with the oldest Panathenaic amphora,'' on which

the dotted O is also found. The earliest coins of Haliartos in

Boeotia have the curious form \X for the spin'tus asper or H,

dating apparently before 550 r..c. ; the succession can thence

be traced through [=1, H, and Q down to about 480 i;.r., when

it is dropped entirely. tKX. Himera in Sicily Q occurs in the

fifth century for the spiritns aspcr, and is followed by the H

' See the table given l)y Kretschnier, " See Hill, Handbook of Greek and

n. 105. Koiitan Coins, p. 208 ff.

^ B,M. Bi;,o.
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form, which in the West is employed down to about 400 B.C.

On the early coins of Poseidonia (Paestum) the M form of ^
is found C550—480 B.C.), being also characteristic of Corinthian

vases of the sixth century ; it also lingers on in Crete, but in

Sicily and elsewhere the $ form of Attic and other alphabets

is more usual, until replaced in the fifth century by I. Of the

specially Ionic letters, H (= ct(i) is found generally at an early

date, as at Teos (540—400 B.C.), and also fl. At Corinth the

koppa P for K is in use from the earliest times down to the days

of the Achaean League, and does not therefore afford evidence

of date by itself, but only of a local peculiarity, being equally

universal on vases. The digamma is only found on coins of

Elis and Crete, whereas it often occurs on early Greek vases.

^

It may also be of interest to note that the B form for the

rough breathing occurs on the helmet of Hiero in the British

Museum,-' which can be dated 480—470 is.c., and that the use

of H for eta and of the four-lined 21 at Athens previous to the

archonship of P2uklcides can be deduced from the well-known

fragment of Euripides' in which the letters forming the name
0HSEY2! are carefully described.

In the following p:iges illustrations of the points above noted

will be fully detailed where occurring on the vases. The annexed

scheme of alphabets used on vases (Eig. 173) will serve to give

a general idea of the variations of form in different fabrics.

The painted inscriptions on vases first appear, as already

noted, about the beginning of the seventh century i;.C. The
earlier fabrics—Mycenaean, Cretan, and C)'cladic—generally

belong to an epoch when writing, if not unknown, was at any

rate little practised
'

; nor have any inscriptions been found

on tile Dipylon or Geometrical vases, except the incised one

which we have already discussed. The oldest known painted

inscri{)tions are found on a Proto-Corinthian Ickythos (sec

p. 254), the Euphorbos pinax from Kameiros (B.M. A 749),

' Sqc for other details of coin-inscrip- Argolis, Cyi)rus, ami elsewhere, with

tions Hill, op. (it. characters incised on the handles, of

- Cat. of Bronzes, No. 250. contemporaneous execution, and forming

^ No. 385 (Didot). parallels to the Cretan script and the

^ It should be borne in mind that later C\priole syllabary.

Mycenaean vases have been found in
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and the krater signed by Aristonoos, which is perhaps of Ionic

origin, strongly influenced by Mycenaean art.

SCHEME OF ALPHABETS USED ON GREEK VASES

A
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Chalkis, and Athens (especially in Corinth), the number of

inscribed vases rapidly increases. Among the earliest examples

are those remarkable painted pinakes found at Corinth (Vol. I.

p. 316), nearly all of which have dedicatory inscriptions, while

in most cases the names are given of the deities, Poseidon and

Amphitrite, to whom they were dedicated, and whose figures

appear on them. They may be dated 600— 550 B.C. The
custom of inscribing names on works of art is illustrated by
other products of this period, as we have already noted in the

case of the chest of Kypsclos ; and they occur on the early

bronze reliefs from Olympia,' the Samothrace relief in the

Louvre,' the archaic reliefs at Delphi, and the newly found

painted metopes at Thcrmon,'' as well as later on the paintings

of Polygnotos.

On the Euphorbos pinax already mentioned ' ajipear the

names of Menelaos (M^^ A' EJhAM), Hector (SOTH3), and

P^uphorbos (A/^^OPBOM). Although found in Rhodes, it is

proved to be of Argive origin by the characteristic form |-

of the A in Menelaos.'' Although its date cannot be exactly

ascertained, it is probably about 620—600 B.C. It is a vase

important in more than one respect, as it may be said to fore-

shadow the beginnings of the black-figure style.

The vase of Aristonoos'' was found at Cervetri, and bears the

artist's signature,

in an alphabet from which, unfortunately, all characteristic letters

are wanting, so that its origin is uncertain. It is, however, as

we have said, probably a seventh-century product of an Ionian

fabric, on the coast of Asia Minor. The ® has been taken

by se\'eral scholars' to denote f, as in the Phrygian alphabet,

but Kretschmer (p. 11) prefers to read it as 6 (0 = ©).

' Olyinpia, iv. pi. 39, p. 102. p. 7.

- Roehl, I.G.A. 377. ' Vol. I. p. 297 aii.l I'latc Wl. ; fur

•' 'p]0. 'A/)x 1903, pis. 2-6 : sec Vol. I. the latest interpretation of the name, as

P- 9-- Here adopted, see Class. Revicjv, 1900,
^ Sec also Vol. I. ]>. 335. p. 264.
' JahrOiich, 1S91, p. 263 ; Krctscluncr, ' E.g. Ramsay m/.H.S. \. p. 187.
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We have, however, ahxady seen that it is most probably a

superfluous letter.

Early in the sixth century must be placed another remarkable

vase, the Arkcsilaos cup of Cyrenaean fabric.^ The inscribed

names on this vase are as remarkable as its subject ; there are

nine in all, two only fragmentary. The only proper name is

that of Arkesilas (APK^^I AA|), who was king of Kyrene

580—550 B.C. ; the others seem to be titles, such as IO®OPTO^,
'Jd(/)opT09 or ^ftj(^o/3To<?, " Keeper of the burdens"; |AI®OM A^O^,
HXicfyofxaxo'i, a word having some reference to silphium, the

subject of the vase; QVAAKO^!. " Guardian "
; IPM0450P0^,

and Q+YSO, 6pv^6[^. One word, ^OM0A' o-T]ad/ji6^, refers

to an inanimate object (a balance). The dialect is Doric,

Kyrene having been colonised by that race.

Next we ha\'e to deal with a very important class of inscrip-

tions— those found on Corinthian vases." They are too numerous

to be dealt with in detail ; Kretschmer mentions nearly fifty

inscribed vases, exclusive of the pinakes. Wilisch attributes the

earliest to the latter half of the seventh century, the latest to

the middle of the sixth century ; but they certainly do not

become common before the sixth.'' They include several artists'

signatures—viz. Chares, Milonidas, and Timonidas (Vol. I.

p. 315). One of the most famous of the inscribed vases is

the Dodwell pyxis at Munich,* representing a boar-hunt. The
figures are inscribed with fanciful names, such as A<AM&MA^ON'
(Agamemnon), AO[>^mAXOM (Dorimachos, or "spearman"),

PA9CN' (Pakon), and so on, A krater in the British Museum
(Plate XXI.) represents a similar scene, also with fancy names,

such as Polydas and Antiphatas. Another famous vase is

the Amphiaraos krater in Berlin,'' representing the setting out

of Amphiaraos and the funeral games of Pelias ; no less than

twenty names are inscribed. Of these, iTATO^ (Baton) and

B^nnAP^^OM (Hippalk(i)mos) illustrate other palaeo-

' Studniczkn, Kyrene, p. 1 1 ft". ; Vol. I. distinguishes three periods in the Corin-

p. 342. thian alphabet from 700 to 400 B.C., but

" Collected by Blass, Dialfktiuschr. the vases seem to belong almost entirely

iii. 3120 ff., and Wilisch, Altkoriiithischc to the first, down to 550 B.C.

Thonitidustric, p. 156. * Vol. I. p. 316, Fig. 90.

^ Roberts (^Gk. Epii^raphy, i. ]i. 134)
'" Cat. 1655: see Vol. I. p. 319.
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graphical peculiarities. Other good examples are the vase by

Chares/ another in the British Museum with the name of the

owner (A^N'BTA B^t, Alvera efxi)'^ and that by Timonidas

representing Achilles lying in wait for Troilos;^ A study of

the pinakes in Berlin is also instructive in this respect. One

is signed by Timonidas, another by Milonidas, while others

bear interesting inscriptions, such as Fig. 174:

FIG. 17J\.

UetpaeioBev 'iKo/Mf^,

" We have come from Peiraeus " ^

;

TVABAOMXAF>^BMA^' A4^0PMAN

TV 8e Sos" ^apieafajai' d(f)op/ji(iv,

"And do thou make a graceful repayment"';

and so on. The majority have only the names of Poseidon and

Amphitrite, or (6 8etua) aveOr^Kev.

In view of the palaeographical importance of these inscrip-

tions, it may be worth while to dwell briefly on their peculiarities.

The dialect is of course Doric, and consequently the names

often differ widely from the forms to which we arc accus-

tomed ; and this is increased by divergencies of spelling, which

produce many anomalous results. For instance, K^MAN [> PA
{Keadvhpa) appears for Kassandra on a vase in the Louvre.''

AE is used for Al, as in /\^®Of^ (AeOwv = AWoov) on the Chares

' Louvre E 600 = Reinach, i. 395.
-' B. M. A 1080 = Reinach, i. 506.

^ Athens 620 = Reinacli, i. 394.
*' Roehl, /.G.A. 20, 5.

^ //)/d. 20, 6^.

'• E 638 = A/oJ!. ikir Inst. 1855, pi. 20.

It has been suggested that the name is

originally a corruption of Alexandra =
Xandra = Ksandra = Kesandra ( Krctsch --

mer, p. 28),
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pyxis, and in nBPA^O(2)BN' {UepaeoOev for ne{i)paL66ev) on

the pinax already quoted. A nasal is dropped before a

consonant, as in the names of Amphiaraos (A'l^^APBOM)
and Amphitrite {f\<^iJV\J I\). The digamma Hngers as a

medial (more rarely as initial) in many words, such as Fa)(y<i,

Aafiofdvacrara, IIoTetSdFoiiv, and AthaiFuiv ; its written form is f^ or

k. The use of B for the rough breathing is invariable.^

One or two vases have been recognised as of Sicyonian

fabric by the use in inscriptions of the unique X for E, peculiar

to that place (Vol. I. p. 321). The only certain example, how-

ever, is a krater in Berlin (Cat. 1 147), with the names of Achilles

(MYX1I+A) and Memnon (MXMNON). It may also be

noted that an Athenian sixth-century vase, signed by Exekias,

has a Sicyonian inscription /V/tvlsYc/ upon it by its owner'"'

:

XPAI^XTOM ^^XAOKX/v+APO^OI
'ETTaiVeros /u- tSojKeF XapoTrw.

Boeotian vases never attained to the importance of the

Corinthian fabrics, though, on the other hand, the manufacture

lasted longer ; but there are several instances of early signed

vases from this district. Two, of which one is in the British

Museum, are b}^ Gamedes, the others by Theozotos, Gryton,

Iphitadas, Mnasalkes, and Menaidas.^ They are recognised as

Boeotian by the use of typical letters, as well as by origin,

style, and dialect ; such are the fl for A, ^ for X, and so on.

There is also a fifth-century vase with the Boeotian alphabet.^

The Kabeirion vases have inscriptions in the local alphabet,

with a few exceptions, which are lonic.^

A unique vase, from the epigraphical point of view, is E 732

in the Louvre, found at Cervetri, to which allusion has been

made elsewhere (Vol. I. p. 357, and see Fig. iii). It bears

eleven names (of gods and giants) in an alphabet which has

' The general peculiarities of the p. 14, No. 22.

Corinthian alphabet are not touched on ' See Vol. I. p. 300; Klein, Aleisters.

here, as examples have been given of p. 30; Boston RIiis. Report, 1898, p. 54,

all characteristic letters. -See Roberts, 1899, p. 56 ; A>w. yJ////A. 1897, p. 105.

Gk. Epix'rapfiy, i. p. 134. ^ Ath. M/'ttk. 1892, pi. 6, p. loi.

-' Kretschmer, p. 51 ; Roehl, I.G.A. '" Ath. Alitt/i. 1890, p. 411.
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been recognised as Ionian, and is according to Kretschmer most
probably that of the island of Kcos. The great uncertainty as

to the E sounds presented by this vase finds parallels in the

stone inscriptions found on that island, while in the use of B

for C (the older form of that letter), the four-stroke 51, and O
with a central dot, this attribution finds further support. The
only other islands that would fit the conditions are Naxos
and Amorgos. As instances of the confused use of E, we have

IHV^ for Zeu?, but POAVBOTE for no\v/3a)rv[<i, while again

' E(f)td\r7]<i appears as HiniATTE^! But this confusion does

not occur in Naxos or Amorgos.

Other vases are undoubtedly of Ionic origin, but their actual

home is uncertain ; they are usually assigned to the coast of

Asia Minor. For some reason, however, it is very rare for these

vases to bear inscriptions ; in all the numerous instances now
collected, only some half-dozen with inscriptions can be found.'

One of these is the well-known Wiirzburg kylix with Phineus

and the Harpies (see Vol. I. p. 357) ; another is a vase from

Vulci, published by Gerhard,-' which has since disappeared. On
both of these we find the characteristic Ionic letters H for w,

H for }], X for ;y. A for X, and ^ with four strokes. Both vases

are of the sixth century, and other details attest their Ionic

origin.

We now come to a very important but somewhat puzzling

class of inscriptions, those in the Chalcidian alphabet.' The
number of these is hardly more than a dozen, but such as they

are they have enabled archaeologists to establish a Chalcidian

school of painting by comparisons with other uninscribed vases.

In all cases the inscriptions relate exclusively to the figures in

the designs. Among the characteristic Chalcidian letters arc

the 9 for K, as in ^OITY\l 9 (^^i^Ttos^; ;
the curved C for r, as

in 5f^ V\0]V<1A;) (rapvF6ve^= r7]pv6in]<i)
; L- for A and Y for X, as

in AtlUUEV^ CAxcXKev^)] + for i, as in ^0®V\A+ {advdo^);

and the abnormal form of the digamma E, as in ^VM/A!] {Fa-)(ys:).

' See Vol. I. p. 357 ; Karo in J. U.S. - Aiiscrl. Vasciib. 205, 3, 4 : see Vol. I.

xix. p. 15T3 ; Ath. Miith. 1900, [). 93, p. 357.

note. ' Sec \'ul. I. p. 322 and Kiet'chmer,

p. 62,
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y is represented by 0S in one instance (MnO®£0£ =
M<(7r)>o'v/ro9).

Kretschmer has compiled a list of twelve vases with inscrip-

tions in this alphabet, to which one or two may be added, but

for a fuller treatment of the questions involved in studying this

group the reader is referred to Chapter VII. This, however,

may be a more suitable place for a few remarks relating to the

inscriptions alone.

In one or two instances the dialect alone is peculiarly Chal-

cidian, as the characteristic letters happen to be wanting. In

some instances, as Kretschmer points out, the Aeolic fondness

for the vowel v is to be traced, as in ^VMQV9, KvKvu<i for

KvKvo<i, which finds parallels in the Chalcidian colony of Cumae,

and probably influenced the Latin language through that means.

Hence, too, the preference for the O sound of the O, as in English

and other languages when v is preceded by a guttural. On the

British Museum Geryon vase (B 155) there is a curious mi.vture

of dialect in the forms rapvovrj^, NiytSe^;.

It must be borne in mind, in speaking of the Chalcidian

alphabet, that it really extended over a wide area, including not

only Chalkis in Euboca, but Chalkidike in Northern Greece, and

the colonies on the coast of Italy, such as Cumae, and this may
partly account for the mixed character of the dialect on some

of these Chalcidian vases. But although an attempt has been

made to connect them with Cumae, it cannot be said at present

that any certainty has been attained as to the place of their

manufacture.

Though not belonging to the Chalcidian group, there is a vase

which must be mentioned here, on account of its inscription,

which is partly in the alphabet of the Chalcidian colonies. The

vase is of the " Proto-Corinthian " class (see Vol. I. p. 308), and

dates about 700—650 li.C. ; it bears the name of the maker,

Pyrrhos '

:

oA^N/i<.vnvv^^^^ion^w,^osvn

IIvp{p)o<; jx e7roii]aev 'A'yaaiXiFou,

and is therefore one of the oldest existing signatures.

' A'«'. .4>r/i. xl. (1902), p. 41.
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Athenian Vases

Under this heading are included all remaining vase-inscrip-

tions, except a few from Italy. Their value to us, as Kretschmer

points out, is not to be measured only by the mythological

information they provide, or by the list of Athenian craftsmen

and popular favourites which can be drawn up from them, but

it is also largely philological. In other words, they illustrate for

us the vernacular of Athens in the sixth and fifth centuries,

just as the Egyptian papyri have thrown light on the Hellenistic

vernacular of the second. In countless small details the

language of the vase-painters varies from the official language

of state documents and the literary standard of Thuc\-didcs,

Sophocles, and even Aristophanes. The reason is, of course,

a simple one—namely, that the vase-artists occupied a sub-

ordinate position in the Athenian state ; they were mere

craftsmen, of little education, and in all probability their

spelling was purely phonetic.^ Hence we constantly find such

forms as Triet for Tr/e, u/u? for vlo'^, or @?]<tv^ for Qri(Tev<i (sec

above, p. 237) ; and even the rich potter Ilyperbolos is ridiculed

by the comic poet Plato'- for saying 6\iov (sc. oliyo)i) for oki'^ov,

and 8r]r(a/j.r]v for BiTjrco/xrji'.

Another interesting point is that many of the artists who
have signed their vases were obviously not Athenians by birth.

Thus we find such names as Phintias, Amasis, Brygos, Cholkos,

Sikanos, Thrax,'' and even such signatures as AvS6<{ (or

HKvd7]<i) e<ypay\rev. It is, then, evident that man)' of them were

/X6T01K01 or resident aliens, and consequently occupied but

a humble rank in the social order of the cit\'.' One name,

indeed, that of Epiktetos, is actualh' a slave's name CETriKTijTOi;

= " acquired ").

We need not, then, be surprised at meeting with many un-Attic

forms or spellings in the \ase-inscriptions, which sometimes

give a clue to the origin of the artist, and of which it ma\-

' As is often the case with English ' For the language spoken hy the

seventeenth-century inscriptions. niroLKOL cf. Kretschmer, p. 76, and Phi-
- Frag. Com. Gr. {^Script. Gr. Bil>!., lostratus, Mt. Soph. ii. i, 14; also Plat,

xlii.), p. 248. Lys. 223*/, vTro^apjBapi^ovTei iraiSayioyoi.

^ N'o/izie degli Siavi, 1903, p. 34.
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be interesting to give some specimens. Kretschmer notes that

these variations are always Doric, never Ionic.

The cominonest Doricism on Attic vases is the use of A

for H, of which there are many instances, such as AA I AN El PA,
Aaidveipa for Jrjidveipa^

; HIMEPOPA for 'I/xepoin} (B.M.

E440); OlAir^OAA^ for the Attic OlSiTrou^." Such forms

as '0Xv<7(Tev<i and ^eppej>aaaa are also clearly un-Attic. On
the other hand, the names Menelaos and lolaos al\va}'s appear

in their Attic form Mevekeo)'^, 'loXiw^. The above instances

are all from proper names ; but there are other remarkable

instances, such as the use of Kokd for Kokr'] in PANTOiENA
KAAA KOPIN0AI.' On one of his signed vases Exekias

uses the un-Attic form TE5Af>A, Tea(a)apa, but, as Kretschmer

notes, he also uses 'loXao'i for 'Io\€oo<i, and was probably not

an Athenian. On a B.F. amphora in Rome (see below, p. 263)

occurs the form irapBe^aKep.

Perhaps the most remarkable use of non-Attic Greek on

a vase is in the case of the artist Brygos, who, as we have

already pointed out, was of foreign origin. On a kylix in

his style (B.M. E 69) we find the forms AcTriXo'i, NikottlXj],

TIiXwv, and JT/X,t7r7ro?. These were at one time referred to a

Macedonian origin,^ but Kretschmer points out that that people

used B, not TT, for 4>. He aptly quotes the Scythian in the

TIiesmopJioriarMsael' with his inX/jcrei, Traiverca, and Ke-jraX^, as

giving a likely clue to the home of this dropping of the

aspirate.'^

The painted inscriptions on the Attic vases may be divided

into three classes: (i) those relating to the whole vase and

its purpose, such as artists' signatures
; (2) those relating to

the designs on the vase, i£. explanatory inscriptions, and those

found on Panathenaic amphorae
; (3) those which stand in no

direct relation to the vase, such as the so-called "love-names"

' Naples 3089 = Millingen-Reinach, mer, p. 8i.

33-4. ^ Ar. Tliesiu. 1084- 1225.

- Bil)l. Nat. 372 = Rcinacli, i. 92. ^ Kretschmer also hints that it seems
^ Bibl. Nat. 846 = Klein, Liehliugs- to indicate the pronunciation of cf) by the

iiischr." p. 129. Athenians as I'H in " hap-hazard," not

'' Hartwig, J/tv'.f/tv.fc//. p. 320; Diimniler as F.

in /><;•/. Fhil. Woch. 18S8, p. 20; Krelsch-
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or " pet-names," and interjections such as " hail," "drink deep,"

etc. The incised inscriptions have already been discussed.

The artists' signatures first call for consideration. In relation to

their works they are fully discussed elsewhere (Chapters IX., X.),

but the present may be regarded as a convenient opportunity

for some general outline of the style and palaeography of these

inscriptions.

Klein in his Meistcrsig)hxturcn (2nd cdn.) reckons a total

of ninety-five signatures, a number which has probably been

largely increased since he wrote in 1887. These names he finds

distributed over some 424 vases, one name, that of Nikosthenes,

occurring on no fewer than seventy-seven ; he divides them

into four classes, as follows: (i) masters in the B.F. method;

(2) masters combining the two methods
; (3) masters in the

R.F. method (including S. Italy vases)
; (4) masters whose

names appear on vases without subjects. These four classes

are not mutually exclusive, as names in (i) and (3) appear again

in (2) and (4).

The form which the signature takes is usually (i)—
6 Set/'a eirol-qaev (of the potter)

;

or (2)—
6 heiva eypa^jrev (of the painter)

;

or (3), the two combined, cither under one name, as—

or (4), with separate names, as on the Francjois vase

—

Kir,. 175.

K\LTia<i fi eypayp-ef ^Epyori/xo^; pi iTroiTjaev.

The form (3) may possibly indicate the priority of the artist,

but it is more probable that it was adopted as forming an

VOL. II. 17
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iambic trimeter. When e-TToii]fT€v onh' occui'.s on a painted vase,

it is generally to be assumed that the potter is also the painter.

The older artists avoided, as a rule, the imperfect eypa(f>e or

eiroLei, but its use came into fashion for a short time among the

early R.V. artists, such as Andokides, Chelis, and Psiax, who

use iiroiei (Vol. I. p. 430) ; it was again adopted b}' the Paestum

and Apulian schools, as a modest affectation that their work

was as yet unfinished.' But the majority preferred the more

decided aorist, indicating completeness. The word jxe or ejxe

is usually added by the earlier artists, as in the instance

already quoted from Exeklas. Generally speaking, e'ypai^ev

rarely occurs on B.F. vases, i7roh]aev being the rule. A rare

form of inscription is the formula epyov (tov Selva), as in the

doubtful signature of Statics -'

; and even more unique is the

use of the word Kepafieveiv by the early Attic potter Oikopheles,^

as a synonym for iroLelv. Other peculiarities of signature are

to be seen on the works of Lykinos (ripydaaro), Paseas (Ilaaeov

ro)v jpafx/jidTcov), and Therinos (Qepivov TTouj/jia).^

The potter sometimes added the name of his father, either as

being that of a well-known man, or to distinguish himself from

others of the same name. Thus Timonidas of Corinth signs

T^MOf^^AAM BCPAV^lT^A, Ti/HMViBa^ eypay\re Bi'a (sr. son

of Bias) ;
Tleson, TXi'jawv 6 Nedp)^ou ;

P^ucheiros, 'Opyorif^ou viv^i

(the son of Ergotimos) ; Euthymides, HOPOAIOV, IloXiuu.

The latter in one instance not onl}' gives his patronymic,

but challenges comparison with his great rival Euphronios,

in the following terms: H05 OVAE POT EVOF^ONIO^, m^

oL'Se'7roT(e) Eucppovio'?, i.e. " Euphronios never made anything

like this."
'' Other peculiarities are : the omission of the verb,

as was sometimes done by R.F. artists {e.g. Psiax)
;

or, on

the contrar}^, the simple eironjaev, without a name, sometimes

' There are also isolated instances of made by the comic poet Phrynichos,

'4ypa(pe : Timonidas of Corinth, Phei- who speaks of " Chairestratos soberly

dippos, Euthymides, and Aristophanes. pottering (K€pai:.evwv) at home " (Athen.

See Klein, Mcisters. p. 13. xi. 474 B).

- B.M. F 594.
^ See list at end of chapter, and Klein,

^ Gardner, Ashnio/ean Vases, No. 1S9, op. cit. pp. 49, 213, 214.

pi. 2G:'EiKep6.fxiV(Tev efik OlKo(pe\r)s. We ^ Munich 378 = Furtvvaengler and

are reminded of the jest about Chairestratos ReichhoKl, pi. 14. See Vol. I. p. 428.
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found on R.F. kylikes of the Epictctan school '

; or the

addition by the artist of his tribe or nationality. Among
the latter we have Kleomenes, Teisias, and Xenophantos, who
style themselves 'A6rivalo<;, and Nikias, who not only gives his

father's name, but also his deme in Attica :

A/I icl Ai ^^o)CA£oY(AA^A <t>>g|^fTI O ( E P 01 E ( EA^

fk;. 170.

NiKiwi ' E\^p^/xoK\€ov<i 'Ai'a(f)\v(TTio-; e7roii]aei>.

Two other artists call themselves 6 yluSo? (the L\-dian) and

o XKv6ri<i (the Scythian). Smikros signs one of his vases in

the Louvre- AOKEIIMIKPnEINAI, "It seems to be Smikros'

work." There are also frequent vagaries of spelling, as in

^LTia<; for ^ivTiwi, Tldvcfiaio'i or IIdvdaio<i for Ilc'ifxcfiaio^, and

'leTTcov for 'lepcov. Sakonidcs once spells his name ZaKMviSyji;,

and Nikosthenes once uses the kopi)a O for K. fuller

information in regard to this subject may be found in Klein's

admirable work ; there is also much of interest relating to the

R.F. cup-painters in Hartwig's exhaustive treatise. A complete

list of all known artists' names is given at the end of this

chapter.

We now come to the inscriptions which have relation to

the subjects depicted on the vases. These are seldom of a

general kind, having reference to the whole composition ; but

on a I'anathenaic amphora in Naples a boxing scene is

entitled PAN ORATION, "general maul,"' and on another

in Munich over a foot-race is written, 5TAAIO ANAPON
NIKE, (JTahiov avhpwv vUi],^ while a B.F. lekythos in the same
collection with Dionj-sos and dancing Maenads is inscribed

AIONV5IA(l<)A.'' On a vase with a Homeric subject is

PATPOKAIA, and on one with a scene from Theban

' Klein, MeisUrsig. p. ill.

- G 107 : see I\Iomtmcnls Plot,

P- zz-

'' Naples 3415.
' Munich 498 = Reinach, i. 215.

•' Cai. 1 152.
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legend KPEONTLIA/ Localities arc sometimes hinted at

b}' the use of such words as KPLNE {Kprjvrf) on the

Erancois vase, where Polyxena goes to the fountain, or by

the HAHPEKPENE Ka\\ipp{o)ri Kpi]vri on the British Museum
hydria (B331) with girls drawing water at the fountain of

Kallirrhoc. More often names are given to inanimate objects

like the daKo-i (seat) and vhp'ia (pitcher) on the Erancois vase,

aTaOjjio^ on the Arkesilas cup, the 8(o/j.o<i (altar) on a vase in

Munich (Cat. I24),\vpa (l>'rc) on a cup in Munich (333), and

6p6vo<i (throne) on an amphora in the Louvre." On a washing-

basin on a R.E. vase published by Tischbein appears the word

AHMO^IA, /.£'." public baths."'' The word reppcov sometimes

appears on a ste/e on later vases. ^ Animals are also occasionally

named, such as the £9 on the Munich vase already quoted (333)."

But the greater majority of these inscriptions refer to the

names of persons, deities, and mythological figures, the name
being usually in the nominative, but occasionally in the

genitive, with elSo? or eUcov understood." Sometimes generic

names or nicknames arc given to ordinary figures in genre

scenes, as ^Ap'x^evavrr]^, " the ship's captain '
; Ko')fiap^o<;, " leader

of the revels " ; or, again, UXri^cmTo^ for a horseman, T6^afii<i

and Ki/x/j,epio<i for a Scythian bowman.' Names of real con-

temporary persons arc occasionally introduced, as on a hydria

by PhintiaS; on which his comrade Euthymides and the " minor

artist " Tlenpolemos are represented, with names inscribed ^

;

and on a stamnos by Smikros at Brussels the artist introduces

himself and the potter Pheidiades at a banquet." Although

proper names usually stand alone, they are sometimes accom-

panied by some interjection, as oSl Mevea6ev^, " Here is

Menestheus,"^" ^(fiiy^ i]8€ %ai/3e, "This is the Sphinx; hail!"'^

or in the form of a phrase, as 'Ep/x)]<i el/jbl KfXX>;i'/,o9.'- So also

' Munich 380, 810 = Reinach, ii. 115, ' Kretschmer, p. 85 : st-e p 92.

i. 363.
'' Munich 6 : see Vol. I. p. 428, and

- Luuvre E852 = Reinach, i. 156. Iloppin, Eitthyiiiides, p. 18.

' Reinach, ii. 292. " Momiiiieitts Fiot, ix. pi. 2.

^ E.g. B.M. F62. '" Berlin 1737.

* See also Kretschmer, p. 84. " Munich 333 = Reinach, ii. 119.

^ E.g. B.M. B 164, B254; Louvre '-' Berlin 1704 = Reinach, i. 198;

F 297 = Reinach, ii. 26. Vol. I. p. 326.

J
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we find HAHO$ TEPAN "AXio^ yepwv, "the old man of the

sea," for Nereus'; NESTOP PVHO^ "Nestor of Pylos"-';

AIO^ ®0^ ^to? </>w9, for Dionysos''; AIO^ PAI^, "the

son of Zeus," for Herakles^ ; Tavpo<; (f)op^d^, " the grazing bull,"

for the metamorphosed Zeus (a doubtful instance)/'

Besides the names of figures and objects, words and ex-

clamations are sometimes represented as proceeding from the

mouths of the figures themselves, in the same manner as on

the labels affixed to the figures of saints in the Middle Ages.

They vary in length and purport, but in some cases they

appear to be extracts from poems or songs, or expressions

familiar at the time, but now unintelligible or lost in the wreck

of Hellenic literature. The\- are found on both B.V. and R.F.

vases, but more commonly on the former, and generally read

according to the direction of the figure, as if issuing from the

mouth.

Thus a boy pouring wine out of an amphora cries, ENXE
HA . . 01 NGN, Ky)x^'' vK^t^] olvov, " Pour in sweet wine '"^

; over

the first of three runners in a race appears viKu^i, TloXvfievoiv,

" Polymcnon, you win " ^ ; again, Amphiaraos is exhorted to

mount his chariot with the word dm^a,'' or one personage

says to another, %al^e or Trive koI cru." Sometimes the words are

evidently those of a song, as on a R.F. kylix at Athens, where

a man lying on a couch sings an elegy of Thcognis beginning

0) TTalScov KciWiaTe, " Fairest of boys ! "
'" Another sings

MAMEKAI POTEO, which has been recognised as an inaccurate

version of an Aeolic line, koI ttoO/jo) koX fxdofj,ai.^^ On a red-

figured vase in the British Museum (E 270) a man accompanied

by a flutc-playcr has an inscription proceeding from his open

mouth, which runs, HOAEr^OTENTVRINOI, wSe ttot ev

Tvptvdt ; evidently the beginning of a song, " Here once in

Tiryns . .
." On a stamnos in the British Museum (E439)

' Berlin 1732 = Reinach, ii. 66. " Rcinach, ii. 12S.

- Plate X.XIII. : see Vol. I. p. 326. ** Kretschmer, pp. 86, 197.
•' Bibl. Nat. 219. '* See Kretschmer, p. 86.

* Louvi-e F385 = Millingen, Am: '" Cat. 1158 = ^//^. M/'U/i. 1884, pi. I.

U/U'd. A/on. pi. 38. " Kretschmer, /o<: cit. : cf. Bergk,
'" Reinach, ii. 49. Poet. lyr. Gr. iii.' p. 97, frag. 23.

^ Kretschmer, p. 86.
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the letters NON appear before the mouth of a Seilenos, and
evidently represent notes of music/

On a psykter by Euphronios - a courtesan playing at

kottabos casts the drops out of a cup with the words
• <l1A3\/O^MTAs/?A\AAT\AIT, rlv rdvhe Xaraaao), Aeayp{€),

" To thee, Leagros, I dash these drops." Another kylix

(Munich 371) represents a surfeited drinker on a couch,

saying, ou hvvafx ov, " I can no more !

"

To turn to another class of these expressions, we have a

Panathcnaic amphora in the British Museum (B 144), on which

a herald proclaims a victor in the horse-race as follows :

AVA^EIKETV : HIPG^ : NIKAI, Av{a)veUi^Tov ;Wo? viKa,

" The horse of Dysneiketos •' wins." On another of the .same

class ^ is an acrobat on horseback before judges, of whom
one cries, KAU05TOIHVBI5TEITOI, Kokoiq tm Kv^iaTfj ' tol,

l-5ravo, then, to the acrobat." A boy walking with his dog

calls to it, MEAITAIE, MeXLrale {i.e. " Maltese (?) dog")." A
charioteer calls to his horses, e\a, eXa, "Gee up!"' Women
weeping over a corpse cry, oXixoi, " Woe is me !

" "^ In a repre-

sentation of Oedipus and the Sphinx on a R.F. vase in Rome
the words l<AITPl[nOYN], kuI rpiTroup, occur, evidently with

reference to the well-known riddle."

An interesting bit of dialogue appears on a B.F. vase,'" which

represents boys and men watching a swallow, evidently the

first of the returning spring ; one boy says, ISov x^XlBcov, " See,

the swallow "
; to which a man replies, V7] rov 'HpaKXea, " Yes,

by Herakles !

" Another boy joins in with avTrjc, " There she

is,"' and eap ySr], " It is already spring." Another good instance

is on a B.F. vase in the Vatican." On one side we see the

proprietor of an olive garden extracting oil from the olives,

with the prayer, QlEYnATEPAIOEnUGV^IG^rEN, w Zev

' See Hartvvig, Mcistersdi. p. 255. Kretschmer points out, a dog of Melita

- Petersburg 1670. The Doric dialect off Illyricum, not of Malta.

is explained by Kretschmer as due to " Kretschmer, p. 91.

the Sicilian origin of the game. '* Benndorf, Gr. u. s/'i. Vaseitl). jil. i.

•'
.S"c. "hard to beat."' " Helblg, 186= IVidiier Vorl. 1889,

^ Kretschmer, p. 88. pi. 8, 6.

^ I.e. Kv^i(srr\TT)pi. '" Reinach, i. 96.

"" Reinach, i. 294. Probaldy, as " Reinach, i. 106.
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Trdrep, aWe "TrXovaio^ 'yev[oi,[x av, " O Father Zeus, may I be

rich ! " while on the other he sits over a full vessel, and

cries to the purchaser, EAEMENEAE PUEOI PARBEBAKEN,
rj^T) fxkv, ?7S;; 7rA,eo(i') 7ra/c»/?e/3a/cej-', " Already, already it has gone

far beyond my needs." ^

To conclude with a few miscellaneous and unique inscriptions,

we have firstly, on a vase in the British ^^luscuin (E 298),

a tripod, on the base of which are the words 'AKa/jiavTU evlica

(f}v\)), showing that it is intended for a monument in lionour

of a choragic victor}', with the name of the victorious tribe.

On a sepulchral stele on a B.F. funeral amphora at Athens'"

are the words (now nearly obliterated) diSpb^ d7r[o(pdc/x]evoio

/3a«-[ov] Ka[K]ov [iv]6d8e K€L/j.a[i, " Here lie I, a vile rag of a dead

man." Similarly, on a sepulchral plaque at Athens are the

words, ^HMATOAE^TIN ; APEIOY, "This is the grave of

Arcios." '' In a representation of Sappho reading from her

poems, she holds an open roll, on which are visible the words

@€ot, i)epiMV iireoiv ap-)(oixai dW\a)v] . . . eirea Trrepoevra '

; and

in the well-known school-scene on the Duris vase in Berlin
''

a teacher holds a roll, on which are the words (in Acolic

dialect, and combined from the openings of two distinct

hymns;

:

MOl^AMO! Molad f^oi

A©l5h^AMANARON <^H-)'f^ :<Kafi.av?>i>ov

EVRANAR+OMAI ii'ij(p)on' apx^l^at

ALINAEN ua<,'>8ar.«

A small fragment of a red -figure k\lix (?j of fine style, found

at Naukratis in 1899 (and now in the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford),' has a similar scene of a dictation lesson. A seated

figure unrolls an inscribed scroll, on which is the bonstrophcdou

legend, (jTi]ai^opov vpivov d'yoiaai, while another figure, of

' This translation is somcwliat ilouht- pi. 6.

fill: sec Reinach, /o,\ ril.
'> Plate XXXIX.

- Cat. 688 = Reinach, i. 164. " On the form of the A see below,
' Reinach, i. 513. p. 26S.

^ Athens 1241 = Duniont-I'oltier, i.
' />;•//. Sch. Ainnial, 1S98-95, p. 65.
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which the right hand alone remains, is writing on a tablet

(Fig. 177).

In a very puzzling scene on a R.F. vase of fine style,

generally supposed to have some reference to the Argonautic

expedition, one figure holds up an object inscribed with the

name ^|^Y4'0|.' This object has generally been interpreted

as a tessera Jiospitalis, or " letter of introduction," as we
should say.

Lastly, there is the class of Panathenaic vases with their

inscriptions.'^ They fall into two groups: (i) the words

TON AOENEOEN AOUON, to which EMI is sometimes

added, "(I am) from the games at Athens"; (2) the names

FK;. 177. FIGURE WITH INSCKIBEU SCROLL.

of archons, which only occur on the fourth-century examples.

They form a unique instance of inscriptions which give direct

information as to the date of a vase, and range from '\i6'j to

313 B.C. (see Vol. I. p. 390).

Sometimes vases (especially in the B.P". period) are covered

with meaningless collocations of letters, either separate or in

the form of words. Some ingenious explanations of these

have been propounded, but none are very satisfactory. They

are often found on the class known as " Corintho-Attic " or

" Tyrrhenian amphorae," and it is just possible that in this

case they arc attempts by an Athenian workman to copy the

unfamiliar Corinthian alphabet.

The third class of inscriptions on Attic vases is com-

posed of those which have no direct relation to the vase

' Reinach, i. 277 : see on the subject, - See on this subject, \jx\\c\\?,. Bcitriige,

Hermes, 1898, p. 640; Nolizie dcgli Sraiu', p. 33 ff., and Vol. I. p. 3S9.

1895, 86 ff. ; and above, pp. 115, 137.
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itself. They include invocations to deities such as were

used in making libations, e.i^. Ai6<i ^o)7?]po<i, " To Zeus the

Saviour "
' ; or, again, the exhortations so frequently found

on B.F. kylikes of the " INIinor Artists' " school, of which

the commonest is ^atpe koI ttUl ev, " Hail, and drink

deep
!

" ^ or %atp6 /cat irlei, njvSe, "Hail, and drink this!"'

On a number of R.F. kylikes appears the word Trpoaayopevco,

" I salute you." ^

But the most numerous and important inscriptions of this

class are those conveniently named by German archaeologists

" Lieblingsnamen," or " Lieblingsinschriften," for which we have

no satisfactory equivalent in English, though " pet-name " and
" love-name " have been suggested, and latterly " /caXo^-name."

The latter title has been adopted from the fact that the usual

form which these inscriptions take is that of a proper name
in the nominative case, generally masculine, with the word

KaXo'i attached. Sometimes, but not so frequcntl}', the name
is feminine, with Ka\y] '

; the superlative form K(iX\i(TTo<; is also

found." In other cases 6 or 1) ircui; appears in place of

the proper name, or the word SoKel is added, and sometimes

also vat or vaixh emphasising the statement. The most re-

markable instance is a B.F. jug at Munich, round the shoulder

of which is the inscription Ka\6^ NikoXu A(op60eo<i xa\6^

KUfxol SoKei, vai' xarepo'^ 7ral<i koKo^, Me/xrcov KufX'n KaXo'i

(fiiXo^.' It is not quite certain how far the word KaX6<; should

be interpreted in a physical sense as "handsome" or

"fair," or in an ethical sense as "good" or "noble"; but

having regard to the manners and customs of fifth-century

Athens,"* it is more likely that the physical meaning of the

word is to be inferred.

These inscriptions are often found on B.F. vases, but far

more frequently in the succeeding period, and generally in

' Athen. xi. 466 D ; iiul fuunil on Altic ^ Instances are B.M. B 330, ]5 339,

vases, but cf. B.M. F 548. B 631, E 182, E 718.
-' B.M. B415, 422; Berlin 1775-76. " £.^or. B.M. B400.
•' Berlin 1764 ; Munich 37. For varia- Crt/. 334 = Reinach, i. 79. The vase

tions see Kretschmer, p. 195. is probably by Charinos.

* See Klein. J/t'/.v/tv ,f. p. 110; Krelsch- * Cf. the story of Pericles and Sopho-

mer, p. 82. cles told by Cicero, /A' Of/u: i. 40, 144.
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more or less direct connection with artists' signatures, from

which fact interesting" results have been obtained. Special

attention has been drawn to them of late years, from the fact

that many of the names are those borne by historical personages,

such as Miltiades, Megakles, Glaukon, and so on, and attempts

have been made to connect them with those characters (see

Vol. 1. p. 403).

Klein, the chief writer on this subject, has collected in the

second edition of his valuable work no less than 558 instances

of these /caXo^-inscriptions,^ as against 424 signatures of artists
;

and there arc besides these the numerous instances in which no

proper name is given.

The chief question which calls for consideration in regard

to these inscriptions is their purport, and the reason why they

occur exclusively on vases, and of these exclusively on Attic

vases covering a period of not more than one hundred years.

The custom was not, of course, an unfamiliar one at Athens,

as two references in Aristophanes indicate. In the AcJiarnians'

he describes the Thracian Sitalkes as being such a " lover " of

the Athenians that he wrote on the walls, " The Athenians arc

fair" ; and, again, the slave Xanthias, in the Wasps, speaking of

his master's litigious proclivities, says that if ever he saw ATj/xo^

Ka\6^ written on a door he promptly wrote by the side Kr]fu,o^

/caXo?.' But the most interesting and apposite instance recorded

is that of Pheidias, who scratched on the finger of his statue of

the Olympian Zeus, TlavrapKr]^ /caXo'?.^ Generally speaking, the

word was no doubt intended to refer to the personal beauty

of boys (as indicated by the use of 6 iraW), or at any rate of

young athletes, and was applied to popular favourites of the

day,' whose occupations in the gymnasium, at the banquet,

and elsewhere were matters of every-day talk.

These names may have been placed on the vases with the

' Vast'12 mil Licbliiii^sinscJiriftfu, 2ml juries recorded their votes,

edn., 1898. Of these, 528 are masculine ^ Cf. Frazer's note on Pans. vi. 10, 6

names, and only 30 feminine. (vol. iv. p. 37).

- 143 ff. There is, of course, a play ' Such as the Laches ko.\o% on Berlin

here on the word ipaari]'!. 2314, a name which recalls the Platonic

•* 97 ff. Demos is here a pr.opername; dialoi^ue with that title.

Krjjxhs means the ballot-hox, in which the
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view of attracting the public to purchase them, or may even

have been the subject of special orders from customers. Some
Hght seems to be thrown on the matter by a cup signed by

the painter Phintias/ which represents a young man, purse in

hand, making purchases of vases in a potter's workshop. This

vase has the inscription Xaipia<i Ka\6<;, but whether it is intended

as a representation of Chairias or his admirer it is impossible to

sa)\ The names, however, are not always those of every-day

life. They may have relation to the figures on the vase, as

HEKTOP KAA05.-'

We have already noted that historical names frequently occur

in this series, and it is obvious that if they can be identified

with the actual historical owners of such names much \aluable

information in regard to the chronology of Greek vases will

be gained. The question has already been discussed in a

previous chapter (V^ol. I. p. 403), and the principles there laid

down need not be repeated. It is sufficient to say that so far

only two or three names have been identified with those of

historical personages, though more results may yet be obtained.

Of these one is Stesilcos, occurring on two \ases in Berlin, and

identified with a s/ra/ixcs who fell at Marathf)n in 490.^ On
two lekythi (one late B.F., the other R.F.) the name of Glaukon

son of Leagros ' appears, and these two names have also been

identified with Athenian stratcgi, Leagros having fallen in battle

against the Edones in 467, while Glaukon commanded at

Kerkyra in 433—432 u.c. It may be roughlx' inferred that Leagros

was a boy {iraU) about 510 B.C., and his son Glaukon about

470 B.C., which gives an approximate d.ite (within ten years or

.so) for these two groups of vases. It is, however, obvious

that much at present only rests on hypothesis.

It is curious to note that nearl)' all these names have an

aristocratic sound : thus we have Alcibiades, Alkmaeon,

Hipparchos, and Megakles, besides those alreadv' quoted.

Miltiades KaX6<; occurs on a R.F. plate at Oxford,'' but there

' Ilartwig, A/r/s/tr.u/i. pi. 17, i. vases by Euphronios and other artists:

- Reinach, ii. 94. see Klein, Lieblingsinschrr \t. 70 tf.

' Ilartwig in Md/anges itArch. 1S94, '' Klein, Liehliiigsiiischr.'- \). 8'j = As/i-

p. 10 note. iiioleait I'ases, No. 310.

^ The name of Leagrns occurs on many
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seems hardly sufficient evidence for referring it to the youth

of the conqueror of Marathon (cf Vol. I. p. 403). The table

at the end of this chapter may be found useful as giving a

co)ispcctHS of the principal names and their relation to the artists

It is now necessary to discuss some of the principal

peculiarities of the Attic vase-inscriptions, in regard to

palaeography, orthograph)', and grammar.^ The variety in

the forms and uses of the letters is somewhat surprising

at first sight, but it must be remembered that non-Attic

induences were alwa}'s strong, as has indeed already been

pointed out.

A usually appears cither in that form or as A, A ; but

such variations as A, A, and A, are found on ^.Y. vases,

while at a later period even A occurs. A on the vases

of Duris generally appears as A, and p- is found for V,

the Attic form of A. S varies between $ and ^, while

such abnormal forms as S (Oikopheles), and g are not unknown.

The minor artist Xenokles uses a sort of cursive handwriting

for his signature. H is used for e and ?}, as in HPME5 for

HEPME5. HPAkUE^ for HEPAKUE^, which seems to be a

confusion of ideas resulting from its use for eta in Ionic,

and for // in Chalcidian {i.e. Western) alphabets.-^ The

sign for the aspirate occurs first as g, afterwards as H,

and is sometimes introduced without apparent reason, as in

HIUEIOVA for ElXeWuLa, and BA0POAITE for 'A^pohirr]. The

digamma is unknown on Attic vases, but the Erancois vase

and the allied " Tyrrhenian " group give some interesting

examples of the use of ^ for K. Thus we find ^OPA+5
for K6pa^, ETE09U0<> for 'Ereo/cXo?, +APiyUO for XapiK\(ii.

On the Corintho-Attic vase in Berlin (1704J are two curious

instances of dittography, due no doubt to Corinthian influence,

KvWi'jvLo^ being written Hy'YCVNIOS {KqveXino^) and Zev<i as

ABEV^, where the Corinthian and Attic forms of K and E

stand side by side. So on a vase in the Louvre (E 852) we
have IAEV$ = ZSei^?.''

' Sec fiir this section, Kretschmer, - Sec Krctschnier, p. 98.

p. 94 ff.
' See Vol. I. p. 326.
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As a result no doubt of the unsettled state of the alphabet

in the fifth century, a confusion in the use of e and 77, and o and

0) respectively, often arises, and we find 'A\Ktfia')f^co<; /<:a\o)<; for

'A\Kifj,a^o<i KaXo'i, KVMOAilKE for Kv/jLohoKT], 0\-\J\t for ©eris^

and similar forms.' The diphthong ec is sometimes rendered

by El, sometimes by E, as in kAUEAOKE^ for KoXr] SoKet'i
;

at and €l are also rendered by E, as in the name AUK M EON
for 'A\K/j,aia)v and F'ENOE^IUEA for UevdealXeia, or ai by A, as

in AOENAA for 'AOrjiuiia. In a few words, such as +[PON
(Xeipoov) and SIL-ENO^ {^elXvi'o^}, the diphthong ec is repre-

sented by its other member I. On the other hand, we find

EI0AE05 for 'Io\e(i)<i (B M. B 301). The general vagueness

of the Attic craftsmen's orthography is well illustrated by

Kretschmer in the word 'OSuo-creu?, which is not only invari-

abl)' spelled with a A, reminding us of the Latin form C7i.ivs,

but occurs in the following different forms":—0UVTEV5
OUVTEV, OUUVTEV^, OUVTTEV5, OUVTE5, OUV5EV$',

and AUVI^EV?, this order being roughly chronological. The
ordinary S-form is, however, found.'

A tendency to assimilation of aspirated consonants, always

avoided in literary Greek, is seen in such forms as OAUOVBIO^
for TaXdv/Sio^, +A+P\/UION for KaxpvXicov, and 4)ANct>AI05

for nd/ii(f>aio<i. The reverse tendency is curiously illustrated in

KAPI0AI05 for Xapnalo'i. Unassimilatcd forms occur, as in

the case of AN+ IPOI for ''AyxnrTro^;.* Another peculiarity

is the omission of nasals before consonants, as in ATAUATE
for 'ATa\d{v)TT], TYTAPEOSI for Tu(v)8apeo)^-' lA^^V M for

Nv(fi)(f)ai, UAPON for Adifx'jTrwp, and E^EUAAO^ for

''E(y)KeXa8o<;. There is also a tendency to avoid double con-

sonants, as in ML5IUA for Mvt](TiX\a, APIAN E for 'Apuihvq,

KUVTAIME^TPA for KXvTaifivvaTpa, PEPO^'ATA for

IlepaecfjaTTa ''
; this is especially common in the case of double

A or double I, as in OUVTEV5 and ME5IUA just quoted.

On the other hand, on later vases consonants are often doubled

' But see p. 271 for the probable ex- ^ Louvre F 53 = Reinach, ii. 59 (Exe-

planation of this use of co. kias).

- Kretschmer, p. 146. ^ Berlin 2291.

^ Naples 2899; B.M. E 156. '' Munich 340 = C./. 6'. 7433
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without reason, as in KA^^TOP for Kao-rwp,' T^\PPJ01EN\0$
for TpLTTToXefio'^;, MEMMNON for Mefxvwv, this being commonest
with 21 and p. 3E and Y, orifrinaiiy absent from the Attic

alphabet, are represented usually by +; and ©$, exceptionally

by [<5 and n5, as in +APOn^, KSENOKUCr^ ; also occasionally

by metathesis, as EAPA54>EN, 5+ANOO$, P I^TO^+ ENC5.-'

Attic contractions, such as +ATEPO^ for Kal eVepo? and

KAMOI for Kal ifuoL, arc also found/

Among peculiarities of inflection (some of which may of

course be mere misspellings) may be mentioned HVIV$ =
viv<i for vt6<i, PAV^ for Tra??, OE$V5 for Qriaev^, and PEP5E5
for riepaev*;

; also the open form -ee? for -?;<?, as in HEPAKUEE5,
-1-5ENOKUEE5, and the form Trlec for irie ; to some of these

allusion has already been made.

Erom this mass of detail it is possible to deduce certain

chronological results," which are not without their value for

the dating of the various Athenian fabrics. Excluding the

doubtful Dip}'lon vase, the inscriptions extend from the seventh

century" down to the time of Xenophantos and the late

Panathenaic amphorae, a period of over three hundred years.

In the Francois vase we meet with the closed B for the

aspirate, the Cp and K together, and the two forms (g) and O
of 0; as the ig) form dropped out of private use earlier than

out of official documents, and is found in the latter down to

520 B.C., we can date the Fran(^ois vase about the middle of the

sixth century (not later, as the closed D shows) ; the same

date will also apply to the earliest Panathenaic amphora

(B. M. B 130), and the cup of Oikopheles. The fact that

Eucheiros, a " minor artist," calls himself the son of Ergotimos,

who made the Eran^ois vase, permits us to place him some

thirty years later, about 520 B.C., and this point may be re-

garded as the zenith of the B.E. period. In the later B.E. vases

' B.M. E224; Karli-ruhe 209: cf. ' Munich 334.

Berlin 2184 (OPEZZTEZ) and 1906 '' See generally Kictschmer, p. iioff.

(TPIT0NN05)- " The two Proto-Attic. inscribed vases

- Kretschmer, p. 179. (Berlin 1682 and A?/. Denknt. i. 57:
^ //'/(/. p. 180. see Vol. 1. p. 293).
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the H and Cl for E and O begin to make their appearance ^
; but

the conservative Panathenaic amphorae, like the coins, adhere

to the original spelling right down to the end.

The existence of the R.F. style for some time previous to

^80 B.C. has now been established by the discoveries on the

Athenian Acropolis. This is also borne out by the appearance

on vases by Euthymides of the form for O, and the complete

absence in the earlier vases of the H and ft forms, which are not

found among the Acropolis fragments. The hydria of ]\Ieidias

(B.M. B 224), which marks the zenith of the " fine " period,

has a purely Ionic alphabet. The Ionic forms seem to have

come in with the "fine" R.F. style after 480 i'..C., and for some

time we find a mixed alphabet on the vases.- It is also in-

teresting to note the appearance in some cases of the Thasian

alphabet, with its use of fi for O (as in ^AXKifid'^co<i KaXoo'i,

B.M. E 318), which has been traced to the influence of

Polygnotos.-'

We concUklc our account of inscriptions on Greek \ascs with

a brief surxcy of those found on the vases of Southern Italy';

it will be seen that they are neither numerous nor specially

interesting.

The inscriptions are for the most part in the Doric dialect and

Ionic alphabet, with the addition of the Doric sign [- for the

aspirate. Generally speaking, these Doric forms arc found on

the Apulian vases, whereas on the products of Paestum they are

mainly Ionic, with admixtures of Doric. Attic forms also occur.

It seems probable that the Doric tendencies of the Apulian

inscriptions are due to the influence of the great Laconian colony

of Tarentum (although the vases were not made there), while

Paestum was influenced, on the other hand, by the neighbouring

Ionic colonies, such as Cumae.

The latter, being for the most part of earlier date, will first

occupy our attention. They include two artists' signatures,

which appear in the form A2:^TEA2: EfPA^E and PYOAN
' Berlin 200S ; AVw. J//////. i886, p. 21. '' Sec Vol. I. p. 443, and Dummlei's
- See the table given by Kietschmer, article in y(z/;;-/w(-/;, 1887, p. 168 fif.

p. 105. ^ See Kretichmer, p. 211 fif.
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Er'PAcJ^E. VVc have already remarked on the use of the

imperfect tense (p. 258) ; there are five vases by Assteas and

one by Python, on all of which the figures also have their names

inscribed.' The Ionic forms appear in MEI^APH, Meydprj,

AAKMHNH, 'A'\k/j,7]V7], and so on ; on the other hand, Python

uses the Doric form AA^, '^c«J9
=

'Hft)?, and Assteas the Doric

h in hE^^PEPIA^ = 'E (a-ya-Trepui^. Ionic forms are also found

on a few Apulian vases, as for instance Berlin 3257 (from

Ccglie), which has E]Y0YMIH and EYNOMIH for EvdvfMca and

Evvoixia, or Naples 2296 with NH2[AIH for Ntjaaia.

Some of the inscribed. Apulian vases are not without interest,

as for instance that in the Louvre, which bears the signature

of Lasim.os : AA^IMGSI LfPA^YE, Adai/xo'i e<ypa-^e- He was

probably not a Greek, but of Messapian origin. On the great

Dareios vase in Naples (No. 3253) several names are inscribed,

such as hEAAA^ for "EX\a9, A2;iA, AAPEIOl, and the general

title of the scene, PEPSI Al. On a well-known burlesque scene

in the British Museum (F269) the characters are inscribed

hHPA CHpa), AAIAAAO2: (AaiSaXo^ = Hephaistos), and

ENEYAAIO2; ('Eiv<(e)>mXf09 = Ares); and on the fine am-

phora F331, representing Pelops at Olympia, are numerous

incised inscriptions: PEAOi^, JTeXo-v/r ; QINGMAOS;, Olv6fiao<i
;

MPPOAAMEI A, 'I-TTirohc'ifxeta, etc. On the altar is painted

AI02I, Ai6<i, sc. " the altar of Zeus."

A curious inscription is that on a krater in Naples (No. 2872),

which represents Eros and a woman playing at ball ; the latter

leans on a stele on which is inscribed +HIANMOITAN^45|PAN
which was interpreted by Cavcdoni, probably correctl}^ as <?/?

av ixoi rav ad)(a)ipav, " You might send me the ball." The -f-

is an error for h, the H for H. This inscription, be it noted,

is painted, contrary to the general rule in these vases, as they

are generally incised ; but an exception seems to be made in

favour of inscriptions on s/t'/tn' and similar objects, which are

not uncommon, though many are open to suspicion. In the

' For the proof that Assteas and Dasimos (see Vol. I. p. 478). The

Python worked at Paestum, see Vol. I. correspondence of D and L is not un-

p. 479, common, as in daKpvs = lairinta.

The name is perhaps a by-form of
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British Museum there are several examples/ but by far the most

curious is on an amphora in Naples (No. 2868), where a s/i'/e is

inscribed :

NnTniMOAAXHNTEKAIAI*OAOAONnOAvPIZON
KOAnniAOIAinOAANAAIOVlONEXn

I'OJTW T/AEi'] fJioXd)(ji]v re kuI dacjioSoXuv ttoAi'/ji^oi'

koAtto) 8' OtSiTToSai/ Aaio(u) vlov c'^^w

" On my back I bear mallow and many-rooted asphodel, but in my
bosom Oedipus, Laios' son."-

A curious and unique inscription is found engraved on a

kotyle from Chiusi : ouro'i rbv Su/jlou e<pa rrovapov, " This fellow

said that the people vrere a depraved lot."'' The ?; of TTovi-jpov

was first written E, and then corrected into A, the Doric form.

It may be supposed that the inscription is due to a workman
who did not approve of the democracy under which he lived.

On an amphora from Gnatia (h'asano), with a goose and a

cock, in white on the black ground, is the quaint dialogue :

ANHXXAoTIA, OTONEAETPYrONA
at Tov x^jia, S) Tou eXtr/juyora, or, "What, the goose ? " "Oh,

the cock !
" ^

Etruscan inscriptions do not come within the scope of this

chapter, but an Oscan inscription should be mentioned here,

which is incised on a vase in the British Museum (E233), over

an actor: A\ JV\A^ = Sn//t/(i, the Oscan form of 'Eavdia^,

which was a common name for the slave of comedy.

LIST OF ARTIST.S' SK^N.VTURES FOUND ON GREEK VASES
I. Early Fabrics (Ciiapier VII.)

Aristono(is
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Iphitadas
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Taleides .
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Kleomenes
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Athenofloto5 (PL-ithinos; with Leagros)

Brachas

Chairestratos

Chairias (Phintias)

Chairippos

Chaimides

Damas
Diogenes (see Hart wig, cliap. \v.)

Diokles

Dion

Dionokles

Dipliilos

Dorotlieos (alsj B.F.)

Dromippos

Elpinikos

Epidromos (Cliaclirylion ?)

Epileios

Epimedes

Erosantheo

Erolhemis (Euplirijiiius and Onesinios)

pAiaion

Eurymachos

Euryptolemos (Apollodoros)

Glaukon (Eiiphronios)

Ileras

Hermogencs (Duris)

Hiketes

Ilipparchos (Epiktetus)

Hippodamas (Duris and Ilieron)

Ilippon II.

Ilygiainon

Kallias II.

Kallides

Kallikles

Kal'isto (Ilieron)

Karton

Kepliisios

Kephisophon

Kleinias

Kleophon (witli Megakles I.)

Krates

Laches (see Ilartwig, chap. \\.)

Leagros (Ciiachrylion, Euphrunios, Euxi-

theos)

Liclias

Lyandros

Lykopis

Lykos ( Euphronios, Duris, Onesimos)

Lysis (Hartwig, chap, xxiii.)

Megakles I. (Phintias, Euthymides)

Megakles II.

Memnon (Chelis, Chachrylion)

Midas

Mikion II.

Milliades

Naukleia (Ilieron)

Nikodemos
Nikon

Nikophile

Nikostratos II. (Ilartwig, chap, xx.)

Oinanthe

Olynipiodoros (also one B.F.)

Panaitios (Euphronios, Duris)

Pedieus

Perses

Phayllos

Pheidiades

Pheidon

Philon

Praxiteles

Sekline (Eujdironios)

Sikinnos

Simiades

Smikythos (Euthymides)

Sokrates

Solon

Sophanes

Sostratos

Tiialeia

Theodoros

Thero (Oltos)

Timarchos

Timok rates

Timoxenos nr Timaxenos

Tleson

Xenon
Xenophon.

[The foregoing list is not exhaustive, but only gives the more frequently

occurring names ; reference should be made throughout to Klein's

Liehlitj}:;siiisihriftt')i, 1898 edition.]



PART I\'

ITALIAN POTTERY

CHAPTER XVIII

ETRUSCAy AND SOUTH ITALIAN POTTERY

Early Italian civilisation— Origin of Etruscans —Teriamaie civilisation—
Villanuova period — Pit-tombs — Hut-urns— Trench-tombs— Relief-

wares and painted vases from Cervetri— Chamber-tombs— Polledrara

ware—Bucchero ware— Canopic jars— Imitations of Greek vases

—

Etruscan inscriptions— Sculpture in terracotta—Architectural decora-

tion—Sarcophagi—Local pottery of Southern Italy—Mcssapian and
Peucetian fabrics.

In the succeeding section of this work we propose, b\- a natural

transition, to deal with Italian pottery, that is, Etruscan and

Roman, as distinct from Greek. The subject naturally falls

imdcr three heads—the first two dealing with the pottery of

the period previous to the Roman domination of Itah', and

therefore contemporaneous with the Greek pottery ; the third

with Roman pottery from the second century r-.c. onwards,

and of necessity including also remains of similar pottery from

Gaul, Britain, and other countries over which that civilisation

extended.

In the present chapter the first two branches of the subject—
namely, Etruscan pottery, and the local fabrics of Southern

Italy— will be discussed ; the period of time which they cover

is, as has been said, coincident with that covered by the history

of Greek pottery, extending from the Bronze Age down to

the end of the third century P..C.

279
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§ I. Etruscan Pottery

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Helbig, Die lialiker i7i dcr Poehenc ; Ann. delP Inst. 1884, p. loSft'., 1885,

p. 5 ff. ; Karo, Ccnni sulla cro?ioIos^ia preclassica, Parma, 1898 ; Von Duhn
in Bonner Siudien, p. 21 IT., and \n J.H.S. xvi. p. 125 ff. ; Martha, DArt
Etrusque, passim ; Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etriiria, 2nd edn. (good

for topography ; archaeology out of date) ;_/.>¥. 6". xiv. p. 206 ff. (C. Smith

on Polled rara ware) ; Gsell, Foiiilles de Viilci ; Pottier, Cat. des -i'ases ant.

dii Louvre., ii. p. 285 ff. (the best general survey) ; Notizie degli Scavi,

passim., for excavations ; Brit. Mtis. Cat. of Bronzes, p. xliv ff.

(l) E.4RLY ITALI.\N CIVILISATION

A.S regards Etruria, it will be seen that the art of the people

was largely imitative, being derived mainly from Greece, but

in some measure also from the East. Eew remains of their

productions have reached the present day, with the excep-

tion of large numbers of vases, bronzes, and jewellery
; these,

however, afford a very clear notion of the characteristics of

Etruscan art. It is hardly possible to treat the subject of

working in clay in Etruria with such fulness as can be done

in the case of Greece and Rome, owing to the greater dearth

of literature; but in our previous chapter (III.) on this subject

much has already been said with reference to what is known on

this head. In regard to the pottery, careful scientific excava-

tions, such as those undertaken by M. Gsell at Vulci (V^ol. I.

p. 'J']'),
have done much to increase our knowledge of all periods,

and to place chronological certainty within the reach of the

inquirer.

In dealing with the history of art in Italy, we are naturally

first met with two questions : (i) Who were the earliest

inhabitants of the country, particularly in the region afterwards

known as Etruria, in which the first signs of artistic develop-

ment appear? (2) At what period and from what quarter

did the Etruscans occupy this region, or are they aboriginal?

It v/ill therefore be necessary to devote a {^w preliminary

paragraphs to these much-debated questions,' in order to gain

a better understanding of the subsequent history.

' See especially Puttier, Louvre Cat. ii. p. 285 IT. , and Gsell, Fouillcs dc Vitlii,

P- 3150"-
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The question of the origin of the Etruscans, to take the

second first, is as old as Hcrodotos.' As is well known, the

Father of History held to the view that they originally came
from Lydia, a view which found general support in antiquity,

and is referred to by Horace,- and many other writers. His

fellow-townsman Dionysios was, however, of the opinion that

they were autochthonous/' However much of truth there may
be in either of these theories, the fact remains that with certain

modifications each of the two alternatives has found supporters

even down to the present day, though to Niebuhr first is due

the suggestion that the immigration of the Etruscans was

by land and not by sea, and that they came from Central

Europe by way of the Rhaetian Alps. He has been followed

by most writers since—above all b)' Mommsen, who was the

first to point out the absurdity of identifying the Lydian

Tvppi]voL or Tvppi]l3oL with the Italian Tnsci or Etncsci. It

follows from this that the whole of the ci\-ilisation of Northern

and Central Italy is due to this race, which would obviously

have left its impress on each district as it passed through it
;

and, secondly, that it was this same race that was afterwards

known by the name of Etruscan.

The chief objection to the theory of an autochthonous origin

is that, as we shall presently see, a break in the civilisation

of Northern Italy which can be traced about the beginning of

the ninth century B.C. is of such a marked and rapid character

that it cannot be regarded as due to any cause but the irruption

of a new race. Moreover, there is probably, as M. Pottier

points out,^ more truth in the words of Herodotos than

appears at first sight. It is true that there are no grounds

for accepting the Lydian theory absolutely ; but apart from

this, it is to be noted that Herodotos nowhere states that the

Tyrrhenians landed on the west coast of Italy

—

i.e. in Etruria.

What he does say is that, " after having visited (or coasted

along) many nations, they arrived at the Umbrians, where

they founded cities and inhabit them to this day ; and

instead of L}'dians, their name was changed to that of

' i- 94- ^ i- 3°-

- Sat. i. 6. I. ' Op. cit. p. 297.
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Tyrrhenians." Additional evidence is given by Hellanikos/ who

explicitly states that they landed at the mouth of the Po

;

and as the Umbrians probably occupied a larger territory in

prehistoric than in classical times," we may fairly place here

the city of Tyrsenia or Tyrrhenia, which Herodotos gives as

the name of their first new home. Thus the Umbrians will

represent the early aborigines whose civilisation, known as the

Terramare, we shall presently describe, and it was this civi-

lisation, transformed and developed, which was carried by the

invaders over the Apennines into the region now to be known

as Etruria. It will be noted that this theory at least satisfactorily

combines the land and sea migrations of the Etruscans into

Etruria, though it does not profess to dogmatise as to the

region whence they first started. The idea that they first

landed on the west coast is entirely due to Roman ideas,

fostered by poets like Virgil ; and though it is in one passage

accepted by Dionysios of Halicarnassos, he expressly contra-

dicts himself in another."

The two chief characteristics of this new Etrusco-Umbrian

civilisation are the development of geometrical decoration and

the predominance of a metallurgic clement, both of which are

obviously derived from Eastern sources, whether Hellenic or

Oriental. It will suffice here to point out that the " Tyr-

rhenians " during their previous voyages (see above) might well

have come in contact with the other civilisations of the Eastern

Mediterranean, such as Cyprus, Asia Minor, Mycenae, and

the Greek islands, and that their natural acquisitiveness and

capacity for imitation, which we shall find illustrated throughout

their history, enabled them to pick up and use artistic ideas

from all these quarters. P2ven their earliest art yields many

points of comparison with that of the P^astern Mediterranean.

The earliest civilisation of which traces have survived in

Italy is, as we have already seen, that of the Terramare, so called

' Fra:^^. Flist. Grace, ed. Didot, i. dans Ics vallt'es dii Po et dii Daiiiihc,

p. 45: eVt "ZiTLvqTi TTora/^'^ (the name of p. 73 ff. : of. Bertrand, Arch, celtiqiie cl

one of the nioutlis). He calls them liere ^o-a/i/o/sc, p. 205.

Pelasgians.
•' Cf. i. 27 with vii. 3.

- Bertrand and Reinach, Lcs Celtes
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from the remains discovered in that district, covering the basin

of the Eridanus or Po, but chiefly between Piacenza and

Bologna. We have further seen that the aboriginal people

to whom these remains belong are probably to be identified

with the Umbrians, but it is perhaps safer to style them Italiotes.

They were lake-dwellers, living in wooden houses built on

piles in the water or in the marshy lagoons of the district

which they inhabited, and their civilisation was of the rudest

description.

We find among their remains, besides rude objects in bronze

and other substances, pottery of the very simplest kinds, hand-

made and roughly baked. This is not found in tombs, but

mingled with the debris of the dwellings. The shapes comprise

cups and pots, and there are few attempts at decoration beyond

rows of knobs or bosses. A crescent-shaped or lunulatcd

handle is attached to many of the vases, serving as a support

for the thumb ; but this is a feature also found in other parts

of Italy and in Sicily. Iron, glass, and silver are quite unknown,

and gold only represented by a doubtful specimen ; on the

other hand, along with the finds of bronze, which include

weapons, tools, and objects of toilet, are surxivals of the

Neolithic Age in the shape of axes, spear-heads, and tools of

stone. In several of the settlements actual moulds for bronze-

casting were found.

The Neolithic remains are sufficient to indicate the early

date of this ci\ilisation, and it is probably contemporary in

point of development (if not of date) with the earliest remains

from Hissarlik and Cyprus. It may thus be traced back as

far as 1500 V,.c. at least, and seems to extend down to about

the end of the tenth century i;.c. The analogous pottery

found at Thapsus in Sicily is mixed with Mycenaean vases,

and may therefore be more precisely dated ; but it is altogether

more advanced than that of the Terramare. The influence of

the latter no doubt spread gradually downwards during these

thousand years through Central and Southern Italy.'

' See Helljig, D/t' Italikei- in dcr whose ethnogiapliical views seem to (lifter

Poebene, for a full account of this period ; in many details from those of other writers

also Von Duhn '\\\ J.H.S. xvi. p. 128, previously cited.
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(2) THE VILLANUOVA PERIOD (tOMBS A POZzd)

The next stage in the development of civilisation in Italy,

probably separated from the preceding by a period of transition,

is what is known as the Villanuova period, from a site of that

name at Bologna. It begins with the ninth century B.C., and

lasts for some two hundred years ; its traces are much more

widely spread than those of the Terramare people, being found

not only to the north of the Apennines, but all over Etruria.

It is interesting to note that the chief finds have been made

in what afterwards became the principal centres of Etruscan

civilisation, such as Bologna, Corneto, Vetulonia, etc. In

almost every respect it shows a marked development on the

preceding stage. Iron is already known, and the working

of bronze better understood, the processes of hammering plates

(cr(})vpi]\aTou) and working in repousse being introduced to

supplement that of casting.'

We now for the first time meet with tombs, the characteristic

form of which is that of a well or pit, ending in a small circular

chamber, in which the remains are deposited. Italian archaeo-

logists have given to these tombs the name of a porjrjo. The
method of burial practised was almost exclusively that of

incineration, but it appears certain that the inhabitants of

Etruria never showed a special preference either for one method

or the other, and the alternative method of inhumation already

appears at Corneto before the next stage is reached with the

eighth century.

It has been sometimes objected that the introduction of

inhumation must connote the first arrival of the Etruscan

people in these regions, on the ground that they did not practise

incineration ; but this idea rests on no sound basis. The
introduction of the new system, which never entirely ousted

incineration, can easily be explained as due to external

influences ; not indeed to the Phoenicians (although it was a

universal Oriental custom), for their influence in Italy has

been much exaggerated ; but rather to the Greeks, who colonised

Cumae in the middle of the eighth century, from which time

' See Br/t. Miis. Cat. of Bronzes, p. xlv.
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onwards Hellenic influence gradually becomes more and more

apparent.

We have seen, then, that the Villanuova cixilisation may be

fairly regarded as Etruscan. It was not, however, b}' an)'

means confined to Etruria, for it is spread all over the

country to the north of the Apennines, and two of its most

important centres were at Bologna and Este. The whole of

this region shows traces of having been for a long time

under the early Etruscan domination. It is, in fact, in close

dependence on the Terramare civilisation which here preceded

it, the difference, as we have indicated, being brought about

by commerce and foreign influences.

The porjrjo tombs usually contain a

large cinerary urn or ossuanuiii, in

which the ashes were placed after

being burnt (Fig. 178).' These urns

are fashioned by hand from a badly

levigated volcanic clay, generally known
as impasto Italico. It is to be distin-

guished from the later bncchcro ncro

(see p. 301) by its quality, and by the

fact that vases of the latter clay arc

always wheel-made. The cla}' is irre-

gularly baked over an open fire, and

the colour of the surface varies from

red-brown to greyish black. It is

covered with a polished slip, and there is no doubt that it

was the intention of the potter to give the vases a metallic

appearance as well as form.

As regards their shape, they are of a peculiar but uniform

type, with a small handle at the widest part, and cover in

the form of an inverted bowl or saucer with handle (Fig. 179:

see also Fig. 178)." The ornamentation consists of geometrical

ornaments incised or stamped in bands round the neck and

body—such as maeanders, chevrons, stars, and dots—the in-

cisions being made while the clay was moist. In rare cases

From Ann. ddV Insl.

i"iG. 178. To.Mii .•/ roz/:o

WITH CINERARY URN.

See Ami. ddP Ir.st. 1884, p. III. - Nolizic dt'i^Ii Std-ri, 1S81, pi. 5, Nos.

15, 16.
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we meet with painted ornaments in white applied directly to the

surface. Besides the urns, which often almost fill the chamber,

accessory objects in the form of common pottery, fibulae, and
other bronze objects, spindle-whorls and amber objects, are

found in the tombs.

The common pottery does not in its character exhibit much
advance on that of the Terramare. The difference, indeed,

consists not so much in development of technique as in a

greater variety of decoration. It has points of resemblance

with the far earlier pottery of Hissarlik and the early Bronze

From Ao/isic dci;/i Sravi,

FIG. 179. CINERARY URNS FROM TOMBS OF VILLANUOVA PERIOD AT CORNETO.

Age tombs of Cyprus (see Chapter VI.), and there are not

wanting evidences of commercial intercourse with and importa-

tion from the Eastern Mediterranean. But two salient features

of the Italian wares are the employment of handles and the

unique form of the hut-urn (see below).

The clay is mostly of the same kind as that of the urns,

and the smoked and irregularly fired surface shows that

furnaces were not yet in use, but that an open fire sufficed

for the purpose. The technique is exceedingly primitive, and

the forms arc simple but heavy. In the latter respect the

striking difference in the inherent artistic capacity of the Greeks

and Italians is already apparent. The latter never at any time

displayed that unfailing eye for form which distinguishes the
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Greeks in all their products. The shapes include saucers like

the urn-covers, bowls with a flat vertical or hi;4h-looped handle,

flasks with long beak-like necks like the early Cypriote vases,

bowls with small feet, jars with one or two handles, <isl'/\ and

kerni, or groups of vases united on one stem.

Many of these are quite plain, but the majority are decorated

with geometrical patterns, like the ossnaria or urns already

described. Some of the patterns show quite a mechanical

regularit}', as if produced from a stamp. These take the form

of circular sinkings and other patterns formed by circles, an

early instance of a moti\"c which afterwards became common
in Etruria. There are even some instances of designs in

colour, a sort of cream pigment being used. A peculiarity

of this class is the fondness for protuberances in the form of

horns on the handles {ansae lu/iit/atac), which are also found

in the Terramare, as already mentioned ; or knobs round the

bod)' of the vase, in order to hold cords for suspension, which

afterwards served a mcreh' decoiati\e purpose, like the bosses

on cups described by Homer.' Sometimes are to be seen rude

attempts at modelling horses or jicads of oxen, or at giving the

whole vase the form of a bird, as is seen in some of the aski^-

The absence of accessory vases in Villanuova tombs, as is

sometimes the case at \'ulci,''' seems to show either very great

antiquity or else a long survival of an older t)pe. On the

whole, however, a chronological classification is hardly possible.

Generally speaking, the pit-tombs were still in use throughout

Etruria at the end of the eighth century, and no tombs of

the next stage can be dated earlier than 700 i;.C. The line

of demarcation for the latter end of the period is therefore

the seventh century, coincident with the first undoubtedl)'

Greek importations found in the tombs.

The real interest of the Villanuo\-a period is, however, centred

in remains which do not come within our province—namely,

the objects in bronze which have been found in such enormous

' //. xi. 633 ; Od. iv. 615, vi. 232. See made to li/ihlaii's Ziir Onianuiilik dcr

Uumoiit-Pottier, i. p. 152. V^illiXiiovapcriode (1S95).

- On the ornamentation of the \'illa- ' (jsell, Foiiillcs de Viihi, p. 254.

nuova period general reference may l)c
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numbers at Bologna, Vetulonia, and elsewhere.' They fall

into line with the earliest remains on Hellenic sites—such as

Olympia, Rhodes, and Crete—and a connection can often be

traced, as in the fibulae, with the Hallstatt civilisation." On
the other hand, they are entirely free from any Oriental

influence.

Sometimes the cinerary urns in the tombs of this period

take the form of huts (Jiignria), though these are more often

found in the neighbourhood of Rome, as at Alba Longa.

They represent, in fact, the civilisation of the Italiote people

on their first arrival in Latium, which they probably colonised

by moving southward through Umbria and Picenum, leaving

Tuscany to the Etruscans. One of the best examples of

these hut-urns is that from the Hamilton collection in the

British Museum (Plate LVII. fig. 4), which still contains ashes.

The ashes were inserted through a little door, which was secured

by a cord passing through two rings at its side and tied round

the vase. The ornamentation suggests the rude carpentry

which was applied to the construction of the dwellings of this

primitive people, the cover or roof being vaulted, with raised

ridges intended to represent the beams of a house or cottage.

These urns have no glaze on their surface, but a polish was

produced by friction. They are occasionally painted with pat-

terns in white, inlaid in grooves. On the Museum example

are fragments of maeander. They are usually found inside

large vases, which protected them from falling earth and other

accidents. The fact that they were found under beds of lava

originally led to an exaggerated opinion of their antiquity,

but in any case the nature of their contents confirms their

very primitive use."'

An interesting account of the early settlements in the

.southern extremity of Etruria is given by Von Duhn,^ as the

result of exploration by local archaeologists on the sites of

' See Brit. A/iis. Cat. of Bronzes, •' See on tlie subject of hut -urns the

p. xlv, and references there given. l)il)liographies given in Gsell, Foiiilles dc

- The objects found at Hallstatt date Fi/Ai, p. 258 ; Bonner Studien, p. 24

from aljout the tenth to ninth cen- (Von Duhn) ; and J.U.S. xvi. p. 127

turies is.C, and are sometimes "sub- {.id.).

Mycenaean '" in cliaraclcr. ^ J.II.S. xvi. p. 125.
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Falcrii (Civita Castellana) and Narce.^ The most interesting

feature of these results is the gradual migration of the peoples

from the hill-tops to the valleys as they became more civilised.

Thus many modern cities, such as Florence, are direct

descendants of the early hill-settlements of primitive Italy.

In Etruria it was usually the reclaiming of the marshes for

cultivation that enabled the population to settle in the lower

and more accessible situations.

The Faliscan region well illustrates this principle, as does

Narce. In the earliest graves on the hill-tops cremation is

the rule, and the urns are of the Villanuova type. Nothing

of later date than the eighth century is found, and no importa-

tions. The hut-dwellings at Narce seem to have bee'n of the

hut-urn type. The common pottery is of the primitive hand-

made greyish black cla\' ; but after the eighth century the

position of the settlement was shifted lower down, and in these

later tombs a remarkable scries of red-glazed wares is found

(sec below, p. 301), and Greek and Oriental importations soon

make their appearance. Narce soon fell under Etruscan swa}',

but Falerii retained its individuality for some time longer.

(3) THIRD period: TOMBS A FOSSA; FIRST GREIIK INFLUENCES

The next stage in the development of Etruscan civilisation

is marked by a change in the form of the tomb. The pit is

now replaced by a trench ; in other words, the vertical form

is exchanged for a horizontal one. Concurrently with this

change the practice of inhumation becomes fairly general.

This period may be regarded as extending from the eighth

century B.C. to the beginning of the sixth, and is marked by
the first signs of importations from Greece in the shape of

Geometric pottery and bronzes. In general character it is

not strongly marked off from the preceding. The great

advance is in the development of art in the objects found in

the tombs. Not only do we witness the first beginnings of

what is destined to become the typical species of Etruscan

pottery— namely, the bucchcro Jtcro—but towards the end of

' See also for Narce Moii, Antichi, iv. pt. i, ]>. 105 ^{.

\'OL. II. 19
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the period the Greek influence, as evidenced by finds of wheel-

made vases with Geometrical decoration, or even of the so-called

Proto-Corinthian type, becomes widely felt. It was no doubt

largely due to the foundation of colonies in the south of Italy,

such as Cumae. Altogether it is a most important period for

the history of Etruscan pottery. Of Oriental influence there

are at present hardly any signs, and all wheel-made vases

found in these tombs are probably of Greek origin, as it does

not appear that the wheel was in regular use before the middle

of the sixth century/

It is now necessary to turn our attention to the local hand-

made varieties. And, in the first place, it is worthy of note

that pottery of the Villanuova type actually survives the

transition from the pit-tombs to the trenches, as is seen at

Corneto, Vetulonia, and elsewhere. Probably it indicates the

pottery in common use, the imported objects being only

regarded as cie luxe ; or else, as Prof. Helbig suggests," the

former types were preserved for religious reasons connected

with burial rites, as was often the case in Roman religion.

In the earlier types of pottery from the fossa tombs, such as

are common at Vulci, the hand-made pottery of iinpasto Italico

still continues, preserving the same shapes and the same simple

linear decoration ; but it is better baked, and the surface is some-

what better polished. Red wares are also found, and yellow

wares with Geometrical ornaments painted in red, which are

evidently local imitations of the Greek Geometrical fabrics (see

below).

Later, while the technique remains unaltered, a difference

is seen in the forms, which become lighter, more varied, and

more symmetrical. Such shapes as the stamnos, kantharos, and

trefoil-mouthed oinochoe now for the first time appear. The

methods of ornamentation are also modified ; new varieties

of incised patterns are seen, and the bodies of the vases are

sometimes fluted or ribbed ; while such motives as friezes of

' M. Pettier states that a primitive that it was not introduced till the sixth

kind of wheel was used for making the (see Louvre Cat. ii. p. 294).

impaslo in the eighth century, and Helbig " Bull. deW Inst. 1885, p. 118.

and Martha are certainly wrong in stating
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ducks, which are also found on the contemporary bronzes/ now

first find a place. M. Gsell, describing in detail the various

fabrics found in the Vulci tombs of this period,"' speaks of pottery

of a grey clay baked to red, perhaps in a furnace, forming urns

and jars of a considerable size. He thinks that some primitive

kind of wheel (see above) must have been used to produce these.

In some of the iiupasto wares there is a decided advance in

technique, the clay being better levigated and the walls of the

vases thinner. Some black wares seem to have hecn fiiim'j^ated

like the later biicchero. Generally speaking, both incineration

and inhumation are still practised.

The ornaments are incised, stamped, or painted, and the

decoration almost exclusively linear, the stamped patterns being

usually in the form of stars. This pottery is, in fact, merely

a continuation of that of the pit-tombs, except that the imitation

of metal-work is much more strongly in evidence.

Yet another variety preserves the methods and forms of the

Viilanuova class, but introduces a new kind of clay, altogether

black, as distinguished from the earlier reds and browns. A
remarkable specimen of this early black ware found at Orvicto

has incised upon it the subject of Bellcrophon and the Chimaera,

the style being, as we should expect, childish to the verge of the

ludicrous.'' Later, the black wares acquire a very fair glazed

surface, and are ornamented with incised linear patterns of

zigzags, chevrons, etc. ; these are mostly small vases. It is

in these two particularly that ue see the forerunners of the

highly developed biicchcro ware.

Besides these local fabrics, there are found Greek imported

wares with Geometrical decoration of pale yellow clay, with

ornaments in brown turning to red ; the commonest form is

the oinochoe, and the patterns include circles, zigzags, wavy lines,

embattled patterns, etc. These are all wheel-made, and are, in

fact, the same types as are found in the Dipylon cemetery

at Athens and in Boeotia (Chapter VH.) ; the earliest instances

belong to the end of the eighth century, in some late pit-tombs

' E.}^. Brit. Mils. Cat. Nos. 347 ff. cf. for the style a vase from Tamassos,
- Op. cil. p 345 ff. Cyprus, in the Ikitish Museum {Rev.

^ Notiziedegli Scavi, 1884, p. 186 = 338: Arch. ix. 1887, p. 77).
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at Caere, in which also " Proto-Corinthian " pottery was found.

They coincide with the great impetus given to Greek coloni-

sation in Sicily and Southern Italy, and probably came by that

way into Etruria. It should be borne in mind that these vases

were imported not for their own merit, but for the value of their

contents. It has already been mentioned that local imitations

of them are found in the trench-tombs.

To the seventh century belong' also two classes of pottery

which are more or less connected, and are chiefly associated

with Caere.' The first class consists of a series of vases of red

ware, mostly large jars and ttlOol, ornamented with designs in

relief, the lower part of the body being usually ribbed. The
designs take the form of bands of figures stamped round the

upper part of the vase, either in groups on the principle of

the metope or in extended friezes. In the former case the

design was produced from a single stamp for each group ; in

the latter, it was rolled out from a cylinder resembling those

in use in Assyria for sealing documents. Besides the jars,

plates of this ware are not uncommon ; they may have formed

either covers like those of the Villanuova ossnan'a, or stands

for the jars, in order to hold drippings of liquid, etc. The use

of the TTidoi in tombs is not quite clear, though they were

doubtless in daily use for holding grain or liquids."

The subjects are always of an Orientalising character, similar

to those found on Greek vases under Oriental influence, and

comprising animals, monsters, hunting scenes, combats, and

banquets. The origin of these vases is doubtful ; they may
be either indigenous or imported, as similar examples have been

found in Rhodes, Boeotia, Sicily, and elsewhere ; but they are

rare outside Etruria. The suggestion of a Sicilian origin '' has

found some favour, but it is more likely that they are native

productions after Greek models (see V^ol. I. p. 496) ; some are

undoubtedly of local make,* and they were probably made at

Caere or in the neighbourhood. Their prototypes go back

' See generally Pettier, Louvre Cat. examples from Troy,

ii. p. 363ff. ^ Abeken, Mittelital. p. 3620".; Imt

- See Vol. I. p. 153, and cf. Perrot, see Arch. Zeit. 1881, p. 41.

Hist, dc I'Ai-t, vi. p. 211, fig, 57, for E.^r-. Ann. dcW Inst. 1S84, pi. C.
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almost to the ]\I}'cenaean period, but were hardly imported

before 700 B.C., after which time the local imitations begin,

being one more instance of the invariable rule that all Etruscan

pottery is more or less imitative. Similar vases in metal were

manufactured on the coast of Asia Minor, and the ava0>]/xara of

the Lydian kings at Delphi^ were probably examples of this class.

^

The second class shows some affinities to the other in regard to

the shape and the nature of the clay ; but the important difference

is that the vases are decorated with painted subjects instead of

reliefs. The subjects are painted in white outline on a brick-red

From Gaz. Arch.

FIG. 180. I'AINTEU KTKUSCAN PITIIOS 1-KOM CERVETRI (iN LOUVKIC) : BIRTH
OK ATHENA; liOAK-IlU.NT.

glazed ground, the process being as follows : The clay, which

resembles the iinpasto Italic y, is first hardened by baking, and

then a mixture of wax and resin and iron oxide is applied to

it, and a lustre given to the surface by polishing. The pigment,

a mixture of chalk and lime, is then laid on. The process can

hardly be said to be Greek, and yet the subjects are purely

Greek, being borrowed in part from the Greek Geometrical vases,

such as sea-fights, and in part from later (Ionian) sources ^ ; we

' Hdt. i. 14, 25 ; Paus. x. 16. ' See for specimens Gaz. Airh. 1881,

- For Greek examples of early vases pis. 28, 29, 32-3 ; Pettier, Vases du
with reliefs see Vol. I. p. 497, and Louvre, pis. 33-4,

Plate XLVII.
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actually find representations of the Birth of Athena and the

Hunt of the Calydonian Boar (Fig. i8o).^ The shapes of the

vases again are certainly local, as are the animal forms, which

resemble those incised on the huccJiero wares. The drawing is

usually crude in the extreme. It is interesting to note that

on the vase from which Fig. i8o is taken the potter has painted

in white an Etruscan inscription (not shown in the cut).

Another vase of the same class was found in the Polledrara

tomb (see Plate LVI. and p. 300 below). The method of

painting in opaque pigment on a red or black ground is, it

would seem, an Ionian characteristic, being found at Naukratis

in the seventh century (Vol. I. p. 347), and also, as we shall see

on other quasi-Ionic fabrics in Etruria.

Generally speaking, the tombs a fossa are not later than the

middle of the seventh century ; evidence of this is given by the

absence of /waV/^/r; proper and of Corinthian fabrics. There are,

however, traces of their lingering on even down into the sixth

century, as at Vulci, where Helbig mentions a tomb found in

1884 containing Corinthian vases of that date.^ At Corncto the

latest belong to the end of the seventh century.

(4) FOURTH period: CHAMBER TOMBS; ORIENTAL INFLUENCE

Our fourth period, which in many respects shows a close

continuity with that of the tombs a fossa, is nevertheless

clearly defined by two circumstances : firstly, the adoption of a

new type of tomb, doubtless developed out of the fossa, which

takes the form of a large chamber, and is therefore known as

a camera ; secondly, the influence of Oriental art, concurrently

with an increased influx of importations from Greece. The

period co\'ers about a century of time, from 650 to 550 B.C.,

and includes several of the largest and most important tombs

that have been found in Etruria, which will demand more or

less detailed treatment. In none, however, were any great

finds of pottery made ; but one of these tombs, the Grotta

d'Iside or Polledrara tomb at Vulci, contained several specimens

of exceptional interest.

' Louvre D 151. - Bull. dclT Insl. 1884, p. 163.
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The simplest form of chamber-tomb consists of a narrow

corridor or 8p6fu,0'i leading into a larger chamber ; next, the

Spofio^ opens into a square or rectangular vestibule, round

which \-arious side-chambers are attached ; finally, the tomb
assumes the form of a vast subterranean edifice composed of

several wings, and used for more than one corpse—in fact, a

" family vault."

While on the one hand the ceramic types of the Villanuova

period still linger on, as in the retention of ossnaria for the

receipt of ashes, on the other the painted Greek vases and

the local bucchcro wares increase more and more, and altogether

there is a great advance in the direction of variety and rich-

ness. This period saw not only the general introduction of the

wheel into Etruria, but also the introduction of the alphabet of

Western Greece, through Cumae. A vase of hiicchero ware

found at \^etulonia bears an Etruscan inscription, which can

hardly be much later than 700 B.C.,' and we ha\'e already seen

an instance on a vase from Caere.

In the earlier chamber-tombs no bucchcro is found, and the

pottery is of the same t\-pcs as in the trench-tombs ; but with

the enlarged arrangement of the tomb come the Corinthian

vases of Orientalising style, to be followed later by the Ionian

and later Corinthian fabrics, and finally by the Athenian

wares. The vestibule disappears after the sixth century, and

all later tombs have the simple Bp6/io<;. The typical contents

of a chamber-tomb are, as regards local pottery, in the earlier

tombs iinpasto Italico wares, in the later bucchcj-o. The former

is hand-made, the shapes similar to those found in the trench-

tombs

—

i.e. pots incised with zigzags, circles, and other patterns,

or painted in white. The latest varieties are wheel- made,

of bnccJiero forms. The latter wares, which are much more

numerous, are evolved from the impasto : (i) by the use of

the wheel
; (2) by the introduction of the furnace

; (3) by

extensive imitation of Greek ceramic and metal forms. The
earliest bucchcro vases at Vulci and Corneto synchronise with

Corinthian pottery of the middle style, about 630—600 B.C., and

they last down to the end of the fifth century.

' Ri.vn. Miah. 1886, p. 135.
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The appearance of the alphabet seems to point to a marked

incursion of Greek influence in the early part of the seventh

centur)'. The story of the arrival of Demaratos of Corinth,

about 665 15.C., w ith the three artists whom he brought in his

train, Diopos, Eucheir, and Eugrammos,' is no doubt an echo

of this. The progress of Hellenism was, however, momentarily

arrested by the growing power of Carthage, which may
parti}' account for the temporary Orientalising of Etruscan

civilisation. It is certainly to the Carthaginian influence in

Italy that the Phoenician objects found in the seventh

century tombs, such as the silver bowls of Praeneste, arc due.

Oriental influence is also seen in the large tombs at \'ulci,

Caere, and Vetulonia, but it is hardly so strong as was at

one time supposed ; and of late years scholars have generally

recognised that Ionian art and commerce played a much
larger part throughout in the civilisation of Etruria"; and,

further, that Oriental art found its way mainly through these

channels. At all events there was throughout the seventh

and sixth centuries a keen struggle for supremacy in the

Western Mediterranean, in which the Etruscans, the Phoenicians

of Carthage, and the Ionian and Continental Greeks alike

shared ; and hence the diverse influences at work in Etruria.

But it was not long before Greece, with its rising colonies of

Cumae, Sybaris, and Syracuse, made its predominance to be felt

in the Western Mediterranean, and this was consummated by

the final victory of Hiero over the combined fleets of Carthage

and Etruria off Cumae in 474 B.C. A monument of this exists

to the present day in the bronze helmet dedicated by that

king at Olympia, now in the British Museum.

We may further define as the second great period of Greek

importations, that extending over the sixth and fifth centuries,

a period which saw the development not only of the local

bucchero fabrics, but also of the Greek black- and red-figured

vases, which, heralded by the Corinthian wares, now pour in.

a continuous stream into Etruria. To this same period belong

the paintings of the Etruscan tombs.

' See Pliny, H.N. xxxv. 152. The - Cf. B.M. Cat. of Bronzes, p. xlvii,

names are doubtless descriptive. and references there given.
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The earliest influences from Greece came, as has been

hinted, through colonies like Chalcidian Cumae, which were

the chief agents in the Hellenisation of Etruria ; but at

Ccrvetri, at any rate, the prevailing influence was Corinthian,

as testified by the remarkable series of Corinthian and quasi-

Corinthian vases in the Campana collection at the Louvre.

Later in the sixth century came the connection with Athens,

the chief results of which are to be seen in the contents of

the tombs of Vulci (Vol. I. p. '/6). It extends from the time

of the Peisistratidae (540— 520 B.C.) down to about 450 B.C.,

being probably brought to an end by the Peloponnesian War
and the destruction of the Athenian maritime supremacy ; but

isolated instances of importations occur down to the time of

Alexander the Great, in the Panathenaic amphorae of which

dated examples of 336 B.C. ha\'e been found at Ccrvetri

(Vol. I. p. 390).

In sketching this outline of Hellenic influence in Etruria

we have overstepped the limits of chronological sequence, and

must retrace our steps in order to deal first with the local

products of the period from 650 l>.C. onwards, and secondly

with the effects of the Greek civilisition on the same.

Polledrara ware.—The Grotta d' Iside or Polledrara toml)

at Vulci has been dated, on the authority of a scarab of

Psammetichos I. (656—611 B.C.) which it contained, towards

the closing years of the seventh century. This dating has

been generally accepted, and there seems no reason to doubt

it, although the evidence of an isolated scarab is not always

as trustworthy as appears at first sight. Besides local bronze

work and objects of Egyptian or quasi-Eg)'ptian character,

it contained one vase of unique character which calls for special

consideration.^

This is a hydria of somewhat peculiar, if not unique form,

with a very wide body and rudimentary foot. In some details,

especially in the treatment of the handles, it exhibits obvious

' Nearly all the contents of this tomb Mon. Iiicd. pis. 4-8 ; Dennis, Etruria-.

are now in the British Museum (Etruscan i. p. 457 ff. ; C. Smith in /.H.S. .\iv,

Saloon, Cases 126-35) • see Micali, p. 20(?.
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evidence of imitation of metal-work. Although at first .sight

resembling bucchero ware, the clay is seen on examination

to be of a different type, not being grey but reddish brown

in fracture, while the lustrous black surface is produced by

a thin coating or slip. It is decorated with designs in three

colours, red, blue, and a yellowish white, which were laid

on the black and then fired. The red is best preserved, the

blue fairly so, but the white has almost entirely disappeared.'

The designs are arranged in three friezes, of which the lower

consists only of isolated bits of key-pattern. On the two

upper rows are scenes from the story of Theseus and Ariadne,

together with Centaurs, Sphinxes, and other accessory figures.

On the upper row Theseus slays the Minotaur; on the lower,

Theseus and Ariadne are seen, firstly in a chariot, secondly

leading a dance of four other figures, the hero playing a lyre,

while Ariadne holds the clue." The colouring scheme is most

elaborate, and cannot be detailed here ; an occasional use of

incised lines may also- be noted.

A small two-handled cup or kylix,^ of a type often found at

Naukratis decorated with eyes, was also found in this tomb,

and appears to belong to the same class. The clay is similar

to that of the hydria, as is the decoration, which however,

owing to the flaking off of the black slip, has largely dis-

appeared. Although in its technique it resembles the hydria,

the subjects and motives are probably derived from Naukratis.

Only a {q.\\ other examples of this " Polledrara " ware are

known : an oinochoe in Berlin,^ two vases in the Louvre,'' and

a vase found at Cervetri, unpublished.'' From the contents of

the tomb in which the last-named was found, it may fairly be

dated early in the sixth century.

Mr. Cecil Smith regards the Polledrara hydria as the result of

an Italian attempt to imitate the new buccJicro technique which

was at this time being perfected (see below), the form of the

' A most tni.stworthy reproduction of ^ Micali, op. cit. pi. 5, fig. 2.

this vase and its decoration, made by ^ Cat. 1543-

Mr. F. Anderson, is given m J.H.S. ^ Gr/.C 617-18.

xiv. pis. 6-7. " Bt///. deir Inst. 1S81, p. 167,

' Cf. throughout the Francois vase. No. 36.
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vase being borrowed from an Ionic source.^ Ionic influence (see

above, p. 296) is visible in more than one respect in this vase, as

also in the reliefs decorating the bronze bust from the same

tomb. Other details, such as the imitation of metal-work, are

rather to be referred to a Corinthian source ; and it is worthy

of note that two Corinthian vases were among the contents of

the tomb.

The striving after a gaudy effect by the use of polychrome

decoration, and especially the employment of blue, a colour

otherwise unknown in vase-painting before the end of the fifth

century, finds a parallel in the sixth century poros-sculptures

from the Athenian Acropolis, in which even more violent effects

of colour are attained, as in the bright blue beard of the Triton.

But in this case there seems little doubt that the idea is bor-

rowed from Egypt, with its fondness for brightly decorated

mummy-cases and bright blue images of faience and porcelain.

Other details which betray an Egyptian origin are the lions'

masks, the all-pervading lotos-flower, and the seated dog or

jackal. The connecting link is no doubt the great trading

centre of Naukratis, through whose agency the I'^gyptian

scarabs, porcelain objects, and ostrich eggs found in this tomb

also came to Etruria.

As a parallel to the Polledrara finds should here be cited the

painted terracotta panels from Caere now in the British Museum
and Louvre, which are certainly local products, and give a

realistic representation of the Etruscan people. They are

described below (p. 319). These again, both in subject and

style, lead to a comparison with the large Etruscan terracotta

sarcophagi, of which the most remarkable is that in the British

Museum.-' Here, as in the Polledrara bronze bust, the rude

native attempts at sculpture in the round are combined with

reliefs which successfully reflect the style of Ionic art. Lastly,

we note another parallel in the paintings of animals on the walls

of a tomb at Veii.^

' The hydria is a form of essentially - Caf. of Terracottas, \i6T,0—¥ig. 183.

Ionic origin, the earliest examples being ' Micali, Moit. Iiied. pi. 58 ; Dennis,

found in the " Caeretan " and Daphnae Etruria, i. p. 34 ff.

fabrics (see Chapter VIII.).
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Mr. Cecil Smith sums up: "The Polledrara ware was pro-

bably local Italian, made at Caere under the combined influence

of Ionian and Naukratitc imports, acting on an artistic basis

principally derived from Corinth." Developed pari passu with

the red inipcxsto ware (of which a painted example was found

in the Vulci tomb), it gradually gave way to the bucchero ware

with which we deal in our next section. It only remains to

note that similar ware has been found in Rhodes,^ where also

later wares of a genuine buccJiero type, unpainted, have come to

light ; and these appear to be instances of a counter-importation

from Etruria to Asia Minor.

The only other piece of pottery from the Polledrara tomb
which calls for special comment is one to which reference has

just been made, a large pithos of the primitive iuipasto red ware,

made on the wheel (Plate LVT.). It falls into line with the

painted and stamped fabrics from Caere already described

(p. 292 ff.), and is, like the hydria, painted in polychrome, but the

colours are much faded. The subjects are a frieze of animals

and a ship.

Three other tombs which rival the Polledrara in size and

importance are the Regulini-Galassi tomb at Caere," the Tomba
del Duce at Vetulonia,^ and the Bernardini tomb at Praeneste.^

Although the finds of pottery herein were small, they are yet

of great interest for the history of Etruscan art in general,

especially as they afford evidence for approximate dating. In

the two former Etruscan inscriptions were found. The Caere

and Praeneste tombs are probably the earliest, about 650 B.C.,

and the Del Duce and Polledrara tombs are not later than the

end of the seventh century.

In the Regulini-Galassi tomb the pottery takes the form of

large caldrons of red glazed ware, which mark a transitional

stage between the inipasto and buccJiero. They are characterised

by the large Gryphons' heads projecting in relief round the

' Cf. an oinochoe in the British Museum, * Bull. delF Insl. 1876, p. ii/ff., and

A 633; and set /.//.S. x. p. 126. Afon. dell' lust. x. pis. 31-33. The art

^ Mils. Greg. i. pi. 15 IT. ; Ilelbig, of Praeneste, though a Latin town, was

Fiihrer, 1899, '•• P- 344 ^- wholly Etruscan. Cf. the later series of

^ Notizie degli Scavi, 1887, pis. 14-18. bronze cistae found here.
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sides, to which are attached chains. Sometimes they are sup-

ported on high open-work stands. In 1892 the British IVIuseum

acquired a series of these and similar vases (Plate LVL),

including some plain specimens of buccJiero ware from early

tombs at Civita Castellana (Falerii : see Vol. I. p. 75).

Bucchero ware.—This may be called the national pottery of

Etruria. Its technique is not at present perfectly known, and

analysis does not show certainly whether the black paste is

natural or artificial. Modern experiments have been made
which seem to indicate that this result may be obtained by

fumigating or smoking the clay in a closed chamber after the

baking, which process blackens the clay throughout.' But

M. Pottier'- thinks that the black surface was obtained not by

fumigation of the vase, but by appl\'ing a slip of pounded

charcoal already smoked, which at a moderate temperature

would permeate the clay. The surface was then covered with

wax and resin, and polished, like the Polledrara hydria. A
combination of analyses of the paste made by Brongniart^ gives

the following result

:

Silica ....
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deer, etc., in Oriental style. Both form and decoration are

derived from metallic prototypes. The projecting Gryphons'

heads mentioned above are also typical of this class.

In tombs of 560—500 B.C., along with Corinthian vases, a

different type occurs, the vases being wheel-made, of light and

elegant forms—cups, chalices, pyxides, amphorae, and jugs.

The ornament is in the form of reliefs, either stamped from a

cylinder on a narrow band, as in the red ware from Caere

(see p. 292), or composed of a series of medallions separately

modelled or made from moulds and stuck on. This, again, is

an imitation of metal. Examples of these types are given in

Plate LVII. figs. 1-3, 5.

The subjects are not very varied. They range from animals

such as stags and lions, or monsters such as Sphinxes and

Centaurs, to winged deities, suppliants with offerings before

deities, and other mythological figures—Chimaera, the Asiatic

Artemis, or the Minotaur. Egyptian masks are also cominon.

Episodes of hunts or banquets occur,- and also groups of figures

in meaningless juxtaposition. Some vases have only curvilinear

patterns, such as palmettes, all of a vegetable rather than a

geometrical type. In this group the general tendency is rather

Hellenic than Oriental, especially towards Ionian art.^ This is

only a temporary phase, and is practically confined to Cervetri,

Veii, and Corneto—/.t\ the maritime region in which the

Corinthian vases are found.

At Chiusi an extraordinary development is manifested, which

gradually obtained a monopoly. The city was far from the sea

and Hellenic influences, and retained Oriental traditions. After

the end of the sixth century all the varieties of buccJicro were

fused into one type, which lasted down to the end of the fourth

century.'* The shapes include amphorae, trefoil-mouthed oino-

choae, various forms of cups, bowls with raised handles and

ladles (kyathi), table-utensils, basins imitating metal forms,

braziers, and vases in the form of birds or fishes. They are

' Cf. Micali, Mon. Ined. pis. 2S-30. and the reliefs from Sparta, Ath. Mitth.

- Micali, op. cit. pis. 28-32. 1877, pis. 20-4.

s Cf. Arch. Zeit. 1884, pi. 8, fig. i, ^ Cf. Ann. deW Inst. 1877, pis. u, V
;

Micali, op. cit. pis. 27-32.
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ornamented with reliefs from top to bottom, the subjects being

much the same as in the last group. The tops or covers are

often in the form of female or cows' heads, or surmounted by

birds (cf Plate LVII. fig. 5). The figures and ornaments are

stamped in from moulds and fixed by some adhesive medium,

incised designs being inserted to fill up the spaces. These reliefs

are never found earlier than the period of Attic importations.

The subjects are derived as before from Greek, Eg\'ptian,

and Assyrian sources, the Oriental types being so much
combined that they must evidently have come through the

Phoenicians. Among the Greek subjects we find Theseus and

the Minotaur, Perseus and the Gorgons, Pegasos and the

Chimaera, warriors, etc. The animals and the four-winged

figures are Ass}'rian in type, while Egypt supplies such types

as Ptah, Anubis, and other animal-headed deities, and the

female heads on the so-called Cancjpic jars.

There are here no signs of inventi\e genius. The technique

is purely native, but all is founded on foreign models.^ The
shapes are those of Ionia and the coast of Asia or of Athens.

On the other hand, the development of the technique from the

Villanuo\a pottery is certainly apparent. The Greeks, indeed,

tried to imitate it at tiincs, and biiccJiero ware is found at

Rhodes and Naukratis. We may fairly lay down that Etruscan

invention is limited to the perfecting of the technique and the

combination of the borrowed elements and art-forms. Many
of the flat reliefs seem to be copied from ivories, and the rounded

reliefs are certainly from bronze repousse work ; in some cases

we find traces of gilding, silvering, and colour, which have been

intended to reproduce the appearance of metal. Again, in many
respects the biieeiiero vases are merely the counterparts of works

in bronze, as in the case of the braziers and the bowl with

Car)'atid supports given in Plate LVII. fig. 2.- In short, they

reproduce for us what is wanting in our knowledge of early

Greek metal ware.^

' See Pottier, Lonviv Cat. ii. p. 324 ff. Gaz. Arch. 1879, p. 99 ff. ; Pettier,

2 Cf. B.M. A 379 with Bronze Cat. Loitrre Cat ii. p. T,i^f{. ; Martha, Z'^;-/

Nos. 385, 436-37- Etrusqite, p. 462 ff. ; and Gsell, Fotiilles

^ See also on the suliject generally, de Vulci, p. 445 ff.
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There seem to be some refciences to this early black ware in

the Roman poets, for JuvenaP mentions it as being in use in the

time of Numa :
" Who dared then," he says, " to ridicule the

ladle {simpHviuiii) and black saucer of Numa?" Persius " styles

it TuscuDi fictile, and Martial ^ imagines Porsena to have been

quite content with his dinner-service of Etruscan earthenware.

A peculiarly Etruscan type of vase which deserves some

separate attention is that known as the Canopic jar, resembling

the so-called k/wcottoi in which the Egyptians placed the bowels

of their mummies.^ These Etruscan canopi 2.XQ. rude representa-

tions of the human figure, the heads, which are often attired

in Egyptian fashion, forming the covers. The eyes are some-

times inlaid, and the female heads have large movable earrings

and other adornments. In the tombs it was customary to place

these vases on round chairs of wood, bronze, or terracotta. An
example may be seen in the Etruscan Room of the British

Museum, where the chair is plated with bronze, covered with

archaic designs in rcponssc relief,' and another is shown in

F"ig. 1 8 1. Similar chairs were discovered in the Tomba dclle

Sedie at Ccrvetri ; but the Canopic jars are almost confined

to Chiusi. The type finds a parallel in the so-called " owl-

va.ses " from the second city at Hissarlik (Vol. I. p. 258), in

which the same combination of the vase-form with the human
figure is to be observed. The lower portion of the jar was

intended to receive the ashes of the dead, like the ossiiaria,

this method of placing the mortal remains of a person within

a representation of himself being peculiarly Egyptian.

Signor Milani ^ has traced the origin of the Canopic jars to

the funeral masks placed over the faces of the dead, which are

sometimes found in the earliest Etruscan tombs. This practice

' vi. 343 : cf. Pliny, H.N. xxxv. 158- shape of a shield, with many restora-

59, and Chapter XXI. tiuns ; luit on removing these, the true

- ii. 60. form was discovered. The body of the

* xiv. 98 : cf. p. 479. chair is modern.

^ See Perrot, His/, de I'Aii. i. p. 308. "^ Ahis. di Ant. Class, i. p. 299 ff., with

^ See Cat. of Bronzes, No. 600, and many examples on pis. 9, ga, 11-13.

Cat. of Terracottas, D215. The bronze Fig. 181 is from pi. 9, figs. 9, 9 a.

plates were formerly made up into the
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may have been derived from Mycenae, where Schh'emann found

gold masks in the shaft-tombs of the Agora ; but in Etruria the

examples are all in bronze, except a few of terracotta.^ A
gradual transition can be observed from the mask, at first placed

on the corpse and then attached to the urn containing its ashes,

to the head fashioned in the round and assimilated with the

cover ; while in later times a further transition may be observed

from the vase with human head to the complete human figure.

From Miis. di ant. class.

KIG. iSr. CANOPIC JAR IN CHAIR I'LAIKI; WITH ItRONZK.

Finally, its place was taken by the reclining effigies on the covers

of the sarcophagi (p. 320). The earliest jars are found in the

porjrjo tombs of the eighth century, the evolution of the head

modelled in the round being accomplished by the seventh

century, and the archaic types last down to about 550 B.C.,

when the severe perfected style comes in, to be succeeded by
the free style of the fifth century, after which time the Canopic

jars cease to be manufactured.

' H 148 in the British Museum is a incised designs: sec Benndorf, Gesichts-

curious terracotta example, covered with helnie uiid SepuUralinasken, pi. 11, p. 42.

VOL. II. 20
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The types are both male and female throughout, the latter

being usually distinguished by wearing earrings and necklaces.

Towards the end of the series the handles are gradually

converted into rudimentary arms, and finally into fully

developed human arms, sometimes holding attributes. They

are probably placed on chairs as emblems of the power and

authority which the deceased enjoyed during his life. In the

Berlin Museum ^ there is a remarkable example of the sixth

century in which the jar is placed on a chair of the same clay,

covered with graffito ornamental designs and figures of animals.

The jars are always made of a plain red unglazed clay, and are

uncoloured. In the British Museum" there are two seated

female figures on detached square bases, wearing bright red

chitons and large circular earrings, which seem to represent

the period of transition from the jar to the sarcophagus, the

style in which they are modelled being that of the fifth century.

Some of the later examples have strongly individualised

features, and seem to be genuine portraits ; it is possible

that they are actually from moulds taken from the faces of

the dead.

(5) PERIOD OF GREEK INFLUENCE; PAINTED POTTERY

Although the Etruscans executed such admirable works in

bronze, exercised with such skill the art of engraving gems,

and produced such refined specimens of filagree-work in gold,

they never attained to high excellence in their pottery. The

vases already described belong to plastic rather than pictorial

art, and are mostly imitations of work in metal. Down to the

end of the sixth century B.C. their attempts at painting vases

have been, as we have seen, limited practicall}' to two fabrics,

the Polledrara ware and the Caere jars with paintings in a

similar technique. These methods have, however, nothing in

common with Greek vase-paintings of the ordinary kind on

a glazed surface, a method which was never popularised in

Etruria.

The total failure of the Etruscans in vase-painting finds a

' Ca/. 3976-77. - Cat. of Terracottas, \y 2\()-220.
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curious parallel in their sculpture ;
all their best work is to be

sought in their engraving or figures in low relief, as in the

mirrors and cistae. Yet the same mirrors and cistae show

clearly that it was from no lack of ability in drawing that

they failed ; wherefore it is the less easy to understand, not

only the absence of all originality in their painted vases, but

also the rarity of instances of their imitative tendencies in this

respect.

Apparently the red-figured vases which were imported into

Etruria in such large numbers in the fifth century served as

prototypes, not for their paintings, but for the engraved mirrors

to which we have alluded. It may have been that they shrank

from the task so successfully achieved by Greek painters of

suitably decorating the curved surfaces of a vase, and preferred

the flat even surfaces supplied by the circular mirrors and the

sides of the cistae. Moreover, the interior designs of the kylikes,

perfected by Epiktctos, Euphronios, and their contemporaries,

served as obvious models for disposing a design in a circular

space ; and they had in the subjects of the vases a mythological

repertory ready to hand.

It now remains to be seen to what extent they actually were

influenced in their pottery by the imported Greek vases.

For considerably over a century painted pottery, at all times

rare in Etruria, is practically unrepresented in the tombs except

by Greek importations, Corinthian, Ionic, and Attic ; the only

local attempts in this direction are the FoUedrara and Cervetri

vases. As we have seen, early Corinthian xases appear in the

fossa tombs, and later Corinthian in the chamber tombs, in

which, towards the middle of the sixth century, the Attic B.F.

fabrics begin to make their appearance. The latest develop-

ments of the Corinthian wares are, indeed, almost unrepresented,

but their place is taken by what appear to be local imitations

of the Corinthian vases, a large series of which was found at

Cervetri, and now forms part of the Campana collection in the

Louvre. These are, however, for the most part certainly Greek,

being presumably made by the Greek settlers in that town

—

at any rate, an Etruscan origin cannot be proved for them.'

' See Vol. I. p. 321.
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We have also seen that the Ionian fabrics exercised a great

influence on Etruscan art, and this leads us to another series

of vases found at Cervetri, the Caeretan hydriae discussed in

Chapter VIII. Some years ago it was noticed by the late

F. Diimmler^ that there were in many museums examples of

a class of vases which stood in close relation to the Caeretan

hydriae, yet were obviously a different fabric. Having collected

and examined these vases, he was able to demonstrate satis-

factorily that they were direct imitations by the Etruscans of

the Caeretan hydriae,- thereby proving at the same time that

the latter were imported from other sources (sc. Ionia), and not,

as had hitherto been supposed, themselves of Italian origin. It

is not unlikely that the Ionic influence in Etruria is due to the

Phocaean migration of 544 B.C. ; on reaching Italy the Ionian

fugitives would naturally hand on their art-traditions there.

These Etruscan vases are not exclusively hydriae, some being

amphorae, others kyathi ; but they all bear the unmistakable

stamp of Etruscan art in the drawing of the figures and other

small details, such as the treatment of the incised lines. It will

further be noticed that the drawing is in most cases quite free

from archaism, figures being often drawn in full face or correct

profile ; and this consequently proves that they belong to a

considerably later date than the fabrics which they imitate,

although the figures are always in black on a red ground.

The style in some cases is not unlike that of the later Pan-

athcnaic amphorae of the fourth century, and may also be

compared with some of the bronze cistae from Palestrina.

Accessory pigments are rare, and the incised lines are sketchy

and careless
;

great prominence is given to the bands of

ornament bordering the designs, this being a feature borrowed

from the Caeretan hydriae. On a large amphora in the British

Museum (B 64) the characteristic Caeretan band of lotos-flowers

and palmettes is exactly reproduced, though in black instead of

polychrome.^ Other typical ornaments are the maeander and

chevrons ; ivy-leaves and sprigs shooting up from the ground
;

' Adm. Mitth. l888, p. I74ff. : see " Pontic " class (Vol. I. p. 359).

also Endt, Ion. Vasenni. p. 71. ^ It may be compared with B 59 in

" They also show the influence of the the same case (Plate XXVI.).
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lotos-buds, and wreaths of all kinds. The subjects arc limited

in range, and thoroughl)' Etruscan in feeling ; Pegasi and

beardless Centaurs with human forelegs, Bacchic subjects, and

genre scenes, such as athletic contests, combats, or funeral

ceremonies (Plate LVIII.), almost complete the list. The

turned-up shoes and the pointed tiituli worn by the women,

as well as the physiognomy of the figures, with their receding

foreheads, are all characteristically Etruscan, though the two

former details are borrowed from lonia.^ The shapes of the

vases are heavy and inartistic, and the effect altogether un-

plcasing. A list of the principal examples is here appended.

-

When at last the imitative instincts of the Etruscans did in

course of time impel them to turn their fancy to copying the

red-figured vases, we find the same characteristics reproduced.

The number of such imitations is not large, but the\' are

unmistakable, not only from the style, but from the pale yellow

clay, dull black glaze, and bizarre character of the ornamen-

tation. Nevertheless, in some cases fairly good results arc

obtained, as in the B.M. kylix F 478, which in its interior

design at all events is an obvious attempt to imitate the

work of the great Athenian kylix-painters. The artist seems

to have learned his art from the school of Hieron and Brygos,

but his Etruscan instincts are revealed in the over-elaboration

and stiff mannerisms of the drawing. The Museum also pos-

sesses a very fine krater from Falerii (F 479), which appears

to be an example of a local school,^ imitating the red-figured

vases of the "fine" period and large style. But these com-

paratively successful imitations are exceptional.

The other red-figured P'truscan vases are far inferior, and

are executed in a style which none can fail to recognise. It

is dry and lifeless in the extreme, the drawing helpless, and

' See Endt, Ion. I'ascnni. p. 51 ; Maisonneuve, In/rod. 34 ; Inghirami,

Pottier, Louvre Cat. ii. p. 413. Mi/s. Chins. 72 ; Gsell, Fonil'cs de ]'nlci,

- B.M. B 61-74; Louvre £754-81 pi. 1S-9 ; Anzeiger, 1893, p. 87. Ac-

(some of these do not show distinctive cording to Endt, loc. (it., about 200

Etruscan features, although made in examples are known. B 63 in the B.M.

Italy) ; Naples 2522, 2717, 2757 ; Wiirz- is reproduced in Plate LVIII.

burg 81-2; Micali, Mon. Ined. 36. I, 37,
^ Another is given in Mon. dell' Inst.

I, and 43, 3 ; id. Storia, 82, 3 ; Dubois- x. ]il. 51.
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the whole effect repulsive and disagreeable, as is so often the

case with Etruscan art. These vases are not earlier than the

third century B.C., and may be later. In them we observe,

besides Greek mythological subjects, the introduction of local

deities such as Charun and Ker. The British Museum possesses

some ten examples of this class, in addition to the two already

described. The most interesting is a krater (F48o=Plate LVIII.),

with, on one side, the death of Aktaeon, designated b\' his

Etruscan name Atainn \ on the other, Ajax, designated Aifas,

throwing himself upon his sword, after the award of the armour

of Achilles.

Another vase of this class has for its subject the farewell

of Admetos and Alkestis,^ with Etruscan inscriptions accom-

panying the figures, and a speech issuing from the mouth of one

of them. Behind Admetos is one of the demons of the Etruscan

hell, probably intended for Hades or Thanatos, wearing a short

tunic and holding in each hand a snake. Behind Alkestis is

Charun with his mallet. On another vase found at Vulci -

Ajax is represented slaying a Trojan prisoner in the presence

of Charun ; and on the reverse the latter appears again with

Penthesileia and two other women. On a third ^ Eeda is

represented showing Tyndareus the egg from which Helen

and Klytaemnestra were destined to be born ; it is inscribed

Elinai, the Etruscan form of Helen.

The latest specimens of these fabrics, which have been found

at Orvieto and Orbetello, positively degenerate into barbarism ^

;

the figures are carelessly and roughly painted, and white is

extensively used as an accessory, as in the later Apulian and

Campanian vases. The subjects are usually borrowed from

the infernal regions, and the gruesome figure of Charun is

common.
Inscriptions on Etruscan vases are rare as compared with

Greek, and in many ca.ses have only been scratched in after the

vase was made. There are also instances of imported Greek vases

on which Etruscan inscriptions have been incised in this manner,

' Bibl. Nat. 91 8 = Dennis, Eiruria, ii. ^ Micali, Mon. hied. pi. 38.

frontispiece. * Cf. Mon. delP Inst. xi. pis. 4-5 ; also

- Reinach, i. p. 88. Int^hiranii, Vasi Fitt. iv. 358.
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as in the case of a vase in the form of a lion in the British

Museum (A 11 37, from Veii), on which is incised 1^^U0VP

E/\®\IUP\^ yfelt/uir fiathisHas. The earHest known are incised

on plain pots of black ware, and several of these take the

form of what are known as abecedaria, or alphabets. Strictly

speaking, some of these alphabets are of Hellenic origin, and

do not give the forms of the Etruscan letters as they are known
to us ; but as the latter are derived from the Greek (western

group), probably through Cumae (see above, p. 295) these

inscriptions would naturally represent their original forms in

Etruria.

In 1882 an amphora was discovered at Formello near Veii,'

on which this Greek alphabet is written twice from left to right,

together with a retrograde Etruscan inscription, and a " sylla-

bary " or spelling exercise. The alphabet is as follows : a, /3, 7,

S, e, f, ^, //, Q, L, K, \, fi, V, ffl,
o, TT, M, ?

, p, <T, r, V, +,
(f),

t. This

is the most complete abecedariuni extant, containing twenty-six

letters and illustrating the archaic Greek forms of the twenty-two

Phoenician letters in their Semitic order. The four additional

ones are v, -\- {= |), ^, and y (= %)• The character
ffl

is the

representative o{ samcch, and is not found in Greek inscriptions
;

M is shin or san (cf. p. 247).

The Caere alphabet, on a vase now in the Aluseo Gregoriano,

is also combined with an Etruscan syllabary, consisting of

such forms as bi, ba, bit, be, gi, ga, gu, ge, etc.- ; the alphabet

resembles that from P^ormello, except for the omission of

the ?, and the v\ , which represents san. A third alphabet

of the same type, extending as far as 0, was found at Colle

near Siena.^ On another small black jar also found at Caere,

and now in the Museo Gregoriano,^ is incised an Etruscan

inscription in two lines, in which also the letters are certainly

early Greek rather than Etruscan ; these two from Caere must

be of the same date as the Regulini-Galassi tomb, about

650—600 B.C.

' Roberts, Gk. Epigraphy, i. p. i6 Dennis, i. p. 271.

{q.v. for facsimile) ; Bull. clelP Inst. ' Roberts, p. 18.

1882, p. 91. * Dennis, i. p. 273; Deecke, Elr.

Roberts, p. 17: for a facsimile see Forsch. u. Stud. iv. (1883) p. 39.
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The two following, however, are genuine Etruscan abccedaria :

one from the foot of a cup found at Bomarzo,^ on which the

alphabet runs (retrograde) : a, 7, e, f, ^, ?;, ^, i, \, yu, v, ir, M, p,

^j '^5 ^' <^' X> ^-

FIG. l£2. ETRUSCAN ALl'HAr.ET, FROM A VASli.

the other in the museum at Grosseto,- in which the letters are

practically the same, but with the addition of k and ?. In

the first named the form ^ for Z should be noted, and in both

occur the sa;/ and two forms of
(f>,

which in Etruscan generally

appears as $. Among other instances of early Etruscan in-

scriptions are that on the Louvre vase from Caere, with white

paintings on red ground (D 151 : see p. 294), which dates from

the seventh century ; and on objects from the Regulini-Galassi

and Del Duce tombs (pp. 295, 300). They are, however, very

rare on the pottery of the next two centuries, with the exception

of those incised on the plain pottery, which bear no essential

relation to the vase itself.^ These, as has been noted, are also

found on imported Greek wares, one of the best instances

being the kylix of Oltos and Euxithcos, at Corneto,^ on the

foot of which is an inscription of thirty-eight letters not divided

into words. Occasionally also painted inscriptions are found.'^

When, however, we come to the imitation Greek vases of the

third and second centuries, we find a curious reversion to the old

Greek practice of inscribing the names of the figures and even

sentences on the paintings themselves. Some of these have

already been mentioned. The best example is afforded by

the krater with Admetos and Alkestis, on which the names of

the two principals are given as ^TI\MTA, Atuiite, and IT3DJA,
Alcsti \ while by the side of the figure of Charun is a long in-

scription ECH : EA8CE : HyC : ATPAXM : 8AEP0PCE. On
the vase with Ajax and Penthesileia the names are given as

' Dennis, i. p. 172. pi. 55, 7; ibid. Sloria, pi. loi ; AIus.

- Ibid. ii. p. 224. Greg. ii. pi. 99.
^ See for instances Micali, I\Ion. Iiied. * Reinach, i. 203.

'•" -E.g. Fabietti, C. I. Ital. 2606, 2609.
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AIFAS, tADV, PENTASIUA, and BINOiAU TVPMVCAS. On
a vase mentioned by Gerhard, Nike inscribes on a shield the

word ANMvl, Lasna}

§ 2. Etruscan Terracotta Work

It remains to say a few words on the other uses of clay

among the Etruscans. This subject has indeed been discussed

to some extent in Chapter III., regarding the use of clay

in general in classical times. But there are some features

of work in terracotta which are peculiar to this people. For

their extensive use of this material we are quite prepared by

the e\idcncc of the pottery found in their tombs, which shows

that they understood the processes of manufacture perfectly,

even if they failed in their attempts at decoration. As we shall

see, they employed it constantly, not only for finer works of

art, but for ordinary and more utilitarian purposes. This we
know not only from the existing remains, but from many
passages of ancient writers, who speak of the Etruscan

preference for clay and their skill in its use.

Pliny, in particular, speaks of the art of modelling in clay

as " brought to perfection in Italy, and especially in Etruria." -

He attributes its introduction to the three craftsmen whom
Demaratos brought with him from Corinth in the seventh

century B.C.—Eucheir, Eugrammos, and Diopos—-whom he styles

fictorcsJ' This story of its origin need not, of course, be im-

plicitly believed ; nor, on the other hand, need the statement

of Tatian,^ who, followed in modern times by Campana and

other Italian writers, claimed for Italy a priority over Greece in

the art of making terracotta figures. For their statues the

Etruscans certainly seem to have preferred clay to any other

material. Although few of these have descended to us, there

are many passages in Roman literature which imply their

excellence, and it is chiefly from these that our knowledge of

Etruscan statues in terracotta is derived. The Romans, unable

' Ann. deir Inst. 1S31, p. 176: cf. ^ Ibid. 152.

also Fabretti, Nos. 2222, 2583. ' Orat. ad Giacc. i.

-' H.N. XXXV. 157.
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themselves to execute such works, were obliged to employ

Etruscan artists for the decoration of their temples, as in the

notable instance of that of Jupiter on the Capitol. A certain

Volca of Veii ^ was employed by Tarquinius Priscus, about

509 B.C., to make the statue of the god, which was of colossal

proportions, and was painted vermilion, the colour being solemnly

renewed from time to time. The same artist made the famous

chariot on the pediment of the temple, which, instead of con-

tracting in the furnace, swelled to such an extent that the

roof had to be taken off. This circumstance was held to

prognosticate the future greatness of Rome." Volca also made
a figure of Hercules in the Forum Boarium, and we read that

Numa consecrated a statue of Janus ^; but the material in the

latter case is not actually specified as terracotta.

Pliny goes on to say that such statues existed in many
places even in his day. He also speaks of numerous temples

in Rome and other towns with remarkable sculptured pedi-

ments and cornices ; the existing remains of some of these

will presently be discussed. There is no doubt that the use

of terracotta for the external decoration of temples was even

more general in Etruria than in Greece ; and, whereas in Greece

it ceased in the fifth century, in Etruria it lasted down to

Roman times. The use of bricks in Etruria seems to have

belonged entirely to the time when it had lost its independence,

under Roman dominion. For instance, the brick walls of

Arretium, which are highly spoken of by Pliny and Vitruvius,^

do not belong to the Etruscan, but to the later city ; and

although Gell alleged that he saw tufa walls with a substructure

of tiling at Veii, Dennis sought for these in vain '''

; even a pier

of a bridge resting on tiles which he found there proved to be

later work. For buildings and for tombs the principal material

seems to have been tufa, but the tiles of the roofs were pro-

bably of terracotta, as were sometimes those used for covering

tombs.*^

' Pliny, H.N. xxxv. 157. * H.N. xxxv. 173; Vitr. ii. 8, 9.

- The story is told by Pliny, H.N. ^ Etruria, i. p. 12.

xxviii. 16, and Plutarch, Poplicola, 13. ^ See Dunn, Handbuch d. Architektur,

See Vol. I. p. 116. 2. Theil, Bd. 2 i^Die Baukunst der
^ Pliny, H.N. xxxiv. i^.

• Etniske7-), p. 5.
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Etruscan temples were also largely built of wood, with a

covering of terracotta slabs, as the evidence of recent ex-

cavations shows. This method of decoration, which, as we

saw in a previous chapter (Vol. I. p. 100), was largely practised

in Italy and Sicily, and even spread thence to Greece, as at

Olympia, is not alluded to by Vitruvius in his description

of Etruscan temples (iv. 7), although he speaks of the wooden

construction of the roofs ; but he alludes to aiitcpagineJita fixed

on the front of the temples, which may refer to the terracotta

slabs.^ Earlier restorations made after his descriptions are

imperfect in this respect, only regarding construction and not

decorative effect.- It is at an\' rate clear that the roof had a

pediment on the front only, the other three sides projecting

over and forming eaves, round which hung the pendent slabs

(see below) ; they were not required in front because of the

portico. Araeostyle temples, the same writer tells us, had

wooden architraves and pediments, ornamented with sculpture

in terracotta. The cinerary urns often supply e\'idence as

to the construction of the roofs, with their exact imitation

of tiles.

\Vc have now remains of at least four temples built in

this method, or, rather, of their terracotta decoration : from

Ccrvctri in Berlin, from Civita Lavinia in the British Museum
(Plates II.-III.), from Alatri (1882), and from Ealerii or Civita

Castellana (1886).^ Other remains of architectural terracotta

work come from Orvieto,' Pitigliano,'^ and Luni (see below),

and from Conca or Satricum,'' the latter being chiefly antefixal

ornaments of the ordinary Italian types. The Cervctri remains

consist of roof-tiles, antefixal ornaments with figures in relief

in front, and friezes with chariots and WMrriors.' Portions of

a similar frieze from the same site are in the British Museum,^

as are also three antefixes in the same st\'le as one in Berlin

' See Wiegand, Puteolanische Bauin- ^ Notizie degli Scat'/, 1887, p. 92 ft".

si/ir. {Jdhrh. fii}- Philol. Suppl.-Bd. 20, ^ Ann. del/' Inst. i83l, p. 4S.

p. 756 ff); Borrmann in 'Duxm's Han I- ^ Notizie, 1S98, p. 429 ff ; Class. Re-

buck, I. Theil, Bd. 4, p. 40. view, 1899, p. 329.
-' P'or a recent restoration of an Etruscan ^ Notizie, 1896, p. 33.

temple see Anderson and Spiers, Archi- ' Mon. deW hist. .Suppl. pis. 1-3.

ttcture of Greece and Koine, p. 1 26. ' Cat. of Terracottas, B 626.
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from Ccrvetri (Plate LIX.).^ They belong to the fifth century,

and illustrate a later development from the ordinary archaic

type—idealised female heads or heads of Satyrs with rich

polychrome decoration. Another example in Berlin appears

to represent Juno Sospita.- The friezes are a good example

of the Italo-Ionic style of the end of the sixth century, the

points of comparison with the Chalcidian and other B.F. vases

being particularly noteworthy.^

But for information on the form of the Etruscan temple these

are too fragmentary to be of any use. The remains from Alatri,

Civita Castellana, and Civita Lavinia arc much more illumi-

nating. The last-named, of which some description has already

been given (Vol. I. p. lOi), are partly archaic, partly of the

fourth century, the two former wholly of the later date ; but

allowing for differences of style, the general arrangement was in

all cases practically the same. The front of the temple was

in the form of a pediment supported on columns, with orna-

mental raking cornices, and akroteria in the form of figures or

groups. Along the sides and back ran gutters, with lion-head

spouts at intervals, faced by upright cornices, with pendent

plates of terracotta, or " barge-boards " hanging free and orna-

mented with patterns in relief. These were for protection

against weather, like the edgings to the roofs of Swiss chalets

and modern railway stations. The practice was quite un-Grcek,

and peculiar to Etruria. The antefixal ornaments were con-

tinued along the sides above the cornice. The architraves were

also ornamented with terracotta slabs, on which were palmette

patterns ; and thus the whole formed a rich and continuous

system of terracotta plating which completely covered the

woodwork of the architraves and roof All the slabs were

ornamented with coloured patterns in relief, or simply painted

on a white slip, such as maeanders, tongue, scale-pattern,

lotos-flowers, or various forms of the palmette.

The existing remains of Etruscan monumental sculpture in

' Cat. of Terracottas, B 62 1 -23: cf. - Panofka, Terracotten des k. Mus.

Arch. Zeit. 1871, pi. i. B621 is illus- pi. 10.

trated in I'late LIX. ^ See Furlwaengler,/?/d?/j-/e';'W£7'/;Y,p.250.
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clay arc, as has been indicated, not large. Some of the archi-

tectural antefixes are almost important enough to be included

under this head, especially those in the form of figures or groups

modelled almost in the round. These belong mostly to the

fifth century B.C., and the finest example is the group in the

Berlin Museum from the Cervetri find already mentioned, repre-

senting Eos carr}'ing off Kephalos ^
; it is in the st>'le of about

480 B.C. A smaller but still very effective example is the

antefix from Civita Lavinia in the British Museum, representing

a Satyr and Maenad awaiting the advent of Dionysos (Plate 11.).^

With these must be reckoned the sculptured friezes from

Cervetri in the British and Berlin Museums, and the reliefs on

the British Museum sarcophagus from the same site.-^ In all

these the same prevalence of Ionic Greek influence may be

observed, which is characteristic of so much I£truscan work

of the late archaic period, both in terracotta and bronze, as

in the reliefs of the Polledrara bust.' This influence, which is

due to the strong Hellenic clement in the civilisation of Caere

and the Campanian cities, we have also seen at work in the

vase-paintings of the period."'

One of the earliest instances, and perhaps the most remarkable,

of Etruscan clay modelling in the round, for its size and execu-

tion, is the group on the top of the famous sarcophagus in the

British Museum (Eig. 183).'' The figures, a man and woman
reclining on a couch, are life-size, of somewhat slender pro-

portions, with smiling features, the draper}' of the woman stiff

and formal. Sir Charles Newton has described the style as

" archaic, the treatment throughout very naturalistic, in which a

curious striving after truth in anatomical details gives animation

to the group, in spite of the extreme ungainliness of form and

ungraceful composition." The same difficulties that beset the

' An/i. Zcil. 1882, pi. 15 : cf. also * See p. 308, and Furtwaengler, Mcis-

IMarlha, VAit Elriisqiie, p. 324 (in terwerke, p. 250.

Louvre). " For full description of this sarco-
'^ J.H.S. xiii. \). 316. phagus see Cat. of Terracottas, B630;
' Murra)-, Terracotta Sarco/^hagi, pis. Murray, Terracotta Sarcophagi, pis. 9-II,

9-11. p. 21. It is interesting to note that the

' B.M. Cat. of Bronzes, No. 434, and figures must be contemporaneous with

p. .xlvii. the Capitoline statues made by Volca.
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sculptor of the Polledrara bust, in working in the round instead

of relief, are visible here ; and the contrast with the Hellenic

style of the reliefs round the lower part is very marked. There

are similar sarcophagi in the Louvre, and in the Museo Papa

Giulio at Rome.^ M. Martha notes in regard to the figures

on the former that the faces are remarkable for individuality

and precision of type, but the limbs are stiff and rude. This is

FIG. 183. AKCIIAIC TERRACOTTA SARCOPHAGUS (BKITISH MUSEUM).

not an infrequent feature of early Greek art.- Signor Savignoni

claims these three monuments as purely Ionic Greek work,

but repudiates much of the British Museum sarcophagus as

un-antique.

Of later sculpture in terracotta the instances are compara-

tively few, by far the best being the pedimental sculptures from

Luni in Northern Tuscany, discovered in 1842, and now at

I Moil, dfir Inst. vi. pi. 59 ; Mon.

Antichi, viii. pi. 13, p. 521 ff. (Savi-

gnoni). The latter was found in the same

group of tombs as the painted slabs in

the lyouvre described below.

- Cf. Mon. Antichi, viii. p. 531.
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Florence.^ Their date is about 200 B.C., and they include figures

of the Olympian deities, Muses, and a group of Apollo and

Artemis slaying the Niobides. A few remains of similar

figures were found at

Orvieto." fm
It may be con-

venient to speak here

of a small group of

monuments in terra-

cotta which illustrate

in an interesting

manner the achieve-

ments of Etruscan

painting in the

archaic period. This

is a series of terra-

cotta slabs, which

were inserted into

the walls of small

tombs at Cervetri to

receive the painted

decoration which the

Etruscans considered

such an important

fc a t u r e of their

sepulchral arrange-

ments.^ Two sets

have been found, one

of which is in the

Louvre, the other in

the British Museum
;

both are of similar character, and belong to the beginning of

the sixth century, but the style varies in some degree. Fig. 184

sives one of the slabs in the Louvre.

r"uA-^>^

fig. 184. painted tickracotta slab fkom tomb
(louvre).

' A/i/s. Ital. di Ant. Class, i. p. 89 ff., Mon. dell' Inst, vi.-vii. pi. y>;J.H.S.
pis. 3-7. .X. pi. 7, p. 243 ff. ; Pottier, Louvre Cat.

- Dennis, Etniria, ii. p. 48. ii. p. 412.

^ Martha, LArt Eirusqiu^ pi. 4 =-
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The surface of the slabs was covered with the usual white

slip or XevKwixa of early Greek paintings/ on which the designs

were sketched with a point and tilled in with red and black

outlines or washes. The white ground was left for the flesh

of women and for white drapery, the flesh of the men being

coloured red. Of the two the Louvre slabs seem the more
advanced, and more directly under Ionic influence, while the

others are more provincial in character. The Caeretan hydriae

seem to have left some traces on the former, and in the latter

it is interesting to note the use of borders of white dots for the

drapery, such as we see on the Daphnae vases (Vol. I. p. 352).

These paintings may also be compared with those in the

Grotta Cam[)ana at Veii (Vol. I. p. 39), which, in spirit at any

rate, if not in date, are the oldest examples of Etruscan

painting, while still under Oriental influence. But not being

works in terracotta, they do not strictly concern us here.

Although the more important sarcophagi of the Etruscans

were made of alabaster, tufa, and peperino, a considerable

number, principally of small size, were of terracotta. All of

these belong to a late stage of Etruscan art. Some few were

large enough to receive a body laid at full length. Two
large sarcophagi, from a tomb at Vulci, now in the British

Museum, may be taken as typical.- The lower part, which held

the body, is shaped like a rectangular bin or trough, about three

feet high and as many wide. On the covers are recumbent

Etruscan women, modelled at full length. One has both its

cover and chest divided into two portions, probably because it

was found that masses of too large a size failed in the baking.

The edges at the point of division are turned up, like flange tiles.

These have on their fronts in one case dolphins, in the other

branches of trees, incised with a tool in outline. Other sarco-

phagi of the same dimensions are imitations of the larger ones

of stone. Many of the smaller sort, which held the ashes of the

dead, are of the same shape, the body being a small rectangular

chest, while the cover presents a figure of the deceased in a

' Cf. the Thermon metopes, '£^. 'Apx. ' Cat. of Terracottas, D 799. 800.

1903, pis. 2-6 (Vol. I. p. 92),
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reclining posture. They generally have in front a composition

in relief, freely modelled in the later style of Etruscan art, the

subject being often of funeral import : such as the last farewell

to the dead; combats of heroes (Plate LIX.), especially that

of Eteokles and Polyneikes ; a battle in which an unarmed

hero is fighting with a ploughshare ^
; the parting of Admetos

and Alkestis in the presence of Death and Charun ; and the

slaying of the dragon by Kadmos at the fountain of Ares.-

Some few have a painted roof All these were painted in

tempera upon a white ground, in bright and vivid tones,

producing a gaudy effect. The inscriptions were also traced

in paint, and rarely incised. A good and elaborate example

of the colouring of terracotta occurs in the recumbent figure

on a small sarcophagus in the British Museum (Plate LIX.).-'

Here the flesh is red, the eyes black, the hair red, the wreath

green, and the drapery of the figure is white, with purple and

crimson borders ; the phiale which the figure holds is }'ellow

(to imitate gilding), and the cushions on which he reclines

are red and blue. This system of colouring is maintained

to an even greater degree in the relief on the front of the

sarcophagus, the subject of which is a combat of five warriors.

The background is coloured indigo, and every detail is rendered

in colour, except the nude parts, which are covered with a white

slip throughout. The pigments cmplo}-ed arc red, }-ellow, black,

green, and purple, and the inscription above is painted in brown

on white, all the colours being marvellously fresh and well pre-

served ; but the general effect is gaudy, fantastic, and scarcely

appropriate. It may also be said in regard to the whole series

that the subjects are monotonous and unpleasing, and the

compositions crowded to excess.

By far the finest example of these terracotta sarcophagi is

one found at Cervetri not many years ago, now in the British

Museum (Plate LX.).^ It is known from the inscription in front

' This subject has been interpreted as I ri/icvi deir iinie Etriischi, 2\o\<,.; B.M.
Kadmos (or Jason), contending with the Cat. of Terracottas, D 787-98.

armed men who sprang from the sown ^ Cat. of Terracottas, D 795.

teeth of the dragon : see Dennis, i5"/;7/;-/a-, ^ Martha, J,^Art Etrusque, p. 351;
ii. p. 165. Ant. Denkni. i. pi. 20 ; Cat. of Terra-

'-' See generally Brunn and Korte, cottas, D 786.

VOL. II. 21
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to be the last resting-place of a lady named Seianti Thanunia,

whose effigy, life-size, adorns the top—a most realistic specimen

of Etruscan portrait-sculpture, and in splendid preservation.

Within the lower part her skeleton is still preserved, together

with a series of silver utensils. A very similar specimen, that

of Larthia Seianti, is in the Museum at Florence,^ and from

the coins found therewith the date of these two may be fixed

at about 150 B.C. The figure of the lady was cast in two halves,

the joint being below the hips ; she is represented as a middle-

aged matron, her head veiled in a mantle which she draws aside

with her right hand. In her left she holds a mirror in an open

case ; she wears a sphendonc in her hair, and much jewellery.

On the right arm are bracelets, and on the left hand six rings,

the bezels of which are painted purple to imitate sard-stones
;

in her ears are pendants painted to imitate amber set in gold.

The nude parts are painted flesh-colour, and colouring is freely

employed throughout, the cushions being painted in stripes.

The dimensions of the sarcophagus itself are 6 ft. by 2 ft. by

I ft. 4 in. ; it has no reliefs on the front, but is ornamented with

pilasters, triglyphs, and quatrefoils.

For antefixal ornaments, masks, and the decoration of the

smaller sarcophagi and other products of ordinary industry,

the clay seems to have been invariably made in the form of

a mould ; but for the larger sarcophagi and the Canopic figures

a rough clay model was made by hand and itself baked. Pro-

bably both processes were employed concurrently—-large statues,

for instance, being made in several pieces ; in these it will

generally be noted that the head and torso arc modelled more

carefully than the limbs.

M. Martha - explains the invariable colouring of Etruscan

terracottas on the supposition that the Etruscans did not

profess to make figures in this material, but looked down on

it as a common substance, to be concealed wherever possible.

However this may be, the polychromy was not only a necessary

artifice, but an admirable means of imparting life and realism

to the figures. In the archaic period there is much less variety,

yellow, red, brown, and black being the only colours employed

' Moil, dcir Inst. \i. pi. I. ' L\4rt Etriisqitc, p. 300.
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as a rule.^ The dark red pigment usually applied for flesh-

colour on the sarcophagi may suggest the viijiium with which

the statue of Jupiter Capitol inus was smeared. In later work

the tints are lighter and much more varied, as we have seen,

and this is especially noticeable on the figures from the Luni

pediments, in which rose, yellow, green, and blue are employed
with the same delicate nuances that we see in the Tanagra

figures.

§ 3. Southern Italy

In dealing with the indigenous non-IIcllenic people of Southern

Italy and their potter}', we are almost more at a disadvantage than

in regard to the Etruscans. The peoples arc almost unknown to

us, and are vaguely characterised as " lapygian," " Mcssapian,"

" Oscan," and so on ; but this does not really carry us much
further. Moreover, this part of Italy has never been scientifically

or thoroughly excavated, like Etruria, and even where finds have

been made they are small and poor ; nothing of very remote

date appears to have come to light, and very few early Greek

importations. Hence there has been until quite recently no

attempt made at a scientific study of the pottery, or even to

distinguish local from imported wares ; in Hej'demann's cata-

logue of the Naples vases it is practically ignored. Recently,

however, Ilerr Max Mayer, and Signor Patroni, whose laudable

investigations of the Gracco-Italian vases have already received

attention (Chapter XI.), have turned their attention to the study

of the less promising indigenous fabrics.-

The region with which the present section deals is that com-
prised by the three districts of Apulia, Lucania, and Campania.

The barbarian races by which it was occupied in classical times

were known by various names, used with some vagueness ; but

roughly we may divide them into two groups : the lapygians or

Mcssapians and the Peucetians, occupying the south-east portion

of the peninsula from modern Rari to the end of the " heel " ^

;

' Blue occurs on the B.M. sarcophagus see also Pottier, Louvre Cat. ii. p. 371.
(B 630) (as also on the Polledrara hydria). * A line drawn across from Taranto to

- Riint. Mitth. 1897. p. 201 ff., 1899, p. Fasano roughly divides the two districts,

13 ff. ; Patroni, C<?;-aw/rrt! ^«//( a, chap, i., the Peucetians being on the north, the

and id. in hFon. Antichi, vi. p. 349 ff. : Messapians on the south.
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and the Osco-Samnites, who occupied Campania and the moun-

tainous district of Samnium on its north-eastern border. In

Lucania the district of Sala Consilina has yielded local pottery.^

The Osco-Samnites appear to have been more amenable to

the influence of Greek civilisation than the others, owing to the

existence in their midst of such centres of culture as Cumae,

Capua, and Poseidonia (Paestum) ; hence we find that the

pottery of that region shows a much more Hellenic character

than that of Apulia, and is more like that of Etruria in its

attempts to imitate the Greek imported fabrics (see Vol. I.

p. 484).

Greek painted vases are found in Southern Italy as early as

the seventh century B.C., though even in " Aegean " times they

had penetrated as far as Sicily, and even Marseilles (see Vol. I.

pp. 69, 86).- At Cumae in particular, and also at Nola, " Proto-

Corinthian " and Corinthian wares have been found ; during the

sixth century Ionic and Attic B.F. wares make their appearance,

but never in large quantities, as in PLtruria. They, however, gave

rise to a class of imitative fabrics found chiefly in Campania :

small amphorae and other forms rudely painted with black

silhouettes, dating from the fifth century. At Tarentum the

finds of vases have been mainly Greek, but even these are

comparatively rare. The principal examples of local wares

are to be seen in the museums of Bari, Lecce, Taranto, and

Naples ; the. British Museum, Louvre, and Berlin only possess

isolated specimens.^ The general scarcity of imports is due,

Signor Patroni thinks, to the restricted intercourse between the

colonies on the coast and the interior districts peopled by hostile

local tribes. After the fifth century, when large numbers of

Greek artists were established in the towns of Southern Italy,

the circumstances became different, and we have already made

in Chapter XI. a general survey of the various fabrics produced

from that time in the various centres down to the total decay of

the art.

All Italiote pottery, before this direct influence of Hellenism

' Nolizie degli Scavi, 1897. p. 167. ^ See also Reinach, ii. 242-43, for

- For Marseilles see also Dechelette, those in tlie Imperial jVIuseum at

Vases Ct'rainiqiics de la Gatile roiii. i. p. 7. Vienna.
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made itself felt, may be called "archaic" ; but it must at the same

time be borne in mind that these archaic types still went on

during the time of Greek influence. They formed, in fact, a

" domestic " style, as opposed to the " high-art " st\'le of the

Graeco- Italian wares, just as the early Geometrical pottery of

Athens is thought to have been in relation to the Mycenaean

vases (see \'ol. I. p. 279). They must not, however, be regarded

—

as has been done by some writers—as deliberate archaistic

revivals of older fabrics. It is true that they bear a remarkable

resemblance in many cases to Aegean, Cypriote, and Geometrical

wares ; but this likeness is due to other causes, being the result

of development, not of direct imitation. A learned Italian, on

first seeing some of the local pottery e.xcavated in Apulia, ex-

claimed, " This is the Mycenaean style of Italy." Chronologically

and ethnographically he was wrong, but artistically he was right

;

and as Signor Patroni has pointed out, parallels to nearly all the

ornamental motives of local Apulian fabrics may be traced in

Mycenaean pottery.

There is also a favourite shape, that of a large double-

mouthed (t.s/cos, examples of which ma\' be seen in the Biiiish

Museum (F" 508 = P^ig. 185, and P' 509), which is obviously

derived directly from the Mycenaean " false-necked amphora "

(see \'ol. I. p. 271). It is not a Hellenic type, although it is

the forerunner of a form of askos found among the painted

vases of Apulia.' Another favourite form, which Signor Patroni

calls the crc/o appiilo, a jar with three vertical handles round the

nearly spherical body, and wide-spreading mouth, may similarly

be derived from the Mycenaean three-handled/j'.i7V(Vol. I. p. 272).

Other forms, again, are parallel with those of C}'prus, as is in

some cases the system of geometrical decoration, a figure or

pattern in a panel with borders of geometrical ornament.

The writers above-mentioned distinguish two main classes

of the local pottery of Apulia (including the south-eastern

extremity or "heel" of Italy). The central portion of this

district was inhabited by a tribe known as the Peucetii, and

the extremity by Messapians, or, as they are also styled,

lapygians. The vases, which appear to be the product of the

' E.:^. 15. M. F414-16, 5S4-S5.
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latter race, are found in various places—such as Brindisi, Egnazia

or Fasano, Leccc, Nardo, Ostuni, Otranto, Putignano, Rugge,

Taranto, and Uzento—and they may best be studied in the

museum at Bari. The pottery of the Peucetii, which Signor

Patroni calls Apulian, covers the region round Bari, including

FIG. 185. ASKOS OF LOCAL APULIAN FABIUC (liKITISH MUSEUM).

Putignano on the south, Bitonto and Ruvo on the north, where

the local civilisation seems to have been modified by the

influence of such centres as Canosa.

The typical form of Messapian pottery is a krater with high

angular handles, at the highest and lowest points of which are

pairs of discs {rofcl/t'), a spherical body, and neck sloping
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inwards, without lip. The form is one which, as we have

seen in Chapter XI., was adopted by the Greek vase-painters

in Lucania at a later date.^ Mayer states that this form is only

found in the "heel" of Italy, but Patroni seems to imply that

it is typical of Central Apulia.- It is painted in two colours—
purple-red and dark brown or black ; but the former colour

is not found in the earlier examples. The decoration includes

simple geometrical or vegetable patterns, such as wreaths, panels

of lozenge-pattern, zigzags, and an ornament composed of two

triangles point to point V, which Mayer calls the "hour-

glass " ornament. The more developed examples have figures

in panels, ranging from rows of ducks to human figures. Among
these are a man gathering fruit from a tree and two stags con-

fronted. Lenormant published two very interesting specimens

in the Louvre, one of w hich has two cocks confronted, the other

a man swimming accompanied by a dolphin.^

The latter, with others of the same class, styled by Lenormant
" lapygian," appear to be imitations of B.F. amphorae ' ; but

if they are imitations they must be almost contemporaneous

with their prototypes, and cannot be later than the fifth century.

The man with the dolphin recalls the stor\- of Taras and the

coin-types of Tarentum ; but Lenormant pointed out that a

similar legend was current relating to lapys, the eponymous

hero of lapygia,'' and he may therefore be intended. Some of

these vases have painted inscriptions, one of which runs, lAP ;

but they are apparently nothing more than names, parti}-

Hellenised.

Among other shapes are a kind of askos with simple decora-

tion, a jug or pitcher with discs attached to the handles, also

with simple patterns, and a unique variety of the krater with

four flat-topped column-handles. Signor Patroni'^ calls attention

to another class of Messapian vases from which the geometrical

decorative element is absent, the ornament being arranged in

bands of equal width, and varying between linear and natural

' See also Vol. I. p. 172, Fig. 4c. * Ibid. pis. 19, 21 ; Sale Cat. Hotel

- Ccrani. Atit. p. 27. Droiiot, May II, 1903, No. 20.

^ Gaz. Arch. iSSl-82. pi. 19. p. 107.
'" Serv. adVxxg. Aeit. iii. 332.

" Cerayitica Antit a, p. igff.
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forms. A characteristic motive is a sort of chain-pattern. The

wave and rows of pomegranate-buds also occur, and animals,

such as dogs and dolphins ; also human heads and figures.

The shapes arc either the double-necked askos, as given in

Fig. 185, with an arched handle between the mouths, or a kind

of double situla, formed of two jars on a cylindrical stand

with a vertical handle between.

As Mayer has pointed out, there cannot here be any question

of a very ancient class of vases, but rather of one of eclectic

character. The Geometrical tendency appears chiefly in the

north of the district, where

the influence of Peucetia

(see below) was felt. The
vegetable ornaments, he

suggests, have affinities

with those of " Rhodian "

vases. ^ The date can

hardly be earlier than the

fifth century.

The fabrics of Central

or Peucetian Apulia centre,

as has been noted, round

Pari. They are all of a

strongly Geometrical type,

but the s}'stem of orna-

mentation is freer and

more varied than in the

Mcssapian class. They are

easily recognisable by their forms and characteristic designs,

painted only in brown or black. Here, again, the typical form

is a krater, in which the handles arc either arched in vertical

fashion or else form flat bands. It has a shallow, spreading

lip. The patterns are arranged in panels and bands, and are

often executed with great care. P^ig. 186 gives an example

from Sala Consilina in Lucania.- The favourite motives are

chequers, zigzags, the " hour-glass," hook-armed crosses, and

lozenges filled with reticulated pattern, neatly arranged in

' Cf. Fi'iii. Alitth. 1897, pi. 10, p. 222. - Nolizic dci^li Saivi, 1S97, p. 168.

From Notisie degli Scavi.

FIG. 186. KRATER OF "PEUCETIAN" FABRIC
WITH GEOMETRICAL DECORATION.
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friezes or saltire-wise. Round the lower part of the vase is

often found what may be described as a comb-pattern, and on

some vases is a curious rudimentary form of the macander,

arranged in triangles or diagonal crosses. /\mong the other

shapes are a small askos with ring-handle on the back, a sort

of high stand like a fruit-dish, large cups and bowls, and the

orcio already mentioned. One of the finest examples is a

krater from Ruvo in the Jatta collection,' with twisted handles

and a very elaborate system of ornamentation, chiefly diaper

and maeander patterns.

Like the Messapian, the Peucctian or Apulian pottery seems

to have flourished during the fifth century-' ; but there are some

vases which seem to form connecting-links with their Hellenic

prototypes, and probably belong to the sixth century.' In any

case, both fabrics must be regarded as much earlier than

previously supposed ; they arc certainly not late archaistic

work, and time must be allowed for their disappearance when

the Hellenic fabrics of Apulia begin. In placing the majority

of the products between 600 and 450 B.C., we shall probably

not be far from the truth, although M. Pottier ' would throw

the origin of the fabrics as far back as the eighth century.

' Kom. Alitth. 1899, pi. 3, fig. 32. •' Rom. Milth. 1899, p. 46, pis. 4-5.

- Patroni puts the limits of date for ' Louvre Cat. ii. p. 372.

both fabrics at 600—450 B.C.



CHAPTER XIX

TERRACOTTA IN ROMAN ARCHITECTURE AND
SCULPTURE

Clay in Roman architecture—Use of bricks—Methods of construction

—

Tiles—Ornamental antefixae — Flue-tiles— Other uses— Inscriptions on

bricks and tiles — Military tiles—Mural reliefs— List of subjects—Roman
sculpture in terracotta— Statuettes—Uses at Rome—Types and subjects

— Gaulish terracottas— Potters and centres of fabric—Subjects—Mis-

cellaneous uses of terracotta—Money-boxes—Coin-moulds.

The uses of clay among the Romans were, as may be supposed,

much the same as among the Greeks and Etruscans, in archi-

tecture, in sculpture, and for household implements. The main

differences are that in some cases—as in architecture— its use

was more extensi\e at Rome, in others less ; and that generally

the products of this material in Roman workshops arc inferior

to those of the Greeks. But the technical processes are in

the main identical with those employed by the Greeks, and

consequently much that has been said in Chap. III. of this work

need not be here repeated.

I. Architecture

I. DRICKS AND TILES

The Romans divided the manufacture of objects in clay

into two classes : opus figli}ium or fine ware, made from argilla

or ci'eta figulayis ; and opus doliare, for tiles and common earthen-

ware.^ We begin, then, as in the chapter on the Greek uses

of clay, with the latter division, including the use of this

material in Roman architecture, and primarily in the making

' I'liny, II. A\ wxi. 47; CoUiiiiella, Ke Riisl. iii. 11, 9.

.v?o
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of bricks and tiles. It must be borne in mind, however,

that the structural use of bricks of cla}-, such as we employ

at the present day, was unknown to the Romans
; the}^ only

used what we should call tiles, and even these were only

employed structurally, as a facing to walls and vaults of con-

crete ; no walls were ever built of solid bricl:, and even in

those of seven inches thickness the bricks are built on a core

of concrete. Nor were the bricks allowed to appear on the

outer face of the building, at least before the second century

of the Empire ; they were always faced with a coating of marble

or stucco.

Nevertheless, the general use of bricks or tiles was most

extensive, and they were employed as tiles for roofing houses,

as bricks for walls and vaults, and even for columns, as slabs

for pavements, for furnaces and for covering graves, and in

tube form for conveying water or hot air ; they are found in

temples, theatres, and baths, and are used for cisterns and

fountains, and in aqueducts and military fortifications. The>'

were called /atcrcs, because, says Isidorus, " they were broad,

and made b}' placing round them four boards." ^ The kilns

were called latenxriac^ and the makers latcrarii ; to make bricks

was latcrcs diiccrc, fijii^crc'- or (with reference to the baking

onh') coqiicrc. The word l(xtcr seems to be employed indiscrimi-

nately for sun-dried {cnidi) and baked bricks {coctilcs)f without

the c[ualifying epithet, but testa is also used when burnt brick

is intended.* The sun-dried bricks were the earlier and simpler

form, used for building walls and cemented together with clay

or mud.'' Vitruvius in his account of brick-making (ii. 3)

onl\- refers to this kind, and apparcnth' never mentions baked

bricks except in passing allusions. He describes three kinds,

to which he says the Greeks gave the respective names of ooms

Lydiiiin, pentadonui, and tetradoron (sec Vol. I. p. 95). The
two latter are exclusively Greek, but the first-named, ih by

' Elyiii. XV. 8, 16 : cf. xix. lo, i6. ' \'itr. ii. 8,4; \'ani), AV Rust. ii. 3,6.
- Pliny, H.N. xxxv. 170 ; Nonius, '' Columella, loc. cit. : parit's criido

p. 445, 22. latrrc ac litto conslnicltts. Cf. Caesar,
' Columella, Re Rust. ix. i, 2; \itr. Bell. Civ. ii. 9, of a tloor, and ii. 15;

i. 5, 8 ; Vano, Re Rust. i. 14, 4. also Vitr. ii. i. 7 ; Pliny, H.A^. xviii. 301.
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I foot in dimensions, answers to the Roman tcg/tla scsqui-

pcdalis} A frequent arrangement, he says, was to employ

half-bricks in alternate courses with the ordinary sizes, which

served to bind the walls together and present an effective as

well as a stable appearance. This information is repeated by

Pliny, copying almost word for word.'

Among the Romans two dimensions were in general use,

as may be inferred from the frequent mention in inscriptions

or elsewhere of the scsqnipcdalcs and of bipcdaks^ or two-foot

bricks, as we shall have occasion to show later. Being very flat

and thin in proportion to their size, these bricks rather resemble

tiles, as has been already noted ; they are generally square,

or at least rectangular. But there w^erc also tegiilac bcssalcs

or bricks measuring two-thirds of a foot square, i.e. about

8 inches, and triangular bricks, equilateral in form, with a length

varying from 4 to 14 inches. The latter are the kind used

in all existing Roman walls of concrete with brick facings.

The thickness varies from i^ to 2 inches. They are not

always made with mechanical accuracy, the edges being

rounded and the sides not always parallel. In military works

they were often used alternately with flint and stone (see

below, p. 337), as we see them in England, at Colchester,

Dover, Verulam, and many other places.-* At Verulam the

tiles are arranged in three horizontal layers at intervals of

about 4 feet, with flint and mortar between. They were also

used for turning the arches of doorways, and for this purpose

tegulae bipedalcs were cut into pieces, so as only to tail a few

inches into the concrete which they cover. Complete squares

were introduced at intervals to improve the bonding.'^

The pillars of the floors of hypocausts were formed of

tegulae bessales, and sometimes also of two semicircular bricks

joined so as to form a circle, varying from 6 to 15 inches in

diameter." Occasionally the upper bricks diminished in size,

' Vitr. ii. 3, 3.
^ Q.{.\\x\^\., Celt.Roman, andSaxon'',

H.N. WW. 1 70 ft". p. 188.

^ Vitr. vii. i
, 7 and 4, 2 ; Pallail. .-^^t/c. •' Cf. Aliddlelon, Remains oj Aneicnt

i. 19, I and 40, 2 ; Wilmanns, E.xempla, Rome, i. p. 59 (cut) = Archaeo/oi^ia, li.

2793-94 ; Marini, fser/z. an/, ih/iai-i, pi. i, fig. 5.

942-944.
"^ Marquardt. Prii'alallerthiimer. p. 61S.
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in order to give greater solidity to the structure. The bricks

or tiles forming the upper floors were from 18 to 20 inches

square ; in some cases, as at Cirencester/ these were flanged

tiles (see below).

The general size of Roman bricks was, in the case of the

sesquipcdales, 1 1 by i Roman foot ; but variations are found, such

as 1 5 by 14 inches. For the bipedaks Palladius recommends 2 feet

by I foot by 4 inches. The great building at Trier known as the

Palace of Constantine is built of burnt bricks, 15 inches square

by 1 1 inch thick.- Prof. Middleton notes tiles in Rome of 12, 14,

and 18 inches square,-' and Marquardt ' states that bricks found

in P^rance measure 15 by 8 to 10 inches; others (the bessalcs)

8 by 8 by 3 inches. \ complete circular brick, measuring

7.', inches across by 3^ inches thick, and impressed with the

stamp of the eleventh legion, was found at Dolae near Gardun,

and is now in the museum at Spalato.''

Vitruvius ''• gives elaborate instructions about the preparation

of the clay for sun-dried bricks, and counsels in the first place

a careful choice of earth, avoiding that which was sandy or

stony or full of loose flints, which made the bricks too heavy,

and so liable to split and fall out when affected by rain ; it

also prevented the straw from binding properly. Clay which

was either whitish or decidedly red (from a prevalence of

ochre) was preferred, and that combined with coarse sand

{sahiilo inasailiis) made light tiles, easily set. The process of

manufacture was a very simple one. The clay was first care-

fully cleaned of foreign bodies, and then moistened with water

and kneaded with straw. It was then moulded by hand or

in a mould or frame of four boards, and perhaps also pressed

with the foot.' The bricks were then dried in the sun and

turned as required, the usual process also adopted in the modern

' Buckman and Newmaich, Koiiiaii ^ Lor. tit.

Arl in Cirencester, p. 64 ii.
''' Jahresheflc (Bcihlalt). i. \>. 123.

- Marquardt, /'r/t'rt/a//^;-//^////'/^;-, p. 618 ;

''
ii. 3, i.

Roach-Smith, Collect. Antiq. ii. p. 91. " This may be the origin of the foot-

•' Remains of Ancient Rome, i. p. 12: shaped stamp so common in Roman
see also Archaeologia, xhx. p. 427, where lamps and vases (see Bliimner, Tecii-

it is pointed out that measurements of nologic, ii. p. 18).

bricks form no guide to their date.
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brickfield. Some bricks actually bear the marks of the feet

of animals and birds which had passed over them while the

clay was soft, and there is one in the Shrewsbury Museum
with the imprint of a goat's feet. Others at York and Wies-

baden show the nails of a boy's shoes. ^ These impressions

of feet (where human) may also be referred to the practice of

using the feet to knead the bricks.

The bricks were then ready for use, but were kept for two

years before being employed, otherwise they were liable to

contract, which caused the stucco to break off and the walls

to collapse. At Utica, Vitruvius tells us, they had to be kept

five years, and then could only be used if passed by a magistrate.

Altogether, much care was taken in their preparation, and it

was generally considered that spring and autumn were the

most favourable times for making them, probably because

they dried more slowly and were less liable to crack during

the operation. In summer the hot sun baked the outer surface

too fast, and this appeared dry while the interior was still

moist, so that when the inside dried the outside contracted

and split.- It was also, of course, advisable to avoid seasons

of rain and frost. But the bricks could not be properly tested

until they had undergone some exposure to the weather, and

for this reason Vitruvius recommends the employment of old

roof-tiles where possible in building walls.''

For baked bricks the processes must have been much the

same, with, of course, the addition of the baking in the furnace.

Existing Roman bricks are nearly always of well-tempered

clay and well baked ; but the clay exhibits a great variety of

colour—red, yellow, and brown. The paste is remarkably hard,

breaking with an almost vitreous fracture, and sometimes

shows fragments of red brick {porjzolaiia) ground up with it

to bind it together, and prevent warping. This may be seen

in the Flavian Palace on the Palatine, and in an archway in

the Aurelian Wall near the Porta Latina. As an instance of

' Cf. also Wright, Celt, RoDian, and are the loci classiii on the sul:)ject.

Saxon^, p. 186.J
^ BUhiiner, ii. p. 20, points out that

- Vitr. ii. 3. This passage with Pallad. there are very few instances of this, and

Agrii. vi. 12 and Isid. Etytn. xix. 10, t6 perhaps Vitruvius' idea was not practical.
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varieties of brick found in the same building, Nero's Aurea

Domus may be cited. ^ The durability of Roman tiles is

ascribed to their careful preparation and seasoning, which

give them a much longer life than modern tiles ; hence they

were frequently used up again in early mediaeval buildings

and in Romanesque churches in England, as at St. Albans,

St. Mary-in-Castro, Dover, and St. Botolph's and Holy Trinity,

Colchester."-'

During the period of the Republic private houses and

public buildings alike were built of unburnt brick in Rome, as

we learn from the words of Dio Cassius,'' Varro,' and Cicero'';

Varro speaks of domus latcriciac, and Cicero of •' the

brick {latere) and concrete of which the city is constructed.''

After the Republican period this material was still employed

outside Rome with burnt-brick cornices," but even this was

exceptional. Pliny mentions walls of sun-dried bricks at

Arretium and Mcvania.^ Henceforth, then, burnt brick was

emploN'ed more and more as Rome grew more populous.** In

Vitruvius' time (the beginning of our era) the materials

used for building were stone for substructures, burnt brick

{structura tcstaccii) for the outer walls, concrete for the party-

walls, and wood for the roofs and floors. He explains the

cessation of the use of unburnt brick as due to the legal

regulations of his time, which prohibited party-walls of more

than H foot in thickness, and unburnt bricks could only

support one story above them in that size.''

Baths, either public or private, walls and military fortifications,

were built of bricks, the latter being thus better able to resist

attacks than if they were of stone. Temples, palaces, amphi-

theatres, the magnificent aqueducts and the cisterns with

which they communicated, were also usually of this material.

Of these, numerous remains exist in Rome and other places,

such as Cumae and Fozzuoli. The aqueduct made by Nero

' 'Wxdi'Wo.Vir^w, Remains of Aiuitiil Rome, '" Dc D/t. ii. 47, 99
i. pp. 12. 62. " Vitr. ii. 8, 18.

- See Roach - Smith, llluslr. Rom. ' H.N. xxxv. 173.

London, p. 112. " Vitr. ii. 8, 17.

^ xxxix. 61 (fK TrXivdiou). " Ibid.

^ Apud'^ow., p. 48 (.f.7'. suri'undatum).
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from the Anio to Mons Caclius is of brick, that of Trajan

partly so ; the acj/ur jllcxandriiux of Severus Alexander

(A.n. 229) and that existing at Metz are wholly of brick, and

so are the castella or reservoirs made by Agrippa when he

constructed the Julian conduit over the Marcian and Tepulan.^

It is true that Augustus boasted that he had found Rome
of brick and left it marble -

; but it must be remembered, firstly,

that Suetonius uses the term latcriciain, which may denote

unburnt brick ; secondly, that the phrase is probably to be

limited to public buildings and monuments, in which there

was an increased use of marble for pillars and roofs. For

walls brick anci concrete continued to be used, as in private

buildings, with a covering of stucco in place of marble in-

crustation.

In the first century of the Empire brick-making was

brought to perfection, and its use became universal for private

and public buildings alike ; the mortar of the period is also

of remarkable excellence. The Romans introduced brick-

making wherever they went ; and even their legions when

on foreign service used it for military purposes. But of pure

brick architecture, as we see it, for instance, in the Byzantine

churches of Northern Italy, there was no question until com-

paratively late times. It was always covered over with

marble or stucco until the second century of the Empire.

Examples of sepulchral buildings wholly in brick, of the time

of Hadrian, may be seen in the tomb before the Porta San

Sebastiano at Rome, known as the temple of Deus Rediculus.

This has Corinthian pilasters with a rich entablature, red

bricks being used for architectural members, yellow for the

walls ; the capitals are formed of layers of bricks. Of

Hadrian's time are also the guard-house of the seventh cohort

of Vigiles across the Tiber, of which a small part remains,

and the ainpJiithcatnnn ccxstrcjisc on the walls of Aurelian.^

One of the most remarkable instances of Roman brick

' See Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. ' Borrmann, Die Keramik in der

Aquaeductus ; Middleton, Remains pJ Baiikiiust (Durm's Handbuch d. Aixhi-

Aiicient Koiiic, ii. p. 323. lcklii)\, p. 51.

- Suet. All'-. 28.
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construction is the Pile Cinq-Mars, as it is called, a tower

still standing on the right bank of the Loire, near Tours.

It is about 95 feet high and 13 feet square, expanding at

the base, being built of tiles to a depth of 3 feet each

side, with a body of concrete ; the tiles are set in mortar

composed of chalk, sand, and pounded tiles. On one side

there are eleven rectangular panels with tile-work of \arious

patterns, like those on the flue-tiles (see p. 348), and as also

seen on the Roman wall at Cologne ; the patterns include

squares, triangles, and rosettes. The history and purpose of

this building arc quite unknown.^

At Pompeii bricks are used only for corners of buildings

or doorposts, and sometimes for columns, as in the Basilica

and the house of the Labyrinth.- There are also late examples

of brick columns with capitals in tiers of bricks as in the

tomb mentioned above. Brick walls are not found, but bricks

occur as facing for rubble-work. These are less than an

inch thick, triangular in form, with the h\-potenuse (about

6 inches long) showing in the face of the wall. Sometimes

fragments of roof- tiles are used (cf p. 334). The earlier

bricks contain sea-sand, and have a granular surface ; the

later are smooth and even in appearance. Later, what is

known as opus mixtniii (see below) is used, as in the entrance

of the Herculaneum gate ; this implies courses of stone and

brick alternating,'' which, as we have seen, was common in

military works, as in the Roman walls in Britain. In this

country, owing to the absence of good material for concrete,

the use of stones or brick throughout for building was general

from the first ; hence, too, the bricks are always flat and

rectangular in form {J)ipedalcs)}

The arrangement of triangular bricks (made by dividing

a medium-sized brick into four before baking), laid flat in

regular horizontal courses, is characteristic of the earliest

examples of Roman methods. It is found in the Rostra

(44 B.C.) and in the Regia (35 li.c), the earliest existing

' Roach-Sniilli, Collect. Aiitiq.\\-.\i. ii, Mau-Kelsey, Poinpeu, p. T^d.

pis. 5-6. ' See Mau-Kelsey, Pompeii, p. 3S.

- Nissen, Poiiipeiaii. Sliulicii, p. 26 ;
' Airka(oloi;'ia, lii. p. 664.

VOL. II. 22
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examples.^ The back wall of the Rostra is of concrete faced

with triangular bricks \\ inch thick, the sides 10 inches

long. The same arrangement may be seen in the Pantheon,

in the Thermae of Diocletian, and in some of the aqueducts

(see below). The brickwork in the Pantheon was formerly

thought to belong to the building of Agrippa in 27 B.C., but

has been now shown to belong to the second century.- At

Ostia, in the temple of Honos and Virtus, the walls are built

of triangular bricks or with red and yellow bricks with

moulded cornices.

About the year 80 B.C. the method

known as opus reticulatuiii was intro-

duced, in which the bricks presented

square faces (about 4 inches each

way), and were arranged diagonally

to form a network pattern (P'ig. 187).

At Pompeii the opus reticiilatiim

dates from the time of Augustus
;

it is laid on concrete, and the bricks

are small four-sided pyramids with

bases 3 to 4 inches square.'' This

method lasted down to about

A. D. 130 in Italy. It should,

however, be noted that it was com-

moner in stone than in brick, the

latter material not having come into

general use for building at the time

when it was employed.^ But even

when tufa was used for the reticulated work, bricks or tiles

were used for quoins at the angles, and for bonding courses

through the walls, as well as for arches and vaults (Fig. 188).

This combination of opus reticulatuin and brickwork is well

illustrated in the palace of Caligula."' In the case of vaults,

fe^..^\m • ^-^ ".a

^(f

L.
SECTION OF ANGLE.

FIG. 187. CONCRETE WALL,

Faced with (a) opus incerium,

(b) opus rcticulatum. C shows the

horizontal section, similar in both.

' WiAiWitUiVi, Remains ofAiiaciit Ro}iiL\ Ponipeian. Sludieii^ p. 59.

i. pp. 254, 301 ; id. in Airhacologia, xlix. ^ See Bllimner, Teckno/ogie, iii. p. 146,

p. 426. where a good illustration is given.

- See Dressel in C.I.L. xv. p. 9.
'' Anhaeoloi^ia, li. ])1. 2, fig. 4 ; Mid-

^ Mau-Kelsey, p. 38 : but see Nissen, dlelon, op. cit. i. [>. 55, fig. 6.
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r 4 feet

indeed, the use of brick seems to have been general, as in the

baths of Caracalla, and

many other buildings (cf.
k^'^^^X/'V^' ^^

Fig. 189). Vitruvius ^ ad-

vises the use of tcj^'nlai'

bipedalcs to protect the

wooden joists over the

vaults from being rotted

by the steam from the hot

bathrooms ; they were to

be placed over the whole

undcr-surfacc of the con-

crete vault, supported on

iron girders, which were

suspended from the concrete

by iron clamps or pins.

Over the whole was laid

a coating of cement {opus

tcctoriiim) in which pounded

pottery was the chief con-

stituent, and this was

stuccoed.

-

The opus mixtum (the

term is not classical) pre-

vailed regularly under the

later Empire, from the

fourth to the sixth century
; the earliest example which can

be dated is the circus of Maxcntius, It is also used in work

of the time of Theodoric.''

The method of construc-

tion is shown in I^'ig. 190.

KIG. ia». CONCRliTE WALL (VERTICAL

sixtion), fackd with brick.

C? bo ^ OA CD ey^'

189. CONCRETE ARCH ; HALF WITH
BRICK FACING REMOVED.

' V. TO, 2.

- See also on this subject Ander-

son and Spiers, Archileclure oj

Greece and Roue, p. 137 ff. ; .Mid-

dleton, op. cil. i. ji. 66, ii. p. 120,

fig. 64.
•' See Middleton, op. cil. i. p. 62 ;

Arc/iaeo/oi^/a, 11. pi. 2, fig. 5.
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The reason for the .Hrriited use of brick in Rome may have

been the scarcity of wood for fuel for the kihis. But in any

case the pointed backs of the bricks made a good bonding

with concrete, and presented a large surface with a com-

paratively small amount of clay. The secret of the wonder-

ful durability of Roman buildings is that each wall was one

solid coherent mass, owing to the excellence of the concrete.

In the Pantheon the concrete of the dome is nearly 20 feet

^~ >"'

'

""

lilllilvvi:

liil!ill!ll!'!!i:l!lllll!liliil!iil!ll!'llllil;lilii:illliiliil!in^'i^1li'lill^^^

From Bliim)icr.

FIG. 190. DIAGRAM SHOWING CONSTRUCTION OF WALL OF OPUS MIXTUM.

thick, the brick facing only about 5 inches. The character

of the brick facing often indicates the date of a wall, the

bricks in early work being thick and the joints thin ; later, the

reverse is the case. But caution must be exercised in dating

on this principle, owing to the great variety of methods employed

during the same reign, and even in the same building.'

The word for a tile, tcgiila, is derived from tcgcrc, to cover, or,

as Isidorus says, they are so called quod aedes tcgajit'^; the

Middleton, o/. n'L i. pp. 12, 62. ' JLtyi)!. XV. 8, 15 ; .\ix. 10, 15.
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curved roof-tiles were known as imbrices because they received

rain-showers [iiiibrcs). The maker of roof-tiles was known as

tcgiilariiis ^ or fignlns ab imbricibus? Tcgnhxc or flat roof-tiles

were usually made with vertical flanges i2\ inches high) down

the sides, and these flanges, which fitted into one another

longitudinally, when placed side by side served to hold the

covering-tiles placed over them. There were also roof-tiles

known as tegulae dcliciai'es'^ and colliciarcs, which formed the

arrangement underneath the surface of the roof by means of

which the water was collected from the tcgiilac and carried off in

the front through spouts in the form of lions' heads.'

Besides the various rectangular forms we find triangular tiles

used, either equilateral or right-angled ; semicircular or curved

tiles, used for circular walls, ovens, tombs, and cornices, or other

parts of buildings
;
cylindrical tiles {tubuli fictilcsY^ which were

used for drains and conduits ; and, finally, the rectangular hollow

flue-tiles, emplox'cd for hot air in hypocausts.*"' Another form was

the tcgnla vuxinuiata, a plain square tile with four knobs or

breast-like projections {jiiauiniac), which was often used in party-

walls with the object of keeping out damp.' The tiles were

inserted by the points of the projections into the concrete,

thus leaving a space between in which the warm air could

circulate freely.

Existing examples of tiles are composed of a compact dense

clay, less fine than that of the bricks, and of a pale salmon

or light straw colour when baked. They were probably made

in moulds—but these may only have been a couple of boards

placed together—and after being dried in the sun were baked in

kilns. The flanged tiles were, of course, produced by turning up

the edges before drying. Besides the arrangement described

above, it is probable that roofs were sometimes tiled in the

manner prevalent in the present day, with flat or curved tiles

' Ilcnzcn, Iiiscr. 6445, ^279-80. on \)\. 6 uf Campana's Aiil. opcre in

- Orelli, Inscr. 4190. plastica (from Ostia).

^ There are tiles in existence marked '' Vitr. v. 9, 7 ; viii. 7, i.

DOL • DELIC, i.e. {opus) doHarc de/iriare '' Brongniart, Trait,\ i. ji. 374 ; Mar-

(Marquardt, Piivatallcrlhiiincr, p. 619). qiiardt, Privatallcrthihiier, p. 620.

* The arrangement is well illustrated " See Vitr. vii. 4, 2 ; Nissen, Fonipeiaii.

Stiidicn, \). 65 ft".
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overlapping like scales ; and for this purpose the tiles seem to

have been pierced with holes at one corner, and so attached to

one another. The same method obtained in the Roman villas

in l^ritain, except that Stonesfield slate was used in place of

tiles. An inscription found at Niederbrunnen in Germany

speaks of aticgia tegnlicia, or huts roofed with tiles, erected in

honour of Mercury.^

Tiles with turned-up edges or flanged tiles were principally

employed, as has been indicated, for roofing ; but some were

also placed in walls where required, especially where a space

was required for the passage of air.^ They were also employed

for the floors of bath-rooms, in which case they w^ere laid on the

pilac of the hypocaust in an inverted position, and the cement

flooring was laid upon them. The flanges are generally about

2\ inches higher than the lower surface of the tile ; they are

bevelled on the inner side in order to diminish the diameter of

the imbrex, but have no holes for nailing to the rafters. 7"he

ends of the sides were cut away in order that the lower edge

of one tile might rest on the upper edge of the one adjoining.

Those found in France are said to be distinguished by the sand

and stones found in their composition.-^ There are flange tiles

of red and yellow clay from the Roman Thermae at Saintes in

the Museum of Sevres, and others from ancient potteries at

Milhac de Nontron, as well as tiles of red clay from Palmyra.'

In the military castra in England flange tiles of a red or

yellow colour have been found, the latter with fragments of red

tiles mixed in the clay. They are also often found in the ruins

of villas. A flange tile from Boxmoor, Herts, now in the British

Museum, measures I5| by 12 inches, the flange being 2\ inches

high ; and it will be seen that these dimensions correspond

roughly with the tcgulae bipcdalcs. Planged tiles with holes in

them appear to have been used at Pompeii for lighting passages,

the flanges serving to keep out rain.'

The imbrices or covering-tiles which held the flat tiles together,

' Orelli, 1396: see Sitzungsber. d.
'' Ibid. p. 184.

IVieiier Akad. Gescllsih. 1901, pt. 2, ' Brongniart and Riocreiix, Mus. de

p. 13. Sevres, i. p. 18.

- Caumunt, Cours, ii. p. 182. * Bull. Areh. Nap. 1853, pi. 14, p. 185.
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thus rendering the roof compact, were quite plain, with the excep-

tion of the end ones over the gutters. These were in the form

of antefixal ornaments Hke the Greek examples (Vol. I. p. 98),

an upright semi-oval termination ornamented with a relief or

painted pattern, with an arched support at the back. Many
examples exist at Pompeii (see below), Ostia,^ and elsewhere

;

but artistically they are far inferior to the Greek examples, and

of simpler design. Most of them have a simple palmette or

acanthus pattern in low

relief, but on or below

this an ideal head or the

head of a deity is some-

times added, such as

Zeus Ammon, Medusa,

a Bacchic head, or a

mask, or even a figure

of Victor}'. Of the last-

named there is a good

specimen in the l^ritish

Museum (D 690 = Fig.

191) ; she carries a

trophy from the battle of

Actium, and stands on a

globe from which spring

two Capricorns (the

symbol of Au'^ustus).- ^"^- ^9^- ROii--^N tekkacotta antefix: victory
-

^ WrrH TROPHY (BRITISH MUSEUM).
No better example of

the various uses of ornamental tiles in architecture can be

selected than the remains found at Pompeii, which are exceed-

ingly numerous. Terracotta seems to have been used here

especially for such parts of the decoration as were exposed to

wet, as well-mouths, gutters, and antefixal tiles.^ A character-

istic feature of the decoration of Pompeian houses was the

' Campana, J/i/. operc in plastica, hclow, p. 371 ; and cf. Livy, xxvi. 23,

pi. 6. xxxiv. 4.
-' For references to ornamental terra- ^ See for an account of these Von

cotta antefixes in Latin literature see Rohden, Terracottcn von Po?nfeii, p. 5 ;

also Mau-Kelsey, Po/npcii, p. 251.
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trough-like gutter which surrounded and formed an ornamental

cornice to the complnvhun or open skylight of the atrium and

peristyle, through and from which the rain-water was collected

in the iniplnviuvi or tank sunk in the ground below. These

were adorned with spouts in the form of animals' heads or

foreparts,^ usually lions and dogs, with borders of palmettes

between ; the gutter behind was virtually a long tank of

square section.

Antefixes and gutter-cornices, where they occur, must always

be regarded as serving ornamental rather than necessary pur-

poses. All early work in terracotta at Pompeii is of coarse

clay, but good execution ; later, the reverse is the case. The
only public building in which many remains of terracotta tiles

and cornices have been preserved is the temple of Isis ; but

the Basilica may also have had terracotta decoration. Many
fragments also remain from private houses, some actually ///

situ^ having been neglected by early explorers as unimportant.

In the house of Sallust a kymation cornice from one of the

garden courts has scenic masks forming the spouts ; this is not

earlier than the rebuilding of the house A.D. G\ There is

also much terracotta work in the house of the Faun.- Comic

masks were used both as spouts and as antefixes, the exag-

gerated mouth of the mask serving admirably for the former

purpose.^ These date from the reigns of Nero and Vespasian,

and all seem to be from the same fabric, although there is

considerable variety in the types ; the use of masks for these

purposes is not earlier than Nero's reign (cf. the house of Sallust,

above). Besides the ornaments above mentioned the patterns

on the cornices include palmettes and floral scrolls, dolphins

and Gryphons.

The roof-tiles were of the usual kinds, flat oblong tegiilae

with flanges, measuring 24 by 19 by 20 inches,^ with semi-

cylindrical imbrices. They were laid in lines parallel to the

long ridges of the roofs, so that the water converged into the

' Von Rohden, pi. 7, fig. I, from the Terracottas, D 66 (from Corneto), D 700

Casa dei Nioljidi. (from Cumae), and D 706 (from Capua).

- Ibid., pis. 5, 2, and 6, i. ' Mau-Kelsey, Pouipeii, p. 36.

^ For examples of this type see B.M.
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gutter-tiles at the angles, whence it fell into the impluvium.

These gutters, however, were not confined to the angles of the

openings, but were sometimes ranged along the whole length

of the sides, as we have seen
;
those at the angles only seem

to be earlier in date. They are not found on the exteriors

of buildings. The front of the gutter was usually in the form

of a vertical kymation moulding, but was sometimes simply

chamfered. Antefixal ornaments terminating the covering or

idge-tiles are not invariable, but are found at different periods.

The earliest examples are in the form of palmettes, but the

later exhibit a great variety^ : comic masks, a head in low relief

on a palmette, or a head surmounted by a palmette. Of the

latter class thirty-eight were found in 1861. In the Augustan

period ideal heads of gods and demi-gods arc sometimes

found.

-

Von Rohden, in summing u[) (p. 14), is of the opinion that

terracotta roof-decoration at Pompeii was comparatively rare. In

the whole record of excavations only twenty-three water-spouts

are mentioned, though it is probable that many were never

registered. In scarcely more than twelve private houses have

as many pieces been found as would suffice for the whole of the

atrium and peristjie roofs, and nearly all of these are of late

date. The discovery of isolated pieces in a house seems to

show that they were used up again in the restorations after

the earthquake of A.D. (b^.

There are also some good examples of roof-tiles among those

which have been found at Ostia, both in baths and private houses;

some of the latter came from a house of which the brickwork

bore inscriptions with the names of consuls of Hadrian's reign.

The arrangement of the roof-tiles is that described on p. 341 ;

the antefixal ornaments are usually in the form of palmettes

or acanthus leaves, with maeander below ; but heads of deities,

such as Venus and Neptune,'* or of Medusa, and tragic masks

were also found. Two exceptional examples had groups in

relief of Neptune drawn over the sea by hippocamps, and of

' \'on Ivolulen, pis. 14-16; 18, fig. i :
- Ibid. pis. u-13.

cf. B.M. Cat. of Tcrracotlas, 1)699, ' Campana, Ant. opcrc in f'/asiica,

from Pompeii. pi. 6.
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the statue of Cybclc in the ship drawn by the Vestal Virgin

Claudia.'

Tiles of the size known as bipcdalcs arc also used for lining the

walls of rooms. They are found in Roman villas in Britain, and

are ornamented on one side with various incised patterns, made
with a tool in the wet clay. On some found at Ridgewell in

Essex the decoration consists of lozenges, rosettes, and other

ornaments,-^ like those on the Pile Cinq-Mars already described
;

they are often found covered with the stucco with which the

walls were plastered. At Pompeii, Orvieto, and elsewhere the

stucco-painted walls were constructed with tcgiilac mavimatae

placed edgewise, and connected with the main walls by leaden

cramps, the brick lining being thus detached from the walls by

a narrow interval which served as an air-cavity.'' This v/as a

frequent proceeding, and was also contrived with flanged tiles
;

it corresponds with the system prescribed by Vitruvius for

keeping damp from the painted walls of rooms."" It was also

largely employed in baths and bathrooms, the object being

both to keep the walls dry and to allow hot air to circulate

from the hypocausts and warm the rooms. In the cold climate

of Britain the Romans found this a universal necessity, and

instances may be observed in many of their villas ; but, as far

as can be observed, the general method of warming was by an

extensive system of pipes under the floors rather than up the

walls." These tiles are pierced with holes, by means of which

they were attached to the walls by plugs or nails of lead. In the

casinim at Jublains a chamber is yet partly standing with one of

its sides coated with tiles of this kind.''

More commonly, however, a peculiar kind of tile was used for

warming the hot rooms {sudatloncs) of baths, and in villas when

required. They were hollow parallelopipeds, known as tubi^

' Campana, pi. 6 : cr. for the story ' vii. 4, 2.

Livy, xxix. 14, and Prcller-Jordan, Rom. ' See Micklkton in Archaologia, Hi.

Mythol. ii. p. 55. P- 663, for a general discussion of the

"^ Archaeologia, xiv. pi. 13, p. 64: cf. siil)ject ; also Roach - Smith, Collect.

Brongniart, T'raite, i. p. 367. .Uiti(/. vi. p. 122.

^ "SV\(\(Wft\.ox\, Remains ofAlii iciit I\o/iu\ '• Roach-Smith, Collect. Aiitiq. iii. pi.

i. p. iSi, ii. p. 121 ff. 26, p. 114 ; IllKstr. Rom. London, p. 1 15.
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with a hole in the side for tlic escape of the air which traversed

them, the usual dimensions being about i6 by 6 by 5 inches.'

Seneca speaks of pipes inserted in walls, which allowed the

warmth to circulate and warm both the upper and lower stories

equally-; and the younger Pliny mentions the air-holes

{fcncsfrac) in the pipes which warmed his bedroom, by means

of which the temperature could be regulated at pleasure.''

H

CALIDARIUM

Id O O '0\^

Ci

D. D.

HYPOCAUST.

t'J^^^M
FiMin Mui,i:,!..n.

HG. 192. METHOD OF HEATINc; THE HATHS IN THE THERMAE OK CAKA( ALLA.

A A Concrete wall, faced with brick, shown in vertical and horizontal sections.

B Lower part of wall, with no brick lacing.

C C Suspeiisiira, or upper floor of Hypocaust, supported by pillars.

DD Another floor, with support only at edges.

EE Marble flooring.

F F Marble plinth and Wall lining.

GG Under floor of Hypocaust, paved with large tiles.

H H Horizontal and vertical sections of flue-tiles lining wall of Calidariuni.

n, a Iron hold-fasts.

J J Socket-jointed flue-pipe of Tepidariuni.

K Rain-water pipe (in horizontal section).

L L Vaults of crypt, made of pumice-stone concrete.

Sometimes, as in the baths of Caracalla and the house of the

Vestals, the whole side of a wall was composed of flue-tiles

covered with cement,^ which was made to adhere by scoring the

' Marquardt, Privatallerthiiiiter, vii.

p. 620.

- Ep. 90, 25 (xiv. 2).

=" Ep. ii. 17, 23.

^ So also in the Roman villa at Wood-

chester (Wright, Celt, Roi/ian.andSaxon\

p. 19S).
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sides with wavy or diagonal lines, as in the flat tiles described

above, and as is often done in modern building. The whole

s}'stem of heating, which may be seen in the baths of Cara-

calla, is very instructive (Fig. 192) : the walls were of concrete

with brick facing, through which a system of flues of socket-

jointed tiles passes upwards from the hypocaust below, effectually

warming every part/

Th.c hollow tiles often assume a more ornamental appearance

(as in Fig. 193), the patterns scratched

on them taking the form of lozenges and

diapers, chevrons,chequers, and rosettes, as

may be seen in a Roman villa at Hartlip

in Kent, where other tiles are simply

scored with squares.-^ This villa is re-

markable for the extensive use of tiles

throughout ; even the staircases are con-

structed with them. Others found in

Essex and Surrey have dogs, stags, and

initial letters among foliage ; one found

in London had among the wavy lines of

pattern the letters Px Tx ^ ; and another,

from Plaxtol in Kent, the local maker's

name, carriahanti.^ These hollow tiles,

which are generally of the same clay as

the roof-tiles, were also occasionally used

as pillars of hypocausts,'' but for this

purpose columns of tcgnlae bessaks were

more usual, as Vitruvius implies." Many
examples may be seen in the Roman villas of Britain, as at

Cirencester, Chedvvorth, Lympnc, and Wroxeter. In a villa

found at Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight, the whole bath was con-

structed of tiles, the floor supported hy pilae of the same.' At

FIG. 193. FLUE-TILE WITH
ORNAMENTAL PATTERNS.

' Middlcton, op. cit. ii. p. 113 ft.
;

id. in Archaeologia, li. pi. 3.

- Roach-Smith, Collect. Antiq. ii. p. 21,

pi. 8, fii^s. 1-2.

' C.I.L. vii. 1250 ; Roach-Smith, ///.

Kom. Loud. p. 114. fig. 3.

' C.I.L. vii. 1238.

^ Archaeolci^ia, lii. \A. 20.

'• vii. 4, 2.

' Roach-Smith, ColUxf. Avtiq. vi.

p. 125. Cf. Arch. Joitrn. viii. p. 30 ff.

for another example from Hadstock,

Essex.
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Bath the hollow tiles arc actually used as voiissoirs for arches

and vaults.'

Through these chimneys—for this is what they practical!}-

were—the hot air circulated and gave an imperfect warmth to

the rooms, the heat radiating from the walls or penetrating

through the air-holes.- The pipes standing close to one another

virtually made up the wall ; but the exact method b)- which the

warming was accomplished, without great inconvenience to the

occupiers of the rooms, is not quite clear. It is not difficult to

imagine that the tiles would have warmed rooms merely by

the introduction of hot air circulating through them, even

though covered with stucco. On the other hand, the apertures

for admitting the air into the rooms, if of any size, must also

have admitted smoke from the hypocausts, and interfered with

the ventilation. It may be that they were not made for this

purpose at all, but only for fastening the pii)cs together or to the

walls. Another difficulty is the method in which the flues

made their exit into the open air. It has been suggested,

partly on the analogy of a mosaic found in Algeria, that they

ended above in an arrangement like a chimney-stack. There is,

moreover, a terracotta roof-tile in the Museo delle Terme at

Rome with a circular pipe, S inches in diameter, projecting

from its upper surface.'

Terracotta pipes, or tnb/i/i, of cylindrical form, were some-

times employed by the Romans for conveying or distributing

water, but the more usual material for this purpose, especially

for drinking-water, was lead ; the latter were called Jisf/i/ae.^

The Venafrum inscription, an edict of the Emperor relating

to the water-supply of the town, mentions cai/alcs, fistitlac,

and tnbi!' Vitruvius calls the caualcs structiles, impl\'ing that

they were of masonry.*' Pliny speaks of tubi fictilcs used for

conduits from fountains,' and Vitruvius recommends the use of

terracotta pipes [tiibiili Jiclilcs) in aqueducts.- Examples of clay

' Archaeoloi^ia, Hi. p. 666. cf. \'itr. viii. 7, i ; Isid. Elyiii. w. S.

- Cf. Vitr. IcK. cit. 17 ; \i\. 10. 29.

^ '\V\Ai\\ii\.ox\, Remains ofAncient Roiiu-. ' C.I.L. x. 4S42.

ii. p. 123. ' viii. 7, I.

^ See Darenibei'g and Sai^lio, v.;-., and " H.N. xxxi. 57.

* viii. 7, 10.
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piping arc preserved in the Museo delle Terme at Rome. At
Marzabotto, near Bologna, terracotta pipes were used for carrying

off the water from the roof of a house, by means of a straight

tube through the wall fitting into another which curved

upwards inside.^ These date from the fifth century B.C. Other

examples have been found in Rome and Italy," and specimens

found on the Rhine were 21 i inches long, of which f inch

was inserted into the adjoining pipe, and 3^ to 4^ inches

in diameter. Terracotta was also used for cisterns, as at

Taormina," and for aqueducts ; but Lanciani has pointed out

that its use in these ways was confined to irrigating purposes.

The Campagna of Rome was formerly extensively drained

with these tiles, and owed to that circumstance much of its

ancient healthfulness.

Of the use of tiles in pavements there is frequent mention

in Roman writers.^ For this purpose complete tiles were

seldom used, at any rate in Italy ; but in Britain it w as not at

all uncommon, as in the villa at Hartlip already mentioned.

On the other hand, hypocausts were regularly paved with tiles,

as in the Baths of Caracalla (Fig. 192 above),^ and in an example

found at Cirencester, where the tiles are flanged." But in

another form tiles played a considerable part in Roman methods

of paving. Pliny and other writers' speak of painnicntum

testcxceiivi or opus signinmn as the usual pavement for rooms,

especially those liable to damp, such as kitchens and out-

buildings, or for baths and cisterns. This was made of a

layer of fragments of tiles stamped and pounded into a firm

solid mass, combined with mortar. It corresponds to the

nucleus ex testis tiDisis of Vitruvius, which (to a depth of six

inches) was laid on the nidns or coarser concrete. On this

was laid the flooring, consisting either of tiles or marble slabs,

' Alon. Antichi, i. pi. 6, p. 326. * Archaeo/ooia, li. pi. 3.

See Lanciani in Atti delV Accad. del " Buckman and Newniaich, Roman
Lincei, Ser. 3, iv. (1879-80), p. 399 ft". Art in Cirencester, p. 64.

^ Avolio, Fattitre di argille in Sicilia, ' H.N. xxxv. 165 ; xxxvi. 1S8 : cf.

p. 8. Geoponica, ii. 27, 5 ; Pallad. i. 9, 4 ;

^ See generally Blumner, Technologic, Cato, Agrlc. xviii. 7; Vitr. vii. i, 4 ;

iii. p. 161 ff. ; MiddletiMi, Renialns oj Columella, i. 6, 13; viii. 15, 3, 17, i ;

Ancient Rome, i. p. 80. ix. i, 2.
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or more generally of mosaic. The Baths of Caracalla again

afford a good illustration of the process/ In the mosaics too

fragments of clay were often used, especially for producing

red or black colour.'- Vitruvius and other writers allude to

this practice," and the former also speaks of tcstacca spicata, a

kind of false mosaic made with small bricks about 4 inches by

I inch, set on edge to form a herring-bone pattern. In the

Guildhall Museum is part of a tesselated pavement of concrete,

faced with small bricks about an inch square.

One of the most interesting uses of tiles by the Romans

is in connection with their tombs. Not only are they used

in the construction of the more magnificent edifices (cf. p. H^),

but they were also often employed (as in Greece) for the

humbler graves. For the latter, three, or sometimes six,

tcoulac bipcdidcs were set up in the form of a prism, one

forming the floor, the other two the gabled covering which

protected the body from the superincumbent earth. Within

this were laid the ollac or sepulchr.d urns which held the ashes

of the dead, and other vase.s. A tomb found at Litlington in

Cambridgeshire was covered with a large flanged tile, which

protected the pottery buried underneath '
;

and at Eastlow

Hill in Suffolk a tomb was found roofed with twelve rows of

flanged tiles, each side in rows of finn-.' In some of the tombs

of Greece belonging to the Roman period semi-cylindrical tiles

were used for this purpose. In the provinces the tiles often

have impressed upon them in large letters the names of the

legions which garrisoned the various cities. The tiles of

Roman tombs at York are inscribed with the names of the

sixth and ninth legions which were quartered there : as

LEG • VI \'ICT V V, ii\oio sexta victrixpia fidelis ; LEG LK

HISP (or VICT), U'gio nona Ilispana (or victrix)!' At Caerleon

(Isca Silurum) the bricks bear the name of the second or

Augustan legion : LEG II AVG." The stations of the twentieth

legion may also be traced at Chester in this manner ; the tiles

' Aliddleton, op. r/'t. ii. p. 121. fiij. 65. ' AirJiaeoloi^^ia, xxvi. pi. 44. p. 370.

- Cf. I'uckman and Newmaicli. Roman ^ Roach-Smith, ///. A'ow. Lo/k/. p. 1
1
3.

Art in Ciniiceshv, p. 49 ff.
'• C.I.L. vii. 1223-24.

•' Vitr. vii. i, 4; Pliny, II.N. xwvi. ' Ihid. 1222 (in B.M.); ollurs fr..m

184; Stat. .SVVr'. i. 3. 54. P.iccon and Al)eigavenny.
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arc inscribed LEG XX • V v.^ They were placed at the foot of

the tomb Hke tombstones, in order to indicate who was buried

beneath, the inscriptions being written across the breadth of the

tile. They are of very different dates, some of those in Britain

being apparently as late as the introduction of Christianity.

The extent to which bricks and tiles were used in Roman
buildings under the Empire may be gauged by the number of

those with inscriptions which remain ; a whole section of the

Latin Corpus (see below) is devoted to those found in Rome
alone, numbering some two thousand. Many of them have been

removed to the museums from the principal edifices, such as the

Pantheon, the Coliseum, the Circus Maximus, the Baths of Titus

and Caracalla, the Basilica of Constantine, and the Praetorian

Camp. Other inscriptions have been found on tiles removed

from such buildings and used to repair the roofs of churches

in Rome. Such places as Bologna, Cortona, Tibur, and Ostia

have also produced numerous inscribed tiles of this class. The

use of such stamps was to guarantee the quality of the clay.

To the topographer, as will be seen, these stamps arc often of

great value ; and had the custom of placing on them the names

of the buildings for which they were intended been less rare,

they might often have afforded valuable evidence as to doubtful

sites. Besides their topographical value, the tiles also help to

settle the succession of consuls, and throw great light on the

economy of the Roman farms and the possessions of the great

landed proprietors. The uninterrupted series, extending from

the times of the Caesars to the age of Septimius Severus, of

names of proprietors, potters, and estates, tells much of the

internal condition of Italy, and of one of the sources of revenue

to the Roman nobility."

The stamps found on bricks and tiles are of four kinds

—

rectangular, semicircular, circular, and crescent-shaped. The

inscriptions are in raised letters in all cases, but instances are

' C.I.L. vii. 1225. published in the other vokimes under the

- The inscril)ed tiles found in Rome heading " Instrunientum Domesticum."

have been collected and published l)y In the succeeding images Dressel's account

Dressel in vol. xv. (part l, Nos. 1-2 155) h.is been mainly followed.

;f the Corpus Iii.ui: Lat. Others are
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also known of incised inscriptions, written without frames across

the tile. After the time of Diocletian the only forms found are

square, circular, and octagonal ; the square stamps always have

straight inscriptions. On the circular stamps the inscriptions

are placed in a circle, in one or two lines, and the beginning

is determined by a small cut-out circle at the edge of the

stamp, thus ( \ known as the orbiciiliis ; apart from this

its object is uncertain. In later stamps the inscription often

reads backwards, or certain letters are reversed. The letters

were cut straight in a mould and lie in the plane of the surface,

being of rectangular section, not wedge-shaped, as in inscriptions

on marble. During the Republican period and the first century

of the Empire a plain " block " type is used
;
then the letters

become smaller and more elegant, with bars at the ends of

the luxstac, as ^ JVL ^^^- Finally they show a tendency

about A.D. 200 to become broader and shorter : £ |V| Q, At

and after the time of Diocletian the forms become very \aried.

Punctuation in the best period takes the form of a ^ ;

afterwards the mark becomes vague in form. Ligatured

letters are rarely found after the time of Diocletian, but are

common in the best period ; sometimes more than two

are combined.^ The stamps with which the letters were

made were usually of wood or bronze, but have not been

preserved.

In the centre of the stamp it was customary to place an

emblem or device of some kind, perhaps in view of a law which

obliged brick and tile makers to affi.x distinctive marks or emblems

on their bricks ; but the devices are not peculiar to indi\ idual

workshops, and some potteries, such as the Terentian (see below),

used several. They may be compared with the countermarks or

small adjuncts on the coins of the Republic, and the seals and

stamps on the wine-amphorae of Thasos (Vol. I. p. 1 58). Figures

of gods, such as Mars, Cupid, and Victory, animals, and even

groups of figures, occur, and after the third century Christian

emblems are often found. It is most probable that they were

merely ornamental and without significance, except in certain

' See Hubner, Exeiiipla Script. Epigr. Lat. p. Ixviii.

VOL. II. 2\
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cases of canting or punning allusions. Thus M. Rutilius Lupus

has a wolf; Flavius Aper a boar; Aquilia an eagle; C. Julius

Stephanus a wreath ; and Aelius Asclepiades a serpent, with

reference to the god Asklepios.'

The most complete stamps have the date of the emperor or

. ., the consulship, the name
of the estates {pracdia)

which supplied the clay,

that of the pottery where

it was baked {figlinae or

officina), and that of the

potter who prepared it
;

sometimes even of the slave

who moulded the tile, and

even its very dimensions.

Two typical examples may
be given from the British

Museum collection,- of

which the first (Fig. 194)

is said to have been found

in the Catacombs at Rome.

It has in the centre of the stamp a figure of Victory, round which

is the inscription in two lines, beginning with the outer band :

OPVS DOL(/rt'/'^) DE FIGVL(?//w) PVBLINIANIS

{e.x) PREDIS AEMILIAES SEVERAES
" Pottery'' from the Publinian works, (the clay) from the estate

of Aemilia Severa."

The other has no device, but the last word of the inscription is

in the centre :

IMP ANTONINO II E(/) BALBINO COS

D P Q S P D O ARABI SER(z^/)

" The Emperor Antoninus for the second time and Balbinus

consuls; from the estates {de praedh's) oi O. Scrvilius Pudens,

pottery {doliarc opus) from the hand of the slave Arabus."

' C.I.L. XV. 19-29; 209. 1 145; 709; for bricks or tiles in Roman inscriptions,

1212 ; 398. jiglinitin being confined to pottery of the

" Cat. of Terracottas, E 148-49. finer kind (cf. p. 330).

^ OpJis doliare is the invariable word

FIG. 194. STAMPED TILE (BRITISH MUSEUM).
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The earlier stamps exhibit more method and precision ; the

later betray comparative carelessness. In the latter the name of

the emperor sometimes occurs alone, and unusual expressions

arc introduced. Contractions are invariable at all periods, and

even the consuls are sometimes only mentioned by initials ;

but by comparison of examples it is possible to place them in the

right order. Those found in Rome cover the period from the

reign of Trajan to that of Theodoric (a.D. 500), but in other

parts of Italy they are found dating as early as 50 ]!.C. We
are told that Theodoric, when he repaired the walls of Rome,

made a present of twenty-five thousand tiles for the purpose,^

and on the tiles bearing his name he is styled " The good

and glorious king," with the additional exclamation, " Happy
is Rome !

"

"

The estates on which the clay for the tiles was produced

are called possessiojies
;
privata (private property) ; rationes

(shares) ; i?is?ilae (blocks) ; or more generally, praedi<x. The
latter word, indeed, is almost invariably used down to the third

century, the others being more characteristic of the time of

Diocletian. The pracdia not only provided the cla)', but in

some cases also contained the potteries. On some tiles fiDuiiis,

which means a country farm, is found. The proprietors of these

estates were imperial personages, persons of consular dignity or

equestrian rank, and sometimes imperial freedmcn. Many
tiles give merely the name of the imperial estates, without

mentioning the reigning emperor ; in the later ones, as in

the Basilica of Constantine, it is usual to find the expression

OFF • AVGG ET CAES NN, Officina AugHStorum {iiuonim) et

Caesarum {liuornui) )wstrorHi)ir Several names of the Antonines

occur ; also Annius Verus and his wife Domitia Lucilla, the

parents of M. Aurelius. Scptimius Severus owned \w2S\y pracdia

which supplied bricks for his palace on the Palatine.* The
Empress Plotina was evidently a large landed proprietor, and

we also find the names of Aelius Caesar (Hadrian's adopted heir),

M. Aurelius, Faustina II., and Julia Procula. Among the names

' Cassiodorus, Variar. i. 25 : cf. ii. 23. 1627, etc.

- C.I.I,. XV. 1668-70. ^ '^WiXiWiiX.ow, Remains ofAncient Rome,
^ Cf. C.I.L. XV. p. 204, Nos. 1616, i. p. 13.
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of inferior proprietors, unknown to fame, occur O. Servilius

Pudens, T. Statilius Severus, and L. Aemilius Julianus, priest

of the sun and moon.' Such names as Q. Agathyrsus, Rutilius

Successus, and Sulpicius Servandus seem to denote imperial

freedmen ; the first-named styles himself AVG LIB."

A remarkable fact in connection with these inscriptions is the

prevalence of feminine names, the quantity of tiles on which

these are found being enormous. The causes are various,

—

partly the renunciation by emperors of their private fortunes

in favour of their female relations
;

partly the proscriptions

which, from the failure of male heirs, caused estates to devolve

upon women
;
partly the gradual extinction of great families.

The important position held by freedmen under the Empire is

well known to the student of Roman history.

The potteries of the tile-makers were of two kinds ^/?i,'"////cr^

and ojjiciiiae ; but the former seems to be a wider and inclusive

term—that is to say, that one figli)ia included several officinae

or workshops. In the inscriptions, ex figlinis is usually fol-

lowed by the name of the owner, ex officinis by the name
of the potter {officinator). The former expression is by far

the commoner, and the latter (OF or OFFIC) is more usually

found on lamps and vases, although after the third century it

is invariable on the tiles. The figlinae are always mentioned

in a subordinate manner to the praedia, when both are men-

tioned, as is usually the case. The potteries were mostly

outside the city, even at some distance. Localities are not

often mentioned, but we have the Salarian potteries on the

Via Salariaf and also mention of the Via Numeiitana^ and

such expressions as Ad Aure/iain, Ad Mercurium feliceni, or

Ad viavi triunipJialem. Stamps found in the walls along the

Appian and Latin ways show that potteries existed in the

direction of the Alban and Tusculan hills, and in other parts

of Latium, as at Praeneste and Ostia. On the north side

they extended as far as Narnia and Ocriculum ' on the Tiber.

They are also found in Etruria and Campania. Tiles from

' C.I.L. xiv. 4089, 7, from Ostia. Ann. deW Inst. 1840, p. 240.

2 Ibid. 4090, No. 14. ^ Ibid. 677-82.

^ C.ri. XV. 478 ff.: cf. 683, and "• Ibid. t,^.
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Latium were exported to Liguria, the Adriatic, Sardinia, Africa,

Gaul, and Spain.

Usually a descriptive epithet is associated with the word

figlinac, either of a geographical or personal character.

Examples of the former are Macedonianae, Rhodianae, and

Oceanae. The latter give either the name of an emperor,

as Neronianae, Domitianae ; or a Gentile or family name, as

Favorianae,^ Furianae, Publinianae, Terentianac, or Voconianae.

One of the names which occurs most frequently is that of

L. Brutidius Augustalis, a freedman ; others are stamped EX
FIGLINIS PRIMIGENI SERVI DNI NOSTRI IMP—" From the

potteries of Primigenius, slave of our lord the Emperor."

Imperial slaves owned many potteries, and others were owned
by the emperors or other wealthy proprietors, and administered

by freedmen or slaves. The officiiiae served to distinguish the

functions of the different figlitiae. Thus the establishment of

M. Publicius Januarius, a freedman, is styled doliariac officinae;

or they are distinguished by separate names, as Claudianac,

Domitianae, and so on. The tiles from the potteries of Asinius

Pollio bear the name of C. Cosconius as maker, as do those

of Julia Procula's potteries, being further distinguished as

doliares, bipedales, and sesquipedales?' It would appear that the

potteries of private proprietors were under the direction of

freedmen, while those of the imperial estates were chiefly

managed by slaves, from whose labours large revenues were

obtained.

There were many private potteries in Gaul and Germany.^

In the neighbourhood of Saarbruck many tiles have been found

with the maker's name, L. Valerius Labeius. Others with

private names have been found at Trier, one with the stamp

of the coloiiia. Several potters with Gaulish names are known,
and probably FIDENATIS on a tile at Zulpich, SECVNDANVS
Y{igulns or fecit) and PACATVS F from Seligenstadt, refer to

craftsmen of that nationality.^ Often the master's name only

' B. M. Cat. of Terracottas, E 150. ro/iiaines, ii. (1902), p. no.
" E.g. Wilmanns, Exempla Inscr. Lat. ^ See Steiner, C^rf. /«y<rr. Rom.Danubii

2793 «. et Rhciii, i. p. 85, No. 190, ii. p. 1S7,

^ See Blanchet, Mdlangcs Gallo- No. 1 231.
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occurs, of which possible instances are BELLICIANVS on a tile

from Caervvent, and PRIMV(jr) on another from Colchester.^ In the

British Museum are tiles with the initials T • P • F • A, T P • F • C,

T P • F • r, from Rodmarton in Gloucestershire." Tiles found

in the provinces also have the maker's name simply, without

indications of date or the owner of the pottery, as on those

from Seligenstadt already cited. The makers must in all

cases have been of inferior condition, as implied in the

example already quoted of the slave Arabus (p. 354) ; and

other names — Daedalus, PecuHaris, Primigenius, Zosimus —
belong to the same rank of life. Yet the occurrence of a

single name for a private individual is everywhere very common.

On the other hand, imperial slaves usually have two names

given, and freedmen three.''

On the tiles of the freedmen of the Gens Domitia (dating

about the reign of Hadrian) is frequently stamped the formula

VALEAT QVI FECIT, " May he who made it prosper," with

the name of the representative of the family in the genitive.''

On other tiles we find such expressions as VTAMVR FELICES,

"May we use it and be happy""; FORTVNA COLENDA,
" Fortune is to be worshipped " (a second-century tile)

'^

; and

on others of post-Diocletian date, VRBIS ROMAE, " The city

of Rome " ^ ; SECVLO CONSTANTINIANO, " The age of Con-

stantine "
; FELIX ROMA (on the tiles of Theodoric), " Happy

is Rome."*" Even on sepulchral tiles of late Imperial times

are stamped such aspirations as, VTI FELIX VIVAS, " May you

live happily."

"

Again, memoranda are found incised on the tiles, as on one

at . Hooldorn in Holland, KAL IVNIS QVARTVS LATERCLOS

'^{timero) CCXIIII, " Ouartus (made) 214 tiles on the first of

June"; and on another, found in Hesse in 1838, STRATVRA

TERTIA LATERCVLI CAPITVLARES NVM LEG • XXII, " In the

third layer large tiles of the number of the twenty-second

' C.I.L. vii. 1255, 1257. ^ C.I.L. XV. 1539.

- Ibid. 1242. ' Jbid. 1540, 1542.

* Cf. C.I.L. XV. p. 274. ' IMd. 1668-70.

* C.I.L. XV. 1097-1101, and see p.
'' Steiner, op. cit. i. p. 252, No. 541

275. (from Mainz); also Bonucr Jahrbiicher,

^ Marini, Istriz. an/, doliari, 141 8. ii. p. 92.
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legion." ' A tile found in Hungary had scratched upon it

two metrical lines in cursive writing :

Scueiii scvcnim sciupcf esse coiidccct

Bene debet esse povero (so. pnerc)) qui discit bene-
;

and on others names such as Tertius, Kandidus, Vcrna, were

incised.' Idle boys in the brickfields often seem to have

scratched the alphabet or other words in the soft cla}-, and

complete Roman alphabets are found at Hooldorn ^ and Stein

on the Anger '^

; the letters IKLM on one at Winchester";

i

^VSTA\lS

DmV5

FIG. 195. INSCRIBED TILE FROM LONDON (GUILDHALL MUSEUM

on another at Silchester is E rvELLAM.^ On a tile in

the Guildhall Museum (Fig. 195), found in Warwick Square, E.C.,

are the words avstalis
|
dirvs • ill

|
vagatvrsiij

|
cotidim,

of which no satisfactory translation has been given, but it has

been usually regarded as the gibe of a fellow-workman at

a devout individual.- On another, now at Madrid, the first

' Steiner, i. p. 75, No. 171 ; ii. p. 24S,

No. 1373.

^ C.I.L. iii. p. 962 ; Wiener Silziiiigs-

ber!chte,xi\-. (1855), p. 133.

=> C.I.L. ibid.

' Steiner, ii. p. 254, No. 1391.

^ Now in Pesth Museum {C.I.L. i/'u/.).

" C.I.L. vii. 1260.

Ibid. 1259 ; Vicloria County Hist, of

Hants, i. p. 282 (<].v. for other examples).

^ Cat. p. 73, No. 56 ; Epheni. E/'igr.

vii. (1892), p. 344.
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two lines of the Aciicid are written in excellent cursive

characters of the first century after Christ/

The Roman tiles, if rightly used, are found very useful for

judging the dates of buildings. For instance, a study of those

in the Pantheon showed that the walls were neither the original

ones nor those built by Agrippa in 27 B.C., but were restored

in the second century or supplied then with new brickwork.

On the other hand, the stamps from the Flavian amphitheatre

and Thermae Antoninianae confirm the dates of those buildings.

Those tiles which bear the name M. Aurelius Antoninus as

consul " seem to be the Emperor Caracalla's. In the time of

Diocletian the dates cannot be definitely ascertained, but

before his time the shape of the stamp is a good criterion.

Rectangular stamps are found in the best period, and in the

first century B.C. only one line of inscription is usual. Two
lines denote the period 50—100 A.D. or later ; semicircular or

lunate forms came into use under Claudius, and lasted to the

end of the first century
;

perfect circles belong to the same

period. The type with the cut-out orbicuhis came in about

Nero's reign, and the size of the orbicuhis gradually diminishes

down to that of Severus, while the inscriptions gradually

increase in length.''

A considerable number of the Roman tiles are inscribed

with the names of the consuls of the current year in which

they were made, presenting a long and interesting series, from

the consulship of L. Licinius Sura and C. Sosius Senecio

(a.d. 107) to that of Severus Alexander (A.D. 222). Many of

these consulships do not, however, appear to have been

recorded in the regular fasti consiilarcs or official lists, and

they were probably snffcdi, whose names were not recorded

after their temporary elevation. It seems likely that the

occurrence of consuls' names implies that such tiles were

destined for public buildings, and were so marked to prevent

their being stolen with impunity. They are fewer in number

than those which have merely the names of praedia or pot-

teries, but are yet sufficiently numerous to be an invaluable

' C.I.L. ii. 4967, 31 : cf. Victoria " E.g. B.M. E 149 : seep. 354.

County Hist, of Hants, i. p. 275. ^ See Dressel in C.I.L. xv. p. 10.
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aid in tracing the succession for upwards of sixty years.

Inscriptions of this class are only found on opus doliare, and

chiefly in Italy. Their appearance is probably due to some

law passed by the Senate about the reign of Trajan to regulate

the potteries. As an example may be given a tile from

Hooldorn in the Netherlands, inscribed SVB UIDIO IVLIANO •

COSS ^
; the date is A.D. 179, the name being that of the future

emperor (COSS is a mistake for COS).

The following examples are taken from Dr. Dressel's scheme

of the chronological order of the stamps," and show the style

of inscription characteristic of the different periods :

I. First century after Christ.

1. {(I) With name of master only (cither of praedia or

figlmae)

:

AsiHI Pollionis.

{b) With name of officitiator or potter :

C. Cosconi.

2. ia) Master and potter (often a slave) :

Fclicis Doniiti Aft i.

{b) Master and conductor (lessee of the pottery), or

potter :

Tcgnla C. Coscouiy fignli Asiui l''ollio7iis.

3. {(i) Master, potter, and name of potter}- :

Auioeni ditorum Douiitioruui Liicaui ct Tulli,

ex figlinis Caninianis.

{b) Master, lessee or potter, name of pottery :

T. Grei laniiari ex Jiglijiis Cauiniatiis duonim

Domitioruni.

II. Second century to third century.

I. {a) Ex pracdis L. Memnii Rufi.

{b) Opus doliar-e L. Bruttidi Augustalis.

L. Lurius Martialis fecit.

' Steiner, Cod. Inscr. Rom. Daiiiih. et p. 7. On p. 204 is given a list of

Rhem\ ii. p. 253, No. 1389. emperors whose names are found on the

- C.I.L. XV. p. 5 ff. For epigraphical tiles, from Trajan to Septimiiis Severus.

and grammatical peculiarities see ibia.
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2. (<?) Ex figlinis (vel pmedis) Doniitiae Lucillac, opus

dolicDX Terti Doviitiae Liicillae (vel ab Tcrtio

servo).

(/>) C. Coniini Proculi expraedis Doviitiae Luci/lae.

Ex figlinis O. Asini MaireHi doliare opus fecit C.

Nunnidius FortiDiatus.

Opus doliare ex praedis douiini u{ostri) ex cojiductioue

Puhliciaes Quiutiiiae.

3. {a) Ex figlinis (vel praedis) Caepionianis Plotiae

Isauricae, fornace Peculiaris servi.

{b) Opus doliare ex praedis duoruin Augustoruni nos-

troruju, figlinis Doviitiauis niinoribus, Fulvi

Priviitivi.

During the greater part of the third century chronological

indications are absent, but about the time of Diocletian the

practice of signatures is revived. The inscriptions, however,

differ now from the earlier ones, not only in the forms of the

letters and of the stamp, but also in style ; they are less regular

in form, and present several peculiarities. The expressions

opus doliare and ex figlinis are now no longer found, and in

place of the latter ofiicina is invariable. Many of the officinae

are the same as in the former period, but new ones, such as the

Britannica, Claudia, Gemella, and Jobia, occur, the latter with

the cognomen Diocletiana. Ofiicina is sometimes used twice

over, for the pottery and for the workshop. In place of praedia

we have such expressions as statio, rationes, or possessiones.

Formulae are introduced in an abbreviated form which give

the method of administration or character of the estates : as

R • S • P, ratio suniniae patrimonii or privatae ; S • P C, statio?/is

patrimonii Cacsaris ; S • R for siimmae rei or stationis Romanae
;

S • P for summae privatae or stationis patrimoiiii
; s R F for

sacrae j-ationis fisci ; or simply S for stationis or summarum}
Apparently several stationes might be united in one ofiicina^ or

several ofiicinae in one admijiistratio ; the number of the statio

is given in some instances. The name of the statio may be

' See for these abbreviations and expressions C.I.L. xv. p. 387.
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replaced by that of the potter ; or merely the aduiinistratio is

given, as OFF • PRIVATA. Besides the names of master, lessee,

and potter, that of the negotiator is sometimes mentioned. We
also find the por'tiis or depot in which the tegulae were stored

for distribution, as PORTU LICINI,' or the name of the building

for which they were destined, as PORTXS AVGVSTI,'- CASTRIS

PRAETORl(j) AVG(«5//) N((?J-/;7), HORREIS POSTVMIANIS.^ Some
tiles dug up in Lambeth Hill, London, on the site of the

Post Office, now in the British and Guildhall Museums,^ were

impressed with the letters P • P PR LON or PR BR • LON
(Fig. I96),which have been interpreted

as publicani proviiiciac Britanniac

Londinienscs^'

Tiles made for military purposes

are exceedingly common in the later

period, and the stamps probably had

a double use. In the first place, they

show that they were made by the

soldiers, from which wc learn that in

the legions, as in a modern army,

there were many men acquainted

with handicrafts. Secondly, they

prevented theft or removal of the tiles,

and served as a " broad arrow " to

denote public property. They are not, of course, found in

Rome, where there was no necessity for the legions to make
bricks or tiles ; here the camp seems to ha\'e been supplied by

private individuals.

Of special interest are the inscriptions stamped on tiles which

relate to the military divisions stationed throughout the pro-

vinces of the vast empire. These are found in soldiers' graves (see

above, p. 351), as well as in their camps and quarters; they

contain the names and titles of the legions, and mark the

extent of Roman conquest. Thus the route of the thirty

190. INbl Kllil.l

FROM LONDON.

B.M. E152.

C.I.L. xiv. 4089, I.

C.I.L. XV. 3, 4, xiv. 4089, 4.

Cat. p. Tl, Nos. 60-3.

^ C.I.L. vii. 1235 ; Roach-Smith,

Collect. A>itiq. \. p. 143 : see also

Jonrii, Brit. Arch. Assoc, xxxix. p. 389,
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legions through Germany has been traced ; and in Britain

an examination and comparison of such tiles shows the dis-

tribution of military force and the migrations of different

legions from one quarter to another. The stamps are in the

form of long labels {tesserae), circles, or crescents, occasionally

surrounded by a wreath, or else in the shape of a foot,

an ivy-leaf, or a vase ; the letters arc in relief, sharply im-

pressed, as if from a metal die. The names and titles of the

legions are given either in initials or in contractions, as

LEG 11 v{art/iicae), and so on (see above, p. 351) ; sometimes the

potter's name is added, with FIGVLVS or FECIT.'

The tiles of the first legion have been found at Mainz and

Nimeguen ; those of the second, or Parthian, at Darmstadt,

Ems, Hooldorn, Caerlcon, and the Lake of Nemi -
; of the

third, in Scotland ; of the fourth, at Mainz ; of the fifth, in

Scotland, and at Baden, Cleves, Xanten, and Nimeguen ; of the

sixth, at Nimeguen, Neuss, Aix-la-Chapelle, Darmstadt, and

Windisch ; the seventh, at Aix-la-Chapellc and Xanten ; the

eighth, at Mainz, Baden, and elsewhere ; the ninth, at Baden

and York ; the tenth, at Nimeguen, Hooldorn, Vienna, and

Jerusalem ; the twentieth, at Chester ^ ; and so on down to

the thirtieth.^ At Bonn tiles have been found of the Legio

CisrJieiiaua on the left bank of the Rhine, and of the Legio

TraiisrJtenaria on the right bank. Cohorts have also left their

names on tiles : the second Asturian at Aesica on the Roman
Wall '

; the fourth {Breiicoriun), at Huddersfield ^
; the fourth

Vindelician, at Frankfurt, Mainz, and Wiesbaden ''

; the Ulpian

Pannonian at Buda-Pesth.* The vexillatioiies, whose main

body was at Nimeguen, are similarly recorded ; a British

vexillatio was attached to the army at Hooldorn ^ and Nismes,

' Numerousexamples of these legionary for Dacia, Pannonia, and the East; for

stamps will be found in Steiner's Codex Germany, Steiner, op. cit. passim, and

Inscr. Rom. Danithii ct Rheni (1851) ;
Bouiicr Jahrbiicher, index to vols. I-60.

they will presumably be republished in '' C.I.L. vii. 1228.

the forthcoming part of vol. xiii. of the '^ Ibid. 1231 : see Roach-Smith. ///.

Latin Corpus. Rout. London, p. I16.

- C.I.L. xiv. 4090, 2. ' Wilmanns, Exempla, 2804.

' C.L.L. vii. 1225. ** C.L.L. iii. 3756.

^ See generally C.L.L. iii. Suppl. i, =' Steiner, ii. p. 250, No. 1379.
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and another to that of Lower Germany, as instanced by tiles

inscribed \'EX EX • G • INF {yexillatio exoxitus Gervianiae

inferloris), found at Utrecht and Nimeguen in the Netherlands,

and at Xanten in Germany.' Tiles of the British fleet, QlXassis)

^^(Jtaunicd), have been found at Boulogne, L}-mpne, and Dover.-

2. TERRACOTTA MURAL RELIEFS

Terracotta mural decoration was largely emplo)'ed by the

Romans for the interior and exterior of their buildings, in the

form of slabs, ornamented with reliefs, which were placed round

the impluvium or on the walls. Sometimes they seem to have

formed a sort of hanging " curtain " round the lower edge of

the cornice, as the open-work patterns along the edges seem to

imply, a method of decoration which we have already met with

at Civita Lavinia (Vol. I. p. 10 1), where also the hanging slabs

are bordered with patterns in outline or open-work. But, as

also at Civita Lavinia, these slabs seem to have been frequently

used as anUpagDioita,^ being pierced with holes, which im.ply

that they were nailed against the walls. In the Casa dei Cccilii

at Tusculum there is evidence that they were used as wall-

friezes,* and those found at Pompeii (where they are very rare)

also have holes for fastening to walls. It may be to the first-

named variety that Festus refers when he speaks of ajitefixa of

fictile work which are affixed to the walls underneath the gutters.'

There is also a reference to them in Cicero, who, in writing to

Atticus, says, " I entrust to you the bas-reliefs {typos) which I

shall insert in the cornice of my little atrium." ^

The slabs are usually about 18 inches long by 9 or more

high, and i to 2 inches thick ; they have nearly all been

found at Rome, but specimens are also known from Civita

Lavinia, Cervetri, Nemi, Pompeii, and Atri in Picenum." The

' Marini, /s-c;-/;. rt///. (/(j/Zar/, No. 1382 ;
^ Campana, Aut. opere in plastica,

Wilmanns, Exeinpia, 2805 h. p. 31.

-' C.I.L. vii. 1226; Roach-Smith, ///. ^ S.v. Antefixa or Impluvium.

Rom. London, p. 1 12; Blanche!, yl/<.'7rt«^vj " Ep. ad Alt. i. 10.

Gallo-romaines, ii. p. no. ' B.M. D543, 576, 594; Rout. Millh.

^ Vilr. iv. 6. 1886. p. 173 ; Notizie degli Scavi, 1901,

p. 188.
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British Museum possesses a very fine series, numbering, with

fragments, one hundred and sixty, nearly all of which were

collected by Mr. Charles Towneley at Rome ^ ; and there is

an equally fine collection in the Louvre, which came from

Signor Campana, who devoted a large work to the illustration

of them.- Other good examples, some of which were found in

the Baths of Caracalla, are in the various collections at Rome.^

The reliefs were evidently cast in moulds, as many subjects

are repeated over and over again, or at least with only slight

differences ; moreover, the relief is low, with sharp and definite

outlines, such as a mould would produce. Among the British

Museum examples a group of Eros, a Satyr, and a Maenad is

repeated in three cases (D 520-522), with no variations except

in the colouring ; another of Dionysos and Satyr three times

(D 528-530), with only one small variation. It is evident that

in the latter, as in some other cases, the relief had been retouched

before baking. Reliefs entirely modelled are of much rarer

occurrence, but exhibit considerable artistic feeling and freedom,

as in an instance in the British Museum (D 651), which represents

the sleeping Endymion ; the hair is so fine and deeply cut that

it could not possibly have been produced from a mould. The
moulds may have been made of various materials—wood, stone,

metal, or gypsum, as well as terracotta. Circular holes are left

in the slabs for the plugs—usually of lead—by which they were

attached to the woodwork or masonry. The clay varies in

quality and appearance, being often coarser than that of Greek

reliefs, and mixed with coarse sand in order to make it stronger

and more durable ; in tone it varies from a pale buff to dark

reddish-brown. Traces of colouring are often found on the

slabs,* and the background in some cases (as B.M. D 577,

623) was coloured a bright blue ; the figures, or more often

details such as hair, etc., were usually painted red, yellow,

' Cat. 501-660. It has been stated, Archaeological Institute.

but on what authority is unknown, that ^ See Helbig's Fiihrer, ii. pp. 272,

they were found in a well near the Porta 408 IT.

Latina, together with a series of statues * Cf. Pliny, H.N. xxxvi. 189 : Agrippa

discussed below (p. 373). in thermis figulinum opus encausto pinxit

:

- A collective publication of these see also Vol. I. p. 119.

reliefs is being prepared by the German
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purple, or white. These colours are not fired, as in the earlier

terracotta reliefs, but painted in tempera, and their use is

entirely conventional. The slabs are ornamented above and

below with bands or cornices in the form of egg-and-tongue

mouldings, or a system of palmettes and intersecting arches
;

these are sometimes in low relief on a band, sometimes partly

in outline or open-work.

The figures are mostly in low relief, being usually grouped

with large flat surfaces between, in the manner of Hellenistic

art ; in some cases the design is composed in such a way that

the whole surface (except the principal figures) is occupied by

patterns of scroll-work or foliage, more or less conventional.

The compositions are either in the form of narrow friezes,

usually with rows of busts or figures of Cupids, or square

metope-like groups with two or three figures on a large scale.

For the narrower slabs the busts were preferred, owing to the

scope they gave for high relief, which better suited the distance

from the eye ; but this rule is not invariable. The style is, in

general, bold and vigorous, and, though essentially architectural,

not devoid of dignity and beauty ; but it is somewhat conven-

tional, and at times even archaistic' Those found at Pompeii

are usually of remarkably good style, especially the Nereid

frieze,^ with its rich colouring. These are earlier than the

earthquake of A.u. 6}), and probably belong to the Augustan

period, to which also the majority may be assigned. On one

or two names of potters are found, such as Annia Arescusa(na)

and M. Antonius Epaphras in the British Mu.seum.'

The subjects on these reliefs cover a very wide field, almost

as wide as those on the painted vases, and quite as wide as those

on the Roman lamps. In many cases they are doubtless copies

of well-known works of art, and may even go back to prototypes

of the fifth century, as in the case of a figure of a girl in

the British Museum (D 648), or one of Eros, conceived as a

full-grown youth, in the Campana collection.^ Others, again,

present points of comparison with the Hellenistic reliefs, as is

^ 'i(t% B.M. Cat. of Terracottas,^. \\\\. ^ D 626-27 : cf. Jahrcshefte, 1903,
- Von Rohden, Terracotten von Pom- p. 25.

peii, pi. 20 : see also pis. 21, 23. ^ Ant. opere in plastica, pi. 14.
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the case with that representing the visit of Dionysos to a mortal

(B.M. D 531). Lastly, we find in the reliefs, as also on the

Arretine vases (below, p. 492), a series of types closely related to

the New Attic reliefs, in which it was sought to revive an older

style ^; among the types borrowed from these originals are

Maenads in frenzy or dancing in various attitudes," and the

figures of the four Seasons.^ Among those which reflect the

character of their time rather than the spirit of Greek art, we
have representations of Egyptian landscapes, or Egyptian deities

and emblems ; scenes from the circus or gladiatorial arena

;

and quasi-historical subjects, such as triumphs over barbarian

enemies. Of mythological subjects, the most popular are

Dionysiac scenes or groups ; next to these, Apollo, Aphrodite,

Eros, and Victory. Heroic legend is represented by the labours

of Theseus, Herakles, Perseus, and Jason, and occasional scenes

from the Iliad and Odyssey. Lastly, there are a certain

number which are purely decorative, with a single figure of

Eros or Victory (treated in archaistic fashion), or an ideal

head surrounded by elaborate and graceful scrolls or acanthus

foliage ; others, again, have conventional groups of two priestesses

or canephori, with a candelabrum or a foliated pattern between

(Plate LXH.), a mask between two Cupids, and so on. Even

the figures in some cases tail off into conventional patterns.*

To mention a few of the more interesting subjects in detail,

it may suffice to quote examples from the two best-known

collections—those of the British Museum and Louvre. Beginning

with the Olympian deities, we have the infant Zeus in the cave

On Mount Ida, protected by the Curetes, who dance above him,

wielding swords and shields (Plate LXI.) ; in one instance he

is in his nurse's arms.^ On a narrow frieze the busts of Zeus,

Ares, Plera, and Athena are represented " ; Apollo receives a

libation from Victory,' or a warrior consults his oracle, indicated

by a bird in a cage*; Aphrodite is seen riding on a sea-horse

' Hauser, Neiiattisclie Kelii'fs, pp. in, p. 48S.

128. * B.M. D561 ; Campana, pis. 27, 41.

- B.M. D 520, 527 ; Campana, pis. ^ B.M. D 501 ; Campana, pis. 1-2.

47-8. " Campana, pi. 3.

^ B.M. D 583-85 ; Campana, pis. 61, ' B.M. D 505 ; Campana, pi. 18.

62: cf. the Arretine krater, Fig. 219, * B.M. D 507 ; Campana, pi. 19.
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or on a goose.' Eros or Cupid appears in various attitudes and

combinations of figures : flying, embracing Psyche, or being

embraced by a Satyr; accompanying Aphrodite, Triton, and the

Nereids ; a pair on either side of a mask of Triton or Medusa
;

or a group of three struggHng under the weight of a heavy

garland of fruit and flowers.^ Busts or masks of Demeter,'' Zeus

Ammon, and Triton are also found ; a group of Aphrodite and

Peitho ; and the three Eleusinian deities, Demcter, Persephone,

and lacchos.*

The Dionysiac scenes are very frequent, though often of little

interest, and mere groups without definite action. The best

known is the reception of Dionysos in the house of a mortal,^

a subject formerly interpreted as his reception by Ikarios at

Athens (cf p. 139); this type is remarkable for its rich and

elaborate composition, probabl}' derived from a Hellenistic

original. A very effective composition is that of a dancing Satyr

and Maenad swinging the infant Dionysos in a \lkvov {vatiuiis)

or winnowing-van, which serves as his cradle (Plate LXII.).*'

Among other scenes may be mentioned Dion}'sos giving drink

to a panther ; two Satyrs standing on tiptoe to peep into a

laver ; Satya-s gathering or pressing grapes (of which many
replicas exist), or working an oil-press; Ampelos (the personified

vine) between two Sat\Ts'; Bacchic processions, sacrifices, or

ceremonies ; and friezes of Bacchic masks and masks of Pan.''

Among other deities Victory is by far the most common.
She is usually represented slaying a bull for sacrifice, a subject

of which there are two principal varieties, according as she turns

to right or left. The motive is a well-known one, and found in

fifth- and fourth-century art, from the balustrade of the Nike

temple at Athens onwards.''^ She is also depicted flying with

a wreath, or as a conventional archaistic figure between tendrils

and scrolls.'^ Of the figures of the Seasons we have already

' B..M. D 508-9 ; Campana, pi. lo. •^ B. M. D 525 ; Campana, pi. 50: see

- B.M. D 510-24; Campana, pis. 9-10, J. U.S. xxiii. p. 295.

15. S3> 88, 102-3. ' See for these B.M. D 526, 534-52.
' Helbig 1459 = Oveibeck, Ktinstviy- " Campana, pis. 26, 31, 35-7, 43-6.

thol. Atlas, pi. 16, 8. ' B.M. D 553-60.

' Campana, pis. 7-8, 13, 16-7. '" B.M. D 569-79: cf./.i^.^'. vii. p. 284.
5 B.M. D 531 : cf. Campana, pis. 29-30. " B.M. D 566-68 ; Campana, pis. 86 ff.

VOL. II. 24
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spoken ; they arc characterised by the attributes they carry, as

a kid for Spring, corn for Summer, fruit for Autumn, and a hare

and boar for Winter. Masks of Medusa, Sirens, and Sphinxes

(both male and female) are found in compositions of a decorative

character.

Of heroic legends, the rape of the Leukippidae by Castor and

Pollux is repeated more than once '
; Herakles is seen contending

with the Nemeah lion, the hydra, and the Cretan bull, and with

Apollo for the Delphic tripod -
; Theseus raises the rock which

discloses his father's weapons (Plate LXI.), contends with the

Marathonian bull, or overcomes a Centaur
;
Jason builds the

Argo, superintended by Athena, and, assisted by Medeia, obtains

the golden fleece ; Perseus rescues Andromeda, and brings the

Medusa's head to Athena ; Aktaeon is slain by his hounds.^

The Homeric scenes include Paris carrying off Helen from

Sparta (or, as some interpret it, Pelops with Hippodameia)
;

Nestor healing the wounded Machaon with a potion * ; Priam

bringing offerings to Achilles ; Penelope mourning for the

absent Odysseus ; Odysseus recognised by Eurykleia ; and

Orestes on the Delphic omphalos.^ There are also numerous

semi-mythical scenes, such as combats between Amazons and

Gr}'phons, between Amazons and Greeks, or between Arimaspi

and Gryphons."

With the exception of the Roman subjects from the circus

and arena, the remaining subjects are purely decorative, and of

little interest ; the former, some of which have reference to the

conquest of Dacia, admit of the dating of the reliefs in the

reign of Trajan. Others depict gladiators contending with

lions ; chariots racing in the circus, which is indicated by the

obelisks and other adornments of the spina ; or colonnades

adorned with statues of boxers and victorious athletes.'' Some
of the Egyptian subjects are interesting for their local colouring,

' Campana, pi. 55; Helbig, I179. 66-67, 71-73; Helbig, 1190, 1456.

2 Campana, pis. 20-4; Helbig, 1180. '' B.M. D611-617; Campana, pis.

' B.M. D 592-605 ; Campana, pis. 74-81.

56-58, 63-65, 68; Helbig, 1188. ' B.M. D 624-632; Campana, pis.

* Otherwise interpreted, Helbig, 89-96 ; Helbig, 1466 ; and see Jahres-

Fiihrer-, ii. p. 418. hefie, 1903, p. 16 ff.

' B.M. D 606-609 ; Campana, pis.
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with their representations of the Nile, on which pygmies ply

a boat, among hippopotami, crocodiles, and lotos-flowers, and

ibises^ ; but these compositions are more curious than artistically

effective.

II. Sculpture

I. ROMAN STATUES AND STATUETTES

In the earlier ages of Rome the laws and institutions, based

without doubt on the sentiments of the people, were unfavour-

able to art. Numa was said to have prohibited the representation

of the deity in human form,-' and the statues of great men were

not allowed to exceed three Roman feet. To women the privi-

lege of having statues was not conceded until much later. I'liny

constantly compares the luxury of his own day with the simplicity

of early times, to the disadvantage of the former, dwelling fondly

on the times when men could be content with plain terracotta

images, and it was not necessary or possible to make a dispku'

of silver and gold.

Most of the ancient statues of the Romans were of terra-

cotta, a fact to which constant allusion is made by their writers.

Juvenal speaks of " a fictile Jove, not spoiled by gold " ' and

Propertius speaks of the early days of the golden temples, when
their gods were only of clay.^ Similarly Pliny expresses his

surprise that, since statuary in Italy goes back to such a

remote period, statues of clay should even in his day still be

preferred in the temples.' Vitruvius alludes to the favourite

Tuscan fishion of ornamenting pediments with signa fictilia^'

examples of which, he says, may be seen in the temple of Ceres

in the Circus Maximus (see below), and the temple of Hercules

at Pompeii. Cicero speaks of a statue of Summanus on the

pediment of the Capitoline temple " which at that time was

of terracotta,"^ and Livy ** tells how in 21 1 B.C. a figure of Victory

' B.M. D 633-63S ; Campana, pis. ' i¥.A'. xxxiv. 34 ; and see xxxv. 158.

114, 115. 8 iii. 2(3), 5.

- Plutarch, Vit. Num. viii. 8. ' De Div. i. 10, 16.

* Sat. xi. 116. " xxvi. 23.

« iv. (v.), I, 5.
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on the apex of the pediment of the temple of Concord was struck

by lightning and fell, but was caught on the antefixal ornaments,

also figures of Victory, and there stuck fast. Though not stated

to be of terracotta, these figures would hardly be of any other

material at that period. Other allusions may be found in Ovid

and Seneca.'

In the early days of the Republic art was clearly at a very

low ebb— in fact, Roman art can hardly be said to have existed

—

and everything was either borrowed from the Etruscans or im-

ported from Greece. Hence the statues of terracotta which

adorned their temples are spoken of as signa Tiiscanica. The

most celebrated works in ancient Rome were made by artists

of Vcii or the Volscian Fregellae, such as the famous quadriga

on the pediment of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, and the

statue of the god himself, described elsewhere (p. 314), which

were made by Veientine artists in the time of Tarquinius Priscus.

Numa, ever attentive to Roman arts and institutions, is said to

have founded a corporation or guild of potters.'^ In 493 B.C.

Gorgasos and Damophilos, natives of Himera in Sicily, orna-

mented with terracotta reliefs and figures the temple of Ceres

at Rome (now Santa Maria in Cosmedin).-' Their work, which

is alluded to by Vitruvius in the passage referred to above, was

probably Greek rather than Etruscan in style, as we have seen

to be the case generally with the archaic terracotta relief-work

of Italy (p. 317). In the reign of Augustus the temple was

restored, and so great was the esteem in which the works of

these old masters were held that they were taken out of the

walls and framed in wood.

CominfT down to later times, Possis, " who made fruit and

bunches of grapes," and Arkesilaos are cited by Pliny,^ on the

authority of Varro, as modellers in clay. The latter made for

Julius Caesar a statue of Venus, which, although unfinished, was

highly prized. Pliny also mentions a terracotta figure of Fclicitas

made by order of Lucullus.^' It seems probable that the extensive

' Ovid, Fast. i. 202 ; Seneca, Cons, ad ^ Pliny, H.N. x.wv. 154.

Helv. 10, 7 : cf. Ep. 31 (iv. 2, 11). * Ibid. 155.

- Pliny, H.N, xxxv. 159; Plut. Vit. * Ibid. 156.

Nit III. 17.
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use of terracotta was mainly due to the absence of white marble

in Italy, none being discovered till imperial times. The siege

of Corinth, which unfolded to the eyes of the Romans an entirely

new school of art in the quantities of Greek masterpieces carried

by Mummius to Rome, as also the conquest of Magna Graecia

and other parts of Greece, caused the old fashion of sculpture

in terracotta to fall into contempt and neglect. Henceforth

the temples of the gods and houses of the nobility became

enriched and beautified with the spoils of Greek art in all

materials. Even at an earlier period (195 B.C.) Cato in vain

protested against the invading flood of luxury, and especially

against the new taste in sculpture. " Hateful, believe me," says

he, " are the statues brought from S\-racusc into this city.

Already do I hear too many who praise and admire the

ornaments of Corinth and Athens, and deride the terra-

cotta antefixes of the Roman gods. For my part I prefer

these propitious gods, and hope they will continue to be so, if

we allow them to remain in their places." ' Yet up to the close

of the Republic, and even later, great works continued to be

executed in terracotta, and were much esteemed." The statue

made for Lucullus is an instance, and existing statues in this

material, which we shall shortly discuss, arc probably of early

Imperial date.

Few statues of any size in this material have escaped the

ravages of time, but there are some specimens to be seen in

our museums. In the Vatican is a figure of Mercury about

life-size,'^ and in the British Museum a colossal torso,' to which

the head and limbs had been mortised separately. A head

of a youth from a large statue, found on the Esquiline, was

exhibited in 1888 at the Burlington Fine Arts Club.'' A scries

of female figures, including a seated Athena, ranging from

two to four feet in height, was found in a well near the Porta

Latina at Rome in 1767.'' They were purchased by the sculptor

Nollekens, who restored them and sold them to Mr. Towneley,

' Livy, xxxi. 4. ^ Froehner's Cat. No. 249.

- Cf. Pliny, H.N. xxxv. 155. " B.M. Cat. of Terracottas, D 431-437,
' Helbig, Fiihrer, ii. p. 272, No. 1 177. and see ibid. p. xiii ; .ilso Siuitli, A'ol-

* Cat. D 439. Ukcns and his Times, i. p. 10.
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from whom they were acquired for the British Museum. They

are made of the same clay as the mural reliefs already described,

and are supposed to have decorated a garden. Some of them

have been identified, on somewhat slight authority, as the

Muses Ourania, Calliope, and Thaleia ; there are also two

terminal busts of the bearded Indian Bacchus, which show

some traces of conventional archaism in their style. Other

large figures have been found at Nemi and Ardea in Latium,

the latter being now in the Louvre.'

At Pompeii in 1766 three pieces of colossal sculpture in terra-

cotta were found in the temple of Aesculapius, representing

a male and female deity and a bust of Minerva with her shield.

The two former used to be identified as Aesculapius and

Hygicia, but it is more probable that they are Jupiter and

Juno, making, with the bust, the triad of Capitoline deities,-

a subject found on lamps at Pompeii. The execution is careful,

and they seem to date from the latter half of the first

century B.C. They formed the cult-statues of the temple.

Other statues appear to have been employed for adorning

gardens, or for niches in private houses, among which are a

portrait of a seated physician of great originality,^ a nude

boy, and two actors.* A figure of Eros appears to have

been attached to a wall as an ornament ; a fragment of

a colossal Minerva found in a niche near the Porta Marina

is an excellent example of sculpture of the first century B.C.

Plgures were also emplo\ed as architectural members, such

as the Atlantcs supporting the entablature in the tcpidarimii

of the Thermae in the P^orum," dating from the Augustan

period ; the former seem to be copied from originals in tufa.

Of later date is a Caryatid figure, probably of the Neronian

epoch." These sculptures are all of great importance for the

history of art at the end of the first century B.C., and as showing

the continued popularity of terracotta ; the fashion, however,

' Pettier, Staliielles de Terre Ciiii
,

=* Von Rohden, pi. 32.

P- 233. " Ibid. pis. 34-35.

- Von Rohden, Terracotieii von Pom- * Ibid. pi. 19, fig. 2.

peii, pi. 29, p 18, 21 ; Pettier, op. cit. * Ibid. pi. 25 : cf. pi. 26.

p. 230. ' Ibid. pi. 24, 2.
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did not outlive the reign of Nero, and all those in Pompeii

must be anterior to the earthquake of A.D. 6t,.

Sculptors sometimes made preliminary models in clay of

the statues which they intended to execute in bronze and

marble. This was not a common practice with the Greeks,

and the first sculptor who made use of it, according to Pliny,

^

was Lysistratos, the brother of Lysippos. But at Rome in

the time of Augustus it became much more frequent ; Pasiteles

is said b\- Pliny-' never to have made a statue except in this

manner. These models, known as proplasuuxta, were much
sought after, as exhibiting the artist's style and powers of

conception in the most free and unfettered manner, and those

of Arkesilaos, another artist of the period, fetched a high price."*

Terracotta statuettes, similar in proportions and subjects

to those of Greece, are found in houses and tombs of the Roman
period, and also as votive objects on sacred sites. They were

known to the Romans as sigi'l/a, and were employed as to)'S

and presents, or placed in the lararia or domestic shrines
;

the same subjects are found applied to all these uses. Thus

in the lararia were placed not only figures of deities, such as

Venus, Mercury, or Bacchus, but masks, busts of children,

and so on.^ Sometimes they served to decorate the walls, as

in the house of Julia P^elix at Pompeii, where in the wall

surrounding the garden were eighteen niches, containing

alternately marble terms and terracotta figures, one of the

latter representing a woman feeding a prisoner with her own
milk.' In the Via Holconia forty-three terracotta figures from

a workshop were found, showing that there was a local manu-
facture at Pompeii ; the types were the same as in the houses.*"'

It is noteworthy that the terracottas, of which some two hundred

have been found, were nearly all from the lower parts of the

city and the inferior houses, or in the domestic quarters of

' H.N. XXXV. 153. p. 11.

Ibid. 156. * Cf. Von Rohden, op. cit. p. 24.

' Ibid. 155 : see also on this subject ^ Ibid.: cf. also pis. 35-36. 41, 47. For

Wickhoff, Romati Art, English edn., the subject of the feeding of the prisoner

\>. 42 ; Blumner, Technologie, iii. p. 190 ; cf. Classical Review, 1901, p. 93.

Gardner, Handbook of Gk. Sculpture, * Ibid. pi. 42, pp. 25, 53.
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the large houses. This impHes that the richer Romans preferred

bronze statuettes for their shrines and household decoration.

Comparatively few were found in tombs.

A few notices relating to terracotta figures are found in Roman
authors. Martial speaks of a statuette of Hercules, which he

calls sigilliim ^
; he also alludes to a caricature of a man which

was so repulsive that Prometheus could only have made it when
intoxicated at the Saturnalia, and to a grotesque mask of a

Batavian.^' In another epigram he refers to the imitation of

a well-known statue of a boy in terracotta.^ Persius speaks

of clay dolls {pupae) dedicated by a maiden to Venus,^ and

Achilles Tatius of clay figures of Marsyas made by coroplatJii^

Elagabalus, by way of a jest, used to place viands made of

earthenware before his parasitical guests, and force them to

enjoy a Barmecide feast.**

There is also an interesting passage in the Satires of Macrobius

relating to the festival of the Sigillaria,^ at which large numbers

of terracotta masks and figures were in demand. This festival

took place on the twelfth to the tenth days before the Kalends

of January, forming the fifth to seventh days of the Saturnalia,

and corresponding to the 21st to 23rd of December. Ausonius

says that the festival was so named from the sigilla or figurines,^

and Macrobius more explicitly states that it was added to the

Saturnalia to extend the religious festival and time of public

relaxation.'-' Subsequently he diverges into an excursus on the

origin of the feast, more curious than convincing. Epicadus

is quoted by him as referring it to the story of Hercules on

his return from slaying Geryon, when he threw into the river

from the Pons Sublicius images of men which represented his

lost travelling-companions, in order that they might be carried

by the sea to their native shores.^" His own view is that they

' xiv. 178. ^ De fer. rom. 31 (Teubner edn. p.

- Ibid. 176, 182. 105); but see Marquardt, Staatsverwal-

' Ibid. 171. (I'l'g-) iii- P- S^S-
* ii. 70 : cf. Lactant. Div. Inst. ii. 4. " Sat. i. 10, 23.

^ iii. 15- '" Cf. the ceremony of the Argei on
" Lampridius, Vit, 25. the Ides of May (Preller-Jordan, Rom.
• i. 10, 23 and 11, 46: cf. Warde Mythol. ii. p. 135).

Fowler, Roman Festivals, p. 272.
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represent expiatory offerings {piacuhx) to Saturn, each man
offering an oscilliim or mask on his own behalf in the chapel

of that god. Hence, he says, sigilla were made by the potter

and put on sale at the Saturnalia.^ Elsewhere he states that

clay oscilla were given to children as playthings at this season

even before they had learned to walk." The festival was

indulged in by all classes of society, who vied in making

presents of statuettes and figures to one another "' ; and we are

told that Hadrian exchanged gifts with others, and even sent

them to those who did not expect to receive them.^ Similarly,

Caracalla, when a child, gave to his tutors and clients, as a mark

of condescension, those which he had received from his parents.'^

From the use of this word sigiila (a diminutive of sigiium),

for terracotta figures, the makers came to be

known as sigillarii, or figuli sigillatorcs^ and a

street in which they lived was known as the V^ia

Sigillaria'' There was also a market for the

sale of sigilla for the feast near the Pantheon.*^

Although the names of makers are constantly

found on Roman lamps and pottery, as well as

the tiles, they are very seldom found on statu-

ettes, with the exception mentioned below of

those found in Gaul. But the name of O. Velius

Primus, in a sort of mixture of Greek and Latin,

is found in raised letters on a mask of a Satyr

in the British Museum (D 177 = P'ig. 197), and

other names are occasionally found on the

moulds. The social condition of the Roman
potter seems to have been much lower than that of the Greek,

who was often a person of respectable position ; but this may
be partly due to the fact that his clientele was drawn mainly

from the poorer classes. He was generally a slave, sometimes

a barbarian, and even the masters of the potteries were only

FIG. 197.

MASK OF SATYR,

WITH NAME OF

Q. VELIUS PRIMUS
(URIT. MUS.).

' Sa/. i. II, 46-49: of. Preller-Jordan,

lor. cil.

- Sal. i. II, I.

^ Cf. Seneca, E/. 12 (i. 12, 3), and

other references given by Blunmer,

Technol. ii. p. 125.

^ Spartianus, Vit. Hadn'aiii, 17.

^ Id. Vit. Carac. I.

^ Orelli, Inscr. Lat. 4279, 4191.

• Suet. Claud. 16, Nero 28 ; Gellius,

ii. 3, 5, V. 4, I.

" Dio Cass. lix. 6 ; Cell. ii. 3, 5.
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freedmen. As we saw in the case of the tile-makers, the potters

often worked on the estates of wealthy or influential people,

from which their clay was obtained. More details of Roman
potters will be found in the sections dealing with tiles and

lamps.

On the technical aspect of Roman terracotta figures little

need be said. The processes were practically the same as those

described in Chapter III. when dealing with the Greek terra-

cottas. Large figures were made from models {proplasinata)

and built up in several pieces on a wooden framework, known
as crux or stipes} A reference to this method may be traced

in a fable of Phaedrus,-' which describes Prometheus as having

made human figures in clay in separate pieces, and, on returning

from a supper with Bacchus, joined them together wrongly,

so that the sexes became confused. The smaller figures were

all made from moulds, by means of which they could be repeated

with but slight alterations. Few statuettes seem to have been

made after the second century of the Empire.

The range of subjects in Roman terracottas is much the

same as in the Greek figures of the Hellenistic period. At
Pompeii genre figures predominate, including such types as

gladiators, athletes in the circus, slaves carrying bundles, and

personages in Roman costume.^ A favourite type at Pompeii

is a mask of a youth in a Phrygian cap.^ There is a decided

preference shown for portraits and grotesques. Von Rohden,'''

in dealing with the question of the extent to which these figures

represent Greek or purely Roman types, considers that although

the influence of the former is still strong, yet they are marked

by such wide differences that they must be ranked in the latter

category. He dates them in the time of Vespasian, in which

the decadence which had begun with the later Hellenistic age

is in the Roman fabrics still more strongly accentuated. The
style is negligent, the proportions faulty, and the art of colouring

' Tert. ApjL 12 and ad N'at. i. 12 ;
^ Von Rohden, pis. 36-45.

the Greek word is Ko.va.fio'i: see Vol. I. ' Ibid. p. 21, fig. 14.

p. III. ^ Op. lit. p. 22 : see also Pettier,

- iv. 15. Statuettes dc Terre Cuite, p. 235.
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practically lost. They are only redeemed from insignificance

by the taste for portraiture and the interest which attaches to

the reproduction of motives borrowed from contemporary life.

The Pompeii figures may serve as typical Roman terra-

cottas, but they are also found elsewhere in Italy, as well as

in other parts of the Roman Empire ; nearly all, however, are

of inferior merit and execution. At Praeneste in 1878, on

the site of the temple of Fortuna Primigenia, were found genre

figures and votive objects,^ and similar ex votos have come

to light at Gabii.- At Nemi figures have been found which

are obviously of Roman date, some of considerable size.^

From time to time finds have been made in Rome, and there

is a pretty little head in the British Museum found in the

Tiber (D 383), which, however, may be of Greek workmanship.

The industry also extended from Rome to the provinces,

and even in Britain terracotta figures are sometimes found,

as at Richborough * ; at Caistor, by Norwich, a terracotta head

of Diana, of fairly good style, is recorded.'' There are also in

the Guildhall Museum some terracottas in the coarse red clay

which characterises most of the British examples : a Venus

on a swan ; a female head with turreted crown, of archaistic

style, from Finsbury ; and a large figure of Proserpina holding

a fruit, of very fair st}lc, from Liverpool Street.'* A figure of a

boy on horseback is or was in the Museum of Practical Geology.'

2. GAULISH TERRACOTTAS

In Gaul there appear to have been very extensive manu-

factures of terracottas, but not anterior to the conquest by

Julius Caesar in 58 B.C. These statuettes were made for the

Roman colonists, who introduced the types of their own
religious conceptions, but the makers w^ere local craftsmen.

Potteries have been unearthed at Moulins on the banks of

' Fernique, Praeneste, pp. 1 66, 211 ft.
"' Victoria County Hist, of Norfolk,

'' Paris, £latc'e, p. 156. p. 291.

^ Rom. Mitth. 1886, p. 176 : cf. Ar- ''' Cat. p. 71, Nos. 39, 46; p. 70,

chaeologia, 1. pis. 8, 9. No. 30.

* Wright, Celt, Komaii, and Saxon\ ' Handlwol: of British Pottery, 1893,

p. 281. p. 77.
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the Allicr, and in Auvergne and other parts of France, and

even in Germany, where one was discovered at Heiligen-

berg in Alsace, and others on the Rhine (see below, p. 384).

The finds on the Allier, made in 1857, give a practically

complete survey of the subjects ; they are all now collected

in the museums of Moulins and St. Germain, and were fully

published at the time in a w^ork by M. Tudot.' The figures

found here are not from tombs, but were unearthed from the

sites of the potteries and from ruins of buildings ; they are

all made in a peculiar white clay, whereas the figures of the

Gironde district are grey or black, and those of the Rhine

Valley reddish, like those of Britain. The technique resembles

that of the Roman figures ; there is no vent-hole, and they

usually stand on a conical base ; the modelling is very heavy,

and the latest specimens are absolutely barbaric.

Until recently the subject of Gaulish terracottas had been

greatly neglected ; Tudot's plates were useful, but his te.xt

unsatisfactory and devoid of method, there being no proper

description of the plates. M. Pottier has given a good summary
of his work, and M. Heron de Villefosse has also dealt with

some aspects of the subject.- But they had not been treated

as a whole and in relation to the subject of ancient terracottas

in general until 1891, when an important memoir by M. Blanchet

appeared, in which a complete survey of the Gaulish terracottas

was given.^ This must of necessity form the basis of the

present account.

In dealing with the technical character of the terracottas

found in Gaul, M. Blanchet points out that the white clay of

which many are made (e.£: those from^ the Allier valley) is not

universal ; some are made of red or grey clay, which has turned

white in the baking, apparently by a process analogous to that

used by the Chinese for porcelain, others arc actually covered

with a white oigobe like the Greek terracottas. This appears

' Figurines en Argile (1859) : see for ^ Mi-moires de la Soc. Nat. des

abstracts Roach-Smith in Collect. Antiq. Antiqiiaires de France, li. (1891), p.

vi. p. 486"., and Pottier, Statuettes de 65 ff., with a supplement in vol. Ix.

Terre Cuite, ^. 22)6. (1901), p. iSgff.

- J^ev. Arch. xi. (1888), p. 145 ff.
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to have been done with a view to subsequent colouring, which

in nearly all cases has quite disappeared ; but statuettes with

remains of colouring, made of purely red clay, have recently

been found in the neighbourhood of the Moselle and in

Germany.^ M. Blanchet quotes an example in the Museum
at Angers, with the name of the maker, P FABI • NICIAE, which

is coated with a lead glaze like the enamelled wares described

in Chapter III. He considers that the moulds from which they

were made were often of bronze, and that bronze models were

used as copies ; but that they were also of terracotta is clear from

the numerous examples given by Tudot. A terracotta mould

for a figure of Venus Anadyomenc, found at Clermont-Ferrand,

is in the British Museum, and another from Moulins is for the

back of the head of a similar figure, with hair elaborately coiled."

From the numerous moulds which have been found it may
be seen that the figures were cast in two pieces, longitudinally,

the arms being added afterwards, together with the circular

plinth. The mould in the British Museum may be cited as

an example of one for the back part of a figure
;
probably

only the upper part was modelled.

Potters' names are exceedingly common, not only on the

figures, but also on the moulds,'' and forin two distinct classes,

those on the exterior of the moulds, and those on the figures

or interior of the moulds (which are obviously the same thing).

The distinction is that the former were merely for the identi-

fication of the moulds, while the latter indicated the creator

of the type and made him known to the world, a feature which,

as will be noted in Chai)ter XXIII. (p. 511), reappears in the

pottery of Westerndorff in Germany. Tudot gives an example

of a mould with the name ATILANO on the exterior and

lOPPlLLO on the inside.^ Many of the names are identical

with those of the makers of vases,^ but the types and subjects

are quite distinct from those on the Gaulish terra sigillata.

' Op. (it. Ix. p. 197. ^ See the lists given by Tudot (p. 64)
- Cat. of Terracottas, E 48 - 49 : cf. and Blanchet (p. 83).

Tudot, pi. 9, and Roach-Smith, ///. ^ PI- 3 : other examples in pis. 4-14.

Koin. Loud. p. 109. '" See Chapter XXIII. and Puttier,

Statuettes de Terre Ctiitc, p. 241.
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Those on the exterior of the moulds are usually in a scrawling

cursive type, whereas the other class are in capital letters ^
;

the cursive characters resemble those in use at Pompeii, but are

not necessarily contemporary ; they are, however, not later than

the second century. The influence of this cursive character

seems to have extended to the other class ; for instance, in the

inscription given in Fig. 198 below, not only are the G and S

of cursive form, but E appears in the form II. Otherwise the

letters are in the ordinary Roman alphabet (with the exception

of A, which is sometimes A); the forms E and II seem

to have been used indifferently in Gaul at all periods. The

"signature" sometimes combines the two names, as in the form

^_
, , which has been taken to mean Sacrillos

S.VCRILLOS CARATRI

fecit forma Caratri, "made by Sacrillos from Caratrius' mould. "^

Among the Roman names which occur are Attilianus, Lucanus,

Pistillus, Priscus, Taurus, and Tiberius ; among the Gaulish,

Abudinus, Belinus, Camulenus, and Tritoguno.

A large majority of the existing statuettes were, as we have

seen, made in the valley of the Allier ; these show more

conspicuously than any others, the influence of transplanted

Graeco-Roman art. Curiously enough none have been found at

Lezoux, one of the chief pottery-centres of Gaul, although there

is abundant evidence that the vases and statuettes were made

in the same workshops (see abovey M. Blanchet considers

that there was a large and important manufacture in Western

France, \\hich may have been inspired by the Allier workshops,

but mainly exhibits native characteristics ; he also notes the

scarcity of these figures in Southern Gaul (Narbonensis), which

may perhaps be explained by the preference there shown for

bronze statuettes and vases with medallions (p. 530).^ Other

centres were Cesson, Meaux (where Atilanus and Sacrillos can

be located), Bourbon-Lancy in Saone-et-Loire, and St. Remy-

en-Rollat (see p. 516), where vases also were made of the local

' See the tables given by Blanchet, on which statuettes were made, see

p_ I
jr. Blanchet, Melanges Gallo-roinaines, ii.

"- Blanchet, p. 89. For AVOT see also (1902), p. 9off-

p. 384.
* Oi>. (it. Ix. p. 204.

^ For a complete list of Gaulish sites
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white clay. M. Dechelette has been able to assign to the

last-named pottery a date between A.D. 1 5 and 50. Another

fabric was in the neighbourhood of Liege, and in Germany
there were centres at Salzburg, and at Cologne, where the maker

From Biaiichet.

FIG. 198. GAULISH FIGURE OF APHRODITE FROM NORMANDY.

Vindex can be dated in the reign of Postumus (a.d. 260— 270).^

An important maker, Pistillus, had a pottery at Autun ; his

statuettes are found all over Gaul,- and the name appears on

' Op. cit. Ix. pp. 206, 234. Dijon) ; for a list, see Blanchet, op. cit.

^ Rev. Arch. xv. (1890), p. 423 (from li. p. 96.
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vases and coins, and also in an inscription.^ Julius AUusa
had a workshop at Bordeaux. In West and North-West France

statuettes are found with the name of Rextugenos
; they are

all of peculiar and original character, with highly-ornamented

backgrounds to the figures, and easily distinguished. The
specimen given in Fig. 198, representing Venus Genetrix, was
found at Caudebec-les-Elbeuf in Normandy (Seine-Inferieure)

;

it bears the inscription RIIXTVGIINOSSVLLIASAWOT, Rextugenos

Sullias auvot (sc. fecit)?

An interesting find of terracotta figures was made at Col-

chester in 1866,^ consisting of thirteen figures presenting exact

analogies to the Gallo-Roman terracottas of the second period

both in type and style. One very poor specimen represents

Hercules with club and lion-skin ; another a bull, and a third

a bust of a boy (perhaps a portrait of Nero or Britannicus)
;

four are recumbent figures. The rest are more or less grotesque,

including caricatured seated figures holding books or rolls,

and a buffoon. With them were found vases in the form of

animals of yellow-glazed ware. Figures of suckling goddesses

(see below) have been found in Britain, and similar finds of

Gallo-Roman types in white clay in London, among them a

Venus holding a tress of her hair.'* Votive offerings of parts of

the body and figures of the goddess Fecunditas were found

near the source of the Seine, in a temple of Dea Sequana,

the local river-deity.'' Other finds have been made in Touraine,

Anjou, La Vendee, Brittany, and Normandy, brought by

commerce from the Allier potteries ; and in Germany at

Heddernheim and on the Rhine. Part of a group of some

size in purely Graeco-Roman style from the Department of

Marne is now in the British Museum (Morel Collection).

Tudot originally classified the Gaulish terracottas chrono-

logically in three periods according to style, and in this he

has been followed by M. Pottier. But M. Blanchet'' has pointed

' Orelli, Inscr. Lat. 2776. ^ Guildhall Mus. Cat. p. 71, No. 32.

- Blanchet, op. cit. plate, fig. i ; Rfv. See also for Britain generally, Cuinbd. and

Arcli. xi. (1888), p. 155, pi. 6. Westmd. Ant. Soc. Trans, xv. p. 505.

^ Roach-Smith, Collect. Antiq. vi. p.
'" Roach-Smith, Collect. Antiq. vii. p.

228 ff., pis. 46-47. 63 ; ///. Rom. Lond. r -log.

•* Op. cit. p. 106 ft"
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out that the former's method was altogether unscientific, that

he trusted too much to the evidence of coin-finds, and that

he was altogether wrong in conceiving the possibility of any

being anterior to the Roman conquest. On the whole the

chronological data are exceedingly vague, and can only be

accepted in isolated instances, as in the case of the finds at

St. Remy-en-Rollat (A.D. 15—50) or Cologne (a.d. 260—270),

or where a resemblance in the coiffure of the feminine figures

to those of Roman ladies can be traced. Some figures may
probably be dated about A.D. 100 on the latter ground, the

head-dress recalling those of Domitia and Julia the daughter

of Titus. But it can only be laid down with certainty that the

manufacture of statuettes was introduced into Gaul with the

terra sigillata or ornamented red pottery at the beginning of

the Imperial period. Where there is a question of decadent

or barbaric style, as is undoubtedly often the case, it does not

necessarily imply a late date, but only that the inferior work

is due to the incapacity of some local artist, and figures of

varying style must frequently be contemporaneous.'

In dealing with the types of Gaulish terracottas, their origin

and signification, M. Blanchet divides the subjects into three

classes, of which the first is not only the largest but the most

interesting : divinities, subjects from daily life, and animals.

The deities are not those we should expect from Caesar's

statement- that Mercury, Apollo, Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva

represent the scale of popularity in Gaul, for they are mainly

variants of one type, that of Venus. Many of these Venus

figures reproduce types familiar in Greek and Graeco-Roman

art, such as the Anadyomcne, and the Cnidian or Pudica t\'pe
;

but in the majority she is frankly recognised as a Nature-

goddess (Aphrodite Pandemos or Venus Genetrix), and hence

we find numerous examples in which the old Oriental con-

ception of the nude Aphrodite- Astarte with pronounced sexual

characteristics, so common in the primitive terracottas of

Chaldaea, Phoenicia, and Cyprus,'* once more reappears, as in

Fig. 198. Of almost equal frequency is the seated t>-pe of the

' See Blanchet, p. 120 ft". ^ Cf. Heuzey, Figitriiics ant. dii

Bell. Gall. vi. 17. Louvre, pis. 2-4.

VOL. ir. 25
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Mother-Goddess or Kovporpocf^o'^, suckling a child ^
; this is not

peculiar to Gaul, but is found in the terracottas of Southern

Italy.- We may compare also the Fecunditas types on Roman
coins.^ Blanchet thinks that the goddess Rumina may be here

intended, but prefers to adopt the general term of Mother-

Goddess.

Among other mythological types the Ephesian Artemis,

Pallas, Mercury, Epona (Fig. 199), and Abundantia occur ; and

among genre subjects the most inter-

esting type is that of the Spinario,

or boy extracting a thorn from his

foot, familiar in Greek sculpture.

Slaves, caricatures, and busts of ladies

(see above) or children wearing the

btilla, vases in the form of heads,

and busts affixed to plates, also come

under the latter category. Many
of these are exceedingly rude and

barbaric ; children are transformed

into coarse grotesques, and animals

look (says M. Pottier) as if they had

come out of a Noah's ark.

The artistic origin of the Gaulish

types has been discussed by M.

Blanchet,^ who points out that al-

though the modern tendency is to restrict the role played by

Alexandrine art of the Hellenistic period in influencing that

of Rome,'' yet its effect on Gaul cannot be altogether ignored.

That Egyptian cults found their way into Gaul is well known,''

and in the terracottas such types as Isis and Horus appear,

while comparisons may frequently be made with the late terra-

cottas found in the P'aj'um and at Naukratis. But there was

also a stream of influence from Southern Italy, especially

From Blanclict.

FIG. 199. GAULISH TERRACOTTA :

THE GODDESS EPONA.

' For a good example at Rouen see ' Op. fit. l.\. p. 198.

Blanchet, p. 167.
'" See p. 489.

- Cf. B. M. Cat. of Tcrracoltau " Cf. Lafaye, Ci//tc- dcs divinit^s d'Al-

D229ff. cxandn'c, p. 162 ff,

See Koscher, s.7'. Fecunditas.
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Campania, whence, as we have seen, the Mother-Goddess

types were largely derived.

As regards the uses for which these terracottas were made,

much that has been said on that head in Chapter III. will apply

equally to Gaul. They have been found not only in tombs,

but in wells and rivers, and on the sites of sanctuaries^; but

they do not seem to have had any special funerary significance.

The majority were probably used for various domestic purposes

in the houses, the figures of animals, for instance, as toys, and

were then buried with their owners. Those found in wells or

rivers may be regarded as votive offerings, as it is well known

that the Gauls were fond of throwing votive figures into rivers

or springs.

3. MISCELI.ANKOUS USES OF TERRACOTTA

It is impossible to enumerate all the purposes to which the

Romans applied terracotta, but a few peculiar uses deserve special

notice. The excavations at Pompeii have yielded several examples

of its application to the decoration of a pntcal, the circular

structure which protected the mouth of a well ; the core is of

tufa or other hard material, and round this are laid curved slabs

of terracotta decorated with reliefs." They are all of compara-

tively early date ; one has triglyphs and bulls' heads in relief,

and is stuccoed over. Instances are also found at Pompeii of

its use for table-legs, in the form of figures of kneeling Atlantes,^

like those supporting the entablature in the Thermae (p. 374),

but sculptured in the round. Small altars, or stands for holding

lamps or for burning incense, supposed to have formed part of

the furniture of the domestic shrines, have also been found in

this material.^ Varro tells us that the dolia or large jars made

by potters were used as cages for dormice which were being

fattened for the palates of Roman epicures'; and Columella

gives instructions for the use of clay tiles in making beehives.'^

Porphyry implies that it \vas customary to hive bees in kraters

' See Blanchet, op. cit. p. 143 ft'. ' Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. Lucerna,

- See Von Roliden, Terracotten von fig. 4607 : see below, p. 396.

rompcii, pi. 27, p. 5.
•' Re Rust. iii. 15.

" Ibid. pi. 26. " i.\. 6.
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or amphorae of clay.' Tickets {tesserae) for admission to the

circus or amphitheatre were also occasionally made of clay,

and on them were stamped letters or numbers referring to

the position of the seat, or representations of the animals

exhibited. Two from Catania in the British Museum - have

an elephant on the obverse and the letter A on the reverse,

showing that they were for admission to a spectacle in which

those beasts were shown. There are also possible instances

of tesserae frmnentariae, or tickets for the supply of cheap

corn in time of necessity.'^ Moulds of terracotta for making

counters, with masks or figures of Fortune and Isis, have also

been found ; there is an example in the British Museum from

Arezzo (E46).*

Herr Graeven, in a very interesting article,'' has recently

collected all the known examples (numbering some fifty) of

money-boxes in terracotta used by the Romans. There is no

mention of such objects in Latin literature, but it is probable

that they were known as lociili, and were made in imitation

of the metal di]aavpot used for keeping money in temples. Of
this there is a clear instance in a specimen recently found at

Priene in Asia Minor,^ in the form of a small shrine with a

slit in the top. Graeven states that there is evidence of their

having been placed on a cornice which ran round the walls

of the rooms in the houses. This box has an additional hole

at the back for extracting the money, but the Roman specimens

have only one opening. An example of a clay treasure-box

from Western Europe is one in the form of a chest, 12^ inches

high, with a bust of Apollo on the top, found at Vichy, and

now in the Museum at Moulins." It may have been placed

in a sacellmii or chapel for the offerings of those who visited

the medicinal springs.

Of the Roman money-boxes proper four main types may

' Aiitr. Nytiiph. 3, I4f'f. (Tculincr). Daremljcri^ and Saglio, s.v. Loculus.

- Cat. of Terracottas, Y.\2y\2!\. '' Op. a't. p. 167. Cf. also for the

^ See Journ. Brit. Arch. Assoc, wxii. form the d-qaavpoi at Olympia.

p. 65.
" Op. cit. p. 166 ; Tudot, Figurines,

* See also Darembcrg and Saglio, s.v. \)\. 48 ; Dareniberg and Saglio, s.v.

P'onna, fig. 3186. Loculus, fig. 4512.

* /akrbuck, 1901, p. 161 ft'. : see also
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be distinguished. The first, of which examples have been found

at Pompeii/ is in the form of a small chest or coffer {area),

and may have been known by the name arcula. The second

t\'pe is that of a money-box in the form of a vase.- The

custom of hoarding money in jars {oi/ae, p. 470) was universal

in Roman times, as we know from the Aiilularia of Plautus,

the plot of which turns on this practice,-' and from the numerous

finds of coins in jars in our own day. None of these have

any ornamentation ; they have been found in Germany, and

there is a small specimen in the British Museum from Lincoln,'

of spherical form with a knob at the top. Aubrey records

the finding of a similar one in North Wiltshire.^ These appear

to be of very late date.

The next two types are of much greater interest, not only

from their ornamentation, but from their form and the inscrip-

tions which they bear. In the one the box takes a flat circular

form, closely resembling the bod}' of a lamp (the shape is that of

h^'g. 207), with a design similarly placed in a medallion. One
actually has a figure of \lctory with a shield, which reproduces

the type of the New Year lamps described on page 413 (B.M.

No. 309), and has a similar inscription.'' It may be supposed

that these boxes were carried round on New Year's Day to

solicit contributions, just as is done (says Ilerr (jracven) by

bovs in Rome at the present time. Others have figures of

Eortunc and Hermes in a shrine,' the latter deity being of

course specially associated with money-making. These two

examples have their respective makers' names on the back,

C I\'N BIT and PALLADI, names which are also found on

Roman lamps,** another detail which shows the close connection

between these two classes of objects.'

The last type to be described is shaped like a bee-hive, or,

as in Fig. 200, like a circular temple, forms which were found

convenient for the then favourite design of a dcitv in a

' /(//^r/v/f//, 1901, p. 168. '• Jahrhiicli, 1901, p. ijH = C./.L.

- Ihid. p. 170. xv. 606S.
' Cf. also. Hor. Sat. ii. 6, 10. '• Jahrbiich, 1901, [). 179; fig. 200.

^ Jahrbitch, /or. lit. ** See below, ]>. 428, .ind C.I.L. xv.
•''

Miscei/aiiies, p. 26. 6502, 6608 ; also B.M. N05. 329, 554.
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shrine. Among the examples quoted by Graeven ' is one of the

latter shape with Fortune (Fig. 200), now in the Bibliothequc

Nationale. Of the bee-hive form three may be mentioned as

presenting interesting features. One with Hermes in a shrine

has the maker's name, PAS AVGV, which also occurs on lamps-
;

another, found on the Aventine, and now at Gotha,^ has on

the front the figure of a victorious

charioteer, on the reverse a slit for

the coins, and the maker's name,

AEL MAX. D'Agincourt suggested

that this type of box was carried

about by victors in the games to

receive donations. Lastly, there is

one recorded to have been found in

the Baths of Titus in 181 2, but now
lost, which contained coins of Trajan,

and was inscribed FISCI IVDAICI

CALUMNIA SVISLATA. The evidence

points to the dating of these two

classes in the first century of the

Empire, or slightly later.

Terracotta moulds for false or

debased coins of the Imperial period

have frequently been discovered in different parts of the

Empire.^ None, indeed, have come to light in Italy, but they

occur in Egypt, Tunis, France, on the Rhine, in Switzerland,

Lower Austria, and Britain. They were first noted by A. le

Pois in 1579 at Fourvieres, where moulds were found of coins

of Septimius Severus and his successors. In 1697 and 1706

more of the same period, of local clay, were found at Lingwell

Gate, near Wakefield,'' in 1704 at Lyons, and in 1764 at Augst,

near Basle. In 1829 and 1830 further finds were made at

Wakefield, and again in 1869 at Duston, Northants." Numbers

Yromjalirbiicli.

FIG. 200. TERRACOTTA
MONEY-BOX.

' Op. cit. p. 183 ff.

" B.M. 488, 490 ; C.J.L. XV. 6610.

^ Jahrhnth, 1 901, p. 185 ; C./.L. xv.

6073 : cf. for the signature on lamps,

ihi'd. 6274, and B.M. 477.

Balielon, TraitJ dcs tnoiinaics grccqiics cl

roiuaiiies, i. p. 955 (with full bibliography).

'•' Nit/iiis//i.Joiini(il, ii.pp. 58, 195.

'' Hill, Greek and Kovian Coins, ji.

157; Victoria County History, NortHants,
* See on this subject throughout i. p. 19S.
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have been noted from time to time in the museums of France

and the Rhenish provinces, the most interesting fmd being that

made in 1829-30 at Damery, near Epernay, in the Department

of Marnc. In 1859 a find of 130 moulds contained in a jug was

made at Bernard ; they appear to have been hastily placed there

and left by forgers. At Bordeaux in 1884 finds were made

in the ruins of a pottery, and others more recently at Autun and

La Coulouche. In 1899 thirty-four moulds were found at Susa

in Tunis. The British Museum has a collection of moulds of

denarii from Egypt, mostly found at Crocodilopolis (Arsinoe)

in the Fayum ; they are of a deep brick-red local clay, but a

great number are burnt black.

Nearly all these moulds fall between the reigns of Septimius

Scverus and Diocletian, but some of those at Bernard go back

as far as Trajan, and there are isolated instances of coins of

Domitian at one end, of Constantius II. and Julia Mamaea
at the other. Caracalla and Elagabalus arc frequently repre-

sented, and those in the British Museum include Albinus,

Crispus, Constantinc, Galerius, Licinius, and Macrinus. The

Damery find included thirty-nine moulds, comprising types of

the coins of Caracalla, the elder Philip, and Postumus ; 2,000

pieces of base silver coin, chiefly of Postumus
; 3,900 bronzes

of Constans I. and Constantius, all evidently made together;

chisels and remains of other tools, and groups of moulds still

containing the metal, and also lumps of metal which had over-

flowed from the moulds.

The way in which these moulds were used is as follows. The

complete mould was composed of two shallow round boxes with

hollow impressions respectively of the obverse and reverse, ob-

tained by impressing the designs from genuine coins into the

soft clay. Tlie depth of the hollow was so calculated that when

the two were placed together the space represented the required

thickness. To cast the coins, a number of these moulds w^ere

placed one on the other, and luted with clay to prevent the

liquid metal from escaping between the two pieces of each

mould ; down the side of the column formed by the pile of

moulds a hollow cutting was made, at the base of which holes

were pierced corresponding to the cavities where the metal was
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to enter. The metal was then poured into the hollow, and ran

in through the holes as required.^ Sometimes the columns were

joined in groups of three for which a single column

served ; of this there is an example at Damery, where each rouleau

contained a dozen moulds (thirteen discs). In the Cabinet des

Medailles at Paris there is an example of one of these rouleaux

of moulds, found at Lyons in 1704 (Fig. 201),- with the basin

in which they were placed for the

casting. At Susa the moulds were

fitted slantwise into a bronze tube.

It is not absolutely certain whether

these moulds were all used for fraudu-

lent purposes by forgers ; the find at

Damery, for instance, was made on

the site of Bibe, an important station

on the road from Rheims to Beauvais,

which would be too prominent a

place for forgers to have selected. It

is much more likely that in such a

case they were used to make coins

of inferior alloy, perhaps in some

instances for the issues of usurpers

who, being at a considerable distance

from the capital, were unable to fill

their military chests except with hastily cast coins. The distant

parts of the Empire in which these moulds are found lend some
colour to this theory. It will also be remembered that they

mostly date from the time when a debased coinage was current

throughout the Empire, beginning with the reign of Septimius

Severus ; this was put an end to by Diocletian in 297. We may
therefore suppose that they represent, so to speak, officially

recognised forgeries, emanating from a kind of local mint for pro-

ducing coins hastily for provincial use. Hence the rapid spread

of base money in the third century, which was not only forced upon

the State, but was also readily taken advantage of by forgers.

FIG. 201. TERRACOTTA COIN-

MOULD.

' See Daremljcrg and Saglio, ii. s.v.

Forma, for an account of the process.

" Daremberg and Saglio, loc. c/'L,

fig. 31S7.
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Introduction of lamps at Rome— Sites where found—Principal parts of

lamps — Purposes for which used— Superstitious and other uses—
Chronological account of forms — Technical processes — Subjects —
Deities — Mythological and literary subjects — Genre subjects and

animals— Inscriptions on lamps—Names of potters and their distribution

—Centres of manufacture.
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Lamps {/uccrjiac) were often made of terracotta, and these are

in many ways of special interest. Originally they appear to

ha\'e been called lychnus, from the Greek \v^vo<i, and this word

is used by Ennitis, Lucilius, Lucretius, and Virgil.' Varro

"

says that the word liicenia, from //i.v, was invented when the

want of a Latin word was felt, and that previously anidelae

or torches had been alone in use, there being no oil known in

Italy suitable for this purpose. Even in Greece lamps were

comparatively rare all through the best period (cf. Vol. I. p. ic6).

The oldest lamps found in Rome date from the third century

r..C., and are thought to be of Campanian fabric ;
they were

found on the Esquiline, and arc of quite different character

' See Macruhius, Sat. vi. .4, 18. Lucilius uses this word and liuenux in the same line.

- L.L. V. 119.

393
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from the ordinary Roman types.' It would appear, therefore,

that originally the Romans borrowed lamps from Southern

Italy. By the time of the Empire their use had become

general, and they arc found everywhere. The increase in

their manufacture was mainly due to growing taste in house

decoration, and also to use in funeral ceremonies and for public

purposes, such as illumination. Of the latter use in imperial

times there is plenty of evidence (see below, p. 396).

The sites on which Roman lamps have been found are far

too numerous to discuss in detail, as they embrace every part

of the Roman Empire. In Rome and the neighbourhood they

are especially plentiful, as is implied by the fact that a large

portion of the fifteenth volume of the Latin Corpus Inscyiptionuin

is devoted to those with potters' stamps alone. They are found

in all parts of Italy, in Gaul, Germany, Britain, Spain, North

Africa, Sicily, Greece, Egypt, Cyprus, and Asia Minor. The

question of centres of manufacture is discussed elsewhere (p. 427)

in connection with the potters' stamps ; but it may be noted

that those found on Greek soil are often of a distinct character

from those of Western Europe, and the stamps on them form a

distinct group, being usually in Greek letters (cf. Vol. I. p. 108).

Of provincial sites, Knidos, Ephesos, Carthage, and some of

the German towns have proved particularly rich in this respect.

Large numbers have been found in London, mostly of the

later t}'pes, some perhaps of local fabric, and those in the

Romano-British collection of the British Museum are nearly

all from that city or from Colchester. Not the least remarkable

fact of their wide distribution is the occurrence in the most

widely separated regions of the same potter's stamps and the

same subjects, implying in the former case extensive export

from one centre, in the latter systematic commercial intercourse

between the potters of different districts.

The principal parts of a Roman lamp- are : (i) the reservoir or

body, which contained the oil {infiindibHliiiii)\ (2) the flat circular

top, known as the discus, sometimes with an ornamented rim

' Ann. ihir lust. iSSo, p. 265 fi'. : see - Cf. Dresscl in C./.L. xv. p. 784.

below, p. 399.
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{inargo)
; (3) the nozzle, with a hole for the insertion of the

wick {rostnciii^ fiasns, myxus " ; the wick was called cIlycJiuiuDi)
;

(4) the handle {ansa, inanubriuiii), which was not indispensable.

In the discus was a filling-hole for pouring in the oil, sometimes

protected by a co\cr or stopper, and sometimes a second smaller

hole, the purpose of which has been disputed (see p. 406).

The number of nozzles was not limited, though there is

usually only one; a lamp with two is known as hilychuis''

\

one with several, as polymyxus. Martial in one of his epigrams

says: "Though I illuminate whole banquets with my flame, and

have so many nozzles {jiiyxos), I am known as a single lamp." '

The wicks were made of a plant known as vcrhascinn (Greek,

(fiX6/xo<i) or iluyallis,' but tow, pap}'rus, and sulphur were also

employed ''

; the oil was a vegetable oil of some kind. Some-

times the lamps were provided with a sort of snuffers or tweezers

for extracting and trimming the wick,' as described in a passage

in the Moretimi (10 ff.), which speaks of drawing out the wick of

a dying lamp with a needle :

Admovet his pronam submissa fronte lucernani,

Et producit acu stuppas humore carentes

Excitat et crcbris languentem flalibus ignem.

The purposes for which lamps were used b\' the Romans
were various, but fall under three main heads: (i) for purposes

of illumination in private houses, in public buildings, or on

occasions of rejoicing
; (2) as offerings in temples

; (3) as

funerary furniture.

In small houses they were placed cither in niches in the

walls or on brackets, or were suspended by chains, or even

in some cases hung by the handle from a nail. An Etruscan

terracotta lamp bears evidence of having been suspended in

the last-named manner," but there is no doubt that this was

' Pliny, ZT.iV^. xwiii. 163. ' Moretitin, 11; Pliny, //..V. xix. 17,

- The corresponding (Ireek word was wviii. 168, xxxv. 175.

A"'^a. ' La Blanchere and Gauckler. Mits.

^ Petronius, Sal. 30 (Teubner edn. Alaoiti, p. 193, Nos. 487-88 ; Aiil. di

p. 21); Orclli, Iiiscr. 3678. Ercolano, viii. pi. 52.
* xiv. 41. ** Dareniberg and Saglio, f.7'. Luce
^ Pliny, H.^. xxv. 121. p. 1335, fig. 4605.

:nna.
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more usual with lamps of bronze, there being few in terra-

cotta which would have admitted of such a use. Sometimes

the lamps were made resting on a kind of support, as is

the case with two in the British Museum, and others found

in Africa.^ On the support a figure of a deity was usually

modelled in relief." Combinations of a lamp and altar are

not uncommon, especially at Rome and Naples.'' There are

numerous examples from Pompeii and Herculaneum illustrating

their use in private life, although lamps of clay are confined

to the poorer houses or to domestic service. For their use in

the bedchamber at night evidence is afforded by Martial and

other writers.^ A rough classification of the existing terracotta

lamps might be made by dividing them into—(i) those with

knobs for hanging, (2) those with handles for carrying, (3)

those without handles for placing on tables or brackets.

Many passages in Latin writers afford evidence for the use

of lamps in processions or for illuminations at times of

public rejoicings, such as triumphs. They were thus used by

Cleopatra, at the triumph of Julius Caesar, at the return of

Nero, and so on.'' Caligula had theatrical representations

performed by lamp-light at night, and Domitian arranged

hunts and gladiatoral combats ad /yc/uiuc/ios!' Severus Alex-

ander lighted up the baths with oil-lamps,' and Tertullian

speaks of assisting in political triumphs by defrauding the

day with the light of lamps.- Juvenal also speaks of their

use in illuminations.'' Many lamps, especially those with

subjects relating to the circus or games, arc inscribed with

the word SAEC\x(c?/ri-), and it is possible that they were used

in connection with the Ludi Saeculares, at which illumina-

tions took place. But lamps with this inscription are not

exclusively ornamented with such subjects.'"

' No. 393 nnd Caf. of Ti-rrarotlas, '' Plutarcli, ^-4;//. 26; Suetonius, /'//.

C421 (Plate IV. fig. 4) ; A///S. Ahioiii, Caes. 37 ; Dio Cass. 63, 4.

No. 484. " Suet. C'(?/4''. 18; Doinil. 4.

- B.M. Nos. 2, 393.
' Lampridius, Vit. 24.

^ C.l.L. XV. 6609-10 ; Darenibeig and ** Apol. 35 : cf. ad uxorc/ii, ii. 6.

Saglio, fig. 4607 ; Aiit. di Eirol. viii. ° xii. 92.

pi. 12: see also p. 387. '" Cf. C. I. L. w. 6221 ; and B. M.
* Ep/'gr. xiv. 39 ; iMorcliiiii. 10 Ii". Nos. 476, 506, 507, 534, 535.
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Lamps were used for burning in temples, and were also

the subject of votive offerings to the gods, in Greece as well

as in Italy. One found at Oenoanda in Lycia was offered

"to the most high God" '
; and those which Sir Charles Newton

found in such large numbers at Knidos (Vol. I. p. 108) were

also votive offerings in the temenos of Demeter. Votive lamps

are recorded from Selinus,- and at Carthage numbers were

found round the altar of Saturnus Balcaranensis.^ To their use

in the worship of Isis, as referred to by Apuleius, wc allude below.

Nearly all lamps have been found in tombs, the custom of

placing them there being one of Asiatic, not of Greek, origin
;

it became quite general under the Roman dominion. Christian

lamps are found in the catacombs, but not in cemeteries, showing

that the practice came to be regarded as pagan. At Avisford

in Sussex they were found placed in open bowls with handles,

on brackets along the side of a tomb.' The Roman lamps

found in tombs were placed there, like the Greek vases and

the later glass, for the use of the dead, sometimes, though

not necessarily, with the idea of their burning perpetually."'

An inscription on a sepulchral cippus in the British Museum ''

directs the heirs of the deceased to place a lighted lamp in

his tomb on the Kalends, Nones, and Ides of each month, and

similarly L. Granius Pudens of the seventh cohort requests

that his family should place oil in a lamp on his birthday."

Another inscription in an elegiac couplet says: "Whosoever

places a lighted lamp in this tomb, may golden earth cover

his ashes." "* A fourth inscription directs the daily offering of

a lamp at the public expense to the manes of a deceased person."

In the story of the matron of Ephesus, told by Petronius, a

servant-maid is described as replenishing the lamp in a tomb

as often as was required.'*^ Two lamps in the Athens Museum

' Gey v\piffTq) Xi'xi^ov €vxr}v, Bocckli, p. Ill, and C./.L. vi. pt. 4, No. 30102

C.I.Gr. iii. p. ii6g, No. 4380//-. [semper vigilet litcerna nardo).

- Notizie degli Scavi, 1894, p. 205. '' Ellis, Toivnley Gallery, ii. p. 250.

•' Melanges de PEcole franc, dc Rome, ' Orelli, 4416.

xii. (1892), p. 116 ff.
** C.I.L. \. 633 (from Salerno).

^ Roach-Smith, Cotlecl . A)!tiq.\.\A. i,3„
'' Ibid. ii. 2102.

p. 123. '" Sat. Ill (Teubner ed. p. 77).

^ Cf. Roach-Smith, ///. Rom. Lojtd.
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have the subject of a bear, and over it the inscription 4>0B0C,
"Fear"; being found in tombs, they must have been placed

there with some significance, and as, on the evidence of a CiHcian

inscription, Phobos was regarded as a guardian of tombs who
frightened off robbers and other evilly-disposed persons, it may
be that the terrible bear was placed on the lamp as a symbol

of this protector of the dead.'

Other superstitious uses of lamps, not connected with the

tomb, were not uncommon. Omens were drawn from the

way in which the flame burned,- and Chrysostom describes

a method of naming children by giving names to lamps, which

were then lighted, and the name of the child was taken from

that last extinguished.'

There are also a few other exceptional uses of lamps, as for

instance when they were given as slreuae, or New Year's

presents. Such lamps usually have a figure of Victory holding

a shield, on which are the words xVNNVM novvm favstvm
FELICEM, "A happy and prosperous New Year !

" ^ In the

field are heads of Janus, or cakes, wreaths, and other objects

also probabl}' intended for presents. These all appear to date

from the beginning of the first century after Christ.' A lamp

of the same class in the Guildhall Museum has on the shield

FIILICTII, Felic{i)t{asy It is interesting to note that the

New Year lamps are found in tombs "
; they may, of course,

have been preserved and buried as mementoes ; but at the

same time, it is not essential that the subject on a lamp should

have any relation to its purpose, as we have seen in the case

of those inscribed Sacc/ilarcs.^ The Helioserapis lamp (see

p. 403) and those with Phobos as a bear may, indeed, be

instances to the contrary, but on the whole it would seem that

the same rule would apply as in the case of the terracottas

(sec Vol. I. p. 122).

' See /^///tv;. A//////. 1902, p. 2571!; and and Plate LXIV. fig. 5.

cf. Avur. Journ. of Arch. 1 903, p. 344.
'' Ibid. xv. p. 785.

-Virg. Georg.i.'ijcjO; Apul. J/c/^rw.ii. 28. "^ Cat. p. 47, No. 26.

» Homil. in Ep. ad Cor. i. 12 (Pusey's ' Cf. C.I.L. ix. 6081, i.

Library of ihi: Fathers, p. 164). * See also ihe lamps fmni the altar of

^ Cf. C.I.L. ii. 4969, 3 ; x. 8053, 5 ; Satuinus Palcaranensis (Dareniberg and

XV. 6196-210 : see also pp. 413, 420, Saglio, iii. p. 1339).
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FIG. 202. LAMP FROM THE ESOUILINL-;.

The earliest Roman lamps are of rude shape, undccorated,

with a long projecting nozzle and circular reservoir ; they are

not always provided with

handles, but are often

cov^ered with black glaze,

like the Greek examples.

Lamps of this type are

found on the Esquiline, in

North Africa, as at Carthage,

and in Sicily.' One of the

Esquiline examples, dating from the .second ccntur\', has the

engraved inscription VEVCADIxV (Fig. 202).- Like the Greek

lamps, these arc made on the wheel {rpoxi'fkaroi), not, as later

ones, in a mould. Names in graffito seem to imply a reference

to the person in whose tomb the lamp was found, and such

formulae as AVE, NOLI ME tang ERE, Nil ATTIGAS NON .SViM

TVA M • SVM, TONE FVR ("Drop it, thief!"), which occur on

the Esquiline lamps, also clearly refer to funeral u.sage.'

In the first century li.c. the lamps, still

mostly of black ware, and devoid of subjects,

are distinguished by the straight-ended,

concave-sided nozzle )_\, with a shallow

groove leading to the centre, small grooved

ring-handle, and sometimes a lateral projec-

tion like a fin, from which some varieties are

known as " dclphiniform " (Fig. 203).'* These

are often found in North Africa, but are also

imported into Italy, and some have Greek

stamps. The top is sometimes covered with

globules, or with patterns of vine and iv}-,

and in the later examples figure-subjects are introduced.'' The
earlier ones have large single letters or monograms underneath

FIG. 203. "DELI'IIINI-

FORM" LAMI'.

' B.M. 27-30, 67, 6S ; Aim. dclP Inst.

1880, pi. O ; I\Iiis. Alaoiii, pi. 34, Nos.

6-12, pp. 147-48.

- See Ann. dell' lust. 1880, p. 275.
^ C.I.L. XV. 6631, 6900 ft. ; Ann.

dcW Inst. 1880, ji. 315.

' B.M. 25-26 ; C.I.L. xv. part 2,

plate, No. 2 ; Darembery and Saglio,

s.v. Lucerna, p. 1323.

' Cf. Mits. Alaoiii, pi. 34, p. 149,

Nos. 17-8: see also B.M. 69-82.
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FIG. 204. LAMP
WITH VOLUTE-

for potters' marks ; the later, the name of the potter or

superintendent of the pottery.

We now come to the Roman lamps of the Imperial period,

of which such large numbers exist in museums

all over Europe and the basin of the Mediter-

ranean. They have not as yet been very

systematically studied and classified ; but so far

as the subject has been treated at all, those who
have investigated the development of the forms

are fairly unanimous in their general conclusions.^

The last writer on the subject, Herr Fink, of

Munich, has advanced a step further, and by

comparison of forms with potters' signatures has

arrived at some interesting results, which we need

not hesitate to accept in the main.^ He adopted

as the basis of his classification the form of the
nozzle; FiKbT

j-,Q2zie in each case, for the obvious reason that
CENTURY B.C.

it is more essential to the character of a lamp

than the handle ; if the latter is removed, the form is in no

way affected, as it would be by the absence of the nozzle.

Following, then, on the lines of Fink and the other writers, we
may establish—apart from abnormal forms and

lamps modelled in the shape of figures—four

main classes, which are sufficient to include

practically all the lamps with which we have

to deal. They may be summarised as follows

:

(i) Lamps with rounded nozzle or nozzles,

flanked on each side by a kind of double volute,

as in Fig. 204 and B.M. 167-352. The usual

number of nozzles is one, but two are not

infrequently found. These belong to the first

century B.C., and, being convenient forms for a

decorated top, are ornamented with all kinds of

subjects^; thehandlewhen present is often ornamentedas inthe cut.

FIG. 205. LAMP WITH

POINTED VOLUTE-

NOZZLE ; FIRST
CENTURY B.C.

' See Dressel in C.I.L. xv. p. 782 ft'. ;

ToiUain in Daremberg and Saglio, art.

Lucerna ; Fink, Formen it. Ste/iipel

rbm. Thovlanipen, in Sifztiiii^sbcriih/c d.

Miinchener Akad. 1900, p. 685 ft'.

- On the evidence yielded by the

potters' signatures see also below, p. 428.

^ See the examples given on Plates

LXIV.-LXV.
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FK;. 206. LAMP WITH
GROOVED NOZZLE
(NOKTH ITALY type);

FIRST CENTURY
AKII'.R CHRIST.

(2) Lamps of the same type as the last, except that the

nozzle ends in an obtuse-angled termination, as Fig. 205 and

B.M. 94-166. It is a form not adapted for

more than one nozzle, and usuall}' has no

handle.^

(3) A small but distinct class, almost

devoid of figured decoration (Fig. 206 and

B.M. 379-392), but usually with a potter's

name underneath ; the form is elegant, and

probably copied from bronze.- The chief

feature is the sunk centre, in which is usually

placed a Bacchic or comic mask ; round it

runs a raised rim, through which a shallow

groove passes to the somewhat elongated

nozzle. This dates from the first century

of the Empire or earlier, some being found

with coins of Augustus, others at Pompeii ; these lamps are

of red clay, unglazcd, and have no handle. On the sides arc

projecting knobs, cither concealing the joins of the moulds (see

p. 405), or for the attachment of chains.

The names of the makers, Strobilus,

Communis, P'ortis, etc., arc in good

raised letters, impressed in the mould

(sec Fig. 210). They are found in all

parts, but rarely south of Rome ; most of

them are from Gallia Cispadana,'' and

they may have been made at Mutina.

(4) In this class (Fig. 207 and B.M.

393-567) the nozzle is small, and hardly

projects beyond the rim of the lamp ; it

FIG. 207. LAMP WITH SMALL is sciTiicircular or heart-shaped in form,
PLAIN nozzle; second

^^,^j sometimes has an incised line orCENTURY AFTER CHRIST.

circles at the base. P^ig. 208 represents

a late development with the heart-shaped nozzle, in which the

the type given in Fig. 204. Cf. C.I.L.

xv. pi. 3.

- Cf. C.I.L. XV. pi. 2, No. 5 = Fig.

206, and Dressel, ad lor., p. 783.
^* Cf. CJ.L.w. S114.

26

' I am inclined to agree with Dr.

Dressel in placing this type earlier than

Fink's Class I. It seems to be inter-

mediate in form between the delphiniform

and other types with blunt nozzles, and

VOL. II.
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FIG. 208. THIRD-

CENTURY TYPE
OF LAMP.

design is always surrounded by a wreath or ornamental pattern,

Many of these lamps, especially those found in Greece (see

Vol. I. p. 108), have no handle ; there is also a somewhat late

variety, described on the same page, which

is confined to Greece and marked by potters'

signatures in Greek letters (B.M. 604-629).

These lamps date from the time of Trajan

onwards ; the signatures are usually abbre-

viated, and are stamped hollow, or sometimes

scratched in the wet clay; raised letters are

rare. The subjects are very varied.

Some of the larger lamps in the first class,

especially those with more than one nozzle,

have a flat vertical projection attached to

the top of the handle, triangular in form or

crescent-shaped (as in Fig. 204), and this is often ornamented

with figures in relief, either whole subjects or busts of deities,

or such simple motives as a pair of dolphins, a leaf, or a

palmette. The figure-subjects are often quasi-Egyptian, such

as Harpocrates and Safekh on a British Museum example

(No. T^T^y = Plate LXIII. fig. 3), or a lectisteniiuni of Sarapis,

Isis, Helios, and Selene.^ In a few cases this projection

is replaced by a bust or even a seated figure of Sarapis

enthroned in a niche. But in most cases the handle, when
present, is of a simple form, either a ring with shallow parallel

grooves or a solid projecting piece through which a hole is

pierced.

Lamps of terracotta often assume, like those in bronze,- a

more ornamental form, being modelled partly or wholly in the

form of figures, heads, animals, and so on. In some cases the

upper part or discus only is modelled, assuming the form of

a mask— Satyric, theatrical, or grotesque.^ Among the entire

figures which form lamps occur Artemis,^ P2ros,'^ Victory slaj'ing

a bull,'' and various animals ; more common arc heads of Zeus

' See Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. p.

lOll, fig. 4381.
" Cf. for bronze examples, B.M. Cat.

2514 'iL

^ B.M. 3, 13.
' Plate IV. fig. 4.
' C.I.L. xi. 6699, 5.
'' In the Louvre.



PLATE LXIII.

Roman Lamps of Various Forms (First Cent. B.C.)

(British Museum).
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Ammon/ Pan, Seilenos,- negroes,'' and animals such as oxen,

birds, snails, frogs, or tortoises.^ A favourite shape is a lamp

in the form of a foot or a pair of feet, shod in sandals or boots,'^

and there are two lamps in the British Museum, one of enamelled

ware, in the form of a gladiator's helmet ''

; others form fruit,

pine-cones or crescents.' In the lamps which are modelled in

the form of a head, the chin usually forms the nozzle, and

the orifice for filling is on the forehead ; in those in the shape

of a foot the nozzle is formed by the great toe. Occasionally

lamps are found in the form of a ship, recalling that which,

according to Apuleius, was used in the worship of Isis : a

golden boat or cup {cyi)ibium, see Vol. I. p. 186), which shone

with a clear light and sent forth a long flame.** An interesting

commentary on this use of lamps is formed by a remark-

able example in the British Museum. (Plate LXIII. fig. i),^

which is not only in the shape of a boat, but is decorated with

subjects referring to the pseudo-Egyptian cults characteristic

of Rome in the late republican and early imperial period.

This lamp, which is no less than twenty inches long and has

numerous holes for wicks along the sides, was dredged up from

the sea at Pozzuoli, where it may originally have been in the

temple of Isis and Sarapis. On it is the inscription EYPAOIA,
signifying " a prosperous voyage," perhaps as a prayer on behalf

of the donor, and underneath are the words AABE AAE TON
HAIOCEPAPIN, "Receive me, Helioserapis," by which the name
of the vessel may be intended.

Most lamps had only one wick, but the light which they

' C.I.L. XV. 6701. ^ Greek and Roman Department, from
- Ibid. XV. 6513 ; Kenner, Ant. Cologne; British and Mediaeval Depart-

Thmilainpen, No. 431. ment, from Britain; others in Guildhall

' B. M. 9-12: see also Guildhall Mns. Museum, and C.I.L. xv. 6450.

Cat. p. 49, No. 50, for negro's head " C.I.L. xv. 63S7, 6627 ; ibid. 6393
comjjlned with camel's. (artichoke); B.M. 24 (walnut); Jtit.

* B.M. 18-21 (bulls' heads) ; 22 (eagle)

;

di Enol. viii. 5.

Mits. Borb. xiv. 38 ; C.I.L. xv. 6739, '* Mctam. xi. 245.

6334, 6393 ; Ant. di Eirol. viii. 27 ;
" No. I = Cab. Durand, 1777 : cf.

Kenner. 437, 437^ ; Mns. Alaoui. pi. 36, Lafaye, Cidte des Divinites d'Alexandrie,

No. 485. pp. 122, 303, No. 132; also Vol. I.

' B. M. 14-17; C. I. L. XV. 62S7 ; pp. 209, 216.

Kenner, 434-35.
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afforded must have been feeble, and consequently the number

was often increased. When the number is not large, or when

the body is circular (as in Plate LXIII. fig. 4), they project

beyond the rim of the lamp, as in Class I. already described,

but the lamps which have a large number are usually boat-

shaped or rectangular in form (see Plate LXIII.), and the nozzles

do not then project, but are ranged along the sides, merely

indicated by separate moulding underneath.^ Occasionally a

conglomeration of small lamps was made in a row or group,

but even in these cases the illumination given must still have

been feeble. The average size of a lamp is from three to four

inches in diameter across the body, the length depending on

the form of the handle and nozzle, but averaging about an

inch over the diameter, and they are mostly about an inch in

height. The top of the lamp is almost always circular in form,

occasionally oval, and rarely rectangular,- and is usually slightly

depressed, being thus shaped to enable any overflow of oil to

run down through the filling-hole. Many Greek lamps, and

Roman lamps from Greek sites, such as Cyprus, are convex

above, with a small moulded disc on the raised centre, in which

is the hole. These are either devoid of decoration, or only

have an ornamental pattern or a frieze of figures on a small

scale. Usually the subject is enclosed within a plain moulded

rim, but in the later examples (Class IV.) especially it is more

contracted in extent, and surrounded with a border of ornament,

such as the egg-pattern or a wreath of some kind (see Fig. 208).

Christian lamps, which hardly come within the scope of this

work, vary very little in form ; they have ovoid instead of

circular bodies, a plain rounded nozzle, and a small solid handle,

and the design is always encircled by a band of ornamental

pattern or symbolical devices.^

The clay of which the lamps are made is usually of a red

colour, due to the presence of red ochre {jiibrica), but it varies

both in quality and tone according to localities ; those from

' See for examples in B.M., Nos. 58-66. ^ See Dalton, B. M. Cat. of Early

Cf. Aiizi-igC7\ 1S89, p. 170, and B.M. Christian Aiitiijs. pi. 32, p. 14S.

Nos. 90, 91.
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Greek sites, such as Athens and Corfu, are often of a pale

buff colour, those from Cyprus a light reddish brown, and so

on. Martial refers to the red clay of Cumae,' a place where

lamps are sometimes found, and those from Naples are usually

of a dull brown or yellow colour. Lamps found in France

and England are often imported from Italy, and therefore of

the ordinary red clay, but those of local manufacture arc of a

white or yellowish tone.

The earliest undecorated examples are made on the wheel,

as are those from the Esquiline and from Carthage, in which

the decoration is only incised ; but subjects in relief required

a different technique. Occasionally they are modelled by hand,

but we find that from the

first century B.C. onwards they

are almost invariably made in

moulds, modelled from a pattern /

FIG. 20g. MOULD FOR LAMP FROM
c:atania (liRiTiSH museum).

lamp, in a harder and finer clay \s^,-

than the pattern." The mould

was divided into two parts, ad-

justed by mortices and tenons,

which, in the opinion of some

writers, explains the lateral

projections visible on certain

varieties ; the lower part formed the body of the lamp, the

upper the decorated discus. The two parts seem to have been

marked by corresponding letters to avoid errors, and there are

two or three lower lamp-moulds in the British Museum from

Ephesos and elsewhere, marked with an A on the under side

for this [)urpose.'' Other examples of moulds have been found

in Greece, Italy, and Africa,' and there are also specimens both

for the upper and lower half in the Guildhall Museum.'' They
were either of terracotta or plaster.

The clay was impressed into the mould with the fingers,

' xiv. 114.

- Sec on the subject Daremberg and

Saglio, iii. p. 1334 ; BUimner, Teclino-

logic, ii. pp. 7 1) 108.

' Cat. of Terracottas, E81-S3: sec

Fig. 209.

' Mi/s. Aiaotii, p. 253, Nos. 396-9?

(Christian).
'" Cat. p. 51, Nos. 1 17-18 (from London

Wall).
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the figured decoration being applied by means of models or

stamps, as with the Arretine ware (see below, p. 439), and

the ornamental patterns probably produced with a kind of

wheel or running instrument, as in Roman pottery (p. 441).

Signatures in relief were taken from the mould, those in

hollow letters were impressed in the lamp itself from a stamp

before baking. Important potteries must have possessed a

large number of moulds ; for instance, at Rome alone ninety-

one different subjects are found on the lamps of one potter

(L. Caecilius Saevus), eighty-four on those of C. Oppius

Restitutus, fifty-one on those of Florentius, and there must

of course have been many more now lost. It is clear that

the same t\'pcs were used by different potters ; the models

must, therefore, have been handed about from one to another,

each potter merely adding his own name.

The two portions of the mould were joined while the clay

was moist, and pared with a tool, and the orifice for filling was

then pierced. Glaze, when used, was applied before the baking,

for which only a moderate temperature seems to have been

required ; this process followed as soon as the clay was dry.

In some lamps a small hole or slit may be observed, which

some have thought to be for the pin with which the wick was

extracted,^ but it is more probable that it was for a piece of

wood which held the top and bottom of the mould together

until the clay was united ; it was usually covered over before

the baking, and may have taken the place of the knobs already

spoken of which occur in other forms. The lamps were baked

in batches, placed closely together or superimposed,- and it

sometimes happens that a number are found united tcgether

which had coalesced firmly in the furnace, as in Sir Charles

Newton's excavations at Knidos.

Subjects are first found on lamps in the second century B.C.,

though these are quite of a simple character. Lamps of this

date from North Africa-^ have such designs as an altar and

' See also p. 395 above. ' Cf. Kcv. Arcli. xwiii. (1898), p. 86;
" Cf. Avolio, Failure di argille in Miis. A/aotii, p. 148, No. 13.

Siti/ia, p. 123.
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fruit, a vase, or a caduccus, a head of an ibis, or a nude

incised figure of Tanit ; others have merely a wreath round

the centre, and these apparently belong to the first century B.C.^

The number of figures is generally small, it being contrary

to the principles of ancient art to crowd a work with minute

figures and details. The majority of lamps have onl}- one

figure, and few beyond those of exceptional size have more than

three. As a rule the treatment is careless and the figures very

indistinct, but the lamps with Greek signatures (see \'ol. I.

p. 108) form a notable exception.

It may be imagined that the lamp-maker sought to gratify

the taste of his customers by ornamenting his ware with familiar

subjects. Purchasers of terracotta lamps were, as has been

noted, generally persons of inferior condition, and the subjects

on the lamps are in many cases a popularising of well-known

myths or even of works of art, such as the X'enus types

(p. 410) or the Maenads of the "new-Attic" reliefs (p. 411).

The types of Victory and Fortune are reflections of statues

of the period, and are repeated in many bronze statuettes.

There are also, as we shall see, occasional references to

literature. In Rome the stage exerted little influence, and

subjects are rarely taken from the drama (masks arc an ex-

ception) ; but the games of the circus and gladiatorial contest.s

found a ready market, and form a large proportion of the

designs. The subjects on the lamps, in fact, represent not so

much the great masterpieces of art, as do coins or gems, but,

like the Greek vases, the popular art of the day, and may be

compared with the illustrations of the popular journals and

magazines of our own time. On the whole, they are of great

value to us as illustrating Roman life and religion, just as

subsequently those on the Christian lamps are of inestimable

importance for the light they throw on the early ages of our

own religion.

/\s the number of published lamps and catalogues of collec-

tions is so very small, the subjects included in the following list

are mostly confined to the collections in the British Museum,

' J\Itts. Alaoiii, p. 156, Nos. 74-Si : cf. the Roman lamps of ihc same date

{C.I.L. .XV. p. 782).
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which are quite sufficiently comprehensive for the purpose.^ A
few additional examples are given from the Guildhall, Vienna,

and other collections, from the Antichita di Ercolaiio, Bartoli's

Luccniac vctcniin scpiilcrales, the Musee Alaoiii, and other isolated

sources.^' References to Passeri's work, Luccniac fictilcs Miisci

Passcrii, have been avoided, as it has been shown by Dr.

Dressel - that nearly all those published by him arc false.

We proceed to note the principal subjects in detail, observing

practically the same order that was adopted in describing the

subjects on Greek vases. They may be roughly divided into

eight classes :
—

(i) Olympian deities.

(2) Miscellaneous deities.

(3) Heroic legends, etc.

(4) Historical and literary subjects.

(5) Genre subjects.

(6) Animals.

(7) Inanimate objects.

(8) Floral and decorative devices.

The Olympian deities are not often represented, some not

at all, except on a lamp in the Kestner collection at Gottingen,

which has busts of all the twelve '
; they are not, however, clearly

distinguished by attributes. Zeus is represented with Hera

and Athena, the three Capitoline deities of Rome, whom the

Etruscans knew as Tinia, Thalna, and Meneifa, the Romans
as Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva.''' He also appears alone, seated

on his throne,*^ but more commonly his bust only is repre-

sented (Plate LXIV. fig. 4), accompanied by his eagle, which

perches on a thunderbolt, sometimes conventionally rendered.'

' The numbers given in the following ///. Ko/ii. London, p. iii.

notes are those of the forthcoming ' B.M. 511 ; Aiit. di Enol. viii. i.

Catalogue of Roman lamps in the '' Cyprus Mits. Cat. 1394 ; B. M. 604

Department of Greek and Roman = Plate IV. fig. i.

Antiquities. " B.M. 270, 315, 330, 331, 394, 472-

^ See also C.I.L. xv. 6195-751 fur 475 : cf. also Roach-Smith, Jll. Rom.

mention of many interesting subjects. Loud. pi. 30, i; Ant. di Ercol. viii. i;

' A'fVw. Mitth. 1892, p. 144 ff. Bartuli, ii. 4; Kenner, Antikc Thon-

G'ottini^ische Gelchrte Anzci^cn, Nach- lanipcn, Nos. 4-6.

rithtin, 1870, p. 174 : cf. Roach-Smith,
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The eagle and the thunderbolt also appear alone/ or the

former with Ganymede.- A bearded horned mask may be

intended for Dionysos, but is more probably Zeus Ammon.-'
Sarapis is sometimes enthroned, with Cerberus at his side •

;

sometimes only his bust occurs, surmounted by the usual

kalathos'^ \ Cerberus is also found alone." Hera, except in the

instance mentioned, does not occur. A very interesting lamp
from Salamis, Cyprus, now in the British Museum, repre-

sents the contest of Athena and Poseidon for the possession

of Attica '

; it is doubtless a reminiscence of the Parthenon

west pediment, though rough and indistinct in execution.

Athena is also seen as a single figure,'^ seated, or standing in

the usual I'romachos attitude, or before an altar, or pursuing

a panther''; her head or bust are not uncommon."' Apollo is

usually represented seated, playing on his l\Te, or with the

Gryphon at his side"; Artemis appears as a huntress, accom-

panied by her hound, or drawing an arrow from her quiver.'-

A lyre or a crescent appearing alone may be the symbols of

these two deities.'-' There arc one or two possible instances

of Hephaistos and Poseidon," and Demeter maybe indicated by

a pair of torches ''; the latter also appears in her chariot, seeking

for Persephone.'" Ares or Mars is found either as a single figure,''

in a chariot,''* or playing with Eros, who steals his armour.'"

Hermes appears as a single figure, or accompanied by a sheep,

goat, or cock -°
; in one instance he presents a purse to Fortune,

who is accompanied by Hcraklcs.-' A common subject is his

' Goltiii:^\r Nachriihicii, p. 177, No. " li.M. 271, 398, 571 ; Cyprus Miis.

18; Kenner, Nos. 227, 228, 425. Cat. 1356.

- B.M. 605; Ann. dclP Inst. 1866, '- Kenner, Xos. 17-22; Bartoli, ii.

pi. G. 32-3; B.M. 332, 512, 680.

^ Kenner, No. 7 : cf. Cyprus Mus. Cat. '' Kenner, No. 230 ; Guildhall Mtis.

1385-86. Cat. p. 48, No.43(from Royal Exchange).
' Kenner, No. 8 ; B.M. 358 (handle). " B.M. 572 ; Miis. Alaoui, No. 151.

^ B.M. 395 ; 360-363 on ham lie.
'' Kenner, No. 229.

'' Kenner, No. 137.
'" Mus. Alaoui, No. 1 15.

No. 679 =J.H.S. xiii. p. 93.
'" B.M. 94; with Sphinx, ibid. 574.

" B.]\r. 307, 402, 466, 573 : see also '** ]\Ius. Alaoui, No. 142.

p. 415, note 3.
'" B.M. 69.

" Kenner, No. 10. " B.M. 554, 614; Kenner, No. 28.

'» B.M. 607-609, 6S1, 707; Cyprus -' B.M. 174.

I^Ius. Cat. 1384.
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bust, along with his attributes of the purse and caduccus ^
; the

latter attribute, accompanied by two hands joined, may also have

reference to this deity.^ Aphrodite occurs but rarely ; she is

cither represented accompanied by lions,^ or riding on a goat,'

or at the bath or toilet,' or in the Cnidian type,*' all these

types being probably reproductions of known works of art.

She is also accompanied by Eros, who assists in arming her

;

this type is known as Venus Victrix, and is seen in a group of

Aphrodite and Eros in the Louvre.^

More common than all the Olympian deities put together is

Eros or Cupid, who appears in all sorts of attitudes and actions,

besides those already mentioned.^ He sits on a chair or reclines

on a couch," or is represented in motion, carrying a hare ^° or a

bird, a dish of fruit or a branch of vine or palm, a cup, situla,

or torch ^^
; or plays on the lyre, flutes, or Pan-pipes ^-

; or

sacrifices a pig, or pours wine into a krater." He rides on a

donkey,'' a dolphin, or a crocodile,^' or sails in a boat '^
;
plays

with a chained lion,^' or is himself tied to a tree.^*^ He is repre-

sented in the character of Ares, armed with spear and shield
;

or in that of Dionysos, with cup and thyrsos ; or of Herakles,

whose club he carries ; also, probably in the character of Herakles,

he shoots at a serpent.^^ He is also associated with Psyche,*' and

tw^o Erotes sometimes appear together, in one instance in the

character of gladiators fighting, in another of boxers.-' One of

the most remarkable lamps in the Museum collection (No. i68)

' B.M. 175, 176, 333, 411 -413; Loud. pi. 30, 6 (Brit, and Mediaeval

Kenner, No. 26; Bartoli, ii. 17. Dept.).

- B.M. 432, 433 ; Kenner, Nos. 231-2
;

" B.M. 516, 610, 61 1, 405, 515, 364,

Ant. di Ercol. viii. 32. 553.
=* Kenner, No. 23.

'-' B.M. 407-409, 461, 479, 612, 654.

^ Masner, Wiener Vascusaminl. No. '^ B.M. 478, 406.

684 : cf. A/ne/i;vr, 1890, p. 27. '^ Anze/ifcr, 1889, p. 168.

^ B. M. 575 ; Kenner, Nos. 24-5 ;

'^ B.M. 308, 97.

Gitildhall Miis. Cat. p. 48, No. 46; Mus. "' B.M. 170, 171.

AIaoiti,'Ho. 181. " C(7/'///^r;-iV<?(7//7V//A7/, p. 179, N().43.

•* Mits. A/aoiii, No. 180. "" A/rze/ifei; loc. at.

' B.M. 70: cf. Clarac, Miis.'cdc Sculpt. '" B.M. 92, 613 ; 98 ; 95, 96, 156 ; 403,

iii. 343, 1399; B.M. Terracottas, D 286. 404.

» See Kenner, Nos. 37-57. -" B.M. 272 ; Bartoli, i. 7.

" B.M. 410, 477.
-' B.M. 173, 89, 576; Bartoli, ii. 25.

" B.M. 172; Roach-Smith, ///. Koiii.
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represents a number of diminutive Erotes playing with the

ckib and cup of Herakles ; it is unfortunately fragmentary, but

another example in Dresden gives the complete design.' One
plunges head-foremost into the cup ; three others raise the

club with difficulty from the ground, one supporting it with

his back, and a fifth, hovering in the air, pulls at it with his

hands. In front of the last-named are the words ADIVATE

SODALES, " Help, comrades !

"

Dionysos is another surprisingly rare figure on the lamps,

though his followers, the Satyrs and Maenads, have their full

share of representation. He occurs as a single figure of youthful

appearance," and also with his panther, to which he offers his

kantharos to drink from ^ ; his mask or head may also be

recognised.' Pan is occasionally found,'' in one case in the

form known as Aegipan (see p. 60) in company with Echo,''

in another as a grotesque bust.' There is also an instance of

Marsyas hung up for his punishment to the branch of a tree.'^

A pastoral deity playing flutes on the handle of a lamp in

the B.M. (No. ^66) may be either Pan or Marsyas. Satyrs

are represented seizing Maenads," dancing, drinking, and playing

on the Pan-pipes, •'* or carrying cups and wine-skins,'^ or with a

goat '- ; both the bearded and beardless types are found, and

their masks or busts are also common.^^ The shaggy-haired

Papposeilenos is occasionally represented." Maenads are de-

picted dancing, in frenzied attitudes, or sacrificing kids ; the

type is often that of the " new-Attic " reliefs, derived originally

from Scopas, of the Maenad Xifiaipo(j)6vo^}'' Their heads and
masks also occur.'"

Among the minor deities we find that Helios and Selene

' Anzcigcr, 18S9, p. 168 : cf. C.T.L. No. 34.

xv. 6230. '1 B.M. loi, 182 ; Kenner, No. n,
- B.M. 517, 577 ; Barioli, ii. 20. '-' B.M. 518.
•' B.M. 78. '3 B.M. 184, 274, 275, 326, 462, 500;
' B.M. 273, 499. Kenner, No. 35.
^ B.M. 616, 709. n B.M. 181.

" Arch.Zcil. 1852, pi. 39 (in Berlin). '^ B.M. 58, 99. 578; 178, 179, z|8o,

' Anzeiger, 1889, p. 169. 618 ; Bull. Coniiii. Arch. 1887, p. 366,
" Kenner, No. 36. Xo. 8 : cf. Hauser, Neu altischc Reliefs,
'' B.M. 481 : cf. 316, 519. p. 154, Nos. 25-32.
'" B.M. 102, 180, 579; 183; Kenner, '« B.M. 100,582.
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(Sol and Luna) are often depicted together/ or Selene alone,^ or

else their busts together,^ or separately ^ ; in one case there is

a simple representation of the solar disc for Helios.^ A curious

subject in the British Museum collection is apparently a com-

bination of the Christian "Good Shepherd" with Helios and

the crescent for Selene/' Asklepios and Hygieia occur in rare

instances,^ and there is an example of Charon in his boat.^ Of
marine deities and monsters, Triton or Proteus, wearing the

pilens or mariner's cap,^ Scylla,^° and a Nereid riding on a

sea-monster (Plate LXIV. fig. i)^^ are found. The popularity

of exotic religions at Rome is testified to by the occurrence,

on the one hand, of Kybele with her lions,^- and Atys ^^
; on

the other, of Egyptian deities such as Sarapis, already mentioned,

and Harpocrates, who is found either alone, or with Lsis, or

with lsis and Anubis,^^ or with Safekh (Plate LXIII. fig. lY^ ;

lsis and Horus, and busts of Hermanubis and lsis are also

found. ^^ On the handle of a lamp is a lcctistcr)iium with busts of

Sarapis and lsis, and of Helios and Selene.^' The busts of the

two Kabciri also occasionally appear. ^^ Among personifications

or quasi-pcrsonifications we find the three Charites or Graces ^^

and a Muse with lyre-**; others are all typically Roman, such

as a bust of Africa on a lamp from Carthage,-^ and such types as

Abundantia'-- (or two cornucopiae as her symbol'-^), Vertumnus,-^

' B.M. 476. '- B.M. 465 ; Aiil. (ii Enol. viii. ii
;

- B.M. 514. Mns. Alaoiii, No. 113 ; C.I.L. xii. 5682,

^ B.M. 513; Bartoli, ii. 13. 71 (K. adored by a Gallus) ; Keiiner,

" B.M. 83, 334, 399, 400, 157, 606 ; No. 3, and see No. 23.

Masner, IViciicr Vascns. 695 ; Bartoli, '^ Kenner, No. 77.

ii. II. '^ B.M. 370, 467, 508; 190, 297, 280;
* B.M. 401. Kenner, No. I ; An/, dl Ercol. viii. 2 :

'^ No. 535: cf. also C.I.L. XV. 6221, ci. B.M. Terracottas, D 285.

20. '^ B.M. 337.
' B.M. 463, 482, 615 ; C.I.L. X.8053, '" B.M. 369; Mus. Alaoui, No. 134.

157. " Daremberg and Saglio, iii. p. loil,

** Giiildliall Mus. Cat. p. 48, No. 40. fig. 4381.
'' B.M. 396, 397 ; Gottiugcr Nachrich- " B.M 281.

ten, 1870, p. 184, Nos. 103-4. '" B.M. 468-470 ; Bartoli, ii. 42.

'" B.M. 523; 191, 591 (bust); Kenner, -" B.M. 104, l85(?).

No. 71 ; Mus. Alaoui, No. 164; Ant. -'' Mus. Alaoui, No. 82.

(// Ercol. viii. 30.
-"- Kenner, Nos. 66-7.

" B.M. 167 ; Masner, 685 ; Fiedler, -^ Ibid. Nos. 233-4.

Castra Vetera, pi. 8, No. 3.
-^ //'/(/. Nos. 72-3.
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Fortune with her steering-oar and cornucopia,' and Victory.'^

Many of these seem to be reflections of bronze statuettes

of the Roman period.'' The latter goddess is frequently

found, bearing a wreath, a trophy, or a shield,^ sometimes

reclining or in a chariot^; or again between two Lares*';

or two Victories are grouped together.' Of special interest

are what are known as the New Year lamps, given as strcnac

on January ist (see p. 398),^ on which Victory is represented

holding a shield, on which is inscribed an aspiration (see

p. 420) for a happy New Year, the head of Janus, cakes, coins

{stipes), and other emblems filling in the rest of the design

(Plate LXIV. fig. 5).''

Occasionally the inscription is varied, and appears as " For the

safety of the state "^^ or "Happiness" simply.'' Two Lares con-

fronted, holding cornucopia, etc., are also found without Victory.'-

Of representations of Phobos (Fear) we have spoken alread}^ (see

p. 398). There are also representations of terminal deities,'''

as well as unidentified goddesses."

Coming now to the heroes and heroic legends, we find that

they play on the whole an inconsiderable part in the list of

subjects on lamps. Leda is represented with the swan,''"' and

the Dioskuri sometimes appear as busts '^
; also Kastor as a full

figure, accompanied by his horse.'' Of the labours of Heraklcs

we have the Nemean lion,'^ the PLrymanthian boar,'''' the

' B.M. 276-278, 348, 484, 510, 586 ;

Kenner, Nos. 58-9 ; Bartoli, ii. 46.

- See generally, Ant. di Ercol. viii. 6 :

Bartoli, iii. 3 (with wreath).

' E.g. B.M. Bronzes, i5ioff.

' B. M. 189 (see p. 420), 335, 367,

520 ; 336 ; 103, 187, 188, 483 : of.

Roach-Smith, Colled. Aiiliq. ii. pi. 15.

'' Rev. Arch, .\x.\iii. (1898), p. 229.
'' B.M. 583; Bartoli, iii. 2; Arch.

Zeit. 1852, pi. 39.

' B.M. 186.

" .See Marquardt, Privataltcrtluimcr,

p. 245 ; C.I.L. X. 8053, 5 ; ii. 4969, 3.

and XV. 6196 fif; Ovid, Fasti, i. 189 ff.

These lamps date from the time of

Augustus and his successors.

" B.M. 309, and of 368, 584, 585 ;

l>artoli, iii. 5- l''<>'' a. similar subject on

a money-box see above, p. 389.
'" B.M. 189 ; Ant. di Ercol. viii. pi. 6 ;

Bartoli, iii. 4.

" Guildhall A/us. Cat. \>. 47, No. 26.

See for these two p. 398 above, and p. 420
below.

'- B.M. 84, 105, 4S5; Kenner, No. 83 ;

Bartoli, i. 13-14.

'^ Jiev. Arch, xxxiii. (1S98), p. 229.
'^ B.M. 710 (archaic xoanon).
'' Kenner, No. 76 ; Miis. Alaoiii, N(js.

1 39-40.
"' B.M. 415.
" B.M. 521.
'" B.M. 337 (Plate LXIII.), and 486.
'' Anzeiger, 1S89, p. 167; Alits. Alaoiii,

No. i;i.
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hydra/ and the slaying of the serpent in the Garden of the

Hesperides,- as well as the combat with a Centaur^ and the

freeing of Prometheus.^ He is also represented as a single figure,

holding the apples of the Hesperides/ leading kids,*' or with a jug

or drinking-cup/ or his head alone (both bearded and beardless

types). ^ Theseus slays the Amazon Andromache''; Perseus is

represented carrying the Gorgon's head '" ; Bellerophon is seen

fallen from his horse Pegasos, or leading him to drink at Peirene^^;

there are also possible representations of Kadmos and Meleager.'-

Europa is depicted on the bull ^^
; Endymion asleep ^'; Aktaeon

devoured by his hounds ^^'

; Telephos suckled by the hind ^"

;

and Eos pursuing Kcphalos.^^ Icaros in his attempted flight

is watched by Minos from the walls of Knossos (Plate LXIV.

fig. 2).^^ From the Theban legend we have only Oedipus

before the Sphinx/^ a scene from the PJioenissac of Euripides

(see p. 415), and Amphion and Zethos seizing the bull for the

punishment of Dirke.-° Nor are scenes from the Trojan cycle

much more common ; but Achilles and Thetis are represented,-^

and also Achilles dragging the body of Hector round the walls

of Troy "
; there is a curious scene, somewhat grotesquely

treated, of Odysseus and Neoptolemos stealing the bow of

Philoktetcs, who fans his wounded foot"'' ; Ajax is seen grieving

after his madness -'
; and Aeneas carries off his aged father and

his son from Troy.-' Odysseus appears before Kirke,-" passing

' B.M. 619. di Ercol. viii. 33; Giiildliall Miis. Cat.

- B.M. 192, 587. p. 48, No. 39.

^ Cyprus Mas. Cal. 1358. "^ B.M. 108; Gotlingcr Nachriihlcn,

" B.M. 416. p. 188, Nos. 235-36.

^ B.M. 620; 33S, 339; Ant. di Ercol. '" Miis. Alaoui, No. 100.

viii. 4 (in the three latter only with club "* B.M. 194 = Arch. Zcit. 1852, pi. 39.

and lion's skin). '" Mus. Alaotii, Nos. 153-56.

" Cyprus Mus. Cat. 1393.
"" Ibid. No. 123.

' B.M. 506, 566, 588. -' Kenner, Nos. 79, So.

* B.M. 106, 417.
--' B.M. 371.

" B.M. 487. "" B.M. 621. '-' B.M. 590 = Roscher, L.exikon, iii.

" B.M. 193; Kenner, No. 81. p. 2338.

'- Kenner, No. 82 ; B.M. 107.
'-' Masner, Wiener Vasens. No. 674:

^^ Mus. Alaoui, Nos. 126-27; diev. cL Bull. Arch. Nap. U.S. \\.\:i\. 10, fig. ^.

Arch, xxxiii. (1898), p. 229.
"^ B.M. 555; Von Rohden, Tcrracollen

'* Gottinger Nachrichten, 1870, p. 1S2, von Pompeii, p. 49: of. C.I.L. xv. 6236.

No. 72. -''Arch. Zeil. 1865, pi. 194 ; B.M.
'^ B.M. 158, 5S9 ; liartoli, ii. 24; .////. 282 : cf. 109, 195.
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the Sirens/ and offering a cup to Pol}'phemos,- but sometimes

also without the Cyclops. Orestes appears at his trial before

Athena in the presence of a Fury.'' A Centaur is seen

carrying off a woman, and in combat with a Lapith '
; also

with a lion;'* carrying an amphora,'' or playing flutes.' An
Amazon wounded, standing at an altar, and accompanied by

a crane, are also among the list of subjects.*^ A single figure

of Pegasos,^ and the Gorgoneion or Medusa-head,'° are not

infrequently found. Combats of Pygmies and cranes,^^ and a

Pygmy on a crocodile,^- may also perhaps be included under

this heading.

The next group of subjects includes those of a historical or

literary character. In the British Museum there arc two very

interesting representations of Diogenes in his tub or pithos

(see Vol. I. p. 152), presumably addressing Alexander, as in the

well-known story,^'' but the latter is not represented (Plate

LXIV. fig. 6).

Among portraits arc busts of Aesop, '^ and various Roman
personages, such as Madrian, Antonia, Trajan, Marcus Aurelius,

Septimius Severus, Commodus, Julia Domna,'"' Lucius Verus,^''

and others who cannot be identified.^' A scene from the

Plioenissae of Euripides occurs on one lamp, with the combat

of the two brothers and the death of Jocasta ; the name of

the play is actually inscribed on the lamp.'** With reference

to Virgil's first Eclogue we find a representation of the shepherd

' B.M. 319-321 ; Bartoli, iii. il. '" JJ.M. 524, 525 ; Cyprus Miis. Cat.

- Mies. Alaoui, No. 192. '35' ; Kenner, Nos. 6S-70.

* Masner, No. 676. Cf. a lamp " B.M. 6S2.

with Athena voting for him, Darcm- '' I\cv. Arcli. x.wiii. (189S), p. 230.

berg and Saglio, Diet. iii. p. 1329, '' B.M. no, 593: sec riularcli, 77/.

fig. 4601. Alcxaiidri, 14.

* B.M. 199, 623. " Moil. delP /list. iii. pi. 14, fig. 3;
' C.I.L. X. 8053, 194. see Bernoulli, Gr. Jlviio,i;r. i. p. 56.

^ Mils. Alaoui, No. no; Guildhall ''B.M. I28(?), 59S ; Kenner, Nos.

Mus. Cat. p. 48, No. 41 = Roach- 85-6, 88-90.

Smith, Colled. Aiitiq. ii. pi. 15 (horn "' Arch. Zeit. 1861, Aiizeii^vr, [). 157 ;

Colchester). Kenner, No. 87.

' Afus. Alaoui, No. ni. " Guildhall Mus. Cat. p. 47, Nos.

* B.M. 196-198, 522, 622. 14-15-

" B.M. 130, 340, 418; Kenner, No. "* C./.Z. \i. 6699, 4.

136: cf. xMasner, No. 686.
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Tityrus on a lamp found at Pozzuoli ^
; the shepherd, whose

name is given, is seated among his flocks. Several lamps

illustrate the well-known fable of Aesop, of the Fox and Crow.^

The fox, wearing a chlamys, stands on his hind-legs holding

up a pair of flutes to the crow, which is perched on the top

of a tree. Another subject, which doubtless has reference to

some fable, is that of a stork holding in its beak a balance,

in which a mouse is weighed against an elephant.^ The
humour of the subject lies in the fact that the mouse is seen

to weigh the elephant down. These two are illustrated on

Plate LXV. figs, 3, 6. There is also a lamp in the British

Museum (Plate LXIII. fig. 2) with a curious subject which

may either be a scene from a comedy like those on the South

Italian vases, or else a parody of " a visit to Asklepios." '

The subjects taken from ordinary life are eminently character-

istic of the social life of Rome under the Empire. An almost

inordinate proportion relate to the now popular gladiatorial

shows, and many others deal with the events of the circus

and arena. Of gladiatorial subjects there are three principal

varieties, which occur again and again on lamps of all shapes

and periods with little alteration.'^ One class represents a

single gladiator in the characteristic armour, with visored

helmet, greaves, and arm-guards, sword and shield "^
; the next

represents a combat of two (Plate LXV. fig. 5), in which the

one is usually worsted and falls at the other's feet, his shield

on the ground beside him.^ An interesting example in the

' B2iU. Arch. Nap. iv. (1856), pi. 10, rich, xvii. p. 149; in the latter instance

fig- 3> P- 166; examples also in B. M. a man weighs an ant against an elepiiant.

(No. 216 = Plate LXIV. fig. 3) and ' Coll. H. Hoffmann (Paris, 1886),

C.l.L. XV. 6240. The companion lamp y). 39; and in B.M. (No. 59).

given in the Bull. Arch. Nap. pi. 10, '' See for example Ant. di Ercol. viii.

fig. 4, does not represent Meliboeus, as 7 ; Rev. Arch, xxxiii. (1898), p. 230 ;

there supposed, but Ajax. Daremberg and Sagho, Diet., ii., s,v.

- B.M. 224; Roach-Smith, ///. Roni. Gladiator, with the bibliography on p.

Land. pi. 30, fig. 3; Jahn in Mitlh. d. 1600; also B.M.
,
/a-cj/w. Similar types

a)it. Gesellsch. zti Zurich, xiv. pi. 4, fig. 9 ;
occur on the Gaulish terra sigillata (p.

Gottinger Nachrichten, 1870, p. 190, 507 below, and Dechelette, Vases orncs,

No. 282 ; and see Daremberg and Saglio. ii. p. 97 ff.).

s.v. Lucerna, p. 1326. '' B.M. in- 114, 341, etc.

^ B.M. 139 : cf. Bidl. delf Inst. 1867, ' B.M. 115-117, 201, etc.

p. 35 = Mitth. d. ant. Gesellsch. zu Zii-
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British Museum (No. 526) shows a minnillo or secutor in combat
with a retiarius, who fought with net and trident. The third

series has representations of gladiatorial armour ranged in a

circle : swords, shields, arm-guards, greaves, and helmets.^

From the circus and games we have such subjects as a naval

contest in the amphitheatre'; a bull-fight'^; a bestiarius con-

tending with boars ^
; a man leaping over a bull'' ; and boxers.^

A remarkable lamp in the British Museum (No. i64= Plate LXV.
fig. 4) gives a representation of a chariot-race in the circus

;

we have the colonnade of latticed barriers {carceres) from which

the chariots started, the spina down the middle of the course,

adorned with shrines and obelisks, and rows of scats full of

spectators ; four chariots take part in the race. Next there

arc scenes such as an athlete crowning himself, a victorious

charioteer in his quadriga, or a victory in the horse-race.^

Of more miscellaneous character are such subjects as a chariot

drawn by four men, a two-horse or four-horse chariot by itself,

or a man or boy on horseback.^

Military subjects are at all times rare, but a not infrequent

subject is a mounted warrior charging with a spear '•'; a soldier

is also depicted with a bird,"^ at an altar, taking an oath, and

saluting an officer who rides past." There are al.so representa-

tions of an iniperator on his triumphal car,^- of an eagle and

standard,^'* and of a trophy perhaps commemorating a victory

over barbarians." A representation of a ship or galley is not

uncommon, but sometimes it is not easy to distinguish these

from the type of Odysseus and the Sirens.'' Some lamps

' B.M. 121, 159, 160, 207, 285, 317,
** B.M. 507 : 122,211,422; 209,210;

342. 125, 213, 214.
-' Mits. Alaoui, No. 222. " B.M. 75, 123, 124, 154, 212, 421.

^ Ant. di Ercol. viii. 9.
•" C.I.L. .\. 8053, 1 27.

' C.I.L. xii. 5682, 74. " Mils. Alaoui, No. 223 = Daremberg
* B.M. 558. and Saglio, iii. p. 1327, fig. 4590.
« B.M. 318 ; Rev. Arch, x.wiii. (1898), '-' Kenner, No. 98; Miis. Alaoui, No.

p. 231, fig. 27. 200.

B.M. 557, and cf. 165; 208, 531 ;

'^ Cyprus Mus. Cat. 1339.

311 and Cyprus Mus. Cat. 1364. See " B. M. 328: cf. Cyprus Mus. Cat.

under the first-named head, Zeitschr. fiir p. 80, No. 1365.

Nui/iisiii. xxiv. p. 357, for an athlete '^ See B.M. 423, 424, 532, 533, 701 ;

placing a prize vase on his head. and cf. p. 415, note I.

VOL. II. 27
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have landscapes in the style of Alexandrine reliefs and chased

metalwork, as for instance a harbour surrounded by buildings,

in which two fishermen pursue their vocation (Plate LXV.
fig. i)/ or a hunter accompanied by a porter, with a town

in the background.'^ Among pastoral scenes we have also,

besides the Tityrus already mentioned, shepherds and goatherds

with their dogs, tending sheep and goats which nibble the

foliage of trees •'
; fishermen,* and hunters, as already noted.

Another interesting type is that of a juggler or mountebank

accompanied by a dog and a cat, which climb ladders, jump
through rings, and perform other tricks (Plate LXV. fig. 2).''

Of a more miscellaneous character are such subjects as a butcher

slaughtering animals hung from a tree"; a fuller at work';

a slave washing a dog, and another washing a statue "*

; slaves

carrying casks or fasces'^; a mule turning a mill."^ Others,

again, do not admit of any exact classification ; such are a

man and woman embracing ; a woman scraping herself after

the bath ; a youth with a mortar ; the sacrifice of a pig "
; a

man riding on a camel or elephant,^' or driving a camel ^'^

; a

dwarf in a boat or playing on a flute"; comic actors,'' and

comic and tragic masks '" innumerable ; and two skeletons

dancing."'

Animals form a large proportion of the representations on

lamps,'- especially on the late class without handle from Knidos

(Vol. I. p. 108), and include Gryphons, elephants, lions, panthers,

' Mus. Alaoui, .Nos. 233-34; also '' B.M. 534, 218, 219: cf. Kenner,

B.M. 79. CI B.M. Cat. of Bronzes, '^o. Nos, 123-24.

884. '" Roach-Smith,///. /v'ow.Z(5;?(/. pi. 30,

- Mns. Alaoui, No. 227; B.M. 625 fig. 4: cf. the well-known ,i;raffito at

(hunter only). Pompeii, and Collect. Antiq. iv. pi. 11.

' B.M. 126, 425 ; Kenner, Nos. 117- " B.M. 27; 222; 127; 74.

122. '- B.M. 215, 489; Rev. Arch, xxxiii.

* B.M. 79 = Plate LXV. fig. i ; Kc:: (1898), p. 230.

Arch, xxxiii. (1898), p. 230. '^ C.I.L. xv. 6221, 24.

* B.M. 217 ; R'cv. Arch, xxxiii. (1898), " Jl'id. x. 8053, 126 and 192.

p. 233 ; Urlichs, Verzeichn. d. Antikens. '^ Anzeiger, 1889, p. 169.

d. Univ. Wiirzbtirg, p. 39, No. 37.
"* Roach-Smith, ///. Rom. London,

« C.I.L. XV. 6718. pi, 30, 2.

' Roach-Smith, Collect. Antiq.\\. pi. 15. " Gbttingcr Nachrichten, 1870, p. 186,

** Rev. Arch, xxxiii. (1898), pp. 230, No. 182.

231. '* '^,^\., passim; Kemier, No. I39ff".
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boars, bears, wolves, deer, horses, oxen, sheep, goats, dogs, rabbits,

eagles, storks, ostriches,' peacocks,'- parrots;' cocks and hens,

and other birds ; dolphins, sea-horses, cuttle-fish and other kinds

of fish, scorpions,^ fi'ogs, shell-fish, and so on. Those mentioned

so far are single figures, merely decorative ; in others there is

more definite action. Such are a lion attacking a bull or

crocodile, or seizing a hind or a donkey '
; two bears dancing ''

;

a monkey and vine^; a dog on a couch,'' fighting with a goose,

or attacking a stag," hind, or boar'" ; two monkeys in a boat"
;

a hare or rabbit nibbling at a plant '-'
; a bird on a twig,

sometimes eating fruit"; an eagle seizing a hare"; an ibis

and a serpent'"; a hen with chickens, cocks fighting, or a

cock pursuing a hen"'; dolphins twisted round a trident or

anchor ; a crocodile and serpent ; a lizard or sea-monster and

eel ; two serpents, sea-horses, or dolphins with an altar

between ''
; and a grasshopper eating grapes.'*

There are also a large number of lamps, the centre of which

is only ornamented with s(^mc decorative motive, such as

a carcJicsiuiii (Vol. I. p. 188), situla, or krater, from which spring

vine-branches, ivy, or other plants ; an oinochoc, flask, or

drinking-cup
;
palm-branches, wreaths of ivy, vine, oak, and

myrtle, sprays of flowers ; a cornucopia and caduceus,'" or other

emblems of deities, such as two hands joined with a caduceus

behind them (see p. 410) ; scallop-shells ; or purely conventional

patterns, such as large four-leaved flowers, stars, and rosettes.

The latter are mostly found on lamps from Greek sites,

especially in Cyprus, and at Tarsus and Knidos. Many lamps

' Mus. Alaoui, No. 27S. " Kev. Anh. xxxiii. (1S98), y. 232.

- B.M. 441,494, 501 ; Masner, Wiener '- B.M. 234, 293, 439, 545; Kenner,

Vasens. No. 694; Cyprus Mus. Cat. 1379. Nus. 163-166.

' Kenner, No. 181. '^ B. M, 238-241, 296, 443, 444;
' Ant. di Ereol. viii. 23. Masner, No. 693.

^ B.M. 560, 226, 561. " Ant. dl Ereol. viii. 5.

'• B.M. 562. '•' Rev. Areh. x.xxiii. (1898), p. 232.

' Fiedler, Castra Vetera, pi. 7, No. 2. "* I!>id. ; B.M. 242, 295, 626.
'^ B.M. 544. ' B.M. 76, 82 ; Masner, Nos. 654-59.
" B.M. 135, 291, 563 ; C.I.L. X. 8053, '« B.M. 77 : cf. 145-

127. '' Roach-Smith, ///. Rom. London,
'" B.M. 230, 493; Guildhall Mus. Cat. p. no.

p. 49, No. 57 ; Cyprus Mus. Cat. 1341.
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have no decoration on the discus, but only comic masks round

the edge, or a border of foHage.

The Christian lamps arc as a rule easily to be distinguished

from the pagan by their form, as well as by their subjects. These

subjects are mainly taken from the Old Testament, from the

life of our Lord, and frorri the sphere of symbolism ; the Good
Shepherd, the seven-branched candlestick, the cross or labarum,

and the sacred monogram, are all favourites.'

A considerable number of Roman lamps have inscriptions,

either impressed in relief or hollow letters from a stamp, or

engraved with a pointed instrument ; the stamps were probably

of bronze. Potters' signatures and trade-marks are always

underneath the lamp, and those found on the top usually relate

in some way to the subject. Sometimes, as in lamps from Pozzuoli

and Naples,- the inscriptions are in relief on the surface, in small

tablets. They may, however, be classified under four headings:

—

(i) Inscriptions referring to the circumstances under which

or for which the lamp was made, as, for instance, with reference

to national events or public games, or for religious dedications.

(2) Inscriptions descriptive of the subjects.

(3) Acclamations or formulae addressed by the potter to the

public.

(4) Signatures of potters or trade-marks ; this class is by far

the most numerous.

To the first class belong some of the formulae to which allu-

sion has already been made (pp. 396, 398), such as those on the

New Year lamps : ANNVM NOWM FAVSTVM FELICEM MIHI HIC

(or TIBI, or to some person whose name is given) ;
occasionally

this is varied by formulae such as FIILICTII (for FELICITAS ?),

" Happiness (to you) !
" ' OB CIVES serv(<t/(?j-), " For the preser-

vation of the state " ^ ; G • P • R • F, Genio populi Roniani feliciter''
;

' See generally Dalton, B. At. Cat. - C.I.L. x. S053, 36, 143, 193; B.M.

of Early Christian Antiqs. p. 139 ft. ; 201, 310, from Pozzuoli.

Darembergand Saglio, iii. p. 1328 ; Mas. ^ Guildhall Mus. Cat. p. 47, No. 26.

Alabiti, Nos. 497 ft". ; Ant. di Ercol. viii. ' See B.M. 189 and C.I.L. xv. 6211-18;

45-7; De Rossi, Rovm Sotterr. ii. p. these all date from the time of Augustus :

498 ft".; Delattre, in Kevue de I'Art cf. his coins and those of his successors.

Chrdticn, 1889-93, etc. (Carthage). ^ C.I.L. xv. 6195.
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EX • S • C, " By the decree of the senate " '
; FIDES PVBLICA,

"The public trust,"" and the SAECVLI, SAECVLO, SAECVLARES

group of inscriptions,' which may in a few cases refer to the

Ludi Saeculares, but more probably are of similar import

to the SAEc(///«///) A\'(reu/u) DOM (////), " The golden age of

our lord," on a lamp from Antium/ The last-named formula,

it should be noted, is found both above and below the

lamps. L\CER(//i'?) P\'(//')LICA probably refers to the use of

the lamp in some public illuminations (see p. 396).' A lamp

in the Trier Museum" has the names of the consuls for

the year 235 (Severus and Ouintianus). Among names of

deities for whose sanctuaries the lamps were intended are Venus

(SACRVM VENERI, with a figure of the goddess),' and the

Ephesian Artemis (APTEMIC E^ECinN)/
Among the inscriptions relating to the subjects on the

lamps are several which hav'e already been mentioned, such

as DIOGENES and TITVRVS, and also ga(//j)medes over a

figure of the same." On a lamp representing the flight

of Aeneas from Troy are the names AENicas), A^c(/i/ses),

ASC{ani'us), and the exclamation REX PIE, alluding to the former.'"

On another, which represents the fight of Eteokles and Poly-

neikes and the death of Jocasta, subjects taken from the

Phoo/issac of Euripides, occur not only the letters P\L for

Polyncikcs, but also PHO(6')NlSS(<'i6'), leaving no doubt as to

the source whence the scenes arc taken." Another in the form

of Eros or a Genius with the club and lion-skin of Hcrakles,

lying asleep, has on it the curious inscription AIA STLACIA T\'RA

DORMIT, STERNIT SIR . . .
,'" the import of which is not quite

clear. Similar inscriptions often occur in scenes from the

circus or amphitheatre, giving the names of gladiators, as

Afcr, Ilelenus, Popillius, or Sabinus,'" or of charioteers in the

' C.I.L. xv. 6219. the preceding are bronze lamps.

- Ibid. 6222. 9 C.I.L. XV. 6239 = Ann. delP lust.

^ See ibid. 6221 ; P.M. 164, etc. 1S66, pi. v..

' Ibid. X. 8053, 4.
'" C.I.L. XV. 6236.

'" Ibid. XV. 6223. " Ibid. xi. 6699, 4.

" Ibid. xiii. loooi, 4.
'- Ibid. 6699, 5.

' Ibid. xiii. loooi, 2. '' [hid. xv. 6241-49.
•* Inscr. Gi\ xiv. 2405, 6. This and
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circus-races, as C. Annius Lacerta and the horse Corax, which

won him a race for the white faction at the Secular Games ^

;

another lamp has the name of a horse or his driver, INCITATVS,

and a third the exhortation yig(/)LA prasine," which may
allude to a driver of the green faction. Over the figure of a

warrior on a lamp from Carthage is PLVS fecisses SI PLVS

LICERET, " You would have done more if you had had the

chance."' In other cases there seems to be a revival of the

old Greek fashion of apostrophising the figures as Kalos—e.g.

AQVILO CALOS, AXOLMVS (<r)ALOS.^ There are also inscriptions

put into the mouths of figures, as in the subject of Cupids with

the club of Herakles, one of whom cries adiv(7')ate SODALES,
" Help, comrades !

"
'' or the funerary Genius weeping over an

urn and saying, LVGEO, " I mourn." ^

To the third class belong such expressions as have,
" Hail !

"
; vivas or valeas, " Long life !

"
; vtere, " Use

this"*^; AVE ET vale, "Greeting and farewell," on a lamp

from Cologne '' ; and on another from the same site, have •

M.ACENA • VILLIS HAVE LASCIBA • VALE,^*^ which seems to have

a somewhat coarse significance. Others allude to the future

purchaser, as EME ME, "Buy me""; QVI fecerit vivat ET

q(«/) EMERIT, " May the potter and purchaser flourish "
; EMITE

LVCERNAS ab asSE COLATAS, " Buy lamps for an as " ^-
; BONO

QVI eme(;7V), " May it be for his good who shall buy it."
'^

The latter class are chiefly found in North Africa. Mention

has already been made of the inscriptions on the Esquiline

lamps, such as PONE FVR ; these are not found on lamps of

imperial times, and appear to be peculiar to the early fabrics.

M?) ciiTTov has been found on a lamp at Athens." On a lamp

' C.I. I.. XV. 6250: cf. Pliny, H.N. viii. '' Ihid. xiii. loooi, 14.

160. '" Ibid. 1000 1, 20.

-' Ihid. 6257, 6261. " Ihid. xv. 6232.
' Daremberg and Saglio, Did., sv. '-' Ihid. viii. 10478, i ; xiii. loooi, 19.

Luceina, p. 1330. The meaning of (WrtAzi- is doubtful. Mr.

* C./.Z. XV. 6254-55. F. H. Marshall suggests "well-made,"

* Ibid. X. 8053, 8; xv. 6230: see lit. "sifted," referring to the quality of

above, p. 411. the clay.

" Ibid. XV. 6234. '^ Ibid. xv. 6752 ; xi. 6699, 7.

' Ibid. X. 8053, 6. '^ Bull. delP Inst. 1S68, p. 59 : see

*• Ibid. xi. 6699, 8-10. Vol. I. p. 107.

i
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from Spain is inscribed G IVLivs • ARTEMIDOR . . . LVCERNAS •

II D D, " C. Julius Artemidorus makes a present of two lamps."'

A very curious inscription is found written in ink on a lamp

at Rome, to this effect: " Helenus delivers his name to the nether

world ; he carries down with him coins, a New Year's gift, and

his lamp ; let no one deliver him except us who have made

them." -

Potters' signatures are almost invariably to be found on the

under side of the lamp, where they are arranged on the diameter

at right angles to the axis of the lamp ; sometimes they are

placed in a panel or tablet, or within the outline of a foot. In

rare instances they are found on the handle, or on the top.^

Greek lamps which are not of Roman origin are never signed,

nor are those of Christian origin ; the oldest signatures are to

be found on the Esquiline lamps, but they rarely appear before

imperial times, when they become fairly general. Among these

earlier instances are rRAESE(////.i-)^ and FL(<'/)BIA {Flavin), the

latter found at Carthage.'^ More frequently, lamps of this kind

have a single letter or monogram by way of stamp ''

;
a " delphini-

form " lamp in the Musee Alaoui has a monogram of A and TT.

A single letter sometimes occurs above or below the inscription,

which may be regarded as a sort of trade-mark indicating the

potter (Jij^u/us), the full name being that of the offici)iator or

master ; on a lamp in the British Museum from Knidos (No. 132)

the name ROMAN e(«)sis is accompanied by the letter X ;
on

another, FORTES by the letter N. On the lamps signed by

L HOS CRI, a Gaulish potter, arc found the letters G, I, L, M,

P, s, T, V, X, z, and other signs.' These trade-marks are not

confined to letters ; Fortis uses a wreath and palm-branch, as in

Fig. 210; L. Caecilius Saevus a palm-branch or a foot-shaped

' C.r.L. ii. 4969, I. ' Ann. dclP Inst. 1880, p. 291.

- Jbid. XV. 6265: see Arch. Zeit. '' Daremberg and Saglio, Did., s.v.

1861, p. 167. Lucerna, p. 1330.

' Melanges de rEcok Franc, de Rome, '' E.g. A, B, C, H, I, R : C.I.L. x.

xii. (1892), p. 118, Nos. 31-3, pi. 4, 8053,209-14; xii. 5682, 131 : w. 6266,

No. 5; C.I.L. XV. 6520; Mus. Alaoui, 6334, 6342.

No. 369; and see above, p. 420, for ' C.I.L. xii. 5682, 57.

examples on Canipanian lamps.
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stamp ; L. Fabricius Masculus the letters H and X, a wheel, or a

star.^ Other lamps have no name underneath, but some simple

pattern, such as five circles in guiiiciinx form, or the favourite device

of the foot-shaped stamp (cf.

P* ?>?>?))• These varieties of

marks were probably intended

to distinguish different series

in the products of a single

pottery.

The signatures are usually

abbreviated, the full form

being ex officina {officinatoris),

the name being consequently

in the genitive. On a lamp

from Rome is EX OF- AIACIS,

ex officina Aiacis? Some-

times, but rarely under the

Empire, the nominative is

used: A. B. fecit, ox more com-

monly A. B.f. Thus we have

AVGENDI, ATIMETI, C IVLI

NICEPHORI, or ASIMIENAS,

FELIX, , TROPHIMVS. But

where a single name occurs

it is rarely full enough to show the case. On a lamp at Dresden

the potter Diomedes calls him.self LVCERNARIVS.-^ From the

second century down to the time of Augustus the name may

be either in the nominative or genitive, either the pmetiomen

and Jionien, or the nomen or cognomen only ;
these signatures

were all incised while the clay was moist. In the period repre-

sented by the third class (see p. 401) nearly all the signatures

are cognoniina simply, as ATIMETI, COMMVNIS, FORTIS, STROBILI,

all in the genitive. In the fourth class, or lamps of the second

century, the nominative is very rare ; the names are usually

abbreviated, and one {cognosnefi), two {nonien and cognomen'),

FIG. 210. UNDER SIDE OF LAMP WITH
SIGNATURE OF FORTIS (BRIT. MUS.).

' See Fink in Milmhener SitziDigs-

berichte, 1900, p. 690, for examples.

- C.I.L. XV. 6282.

^ Anzeiger, 1889, p. 170 = C.I.L. xv.

6263.
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or three may be found. Potteries were, as we have seen, often

owned by women, hence female names are not uncommon.

Abbreviations of a particular name vary considerably ; for

instance, L. Caecilius Saevus appears as L CAEC • sae,

L CAE • SAE, L • CA SAE (see below, p. 428) ; L. Fabricius

Masculus as L • FABRIC • MASC, L • FABRIC • MAS, L • FABR MASC,

FABRIC • MAS, and so on/ Or the praenoinoi may vary, and

for C • OPPI • RES we find L OPPI RES ; or, again, the coguomcn,

as in the case of C. Junius, where it may be Alexis, Eitus,

or Draco,'- or of L. Munatius, found with Adjectus, Restitutus,

Successus, Threptus, and Philemo.'^ The variations in the names

may denote potteries in connection, or successive holders of

one business. In one instance the name of a workman PNLCHER
occurs with that of Fabricius Masculus, in another that of

PRIM\'S with C. Oppius Restitutus.^ Greek names, where the)-

occur, seem to imply that the potters were freedmen, as in

the case of Dionysius, Phoetaspus, and others.

The following list gives the names most frequently found,

with the localities in which they occur'':

—

Annius Serapiodorus (anni skr) : Rome, Ostia.

C. Atilius Vestalis (c • atili • vest) : Rome, Italy, Gaul, Britain.

Atimetus : Italy, Gallia Narbonensis, Pannonia.

Z. CaeciUiis Saevus (l cae • sae) : Rome, SouthLrn Italy, Sicily,

Sardinia, Gallia Narbonensis, Britain.

Clodius Heliodoriis (cLO • hel) : Italy, Africa, Spain, Gaul.

C. Clodius Successus (c clo • svc) : Rome, Gaul, Sardinia, Africa.

Conwiunis : Rome, Pompeii, Gallia Cisalpina, Pannonia.

Crescens : Gaul, Pannonia.

L. Fabricius Masculus (l fabr • masc) : Rome, Gallia Cisalpina,

Africa.

Florentius (florent) : Rome, Italy, Sicily, Tunis, Gaul, Germany,

Britain.

Fortis : Rome, Italy, Sicily, Dalmatia, Germany, Gaul, Britain.

Gabinia : Italy, Sardinia, Africa, Gaul.

L. Hospidius Crispus (i, • HOS • CRi) : Gaul.

' C.T.L. xv. 6350, 6433. Luccrna, j). 1331 ; also the lists given
' Ibid. 6501-03. by Fink in Si/zuiigJ>. d. Miiiich. Akad.
^ Ibid. 6560-65. 1900, pp. 689, 692 ft"., and the various

^ Ibid. 6434, 6593. volumes of the C'£';/>//i under Instrunientuni

^ See Daremberg and .Saglio, s.v. Doniesticum, especially vol. xv.
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C. Julius Nicephorus (c ivli • nicep) : Italy, Gaul.

C. Junius Alexis : Rome, Campania, Sicily, Sardinia, Africa.

C. Ju?iius Bito : Italy, Sicily, Gaul.

C. Junius Draco : Rome, Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Africa, Gallia

Narbonensis.

L. Mar. Afi. . Rome, Campania, Sicily, Spain, Gallia Cisalpina.

Z. Munatius (with various cognomina)-. Rome, Africa.

N. Naevius Luc. (n • naev • lvc) : Italy, Sardinia, Spain, Gaul.

M. Novius Justus (m • nov • ivst) : Rome, Naples, Sicily, Sardinia,

Africa, Gallia Narbonensis.

C. Oppius Restittitus (c • oppi • res) : Rome, Italy, Sicily, Sardinia,

Africa, Gallia Narbonensis, Cyprus.

Passenus Augurinus (pas • avg) : Italy, Gaul.

Phoetaspus : Italy, Gaul, Pannonia.

Strobilus : Rome, Italy, Africa, Pannonia, Dalmatia, Gaul, Britain.

Vibiatius : Gaul, Pannonia.

C. Viciri Agathopus (c viciri agat) : Italy, Sardinia, Gallia

Cisalpina.

It will be noted that nearly all are found at Rome, but that

the others fall into geographical groups ; the same name is

seldom found both in the north and south of the Empire. Thus
Fortis is not found in Africa, Oppius Restitutus only rarely in

Gaul. Certain names are entirely localised, as Annius Serapio-

dorus at Rome and Ostia, L. Hos. Cri. and Marcellus in Gaul,

O. Mem. Kar. and Pudens in Sardinia. The name of Vindex,

a maker of terracotta figures at Cologne (see above, p. 383),

is found on lamps at Trier and Nimeguen.^

The distribution of the Fortis lamps in particular is remark-

able. They have been found in several places in Gallia Cisal-

pina, such as Aquileia-; at Lyons, Aix, Orange, and elsewhere

in France^; at Nimeguen in Holland^; at Trier, Cologne, Mainz,

and Louisendorf in Germany ''

; in London " ; in Spain ' ; and

over the region of Dacia, Pannonia, and Dalmatia,^ as well as in

' Blanchet, Ali'/aiii^es Gallo-roiitaincs, Daiiti/). el Rheni, i. p. 1S5, ii. p. 238.

ii. p. 112. ^ C.I.L. vii. 1330, 15; Roach-Smilh,
-' C.I.L. V. Si 14, 54. ///. Rom. London, p. 112 ; Gitildliall

•' Ihid. xiii. loooi, 136 ; xii. 56S2, 50; JMiis. Cat. p. 47, Nos. 27-8.

B.M. 383, 391.
" C.I.L. ii. p. 665, No. 24.

^ C.I.L. xiii. lOOOl, 136. " //'/(/. iii. 3215, 7; ibid. Suppl. I,

' //'/(/. : .nlso Steiner, Cod. Instr. Rom. S076, 16.
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Rome and Italy.^ The most natural conclusion to be drawn from

these results is that the majority of the lamps seem to have been

made in Italy, and it has been thought probable that there were

three principal centres of fabric whence exportation went on in

different directions—Rome and its environs, Campania for the

lamps found in Southern Italy, Africa, and the Mediterranean, and

Gallia Cisalpina for those found in Central Europe.' It has

also been suggested that the last-named fabric centred in

Mutina (Modena) and that this was the place where the lamps

of Class III. (see p. 401) were chiefly made.'^ Outside Italy there

may well have been manufactures in North Africa, where lamps

are so plentiful, and in Gallia Narbonensis, to which region some

signatures are peculiar. Evidence of a lamp-manufacturer in

Africa seems to be afforded by the mention of praedia Pnllae-

norum in an inscription from Tunis,* the lamps of PuUaenus

occurring in Sardinia and Africa. Local fabrics of very poor

lamps were doubtless numerous.

A certain number of Roman lamps have Greek signatures,

not differing in character but only in alphabet from the Latin

inscriptions. The most curious instance is that of KEACEI

n OMP EEI for Celsi Pompeii, which is found on lamps in Southern

Italy '^
; HoynrCKiov is also found at Naples, and even 'A/SaaKuvrov

and Ilpeifiov, which are usually associated with lamps made in

Greece (see Vol. I. ]). 108), occur on some found in Italy.'' In Sicil\-

we find the signatures of Apollophanes of Tyre (AnOAA04>AN
TYPIO) at Himera and Proklos Agyrios (TTPOKA ATYP) at Gela

and Catania '

; 'Ptp/Xov for Rcgulus occurs at Tarentum."" Greek

names arc often found in Cyprus," and conversely a large

number of lamps found at Knidos by Sir Charles Newton bore

the signature ROMANE(;/)aia, in Latin letters with the S reversed,

' C.I.L. ix. 6081, 11; X. S053, S3; ' C.I. I.. X. 8053, 46; Inscr. Giafc.

xi. 6699, 89; XV. 6450. xiv. 2405, 18. Cf. Proc. Soc. Aiitiqs.

" Daremberg and S.iglio, s.7\ p. 1332 : xx. (1904), p. 96.

cf. C.I.L. XV. p. 783. " C.I.I. XV. 6869, 6886.

^ From vol. v. of the Cor/iis it may ' Boeckh, C.I.Gr. iii. p. 660, No.

be seen how common the signatures 5685 ; Inscr. Graec. xiv. 24053, 34 ; and

peculiar to this class are in this region
;

B. M. 303.

e.g. 81 14, II, 28, 54, 126, 137.
** Inscr. Gr. xiv. 2405, 35.

^ Carton, Dc'coiivcrlcs, [1. 254 : cf. ' Cf. Cosnola, Salant/nia, p. 284.

C.I.L. viii. 10478, 33-4.
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apparently suggesting that the lamps were made by a Roman
abroad/ Greek signatures are even found in Gaul and

Germany.'"'

Mention must also be made here of the recent researches of

Herr Fink ' with the object of ascertaining the chronological

succession and general distribution of the signatures on lamps

of the Imperial period. Starting with the four main classes of

forms which have already been laid down as the basis^ (the dis-

tinction resting mainly on the various forms of the nozzle), he

has obtained, by comparison chiefly of the lamps in the British

Museum, Berlin, and Munich collections, the following interesting

results.

Certain stamps appear to be peculiar, or almost peculiar, to

each class : thus, in Class I. only, we find P. Cessius Felix

and L. Munatius Successus ; in Class II. only, L. Fabricius

Masculus ; in Class III. only, Atimetus, P'ortis, Phoetaspus, and

other single coguoniiiia ; in Class \W, which contains by far the

larger number of stamps, Clodius Helvidius, C. Junius Bitus,^

L. Munatius Threptus, and C. Cornelius Ursus. The lamps of

the Gaulish potter L. Hospidius Crispus are all of one peculiar

form, a transition between Fink's I. and IV.*' Cross-instances

are very rare, but C. Junius Draco is found in Classes I. and

IV., C. Oppius Restitutus in Classes II. and IV., Plorcntius

and Celsus Pompeius in Classes III. and IV. It is also interest-

ing to note that there are lamps in Class IV. with the Christian

monogram and the figure of the Good Shepherd. In Class I.,

generally speaking, signatures are very rare ;
in Class III. they

are almost invariable, but the total number of lamps is relatively

small. Another curious result is that certain signatures, such as

L. Caecilius Saevus, Bassus, Cerialis, Sextus Egnatius Aprilis,

and Romanensis, are not confined to one type of lamp, but in

these cases it is to be noted that each type has a variation of

signature : thus, in Class I., L CAEC • SAE ; in II., L • CAE • SAE
;

' See C.I.L. iii. Suppl. i, 7310, and on the British Museum lamps is given.

Vol. I. p. 108. He also occurs in Africa ' See above, p. 400.

{C.I.L. viii. 10478, 37) and elsewhere. ' The names of this and other potters

- Inscr. Graec. xiv. 2574. in Class IV. also occur on terracotta

3 Miinchener Sitzjnigshcrhhh', 1900, money-boxes (see above, p. 389).

p. 685 ff. On p. 692 a faille of signatures " See C.I.L. xv. pt. 2, pi. 3, No. 15.
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in III., L • CA • SAE ; while in IV., L CAE • SAE occurs no less

than 140 times.

His conclusions are that one workshop did not necessarily

set itself to produce only one form, but that the differences

in form are merely due to changes of fashion. In Class I. Greek-

technical instincts are still strong as regards form and choice of

subjects, but in ornament the taste of Southern Italy prevails
;

the subjects are mainly mythological. In Class II. the typically

Roman motives appear : gladiators, combats, and hunting-scenes
;

this form, according to Fink, is more developed than Class I.

Evidence which has been obtained from Regensburg shows

that Class III. belongs to the time from Augustus to Hadrian,

and, as we have seen, it is chiefly confined to the north of the

Apennines. Where provincial potteries can be traced, as at

Wcsterndorf and at Westheim in Bavaria, the lamps are usually

of this form, but it was doubtless imitated in Italy. Form IV.

is essentially Italian, but is also found in Central Europe, and

is evidently of late date.



CHAPTER XXI

ROMAN POTTERY: TECHNICAL PROCESSES,
SHAPES, AND C/SES

Introductory—Geographical and historical limits—Clay and glaze—Techni-

cal processes—Stamps and moulds

—

Barboiinc and other methods

—

Kilns found in Britain, Gaul, and Germany—Use of earthenware

among the Romans—Echea— Dolia and Amphorae— Inscriptions on

amphorae—Cadus, Ampulla, and Lagena—Drinking-cups— Dishes—
Sacrificial vases— Identification of names.

I. Introductory

Roman vases are far inferior in nearly all respects to Greek
;

the shapes are less artistic, and the decoration, though not

without merits of its own, bears the same relation to that of Greek

vases that all Roman art does to Greek art. Strictly speaking,

a comparison of the two is not possible, as in the one case

we are dealing with painted vases, in the other with ornamen-

tation in relief But from the point of view of style they

may still be regarded as commensurable. Roman vases, in a

word, require only the skill of the potter for their completion,

and the processes employed are largely mechanical, whereas

Greek vases called in the aid of a higher branch of industry,

and one which gave scope for great artistic achievements

—

namely, that of painting.

It may perhaps be advisable to attempt some definition

of the subject, and lay down as far as possible historical and

geographical limits within which Roman pottery as a distinct

phase of ancient art may be said to be comprised. The line

which distinguishes it from Greek pottery is, however, one

of artistic evolution rather than of chronology, one of political

circumstances rather than of geographical demarcation. In

430
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other words, it will be found that during a certain period

the ceramic art had reached the same stage of evolution

throughout all the Mediterranean countries ; in Greece and

Asia Minor, in the Crimea and in North Africa, in Southern

Ital}' and in Etruria, a point of development had been reached

at which the same kind of pottery, of very similar artistic

merit, was being made in all parts alike. In Greece and other

regions which had up to the end of the fourth centur\', or

even later, been famous for their painted potter}-, this art had

lost its popularity and was d\ing or dead ; in other parts,

as in Etruria, it had never obtained a very firm foothold, and

the local traditions of relief-ware imitating metal were revived.

Not the least remarkable feature of the art of the Hellenistic

Age is the great impetus given to working in metal, as

has already been indicated in a previous chapter (Vol. I. p. 498).

The toreutic products of Alexandria and of the famous chasers

of Asia Minor, whose names Pliny records,^ became renowned

throughout the Greek world, and the old passion for painted

pottery was entirely ousted by the new passion for chased

vases of metal

But in spite of increased habits of luxury, it is obvious

that the replacing of earthenware b\- metal could never have

become universal. For ordinary household purposes pottery

was still essential, and besides that, there were many to whom
services of plate and gold or silver vessels for use or ornament

were a luxury unattainable. Hence it was natural that there

should follow a general tendency to imitate in the humbler

material what was beyond reach in the more precious, and

the practice arose, not only of adorning vessels of clay with

reliefs in imitation of the chased vases, but even of covering

them with some preparation to give them the appearance of

metal. Instances of these tendencies have been given in

Chapter XI., and no better example could be adduced than

that of the silver phialae of Eze and their terracotta replicas

in the British Museum (Vol. I. p. 502).

In the same chapter we saw that Southern Italy, in particular,

was the home of the relief and moulded wares in the Hellenistic

' H.N. xxxiii. 1540". : see below, p. 489.
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period. This was a time when there were close artistic relations

between that region and Etruria, and we have already seen

that this method of decoration had long been familiar in the

latter district (see p. 292 ff.). Hence it is not surprising

that we find springing up in the Etruscan region of Italy an

important centre of pottery manufacture which proved itself

to be the heir of more than one line of artistic traditions.

The era of Roman pottery is generally assumed to begin

with the establishment at Arretium, within the area of Roman
domination, of a great manufactory in the hands of Roman
masters and workmen. Evidence points to the second century

B.C. as the time when Arretium sprang into importance as a

pottery-centre ; and thenceforward for many years its fabrics

filled the markets and set the fashion to the rest of the Roman
world.

The lower limit of the subject is, from lack of evidence,

not much easier to define ; but after the second century of

the Empire, pottery, like other branches of working in clay,

sank very much into the background, and the spread of

Christianity after the time of Diocletian practically gave the

death-blow to all Pagan art. M. Dechclette, in his account

of the important potteries at Lezoux in Gaul, brings forward

evidence to show that they practically came to an end about

the time of Gallienus (a.d. 260—268)^ ; but it is probable that

the manufacture of degenerate sigillata wares went on for

about a century longer in Germany at any rate, if not in Gaul.

Much of the pottery found in Germany and Britain is of an

exceedingly debased and barbaric character.

In discussing the geographical distribution of Roman pottery

we are met first with the difficulty, which has already been

hinted at, of defining where Greek ends and Roman begins.

But we must have regard to the fact that in most if not all

Greek lands pottery, painted or moulded, was in a moribund

condition, whereas in Italy the latter branch was rejuvenescent.

It seems, therefore, more satisfactory on the whole to exclude

the Eastern Mediterranean entirely from the present survey,

and to consider that with the concluding words of Chapter XL
' Vases onus dc la Cattle Roiitaiiti^ i. p. 190 ft.
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the history of pottery in that part of the ancient world came

to an end. That is to say, that all later fabrics found in

Greece or Asia Minor, even though they are sometimes of

Roman date, belong to the lingering traces of a purely

Hellenic development, and have no bearing on our present

investigation.

The latter must therefore be limited to the countries of

Western Europe, embracing—besides Italy—France, Germany,

Britain, and Spain. The pottery found in these regions during

the period of the Roman Empire is homogeneous in character,

though greatly varjing in merit, and so far as it can be traced

to the victorious occupiers of those countries rather than to

purely native workmanship, represents what we ma\' call

Roman pottery, as opposed to Greek or Graeco-Roman on

the one hand and Celtic or Gaulish on the other.

2. Technical Processes

Roman pottery, regarded from its purely technical aspect,

is in some ways better known to us than Greek, chiefly owing

to the extensive discoveries of kilns, furnaces, and potters'

apparatus, such as moulds and tools, in various parts of Western

Europe. On the other hand, its classification is a much more

difficult matter, although it has for so long been the subject

of study, for reasons which will subsequently appear. This

is perhaps partly due to the overwhelming interest which the

discoveries of recent years have evoked in the study of Greek

vases ; and partly, of course, to the artistic superiority and

more varied interest of the latter ; but the mass of material

now collected in the Museums of Italy and Central Europe

is gradually impelling Continental scholars to bring to bear

on Roman pottery the scientific methods now universally

pursued in other directions. Of their work we shall speak

more in detail in another chapter ; for the present we must

confine ourselves to the technical aspect of the subject.

The Romans, who used metal vases to a far greater extent

than the Greeks—at least under the late Republic and Empire

—

did not hold the art of pottery in very high estimation, and their

VOL. IL 28
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vases, like their tiles and lamps, were produced by slaves and

freedmen, whereas at Athens the potter usually held at least

the position of a resident alien. These were content to produce

useful, but not as a rule fine or beautiful, vases, for the most

part only adapted to the necessities of life. There was, so

far as we know, no manufacture of vases set apart for religious

purposes, either for funerary use or as votive offerings, and for

the adornment of the house metal had the preference. It is

not, therefore, surprising that we should find them making

use of a less fine and compact paste for the greater proportion

of their vases. With the exception of the fine red wares with

reliefs, which are now generally known to archaeologists as

ten-a sigillata} and which answered in public estimation to our

porcelain, they made only common earthenware, and this was

generally left unglazed.

All kinds of clays are used, varying with the different regions

in which the pottery was made, and ranging in hue from black

to grey, drab, yellow, brown, and red. In quality, too, the

clay varies to a considerable extent, some being of a coarse,

pebbly character. The red clay of the Allier district in France,

where most of the Gaulish pottery was manufactured, is of a

ferruginous nature ; its natural colour is modified by baking,

though it never becomes white.- The pottery of St. Rcmy-
cn-Rollat in that neighbourhood is made of the same white

clay as the terracotta figures (p. 382).'' In Italy, as a rule,

careful attention seems to have been paid to the preparing

and mixing of the clay, and in the glazed red wares it is

uniformly good. In fact, the remarkable similarity in technique

and appearance of this ware throughout the Roman Empire

has led to the view that there can only have been one centre

from which it was exported. Against this, however, must be

urged the undeniably provincial and almost barbarous character

of the decoration on much of the pottery found in Central

and Northern Europe ; and therefore, without denying that

exportation went on, as it undoubtedly did, we should prefer

' Tlie term is applied to clay suited to - Dechelette, Vases orihs dc la Gaiile

receive stamps {sigi/la) or impressions. Roniainc, ii. p. 335.
' Ihld. i. 1). 41 {{.
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to suppose that this red glaze was produced in some special

artificial manner, such as by using red ochre or iron oxide

(sec below), the knowledge of which became common property.

As Semper said forty years ago ^
:

" Not only did barbarians,

Gauls, Britons, and Germans, learn to know and use Roman

technique, but also Egypt, Asia, and the Greeks, already

immortalised by their own pottery, dropped their local pro-

cesses, and voluntarily adopted Roman forms and technique."

Clay and glaze, form and technical method, are in all parts

the same ; it is only the decoration that varies and reflects

the spirit and taste of the locality.

Formerly it was thought that the red glaze was obtained

in the baking, after careful polishing of the surface, and that

special means were adopted to this end. In the kilns of

Castor (see below) Artis thought that he detected contrivances

for this purpose ; but it is now generally agreed that the glaze

is artificial, not natural. In ordinary wares and in the lamps

a red glaze is produced by a mere polishing of the surface, and

this varies in tone and lustre with the proportion of oxide of

iron in the paste, and the degree of heat employed in the

baking. But in the terra sigillata the red glaze reaches a high

and uniform state of perfection. This seems to have been

produced by a kind of varnish, the elements of which are not

absolutely certain; but it would appear that the substance added

to produce the effect was of an essentially alkaloid nature.

This has been deduced by Dragendorff - from a series of

analyses made from fragments of different wares, both without

and with the glaze ; in the latter case the alkaloid constituents

show a marked increase in quantity, whereas the proportion

of the iron oxide and other elements remain constant. These

investigations were made by Dr. Lilienthal, of Dorpat, on

five fragments: (i) from a vase of the Republican period found

at Corncto
; (2) from a bowl of fine terra sigillata of the first

century after Christ
; (3) from a deep cup of the same style

;

(4) from late provincial ware of the second or third century
;

(5) from a degenerate fabric with rough clay and inferior glaze,

the results being as follows :

—

' Der Stil, ii. p. 148. - Bouiirr /ahrhiicher, xcvi. p. 20.
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I. Without slaze ^

Silica

Clay earth ...

Iron oxide ...

Carbonate of

lime

Magnesia ...

Potash

Carbonate of

sodium ...

(0
55-08

23-10

1413

5'22

075
079

0-28

2, With crjaze"

Silica

Clay

Iron

Carbonate of lime

Magnesia ...

Potash

Carbonate of

sodium ...

(0
54-18

21-31

15-00

6-OI

1-94

0-95

o"37

(2)

52-87

23'95

478

13-80

2'35

0.89

0-45

(3)

52-054

13-966

1-850

1-852

0-523

(4)

5475
18-82

14-48

5 '3°

3-38

i'55

0-53

(2)
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but not so definite. Fabroni had thought that the iron oxide

was combined with a vitreous paste,' and Keller, by practical

experiments, essayed to show that borax was employed to

provide the required appearance," and further maintained that

the furnace at Castor already alluded to was used for dissolving

that substance. He was not far from the truth, but the

results obtained by Dragendorff seem to militate against his

conclusions.

In any case the glaze is very perfect, of so bright a red as

to resemble coral, and serving, as Blumner says, to enhance

the ground colour where a modern glaze would only conceal

its imperfect tone. It is so fine and so carefully laid on

that it does not interfere with any outlines or details, in this

again evincing its superiority to modern glaze. It seems to

have been applied not with the brush, but by dipping the

vase into the liquid.'' Black glaze, such as occurs on the

earlier Italian fabrics (p. 481), was produced from an alkaline

silicate.^

The ordinary unglazed wares were classified by Brongniart

under four heads'": (i) pale yellow; (2) red (dark red to red-

brown ; first century of Empire)
; (3) grey or ash-coloured

(down to the end of the Western Empire)
; (4) black (mainly

provincial). This distribution was in its general lines adopted

by subsequent writers, such as Buckman '' and Birch, but was

felt to be inadequate, and some slight modifications were

adopted. For practical purposes, however, it will be found

to work fairly well as a convenient method of grouping the

commoner wares. None of them as a rule have any decoration.

They will be considered in fuller detail in a subsequent chapter.

In the manufacture of vases the Romans used the same

processes as the Greeks. They were made on the wheel

{rota Jii^nlaris or orbis)^ to which allusion is not infrequently

' S/oria dt'i^li ant. vast aretiiii, p. 65. ^ Op. cit. i. p. 381 : cf. Blumner, ii.

-' Ucher die rothe Topferwaare, p. 1 6. p. 64.

^ Brongniart, Traits, i. p. 423 ;
" Koitan Art in Cirencester., p. 77.

Dechelette, ii. p. 339. ' Plant. Epid. iii. 2, 35 ; Pliny, H.N.
' Blumner, Techno!, ii. p. 91. vii. 198.
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made by the Latin poets, as in the well-known line of

Horace ' :

—

Amphora cepit

Institui ; currente rota cur urceus exit ?

And, again, in the phrase totiis, teres, atqiie rotnudiis'- he is

doubtless referring to a vase just turned off the wheel. TibuUus

speaks of " slippery clay fashioned on the wheel of Cumae " '•'

;

and there are also allusions in Plautus and other writers.* The
simile has also been drawn upon by English poets.' Specimens

of potters' wheels have been found at Arezzo and at Nancy
;

these are made of terracotta, pierced in the centre for the

axis of the pivot, and furnished at the circumference with

small cylinders of lead, to give purchase for the hand and

steadiness to the whirling wheel." Another from Lezoux, now
in the Museum at Roanne, is figured by M. Dechelette.'' Most

of the common wares were made by this process, except the

dolia, or large casks, which were built up on a frame like

the Greek pithos (Vol. I. p. 152).

But for the ornamented vases with reliefs an additional

process was necessary in order to produce the raised ornament,

and they were in nearly all cases produced from moulds, like

the lamps or terracotta figures and reliefs.^ The vases were

still fashioned on the wheel, but this was done in the mould

from which the reliefs were obtained. Occasionally the reliefs

w^ere modelled by hand or with the aid of tools, or even pro-

duced with a brush full of thick slip {en barboiinc), but moulding

was the general rule. This method entailed three distinct

stages, of which the first alone required artistic capacity ; the

other two were purely mechanical, requiring only a certain

technical dexterity. The first was that of making the stamps

from which the designs were impressed ; the second, the

' Art. Pod. 21. "^ Smith, Diet, of AnHqs.'' i. p. 844:
•* Sat. ii. 7, 86. see below, p. 480 ; also Vol. I. p. 207.

^ ii. 3, 48. ' Vases orin's, ii. p. 338.

* Capt. ii. 3, 9 ; Peisius, iii. 23 ;

** See Brongniart, Trait,!, i. p. 423 ff.
;

Avianus, Fab. 41, 9. Bliimner, 7tY//;w/. ii. p. 106; Von Hefner,

^ Shakespeare, i Heiuy VI., Act i, in Obei-bayr. Arckiv fiir vaferl. Gescli.

scene 5, line 19. xxii. (1863), pp. 23, 35 ; and K'oin. Mitth.

1897, p. 286,
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making of the moulds
; the third, impressing the clay in

the mould.

The stamps were made of clay, gypsum, wood, or metal,

and had a handle at the back for holding while pressing them
into the mould ; they were used not only for figures and

ornamental designs, but also for the potter's signature (sec

below). Only clay examples, however, have been preserved,

but some of these are admirable specimens. Frequently the

subjects on the Arretine vases were taken, like those on lamps

and mural reliefs, from existing works of art, especially from

the " new Attic " reliefs to which allusion has already been

made (p. 368), and the stamps are directly copied from these

sources. An instance of this is a stamp from Arezzo in the

British Museum, with a beautiful figure of Spring (Plate LXVI.
fig. 2), which finds its counterpart on a complete vase from

Capua (Fig. 219), and also on a mural relief (B.M. D 583).

Another good example in the same collection represents a slave

bending over a vessel on a fire, and shielding his face from the

heat with one hand. From the same site arc two others repre-

senting respectively a boar and a lion. A fourth stamp found

at Arezzo, with a tragic mask, is given in Fig. 211.^ The stamps

must have been articles of commerce, and handed down from

one potter to another, as the subjects arc found repeated in

different places ; the majority were probably made at Arezzo

and other important places in Italy.

Among examples from the provinces may be mentioned

one in the British Museum (Romano-British collection), with

the figure of a youth, inscribed OFVl(a'f/a) LIBERTI ; it is of fine

terracotta, and was found at Mainz. A stamp with the figure

of Paris or Atys is in the museum of the Philosophical Society

at York.- Other stamps in the form of a hare and a lion in

the Sevres Museum are inscribed with the name of Cerialis,

a well-known German potter, whose name also occurs on a

mould for a large bowl with a frieze of combatants in the

British Museum, and in the former museum are six others,

including one of a wolf, with the name of a Gaulish potter,

' See Fahrom, S/or/a i/i'^// z'lisi ani/'/ii, " Handbook /o Mas. (1891); p. ill.
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Cobnertus.^ Von Hefner mentions one found at Rheinzabern

with a figure of a gladiator at each end, inscribed P • ATTI

CLINI 0{fficijia), and others from Westcrndorf with" a Hon and

a horse.- Dies for stamping the potters' names have been found

at Lezoux in Auvergne, and in Luxemburg, with the names of

Auster (AVSTRI • OF) and Cobnertus, and Roach-Smith possessed

one with the latter name^; in the Sevres Museum is also a stamp

for making rows of pattern (see below),^ and at Rheinzabern

one for an egg-and-tongue moulding was found.' Specimens

of these stamps are given in Fig. 211.

The moulds were made of a somewhat lighter clay than

that of the vases, but it was

essential that the material

should be sufficiently porous

to absorb the moisture of

the pressed-in clay of the

vase ; sometimes holes for

the water to escape through

are visible. They were made
on the wheel, and had a

ridge on the exterior for

convenience in handling

;

they were made whole, not

in halves, but sometimes

the vase was first made
plain, and the figures were

then attached from separate

moulds, or rather made
separately, as in the case of the " Megarian " bowls (Vol. I.

p. 499).'' Vases have been found in the Rhone valley

^^^S)
FIG. 211. STAMPS USED BY ROMAN POTTERS.

' Brongniart and Riocreux, Mtts. de

Sevres, pp. i6, 128. For Cerialis see

p. 536 and C.I.L. xiii. looio, 544; for

Cobnertus, ibid. 592, and Dechelette, i.

p. 179.

Oherhayr. Archiv fiir vatcrl. Gcsch.

xxii. (1863), pp. 23, 24.

^ Bliininer, Technologic, ii. p. 104,

fig. 21 ; Brit. Arch. Assoc. Joiirii. iv.

p. 19. Dechelette states that about fifty

in all are known (0/. cit. i. p. 337).
* Brongniart, TraitJ, i. p. 424, pi. 30 ;

Miis. de Sl'vrcs, p. 128, and pi. 9, fig. 8.

^ Oherhayr, Archiv, 1863, p. 24.

" Fxamples of this technique often

occur in Gaul and Britain : see Deche-

lette, ii. p. 1690"., and cf. Roach-Smith,

///. Koni. Loud. p. 91, and a fine vase

from Felixstowe in the British Museum.

See also Plate LXIX. fig. 2, and p. 529.
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ornamented with large (Xppliquc medallions, and the separate

moulds for those also exist ; they seem to have been made
at Vienne/ The figures and ornaments were impressed into

the moulds from the stamps while the paste was still soft,

leaving hollow impressions to receive the clay of the vases.

Similarly, continuous patterns, such as rows of beads or dots,

were traced hi the mould with a roller or wheel-like instrument

on which the pattern was cut in relief.'- Any defects or

careless arrangement in the completed vase would of course

be due to a careless insertion of the stamps in the mould.

There are large numbers of moulds for Roman and provincial

vases in existence,'' and the British Museum has a fine though

fragmentary series from Arezzo, intended for some of the

finest specimens of the local ware ; of these more will be said

in the following chapter. Many of these moulds have been

found on sites of potteries in Gaul, especially in the Auvergne

and Bourbonnais districts, and are collected in the Moulins,

Roanne, St. Germain, and other museums. Lezoux was an

important centre in this respect, and here also were found

moulds for patterns and ornaments.^ In the British Museum
(Romano-British collection) there is part of a mould for a

shallow bowl, found at Rheinzabern, with stamped designs of

a lion, boar, and hare pursuing one another ; it is similar to

the mould with Cerialis' name already described. These

matrices are usually of fine bright red clay, unglazed ; the)' are

ver)' porous, rapidly absorbing moisture, and easily allowing

the potter to withdraw the vessel from the mould. The im-

portance of the discovery of moulds can hardly be overrated

for the evidence they afford as to the site of potteries and

centres of fabrics
'''

; it is obvious that where they are found,

and only in such places, the vases must have been made

;

and that the discovery of a potter's name on any mould
establishes his workshop at the place where it was found.

' See below, p. 530, and Dcchelette, ii. gniart, Trailc, pi. 30, figs. 2-4 : see also

p. 235 ft". Dechelette, i. p. 141 ff., and below,
- Blumncr, TccJdwI. ii. p. 112. p. 525 ff.

=* E.i^. Bliimner, Tcchnol. ii. pp. 106, "' Cf. Dechelette in Rcvtic des Etudes

107, figs. 22, 23. Aiuicin, V. (1903), p. 42.

' Gaz. Arch. i!-Si-82, p. 17 ; Bron-
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Various tools for working the moulds, or touching up details

or damaged parts of bronze and ivory, have been found on

the sites of ancient potteries,' as at Arezzo, but their use cannot

be accurately determined.

The method of decoration known as en barbotinc^ which

is a sort of cross between painting and relief, was achieved

by the laying on of a semi-liquid clay slip with a brush, a

spatula, or a small tube. The pattern was probably first

lightly indicated, and the viscous paste was then laid on in

thick lines or masses, producing a sort of low relief The
process was, as a rule, only employed for simple ornamen-

tation, such as leaves, sprays, and garlands ; but on the

provincial black wares it finds a freer scope. On vases found

in Britain and the adjoining parts of the Continent fp. 544)

figures of animals are rendered in this manner, and on another

class peculiar to Germany (p. 537) inscriptions are painted in

a thick white slip. The colour of the slip did not necessarily

correspond to the clay of the vase, and was, in fact, usually

white. These vases are, however, technically poor, and the

reliefs heavy and irregular. The process has been aptly

compared to the sugar ornamentation on cakes.'

Painted decoration is almost unknown in Roman pottery,

and is, in fact, confined to the rocOLOM series described in

Chapter XI. It occurs in a rough and primitive form on some

of the provincial fabrics, such as the Castor and Rhenish vases

(see pp. 537, 544), but its place is really taken by the barbotine

method.

Engraved or incised decoration is exceedingly rare, and

practically confined to provincial wares, which sometimes have

incisions or undulations made over the surface with the finger-

nail in the moist clay.'' In the north of England, as at York,

pottery is commonly found with wreaths and fan-patterns cut

in intaglio in the clay while moist. Others Jiave patterns

of four leaves >jrs cut in the soft clay, or continuous

' Bliimner, ii. p. no, fig. 25 : cf. Von - Bliininer, ii. p. m ; Daiemberg and

Hefner in C(^67-^7)7-. Air/iiv, 1863, p. 56 ; Saglio, ii. art. Figlinuni, p. 1 130.

Fabroni, S/oria dcg/i aii/ic/i/ vasi an//ii/\ ^ Cf. von Hefner in Obcrbayr. Archiv

pis. 3, 5, p. 63. fiir va/cii, Gesch, .Nxii. (1863), p. 55.
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ornaments round the vase made with the toothed roller-like

instrument of which we have already spoken. Some of this

ornamentation may be in imitation of contemporary glass

vases. M. Dechelette has traced this fabric to Lezoux/ and

the specimens found in Britain are doubtless imported. A
Gaulish example from the Morel Collection in the British

Museum is given on Plate LXIX. fig. 4.

The feet and rims of the vases were made separately, and

attached after their removal from the wheel, as were also the

handles when required ; but the rarity of handles in Roman
pottery is remarkable. It is perhaps due to the difficulty of

packing them safely for export. The next process was the

preparation of the glaze, for those vases to which it was

applied, followed by the baking.

3. Roman roxTERv-EuRNACK.s

The remains of pottery-kilns and furnaces discovered in

various parts of Europe have furnished a considerable amount

of valuable information on the system employed in baking the

vases. On this particular point, indeed, we know far more

in regard to Roman pottery than to Greek, although, as we
have seen in Chapter V., the painted vases themselves some-

times yield information on the appearance and arrangement

of the furnaces. But remains of actual furnaces have been

found in many places in Western Europe, notably in German}',

France, and Britain, in a more or less complete state, as also

in Italy, at Pompeii, Modena, and Marzabotto.- A complete

list of those known in 1863 has been given by Von Hefner,'*

supplemented by Blanchet's lists of furnaces found in P^rance

(1898 and 1902).' In Gaul the best examples are at Lezoux,

near Clermont, at Chatelet in Haute-Marne,' and at Belle-Vue,

' Vases orHi's, ii. p. 312. ii. p. 23 ff., and Darcmberg and Saglio,

- Mau-Kelsey, Povtpcii, p. 386 ; Bull. ii. a)t. Figlinum.

delP Inst. 1875. P- 192; Moil. Aiitichi, ^ Bullet. Arch. 1898, p. iS ff., and

i. pi. 8, 7, p. 282. Melanges Gallo - rotiiaines, ii. (1902),
^ Oberbayr. Arehiv fiir vaterl. Gese/i. p. 93 ff.

^xii. (1863), p. 56 ff. : see also Bliimner, '" Brongniart, i. p. 439.
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,7

L

near Agen, in the Department of Lot-et-Garonne.^ The latter

was circular in form, below the level of the soil. In Germany-

important remains have been found at Heiligenberg in Baden,

Heddernheim near Frankfort, Rheinzabern near Karlsruhe, and

Westerndorf.'- All these in general arrangement differ little

from those in use at the present day ; the Heddernheim furnace

(Fig. 212) was found in the most perfect preservation, but

was subsequently destroyed, not, however, before satisfactory

plans and drawings had been made.'' In Britain by far the

most important discoveries have been made at Castor, Chesterton,

and Wansford in Northants,

where the remains extend

for some distance along

the Nene valley.' They
were first explored by

Artis in 1821 — 27, who

published a magnificent

scries of plates in illustra-

tion, entitled Diirobrivae
;

these he supplemented by

a full description in the

Journal of the British

Archaeological Associa-

tion.^ Castor and Chester-

ton (the latter in Hunts)

are both on the site of Roman towns, and were the centres

of a special local ware, described in a succeeding chapter.

The potteries, being so numerous, arc probably not all of the

same age.

In 1677 four Roman kilns were discovered in digging under

St. Paul's Cathedral for the foundation of Sir C. Wren's

cr
,^iii»^^^^^

Metres

FIG. 212. ROMAN KILN FOUND AT
HEDDERNHEIM, GERMANY.

' Rev. Arch, xviii. (1868), pi. 23,

p. 297.
- See for a full account of the last-

named Von Hefner in op. cit. p. 8 ff.,

p. 56, pi. 4.

3 See Ann. dc/P Inst. 1882, pi. U,

to which the letters in the cut refer.

described in IVestdeutsche Zcitschrift,

xviii. (1899), p. 215 ff.

^ See Haverfield in Victoria County

Hist, of Northants. i. pp. 167, 207 ff.

' /onrn. Brit. Arch. Assoc, i. p. I ff.,

ii. p. 164 : see also Wright, Celt, A'oinan,

and Saxon*, p. 264 ff. ; Roach-Smith,

Other kilns found at Heddernheim are Co/l. Antiq. iv. p. 81, vi. p. 181 ff
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building, at a depth of 26 feet. They were made of loam,

which had been converted into brick by the action of the

fires, and were full of coarse pots and dishes ; they measured

5 feet each way. A drawing made at the time is preserved

among the Sloane MSS. in the British Museum/ In the kilns

was found pottery of the kind typical of London and the

neighbourhood. In 1898 two kilns, one of large size, with

pottery bearing the name CASTX'S FECIT, were found near

Radlett in Herts," and another was excavated in 1895 by
Mr. C. H. Read at Shoeburyness.'' In Norfolk a kiln of some-

what curious form was found in the Roman settlement of

Caistor by Norwich ; the shape is that of a shallow concave

depression with partitions, and it contained \-ases placed ready

for baking.^ Another found between Buxton and Brampton

was recorded by Sir Thomas Browne," and a third at Wc)'-

bourne.'' In the South of England kilns have been found in the

New Forest, where there was a manufacture of local pottery'
;

in Alice Holt Forest near Petersfield, Hants ; at Shepton

Mallet in Somerset ; and a potter's workshop at Milton Abbas,

Dorset.^ The British Museum contains a model of a kiln

unearthed at Worcester about forty years ago, on the site

of the modern porcelain works. Finally, discoveries of kilns

and pottery were made in 18 19 at Colchester, and again in

1878, when five kilns, all of different forms, with local pottery,

came to light.''

To describe all these different types of furnaces in detail

would of course be impossible, but much may be learnt from the

very full, though now somewhat antiquated, descriptions of

the Castor kilns given by Artis."* It will be found more

' No. 95S, fol. 105 ; reproduccil Ijy
' Anhaeoloi^ia, xxxv. p. 91 ; Vid.

Roach-Smith, Ccllect. Antiq. vi. pi. 37, County Hist, ofHants, i. p. 326.

fig. 4, and ///. Rom. Land. p. 79 ; Proc. ** Roach-Smith, Collect. Anti</. vi.

Soc. Antiqs. 2nd Ser. xvi. p. 42. p. 191 ff. ; Viit. County Hist, of Hants,

Proc. Soc. Antiqs. xvii. 1S98, p. i. p. 306.

262. " Roach-Smith, op. cit. ii. p. 38 ; vii.

^ lliid. xvi. (1895), p. 40. p. I ff., pis. 1-3.

^ Vict. County Hist, of Norfolk, i.
'" Wright, Celt, Roman, and Sa.\on\

p. 291, fig. 7: see below, p. 4^9. p. 264 ff., and Haverfield in Vict. County
' O/. cit. i. p. 314. Hist, of Northants, give the most satis-

" Ibid. p. 322. factory epitomes of Arlis' descriptions.
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satisfactory to describe the generally-prevailing arrangements,

noting the more important variations where they occur. It

may further be laid down that the system was practically the

same for terracotta figures and tiles as for pottery, and that in

many cases both were made in the same furnace. But this was

not invariably the case, and at Rheinzabern, for instance, the

kilns for tiles were quadrangular, those for pottery circular.

The kilns were constructed partly of burnt, partly of unburnt

brick, the interior, floor, and outside of the roofs being covered

with a strong layer of cement. They consisted of two main

portions, the fire-chamber with its adjuncts, and the vaulted

chamber above, in which the objects to be baked are placed.

The fire-chamber was usually circular, with a projection in

front, the praefurniuinl which had either a vaulted roof, as at

Castor and Heiligenberg, or a gabled roof formed of pairs of tiles,

as at Rheinzabern. Through this the fuel was introduced,

consisting chiefly, as charcoal remains show, of pine-wood. The

fire-chamber was either divided up, as at Castor, by walls radiating

from a central pillar which supported the roof, or by rows of

pillars in a line with the entrance, as at Rheinzabern and

Heiligenberg. Holes were bored in the roof to allow the heat to

penetrate through, but the arrangement varies ; at Heiligenberg

each division of the furnace was vaulted, making grooves along

which the holes were bored. The oven where the pots were

placed has been destroyed in most cases, but we know that it

consisted of a floor, a wall with entrances, and a vaulted dome.

The pots were ranged partly on the floor, partly on terracotta

stands over the holes, as at Rheinzabern and Heiligenberg-^ ; at

Lezoux there are remains of holes in the walls for iron bars

to support them. Special arrangements seem to have been

made for baking the finer wares, in order to ensure the proper

spread of heat, and to guard against their being blackened or

otherwise injured. In the Romano-British Room of the

British Museum is a lump of bowls of red ware from Lezoux,

fused together in the baking and cast aside.^

' Cato, Agriiitlt. 38. example from Switzerland in the British

- Cf. Von Hefner, op. cil. pi. 4, 2S-31 : Museum (Romano-British Collection).

see also Arch. Joiini. vii. p. 176, and an ' See also Dechelette, ii. p. 341.
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One of the kilns at Castor (Fig. 213) is described by Artis as

a circular hole 3 to 4 feet deep and 4 feet in diameter, walled

round to a height of 2 feet ; the praefumiuin was about a

foot in length. In the centre of the circular hole was an oval

pedestal (with one end pointing to the furnace-mouth), on which

and on the side wall the floor was supported, being formed

of perforated angular bricks meeting in the centre. The

vaulted dome was composed of bricks moulded for the purpose,'

and the sides of the kiln of curxed bricks set edgeways in a

thick slip of the same material. Brongniart ' compares the

Castor kiln with that at

Hciligenberg, near Stras-

burg, and others in the

Rhine valley in which
" Samian " ware was made.

Another kiln found in

1844 Artis describes as

having been "used for firing

the common blue or slate-

coloured pottery, and had

been built on part of the

site of one of the same

kind, and within a yard

and a half of one that had

been constructed for firing

pottery of a different description. The older exhausted kiln

. . . presented the appearance of very early work ; the bricks

had evidently been modelled with the hand, and not moulded,

and the workmanship was altogether inferior to that of the

others, which were also in a very mutilated state ; but the

character of the work, the bricks, the mouths of the furnaces,

and the oval pedestals which supported the floors of the kilns,

were still apparent."

Artis was also of opinion that " the blue and slate-coloured

vessels found here in such abundance were coloured by

suffocatin'T the fire of the kiln, at a time when its contents had

KIG. 213. KILN FOUND AT CASTOK,

NORTIIANTS.

' .See riaverfield in Vid. County His/,

of No)tha]>ls, i. p. 207.

Tiaili', i. p. 426.
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acquired a degree of heat sufficient to ensure uniformity of

colour." Hence he denominated kihis in which this ware was

baked, "smother kihis." He further notes that the bricks of

this kihi "were made of clay mixed with rye in the chaff, which

being consumed by the fire [i.e. in the baking of the bricks] left

cavities in the room of the grains, which might have been

intended to modify expansion and contraction, as well as to

assist the gradual distribution of the colouring vapour. The
mouth of the furnace and top of the kiln were no doubt stopped;

thus every part of the kiln was penetrated with the colouring

exhalation." From experiments made on the local clays

he proved to his own satisfaction that the colour could not

have been produced by any metallic oxide, inherent or applied

from without
; and this view was supported by the appearance of

the clay wrappers of the dome of the kiln. But in view of

recent researches, such as those of Bliimner, it is doubtful

whether Artis' theories can now be upheld. As Mr. Havcrfield

has pointed out,' the dark colour may be due to the chemical

action of the carbonaceous vapour of the smothered kiln rather

than to any " colouring exhalation."

The process of packing the kiln in order to secure uniform

heat in firing is thus described by the same writer :
" The kilns

were first carefully loose-packed with the articles to be fired, up

to the height of the side walls. The circumference of the bulk

was then gradually diminished, and finished in the shape of

a dome. As this arrangement progressed, an attendant seems

to have followed the packer, and thinly covered a layer of pots

with coarse hay or grass. He then took some thin clay, the

size of his hand, and laid it flat on the grass upon the vessels
;

he then placed more grass on the edge of the clay just laid on,

and then more clay, and so on until he had completed the

circle. By this time the packer would have raised another tier

of pots, the plasterer follow ing as before, hanging the grass over

the top edge of the last layer of plaster, until he had reached

the top, in which a small aperture was left, and the clay nipt

round the edge ; another coating would be laid on as before

described. Gravel or loam was then thrown up against the side

' F/'c/. Coiinly Hist, of Nortliaiits, i. p. 209.
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wall where the clay wrappers were commenced, probably to

secure the bricks and the clay coating. In consequence of the

care taken to place grass between the edges of the wrappers,

they could be unpacked in the same-sized pieces as when laid

on in a plastic state, and thus the danger in breaking the coat to

obtain the contents of the kiln could be obviated."

In the course of his excavations Artis discovered a sinL',ular

furnace,' " of which I have never before or since met with an

example. Over it had been placed two circular earthen fire

vessels (or cauldrons) ; that next above the furnace was a third

less than the other, which would hold about eight gallons. The
fire passed partly under both of them, the smoke escaping by

a smoothly-plastered flue, from seven to eight inches wide. The
vessels were suspended by the rims fitting into a circular groove

or rabbet, formed for the purpose." He was strongl}^ of opinion

that this furnace was used for producing glazed wares by means

of iron oxide. Whether this is so or not, it is interesting to note

that in the British Museum and Museum of Geology there are

cakes of vitreous matter from Castor, probably used as a glaze,

and consisting of silicates of soda and lime."

The kiln found at Caistor, in Norfolk, was apparently used

for baking the grey Roman ware, and differed in form from

those described, which were for the black, being only calculated

for a slight degree of baking. It was a regular oval, measuring

6 feet 4 inches in breadth. The furnace holes were filled in below

with burnt earth of a red colour, and in the upper part with

peat ; the exterior was formed of strong blue clay of 6 inches

in thickness, and the interior lined with peat ; the kiln was

intersected by partitions of blue clay. Some of the vases were

inverted and filled with a core of white sand.'

The furnaces at Heiligenberg and Rheinzabern present the

following further peculiarities.' The former, which were

evidently used for the baking of red wares, had a flue in the

' See Haverfield, c/. cit. p. 210, fig. 31. Vict. County Hist. i. p. 291.

- Haverfield, ibid. ; Handbook of * See Brongniart, Traitt', i. p. 428,

Pottery in Mus. of Pratt. Geo!. 1893, P'- ' ; Artis, Durobrivae, pi. 27, figs,

p. 71- 3 and 6; Daremberg and Saglio s.v.

'^ Archaeologidy xxii. pi. 36, p. 413; Fornax, figs. 3701-02,

VOL. II. 29
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form of a long channel with arched vault, the mouth being

over 8 feet from the space where the flames and heat were

concentrated under the oven (Fig. 214). Numerous pipes of

'///'/','/,

ijr,:^'m(jj>:

FIG. 214. PLAN OF KILN AT HEILIGENBERG.

terracotta, of varying diameter, diverged from the upper part

or floor of the oven, to distribute the heat ; in the outer wall

of the oven was a series of smaller ones, and twelve or fifteen

of larger size opened under the floor of the oven to distribute

the heat and flame round the pots (Fig. 215). The mouths

of the pipes were sometimes stopped with baked clay stoppers

to moderate the heat.

The upper part or dome
of the kiln is never

found entire, having

been generally destroyed

here, as elsewhere, by

the superincumbent
earth. Walls of strong

masonry separated and

protected the space be-

tween the mouth of the

flue and the walls of

the oven, and the floor of the latter was made of terracotta tiles.

At Rheinzabern, where excavations were made in 1858,

fifteen furnaces were found, some round and others square,

SECTION OF KILN AT HEILIGENBEKG.
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but all constructed on the same plan. The floor of the oven

was over 3 feet below the top of the walls, and was covered

with tiling, the walls being formed of rough slabs of clay,

about 28 b}- 16 inches in size. The floors of the ovens were

in some cases supported by bricks covered with a coating

of clay. Stands of baked clay in the shape of flattened cylinders

supported the pots in the oven, and these rested on pads of

a peculiar form, roughly modelled in clay.' In all, seventy-

seven pottery-kilns and thirty-six tile-kilns were discovered on

this site.-

The following list, though by no means claiming to be

exhaustive, gives the names of the chief potteries where actual

furnaces have been discovered.

I. Italy

Arezzo

Marzaljotto

Modena
Oria .

Pompeii

Pozzuoli

See p. 479 ff.

Man. Antichi, i. p. 282.

Jhi/l. dcir Inst. 1875, p. 192.

Ibid. 1834, p. 56.

Mau-Kelsey, Pompeii., p. 386.

Bo)iiu'rJahrb. xcvi. p. 54.

2. France

Dept. of Ain .
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Dept. of Bouches-du-
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Dept. of Somme . . Amiens . . . Blanchet, p. 106.

Tarn . . Montans . . . „ P- 97-

Tarn-et-Garonne Castelnau-de-Montra-

tier ... ,, p. 97.

Muret . . . ,, p. 97.

Vendee . . Trizay . . . ,, p. 102.

Yonne . . Sens.... ,, p. 106.

[See also Blanchet, p. 90 ff. for sites of furnaces for terracotta figures.]

Alttrier, Luxemburg
Bergheim .

Bonn .

Cannstadt .

Cologne

Commem .

Dalheim, Luxenihurj

Dieburg

Giiglingen

Heddernheim

Heidelberg

Heiligenberg

Heldenbergen

Herbishofen

Nassenfels

Petzel, Luxemburg
Rheinzabern

Riegel

Rottenburg

Schonbuch, \\'urtembLri

Trier....
Waiblingen

Westheim .

W'esterndorf

3. Germany

. Yon Hefner, p. 60.

. Blanchet, Melanges Gallo - roin. ii.

p. 108.

. Bo7iner Jahrb. Ixxiv. p. 152; Ixxxiv.

p. 118.

. Yon Hefner, p. 61.

. Bonner Jahrb. Ixxix. p. 178.

. Ibid. iv. p. 203.

. Yon Hefner, p. 61.

p. 61.

. BonnerJahrb. i. p. 74.

. Ann. dell' Inst. 1882, p. 183.

. BonnerJahrb. Ixii. p. 7.

. Brongniart, Traiie, i. p. 427 ; Blan-

chet, Melanges Gallo - roni. ii.

p. 108.

. Westd. Zeitschr. fur Gesch. u. Kiuisf,

xviii. (1899), pi. 4, p. 227.

Yon Hefner, p. 61.

p. 61.

p. 61.

,, p. 61 ; Ijrongniart, i.

p. 429.

Yon Hefner, p. 61.

BonnerJahrb. iv. p. 141.

Blanchet, p. 108.

p. 108.

Yon Hefner, p. 61.

p. 62.

p. 62.
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4. England

Dorset, Milton Abbas

Essex, Ashdon .

,, Colchester

,, Shoeburyness .

Hampshire, Alice Holt Forest

,, New Forest

Hertfordshire, Radlett

Huntingdon, Sibson and ^Vate

Newton ....
Kent, Upchurch

Lancashire, Warrington

Middlesex, London (St. Paul's)

Norfolk, Brampton

„ Caistor-by-Norwich

,, Caistor-by-Yarmouth

,, Weybourne .

Northan ts. Castor, Wansford

Bedford Purlieus .

Oxfordshire, Headington

,, Littlemore

Somerset, Shepton Mallet .

Suffolk, West Stow Heath .

Worcester ....

Roach - Smith, Collect. Autiq. vi.

p. 191.

Anil. Joiirii. X. p. 21.

Roach-Smith, Collect. Autiq. ii. p. 38,

vii. pis. 1-3, p. I ff.
; Joiirn. Brit.

Arch. Assoc, xxxiii. p. 267.

Proc. Soc. Antiqs. 2nd Ser. xvi. p. 40.

]^ict. County Hist. i. p. 306.

Ibid. p. 326.

Proc. Soc. Aiitiqs. 2nd Ser. xvii. p. 261.

Vict. County Hist. Nortlia fits, i. p- 1 75.

Roach - Smith, Collect. Antiq. vi.

p. 1 78; Archaeologia, li. p. 467.

Reliquary, 1900, p. 263.

Roach-Smith, ///. Pom. Lond. p. 79.

Met. County Hist. i. p. 314.

Pud. p. 291 ; Archaeologia, xxxvi.

P- 413-

Joiirn. Brit. Arch. Assoc, xxxvi.

p. 206.

Vict. County Hist. 1. p. 322.

Vict. County Hist. i. p. 166 ff., 206 ii.

Journ. Brit. Arch. Assoc, vi. p. 60.

Ibid. liv. p. 349.

Gentleman's Alag. 1864, ii. p. 770.

[ourn. Brit. Arch. Assoc, xxxvi i.

p. 152.

Vict. County Hist. i. p. 207 (a model

in Brit. Mus.).

[On the subject generally reference may be made to Brongniart,

Traiti', i. p. 426 ; De Caumont, Cours d\int. Monum. ii. (for

Heiligenberg) ; Von Hefner, Pomische 7o/>ferei, in Oberbayr. Archiv

fi'ir vaterl. Gesch. xxii. (1863), p. 60 (where a complete list of furnaces

up to date is given) ; Bonner Jahrbikher, Ixii. 1878, p. 7 ff. ; Wolff

in Westdeiitsche Zeitschrift fiir Gesch. u. Kunst, xviii. (1899), p. 211 ff.
;

Bliimner, Technologic, ii. p. 23 ff. ; Smith, Diet, of Antiqs. i. p. 845

{art. Fictile) ; and for Gaulish sites, 131anchet, Melanges Gallo-roinaines,

ii. p. 93 ff.]
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4. Pottery in Latin Literature; Shapes and Uses

Vessels of earthenware were extensively used by the Roman
people in the earlier days of the Republic for all purposes of

domestic life,' and later writers often contrast their use with

that of the costly vases of precious metal then customar\-.

" Gold," says Persius, " has driven away the vases of Numa and
the brass vessels of Saturn, the urns of the Vestals and Etruscan

earthenware"-; and Juvenal speaks of those who laughed at

" Numa's black dish and bowl, and fragile saucers from the

Vatican hill."' Even under the Empire fictile vases continued

to be used by the poorer classes, and the use of the finer retl

glazed wares must have been even more general. But Juvenal,

satirising the lu.xury of Domitian's time, says that it is

considered a reproach to dine off earthenware.^ In Republican

times it was the proud boast of a Curius to prefer his earthen-

ware service to Samnite gold,'^ and in 167 B.C. the consul

O. Aclius Tubcro was found by the Aetolian ambassad(jr

dining off earthenware" ; Seneca also tells how he, at his

entertainment given in the temple of Jupiter, placed fictile

vessels before his guests.' But when Masinissa entertained

the Romans in 148 R.c. the first course was served on silver,

the second in golden baskets, which Ptolemy Pluergetcs

describes respectively as the Roman and Italian fashions."*

Athenaeus sa}-s that up to Macedonian times dinners were

served in fictile vessels, but that subsequently the Romans
became more lu.\.urious, and Cleopatra spent five minae a

day on gold and silver wares." Subsequently earthenware was
replaced by glass as well as metal, especially for unguent-

bottles and drinking-cups, of which large numbers are found in

Roman tombs, where the\' \irtuall\' take the place of potter\-.

' Cf. Tibull. i. I, 3S :
'' Pliny, H.N. xxxiii. 142.

" Nee e puris spcniere liclililius. J' 95> T^-

Fictilia antiquus primuni sil.i fecit
' ^/""^ Allien, vi. 229 D. He uses

af^restis ^^ curious expression, Kipaixos dpyvpovs,

Pocula (le facili composuil<iuc luto."
'•'^'^ich, as in the use of the word K€pap.oi

for marble tiles (Vol. I. p. 100), implies
- SaL ii. 60. the antiquity of the use of fictile ware.
" Sa/. vi. 342. See the next note.

* Sat. iii. 16S. ''

vi. 229 C, where the use of Kfpafxo^
' Horus, i. iS, 22. or dinner-service is discussed.
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Vases of immense size were sometimes made under the

Empire, and stories are told of the absurdities perpetrated by

some of the Emperors in this respect. Juvenal, in describing

the turbot prepared for Domitian,' says no dish could be found

of sufficient size to cook it in, and Vitellius had a dish made
which from its huge dimensions acquired the name of " the shield

of Minerva." " Elsewhere it is scoffed at as a " swamp of dishes
"

{patiimrtuu paludcsY Pliny speaks of terracotta vases which

sold for even more than precious crystal or myrrhine ware,^

and were therefore presumably of great size.

The principal use of earthenware was for the transport and

storage of wine, oil, corn, figs, honey, and other commodities,

answering to the casks of the present day. Martial speaks of

a jar {testa) reddened with the blood of tunnies exported from

Antipolis (Antibes)."^ Of the shapes used for this purpose

and their names we shall speak presently in detail. Vases were

also used in religious rites, but metal was probably more general;

Plautus describes a miser who sacrificed to the Lares in earthen-

ware (vasis Saniiis) because he was afraid that they might steal

silver vessels.^ They were also used for various operations in

agriculture, medicine, and household economy ; but above all

for the domestic purposes of the table. Some of the peculiar

uses have already been referred to (p. 387), and another that

may be mentioned is the use of jars as bell-glasses for rearing

vine-sprouts."

Although the custom of burying vases with the dead was

not so general among the Romans as among the Greeks, they

were yet frequently used in graves in the form of cinerary urns,

in the shape of a covered jar {ol/a or obrendarium -) of coarse

ware and globular in form (p. 550). Vases containing a.shes

have often been found in England, as at Bartlow and Litlington

in Cambridgeshire.^ At the latter place a tomb contained a

sort of colander perforated with holes which formed the letters

' iv. 72, 131 : cf. Mart. xiii. 8i. " Capl. ii. 2, 41.

- Suet. Vit. Vitdl. 13 {clypeiim Mi- ' Viig. Georg. ii. 351.

nervae, alyiSa ttoXiojxoi')- ^ Orelli, Inscr. 4544 ; Gruter 607, i ;

^ Pliny, ff.N. xxxv. 164. and see C./.L. i. p. 209.

* Ibid. 163. " See aljove, p. 351; and cf. Anhaeo-
'" iv. 88. togia, xxv. p. I fl".
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INDVLCIVS.^ Similar finds are recorded from Arnaise in

France. Pliny states that many persons expressed their desire

to be buried in coffins of terracotta.- Roman sarcophagi of

terracotta have been found at Saguntum in Spain, but for these

stone and lead were the ordinary materials. The cinerary

urns were often formed from large dolia or amphorae, the

neck being broken off so as to produce a globular vessel.

Examples have been found in England at Chesterford, Essex,-^

at Southfleet in Kent,^ and in the Bedford Purlieus near Kings-

cliffe, Northants (now at Woburn Abbey) ; another is in the

Cathedral Library at Lincoln." Roach-Smith also mentions

specimens found in Lothbury, London, and in Kent, the latter

being now in the Maidstone Museum."

Vitruvius, in his chapter on Ec/iea, or vases distributed around

the ancient theatres for acoustic purposes, mentions that they

were often made of earthenware for economical reasons' ; but

they were usually of bronze. Seneca, too, alludes to this practice

when he speaks of the voice of a singer falling upon a jar

{(iolimn).^ It is certain that the Greeks and Romans often

made use of earthenware jars in architecture, but it is probable

that this was more often done with the object of diminishing

weight than for acoustic reasons, or, as some have thought, for

want of better material. The dolium, amphora, and olla seem

to have been the forms most usually employed. There are

various examples in walls and substructures of the Augustan

period, and they are also found in vaults, where their purpose

is undoubtedly to lighten the weight.'' In the circus of

Maxentius a number of large amphorae were found embedded

in the vaulting and upper part of the walls, arranged neck

downwards and with their axis inclined obliquely to the wall.'"

All arc now broken, but they illustrate the ingenious method

' C.I.L.Vn. 133s, I. The vase is now " v. 5, 8.

at Clare College, Cambridge. ** Qiiaest. Nat. vi. 19 : cf. Arist. Frohl.

- H./V. WW. 160 {Jiiti/ibits soliis). xi. 8, and Pliny, H.N. xi. 270, (M/is
•'' Arch. Jotirn. x. (1853), p. 230. iiiam'hus.

' Airhaeo/ogia, xiv. pi. 6, p. 37 (in '' Krause, Angeiologie, pp. 126, 463.

B.M.). '" See Middleton, Remains of Ancient
'' Airh. Joiii-ii., /or. cil. Rotnc, ii. p. 56.

" ///. Rom. Land. p. 88, and see j). 550.
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in which the upper parts of the arches supporting the rows

of seats were hghtened. In the dome of the tomb of St. Helena,

outside the Porta Labicana, rings of pots are embedded for the

same purpose, whence the building is usually known as Torre

Pignattara (from pignattc, pots).' An oven found at Pompeii

had a vaulted top formed of ollae fitted into one another, each

about a foot in height, of ordinary red ware ; the span of the arch

was 5 feet 6 inches, and the object here was to ensure extreme

dryness as well as lightness."^ A similar arrangement occurs

in the Stabian Thermae at Pompeii, and also in the church of

San Stefano alia Rotonda at Rome, and the dome of San Vitale

at Ravenna, built by Justinian in the sixth century, is similarly

constructed, with an elaborate system of tubes and jars." The

practice seems to have been continued during the Middle Ages,

and an example occurs in England, at P^ountains Abbey, where

the purpose was acoustic.^

We now proceed to describe in detail the principal shapes of

Roman vases, so far as they can be identified from literary

or epigraphical evidence or from other sources, on the same

lines as irr our previous chapter on the shapes of Greek pottery.

Some of these shapes, it will be seen, they had in common with

the Greeks, such as the amphora, the krater, and the phiale

or patera, and in several instances (such as the cyathus and the

scyphus) the Greek name is preserved.

l^eginning with vases used for storage, whether for liquids,

as for wine and oil, or for solids, as for corn or fruit, which

were chiefly kept in cellars, we take first the doliiivi, a gigantic

cask corresponding to the Greek iriQo^ (Vol. I. p. 152), which

from its general usage gave rise to the generic term opus

doliare, for common work in clay. It was large enough to

contain a man, as we know from the story of Diogenes

illustrated on the Roman lamp already given (Plate LXIV.

fig. 6) ; the vessel thereon depicted may serve to give an

' Middleton, lor. cit. xv. p. 303 ; Trans. Roy. lust, of Brit.

- Nissen, Pompeiau. Studie/i, p. 64. Architects, 1881 - 2, p. 65 K. ; loiirn.

^ Nissen, ibid. Brit. Arch. Assoc, xxxv. p. 95, xxxviii.

See Yorks. Arch: 'ouiii. iii. p. iff., ]). 21S.
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idea of its appearance. Columella ' speaks of dolia sesqni-

ciilearia, i.e. holding one-and-a-half ailei or thirty amphorae.

They were buried in the earth of the cellars, and have been

found thus in Italy at Anzi, in France at Apt, Vauclusc,

and near Clermont, and at Tunis." They were used for

wine, oil, corn, and salted meat, and Juvenal tells us that

dolia were used for new wine, being lined with wax, pitch,

or gypsum.'' In 1858 a large number were found at Sarno in

Campania, some being stamped with the makers* names,

as ONESIMV.S FECIT, \1TALIS F, L TITI • T F • PAP, and

M LVCCEI QVARTIONIS.* On one was incised L XXXIV, or

thirty-four lagenae (see p. 446). One of the prodigies which

was supposed to predict the future fortune of the Emperor
Antoninus Pius was the discovery above ground of some dolia

which had been sunk in the earth in Etruria.'^ An old name
for the dolium was calparl' and another smaller variety was

the serial containing only seven amphorae. A diminutive form

of the latter, seriola, is described as a wine-vessel invented

in S}'ria.''

Dolia were made in separate pieces, the base and other parts

being secured by leaden cramps, and they were also hooped

with lead, as wc learn from Cato.'' Pliny speaks of repairing

casks by fitting on handles, scraping the hoojis, and stopping

up cracks."* They are made both of white and red clay, baked in

a slow furnace, great care being required to moderate the heat

aright. Their makers were known as doliarii. Part of a large

dolinm bound with leaden hoops was found near Modena, at

Palzano ; also at Spilamberto, one with the name of T. Gavelius

and the numerals XXX, XIII, another of the capacity of ^^(j

amphorae." On the mouth of one found in the Villa Perctta

at Rome was the name of L. Calpurnius Eros,'- on another

' xii. 18. ' Columella, xii. 28, i ; Plaut. Capt.

- Brongiiiart, Trai/r, i. p. 407 ft. iv. 4, 9 ("preserve-jar").

^ ix. 58.
** Isid. Etyiii. xx. 6.

* Bull. Arch. Nap. N.S. vii. 1859, " Ai^riciill. 39.

p. 84; C.I.L. X. 8047, 10, iS. '" H.N. xviii. 236.
' Capitolinus, Vit. Anton. P/'i, 3.

" Bit//, dc//" Inst. 1846. p. 34.

'• \'arro ap. Non. p. 26 ; Paul. ('.\' '- Marini, Iiiscr. Ant. Do/ia)i. p. 406,

Fest. p. 46 (Mtiller). No. 2.
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the name of T. Cocceius Fortunatus.' Two good examples of

dolia were at one time preserved in the gardens of the Villa

Albani, about 4 feet in diameter and as many in height, and of

a coarse gritty pale red clay. This kind of vase was often

used for sepulchral purposes, bodies having being found actually

buried in them (see above, p. 457).

Next in size and importance to the doliiim is the amphora,

resembling in form the Greek wine-jar'^; it usually has a long

cylindrical body with pointed base, a long narrow neck, and

two straight handles. Holder ^ notes several varieties : the

Canopic, the wide-bellied, the cylindrical, the globular, and

the spheroidal, the former of which is a typical early form in

the provinces.* It was often without neck or handle, and was

seldom ornamented, not being used for artistic purposes like

its Greek prototype, but only for strictly utilitarian ends, that is,

for the storage and transport of wine. It is usually of coarse

red earthenware, made on the wheel, with a clay stopper to close

the mouth, and the name of the maker in a rectangular label

on the handle, like the diota or wine-amphora of the Greeks.

It was in fact often known as a diota, as in a familiar line

of Horace ''

:

Deprome quadrimum Sabina,

O Thaliaiche, merum dicta.

The amphora was pitched internally to preserve the wine'';

the pointed base was of course adapted for fixing it in the

ground in the cellar, but when brought up it was placed in

a tripod-stand of metal or wood {iticitega): In Cicero's time

the regulation size was equivalent to a quadrantal or two urnae!'

The use of this vase was very varied and extensive among the

Romans ; it was employed not only in cellars and granaries,

but also at the table and for many other purposes of ordinary

life, even where nowadays vessels of wood or iron would be

preferred.

' Marini, No. 4.
^ Od. i. 9, 7.

- See Fig. 22, Vol. I. p. 154. " Pliny, H.N. .\iv. 135.

' Formen der rom. Thongef. p. 16,
' Cf. Jahn, Wandgcnt. d. Villa

pis. 1-8. Pamph. pi. 5, p. 42.

^ Cf. Koenen, Cf^m/v/Wt', pis. 10-12. ' See Hultsch, Mdrologie, p. 113.
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D'Agincourt ' mentions the discovery at Rome, near the

Porta del Popolo, of a row of amphorae in a cellar in 1789.

and at Pompeii a hundred were found in the house of Arrius

Diomedes, a hundred and fifty in that of the Faun ; a hundred

and twenty were found in a cellar near the baths of Titus, and

many more at Milan in 1809, and at Turin. Numbers have

been found in London, varying in capacity from four to twelve

gallons, and others at Colchester and Mount Bures in Essex.'-'

But they are so universal all over the Roman Empire that to

enlarge the list would be tedious. Many, however, evoke a

special interest by reason of their stamps and inscriptions,

and a few typical examples may profitably be given.^

The inscriptions vary in form and character ; some amphorae

give the name of the maker in the genitive, officina being

understood ; others the consuls for the year in which they

were filled ; others, again, the name of the wine or other phrases

descriptive of their contents ; and others complimentary inscrip-

tions to their owners. Among names of makers both single,

double, and triple names are found, and among the former

are many of a Gaulish or barbarian character, such as Bellucus,

Dicctus, and Vacasatus, son of Brariatus ; the last-named from

Nimegucn, the first-named from London.^ Among the triple

names, showing that the potters were Roman citizens or

freedmen, are M. Aemilius Rusticus from Caerleon, and

C. Antonius Ouintus, also found in Britain.' Sometimes the

name is in the nominative with F for fecit, or with the genitive

OF for officina occurs. The stamps are in the form of oblong

rectangular labels on the handle or neck, the letters in

relief. One of the most curious stamps was on an amphora

found in the Pontine marshes near Rome, a square one with

a caduceus and other symbols arranged in twelve compart-

' Rectieil, p. 46. examples from Spain see Arch. Jonin.

Roach-Smith, ///. A'o//i. Lonu. p. 87; Ivi. p. 299.

Collect. Aniiq. ii. p. 26. ^ C.I.L. vii. 1331, 22, xiii. 10005, 25;
^ General reference may be made to Steiner, Cod. Inscr. Rom. Danubii et

the various volumes of the Latin Corpjts, Rhcni, ii. pp. 271, 287 ; and see generally

under the headings Instniinentutit C.I.L. xiii. part 3, No. 10002.

Domestt'aim, sub-heading Vasciila, e.g. ' C.I.L. vii. 1331, 6, 13.

vii. 1 33 1 for those found in Britain ; for
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ments ; the inscription runs M TETRON • veteran LEO SER

EECIT, " Leo, the slave of M. Petronius Veteranus, made it."

'

The names of Vespasian and Titus as consuls are found

on an amphora from Pompeii: vesrasiano III ET filio cs,

the year being A.D. 74-''
; that of M. Aurelius (but not necessarily

as consul) occurs on an amphora found at Newington in Kent ^

;

and on one in the British Museum from Leptis in Africa is

L CASSIO • C MARIO COS, the date being A.D. 107.^ On the

neck of a fourth amphora, found at Pompeii, was FVNDAN •

CN • LENTVL • M ASINIO • COSS, " wine of P^undi in the consul-

ship of Cn. Lentulus and M. Asinius (x^grippa)," of the year

A.D. 26.'

The character or origin of the wine or other commodity

stored in the amphorae is given by such inscriptions as J5ARCAE,

KOR • OPT (" best Corcyrean ")," RVBR • vet v • p cii (" old

red wine, 102 lbs. weight"), all from Pompeii, painted in red and

black.' MES • .\M XYIII, also on an amphora from Pompeii, ap-

pears to mean " eighteen amphorae [not measures] of Mesogitan

wine " (from Mesogis in Lydia ') ; or, again, we find at Pompeii

SVRR XXI, "twenty-one amphorae of wine of Surrentum"";

toscola(«)ON (ex) OFFICINA SCAv(/7), " Tusculan wine from

the manufactory of Scaurus." '" On the other hand, LIQVAMEN
OPTIMVM ("best pickle"), or such expressions as SCOMBRI

("mackerel"), (lARVS ("brine"), etc., imply that the vessel has

been used for conveying pickled fish.''

Among expressions of a complimentary nature are : FABRILES

MARCELLAE N • AD FELICITATEM, " the workmen of our

Marcclla to wish her joy " '-
;
(pr)OMO(s) FAMELIAI DONO(w)

^{otuvi dcdif), or DONO \{rnaiii dat), " Promus gave (an urn)

as a gift and vow to his family " (from Ardea in Latium).'''

' C.I.L. X. 8056, 260. " C.I.L. iv. 2555.
- Ibid. iv. 2555. '" Ibid. 2625.

^ Ibid. vii. 1332, I. " /^/V/. 2589-94, 2575 ff. On inscribed

* Ibid. viii. 10477, i- ampliorae from Pompeii see also Mau-
^ Ibid. iv. 2552. Kelsey, Pompeii, p. 505.

* See Vol. I. p. 158. ' Doni, p. Ixxxvi. Found on the

' C.I.L. X. 8055, II ; iv. 2584, 2616: Aventine, now in the Museo Kircheriano.

cf. Vol. I. p. 158.
'* Ber. d. sacks. Gesellsch. 1857, p.

"" C.I.L. iv. 2603 :cf. Pliny, H.N. 199.

xiv. 75.
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The list may be concluded with the inscription on an amphora

found in the garden of the Villa Farnesc, among the ruins

of the Aurea Domus of Nero, which held eight congii ; on

its neck was traced in ill-formed letters : 1/iqucnrn'/ns) Y'Lios)

EXCEL(/<vm-) L I'VRELLI GEMELLI m( ...)," Finest brand

of liquor, belonging to L. Purcllus Gemellus.'"' An amphora
was found at Pompeii with the name of Septimius or Stertinius

Mcnodotus in Greek letters.'-' There are occasional references

in the classics to the practice of placing such stamps on

vases, as when Plautus makes the slave say, with reference to

the drinking that went on in his master's house, '* There you

may see epistles written with letters in clay, sealed with

pitch ; the names are there in letters a foot and a half

long." ' Or, again, another slave, fearing to be caught with

a jar in his possession, reflects, " This jar is lettered ; it

proclaims its ownership."' Juvenal speaks of wine whose

country and brand had been obliterated by old age through

long hanging in the smoke.''

Another vase used much in the same way as the amphora,

and particular!)' for keeping wine, was the cadiis, the shape

of which is not exactly known. It held about twelve co?/i^u,

or seventy-two scxUxrii (pints), and is frequently mentioned

by Horace and Martial." ' The former in the Odes refers to

his jar of Alban wine nine years old, and in another passage

to one stored in .Sulpicius' cellars' ; the latter speaks of axdi

]'aticatii, which may mean made of clay from the 'Vatican

hill or containing \"atican wine ^
; elsewhere he speaks of

taking yellow honey from the ruddy jar ninjilying an earthen-

ware \'essel), and of the red jar which pours out home-made
wine." We also learn from him that the cadiis was hung
in the chimney to give the wine a mellow flavour.'" P>om
other passages wc learn that the cadiis was used for

' C.I.L. XV. pt. 2, No. 4719. ' Cf. also Plant. Aniph. i. i, 273;
- Ibid. iv. 2584. Virg. Aen. i. 195 (for the wine of
•' Poeii. iv. 2, 14 : litcratas fictiles Acestes).

epistolas ; the double play on the words ' Od. iv. II, 2; 12, 17.

cannot be expressed in English. "
i. 19, 2 : cf. Jiiv. vi. 344, and p. 477.

' Riid. ii. 5, 21. " i. 56; iv. 66.
-•

V. Y:,.
'" X. 36.
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oil/ fruit," and money,^ and also as a measure equivalent to

one-and-a-half amphorae or three urnae.^ The ona is described

by Isidorus as a kind of amphora, of which the urcciis (see

below) was a diminutive."

The Romans were presumably, like the Greeks, in the habit

of mixing their wine with water, but we only find the crater

mentioned rarely, and that in a poetical manner." Moreover

it was probably made in metal as a rule, and the rare

instances of the crater which occur in the Arretine ware

are obvious imitations of metal prototypes ; there is a fine

example in the British Museum from Capua (see Fig. 219),

Ovid, however, speaks of the rnhois crater'^ implying terracotta,

as in the case of the rubcns cadus of Martial mentioned above.

The vinariuvi^ the acratopJiorum (for holding unmixed wine),''

and the oe7iopJioruni were probably of the same character, but

the latter was portable, as we know from Horace's jeer at the

man who took his cooking-stove and wine-jar {ociiopJiorniif)

with him everywhere.^''

The iirua, the equivalent of the Greek Jiydria, was similarly

used for carr}'ing water, and also for casting lots, or as a voting-

urn "
; in the latter sense Cicero actually uses the word Jiydria}''

Its size was half that of the amphora. Both the nrna and

the hydria are found in connection' with funerary usages, and

appear to have held the ashes of the dead.'^ The situla, or

bucket, with its diminutive sitella, was also used for water and

for lots," but was principally of metal. Isidorus says it is

' Mart. i. 44, S; I'liny, H.N. xviii. '" Ilor. Sat. i. 6, 109: see also Juv.

307. Sat. vi. 426 ; Pcrsius, v. 140 ; Isid. Etyin.

- H.N. XV. 82. XX. 6.

^ Mart. vi. 27, 6. " Cic. in Vatin. 14, 34 ; Lucan, v.

* /T.A^. xiv. 96; Isid. jS'/j'///. xvi. 26, 13. 394: cf. Marquardt, Prnwlaltert. vii.

* Hor. Sat. ii. 4, 66 ; Vario, R.R. i. p. 629, note 3.

13, 6 ; Isid. Etym. xx. 6.
'-' In Verr. ii. 51, 127 : cf. Plutarch,

" As often by Virgil and Ovid, usually Vit. T. Gracch. 11 ; also Isid. Etyin. xx.

in the form cratera : cf. Isid. Etym. 6 : Vasis genus aqiiatilis.

XX. 5.
" See Orelli, 4546, and for iirna,

' Fasti, V. 522. Suet. Calig. 15 ; Lucan, vii. 819; Ovid,

" Hor. Sat. ii. 8, 39 ; Cic. /;/ Verr. passim.

iv. 27, 62. " Plaut. Cas. ii. 6, 1 1 ; Livy, xxv. 3.

" Cic. de Fin. iii. 4, 15 ;
Varro, 16.

E.R. i. 8, 5.
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the Greek kcISo^ (Vol. L p. 165)/ The cuj^a and the ciimcra

seem to have been of wood rather than earthenware -
; the

former was a kind of tub, the latter was used for keeping grain,

and also by brides for conveying their effects to their new
home;' Another large vessel for holding liquids was the sinus,

or siiiiiin, used both for water and milk/ The nasitcrna, so

called from its long spout or uasiis, had three handles, and

was used as a watering-pot;' The fidclia appears to have

been a kind of large pail or bucket ; Cicero in one of his

letters" cites the proverb, de eadcni fidclia duos parietes dealbare,

which answers to our " killing two birds with one stone." It

implies that it would be used for holding paint or whitewash.

Of smaller vases for holding liquids, such as jugs, bottles,

and flasks, the principal were the urceus (with its diminutive

urceolus), the ampulla, and the lagena or lai^ojia. The hirnea

is also mentioned as a jug which was filled from the jar or

cadus." The urceus seems to be a small jug, the equivalent

of the Greek oli'o)^6r], having one handle ; it was also used

as a measure.** The ampulla was used both as a wine-flask

and an oil-flask, corresponding thus to the Greek XrJKvdo'i,

as is seen in its metaphorical use." It was used for bringing

the wine to table, like a decanter,"* and is described by Apuleius "

as lenticular in form, being therefore like a flat round-bodied

flask with two handles.

An interesting example of an ampulla of this kind, of red

ware with a coarse reddish-brown glaze was found some years

' Etym. XX. 6. {un-eoli sex) ; Varro, A'.K. i. 22 ; Trel).

- Cf. Caes. Be//. Ck: ii. 11; Lucan, Foil. I'it. C/aiid. 17; Plant. A/eir.

iv. 420. V. 2, 86 ; /(/. Pers. i. 3, 43 ; Cic. fin.
^ Paul, ex Fest. ed. Miiller, p. 63, 12. iv. 12, 30.

* Plant. Cure. i. I, 75 ; Rud. v. 2, 32 ;
" I lor. A. P. 97 : cf. the X-qKvOLov

and see Virg. Ee/. vii. Ti^i,; Varro, L.L. episode in the Frogs (Vol. I. p. 196);
V. 123. also the word anipui/ari.

' Plant. Stic/i. ii. 2, 28 ; Cato, Agricu/f. '" Plin. Ep. iv. 30, 6 ; Mart. xiv. no.
II ; Varro, /\V Rust. i. 22: cf. Jnv. v. 47 " F/orida, ii. 9, 2: cf. the terracotta

for tiasus, applied to a cup. vessels with reliefs in the British

" Ad Fam. vii. 29 : cf. also Plant. Museum, D 204-5 '> -"^'so Mtis. Greg.

Aii/u/.iv. 2, 15; Pers. iii. 22. i. pi. 10; Micali, Mon. Lied. pi. 52.

Plant. Amph. i. i, 273 ; Cato, Isidorus derives the word from amp/a
Agricti/L Si ; Varro, ap. Non. 546, 23. /iii//a, in reference to its rotund form

' Martial, xiv. 106
; Juv. iii. 203 {Etym. xx. 5).

VOL. II. 30
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ago near the Hotel Dieu, Paris/ It bore two inscriptions

round the body, one on either side, with letters in relief ; on

one side was OSPITA REPLE LAGONA CERVESA, " Mine host,

fill the flask with beer "
; on the other, COPO CNODI TV ABES

EST REPLETA, " Innkeeper, (?), be off, it is full." Similar vases

have been found in Hainault and at Trier, and are said to be

still made in Spain. Another

of the same kind, but with only

one handle, recently acquired

by the British Museum from

the Morel collection, has on it

the word AMPULLA painted in

white (Fig. 216). The lagoia

(Greek, \dyvi>o'i) was a jug or

bottle with narrow neck, wide

mouth, and handle, and was

used as a sign by wine-sellers.'

It was sealed up until required

fur use,'^ and being proverbially

brittle, was protected, like a

modern Italian wine-flask, by

wicker-work.^ It was also used

as a travelling-flask, and carried

by hunters and fishermen'^; the

younger Pliny exhorts Tacitus,

when he goes hunting, to take

not only a "sandwich-box and

brandy- flask" {^pajuxriiiiii ac

lagiiiiciilaiii), but also a notc-

FIG. 216. AMPULLA (bHITISH MUSEUM).
^^^^j. ^^ j^^ ^^^^.^^ j^j^^^ JJ^g

Roman barmaid carried a lagaia at her side when serving in

the tavern," and it was used as a wine-jug at the table.- A
jar found at Saintes in France has engraved on it MARTL\LI

S0L(/)DAM LAGONAM, " A whole flask to Martialis," '' and

' Kev. Arch, xviii. (i86S), pi. 22,

p. 225.

- Mart. vii. 61, 5.

^ Hor. Ep. ii. 2, 134.

^ Cf. the episode in Pelronius, Sal. 22.

' Pliny, H.N. xvi. 12S.

' Pliny, Ep. i. 6 : cf. Juv. xii. 60.

' Juv. viii. i6l
8 'Wox.Sat. ii. 8, 41.

" C.I.L. xiii. 10008, 4.
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gives a clue to the form associated with this word (sec

Fig. 217).

The words in use for a ladle are cyathiis, corresponding to

the Greek KvaQo^ (Vol. I. p. 179)/ in measure equivalent to

one-twelfth of the sextarius or pint, and simpiibim or siiiipnvittm.

The latter were chiefly associated with sacrifices, and will be

dealt with later (p. 471); the cyathiis was

regularly used at the table for measuring out

the wine into the drinking-cups. We learn
(;f[

from Martial that in drinking a toast it was

customary to use the number of cyathi that /> .

-\ «'^^^k

corresponded to the letters in the name of J^\\^ ^ U^/J ^^J
the recipient, as in the epigram ^/V/ A -^^

Laevia sex cyathis, septem Justina hibatur,

Quinque Lycas, Lyde (juattuor, Ida tribus.-

Of drinking-cups the Romans had almost

as large a variety as the Greeks, the
""^- "'7. lagena from

majority of the ornamented vases preserved

to this day being apparently for this purpose
; the number

of names recorded in literature is, however, much less, as many
of those given in the long list on pp. 1 81-1 S3 of WA. I.

are mere nick-names for ordinary forms. The generic name
for a drinking-cup was poculum^ the Greek iroTijptoi^, just as

vas was the generic name for a larger vessel ; it occurs con-

stantly in the poets, v.'ho, indeed, use it somewhat loosel\', and

has already been met with in the scries of small bowls with

Latin inscriptions described in Chapter XI. (p. 490 J. Many
forms of drinking-cups used by the Romans were only made
in metal, such as the aDitluxnis,^ cardicshun,' and scyphiis'' (see

Vol. I. pp. 184, 187). xAll these were forms borrowed from the

Greeks, as were the calix {ky/ix), the cohila (chiefly used as

' I lor. Cd. iii. 8, 13 ; 19, 12. 56 ; Ilor. Od. i. 20, 2 ; and see Daieni-
'-'

i. 71 : cf. viii. 51, 21 ; ix. 95 ; xi. berg and Saglio, x.v.

37 ; Hor. Od. iii. 19, 11 ft'.
•' See Maciob. v. 21.

•' See Vano, I..L. v. 122 ; Isid. Elyni. '' Hor. Od. i. 27, i ; Epod. ix. t^},.

XX. 5, where the derivation from potarc Isid. Etyiii. xx. 6, describes it as a

is given. washliand basin.

' Virg. Eel. vi. 17 ; I'laut. Asin. v. 2,
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a measure = half-a-pint), and the scapJiiuvi ^ and cynibiuin^

which were boat-shaped vessels. The ciboriiivi (a rare word,

but used by Horace ^) was supposed to be made in the form

of the leaves or pods of the colocasia, or Egyptian bean.*

Its later ecclesiastical use is well known. Other names of which

we hear are the batioca;' the gauliis^' the scutclla (see below)/

and the amystis, or cup drained at one draught (see Vol. I. p. i8i).**

Like the Greek kylix, the ca/ix appears to have been of all

these the one most commonly in use, and is constantly referred

to by poets and prose writers. Those of terracotta could often

be purchased at a very low price, and formed, it is evident,

the ordinary drinking-cups of the Roman citizen ; they were

also frequently of glass. Juvenal speaks of "plebeian cups

purchased for a few asses "
^ ; and Martial describes a man

buying two calices for an as and taking them home with him.^°

We have no exact information as to its form, but it must

have been something like the Greek kylix, only probably

without handles ; it was also used for solid food such as

herbs.^^ Seneca speaks of calices Tibiirliiiae, which seem from

the context to have been of earthenware.^- Varieties of the

calix are probably represented by the typical Gaulish forms

illustrated in Chapter XXIII., Figs. 221-223.

Of dishes and other utensils employed for food at the table,

the largest were the laux and the faliua. The former is

described by Horace and Juvenal as large enough to hold a

whole boar,*'' and was probably of metal ; the patina is described

as a dish for holding fish, crabs, or lobsters,** but that it was

not necessarily limited in size is shown by the stories already

alluded to of Domitian and Vitellius (p. 456). The latter, when
dragged to his death, was insulted by the epithet oi patinarins,

' Plaut. Stick. V. 4,11; Cic. in Verr. " xi. 145.

iv. 17, 37 and 24, 54.
'" ix. 60, 22.

- Mart. viii. 6, 2 ; Isid. Eiy/ii. xx. 5.
" Varro, L.L. v. 127 ; Ovid, Fasf. v.

^ OJ. ii. 7, 22. 509.
' Porphyrion rt^ Hon he. cit. '- Ep. 119, 3.

* Plaut. Stick. V. 4, 12. " Hor. Sat. ii. 4, 41 ; Juv. v. 80.

« Id. Rud. V. 2, 32. '* Hor. Sat. i. 3, 80 ; ii. 2, 95 ; ii. 8,

' Cic. Ttisc. iii. 19, 46. 43, 55.
* Isid. Etym. xx. 5.
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or dish-maker.' The patina was flat, and made of clay, and

is also described as a wide and shallow vessel for cooking.-

It is contrasted with the lagena in the well-known fable of the

fox and the stork.^ Smaller dishes for sweetmeats and other

dainties were the catiiium and catillmii, and the patella} The
discus z.x\6. paropsis' appear to have been, like the la)ix, principally

of metal ; the former was like a shield (whence scutnla and

sciitelhi) ; the latter is mentioned by Isidorus, who describes

it as quadrangular, and by Martial, together with some
obscurely-named dishes ''

:

Sic iniplet gabatas paropsidesque

Et leves scutulas cavasque lances.

Martial speaks of the patella as a dish for a turbot, and also

as a vessel of black ware which was used to hold vegetables"
;

the catituis (a fictile dish) was large enough to hold a good-

sized fish, such as a tunny,*^ and the eatillus appears to have

been a sort of porringer. Sauces were placed in small dishes

or cups, known as acetabnla (the Greek o^v^a^ov), which were

evidently of earthenware ''

; the catellus held pepper,"* and the

concha or shell was used for a salt-cellar, also for unguents."

The latter was probably a real shell, not of earthenware.

Another kind of dish which is only once mentioned, in Horace's

account of Nasidienus' banquet, was the niazonoiniiin, probably

a kind of hvix, in metal, which held on that occasion a sort

of ragcmt of game.'" His own table, however, he boasts, was

adorned only by a cyathns and two cups, an echhi/is or rinsing-

bowl, ^gnttKS, and ?i patera or libation bowl.'' The .^////z/^ seems

to have corresponded to the Greek lekytJios or askos, and is the

' Suet. Vitcll. 17 : cf. ij. ' xiii. Si ; v. 79, 7 : see Isid. Elym.
'-'

Isid. Etyiit. ,\x. 4 : dispansis f>alen- xx. 8.

libtisqiic oris. ^ I lor. Sal. ii. 4, 77; Pers. v. 1S2
;

^ Phaedr. i. 26. Isid. Etyin. xx. 6. For other uses see

' llor. Sat. i. 3, go; ii. 4, 75; i. 6, Juv. xi. 108; Pliny, //.A', xxxiii. 69.

115 ; Ep. i. 5, 2. Isidorus ^Tiys caHnnm is a better form.

* Juv. iii. 142; Mart. xi. 28; Alciphr. " Isid. Etym. xx. 4.

Ep. iii. 20 ; Isid. Etyni. xx. 4. '" Hon Sat. ii. 4, 75.
'• xi. 32, 18 : cf. vii. 47, 3. Isidorus, " Hor. Od. ii. 7, 23 ; Sat. i. 3, 14.

Etym. XX. 4, says ^i^abata = cavata. '- Hor. Sat. ii. 8, 86.

'^ Sat.x.e, 118.
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general name for an oil-flask or cruet' It was either a small,

long-necked bottle or a squat flask with a narrow spout, which

allowed the oil to pour slowly. Roach-Smith published a

relief dedicated by Egnatius, a physician, to the Deae Matres,

on which small vases of the first-named form appear, indicating

that he consecrated his medicine bottles to these divinities.'-

Of vessels for cooking, washing, and other common domestic

purposes, the oUa was that in most general use '
;
the word is,

in fact, a generic name for a jar or pot (Gk. yyrpa), as in the

play of Plautus, the Anliilaria, the name of which embodies an

archaic form of the word, aula, aitliila. Here it was used for

hiding a hoard of gold. It was also, as has been noted, used

as a funerary urn, and some inscribed examples of marble oHae

have been found in tombs. The pelvis was more particularly

a washing basin, but Juvenal speaks of it as scented with

Falernian winc.^ It is usually identified with the nioriarium,

a large, shallow, open bowl with a spout, frequently found in

Britain and Central Europe (see below, p. 550) ; it is of coarse

light-red clay, and often has the potter's name stamped upon

it. That it was used for pounding substances is shown by the

fact that it often has small pebbles embedded in the surface

of the interior. The saitra is mentioned by Cato and Plautus,"

and appears to have been used only in Republican times ; its

Imperial successor was the cacabns!' The irua or tndla' was

a saucepan with a flat handle ; numerous examples in bronze,

silver, and earthenware have been preserved, and some have

elaborate designs in relief on the handle.''

A number of obscure and archaic names of vases are recorded

by the etymologists and other writers, especially in regard to

those used for sacrificial purposes and libations. The capis

' Juv. iii. 263; xi. 158: cf. Vol. I. ' vi. 430. Isidorus {Etyiii. xx. 6) dc-

pp. 200, 211, 503. rives it iioxa pedes.

" Collect. Anliq. v. p. 8. ^ Cato, R.R. 157 ; Tlaut. Pcrs. i. 3, 8.

^ Catull. 94, 2 ; Juv. xiv. 171. For '' Isid. Etyin. xx. 8.

examples oi ollae.i&e Overbeck, Foiiipeii, ' Varro ap. Non. p. 19, 14.

p. 414, Daremberg and Saglio, s.v., and "* Cf. B.A/. Cat. of Bronzes, Nos. 2461-

Pl. LXIX. fig. 2 ; see also pp. 389, 456, 2465 ; also Dechelette, Vases de la Gaiile

550. Isidorus expressly states that it Koinaine, ii. p. 316.

was used for boiling water {Ety>n. xx. 8).
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or capcdo was probably a kind of jug (from capcvc, to contain) '
;

Cicero refers to the capcdunciilae which were a legacy from

Numa.'-' The pmcfcriculmn'^ was not, as usually supposed in

popular archaeology, a jug, but a shallow basin of bronze

without handles, like a patera. The lepasia or Icpesta (cf. Greek
Xe-jrciaT)]) is recorded as used in Sabine temples,^ and the futile

was used in the cult of Vesta for holding water''; the ciituniiuDi''

is also mentioned. The siinpulnm ' and siuipitviuni * represent

similar utensils, though the words are distinct ; they were small-

sized ladles used almost exclusively in religious rites, and some-

times regarded as old-fashioned. With reference to the size,

fluctus in simpulo excitare^ became a proverbial expression for

"a storm in a teacup." They seem to have been usually of

metal, but Pliny speaks of fictile siuipiila^'^
\ the siiiip/ivi/cin is

represented on coins and sacrificial reliefs. The /ai/x appears

to have been used for offerings to Bacchus," and the gnttus,

cymbium, and other forms also ap[)car in a sacrificial connection '-
;

conversely the patera, which is for the most part exclusively

a libation bowl, was sometimes used for secular purposes'''; there

is evidence that its use as a drinking vessel is older than its

use for libations. The last-named corresponds to the Greek

(\)ia\'r] (Vol. I. p. 191),'^ and is constantly referred to or repre-

sented ; its essential feature was the hollow knob or outphalos

in the centre, and it was either made of metal or earthenware.

The patella was also used for libations or for offering first-fruits

to the household gods.''

Other obscure words referring to vases of secular use arc the

' Varro ap. Non. 547, 12 ; Pliny, ' Cic. Zt;j,y. iii. 16, 36.

H.N. xxxvii. 18; Livy, x. 7, 10; Cic. '" H.N. xxxv. 158. An example of a

Rep. vi. 2, II ; id. Farad, i. 2, 11. Inonze sinipiilttiu may be seen in the

- Dc Nat. Dcor. iii. 17, 43. 15ronze Room of the British Museum
^ The word is only given by I'"estus (Case E).

(p. 248, Miiller). " Virg. Gcort;. ii. 394.
^ Varro ap. Non. 547, 19.

'-' Id. Acn. iii. 66; \'airo, L.L. v. 124.
' Paul. e\ Fesl. p. 89, 4, \sith Mailer's '•' X'arro, L.L. v. 122 ; \'irg. Ac 11. i.

note. 729.

" Paul, t.v Fest. p. 51, i. " See Isid. Elyiii. xx. 5, who suggests

' Varro, L.L. v. 124; Paul, c.v Fest. a derivation from /(zAvy, "quod patentes

P- Zyii 10 (non dissimile cyatho). sunt dispansisque labris."

** Varro ap. Non. 544, 23 ; Cic. Rc6. '^ Ov. Fast. ii. 634 ; Juv. v. 85 : cf,

vi. 2, II
; Juv. vi. 343. Plaut. Cist. ii. i. 46.
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polhibrum (Greek, 7roSai>i7rrr]p)^ and malliiviiini (Greek, ykpvi-^y^-

meaning respectively basins for washing the feet and hands
;

the aquiniinariHiii for washing vessels''; the galco/a, a variety

of the siiins* ; the pultarius, a vessel used for warm drinks,

for must, for preserving grapes, for coals, for fumigating, and

as a cupping-glass^; and the obba, which Persius describes

as scssilis, i.e. squat and flat-bottomed." The culeiis, congius,

Jicntiiia, and sextarius appear to have been measures only, not

vases in general use ; the congius was one-eighth of an

amphora, or six sextarii, about six English pints/

In the case of the majority of the names discussed in the

foregoing pages, any attempt at identification with existing

forms is hopeless ; we have very few clues in the literature

to the shapes of the vases described, and little evidence from

themselves, as is often the case with Greek shapes ; nor is

any Roman writer except Isidorus, whose date is too late to

be trustworthy, so explicit as Athenaeus. At present little

has been done in the way of collecting the different forms of

existing vases, but a valuable treatise on the subject was

recently issued by the late O. Holder, a Wurtemberg

professor, who collected all the forms found in Germany and

Italy,* and although he did not attempt to identify them by

Latin names, he has done much service in grouping them

together, classified as urns, jars, jugs, and so on, in a series

of twenty-three plates of outline drawings.

There is, in fact, in Roman pottery no clear line of distinction

to be drawn between the various forms of drinking-cups or of

jugs or dishes, as is the case with Greek vases ; different

' Paul, ^.v Fest. p. 247, Miill. ; Varro, (w^^^/V/x representing the standard measure

544, 19 {ap. Non.). see Hultsch, Mctrologie, p. 123 ; also

- Paul, ex Fest. p. 160. Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. On Roman
^ Digest, xxxiv. 2, 19, §12. metrology generally see Krause, Augeiol

' Varro ap. Non. 547, 14. p. 454, and Hultsch, op. cit. p. ii2ff.

"' H.N. vii. 185 ; Petron. 42 ; Colum. '* Die Forvien der riim. Thoiigcfassc,

xii. 43, 7; Pallad. Agric. vii. 7; Cels. diesseifs iindjenseiis der Alpeii {SiwW.g'a.xi,

2, II. 1897). For the forms peculiar to the

" V. 148 : see also Tert. Apol. 13 ; ornamented wares, reference should be

Varro ap. Non. 146, 8 ; 545, 2. made to Dragendorff's article in Bonner

' Cato, K.R. 57; Livy, xxv. 2, 8; Jahrh. xcvi. pis. 1-3, and Dechelette,

Pliny, H.N. xiv. 85, 144. Fur a bronze Vases de la Gaiile Roinaine, passim.
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forms again are found in different fabrics, and those t}"pical

of ornamented wares are not found in plain pottery, and so

on. Nor must it be forgotten that in Roman potter}^ the

ornamented wares are the exception rather than the rule.

Where the Greeks used painted vases, the Romans used metal

;

and apart from the plain pottery, the forms are almost limited

to a few varieties of cups, bowls, and dishes. Comparisons

with the Greek equivalents illustrated in Chapter IV. may
give a probable idea of what the Roman meant when he

spoke of an Jirceiis or an oHa, but for the rest the modern

investigator can do little beyond attempting to point out what

types of vases were peculiar to different periods or fabrics,

and in most cases any attempt to give specific names can

only be regarded as arbitrary.



CHAPTER XXII

ROMAN POTTERY, HISTORICALLY TREATED;
ARRETINE WARE

Roman pottery mentioned by ancient writers
—"Saniian" ware— Centres

of fabric—The pottery of Arretium—Characteristics— Potters' stamps—
Shapes of Arretine vases—Sources of inspiration for decoration

—

"Italian Megarian bowls"— Subjects— Distribution of Arretine wares.

In the present chapter \vc propose to discuss the origin and

character of the finer Roman potter}', or red glazed ware with

designs in rehef, which is usually known to modern writers

under the convenient designation of terra sigillata, a phrase

which has alread}' been explained (p. 434). Not only in clay

and glaze but in decoration these wares are characteristically

Roman ; but the question as to the actual centre or centres of

their manufacture still admits of some discussion.

Relying principally upon the testimony of Pliny, Martial, and

other ancient writers, archaeologists have been accustomed to

classify the red ware with reliefs, on a rough system of distinction

according to artistic merit, as Arretine, Samian, and " false

Samian." The latter term "Samian " has indeed acquired such

popularity that it has passed into the language as a conventional

term of almost every-day use ; but to the scientific investigator

it has long been apparent that in point of accuracy it almost

stands on a level with that of " Etruscan vase." That of " false

Samian " has usually been applied to a certain class of provincial

wares, technically inferior to the " Samian." But though both

terms may still retain currency in popular language for the sake

of convenience, it must not be supposed that they are impressed

with the hall-mark of scientific terminology.

Before however we attempt to distinguish the different fabrics

474
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on the basis of recent researches, it ma\- be as well to investigate

the statements of the classical writers and weigh the evidence

which they afford on the various kinds of pottery in use in Italy

under the Roman Empire.

The most valuable information is found in the pages of Pliny,

supplemented by Isidorus of Seville, who, writing in the seventh

centur}', probably gives merely second-hand information. The
former ' says :

" The majority of mankind use earthenware

vessel-s. Samian ware is commended even at the present day for

dinner services ; this reputation is also kept up by Arretium

in Italy, and for drinking-cups by Surrentum, Hasta, Pollentia,

Saguntum in Spain, and Pergamum in Asia. Tralles is also a

centre for pottery, and Mutina in Italy .... and exportation

from the celebrated potteries goes on all o\'er the world."

Isidorus, who largely quotes from Pliny, gives the tradition that

Samos was the scat of the original invention of potter}', " whence

too came Samian vases."- lie goes on to say that " Arrctinc

vases are so called from Arretium, a town in Italy where they

arc made, for they are red." But in regard to "Samian ware"

he admits that there is another explanation of the term, namely

that it is a corruption of Samnia. Herein he is possibly not far

from the truth, for we have already seen that the adjacent region

of Campania was in the last few centuries of the Republic

famous as a centre for relief-wares, and it is possible that the

manufacture of such pottery was carried on in the district, as for

instance at Putcoli, long afterwards. We also know that Allifac

in Samnium was a seat of this industry,-' and that a special

class of pottery was made at Ocriculum and at Mevania in

Umbria about 200 B.C. (see below, p. 490).

On the other hand there is no doubt that Samos had a reputa-

tion for its pottery for many centuries, as is implied by the

tradition which Isidorus quotes and by the words of Plin}- :

"even at the present day it is commended." In a previous

chapter it has been suggested that the so-called Megarian bowls,

which undoubtedly are a prototype of the Roman wares, repre-

sent the Samian pottery of the Hellenistic period ; but whether

' H.N. XXXV. 160 ft". 3 Ilor. Sal. ii. S, 39.
- Elyitt. XX. 4, 3.
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this is so or not, the most probable conckision is that the

term " Samian " connotes in the first instance a Greek, not a

Roman, fabric ; that this Greek ware was imported into Italy
;

and that it became so popular that the term really came into use

for native products, just as now-a-days we are able to speak

of " China " ^\'hich has travelled no further than from Worcester,

Sevres, or Dresden. It may thus have become a generic name
for table-ware. Plautus mentions Samian ware more than once

(see above, p. 456), usually with reference to its brittleness, as

in the JMcnaecJiiiii} where Menaechmus says, " Knock gently
!

"

to which the parasite Peniculus replies :
" I suppose you are

afraid the doors are Samian." Again in the BaccJiides^ with

a jesting allusion to Samos as the home of one of the two

heroines: "Take care, please, that no one handles her carelessly;

you know how easily a Samian vase gets broken." In another

passage he speaks of a Saiiiiolmn potcrium? And Tertullian,

speaking of Numa's times, says that only Samian vases were

as yet in use.'

Pliny also mentions Pcrgamum and Tralles as centres of

fabrics, and speaks of the firmitas or toughness of that of Kos,

but of these we know nothing further. It has been pointed out

by Dragendorff that there was some manufacture of term sigillata

in Asia Minor under the Empire,^ probably an imitation of the

Italian ware, as the examples known present the same character-

istics as the provincial wares of Central Europe, and the forms

are also those of the Arretine vases. The same writer has

shown that there were also manufactures of terra sigillata in

Greece itself, in Egypt, and in Southern Russia, which were of

similar character.

To return to Italy and its local fabrics. It is not to be sup-

posed that there was any one principal centre, for different towns

excelled in their respective wares, and these were imported from

one to the other, and especially into Rome. This city was of

'
i. 2, 65. ad Hcrciin. iv. 51.

- ii. 2, 22. ^ Apol. 25.

3 Stick. V. 4, 12: cf. Marl. iii. 81, 3 ;
^ Bonner Jaluhikhcr, ci. (1897), p.

Lucil. ap. Non. p. 398; Tibiill. ii. 3, 47 ; uo: cf. ibid. xcvi. p. 25, and Bliimner,

Cic. pro ISlitrcna, 36, 75 ; Cornif. Rliet. Techno/, ii. p. 103.
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course originally supplied with earthenware by the Etruscans,

whose mantle fell on the town of Arretium, but it cannot be

doubted that the manufacture of pottery must have been carried

on to some extent in Rome itself after the absorption of the

Etruscan people. We read that even in Numa's time there was

a Guild of Potters (see p. 372), but it never appears to have

excelled in any of the finer wares, and is ignored by Pliny,

though we have evidence from other sources. Thus Martial

speaks of cadi Vaticani^ and Juvenal of fragile dishes from the

Vatican hill.- Cato says dolia are best bought in Rome, tiles

at Venafrum.' And the evidence of a pottery in the third and

second centuries P..C. on the Esquiline which is given by the

find of lamps described in Chapter XX. is supported by P"estus.^

Pliny, as we have seen, mentions Arretium, Hasta and Pollentia,

Mutina and Surrentum with commendation ; he also couples the

pottery of Hadria with that of Kos ft)r finuitas:' Me further

implies that Arretium kept up the old pre-eminence of the

Samian ware, and this is borne out, not only by what we
gather from Martial and other writers, but still more by modern

discoveries, of which we shall shortly speak in detail. Of the

other potteries less is known, but remains have been found at

Hasta and Pollentia (Asti and PoUenza in Piedmont)"' and the

figlinac of Velleia in the same region were also well known
in antiquity." At Mutina (Modena) remains of a pottery were

found (see Vol. I. p. 71), together with \ase.s of Arretine type,

and the potter I'ortis, whose name so often occurs on lamps

(p. 426), appears to haxe had his workshop here.^ His stamps

are also found on tiles and on pottery of all kinds, even

Arretine. Here, too, were fuund vases of black v/are, of

" Graeco-Campanian " style, sometimes with stamps impressed

from gems, and unglazed red plates stamped with small pal-

mcttes like the Greek black-glazed wares (Vol. I. p. 212). Livy

' i. 19 : sec above, p. 463. " Cf. Mart. xiv. 157 : " solet calices

vi. 344. haec dare terra " (of Pollentia).

* Agric. 135. ' See C.I.L. xi. 1147 ; for recent finds,

^ Paul. <'jr Fest. f^. Miiller, 344/'

:

"in Bull. deW Inst. 1837, p. loff.

Esquilina regione figulo cum fornax plena *" Bull, delf Inst. 1837, lot. cit. ; 1 875,

vasorum coqueretur." p. I92.

'" XXXV. 161.
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mentions that in 176 B.C. a great destruction took place here

of " all kinds of vases, made more for use than for ornament." ^

In their general results the pottery-finds are instructive as

showing the transition from black to red wares, which may also

be observed in the vases of Popiiius and the early Arretine

fabrics (see below)."

Campania in general seems to have maintained the traditions

of the Calene and Etrusco-Campanian fabrics of the third

century (Chapter XI.), and there is evidence of manufacture and

export in the first century B.C. Horace's table was supplied

with Cavipaiia siipcUcx:' Surrcntum ware is mentioned by

Martial^ as well as Pliny, and, as indicated in the preceding

chapter (p. 462), supplied amphorae of local wine to Pompeii/'

The pottery of Cumae, which place was at an earlier date an

important centre for painted vases (Vol. I. p. 80), is mentioned

by Martial." It would also seem to have supplied clay for the

vases made at the neighbouring Puteoli, which had no local clay

suitable for the purpose, and is not mentioned by ancient writers.

The latter has however yielded large numbers of vases of a type

closely resembling the Arretine, and a pottery was discovered

in 1874, with moulds." Some of the vases have Arretine

stamps,'' which impl}- importations during the first century B.C.,

but names of local potters are also known, chief of whom is

Numerius Naevius Hilarus, who employed eleven slaves.

O. Pomponius Serenus and L. Valerius Titus are al.so found

here and elsewhere in Southern Italy and at Nismes.'' Some
fragments of this Puteoli ware from various sources are in the

British Museum.'"

Horace speaks of pottery from Allifae in Samnium," and

Pliny mentions the popularity of that made at Rhegium and Cu-

mae'"'; this exhausts the list of sites known to us from ancient

' xli. iS. dclP Inst. 1875, p. 66; Marquardt,
'" See generally Bonner Jahrb. xcvi. Privatalterthihner., p. 640, note 2.

p. 53.
' Bonner Jahrb. xcvi. p. 54 ; En//.

^ Sat. i. 6, 118 : cf. i/)/d. ii. 3, 144. de//' Inst. 1875, P- 242.

* xiv. 102: " .Surrentinae leve toreuma ** C.I.L. x. 8056, 229.

lotae.'" " Ibid. xii. 5686, 696.
' Cf. id. xiii. no: " .Siirrentine cups '" See also C.I.I. \. 8056.

are good enough for Surrentine wine." " Sat. ii. 8, 39.

' xiv. 114 : cf. Tibull. ii. 3, 48; Bn//. '- H.N. xxxv. 164,
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writers. In the provinces the only place which had any fame

was Saguntum, alluded to by Plin)' and more than once by

Martial, who speaks of cups {pociihi and cyuihiii) fashioned from

Saguntine clay
'

; also of a synthesis septoiaria or nest of seven

cups, " polished b\- the potter's coarse tool, of clay turned on

the Spanish wheel." - But modern researches on the site have

not thrown any light on the character of the local fabric (p. 540) '''

;

it is only at Tarragona that terra sigillata has been found.

The pottery of Arretium is more than once referred to b\'

Martial, who notes that it compared unfavourably with the

splendour of crN'stal vessels, but at the same time begs his

hearer not to regard it altogether with contempt, for Porsena

was well served with his Tuscan earthenware '

:

Arretina nimis ne spernas vasa monemus ;

Lautus erat Tuscis Porsena fictilibus.

An epigram in the Latin Anthology (259) sa}'s :

Arretine cali.x, mensis decor ante paternis,

Ante manus medici quam bene sanus eras.''

Other allusions are less direct.'' Coming down to more modern

times, we actually find mention of the pottery in a manuscript

written by Sig. Ristori of Arezzo in 1282, and by C. Villani

in his History of the World, written in the fourteenth century.

Subsequently Alessi, who lived in the time of Leo X., described

the discovery of red ware about a mile from the city, and

Vasari tells us that in 1484 his grandfather found in the

neighbourhood three vaults of an ancient furnace. h^urthcr

allusions are found in the writings of Gori (1734) and Rossi

(1796) ; and in 1841 Fabroni published a history of Arretine

ware," in which the above facts are recorded. He tells us

' xiv. 108 ; viii. 6 : cf. Juv. v. 29 :
^ xiv. 98.

" Saguntina lagena." ^ "O Arretine cup, which decorated

- iv. 46, 15. my father's table, how sound you were
' See also C./.Z. ii. p. 512 and Suppl. before the doctor's hand" (refening to

p. 1008; Dechelette, i. pp. 16, iii ; also its use for taking medicine).

.5«//. fl^t'//' /;wA 1875, p. 250, and 6"././,. " Pers. i. 130: see also C.I.L. ,\i.

XV. 2632 for an amphora found on the p. 108 1.

Monte Testaccio at Rome with the slamji " Storia dc^^li an/. I'as/ '111. artiini,

I!CM(«)rKKNl .'^Ac;vNTO. Arezzo, 1841.
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that in 1779 potteries were unearthed at Cincelli or Centum
Celiac, which contained, besides various implements, part of

a potter's wheel, resembling those in vogue at the present

day. It was composed of two circular slabs placed round

one pivot at an interval from one another, their diameter

not being the same. The wheel actually found was of terra-

cotta, about II inches in diameter by 3 inches in thickness, with

a groove round the edge. It was bound with a leaden tyre,

held in place by six cylinders of the same metal, and appears

to have been the upper of the two slabs, the " table " on

which the clay was placed.'

The Arretine ware must be regarded as tJie Roman pottery

par excellence. The term was used anciently in an extended

sense for all vases of a certain technique without regard to

the place of manufacture, as a piece of evidence from Spain

tends to show. Pottery has been found at Tarragona with

the inscription, A TITII FIGVL ARRE, A. Titii figulii) Arre{tini);

which has generally been taken to mean a maker of Arretine

ware living on the spot, just as now-a-days Wilton or Brussels

carpets may be made at Kidderminster.

The general characteristics of the Arretine ware are : (i) the

fine local red clay, carefully worked up and baked very hard

to a rich coral-colour, or like sealing-wax
; (2) the fine red glaze,

composed chiefly of silica, iron oxide, and an alkaline substance,

which, as we have seen (p. 437), was perhaps borax
; (3)

the great variety of forms employed, which show in a marked

degree the influence of metal-work
; (4) the stamps with potter's

names, which are almost invariably found. The duration of

this pottery seems to have been from about 1 50 B.C. to the

end of the first century of the Empire, at which time pottery

in Italy had reached a very degenerate stage, and the height

of its success and popularity was during the first century B.C.

Analyses of the vases show that practically the same results

as to their composition are obtained from different periods.

During the last century these vases have been found in large

numbers at Arezzo, and there is now a considerable quantity

of them collected in the public museum of that city, as well

' See above, p. 438.
-' C.I.L. ii. 4970, 519.
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as in private collections and the museums of other countries.

The official record of Italian excavations contains an account of

finds made in 1883, 1884, 1890, 1894, and 1896 on various sites

in the city and immediate neighbourhood,' and gives the locality

of the different potteries,- as well as the names of their owners.

The first potter's name recorded was that of Calidius Strigo

by Alessi ; it was found in 1492 in the presence of Giovanni

de' Medici, afterwards Leo X. Others were given by Gori,

and fuller lists (up to date) by Fabroni in 1841, Gamurrini

in 1859, and Marini in 1884.'' -^^ the present day the most

complete information on this head may be found in the recently

published volume of the Corpus of Latin inscriptions dealing

with Etruria,^ in which the results of the most recent excava-

tions are incorporated. A large number have also been found

at Rome, the names being identical with those found at Arezzo,

and the ware consequently imported.'^ It must be distinguished

from the inferior relief wares either of local fabric (see p. 492)

or imported from Gaul, Northern Italy, and elsewhere. Names
of Arretine potters are also found in large numbers at Modena,

Rimini, and other places in Northern Italy, in France, Spain,

and elsewhere.

The stamps range in date from the second century B.C.

down to the Christian era, but not beyond the first century

of the Empire. The oldest of all, it is interesting to note,

are found on black-glazed wares similar in character to those

from the Esquiline.'' The red-glazed ware probably came
in about 100 B.C., and the two methods appear to have been

for a time contemporaneous. The initials (} A F and C • V
which occur on early red Arretine wares ^ are also found

on the Esquiline lamps. Next comes the red ware with

quadrangular stamps repeated four or five times on the

bottom, followed by single quadrangular stamps and those

' Notizic dcgli Scavi, 1S83, p. 265; * See C.l.L. xv. p. 702, Nos. 4925 ff.

Nov. 1884, p. 369, pis. 8, 9 ; 1890, ^ Ann. dell' Inst. 1880, p. 265 ff. : cf.

p. 63 ff. ; 1894, p. 117 ff.; 1896, p. 453 ff. ibid. 1872, p. 284 ff. for the Arretine
'" See the map in C.l.L. xi. pt. 2, examples; bX%o Notizie degli Scavi, 1890,

p. 1082. pp. 64, 68.

^ Iscriz. ant. doliari, p. 421 ff. ' C.l.L. xi. 6700, 12, 739.
* C.I.L., loc. cit., and No. 6700.

VOL. II. 31
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of varying form, especially some in the shape of a foot, which

are not found in the best period at Arretium, and seem to

belong only to the time of the Empire. This form of stamp

is very common on lamps and plain pottery, and there are

many examples of bronze stamps in this shape extant.^ Those

vases which have stamps on the exterior in the midst of the

design represent the middle or Augustan period. The older

stamps are more deeply impressed in the surface of the vase

than the later. On the whole, the palaeographical evidence

of the stamps is very slight, and we can only roughly date

them between lOO B.C. and lOO A.D.^ Dragendorff has, how-

ever, noted that the slaves' names are mostly Greek, a detail

which helps to establish a terminus post quein, placing them

later than 146 B.C.

The Calidius Strigo of whom we have already spoken was a

potter of some importance, employing twenty slaves, of whom
the names of Protus and Synistor occur most frequently.

But he only seems to have made plain table wares without

reliefs, examples of which are found in Rome and elsewhere.

A potter named Domitius had a workshop on the same spot,

but only employed a few slaves. A more important name

is that of Publius Cornelius, first found by Ferdinando Rossi

in the eighteenth century at Cincelli, together with remains

of his workshop ; many additional examples were found in

1883 and 1892. He employed no less than forty slaves, of

whom the best known are Antioc(h)us, Faustus, Heraclidcs,

Primus, and Rodo. One vase by the last-named has medallions

with the head of Augustus and the inscription, AVGVSTVS,

which gives the date of the fabric^ Previous to the discovery

of this in 1893 Gamurrini had supposed that Cornelius was

one of the colonists placed at Arezzo by Sulla. Many of his

vases are found at Rome, and also in Spain and Southern

Italy. The vases with CORNELI in a foot-shaped stamp are

probably not his. He appears to have acquired the business

of two other potters—C. Tellius and C. Cispius.

' Cf. B.M. Cat. of Bronzes, Nos. 3043, time : see Notizie, 1883, p. 269 ff. ; 1890,

3068, 3100, etc. p. 71 ff-

^ Some may be referred to Sulla's ^ Notizie degli Scavi, 1894, p. 49.
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Among all the potters' stamps few are commoner than that

of M. Perennius, and his^ wares certainly take the highest rank

for their artistic merit. All his relief designs are copied from

the best Greek models, as will be seen later. Few of his vases

seem to have been exported to Rome, but they are found in

Spain and Southern Gaul. The form of the name on the

stamps varies greatly,^ the commonest being M. perenni
;

M. PEREN., M. PERE., and M. PER. are also found, and even

M. PE. with the letters joined in a monogram. He employed

seventeen slaves, of whom the best known is Tigranes.

His name appears as TIGRAN, TIGRA, or TIGR, and

always in conjunction with that of Perennius. These two

are found on a vase with Achilles and Diomede fighting

against Hector,'-^ and on three Arretine moulds in the British

Museum, the subjects of which are a dance of Maenads, masks

of Maenads and Satyrs, and a banquet scene (Plate LXVI.
figs. 4, 6). The name of Tigranes appears alone on a fine vase

in the Louvre with the apotheosis of Herakles.'^ Another

slave, Cerdo, made a vase with the nine Muses, their names

being inscribed over them in Greek.^ A third- slave who
produced vases of more than average merit was Bargates,

whose name is found on a fine vase in the Boston Museum
(Fig. 218),'' the subject of which is the fall of Phaethon, who
lies shattered in pieces on the ground, with Tethys coming to

his rescue. Zeus with his thunderbolt and Artemis with her

bow have brought about his downfall. Helios is seen collecting

his terrified steeds ; and the rest of the design is occupied with

the transformation of the Heliades into poplars.

The site of Perennius' principal workshop appears to have

been in the city itself, close to the church of Sta. Maria in

Gradi ; but he may also have had a branch manufactory at

Cincelli or Centum Celiac. Signor Pasqui " notes that his name
occurs alone on the interior of plain bowls and dishes. Next

' Fifty varieties, with the different Notizie, i%^^, \>\. S; Botiner /ahi-b. \c\\.

slaves' names, are given in C.I.L. xi. p. 70.

6700, 435. * Philologus, Iviii. (N.F. .\ii.), pi. 4,

- Botmei-Jahrb. xcvi. p. 70, note 2. p. 482 ; Roscher, iii. p. 2195 : see for

^ Rayet and Collignon, p. 357. this potter, Notizie, 1896, p. 457.
* Inscr. Graec. xiv. 2406, 28-46; " Notizie dcgli Scavi, 1896, p. 464.
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to these come the copies of Greek models by Cerdo, Pilades,

Pilemo, and Nicephorus, followed by Tigranes, and then by

Bargatcs, who also worked for Tigranes when he became a

freedman (the stamps being in the form
BARGATE
M • TIGR ); lastly

occur the names of Crescens and Saturninus.

Three Annii had a pottery near the church of San Francesco,

and employed over twenty slaves, with both Greek and Roman
names ; the most important of the three is C. Annius, who
made vases with reliefs, as did Lucius, but Sextus only made
plain wares. There are also vases stamped ANN I only ; they

probably belong to the first century B.C. Aulus Titius is found

frequently at Arezzo and Rimini, at Lillebonne in France,

and, as we have seen, in Spain ; his wares also penetrated to

Africa and all parts of Italy. He has no names of slaves

coupled with his, and his signature appears in the various

forms, A. 77//, A. Titi figuL, A. Titi fignl. Arret. He was

succeeded by C. Titius Nepos, who had fifteen slaves, and there

is also a L. Titius. C. and L. Tettius occur at Rome, but only

the latter at Arezzo'; the word SAMIA, which occurs on his,

stamps, is more likely to be a proper name than to have any

reference to Samian ware. The name of Rasinius, which is

associated with more names of slaves than any except P.

Cornelius, is found more often at Rome than at Arezzo -'
; it

also occurs at Pompeii,^ and at Neuss in Germany, which facts

point to the time of Augustus and A.D. 79 as the limits of

date. Of the numerous slaves, some were afterwards employed

by C. Memmius. There appear to have been at least two repre-

sentatives of the name, C. Rasinius in the Augustan period,

and L. Rasinius Pisanus in the F^lavian. The latter Dechelette

has shown to be a degenerate Arretine, making imitations of

Gaulish warc.^ L. and C. Petronius are found at Arezzo,

together with remains of their potteries, and C. Gavius, who

' BonnerJahrb. cii. p. 1 19; also found Dechelette, Vases de la Gaule Ro-

in Spain {C./.L. ii. 4970, 515). maine, i. p. 116. A potter of the same
- C.I.L. XV. 5496. date and character is SE.x • M • F, found
' Ibid. X. 8055, 36. in Etruria.

* See Bonner /ahrb. cii. p. 119;
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belongs to the Republican period, at Cincelli. Numerous other

potters who are probably Arretine may be found in Ihm's

lists ^
; on the other hand, there are stamps found at Rome

and in Etruria which cannot have originated from Arretium.

Such are Atcnio circitor irfiicioidiim) curavit; and Faustus

Salinator Serine ^
; those with OV{ficiua), such as OF • FELICIS,

which are found at Rome, but are probably Gaulish ^
; those

with fecit or epoei (eiroiei),^ with the exception of Veuiaus

fecit Jiec, from Arezzo "^
; and Atrane, a name found at Vulci,

Chiusi, and many other sites in Etruria, but not at Arezzo."

The name usually given in the signatures on the stamps is

that of the maker only ; sometimes a slave's name is added,

either above or below the maker's, or on a separate stamp.

The maker's name usually gives the nonien and pracnovicu,

implying a freedman, and when given in full is seen to be in

the genitive ; the slave's name is usually in the nominative.

Four typical varieties are given by the following stamps from

the pottery of P. Cornelius, with the name of the slave Potus :

rOTVS P CORN POTI P • CORN
P COR POTVS P • CORN POTI

A difficulty sometimes arises in regard to these two-line stamps

when the slave's name occurs behnv that of the master, on

account of the frequent abbreviations ; for instance, it is not

, ^, , ^ AVIBI PCORNELI
easy to say whether such stamps as or

DIOM ANTHVS
denote one name or two, for there are certain instances where

tlie master has three names.^ It is always possible that the

name denotes a slave become a freedman, as A. Vibius Dio-

medes or P. Cornelius Anthus, and in Dr. Dressel's opinion^

this is the most probable explanation ; but the alternative has

much in its favour. There are, moreover, stamps such as

' C.I.L. xi. 6700; Bonner Jahrb. cii. "^ Op. cit. xi. 6700, 752.

p. 125. ' See on this C.I.L. xi. 6700, 2; Bon-

- C.I.L. XV. 5016. ner fahrb. xcvi. p. 40; cii. p. 126.

3 Ibid. 5572, ^ E.g. C.I.L. XV. 5323. No. 5374 il'id.

* Cf. Dechelette, i. pp. 81, 272. has cognomen only.

^ C.I.L. XV. 521 1, 5398. " C.I.L. XV. p. 702.
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P-MESEIM PCORNELI u- u r ior which, ol course, leave
AMPLIO S[ef'vus) FIRMVS Y{ecit)

no room for doubt. In later examples the praenomen is often

omitted, and occasionally the praenovicji and cognomen are found

without the gentile name '
; there are also a few instances ot

female names.- An exceptional form of signature is given by

CINNA C L • TYYlioruni) siervics) ; occasionally also, as in the

example from Spain already quoted, FIGVL(//j-) AKRE^tmus),

or simply ARRETl(;//^j-), are found. Sometimes, again, two

potters seem to have been in partnership, as Sura and Philo-

logus, L. Gellius and L. Sempronius (L GELLI L SEMP),^ or

two firms, as the Umbricii and Vibieni.

The simple quadrangular form of stamp is by far the

commonest, and, next to this, an outline of a foot ; less frequent

forms, and of later date, are the circular, oval, or lunate, and

other varieties of marks, such as wreaths, stars, or branches-

Dr. Dressel gives no less than eighty-seven types from Rome,^

of which thirty-three are rectangular with ornamental edges.

The forms of the letters are not always an indication of date,

but such forms as h, A for A, || for E, and I' for F betoken

an early date. Ligatured letters abound. The names are often

written from right to left, or left to right with separate

letters reversed or inverted ; or the words are broken up as

for Docimus, ' " for Romanufs ), and so on.^ The
DOCI ROM
stamps were probably of wood, but some are taken from

seal-rings.

The forms of Arretine vases are all, without exception,

borrowed from metal originals, and in their contours display

the same tendency. But, as compared with the Hellenistic

forms they show great simplicity, and almost, as it were, a

return to archaism. The vases are for the most part of small

size, and indeed the dimensions of the furnaces at Arezzo seem

' C.I.L. XV. 4996, 5094. deir I)ist. 1880, p. 318; Notizic degli

Ibid. 5515, 5555, 5603. Scavi, 1890. p. 69.
^ C.I.L. xi. 6700, 311. * E.g. C.I.L. XV. 5179, 5524.
* C.I.L. XV. p. 703: see also Ann.
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to indicate that larger vases could not have been baked in

them. They are principally cups, bowls, and dishes, the former

of hemispherical or cylindrical form and devoid of handles

—

a characteristic which usually distinguishes Roman from Greek

pottery. Some of the moulds for Arretine ware in the British

Museum collection appear to have been used for a deep cup

with flat base and spreading lip (Plate LXVI. fig. 5), of

a type which finds no parallel in Greek shapes, but the

hemispherical bowl on a low foot is the prevailing form.

FIG. 219. ARRETINE KRATER WITH THE FOUR SEASONS (BRITISH MUSEUM).

Other shapes are extremely rare, a notable exception being

the beautiful krater in the British Museum with figures of

the Seasons (Fig. 219), which, although found at Capua, is

certainly Arretine in style and technique. The technical me-

thods employed we have already described in the preceding

chapter,' and there do not appear to have been any variations

peculiar to this fabric. Fabroni (p. 37) states that cinerary

urns, tiles, lamps, and reliefs were also made in the potteries at

Arretium.

' See also Rtim. Mitth. 1897, p. 286.
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The protot}pcs of the forms we have seen to be the Hellenistic

vases of chased metal, for which Alexandria was the principal

centre. But, apart from form, it is doubtful whether the

Alexandrine toreutic work exercised much influence on the

potters of Arretium. For the decoration and subjects they

undoubtedly drew their inspiration chiefly from the New-Attic

reliefs ' and the art of Asia Minor, as has been pointed out by

more than one recent writer," who have urged that the influence

of Alexandria on Roman art has been greatly over-estimated.''

Dragendorff points out that all the famous chasers known to

us were natives of Asia Minor,* and thinks that Rhodes was

probably the centre of this art. It must also be borne in mind

that the second century was the era of collecting works of art

in Greece and Asia Minor and conveying them to Rome, so

that the examples which were most prominently before the

eyes of Italian artists under the later Republic were just these

products of Greece and Asia Minor in the Hellenistic Age.

Moreover, the Rhodian and Pergamene schools of art were still

living when that of Alexandria was dying out under the later

Ptolemies. The mixed style of art of the first century B.C. is

essentially Roman, produced under the influence of the Greek

works then collected in Rome, and docs not extend bej-ond

Italy.

But it is also conceivable that its predecessors in the line

of ceramic development contributed to produce the ware of

Arretium. It recalls in some respects the different Greek

relief-wares discussed in Chapter XL, the Calene phialae of

the third century, and the so-called Megarian or Homeric

bowls, in which some have seen the real " Samian " ware of

the Roman writers, dating from the same period. To these

succeeded in Hellenic lands the fabrics of Athens, Southern

Russia, and Asia Minor, to which allusion has already been

made, and which often present similar characteristics to the

' See Hauser's work on the subject, ' E.g. by Schreiber, Alexandr. Toreu-

Neiiattische Reliefs, passim. tik, p. 401 fif.

- Rizzo mA'dm. Mitth. 1897, p. 291 ff.; ^ Cf. Anzeiger, 1897, p. 127 ff. ; Pliny,

Dragendorff in Bonner Jahrbikher, ciii. H.N. xxxiii. 154 ff-

(1898), p. 104.
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Arretine fabrics. Nor must it be forgotten that the earliest

Arretine pottery was covered with a black glaze, which may
indeed represent a desire to reproduce the effect of metal, but

is much more likely to be a direct heritage from the late

Greek pottery, which in this respect carried on the tradition

of the painted wares. At all events, two main characteristics

of Hellenistic pottery have plainly left their mark on Roman
fabrics : the disappearance of painting under the influence of

relief decoration imitated from metal, and the cessation of the

exclusive use of a black varnish.

The transition seems to be partially effected by a small

group of vases which have been styled " Italian Megarian

bowls " or " Vases of Popilius," after the potter C. Popilius,

whose name occurs on many of them.^ They form a distinct

class, dating apparently from the third century B.C., on the

testim.ony of the inscriptions
; the form is that of a hemispherical

bowl without handle or foot, with very thin walls, and covered

with a slip of varying colour—yellow, brown, or black. These

bowls, too, are a close imitation of metal-work, especially in

the arrangement of the reliefs. The ornament usually consists

of long leaves and scrolls radiating from a rosette on the foot

and bordered above by bands of wave- or tongue-pattern,

scrolls, or garlands ; the ground is filled in with stars, shields,

and other devices. In the finer examples a frieze of figures is

added, with such motives as Erotes, masks, dolphins, and ox-

skulls repeated. The bowl of Popilius published by Hartwig

is the only one with a definite subject : a fight between Greeks

and Barbarians, which is an undoubted reminiscence of the

famous mosaic at Pompeii with Alexander at the Issus. Eleven

bowls by Popilius are known, two by L. Appius (see Fig. 220),

and one each by L. Atinius and L. Quintius. The first-

named potter seems to have lived partly at Ocriculum, partly

at Mevania in Umbria ; both he and Appius also made
" Calene " ware. These potters were freedmen, as the use of

the two names indicates. Their work does not show the fine

glaze of the Calene and Arretine fabrics, but is decorative

' Kiiiii. Mitth. 1897, p. 40 (Siebourg) ; biicher, xcvi. p. 37 ; MHangcs d'Arch.

189S, p. 399 (Hartwig); Bonner Jahr- 18S9, pi. 7, p. 288.
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in its effect ; each ornamental motive is produced from a

separate stamp, and the potter's marks are put on e)i barbotine

(see p. 442).

To sum up with Dragendorff,' it is clear that a careful

study of Hellenistic pottery is necessary for a correct estimate

of the Italian and Roman. As in the case of other arts, it

FIG. 220. " HAMAN MEGARIAN" BOWL HY L. APPILS (BRITISH MUSEUM).

proves that the Romans were merely receptive, at best only

developing what they received. This development began with

the importation of Greek relief-wares with black varnish,

especially from Asia Minor, and their imitation at Cales.

Then, as in Greece, so in Italy, the search for new forms^

colouring, and decoration began and brought about a degenera-

' op. cit. p. 38.
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tion of technique. What the Calene vases are to those of

Asia Minor, so are the vases of Popilius to the " Megarian

"

bowls. Finally, the finds in Southern Russia show that even

the technique of the red-glazed ware is not an Arretine in-

vention, but was already known to the Greeks, although first

brought to perfection in Italy.

We must now return to the Arretine vases and turn our

attention to their subjects and decoration, and their place in

artistic development. Dragendorff^ divides them into two

classes, including with them the vases of Puteoli, which bear

Arretine stamps, and probably only represent a mere off-shoot

of the latter potteries, merely differing in the quality of the

design and in the absence of many of the best types. These

were mostly discovered in 1874, and it is possible that the

krater from Capua (p. 488) may also be reckoned as originating

from this source.

His first class includes the vases of M. Perennius, which

form such a large proportion of the signed Arretine wares.

They are characterised by friezes of figures repeated, or of

groups of figures all of the same size, sometimes divided by

pillars or terminal figures. Ground-ornaments are rare, and the

ground under the figures is not indicated as elsewhere. The

subjects include Dionysiac scenes, such as dancing Maenads,

sacrifices, drinking-scenes, the vintage, or Dionysos in a chariot
;

Cupids, Muses, and Seasons; Victory sacrificing a bull; Nereids

with the weapons of Achilles ; Hieroduli or priestesses dancing,

with wicker head-dresses ; banqueting, erotic, and hunting-scenes.

Examples of the latter classes are given on Plate LXVI. The

types of the figures, as in the case of the dancing Maenads,

are largely derived from the New-Attic reliefs (see above).

In the second class, to which belong the vases of P. Cornelius

and those found at Puteoli, a large use of ornament is the

most conspicuous feature. The figures are little more than

decorative, or form motives of a sculpturesque character, and

are not, as in the first class, isocephalous. Naturalistic motives,

such as wreaths, are very frequent. Among the types we have

' op. cit. p. 55.
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figures like those in the Nile-scenes on the terracotta mural

reliefs (p. 371) and Centaurs derived from Hellenic prototypes.

Throughout there is a remarkable variety, not only of subjects,

but of ornaments and methods of composition, features in which

the Greek vase-painters at all periods allowed themselves little

freedom. The ornamentation, which usually borders the figures

above and below, or still oftener occupies the whole surface

available for decoration, includes such motives as conventional

wreaths and festoons, scrolls of foliage, and egg-and-tongue

pattern ; a favourite device is the use of columns with spiral

shafts, often surmounted by masks, between the figures. But

it is often naturalistic as well as conventional, at least in detail,

and only in the general effect is it purely ornamental rather

than a reproduction of nature.

In the figures derived from the New-Attic reliefs and similar

sources, such as metal reliefs on bases, candelabra, etc., the

copyist usually shows a strong tendcnc}' to archaism ; the

attitudes of the figures are graceful, but .somewhat affected.

They seldom represent any particular action or story, but even

human figures arc merely decorative. Groups of dancing figures

are especially favoured, such as Satyrs and Maenads, or the

Hieroduli or dancing priestesses, who wear a curious head-

dress of wicker-work {calatJiusY \ or we see Genii and Cupids

crowning altars and lamp-stands, or playing on musical instru-

ments. Throughout the parallelism with the Roman mural

reliefs (p. ''^6'j ff.) is most remarkable, whether in the archaising

style, the decorative treatment of human figures, or in the

choice of themes: the dancing Maenads and Satyrs, the Hiero-

duli, \ ictory sacrificing a bull, or the figures of Seasons.

Of the last-named a fine instance is the beautiful krater

from Capua, now in the British Museum (Fig. 219), the figures

on which are most delicately modelled. A stamp in the same
collection from Arezzo has a figure of Spring, which repeats

the type of the Capua vase (Plate LXVI. fig. 2 : see p. 439).

A somewhat later development, corresponding to the second

class described above, seems to draw its inspiration rather from

' Cf. Bonner Jahrb. xcvi. p. 58 : aUo fig. 5), and Brit. Mus. Cat. of Terra-

a mould in the B.M. (Plate LXVI. cottas, D646.
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the Hellenistic reliefs of natuialistic style, such as Schreiber

has published, dating from the third century B.c/ The figures

are no longer stiff, but free and vigorous, and elaborate com-

positions are attempted, some being perhaps excerpts from large

Hellenistic compositions. Realistic landscapes in the Hellenistic

style, with rocks and trees, are largely favoured, and the

repertory of subjects includes Dionysiac sacrifices and proces-

sions, combats of Centaurs and Lapiths, and hunting-scenes.

A fragmentary mould in the British Museum is a good example

of the latter, only that here the scene is definitely characterised

as Alexander the Great at a lion-hunt (Plate LXVI. figs, i, 3).

The king is just slaying a lion, which stands over a man
whom it has felled, and Krateros advances to his assistance

with an axe. A wreath which adorns the beast's neck seems

to indicate that it was an animal specially kept in the royal

park for hunting.^ The mould bears the name of M. Perennius.

Dragendorff, in a valuable and illuminating estimate of the

Arretine wares,"* points out that they are an example of the

tendency, so constantly occurring in classic art, to imitate

one substance in another. He is further of opinion that they

largely reproduce contemporary originals which illustrate the

eclectic art of the Augustan period, instituting a reaction

against Hellenistic art and forming in their simple shapes a

contrast to the baroque forms of later Hellenistic pottery.

The art of the Augustan Age was followed, as Wickhoff has

pointed out,^ by a period of impressionism or illusionist stj'le

derived from painting, which is, however, completely absent

from Arretine and all other pottery of the Roman period. It

may, therefore, be fairly assumed that when the impressionist

style came into vogue, the art of the Arretine potter had had

its day. All subsequent wares with reliefs are essentially

provincial, and the origin of their style is uncertain, but it

is at all events not derived from any of the contemporary

phases of Roman art.

' Hellcn. Reliefbilder, pis. i, 9, 10, 21, ' Ibid. ciii. p. 103. On the same

etc. article the preceding paragraphs are also

* See on the subject, Bonner Jahrb. largely based,

xcvi. p. 73. ^ Roman Art, Eng. Trans., p. 18 ff.
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The vases of the types which we have been describing are

not, as has been hinted already, found exclusively at Arezzo.

In Italy they arc found in all parts/ and the stamps of known
Arretine potters occur in large numbers in Rome, as also at

Cervetri, Chiusi, Vulci, and elsewhere in Etruria,- and at

Mutina (Modena).' They are also found all over Campania,

at Capua, Cumae, Pompeii, and Pozzuoli. North of the Alps

they occur but rarely, and almost exclusively in Gallia Nar-

bonensis/ but we have seen that they are found in Spain, and

instances are also recorded from Sardinia, Africa, Greece,'^ Asia

Minor, and Cyprus.'' From these details two conclusions may
be drawn, either that there were various centres scattered over

the Empire for the manufacture of what was currently known

as " Arretine ware," or that an extensive system of ex[)ortation

went on from one centre, which would naturally be Arretium.

Certainly there is no difference either technicall}- or artistically

between the Arezzo vases and some of those found in other

places, such as Modena or Capua. Either view has something

in its favour, and it is doubtful whether the question is yet

ripe for solution.

The Arretine ware, as we have seen, steadily degenerated

during the first centur\^ of the Empire, and at the close of that

period had practically come to an end. The question then

arises, What took its place in Italy? For it will be seen in the

following pages that in discussing the remaining examples of

terra sigillata which Roman potters have left us, we have to

deal almost entirely with provincial wares, made in Gaul and

Germany, and exported largely even into Central and Southern

Italy. Not the least striking feature in the history of Roman
pottery is the rapid rise of these provincial fabrics, and the

reputation which they so speedily acquired even in the more
central and more civilised parts of the empire. Yet the

manufacture of pottery in Italy cannot have died out entirely

' See C.r.L. xv. p. 702. p. 88).

^ ^.^. C./.Z. xi. 6700, 2, 308, 688, 762. ^ See Dumont, Inscrs. C<!>-a»iiqiies,

' Ibid. 6700, 29, 306, 786. p. 390.
* A fine example has been found at '' Cyprus Miis. Cat. p. 94, No. 21 16,

Neuss on the Rhine {Bonner /ahrb. ciii. PRINCEPS TITI, from Salamis.
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by the end of the first century. The plain and unglazed

wares for domestic or other ordinary uses, such as the dolia

and wine amphorae, of course continued to be made in Italy

as elsewhere, and the list of centres given by Pliny, which

we have already discussed, clearly shows that in the Flavian

epoch several places still preserved a reputation for the manu-

facture of pottery. On the other hand, we have no evidence

that the pottery made in these centres had any other than

utilitarian merit, or that it represents what we know as terra

sigillata, and it is certainly remarkable that all the ornamental

wares found in Italy are either of the Arretine type or else

importations from Gaul, with very few exceptions. Eamps
and tiles, as we have seen in previous chapters, continued to

be made throughout the second and third centuries, but both

were essentially utilitarian in their purposes, and the latter, at

any rate, lay no claim to artistic distinction. The growing

use of metal vases by all but the poorer classes, was also not

without its effect on the disappearance of moulded wares in

Italy, and a reference thereto may perhaps be traced in

Martial's plea for the Arretine pottery (p. 479).

It therefore seems safest to assume that as in the fourth

century B.C. the manufacture of painted vases ceased at Athens,

but entered on a new era of development in Southern Italy

with the migration of Athenian artists to the Hellenic centres

of that region, so in the first century after Christ the manu-

facture of terra sigillata in Italy— as distinguished from plain

pottery and other objects such as lamps—gradually died out,

owing to the migration of artists and transference of artistic

traditions to the rising centres of a new civilisation in the

country bordering on the Rhone and the Rhine. It will be

our object in the succeeding pages to collect the evidence for

the existence and importance of the potteries in these regions,

and to show, in short, that they for some time supplied to

the whole Roman world all that its representatives were then

capable of in the way of artistic and decorative work in

pottery. In the following chapter will also be more conveniently

discussed the vases of Ateius, Aco, and other potters which

represent the transition from the Arretine to the Gaulish fabrics.
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I. General Characteristics

The pottery with which we have now to deal is that which was

known to an older generation as " Samian ware," ' but may now
be more appropriately termed Provincial terra sigillata. In

regard to its general characteristics, it is distinguished by a fine

close-grained red clay, harder than the Arretine, and presenting

when broken an edge of light red. The surface is smooth and

lustrous, of a brighter yet darker red colour {i.e. less like coral)

than that of Arretine ware, but the tone of the red varies with

the degree of heat used. The most important feature is the fine

red glaze with which it is coated, similar in composition to

—

though not identical with— that of the Arretine (see the analysis

given on p. 436) ; it is exceedingly thin and transparent, and

laid equally over the whole surface, only slightly augmenting

the colour of the clay, which resembles that of coral or sealing-

wax. The glaze varies in lustre and quality as well as in

colour, but as the analyses show, it is produced on the same

' See a correspondence in the Gentle- the Gentleman s Magazine Library,

nian^s Magazine, 1844-45, reprinted in A'omano- British Kemaitis, ii. p. 547 fif.

VOL. IL 497 32
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principle at all periods and in all fabrics, Italian and provincial.

The ornamentation is invariably of a coarser nature than that

of Arretine ware, and though it draws its inspiration therefrom,

is divided from it by a considerable interval of artistic degenera-

tion ; nor is the missing link always easy to trace. This ware

is found all over Central Europe, from the Balkan to the Spanish

Peninsula, in the forests of Germany, and on the distant shores

of Britain, but in greatest abundance and effectiveness in the

valleys of the Loire and Rhine, a fact which in itself directs

us to look to these districts for the centres of its manufacture.

Wherever found, it is in its main characteristics identical, and

readil}' to be distinguished from the local wares with their simple,

or entire absence of, ornamentation. The vases are usually of

small dimensions, consisting of various types of bowls, cups, and

dishes, of which two or three forms are preferred almost to the

e.xclusion of the rest, and they usually bear the stamp of the

potter impressed on the inside or outside. The angular and

sharp profiles of the various shapes indicate that in nearly all

cases they are derived from metal prototypes.

Although this ware is found all over the Roman world, yet by

far the greater proportion of the material at hand comes from

the Roman sites of Gaul, Germany, and Britain, and evidence

points to two—and only two—districts as the principal centres of

its manufacture : the valleys of the Loire and the Rhine and

their immediate neighbourhood. Even in Italy the material is

exceedingly scanty, and much of the pottery found in Rome or

Campania can be proved by the potters' stamps to have been

imported from Gaul. In Greece the finds of terra sigillata^

though covering a wide area, are few and far between, and

we are hardly in a position to state whether these are local

fabrics or importations. Dragendorff notes ^ that in the museum
at Bonn there are fragments from Athens, Eleusis, Rhamnus,

Oropos, Epidauros, Eretria, Argos, Delos, and Troy, and others

in private possession at the same place from Alexandria. In

the museum at Dimitzana in Arcadia there is a vase with Latin

stamps, and another without stamp is preserved at Chanak

Kalessi on the Dardanelles. Furtwaengler records a few frag-

' Bonner fahrbiUhcr, xcvi. p. 82.
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ments from Olympiad one with OCT • SALVE, and fragments have

also been found at Pergamon. There are a few cups from

Cyprus in the Museum at St. Germain-en-Laye, and others at

Nicosia." But it must not be forgotten that, as has ah'eady

been noted (p. 476), there is evidence of manufacture of red

reHef wares in Greek lands under the Empire, and much

of the above-mentioned material may not be able to lay any

claim to a Western origin.

For the potteries of Central and Western Europe there is

indeed no literary evidence, for, as we have seen (p. 479), Sagun-

tum is the only provincial place of any reputation in antiquity,

although modern excavations have not upheld its claim. All

the evidence is necessarily derived from excavations, and from

finds of moulds and potteries ; but by the careful and scientific

researches of Von Hefner, Dragendorff, Dechelette, and other

investigators on Gaulish and German sites results have been

obtained of incalculable value for establishing the provincial

centres which during the first century of the Empire inherited

the traditions of Arretium. In the succeeding enquiry, there-

fore, we shall devote our attention almost entirely to the terra

sigillata, of which Gaul, Germany, and Britain have yielded

such abundant quantities, and after a general consideration of

its history and characteristics, shall discuss in detail the pecu-

liarities of separate fabrics."'

In his invaluable treatise on terra sigillata^—the first com-

prehensive attempt at a general scientific discussion of the

subject which has been contributed—Dragendorff collected a

series of over fifty varieties of forms (almost exclusively cups,

' Ergebnisse von Olynipia, iv. p. 206 : to his work in fool-notes, which it is

cf. ibid. V. p. 783. hoped may suffice in some measure.

- Cyprus Mus. Cat. p. 93, and index, Moreover for some of the fabrics I have

s.v. Samian. had the advantage of his articles pre-

^ M. Dechelette's epoch-making work viously published in the Revue Archdol.

on Roman pottery in Gaul only appeared xxxviii. (1901) and the Revue des Etudes

after this chapter was in type. To make Amiens, v. (1903), which he has since

proper use of it would have necessitated incorporated in his book,

practically re-writing the chapter ; but ' Terra Sigillata, in Bonner Jahr-

I have remodelled it where absolutely biuher, xcvi. (1895), p. 18 flf.

essential, and given frequent references
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bowls, and dishes), which embrace all the examples of Arretine

and provincial wares with relief-ornamentation. Of these he

considers the first fourteen peculiar to the Arretine ware, but

there are other vases found both in Italy and the provinces

which in form and colour are not distinguishable from the

Arretine, and seem to be undoubted examples of early importa-

tions. Such vases are found at Andernach, Neuss, and Xanten

on the Lower Rhine,^ bearing the stamps of Ateius, Bassus,

Primus, and Xanthus, who are also frequently found in Southern

Italy.^ With regard to the first-named, however, there is evi-

dence to show that he may have worked in Southern Gaul, and

the Italian origin of this pottery is not absolutely certain.^ At

FIG. 221. GAULISH BOWL (FORM NO. 29) ; FIRST CENTURY AFTER CHRI.ST.

all events, the finds in Germany to which a date in the first

century can be given seem to show the adoption of a new form

of dish differing from that characteristic of Arezzo ^ ; this new

form is also common at Pompeii (probably as an importation),

and is found on the Limes at Saalburg with the stamp BOLLVS

FIC. It is usually quite plain, and seems to have lasted down

to the end of the third century. Another variety (No. i8) was

found at Andernach with a coin of Antonia Augusta, and at

Este in Italy with a stamp SERRAE, which belongs to the time

of Augustus. From it a later form (No. 31) was developed.

As a general rule these early provincial forms were un-

ornamented, but the two types of bowl or cup which Dragendorff

' Set BonnerJakrb. l.xxxvi. p. 152 ff. ;
' See Dechelette, i. p. 16; Bonner

Koenen, Gefasskiinde, p. 88. Jahrh. ci. p. 22.

•^ C.I.L. X. 8055, 4-9 ; S056. 5, 4652, '' Cf. Dragendorfif's Nos. 15-17 (plates

280 ff. ; ibid. v. 81 15, 97. 1-2) with Nos. I-3 (plate i).
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numbers 29 and 30, and which are reproduced in Figs. 221,

222, become the normal form for the provincial relief-wares of

the first century. These are not found in the Arrctine ware,

but occur all through that century, not only in Gaul, but

also, for instance, in the castra on the frontier of Germany.^

The only Arretine form which seems to have prevailed to any

extent in the provinces is the krater (Dragendorff's No. 1

1

= Fig. 219).'- Other kinds of deep cups with expanding sides

(Dragendorff's Nos. 22-27) are found occasionally in Italy and

on various sites in Germany, and can be traced from their

first appearance in the first century for about a hundred years.^

Nos. 24 and 25 are found

at Xanten (Castra Vetera)

with coins of Julius Caesar

and Nero, others in the

cemetery of Bibracte near

Autun, which is known not

to be later than the time

of Augustus.' The general

conclusion seems to be

that these wares represent

a sort of transitional stage

between those of Arretium

and the indubitably pro-

vincial terra .sigillata.

Towards the end of the

first century they are supplanted, notably at Lezoux and in

Germany, by the hemispherical bowl (Dragendorff's No. 37 =
Fig. 223), which subsequently becomes the only form employed

for the moulded wares.

In pursuing his investigation of the provincial fabrics of the

first century,'' Dragendorff begins by discussing various groups

of vases found in Germany which seem to represent a period

of tiansition between the Italian Roman (and the local native)

FIG. 222. G.\l I.ISII BOWL (FOKM NO. 30) ;

FIRST CliNTUKY AFTER CHRIST.

' For examples from Andernach, see

BonnerJahrb. Ixxxvi. pi. 6, l6, pi. 7, 18.

" See Dechelette, i. p. 66, and below,

p. 520.

' BonnerJahrb. xcvi. p. 86.

^ It was deserted about 5 B.C.

Dechelette, i. p. 93.
'' Bonner /uhrb. xcvi. p. 87 If.

See
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pottery and the provincial terra sigillata proper, which is not

usually found before the middle of the century. First we

have a kind of light-red ware, formerly known as " false

Samian," which lacks the strong lustrous sheen of the genuine

terra sigillata ; the tone Hettner considered to be the result of

mere polishing, without any glaze or slip.^ The forms are

heavier and coarser, and are not confined, as in the genuine

fabric, to deep cups or shallow bowls, but include a sort of

beaker or tumbler-shaped cup," and a slim jar with characteristic

incised ornament. They are found in the oldest Roman tombs

at Andernach, about A.D. 60.^ Contemporary with this (from

Augustus to Vespasian) was a kind of black ware with incised

FIG. 223. GAULISH HOWL (FORM NO. 37); A.D. 70 — 260.

linear ornament, resembling that described under a subsequent

heading (p. 515); it bears the same potters' stamps as the

light-red ware, and is interesting for its close relation to the

older La Tene pottery, showing its origin to be Celtic or

Gaulish, not Roman. The centre of fabric for these wares,

which are limited in their distribution to the Rheni.sh provinces,

Normandy and Southern Gaul, seems to have been Trier,

which place is as nearly as possible the centre of all the sites

on which they have been found ; it is further evident that

both the red and the black were made in the same pottery.

Dragendorff styles these fabrics " Belgic," on the ground that

• Festschr. fiir Joh. Overbeck, p. i68 ; 6, 4, 9-10: cf. Dragendorffs Nos. 19-20.

cf. Bomierjahrb. Ixxxvi. p. 155. ' Op. cit. xcvi. p. 87.

Bonner Jahrb. Ixxxvi. pi. 5, 21, pi.
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they are mostly found in the province of Gallia Belgica. It

is conceivable, that, as that province became organised in the

first century, potters from Southern Gaul settled at Trier. A
pottery of that epoch has been found there, with remains of

black, gre}^ and light-red ware, and a piece found at Andernach

• , r
DVKO

,
. , r 1

•
,

with the stamp shows evidence ot havmg been made^ CVAVO ^

at the former place.^ The potters' stamps include both Roman
and non-Roman names. These wares are very rarely found in

Britain.^

We now come to the terra sigillata fabrics proper, which

extend from about A.D. 30 or even earlier to 250, and exhibit

a great difference from the earlier fabrics.-^ There is no

longer any question of Italian manufacture or of unsuccessful

provincial imitations of Italian ware, but of a provincial fabric

of excellent technique and real artistic individuality. The
material for our purpose is supplied by the Gaulish cemeteries

and pottery-sites of the Rhone and Allicr valle\'s, the Cevennes,

Normandy, and Belgium, by those of the Rhine valley and

Southern Germany, and those of Britain. In Northern Gaul

this pottery is found with coins ranging from Caligula to

Commodus, and in the forts on the German Limes, such as

those on the Taunus range and along the Main, the coins

extend from Vespasian to Gallienus (A.D. 260), in whose time

occupation ceased on the right bank of the Rhine.

In considering the probable centres of fabric we find a

remarkable correspondence in the potters' stamps in the most

widely-separated localities, indicating a limited number of centres

which had a great reputation. Thus, for instance, in comparing

lists of stamps found in London with those from Douai in

France Roach-Smith noted that no less than three-fourths of the

names occurred in both places.^ The same investigator, now
many years ago, was acute enough to deduce the conclusion

' For other typical stamps see Dragen- example of the black ware found in

dorff in BonnerJahrb. xcvi. p. 95 ; ibid. London.

Ix.xxvi. p. 164 fir., Ixxxix. p. 51 ff. ^ Bonner Jahrb. xcvi. p. 103 ff. ; De-
- C.I.L. vii. 1336, 790 is an isolated chelette, i. p. 64 ff.

* ///. Kom. Land. p. 98.
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from this and other similar evidence that in Britain there was

no local manufacture of terra sigillata^ \ and he has been

justified by more recent researches, based on a much more ex-

tensive command of material. The two chief authorities on this

subject at the present day, Dr. Dragendorff and M. Dechelette,

are agreed in their main conclusions that the centre of this fabric

must be sought in Gaul, and since the appearance of the latter's

treatise on the Gaulish potteries, there seems little doubt that

it was in the first century at Graufesenque near Rodez in the

Cevennes (Condatomagus), in the succeeding period at Lezoux in

Auvergne, where extensive remains of potteries have come to light.

Dr. Dragendorff based his arguments on the following facts :

(i) The potters' names are largely Gaulish.

(2) Names are found in other parts which are known to be

from a Gaulish centre such as Lezoux.

(3) Gallic epigraphical peculiarities, such as O for O, B for

D, and OV for U, are found in the inscriptions.

(4) Even names of an undoubted Latin type, such as Julios

and Priscos, end in the Gallic termination -os.

(5) Cursive forms such as A for A, 11 for E, I' for \\ and

\^ for L, are frequently found, as also in Gaulish

inscriptions of the second century.

That he was working on the right lines has been now shown

by M. Dechelette, who has employed as the basis of his re-

searches the more conclusive evidence of discoveries, especially

of finds of moulds and remains of potteries. But of this more

will be said subsequently.

On the other hand there were two large potteries in Germany,

at Rheinzabern, near Speier, and at Westerndorf, in Southern

Bavaria, where ornamented vases were undoubtedly made. They

were apparently not largely exported, but many of the stamps

also occur on the plain wares from these potteries, implying

that the ornamental vases must also have been made by

the local men.^ The pottery of Westerndorf begins about

the middle of the second century. Dragendorff notes that of

' Collect. Antiq. vi. p. 70 ; ///. Rom. - See BonnerJahrb. xcvi. p. 105.

Land. loc. cit.
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all the Gaulish potters' stamps only forty-one have been found

in Italy, and many of these only in Cisalpine Gaul, while others

are very rare.

In regard to the forms, the chief fact to be noted is that new
shapes and methods of decoration now appear with the growth

of the provincial potteries, unknown in Italy, and the earlier

bowls and dishes are not found (for instance) at Rhcinzabern.'

One form of dish (No. 32) is new, but another (No. 31) is clearly

developed from the Italian type (No. 18). An essentially Gaulish

form of deep bowl or cup is No. 33 ; another with handles (No.

34) is only found at Banassac. The niortaria with spout and

pebbles inserted for grinding (sec below, p. 551) now first

make their appearance, especially in the Limes forts and in

Britain. Many of the forms clearly indicate an imitation of

metal. Dechelette notes that of the forms given by Dragcndorff

(Nos. 15-55) about twent)' in all are found in Gaul, including

the three used for moulded wares (see below, and p. 501).^' To
these he adds sixteen new forms, which he numbers 56 to 71,

and for the vases with burbotine or applique decoration six

more (72-77) must be included in the list.^

The next feature to be considered in these vases is the

decoration, which is not confined, as in the Italian wares, to

reliefs obtained from moulds, but is also produced by ornaments

applied to the surface of the vase, either in the form of separate

figures or medallions modelled by hand or made from moulds

and then attached, or by the method known as en barbotine

(see below, pp. 512, 529). Sometimes the decoration takes the

form of impressed or incised patterns (p. 515), but these are

more characteristic of the commoner wares. For the present

we may limit the discussion to vases in which the decoration

is produced at the same time in the mould.^

Vases of this type exhibit a remarkable monotony of form,

being, as already noted, practically confined to two varieties of

the bowl or deep cup, one with curved, the other with straight,

sides (Forms 29 and 30 = Figs. 221, 222), at least up to the middle

' See ihia. p. no, pis. 2-3, figs. 31-55,
'' Ibid. ii. pis. I, 2.

for later provincial forms. ^ See BonnerJah-b. xcvi. p. 126 flf.

- See his vol. i. p. 29, with plates 2-5.
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of the first century. In the latter half of that century these

are supplemented by a third variety (Form ^'j = Fig. 223), and

at the same time a gradual diminution in the sharpness of the

outlines, as in the reliefs themselves, becomes apparent. No
direct connection with the Arretine ware can be traced, either

in the forms or in the decoration. The potters' stamps are

found at first in the interior, as on the plain wares, but sub-

sequently on the exterior, in the middle of the design.

At first there is a general absence of figure subjects, and

the designs are purely ornamental, or else animals, such as

birds or hares, are introduced as mere decorative elements.

An important distinction from the Italian wares should be

noted, viz. that in the latter the wreaths or scrolls which play

such an important part in the decoration are composed of

single detached leaves or flowers, whereas in the provincial

wares the whole wreath is modelled in one continuous system,

either formed of undulating motives, as at Graufesenque, or of a

straight wreath or band of ornaments, as at Lezoux.^ On the

other hand the figure compositions are never continuous until

the "free" style comes in at Lezoux with the second century,

but are broken up by ornaments into metope-like groups.

The typical arrangement is that of a wreath between rows of

beads or raised dots, with a triple band of hatched lines or

" machine-turned " ornament above, and rays or pear-shaped

ornaments below, pointing downwards. Sometimes the wreath

is duplicated
; or the frieze is broken up into metope-like

groups of animals bordered by ornament, as in the first-century

bowls found in France and Italy, which Dechelette attributes

to the potteries of Condatomagus (Graufesenque in the

Cevennes).'" With the introduction of the hemispherical bowls

(form '^']') comes a new system, in which the upper edge is

left plain, followed by a band of egg-and-tongue ornament
;

then comes the main frieze, and below this a simple wreath.

This form and method first appear at Lezoux about A.D. 70

and at Rheinzabern with the beginning of the next century.

The final stage is reached when the decoration consists of

' Cf. the vases given in Plate LXVII. 180, pi. 6.

figs. I, 2, and Dechelette, i. pp. 70, - See below, p. 520
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figures either arranged in medallions and arcades, or freely

in friezes, a system which obtains exclusively at Western-

dorf, and on the bulk of the terra sigillata found in Britain.

Along with these changes in arrangement goes a steady

artistic degeneration.

As regards the subjects, it may be generally observed that

the conceptions are good, but the execution is poor. In many
cases they are obviously imitations of well-known works, and

it is curious that no Gaulish subjects occur. The types include

representations of gods and heroes, warriors and gladiators,

hunters and animals. In general they are of Hellenistic origin,

and include all such subjects as are characteristic of the art of

the period.^ At first, however, purely decorative motives hold the

field, in imitation of the Arretine ware, and it is not until after the

disappearance of the latter that figure decoration is found. We
have imitations of sculpture, as in the types of Venus bathing

or the Diana a la biche, and of the Hellenistic reliefs w ith genre

and idyllic subjects, as in the scenes with fowlers or fishermen.

^

The "new-Attic" reliefs furnish models for types, as in other

branches of Roman art (see pp. 368, 489), and Eros, Hcrakles,

and Dionysiac subjects are universally popular.

Among the mythological types Dragendorff has collected

the following^: Zeus, Poseidon, Apollo, Hephaistos, Hermes,

Aphrodite, Artemis, and Athena ; Dionysos, Herakles, Victory,

Fortune, and Cupids ;
Amazons, Giants, sea-monsters. Gryphons

and Sphinxes, Pygmies and cranes ; Bellerophon, Aktaeon, the

rape of the Leukippidae, and Romulus and Remus suckled by

the wolf. The gladiatorial subjects closely follow the types of

Roman art, and the favourite theme, a combat of two in which

one is worsted, resembles a common type on the lamps (p. 416).^

Thus, though the style of art is essentially provincial, the subjects

draw their inspiration exclusively from classical sources.'^

' See generally Dechelelte, i. p. 219. ^ See Roach-Smith, ///. Rom. Loud.
• Ibid. ii. p. 91 ff. p. 95.
' An exhaustive list of types, figures, ^ See also the useful list given by Von

and ornaments of all kinds, as found in Hefner in Oberbayr. Archiv, xxii. (1863),
the Graufesenque and Lezoux fabrics, is p. aSfif, giving the chief types on German
given by Dechelette in his second wares from Westerndorf and elsewhere,

volume, p. 5 ff.
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A series of examples from Britain may be noted as covering

in their subjects the ground indicated ; they are mostly from

Roach-Smith's extensive collection, now in the British Museum.^

They include a vase with figures in separate compartments :

Diana, Minerva, Hercules, Bacchus, a man with a cup, and

Satyrs and Nymphs ; another with Hercules in the Garden

of the Hesperides killing the serpent, Diana, warriors, and

panels of ornament ; a third with Bacchus and a tiger, Luna,

and Genii with torches. Others have Apollo with Diana or

pursuing Daphne ; Diana and Actaeon ; copies of statues of

Venus (of the Cnidian or Medici type) ; the labours of Hercules,

Bacchanalian orgies and processions, and such deities as

Victory, Fortune, Cupids, and Anubis, as well as Satyrs and

Fauns, Gryphons, Sphinxes, and Tritons. On the vase of

Divixtus illustrated in Plate LXVIII. fig. 2, the subjects

are Venus at her toilet, Diana with a stag, and a Silcnus

carrying" a basket of fruit. The subjects from daily life include

hunting scenes of various kinds ; dogs pursuing stags, boars,

or hares ; combats of bestiarii with various animals ; musicians,

and gladiators. Ornamentation of a purely decorative character

includes animals and trees, and representations of fruit, flowers,

and foliage, either in scrolls or interspersed with other objects.

Roach-Smith also gives a curious example from Hartlip in Kent ^

with two separate friezes of figures and the potter's stamp

SABINI M ^ ; on the upper band are Leda and the swan and

a seated goddess with cornucopia ; on the lower, Diana with a

deer, under a canopy, and V^ictory crowning a warrior, the

various groups being several times repeated. The style is

very rude, and though the subjects are classical, the figures and

designs are very barbaric, almost mediaeval in appearance.*

The terra sigillata fabrics appear to have lasted on down
to the end of the fourth century in the provinces, but are by

' ?>te Cat. ofLondon A>th'qs.'Ho%.\z^?,ii. hut recent researches show that this is

pi. 8 ; ///. Rom. Lond. p. 89 ff. ; Collect. impossible. Even in the first century

Antiq. passim ; also Plate LXVIII. vases of this debased style are found.

- Collect. Antiq. ii. p. 13. There were two potters of the name
^ Cf. C.I.L. xiii. looio, 1682. of .Sabinus in the first century in Gaul
* Hence Roach-Smith was inclined to (Dechclette, i. p. 297).

date the vase as late as the fifth century
;
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that time not only rare, but exceedingly degenerate. Some
found at Andernach can be attributed to the reign of Maenus
Maximus (a.D. 388), and in others, apart from the style, the

costume of the figures resembles that of the fourth century '

;

the potters' stamps by this time have entirely ceased.

The names of potters which, as we have seen, so frequently

occur on the provincial wares are nearly all Gaulish in form

or origin, and this, it has been noted, is one of the strongest

arguments for the Gaulish origin of the pottery. The stamps

are usually quadrangular in form, but sometimes circular or

oval, or in the form of a human foot ; they are depressed in

the surface of the vase, but the letters are in relief There

is considerable variation in the form of the letters, which are

often cursive (see p. 504), often ligatured, and frequently single

letters or whole words are impressed backwards. The names
are either in the nominative, with or without F, FEC, FECIT,

or in the genitive with OF, OFFIC, etc., M, or MANV ; the Gaulish

word AVOT for FECIT is also found." It is rare to find a potter

with more than one name, and probably few of the Gaulish

potters were Roman citizens ''; on the other -hand, there are

few undoubted examples of slaves' names. Some groups of

names seem to indicate partnerships, such as vrs\'S FELIX,

PRIMI pater(;//), .secvnd(/) rvfin(/) ; in other cases the

name of the father is also given, as TORNOS VOCARI Y{tlius),

vacasatvs p.rariati f,^ but it is not impossible that the formula

may mean, " Tornos the slave of Vocariu.s," or, " Vacasatus

the slave of Brariatus made {fecit)." In Aquitania stamps occur

with FAM(/^//) or NEPOTIS added after the name. Some groups

of names arc peculiar to certain localities, Amabilis, Belsus,

Domitianus, Placidus, etc., being found only in Germany

;

other potters give a hint of their origin, adding to their names
ARVE or AR for Arvernus, the district of the Arverni, corre-

' Bonner Jahrh. xcvi. p. 139: cf. vii. 1336, 346: cf. Roach-Smith, Collect.

Roach-.Smilh, Collect. Aiitiq. ii. p. 15. Anliq. i. p. 155).
-' See C.I.L. xiii. part 3, p. 121. ' C.I.L. xiii. 10006, 95, on a nior-

' Ibid. p. 120. An example from tariutn.

Britam is L. Cosconius Virilis {C.I.L.
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spending to the modern Auvergne. Vases are found at Lezoux

with the stamp RVTENVS FECIT ^
; here the name may be a

dehberate intention of the Rutenian potter, to show that the

vase was not made locally. The name Disetus, which is found

on the Rhine, occurs in Gallia Bclgica in the form Diseto,

the variety being due either to differences in date or in the

place of fabric. Among peculiarities in the stamps may

be mentioned an instance, given among those from Britain,

where the potter from ignorance or caprice has impressed the

stamp of an oculist, intended for a quack ointment, on the

bottom of a cup (found in London, and now in the British

Museum).- It reads : Q • IVL • SENIS • CR
|

OCOD AD • ASPR {cro-

codes, an ointment made from saffron). In 1902 some interesting

graffiti were found on pottery at Graufesenque (cf. those

given on p. 239), being apparently notes made by the potters,

such as \TNAR(/«), KQ,K\:{abuld), ^K\\{icJios), and so on, as well

as the names of the potters and the quantity of the contents

in each case.^ But it is not possible to ascertain the forms

corresponding to the names given in graffito.

Some peculiarities of the potters' stamps may be noted

among those from Westerndorf and Rheinzabern, in which

certain combinations occur on the same vase.* Thus at

Westerndorf we find :

COMITIALIS FE — CSS • EROT

COMITIALIS F [CSSER
[ess • MAI.-VNVS F

SEDATVS • F CSS • ER

CSS • MAIANVS — CSS • ER

at Rheinzabern :

CERIAL • FE CONSTANT

COMITIALIS • FE — TlOVENTI

1 LATIN NI

IsECVNDAIANI ^

' C.I.L. xiii. looio, 1670. pannae, whence our "pan."

- C.I.L. vii. r;i4 : cf. Kev. Anh. '' See Oherbayr. Archiv fiir vaterl.

xxiv. (1894), p. 57. Gt'sch. xxii. (1863), p. 38, pi. 4, fig- I
I

^ Dechelette, i. p. 86, pi. 13; Kev. C.I.L. iii. 6010, 68; Dechelette, i.

Arch. iii. (1904), p. 75ff. The names p. 210.

of vessels include the interesting word * Bonner fahrb. xcvi. p. 136.
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The names Comitialis and Cerialis are found on stamps inter-

spersed among the designs, and therefore made with the vase

in the mould, but those with CSS occur on the rim, and were

therefore added subsequently. It will be noted from the above

examples that the names like Comitialis—Primitivos is another

instance—are common to more than one fabric, but those in

the second series are peculiar to one ; the latter, therefore, refer

to the actual potter {figuliis), the former to the designer of

the decoration {sigillarius), whose moulds were employed in

more than one place. It is an interesting parallel to the

eypa-\lrev and iiroirjcrev of the Greek vases. This conclusion

receives additional confirmation from the discovery of certain

types of decoration both at Rheinzabern and Wcsterndorf,

showing that there was a system of excJiange between the

two potteries.' The name CSS is only found at Westerndorf,

and it has been supposed that it denotes C. Septimius Secun-

dianus, a name which occurs in the neighbourhood. The name
of Comitialis is found on a vase from London in the British

Museum, presumably imported from Germany."

Representations of potters are not unknown in Gaulish art

;

and there are also allusions to them in inscriptions. Some
are depicted wearing the tunic only, and thereby proclaiming

their servile condition ; others wear the cloak also, as for

instance one Casatus Caratius, fictiliarins, who is represented

on a stele at Metz holding a fluted vase like those made in

black ware.'' On another, L. Aurelius Sabinus is represented,

with an amphora, olia, and lagoia in the background, and

an inscription which runs, L. Aurelius Sabinus doliariiis fecit

sibi et suis} Several inscriptions found in Germany speak of

uegotiatores artis e/etariae, and may be assumed to refer to

what we should call " commercial travellers " or " agents

"

for the sale of the finer wares. In an inscription found at

Wiesbaden Secundus Agricola is mentioned in this capacity,

' Oberbayr. Archiv, xxii. (1863), p. 43. ' See iNIarquardt, Privatlebcn der

- C.l.L. vii. 1337, 22. Ronier, p. 648, note 7.

^ Orelli, 41S9 ; Blanchet in Bullet. '' Henzen, 7258; Blanchet, loc. cit.:

ArcJUol. 1898, p. 29, and id.. Melanges of. C.l.L. iii. 5833.

Gallo-romaines, ii, (1902), p. 109.
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and in another from Dornburg, Secundinus Silvanus, a native

of Britain/ M. Messius Fortunatus, whose name actually

occurs on pottery, is described in inscriptions as being also

pavimcntariiis (road-maker) and paetiularius (cloak-maker).^

Apart from the potters' stamps, some interesting inscriptions

have been found on the vases from Rottenburg in Germany,

There are examples with the names of the consuls for A.D. 237,

Didius Caelius Balbinus and M. Clodius Pupienus Maximus
(the first year of their reign).'^ Others have the names of the

legions stationed in the colonia of Sumlocene or Solicinium,

which this site represents, with the dates A.D. 169 (LOCEN A •

V • C • MLVl), 248 (c • STI A • V • c • CDl), and 303, and the names

of the twenty-first and twenty-second legions.'* Incised inscrip-

tions on Roman pottery are common throughout the provinces,

as the pages of the Corpus indicate, but are more usually found

on the plain wares than on the terra sigillata. Among the

more interesting examples is a vase in the Louvre, of the

first century after Christ, on the neck of which is incised

GENIO TVRNACENSIVM, "To the Genius of Turnacum

"

(Tournay) " ; another found at Ickleton in Cambridgeshire^

had {ex ho)C AMICI BIBVNT, " Friends are they who drink

from this " ; a third from Leicester, VERECVNDA LVDIA

LVCIVS GLADIATOR, supposed to refer to a love-token or

present from a gladiator to his mistress." A vase of black

ware from Taplow, Bucks, in the British Museum has a Greek

inscription.

We next come to the discussion of the vases decorated in

the method known as en barbotine!^ This is exceedingly rare

in Italy, and it is probable that the vases there found are im-

' Steiner, Cod. luscr. Daniib.et Rheni, 1653, 1661 ; Bonner Jahrb. xv. p. 53 ff.

ii. p. 305 ; Orelli, 2029. ^ Gaz. Arch. 1877, p. 180; Roach-

- Orelli,4302; Henzen, 7259;Blanchet, Smith, Collect. Antiq. iii. pi. 31, p. 193.

loc. cit.
"^ Journ. Brit. Arch. Assoc, iv. p. 364.

* Steiner, op. cit. i. p. 58, No. 130. ' C.I.L. vii. 1335, 4.

Other names of consuls from 199 to 228 ' For the technique of this process see

are given in Bonner Jahrb. xv. p. 61 above, p. 442, and Brongniart, Traits, i.

(these are in graffito). p. 425.

* Steiner, ii. p. 349 ff., Nos. 1649-51,
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portations ; the process seems to have been invented in Gaul

or Germany, and the only parallel thereto in earlier ceramic

art is in the method employed for the gilded vases of the

fifth and fourth centuries (see Vol. I. p. 210). At its first

appearance it occurs on vases of common grey or black

unglazed ware, found at Andernach with coins of Claudius and

Nero,^ but by the end of the first century it is also employed

on glazed wares, red or black, and even on the enamelled

glazed vases of Gallic or German origin. The ornamentation

is at first exceedingly simple, consisting of plain lca\-es, chains

of rings, or raised knobs, as on the examples found in Italy
;

but it developed rapidly, and the patterns become very varied.

Its chief merit is that it is essentially a free, not a mechanical

method, and some of the specimens from the Rhine and Britain

have really effective compositions of animals and interwoven

scrolls. Even human figures find a place ; but towards the

end of its popularity the ornamentation encroaches upon and

finally ousts the figure subjects, and degeneration is manifested

in artificiality and crowding of detail. In the earlier examples

there is a marked preference for a slip presenting a contrast

of colour to the clay, and we find white used on red and black

ware, brown on buff ware (early German vases in the form of

human heads), and so on."

In Gaul, barbotinc is limited to subsidiary decorative patterns,

and is never used for figures as in Germany and Britain (see

below and p. 544) ; it is very common in the North of France.

At Lezoux it was employed in the earlier period of that pottery

(A.D. 50— 100) for simple leaf-patterns, in the later (a.D. ioo—260)

to complete the decoration of \-ases with a/yplujue re\'\c{s (p. 529).'

The black glazed wares decorated en barbotine are charac-

teristic of the second century, and extend down to the fourth.*

The clay is actually red, with thin walls, but is covered with

a black or dark-brown varnish, often with a metallic lustre,

' There is an example of this ware first century B.C.

from Cologne in the British Museum - See Bonner Jahrb. xcvi. p. iiiff.
;

(Greek and Roman Department), and Holder, Fornien der rom. Thongcf. p. 8.

others at Turin and Trier. Dcchelette '' Dechelette, ii. p. 309.

(ii. p. 309) states that it is found in the ^ Koenen, Gefdsskiinde, p. loi.

VOL. II. II
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which when too much baked turns to red, and thus presents

the appearance of terra sigillata. The barbotine is either of

the same colour as the clay, the varnish being subsequently

added over it, or composed of white or yellow slip and applied

after the varnish. The decoration usually takes the form of

leaves or scrolls, or of simple raised knobs ; but figures of dogs,

hares, and deer are found, and occasionally men.

On the red or terra sigillata wares the barbotine process is not

found earlier than the middle of the first century ; there is none,

for instance, at Andernach. It is practicall}' unknown in Italy,

and a few fragments from that country in the Louvre and

Dresden Museums are probably importations. Moreover, it is

confined to forms which only appear with the development

of the provincial potteries. The earliest specimens arc found

with coins of the Plavian epoch at Trier and Xanten ; it occurs

also in Germany and Britain, and there are examples at Speier

from Rheinzabern, but it docs not seem to have been made at

Westerndorf The ornamentation is very limited in its scope,

and from a strictly artistic point of view it was not really suited

for any but simple patterns of leaves (especially those of the ivy

or of lanceolate form) or for running animals. Figures of

hunters, gladiators, or hestiarii are occasionally found. From
the very nature of the process no fine details were possible,

and all mu.st be executed in long, thin, and soft lines. Some-

times, however, .scrolls in barbotine were combined with figures

of men and animals made from moulds, as on the Lezou.x ware

described below (p. 529). Potters' stamps are rare, but Dragen-

dorff gives examples from Cologne, Bonn, and Speier.^ It has

been pointed out by the same authority that the influence of

glass technique is strongly marked, not only in the method,

which suggests the imitation of threads and lumps of spun

glass, but also in the forms, which frequently occur in the pro-

vincial glass ware of the period, then rising into prominence.^

Examples of British barbotine ware are given on Plate LXIX.
The other method of decoration to which we have alluded,

that of indented ornamentation, is undoubtedly an imitation of

glass technique, and the forms (flasks and small cups or bowls

' Bonner /ahrh. xcvi./p. I20. - Op. cit. p. 121 : cf. Mtts. Borb. v. 13.
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without feet or handles, of ovoid or spherical form) are equally

characteristic of that material.^ The decoration consists of

linear patterns and sharply-cut ornaments in the shape of an

olive or barley-corn, often combined with naturalistic foliage.

This ware may be dated by coins between A.D. 100 and 250;

there are no examples with potters' stamps, but it seems to

have been made at Lezoux, Trier, and Westerndorf, and

exported to Britain and elsewhere.

What may be described as a variety of this technique, but

occurring in the red glazed wares, is a method of decoration

in rows of linear incised patterns, usually in small rectangular

panels of hatched lines. These belong to the time of the

decadence of the ceramic industry, i.e. to the fourth century,

and are found chiefly in North and East France and Germany,

not in Central or Southern Gaul. There are examples from

the Department of Marne in the British Museum (Morel Col-

lection). The patterns are made with wooden stamps, not

with the usual running wheel. Dechelctte thinks the method

originated in Germany with the vases of the La Tene period,'^

In order to elucidate further the development and character-

istics of the provincial Roman pottery, it ma\' be found service-

able to turn our attention to the various sites which are known
to have been centres of manufacture, or \\hich have yielded

pottery in large quantities, and at the same time to indicate

the main points of difference between the fabrics of Gaul,

Germany, and Britain.

2. The Fabrics of Gaul

The pottery of Gaul presenting" the closest relationship, both

artistically and chronologicall}', with that of Italy, it will be

most convenient to accord it precedence. Hitherto a general

survey of the Gaulish fabrics has hardly been possible, as the

materials had not been collected and studied as a whole ; and

such a task was obviously beyond the capacity of any one

' See for examples Dechelette, ii. pi. 5 ; P- 93 i
Oberbayr. Archiv, 1863, pi. 4,

Bonner [ahrb. Ixxxiv. pi. 2, figs. 2-5, fig. II ; and Plate LXIX. fig. 4.

p. 109 ; Roach-Smith, ///. Rom. Loud. ^ Vol. ii. p. 325.
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who had not the advantage of a personal acquaintance with

the mass of material now available in all parts of France.

But since the indispensable and exhaustive work of M. Deche-

lette has appeared, it has rendered superfluous all the previous

literature on this particular subject. This scholar has earned

the gratitude of students by his careful study of the pottery

excavated on certain sites in Southern France, by means of

which much light has been thrown on the Gaulish fabrics of

the first century, at the time when the sigi/lahr industry was

just taking root in Gaul, and had hardly freed itself from

Italian influences. In one section of his work he deals with

the finds made in 1895— 1900 at Saint-Remy on the Allier,

about four miles from Vichy,^ in another with those of

1901-02 at Graufesenque, near Rodez, in the Cevennes region,^

and thirdly with the important fabrics of Lezoux.^ With

these and others of more or less importance we shall deal

successively in the following pages.

At Saint-Remy no traces of actual furnaces were found,

but fragments of moulds, etc., showed clearly that it was an

important centre, not only for potter}-, but also for terracotta

figures. As a rule little chronological evidence is to be obtained

from finds in France owing to the confused and unstratified

condition of the remains, or from absence of scientific records
;

but in the present case we are fortunate in possessing a series

of homogeneous types belonging to the earliest period oi sigillata

ware in Gaul ; an entire uniformity of clay, technique, form, and

decoration shows that they must all belong to one circumscribed

epoch, in spite of the absence of coins or other definite evidence.

At the same time it has been possible not only to connect them

with finds at Mont Bcuvray (Bibracte), near Autun, which can

be dated not later than 5 B.C., at Ornavasso, on Lago Maggiore

(coins of Augustan epoch), and at Andernach (also Augustan,

see pp. 502, 533), but also to obtain a clue to their originals

and prototypes.

The forms of the vases fall under five clearly-defined heads

:

• i. p. 41 ft".
' i. p. 138 ft"-

- i. p. 64 ft".
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2ipocn/iiJn, or tumbler-shaped vessel, a scypJuis with flat-topped

handles, a straight-sided open bowl, flasks with or without

handles, and of conical form or pear-shaped (see Fig. 224).

All the vases are of white cla}', with reliefs, but there are no

potters' stamps, and the execution is often imperfect ; the secret

of the red ware seems as yet unknown, but there is evidence

that it was gradually substituted for the white, and the typical

bowl with sloping sides and continuous scrolls of foliage

(Dragcndorff's Xo. 29 = Fig. 221)

introduced here as elsewhere. In

the Saint-Remy fabrics this bowl

only has a single row of orna-

ment, a tongue-pattern, scrolls, or

arcading round the lower part.

The general conclusion reached by

M. Dechelette is that down to the

end of the first century P..C. two

kinds of pottery were introduced

into Gaul : the Arretine ware,

which occurs at Bibracte with the

stamps of Annius, Memmius, and

Tettius, and a class of small

goblets and flasks of yellowish clay

which in man\' respects resemble

the Saint-Remy t>"pe. The latter

sometimes bear the name of AGO
ACASTVS,' a potter who appears

to have worked in the region of

Savoy or Piedmont, and who was

inspired b}- the Arretine technique and st}-Ie of signature.

His ware also occurs in Lombardy at Ornavasso, and at

Klagcnfurt in Pannonia, where a fragment was found (Fig. 225)

with his naine and an inscription which runs :
" Life is short,

hope is frail ; come, (the lights) are kindled ; let us drink,

comrades, while it is light." - He certainly belongs to the

Augustan epoch, and may be regarded as the immediate inspirer

From Dechelette.

FIG. 224. V.-\SE OF ST.-REMY FABRIC.

' C.I.L. xiii. 10009, 3; Dechelette,!.

p. 3iff-

- C.I.L. iii. Suppl. 12013, 3; Deche-

lette, i. p. 34.
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of the Saint-Remy fabrics. Hence about the beginning of the

first century of our era it may be inferred that the potters of

Saint-Remy and district began to " exploit " the Italian technique,

but following the Gallo-Italic method of Aco rather than the

Arretine. The typical decorative motive by which this pottery

may be recognised is a kind of arcading, which from having

floriated points gradually tends to assume a purely vegetable

form. Some of the vases are only ornamented with rows of

raised points, and this feature occurs on others with the potters'

names L. Sarins Sums and Buccio Norbanus. P^igure decora-

tion is found only on the pear-shaped flasks, in the form of

From De'cliclctle.

FIG. 225. VASE OF ACO (FIRST CENTURY AFTER CHRIST), WITH INSCRIPTION.

animals (Fig. 224) and bearded heads. To the same period

belongs a series of vases manufactured at Vichy and Gannat

in the same district.^

The results ;obtained from Graufesenque- in the Department

of Aveyron, have been even more remarkable. This place

represents the ancient Condatomagus, in the country occupied

by the Ruteni, and appears to have been a great centre of

the terra sigillata industry. Although it is not mentioned

by Pliny, yet there must have been in his time large exports

' Dechelette, i. p. 60.
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southwards from this part of Gaul, even as far as Campania.

M. Dechelette has shown that it supplied not only Gaul and

Italy, but even Africa, Spain, and Britain, to a <^reater extent

than any other centre— that, in fact, from A.D. 50 to 100 it was

the seat of the most important pottery in the whole empire/

Remains of pottery were first discovered in 1882 by the

Abbe Ceres, including a series of moulds, which made it certain

that this was a centre of fabric. These discoveries were largely

supplemented by further excavations in 1901-02. Among the

moulds are those of certain potters which are only found here,

and consequently afford satisfactory evidence that such potters

can be localised in this region. The potters were not itinerant,

nor were the moulds transferred from one pottery to another
;

but, the important central pottery seems to have attracted a

group of smaller ones to collect round it, just as we find Cincelli

linked to Arezzo (p. 483), and the moulds could be exchanged

from one to another within this limited area.

The local pottery of Gaul, which in the fir.'-t century B.C.

had reached a high level," was interrupted about the time of

Augustus by the invasion of Italian methods, by which it was

very rapidly Romanised, and Gaul became a mere tributary

of Roman industry. At first two kinds of technique were

practised—one with a white or yellow cla\', as at Saint-Remy

and Bibractc ; the other in the ordinary red ware, which appears

to have been employed exclusively at Condatomagus and

Lezoux, at first following on the lines of the Arrctine ware,

but subsequently attempting new developments. Artistically

it is inferior to the Arretine, but it is much more varied.

Besides the terra sigillata proper, or moulded ware with reliefs,

which is by far the most numerous, we find in Gaul several

other varieties of technique : applique medallions, separately

moulded and attached with barbotine, in imitation of the

Greek metal eV/SX-'i/iara ; barbotine decoration ; a class of so-

called " marbled " vases ; and incised decoration of simple

' See also 1\\\\\z.n'va Revue des Etudes Bohemia: see Kev. Arch. xxvi. (1895),

Aticiens,\. (1899), p. 152. pis. 5, 6, p. 196 ft".; Gaz. Arch. 1881-2,

- Painted vases with Geometrical de- pis. 3-4, p. 17.

coration were widely exported, even to
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linear patterns made with a tool in the moist clay, but with

bold and skilful execution. But practically the wares found at

Graufesenque are limited to the moulded class, and the others,

which will be described subsequently, only became general in

the second century, when the Lezoux potteries came to the

front and those of Graufesenque were exhausted.

In the terra sigillata wares three forms assume marked

prominence, those illustrated in Figs. 221-223; they are found

in fairly equal proportions, but the earliest form, which we may
call for convenience No. 29, has a slight preponderance. We
shall see later that similarly the latest form (No. 37) prevails at

Lezoux ; this form was introduced about A.D. 70. The inter-

mediate No. 30 is found at both, but more frequently at

Graufesenque. The only other found in the moulded wares is

a bowl on a high stem, which closely follows the type of the

Arretine krater seen in Fig. 219; it is therefore either common
to Arretium and Condatomagus, or represents a transition

from one fabric to the other.^ Dechelette quotes an instance

with the stamp VOLVS, which recalls the Arretine potter

Volusenus."

About three-fourths of the vases are ornamented, the decora-

tion falling into two categories: (i) an earlier class with ornament

only, occurring on the forms 29 and 30 (see Plate LXVII.)
; (2)

a later with figures, such as animals or gladiators, the forms being

Nos. 30 and 'i^']. Of the ornamental motives on form 29, there

are five principal types ^
: ia) simple winding scrolls ; iji) scrolls

combined with figures in medallions
;

{c) scrolls combined with

panels of " arrow-head " pattern
; id) bands of semicircles

enclosing volutes which terminate in rosettes ;
{e) figures in

metopes. In this form the decoration is almost always in two

friezes, a natural consequence of the shape of the vase ;
the

metopes or geometrical compartments only come in with form IJ.

In the latter form seven successive types of decoration may be

distinguished : ia) a transitional system with metopes, derived

from the older form ^
; (/3) metopes with wavy borders, a

' See Dechelette, i. p. 66; it is the 821.

form numbered 11 by Dragendorff. ^ See Dechelette, i. pis. 6, 7, p. 69.

- Op. cit. i. p. 68 : cf. C.I.L. xi. 6700, ' Op. cit. i. pi. 8, p. 74.



PLATE LXVII.

Gaulish Pottery of First Century after Christ
(Graufesenque Fabric)

(British Museum).
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diagonal or cruciform pattern often occupying alternate panels

(cf Plate LX\TI. fig. 2)^; (7) large medallions, often

combined with inverted semicircles [chiefly found at Ler^oux: cf

Plate LXVIII. fig. 3); (S) arcading {rare at Granfesenque)
\

(e) arcading and semicircles combined
; (^) large foliage-pat-

terns or vine-leaves, often interspersed with animals
; (77) friezes

of "free" figures {not found at Graiifcsenqnc : cf. Plate LXVIII.

fig. I).

In regard to the figure subjects, m\-thological types are rare,

and generally there is not so much variety as at Lezoux.

Dechelette reckons 177 different types in all, of which 112 are

peculiar to the fabric, whereas no less than 793 are peculiar to

Lezoux.- Hence, he points out, the origin of any Gaulish vase

may be determined from the nature of the types alone. In

artistic execution they are unequal, some being copies of

popular themes, others of a naive and unsophisticated cha-

racter. Gaulish elements are conspicuously absent. Although

the difference from the Arretine style is strongly marked, there

is )-et the same tendency to display the influence of toreutic

prototypes, and even of the " new Attic " reliefs and the genre

types of the Hellenistic period.'' But others are original and

non-classical in style, and there is no homogeneity. Each

pottery doubtless had its favourite subjects—a point which

may prove of use in determining the separate fabrics. In

any case, figure-subjects only prevailed for a short period at

Condatomagus, whereas at Lezoux and in Germany they

extend over a considerable period. For Gaul did not become

Romanised before the reign of Titus ; hence the previous

absence of mythological themes. The potter Libertus (see

below, p. 527), who worked at Lezoux about A.D. 100, stands

out as the foremost potter and modeller in Gaul, who, brought

up on classical traditions, influenced the whole pottery of the

country.

The question of the chronology of these Rutenian fabrics

' See also op. cit. pi. 9, p. 73. Reliefs, pi. i, fig. 9 : for z genre type, cf.

" See his vol. i. p. 75 for further details. the fishermen figured by Dechelette, Rev.

^ A figure of Artemis is derived from des Etudes Anciens, v. p. 55 (= Vases de

the type given by Hauser, Neuattische la Gaiile, ii. p. 91, type No. 556).
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depends more upon the results of comparison with other sites

than on the internal evidence of the finds. None of this pottery,

for instance, is found at Bibracte, which was deserted about the

beginning of our era ; but at Andernach vases with Rutenian

potters' stamps are found with coins ranging from Augustus to

Nero. They are also abundant at Xanten, Neuss, and Vechten

in Holland. Evidence may also be obtained from the German
Limes, where form 29 disappears about A.D. 30. The exporta-

tion of Rutenian wares, therefore, began about the reign of

Tiberius. Their wide distribution may be traced by a study of

the inscriptions in the thirteenth and other volumes of the

Latin Corpus} In Britain they are found in London " and at

Silchester. Out of thirty-four ornamented vases from the latter

site in the Reading Museum, M. Dechelette attributes exactly

half to Condatomagus, representing the first century, and the

other half to Lezoux, representing the second.^ In Italy

this ware is found at Rome and Pompeii, and of the typical

Rutenian subjects some twenty have been noted among the

terra sigillata in Roman museums. The potters Bassus,

Jucundus, Mommo, and others of Rutenian origin are found

at Rome, whereas the only one from the Auvergne district

there is Albucius * ; and the same names occur at Pompeii,

especially that of Mommo, whose stamps are characteristic.^

The latter group of vases, moreover, supply, as in other cases,

important evidence for dating the Rutenian vases ; they show,

not only that Mommo and the others were in full activity

before A.D. 79, but that mythological subjects—not found on

the Pompeian examples—were only introduced towards the

end of the pottery's activity.

Another well-known potter who appears to have worked at

Condatomagus is Vitalis, whose signature in full or in the

form OY VITA is well known there. He is also found as far

' The list of names given by Dechelette, - Examples in British and Guildhall

i. p. 81, will render it possible to trace Museums.

Rutenian potters on these sites in C.I.L. ^ Op. cit. i. p. 112.

xiii. part 3, fasc. I : see also vols. vii. ^ Cf. C.I.L. .\v. 5059, 5273, 5355 ;

(Britain), x. (Campania), xv. (Rome), 4945-

etc., and Dechelette, i. p. 105 ff. ^ C.I.L. x. 8055, 27 : cf. Dechelette, i.

p. 96 ff.
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afield as Carthage and on the east coast of Spain.^ This is

additional testimony to the extent and quantity of exportations

from this centre, and to its position as the most flourishing

manufacture in the Roman empire at the time. This popu-

larity it could never have acquired if the fabrics of Arretium,

Mutina, and Puteoli had not now reached their decadence ; nor,

if those of Auvergne, such as Lezoux, or of the Rhenish

provinces had been already in full activity, would the Rutenian

wares have penetrated into Central Gaul and German)'.

M. Dechelette notes as an interesting fact that in some col-

lections of Roman pottery debased wares with Arretine stamps

are to be seen, apparently not later than A.D. 80, and evidently

imitations of Rutenian ware-; these bear the names of L.

Rasinius Pisanus and Sex. M. P., of whom mention was made

in the last chapter (p. 485). There is no evidence that this

pottery was in existence after A.D. 100, and its rapid dis-

appearance is certainly due to the rise of Lezoux, where, as

noted below, Rutenian potters' stamps are not uncommon
in the first century.

Dechelette has collected forty-three names of Rutenian

potters, which arc distributed over two hundred and thirty-two

vases or fragments known to him.^ On form 29 the stamps

are only found in the interior of the vases, and hence are not

found on the moulds, but both were probably made by the

same potters. Vases of the other two forms are often unsigned.

Of individuals Mommo occurs sixty-three times, Germanus

thirty-eight. The same writer points out that the evidence

from Graufesenque would overthrow any theory of itinerant

potters, if on no other grounds, from the fact that the moulds

of a particular potter are onh' found on the one spot.

A group of vases which must be mentioned here, though a very

small one and not strictly belonging to the terra sigillata, is that

of the yellow ware with red marbling.*^ It consists of a small

group of bowls and dishes with a dull yellow slip covered

C.I.L. ii. 4970, 559 from Tarraco, -' Vol. i. p. 113.

and the vase published in Rev. Arch. ^ Op. cit. i. p. 79.

xxxiii. (1898), p. 100, fig. II, from * Bonner [ahrh. xcvi. p. 97 ("Mar-
Carthage, morirung") : see also Dechelette, i. p. 67.
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with veins of a red colour, producing a variegated effect.

Eight of these were found at Trier, one with the stamp of

Primus, and there are a few others in German museums. In

Southern Gaul, as at Aries, they are more common, and others

have been found at Lyons and Vichy. The British Museum
possesses one from Bordighera and three from Aries, and they

are also known in Sardinia and Southern Italy ; there are two

at Naples from Pompeii with the stamp of Primus.^ The latter

fact gives a tennimis ante giiein for their date, and it is probable

that some place in Southern Gaul was the centre of the fabric.

Dragendorff suggested Aries, where stamped examples have

been found; but Dechelette points out that all the potters'

names are Rutenian, and this is conclusive evidence in favour

of Graufesenque ; in any case we have here an instance of

exportation from Gaul into Italy. It is not certain in what

manner the marbling has been produced ; it is probably an

imitation of glass.

Yet another example of a fabric which was imported from

Gaul into Italy is to be seen in the pottery of Banassac, a class

of vases with inscriptions of a convivial character, with letters

in relief encircling the body." The form is that of the hemi-

spherical bowl No. 2)7i the appearance of which at Pompeii

shows that it was developed before A.D. 79. They are found

in large numbers in the south of France, especially at Nismes,

Orange, Vienne, Montans (Tarn), as well as Banassac ; at the

latter place fragments have been found on the site of a pot-

tery, showing that they were made there. The most notable

example (Fig. 226) was found at Pompeii, and is now in the

Naples Museum ^ ; it is inscribed BIBE AMICE de MEO, " Drink,

friend, from my (cup)," the letters being separated by leaves,

and is of ordinary red terra sigillata ware. Here, again, it is

possible to date the fabric in the first century, not later than

the reign of Vespasian. On the local specimens are found such

sentiments as Gabalibns felicit(er), Rends {fenci)ter, Sequanis

' C.I.L. X. 8056, 283. i. p. 120 ff.

"^ Sqq Bonne)- Jakrb.xcv'i.^. lOl ; Gaz. ^ Mas. 'Bori>. vii. pi. 29; C.I.L. x.

Anh. 1877, pi. 28, p. 172 ff. ; Dechelette, 8056, 4 ; Dechelette, i. p. 121.
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felicitcr^ ; vetii ad ine arnica ; bonus p7ter\ bona puclla ; the two

last-named recalling the seaside mugs of the nineteenth century.

The convivial inscriptions we shall meet with again in a later

fabric from the region of the Rhine (p. 538). Terra sigillata

was also made here and at Montans in the Department of

Tarn ; the decoration is in the form of metopes, denoting the

P"iom Mux. Borb.

FIG. 226. VASE OF BANASSAC FABRIC, FOUND AT POMPEII.

transitional period (about A.D. 70). No potters' names are

found on the inscribed vases.

The pottery of Lezoux, in Auvergne, was first carefully

studied by the late M. Plicque,- who excavated there on a

large scale in 1879 and succeeding years, and obtained as a

result of his researches no less than three thousand different

potters' names, as well as the substructures of about a hundred

and sixty furnaces, forty of which were in good preservation,

comprising sixty-six distinct manufactories. About twenty-

three more manufactories were traced along the principal roads

and the banks of the Dore and Allien He also found numerous

' Dechelette (i. p. 125) notes in these - Etude de la Ctraiiiiqiie A)~i'erno-

names a direct proof of e.xportation ; they romaine (1887). M. Dechelette has

were carried about l^y the iicgotiatores or embodied most of P'licque's researches

agents (p. 511) to the different regions in his own account of the potteries

named. (i. p. 138 ff.).
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remains of tools, potters' wheels, and other apparatus. In

addition, he excavated some two hundred tombs containing

quantities of pottery, which seemed to imply a general use of

it in funeral ceremonies. The potteries here seem to have

been already in full working order in the time of Vespasian,

and lasted down to about A.D. 260. The earliest date to be

obtained from the evidence of coins is about A.D. 70, but the

earliest fabrics seem to go back to the time of Claudius
; the

date of destruction of the site is indicated by coins of Gallienus

and Saloninus found among the burnt ruins.

A large proportion of the vases have potters' stamps, but

there is no rule about the signatures.^ In the vases of form 29

the names are in the interior, denoting the masters of the

potteries ; in the later forms they are on the exterior, having

been placed on the inside of the mould before baking, usually

among the ornament. The ordinary formula is OF^ M, or F, with

the name in the genitive. As to the distribution of Lezoux

vases, there was, as noted below, little exportation before

A.D. 100, but after that time they prevail over Britain and

Germany. Dechelette gives ninety-two examples with potters'

stamps in Britain, including twenty-one names. A few speci-

mens have been found in North Italy ; Paternus occurs at

Turin, Albucius at Rome.

Of the moulded or terra sigillata wares twelve different forms

are found, of which as elsewhere three prevail to the exclusion

of the others.- The krater type (Dragendorff's No. 11) is only

found in the earliest period, about A.D. 40— 50, and as already

noted (p. 520) forms 29 and 30 are not so common as at

Graufesenque, while form ^y"], which practically took the place

of 29, occurs in great quantities. Dechelette distinguishes three

chronological epochs of development, covering respectively the

periods A.D. 40—75, 75— 100, and 1 10—260.^ In the first period

the decoration of form 29 develops in the same manner as at

Graufesenque, but with this important variation, that the run-

ning scroll is replaced by a straigJit pattern of vine or oak

' See Dechelette, i. pp. 155, 194 ff. for - See Dechelette, i. pis. 4, 5, Nos. 63*

lists of names, with types used by each 71, and p. 149.

and places where found. ^ Op.^cit. p. I78ff'.
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Gaulish Pottery found in Britain ; Lezoux
Fabric ; a.d. 70—250 (Brit. Mus.).
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leaves, or bands of rosettes or circles. The colour of the glaze

is lighter than at Graufesenque, the reliefs more delicately

modelled. The potters of this period, all of whom use form 29,

are Atepomarus, Cobnertus, Danomarus, Iliomarus, and Petrecus.

It will be noted that these are all Gaulish names, whereas those

at Graufesenque are all Latin.

To the second period (a.d. 75— no) belong the bowls of

form ^^y with transitional or metope decoration, or in the

" free " st\'le, which is emplo}-cd b}' Libertus, an important

potter of Trajan's reign. Exportations now first begin, and

examples are found on the Limes, but generally speaking they

are few in number, and while the Rutenian potteries existed the

output must have been limited. After the reign of Trajan,

however, large numbers were exported to Britain and Germany.

The cruciform ornamentation (p. 521) is found on the forms 30

and '^y, and a peculiar t)'pe of egg- or astragalus-pattern (bor-

rowed from Arretium; is used by Butrio and Libertus. I-'igure

subjects, introduced by Libertus, now become general, especially

animals and hunting-scenes (see for an example Plate LXVIII.

fig. i). The typical potters of the period are Butrio, Libertus,

Carantinus, Divixtus (Plate LXVIII. fig. 2), Juliccus, Laxtucissa,

and Putrius.

The third period (no—260) is represented almost exclusively

by the form "i^y with decoration in "free" style or large

medallions and wreaths ; a few examples of form 30 and

the ol/a (Dechelette's No. 68: cf p. 529) are found. The
chief potters' names are Advocatus, Banuus, Catussa, Cinnamus

(Plate LXVIII. fig. 3), Doeccus, Lastuca, Paternus, and

Servus. Of these, Paternus belongs to the period of the

Antonines, and he and Cinnamus, says M. Dechelette, repre-

sent the apogee of the prosperit}' of Lezoux, and of its export

commerce. The period of degeneration is marked by the

appearance of barbotine decoration and imitations of metal

(see below). It is difficult to say exactly when the potteries

came to an end, but there is no evidence that terra sigillata

was manufactured after the third century, and Plicque is pro-

bably right in attributing their destruction to the German
invaders in the reisrn of Gallienus.
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The wares characteristic of the earlier period include dolia of

coarse clay and other plain fabrics, as well as the various types

of terra sigillata. Among the latter are examples of importa-

tions from the Graufesenque and Banassac potteries and other

places in the Aveyron district, but the majority arc of local

manufacture. These include, besides the moulded red wares

with figured decoration and potters' stamps, orange-red wares,

yellow polished wares (often micaceous), and black ware with

barbotine ornamentation, on which potters' stamps are not

found. Lezoux was also a centre for the enamelled glazed

wares which have been described in Chapter III. In the later

period the red wares are ornamented with figures from moulds,

or with barbotine, or have lion's-head spouts (see below). The
marbled vases (p. 523) are also found, and in the third century

the vases with applique reliefs, with incised or hollowed-out

ornamentation, or bronzed in imitation of metal, arc the pre-

vailing types.

^

The salient points of difference between the earlier and later

fabrics, says Plicque, are these. The clay of the earlier is only

baked to a small degree of heat and is not vitreous, but is

exceedingly porous. It is also frequently full of micaceous

particles. Subsequently it becomes more vitreous but less

porous ; it is more compact and sonorous, free from mica, and

more brilliant and lustrous. In the earlier, the forms are artistic

and symmetrical, the ornament sober and elegant, remarkable

for its taste and simplicity. The figures are enclosed in medal-

lions, and the ornaments consist of rays or rounded leaves, rows

of beads, and guilloche-patterns. In the later, the art degene-

rates, the ornamentation becoming heavy and overcrowded,

and the figures are broken up and badly arranged ; the forms

of the vases, too, become heavier. The principal decorative

pattern is the egg-and-tongue round the rim. In the potters'

stamps of the two first periods the letters have frequent

ligatures and abbreviations ; the names are often in the

nominative or with OFFICINA preceding the name. Later, the

letters are coarser and ligatures are rare ; the names are

usually in the genitive, followed by M {viami) or OF(Jieina).

' See Plicque's summary in his Etude de la Ccraniiqtte Arvcnio-roin. p. loff.
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The characteristic (J for v found in the middle of the second

century should be noted.

Among the subsidiary fabrics of Lezoux the most remark-

able is that of the vases with applique reliefs.^ They are formed

entirely on the wheel, and the decoration is made separately

from moulds (p. 440), and attached with barbotine, either in the

form of a medallion or with an irregular outline, varying with

the figure. Barbotine in many cases is also employed for

foliage patterns filling in the background. The usual form is

that of a spherical or ovoid vase (Plate LXIX. fig. 2), which

may perhaps be termed an olla^ with short neck and no

handles. It maybe noted in passing that such shapes could not

conveniently be moulded, hence the variation of form when we
pass from terra sigillata to other methods of decoration. In

the third century this combined process largely supplanted the

moulded wares at Lezou.v. The paste and glaze, however, are

identical with the terra sigillata. No potters' signatures have

been found on these vases, but they occur all over Gaul,

including Belgium and Switzerland, and also in Britain. In the

British Museum (Romano-British Room) there are two very

fine specimens found at Felixstowe in Suffolk, one of which is

that given on Plate LXIX. Roach-Smith mentions others from

London, York, and Richborough,-^ and they are also known at

Evreux in PVance. A good but imperfect example from Gaul

is in the Morel Collection, now in the British Museum, and

has figures of Heraklcs and Maenads. The modelling in some

cases is admirable, especially in the P^elixstowe vases, and in the

London specimens published by Roach-Smith, with masks and

figures of Cupid. These vases represent the latest stage of the

ceramic industry of Lezoux.

Another class of vases made at this centre which may be

mentioned here includes a series of paterae, oiiioc/ioae, and

trullae (p. 470) w ith ornamented handles, all obviously made in

imitation of metal.' Of the paterae there is a good example

' See generally Dechelette, ii. p. 167 ff.

;

^ ///. Ro»i. Loud. pp. 86,97, p'- 29;

also Ktv. Arch. ii. (1903), pi. 17. p. 3S7. Cat. of London Antiqs. pi. 7, fig. 2;
'" Cf. the Greek stainnos (Vol. I. Kichboroiigh, p. 74.

p. 164). ^ Dechelette, ii. p. 316.

VOL. II. 34
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in the British Museum from the Tovvneley Collection, orna-

mented with athletic contests and cock-fights round the edge.

M. Dechelette (ii. p. 319) thinks some of the oinochoae made at

Vichy may be imitations of the bronze jugs .which are found

at Pompeii, but many seem to be of a later date.

During the period A.D. lOO—400, and especially in the third

century, a class of red wares appears at Lezoux in the form of

large bowls with spouts in the shape of lions' heads.^ These were

wrongly identified by Plicque with the acratophonis (p. 464), but

they are clearly mortars {pelves, inortan'a), in which food was

ground or cooked, the spout serving the purpose of straining off

liquid. The lions' heads are made from moulds and attached

with barbotine. Some of these have potters' names. As a class

they must be distinguished from the plain viortaria of grey or

yellow ware described below (p. 551).

With the South of France it is necessary to connect a series

of medallions with reliefs, intended for attachment to vases

of terra sigillata ware.^ In one or two cases the vases themselves

have been preserved, but usually the medallions alone remain
;

there are also examples of the moulds in which they were made.^

Nearly all of these have been found in the valley of the Rhone,

at Orange or Vienne,^ the rest in other parts of France, such as

Lezoux, along the Rhine, or at Rome (two examples). They

were probably made at Vienne ; but there was also a fabric in

Germany, examples of which occur at Cologne, Trier, and Xanten.

The subjects of the reliefs are very varied, ranging from

figures of deities to gladiators or even animals ; they frequently

bear inscriptions, and their date is the third century after Christ.

As long ago as 1873 Froehner published a series from Orange,^

with such subjects as Apollo, Venus Victrix, Mars and Ilia,

a figure of Lugdunum personified, the freeing of Prometheus

and the death of Herakles, Dionysos and Ariadne, a bust of

' Dechelette, ii. p- 321. ^ Froehner, Coll. Grc'ait, No. 1353.

^ On the technical aspect of these, see ^ Dechelette states that seventy-nine

above, p. 441 ; for all other information have been found at Vienne, thirty-three

reference should be made to Dechelette, at Lyons, and twenty-nine at Orange,

ii. p. 235 ff. * Aliist'es de Fraiice, pis. 14-16, p. 52 ff-
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Hermes, a gladiator, a cock and hens, and a bust of the

Emperor Geta, the last-named serving as an indication of date

for the whole series. Several were inscribed, that with Venus
Victrix having CERA FELICIS, which probably refers to the

wax in which the figures were first modelled, though some

have thought that it represents the Greek Kepa^fieoyi). Another

trio from Orange' represent respectively:— (i) a chariot race in

the circus, with the inscriptions FELICITER, LOGISMUS (a horse's

FIG. 227. MEDALLION FROM VASE OF SOUTHERN GAUL : SCENE FROM THE
Cl-CNL'S (BRITISH MUSEUM).

name), and PRASIN(rt:) Y(ac/w), " the green party "
; (2) Fig. 227,

a scene from a play, probably the Cyciius^ in which Herakles is

saying to Ares, the would-be avenger of his son, "(Invicta) virtus

nusquam terreri potest," the god proclaiming " Adesse ultorem

nati me credas mei " ; in the background, on a raised stage or

Oeoko^elov, are deities
; (3) an actor in female costume. There

' Gaz. Arch. 1877, pi. 12, p. 66. The British Museum (in the Morel Collection),

second of these has passed into the See P"ig. 227, and Dechelette, ii. p. 290.
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are also three in the Hermitage Museum at Petersburg, of

which two represent Poseidon, the third Hermes/ Caylus also

gives a representation of a vase with three such medallions,

with busts of Pluto and Persephone, Mars and Ilia, and two

gladiators.- Where gladiators with names appear it may be

assumed that they are portraits of real people, and Dechelette

argues from this that the vases were made specially in con-

nection with gladiatorial '^or theatrical performances.

From Gas. Arcli.

FIG. 228. MEDALLION FROM V.\SE OF SOUTHERN GAUL : ATALANTA AND
HIPPOMEDON.

An interesting group found at Vienne and \"ichy ^ have

subjects taken from the Thirteenth Iliad, such as Deiphobos and

the Locrian Ajax, or Hector fighting the Achaeans. Among
the remaining examples known the most interesting are three

from Orange, one of which represents a festival in honour

' Stephani, Vasens. 1353 ; id., Compte- - Rectteil, vi. 107 : see Dechelette, ii.

Rendu, 1873, p. 67. pp. 236, 250, 253, 294.

^ Gaz. Arch. 1S89, p. 50, pi. 15.
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of Isis, the other two, the victory of Hippomedon over Atalanta

(Fig. 228), with an inscription of three lines :

Respicit ad malum pernicibus ignea plantis,

Quae pro dote parat mortem quicumque fugaci

Velox in cursu cessasset virgine visa.^

Reference has already been made to a paper by M. Blanchet,

in which he gives a list of the sites in Gaul on which pottery

appears to have been made (see p. 443). But in the majority

of these cases plain wares must have been the onI\- output.

Moulded wares, as Dechelette points out, required skill and

resource to produce.- In any case, very few types are found

on moulded wares which cannot be also associated with

Graufesenque or Lezoux, and any made on other sites must

have followed the same methods of decoration.^ The places

given in Blanchet's list cover practically the whole extent of

France, though the principal centres of acti\'ity were always

the Aveyron and Allier districts and the Rhone valley.

In the neighbourhood of Lezoux. for instance, vases were

made at Clermont-Ferrand, Lubie, St.-Bonnet, and Thiers. At

Xouatre, Indre-et-Loire, was an important pottery, not yet fully

investigated ; and others were at Rozier (Lozere:, Auch (Gers),

Montauban, Luxueil (Haute-Saone), St.-Nicholas near Xancy,

and Aoste (Isere), where vases of characteristic originality were

made.^ But it is not likely that any future investigations will

displace Graufesenque and Lezoux as the chief centres for

Gaulish terra sigillata.

'
3. The Fabrics of Germ.any

In Germany the oldest and one of the most important

sites for pottery is Andernach,'^ between Bonn and Coblenz,

where however, it must be borne in mind, there was no local

' See also Gaz. Arch. iS8o, pi. 30, p. - Op. cit. i. p. 27.

178 for examples from Nismes ; Freeh- ^ Ibid. p. 204.

ner, Coll. Gr^au, 1351, 1352; Rev. Arch. * Ibid. The form employed is his

xix. (1892), pi. II, p. 313; Daremberg No. 69.

and Saglio, iii. art. Forma, figs. 3184, ^ See Ilettner in Festschrift fiir J.

3185; C.I.L. xii. 5687. All previous Overbeck, p. 165 ff. ; Koenen m Bomier

literature is now superseded by Deche- Jahrb.\}iw\i. p. 152 ff.

lette's work (vol. ii. p. 235 ff.).
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manufacture ; its importance is mainly as a site yielding

valuable chronological evidence. The finds extend from the

beginning of the first century down to about A.D. 250, the

earlier objects finding parallels in cemeteries at Trier and

Regensburg which can be similarly dated. Generally speaking,

it has been observed that Roman remains begin on the left bank

of the Rhine a century earlier than those in the border forts

on the Limes, which cover the period from A.D. 100 to 250.

Terra sigillata with reliefs is comparatively rare, though,

as we have seen, it was at an early period exported from

Gaul, and the pottery consists chiefly of ordinary wares, red,

grey, and black, usually of good and careful execution, with

thin walls. Much of this common pottery may be assumed

to be of local manufacture. The characteristic types of the

first century are simple jugs of plain ware without slip for

funerary or domestic use ; vases with white slip (also found

at Regensburg) ; black ware bowls and dishes, sometimes with

potters' stamps ; black and grey cinerary urns. These forms

include small urns and the usual cups and bowls with straight

or sloping sides, replaced after A.D. 100 by spherical-bodied jars

with narrow necks. The decoration comprises all the varieties

we have included in the foregoing survey : barbotine, incised

linear patterns, impressed patterns made with the thumb, and

raised ornaments such as plain knobs or leaves worked with

the hand. In the third century painted decoration is intro-

duced, as in the black ware drinking-vcssels with inscriptions

described below (p. 537).

At Xantcn (Castra Vetera), lower down the Rhine, large

quantities of terra sigillata have been found, which can be dated

by means of coin-finds from the beginning of the first century

down to the third. During this period a steady degeneration

in the pottery may be observed, although glass fabrics cor-

respondingly improve ; in the time of the Antonines the clay

is coarse and often artificially coloured with red lead or other

ingredients, producing what was formerly known as " false

Samian " ware.^

' See Fiedler, Castra Vetera, p. 40 ; for stamps, Steiner, Cod. Iiiser. Danith,

Bonner Jahrb. v. p. 422, pis. 13-4; and et Rheiii, ii. p. 225, No. 1317.
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An exceptionally interesting centre, and in some respects

the most important in Germany, is that at Westerndorf on

the Inn, between Augsburg and Salzburg, where the coins

range from about A.D. 160 to 330. It was first explored in 1807

and as long ago as 1862 the results were carefully inv^estigated

and summarised by Von Hefner in a still valuable treatise.'

The pottery includes terra sigillata of the later types, and

plain red, yellow, and grey wares, sometimes covered with

a non-lustrous grey or reddish slip, or with black varnish
,

the latter have very thin walls and are baked very hard.

The decoration of the terra sigillata comprises all the usual

types,^ the forms being also those prevalent elsewhere, with

the addition of a covered jar or pyxis, but the figures are

confined to the cylindrical or hemispherical bowls (Nos. 30 and

37).^ The plain wares include cinerary urns, deep bowls or jars,

with simple ornament, open bowls with impressed patterns, and

mortaria.

Of some peculiarities of the potters' stamps we have already

spoken (p. 510) ; they are found in the form of oblongs or human
feet, and more rarely in circles, half-moons, or spirals, the letters

being both in relief and incised. Trade marks were sometimes

used, the potter Sentis, for instance, using a thorn-twig by

way of a play on his name. Names arc both in the nominative

and genitive, with some abbreviated form in the one case of

P^ECIT, in the other of jMANN'S or OFFICINA.^ Local names are

clearly to be seen in those of Relatullus, lassus, and Vologesus.

Another important centre of fabric in Germany is Rheinza-

bem (Tabcrnae Rhenanae) near Speicr, which probably shared

with Westerndorf a monopoly of the moulded wares;^ The
pottery found here is mostly in the Speicr Museum ; it is

almost all of form ^y, with its typical decoration, and the

fabric does not seem to have been established before the second

century. The chief potters' names are Belsus, Cerialis, Cob-

nertus, Comitialis, Julius, Juvenis, Mammillianus, Primitivus,

' Ohcrbayr. Archiv fiir vatcrliiudischc ' Cf. ibid. pi. 4, figs. 1-7.

Gcschiclitc, xxii. (1863), p. i ff. ' Ibid. p. 42.

^ A useful summary is given l)y Von ^ See Roach-Smith, ///. Rom. Loud.

Hefner, p. 28. p. 99; Dechelette, i. p. 210.
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and Reginus. The British Museum possesses moulds for large

bowls with free friezes of animals, one with the stamp of

Cerialis^; there was little export to Gaul, but a considerable

amount to Britain. M. Dechclctte notes the similarity of the

types to those of Lczoux, and suggests that Rheinzabern is an

offshoot from the latter pottery. This site has also produced

barbotine wares,^ which bear a remarkable superficial resem-

blance to that of Castor (see below, p. 544), and have been

wrongly identified therewith^ ; but they are not found at Castor,

and in point of fact differ widely in artistic merit, being far

superior to the British fabric, as has been pointed out by Mr.

Haverfield.^ The ornamentation is a formal and conventional

imitation of classical models, whereas the Castor ware is

only classical in its elements, and is otherwise barbaric }'et

unconventional.

It is possible that Trier, and in fact all places mentioned in a

preceding chapter (p. 453) as sites of kilns may be regarded as

centres of manufacture, though in only a few cases was anything

made beyond the ordinary plain wares. Of the latter a useful

summary has been made by Koenen,''' chiefly from the technical

point of view, which it may be worth while to recapitulate.

He divides the pottery of the Rhine district (which may be

taken as typical) into three main classes : the first transitional

from the La Tene period ^ to Roman times ; the second, native

half-baked cinerary urns ; the third, Roman pottery, ousting

the other two. The first two classes cover the local hand-

made wares of grey, brown, or black clay, which are clearly

of native make, and like the similar wares of Britain and Gaul

hardly come under the heading of Roman pottery, though sub-

sequently they felt its influence. The Roman pottery proper

(which can be well studied in the museums of Bonn, Trier, and

elsewhere on the Rhine) is divided by Koenen into three periods :

Early, Middle, and Late Empire. Roman wares first appear

' In the Greek and Roman Depart- * GefasskiiudL' in dcii Rhciiilanden,

ment, found at Mainz. p. 65 ff. For various finds of pottery

- Dechelette, ii. p. 319. in Germany see also BonnerJalirb. Ixxiv.

' Archaeologia, Ivii. p. 104. p. 147; Ixxxiv. p. 108 ff. ; Ixxxix. p. 1 ff.

^ Victoria County Hist, of Noiihanh, ''See Rev. Arch, xxxix. (1901),

p. 211. p. 51 ff.
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with coins of Augustus, and at this period exercise much

influence on the La Tene types, producing a sort of mixed

style, usually of greyish or black clay with impressed or incised

ornament, subsequently replaced by barbotine. The terra

sigillata is either of the superior deep red variety with sharp

outlines and details, which we have seen to emanate from

Gaul, or else plain ware of a light red hue (" false Samian "),

without ornament.^ But as Holder has pointed out,- the settle-

ment of the chronology of German pottery (apnrt from the

sigillat(X) is particularly

difficult, because we are

dealing with a purely

utilitarian fabric, which

consequently preserved

its forms unaltered

through a considerable

period ; moreover, there

must have been man)-

local fabrics and little

exportation, which
makes comparison
difficult.

T o the G e rm a n

fabrics belong a group

of vases with painted

inscriptions found on

the Lower Rhine, and

less frequently in North and East France.^ They occur in the

second century at the Saalburg, and last down to the fourth
;

large numbers have also been found at Trier, and other examples

at Mesnil and Etaples (Gessoriacum) in France.' The usual form

is that of a round-bellied cup or jar (Fig. 229), with a more or

less high stem and plain moulded mouth. Their ornamentation

FIG. 229. GERMAN JAK W IIH CONVIVIAL

INSCKIPTION (liKlTISH MUSEUM).

' See also generally Von Hefner, op.

(it.; Bonner Jiihrh. xcvi. p. 87 ff., and

index to vols. I -60; Wolff in IVcst-

deiitsche Zeilsdir. fiir Gcscli. u. A'nnsf,

xviii. (1899), p. 213.

- Fornicn der roin. Thongefasse, p. Ii.

' Boniirr Jahrh. xiii. p. 106 ff., xxxv.

p. 46, Ixxxvii. p. 61 ff., xcvi. p. loi ;

Dechelette, ii. ]i. 31 1, p- 312, note 3.

' Roach-Smith, Collect. Antiq. i. pi. 4,

P- 3-
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is confined to berries, vine-tendrils, and scrolls, at first naturalistic,

afterwards becoming conventionalised ; but their chief interest

lies in the inscriptions, which, like those of the Banassac type

described above (p. 524), are of a convivial character. They
are painted in bold well-formed capitals, in the same white

pigment which is used for the ornamentation ; the following

examples will serve as specimens :

AMAS ME, AMO, AMO TE CONDITE.^

AVE, AYE COPO, AVETE.^

BELLVS SVA(deo?y

BIBE, BIBATIS, BIBAMVS TIE, BIBE VIVAS, BIBE VIVAS

MVLTIS ANNIS.^

DA BIBERE, DA MERVM, DA MI, DA VINVM.^

DE ET DO, DOS (= S09).

EME.'

FAVENTIBVS.^

FELIX.^

FE(r)0 VINVM TIBI DVLCIS.^°

GAVDIO.^^

IMPLE.^-

LVDE.^^

MISCE, MISCE MI, MISCE VIVAS.^^

MITTE MERVM.^^

PETE.^*^

REPLE, REPLE ME COPO MERI.^^

' Bonner Jahrb. xiii. p. 112; Ixxxvii. ^ Op. cit. xiii. p. 1 13.

p. 62; Steiner, Cod. Inscr. Danub. ct " Op. cit. xiii. p. in, Ixxxvii. p. 66;

Rhen. ii. p. 195, No. 1252 (from Neuss) : B.M.

cf. Virg. Eel. iii. 47.
'" Op. cit. xxxv. p. 49.

- Steiner, op. cit. p. 100; Gerhard, " Op. cit. xiii. p. in, Ixxxvii. p. 67.

Berlins ant. Bildw. No. 16S7 ; Roach- '- Op. cit. Ixxxvii. p. 67 ; Collect.

Smith, Collect. Antiq. i. pi. 4, p. 3

;

Antiq. i. p. 3.

Bonner Jahrb. Ixxxvii. p. 6t,. '^ Levezow, Berliner Verzeichniss,

' BonnerJahrb. xiii. p. 113. p. 366, No. 1470; BonnerJahrb. \\\wu.

* Ibid, xiii. pp. 109, 1 13, Ixxxvii. p. p. 68.

64; Steiner, op. cit. p. 155; and in '^ Bonner Jahrb. xiii. p. 107, Ixxxvii.

B.M. (bibe). p. 69.

^ BonnerJahrb. xiii. pp. 107. 108, xxxv. '•'^ Ibid.

p. 47, Ixxxvii. p. 65 ; B.M. (Fig. 229). '" Op. cit. xxxv. p. 49, Ixxxvii. p. 70.

" Op. cit. xxxv. p, 49. " Op. cit. xiii. p. 106, xxxv. p. 48,

' Op. cit. xxxv. p. 48, Ixxxvii. p. 66. Ixxxvii. p. 78 : cf. B.M. (reple COPO da).
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SESES = ZESES = ^>'](Tai^^

SITIO, SITIS.-

VALE, VALIAMVS.^

VINVM, VINVM TIBI DVLCIS.^

VITA.*

VIVE, VIVAS, VIVAMVS, VIVAS FELIX, VIVE BIRE MVLTIS.^

To this list must be added a remarkable vase of the same

class found at Mainz in 1888,' with the inscription ACCIPE M(fc'

sf)TlE(u)s ET TRADE SODALI, " Take me when you are thirsty

and pass me on to your comrade." Above the inscription are

seven busts of deities, Sol, Luna, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus,

and Saturn, representing the seven days of the week ; both the

design and the inscription, however, are incised, not painted.

4. Roman Potterv in the Netherlands, Spain, and
Britain

In Holland and Belgium finds of len-a sigt/lata and potters'

stamps are recorded from various sites, such as Arentsburg,

Rosscm, Rousse, near Oudenarde, Voorburg, between Utrecht

and Leyden, and Wyk-by-Durstedc, and also at Utrecht.^ At
Vechten near Utrecht, the ancient Fictio on the road from

Lugdunum (Leiden) to Noviomagus (Nimeguen) finds were

made in 1868 which confirm the activity of the Rutenian

potters in the first century.^ These discoveries included coins

extending from the Republican period down to Trajan, and

terra sigi'/lata of the Graufesenque type, with many names of

potters belonging to that region.

' Op. cit. XXXV. p. 48, Ixxxvii. p. 77. ' Zeitschr. des Vereins zur Erforsch.
" Op. cit. xiii. p. 106, XXXV. p. 47, d. rhein. Gesch. it. Allert. iv. (1900),

Ixxxvii. p. 71 ; Levezow, op. cit. No. p. 266.

1469. ** For stamps found here and at Voor-
^ Op. cit, xiii. p. no; Levezow, No. Imrg, see Steiner, Cod. Inscr. Danub. ct

1471. Rhcn. \\. p. 276, No. 1449, p. 293, No.
^ Op. cit. xiii. p. 107, XXXV. p. 49, 1484.

Ixxxvii. p. 72. " Bo)i)iey Jahrb. xlvi. p. 1 15; Deche-
* Op. cit. Ixxxvii. p. 72 ; B.M. lette, i. p. 103. They are novv in the

* Op. cit. xiii. p. no, XXXV. p. 48, Leiden Museum,
Ixxxvii. p. 73 ; B.M. (vivas).
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In Spain finds have been made on various sites, and there are

numerous examples in the museum at Tarragona ^
; at Murvicdro,

the site of the ancient Saguntum, which, as we have seen, is

mentioned by Phny and Martial as an important centre,

various kinds of Roman ware have come to light, some with

potters' stamps, but no evidence remains of potteries or of any

local manufacture.

In Britain—at least in England—finds of Roman pottery

have been so plentiful and so universal that it is difficult to

select typical centres for discussion. It must also be borne

in mind that, with the exception of the plain wares and a few

other fabrics, such as the Castor ware, we have not to deal with

local manufactures. A certain quantity of Icrra sigillata may
have been imported from Germany {e.g. from Wester ndorf),^

but by far the greater proportion is from Gaul, as is shown by

the potters' names.

We propose in the first place to review briefly the types of

terra sigillata which occur in Britain.^ The bowls of forms 29

and 30, which are found in Germany in the first century, do not

occur on the Roman Wall, and we have already seen that they

are not later than Hadrian's time ; but they are common in the

South of Britain, as at London and Colchester. Roach-Smith*

and other earlier writers have published specimens of these

older forms decorated with figures which have been found in

London, Bath, York, Caerlcon,''' and elsewhere. The earliest

dateable examples of form ^"j have been found with coins of

Nerva at Churchover in Warwickshire*'; this type is indeed

common all over Britain, and is one of the few varieties of

terra sigillata occurring in the North. It is found at South

Shields, along the Roman Wall, and in Scotland at Birrens in

Dumfriesshire.^ Pottery of the second century is represented

' See C.I.L. ii. 4970, and p. 512; * Wellbeloved, Ebitractcni, pi. i6;

Brongniart, Traits, i. p. 453 ; Deche- Scarth, Aquae Solis, pi. 43 ; Lee, Isca

lette, i. p. 16; and above, pp. 479, 499. Silitnuii, pis. 11, 12.

- See above, p. 536.
'* Vict. County Hist, of Wanvickshire,

^ See Haverfield in Cutnbcrlaud and i. p. 230.

Westni. Arch. Soc. Trans, xv. p. 191. ' Arch. Aeliana, x. p. 26S ;
Proc. Soc.

^ III. Rom. Loud. pis. 24-8, p. 89 ff. ;
Ant. Scot. xxx. (1896), p. 179 ff-

i
Haver-

Richborough, pi. 3. field, loc. cit.
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by a variety of the same form, with a moulded ridge breaking

the outHne in the middle^ ; this would seem to be a type which

also occurs in Germany during the second and third centuries.

Mr. Haverfield states that this form is found at South Shields

and in Yorkshire, and is imitated at Silchester. Of the prin-

cipal subjects on these we have already given some description

(p. 508). Finally, there is the wide shallow type, approximating

to the mortar or pelvis, the upper part of which forms externally

a flat, vertical band, projecting beyond and forming a tangent

with the general curve of the bowl ; this is usually ornamented

with lions' heads in relief. This variety is not earlier than the

second centur>', and is also found in the third ; we have already

seen that it was made at Lezoux.-

It is important to note that all the places mentioned as

yielfling bowls of forms 29 and 30 were occupied at least as

early as A.D. 85, perhaps as carl)' as A.D. 50. But the style of

these bowls may have lasted longer ; at all events, the varieties

are so numerous as to show a development for which some time

is required. There is also a distinct development in the plain

band round the upper edge of the bow 1, which, at first a mere

beading, becomes broader and more \ertical by degrees. It

may, however, be assumed that, as none are found north of

York, it disappeared from Britain, as from Gaul and Germany,

before A.D. 100.

The ware formerly known as " false Samian " (Dragendorff's

hcllroth) ^ appears in several varieties. The light red or orange

colour is produced by a kind of slip of pounded pottery

laid over the surface. Vases of this type, glazed within and

without with a thin reddish-brown and somewhat lustrous

glaze, occur in London, and a good specimen was found

many years ago at Oundlc in Northants, but has since dis-

appeared.' It was a fine vase, of light-red clay with red-brown

glaze, resembling the Gaulish terra sigillata, and had some

claim to artistic merit. The subject was Pan holding up a

' Haverfield's fig. 8 (^loc. <it.). p. 35, and see above, p. 502.

- Haverfield, op. cit., j)!. 7, fig 7, * Roach-Smith, Collect. Aiiliq. iv.

p. 193 ; and see p. 528 above. pi. 17, \). 63; Victoria County Hist, oj

^ Cf. Roach- Smith, Collect. Aiitiq. ii. Northants, p. 219.
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mask, and three draped figures, and it bore the stamp of

the GauHsh potter Libertus (OF • LIBERTi), who, as we have

seen, worked at Lezoux.^ This ware is often coarse, and orna-

mented externally with rude white scrolls painted in opaque

colour,- and there is a variety found at Castor, of red glazed

ware with a metalloid lustre, the clay itself varying from white

to yellowish-brown or orange.^ Both shapes and ornaments

resemble those of the Castor black ware (see below), and it

seems likely that this is actually a local fabric, the difference

in colouring being due to the degree of heat employed in

the firing.

The number of potters' names found on these wares in Britain

is very large, those in the seventh volume of the Latin Corpus

amounting to about 1,500.^ This list, published in 1873, of

course superseded all those previously drawn up by the Hon.

R. C. Neville, by Roach-Smith, and by Thomas Wright.^

Roach-Smith, however, performed a useful service in tabulating

the list of names found in London along with those from Douai

and other sites in France,*^ which went far to prove the Gaulish

origin of the British terra sigillata. It is not, therefore,

necessary to discuss the potters' names found in Britain in

further detail.' Besides the potters' stamps, incised inscriptions

sometimes occur on the pottery, giving the owner's name or

other items of information (see above, p. 512).

To give a detailed account of all the sites in Britain on

which Roman pottery has been found would be a task entailing

more labour and occupying more space than the results would

justify. Not only do the sites cover almost the whole of the

country from the Roman Wall to the Isle of Wight, and from

Exeter to Norfolk, but the disinterring of the material from

miscellaneous and often unscientific records, or from scattered

' See Dechelette, i. p. 282, ii. p. 71, ' General reference may also be made

No. 425. to the archaeological journals of the

- Artis, Diirobn'vae, pi. 30, figs, i, 4. London and provincial societies, and to

^ Handbook to British Pottery in Miis. the volume of the Gentleman's Magazine

of Pract. Geol. 1S93, p. 72. Library on Romano-British Remains;

* vii. 1334-36. Supplementary lists also for Norfolk, Northants, Hampshire,

are given in Arch.Journal, xxxv. p. 289. and other counties, to the respective

^ See C.I.L. vii. p. 238 for bibliography. volumes of the Victoria County History.

* ///. Rom. Lond. pp. 102, 107.
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and uncatalogued collections, would be a truly gigantic achieve-

ment. It should, however, be achieved ; but this will only be

by co-operation, each county performing its share of the \vork,

as has been done in a few cases. The Society of Antiquaries

has issued archaeological surveys of certain counties,^ which

without entering into details tabulate the sites of Roman
remains ; and it is to be hoped that forthcoming volumes of

the l^ictoria County History will do for other counties what

those already published have done for Hampshire, Norfolk,

Northants, etc. The most representative collections are those

of the British Museum and the Guildhall in London, and of

the provincial museums at Colchester, Reading, York, and

elsewhere.

We now turn to the consideration of the local products of

Romano-British potters. ENxlusive of the plain unornamented

wares which were made in many places, as the numerous re-

mains of kilns show (cf. p. 454), there are only three distinct

fabrics to be mentioned. In all of these the ware is black, with

or without a glaze, but the style of ornamentation varies.

By far the most important centre, not only for the quantity

of pottery it has yielded and the extent of its furnaces, but

also for the artistic merit of its products, is that of Castor, in

Northamptonshire. Of the numerous traces of furnaces and

workshops discovered here, in the neighbouring villages of

Wansford, Sibson, Chesterton, and in the Bedford Purlieus, we
have already spoken in a previous chapter (p. 444 ff.) ; it now
only remains to discuss the technical and artistic aspects of

the pottery.

Artis has recorded that the pieces of pottery found in or

near the kilns show great variety of form and style, including

the red imitations of terra sigillata, pieces ornamented with

" machine-turned " patterns," and dark-coloured ware with reliefs

or ornament in white paint. But the characteristic and com-

monest Castor ware has a white paste coloured by means of a

slip with a dark slate-coloured surface ; the usual form is that

' Cumberland and Westmoreland, - See Haverfield, in Viit. County Hist.

Hereford, Hertford, Kent, and Lanca- of Northants, p. 208, fig. 29.

shire.
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of a small jar on a stem with plain cylindrical mouth. Some
are merely marked with indentations made by the potter's

thumb/ or with rude patterns laid on the intervening ridges;

but others have designs laid on cii barbotine in a slip of the

same colour as the vase, and others of rarer occurrence are

decorated in white paint with conventional foliated patterns,"

somewhat resembling the Rhenish wares described on p. 537.

Haverfield reproduces a fragment of a vase on which are painted

in white and yellow a man's head in peaked cap, and an arm

holding an axe.^ The barbotine variety is the most typical, and

is by no means confined to this site. It is often found in Central

and Eastern England, and even in the Netherlands. One of

the finest specimens was found at Colchester in 1853,* con-

taining calcined bones, and ornamented with figures over which

inscriptions are incised. The subjects, arranged in friezes,

include two stags, a hare, and a dog, interspersed with foliations;

two men training a dancing-bear, one of whom holds a whip

and is protected by armour ; and a combat of two gladiators

{jnuniiillo and Thrax) of a t\'pe familiar to us from Roman
lamps (see p. 416). Over the heads of the men with the bear

is inscribed, SECVNDV.S MARIO ; over the gladiators, MEMN(<y)N

SAC • villi and VALENTINY • LEGIONIS XXX, respectively. The

meaning of the inscriptions is not quite clear, but the last one

certainly seems to allude to games taking place at the post

of the thirtieth legion

—

i.e. the Lower Rhine. For this and

other reasons Mr. Haverfield is of opinion that the vase may
have been made in that district and not at Castor, and it is

not, of course, impossible that such ware was not confined to

Britain." This would, at any rate, explain its presence in the

Netherlands. Mr. Arthur Evans has noted the presence of an

unfinished piece of Castor ware in a kiln at Littlemore, near

Oxford.*^

Hunting-scenes are also very popular, especially a huntsman

' Cf. Haverfield, figs. 32, 33. p. 21 1 ; C.I.L. vii. 1335, 3.

- Ibid. fig. 'i,},. ^ But see above, p. 536, and Deche-
' Ibid. p. 209. lette, ii. p. 311.

^ Roach-Smith, Ct'/Zt'c/. ^w//^. iv.pl. 21, " Arch. Joiini. liv. p. 349.

p. 82 ; Vict. County Hist, of Northants,
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spearing a boar, or a hare or deer chased by stags, as on a

fine vase found at Water Newton, Hunts, in 1827/ A specimen

in the British Museum with a race of four-horse chariots is'

illustrated on Plate LXIX. Roach-Smith gives a remarkable

specimen with a mythological subject, that of Herakles and

Hesione ; the subject' is curiously treated, Hesione being

chained down with heavy weights. Another interesting but

fragmentary vase from Chesterford in Essex has figures of

Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, and Venus, and it may be assumed

that the complete subject was that of the seven deities repre-

sented by the days of the week.^ Otherwise the potter is

content with animals, such as dolphins or fishes, or mere

foliations, ivy-wreaths, engrailed lines, and other ornamental

patterns.''

In regard to the technique of these wares, Artis notes that

the indented patterns were made while the vase was " as pliable

as it could be taken from the lathe " ; for the barbotine the

thumb or a rounded instrument was employed. Figures of

animals were executed with a kind of skewer on which the

slip was placed, a thicker variety being used for certain parts

to heighten the relief, and a more delicate instrument for

features and other details. No subsequent retouching was

possible. The vases were glazed subsequently to the application

of the barbotine ; on the other hand, the decoration in white

paint was made after glazing. The glaze was, as we have

seen in Chapter XXI., p. 448, produced by a deposit of carbon,

by the process known as "smothering"; it varies in quality,

being either dark without any metallic lustre, or with a metalloid

polish resembling that produced with black-lead.

The date of the Castor ware is difficult to ascertain, but it

must begin fairly early in the Roman period, on account of its

affinities with late Celtic pottery. Dechelette (ii. p. 310)

would date the ware towards the end of the third century. As

has already been pointed out (p. 536), it is only the elements

' Artis, Dtirobrivae, pi. 2S : Vict. Collect. Aiitiq. iv. pi. 24.

County Hist, of Nort/iaiits, p. 211, fig. ' I/>id. iv. p. 91 : cf. the vase men-

34: cf. ibid. p. 190= fig. 18, p. 192 tioned on p. 539.

(from Bedford Purlieus). ' Brit. Arch. Assoc. Joi/ni. i. p. 5 ft".

VOL. II. IS
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of the decoration that are classical ; they are treated in a

rude, debased manner, with the free unconventional handling

characteristic of barbaric art. " They are not an imitation,

but a recasting " according to the traditions of late Celtic or

Gaulish art,^ such as is displayed, for instance, in the ancient

British and Gallic coinage. The fantastic animals, the treat-

ment of the scrolls, and the dividing ornaments of beading, etc.,

between the subjects are essentially unclassical. Potters' stamps

on this ware are exceedingly rare, an almost isolated instance

being CAMARO • f on a vase found at Lincoln.-

Two other local varieties of black ware peculiar to Britain

are those known respectively as Upchurch and New Forest

ware. Although no remains of kilns have been found in the

former district, the pottery is obviously local, and its manu-

facture appears to have extended along the banks of the

Medway from Rainham to I wade, over what are now marshes,

but was then firm ground. The remains consist of a thin

finely-moulded bluish-black fabric, with graceful and varied

forms, ornamented with groups of small knobs in bands, squares,

circles, wavy, intersecting, or zigzag lines, or a characteristic

pattern of concentric semi-circles resting on bands of parallel

vertical lines (Plate LXIX. fig. 6). This ware has also been

found on the Continent, and may either have been exported or

else made in other places besides Upchurch ; it is probably of

quite late date.^

The clay is soft and easily scratched, and is covered with a

polish or lustre produced by friction ; the composition is fine,

and the walls thin and well turned. It varies in tone from

greyish, like that of London clay, to a dull black. The vases

are mostly small (cups, bottles, jugs, small jars, and occasional

vwrtaria), and some have ribbed sides ; the ornamentation is

always either in the form of impressed lines or raised patterns

made by applying pieces of clay before the vase was baked.

• Haverfield, in Vict. Comity Hist. Aiitiq. vi. p. 17S, pi. 16, and ///. Rom.

of Northaiits,Y>. 212. Loud. p. 82; Wright, Uiiconiitm, p.

- Arch. Joufu. xiii. p. 173: cf. C.I.L. 247 ft'., and Celt, Roman, and Saxon^,

vii. 1336, 220. P- 260.

3 See on this ware Roach-Smith, Collect.
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No potters' stamps have come to light, nor is this ware found

with coins or other Roman remains. Rough earthenware was

also made in the Medway district, of a red, yellow, or stone

colour.

The New Forest ware is found in the north-west part of the

Forest, between Fordingbridge and Bramshaw.^ It is some-

times spoken of as " Crockhill ware," from the local name of

the site of the furnaces, of which traces were found in 1852.

The pottery consists of two varieties, one of thin, hard, slate-

coloured ware, with patterns of leaves or grass painted in white

(Plate LXIX. fig. 5) ; these are small jars, averaging six

inches in height, sometimes moulded by the potter's thumb into

an undulating circumference. There are points of resemblance

with the Castor ware. The other variety consists of a thicker

ware, with a dull white-yellowish ground and coarse foliated

patterns painted in red or brown, usually platters or dishes.

It is a rude and inartistic fabric, of obviously native origin and

resembling Celtic rather than any Roman or Italian pottery.

It is found on other sites in Hampshire, such as Bitterne

(Clausentum), and even as far north as Oxford." The date is

probably the third century of our era. With the kilns there

were found heaps of potsherds which had been spoiled in the

baking and rejected ; they were vitrified so as to resemble

stoneware, and when again submitted to the action of fire,

cracked and split. The glaze with which the local blue clay

had been covered was of a dark-red colour and alkaline nature,

but had probably been affected by imperfect firing.

5. Pl.ain Roman Wares

The plain unornamented and unglazed Roman pottery which

answered to the modern earthenware has usually been con-

sidered by writers on the subject in a different category from

the glazed and ornamented wares. Although from the very

simplicity of its character it defies scientific classification, yet

' Ilaverfield, in \'i(f. County Hist, of Joiirit. liv. p. 348; x. p. S : xxx. p. 319 ;

Hants, i. p. 326. Froc. Sot. Antiq. 1st Ser. ii. p. 285, iv.

Archaeologia, xxxv. p. 91 ; Airh. p. 167.
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it must be remembered that this common ware was not Hkely to

have been exported very far from the place of its origin, and

therefore where any differences can be observed in the nature

or appearance of the clay, in peculiarities of form or of technique,

it is not impossible to establish the existence of a local fabric.

But up to the present little has been done except in isolated

instances. Certain local wares have been recognised in Britain,

as will be noted below, besides the Castor, Upchurch, and New
Forest wares, some of which almost come under this heading

;

and others, again, in Gaul. Similarly in Germany, attempts have

been made by Koenen and other writers to classify the plain

pottery whether according to form or on other principles (see

above, p. 536).

Many }'ears ago a rough but in some respects convenient

classification was made by Brongniart ' on the basis of the

colour of the clay employed, which he distinguished under four

heads : (i) pale yellow or white wares
; (2) red wares, varying

to reddish-brown
; (3) grey or ash-coloured wares

; (4) black

wares. In the first division he included the large, often coarse,

vases, such as the dvlia and aiiipJiorae ; under the second head

Roman ware of the first century, and under the third that of

subsequent date ; while the fourth class comprised Gallo-Roman

and other provincial wares. A somewhat similar system, in

some respects even less chronological, was attempted by

Buckman,- who distinguished brown ware as a separate fabric.

The obvious defect of these systems is that they are neither

chronological nor according to fabrics, and that their basis is

in many respects a purely accidental one ; but at the same

time they have proved convenient for discussing plain ware

which does not admit of much consideration apart from its

forms and the general appearance of its composition. And at

all events they enable us to discuss examples of certain shapes

under one head, inasmuch as the anipJiorae and dolia are nearly

all of the first class, the inoriaria or pelves of the third, cups,

dishes, and flasks of the second and fourth, and so on.

The yellow ware ^ is distinguished by its coarse clay, of a

' Tmilc, i. p. 3S1. ^ See BUimner, Tecluiol. ii. p. 65.

^ Roman Art in Cirencester., p. 77.
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greyish-white or yellow colour, varying to dirty white, grey, or

red. It is to this division that all the larger vases belong, such

as those used for storing wine and other commodities or for

funerary purposes, and the innumerable fragments of dolia and
aviphorac which compose the Monte Testaccio at Rome.'

Some of these vases were made on the wheel, but others were

modelled by hand and turned from within. Those used in

burial were usually of a globular form, or even dolia with the

necks and handles broken off, and contained cinerary urns and

glass vessels. We also find lai^efuic, tnillae (saucepans), and

mortaria made in this w arc. Another remarkable variety may
be described as a kind of olUi ; its peculiarity is that it is

modelled in the form of a human head, much in the same style

as the primitive vases of Troy (\"ol. I. p. 258). A vase of this

type found at Bootham, near Lincoln, had painted on the foot

D(f)o MIIRCVRIO, " To the god Mercury," in brown letters."

The clay is light yellow, with a slip of the same colour.

A finer variety of this clay, often of a rosy tint, or white and

micaceous, was used for making the smaller vases, which are

thin and light, and all turned on the wheel.' They are some-

times ornamented with bands, lines, hatching, or leaves, slightly

indicated in dull ochre, laid on and fired with the vase. Some
specimens are covered with a flat white slip, of a more

uniform character than that employed on the Athenian vases.

In others the clay is largely mixed with grains of quartz. In

Britain little jars of a very white clay have sometimes been

found, as well as small bottles and dishes, painted inside

with patterns in a dull red or brown. They seem to have

formed a kind of finer ware for ornamental purposes, as well as

for the table.

The second class, that of the red wares, forms by far the

largest division of Roman plain pottery, and comprises most

of the kinds used for domestic purposes ; it is found in all

forms and sizes, all over Europe, often covered with a coating

or slip, white, black, or red. This class may be considered

' C.T.L. xv. p. 560; A>in. drlP lust. p. 440 (now in B. M.): cf. Ail is, Duio-

1878, p. 1 19 ff. brivae, pi. 49.
-' Pi'oc. Soc. Ant. 2nd Ser. iii. (1S67), ^ Brongniart, i. p. 435.
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to include all varieties of red and reddish-brown ware, but

as a rule the clay varies in colour from pale rose to deep

coral, and in quality from a coarse gritty composition to a

fine compact and homogeneous paste. It is usually without

a glaze, and sometimes the clay is largely micaceous. To
enumerate all the shapes which illustrate this ware is unneces-

sary, but the Romano-British and Morel Collections in the

British Museum—and in fact any representative collection of

Roman pottery—exhibit all the principal varieties, from the

cinerary urn to the so-called " tear-bottle " or unguent vase.

The principal shapes are also illustrated in the treatises of

Holder and Koenen.

Among sepulchral vases of this ware were the ollac in which

the ashes of slaxes were placed in the columbaria at Rome,

tall jars with moulded rims and flat saucer-shaped covers.^ In

Roman tombs in Gaul and Britain these ollae are usually

placed inside large dolia or amphorae, to protect them from

the weight of the superincumbent earth.^ In Britain they

have been found at Lincoln, on the sites of Roman settle-

ments along the Dover Road, at Colchester, and in other

places, and as many as twenty thousand are recorded as

having been found at Bordeaux;' After the introduction of

Christianity this practice seems to have been abandoned, but

vases of smaller size continued to be placed round the bones

of the dead.

The grey wares were usually made of fine clay, of which

there were two varieties : a sandy loam like that of which

bricks are made on the borders of the chalk formations in

England, and a heavy stone-coloured paste, sonorous when

struck, which has been compared to the clay of modern

Staffordshire ware. The colour of the first-named is light

and its texture brittle, and it was chiefly used for viortaria,

or for cooking-vessels which were exposed to the heat of

the fire. The Diortaria resemble modern milk-pans, being

flat, with overlapping edges and a grooved spout opening

' See Daremberg and Saglio, s.v. 011a. Brit. Arch. Assoc. Joiirn. i. p. 239; and
^ Cf. Wright, Celt, Roman, and Sa.\on\ see above, p. 457.

p. 359 ft. ; Archaeologia,\\\. ]>!. 14, p. loS; ^ Brongniart, i. p. 437.
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in front. They appear to have been used both for cooking,

many bearing traces of the action of fire, and for grinding

food or other commodities, the latter purpose probably

explaining the presence, in the interior of many examples,

of small pebbles, or a hard coating of pounded tile, to

counteract the effects of trituration. They are usually of a

hard coarse texture, but compact and heavy, and their colour

varies from pale red to bright yellow or creamy white.

They are frequently stamped with the name of the potter,

placed in a square or rectangular panel on the rim and often

arranged in two lines. The names are either single, denoting

the work of slaves, as Albinus, Brixsa, Catulus, Sollus, and

Marinus, or double and occasionally even triple, for the work

of freedmen, as O.

Valerius, Sex. Valerius,

O. Averus Veranius,

and so on.' The ex-

ample given in Fig. 230

is from Ribchester in

Lancashire, and bears

the stamp BORlED(/^-i')

Y{ecit). A niortariiiin

recently dug up in

Bow Lane, London, now in the Guildhall Museum, has the

name of Averus Veranius with O • OARR FAC in smaller type

between the words, apparently referring to the place of manu-

facture.- One of the commonest names is that of Ripanus

Tiberinus, who gives the name of the place where he worked

:

RIPAiWS • TIBER • F •

;

LVCVDV FACT, RipauHs Tibeiijnus) fiecit)

;

Lugudu(ni) factijiin):' The potters' names are usually accom-

panied by the letters OF or F. The mortaria vary from seven

to twenty-three inches in diameter, and are found in England,

France, Germany, and Switzerland. Of the second or heavier

variety a curious vase in the form of a human head was found

' See generally C.I.L. vii. 1334. No. 641, n • eriv • germanvs): see also

- /ozirn. Brit. Arch. Assoc. \W\.{iS()o), C.I.L. vii. 1334, 63.

p. 156; other examples at Colchester ^ Roach- Smith, ///. /w'w. Zt-w^/. p. 89;

and Exeter and Guildhall {Cat. p. 104, C.I.L. vii. 1334, 43-

FIi;. 230. KOM.W MORTAKIL'M FROM K!HC;HESTEK

(HKITISII MLSEU.M).
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at Castor ' ; much of the New Forest ware also comes under

the same heading,- including the small cups with pinched-in

sides, some being covered with a slip of micaceous consistency.

Of black ware many varieties have been found in Gaul and

Britain, besides the special local wares which have already been

described. Some were employed as funerary urns, but the

majority are of small size, and in quality they vary from the

extremest coarseness to a fine polished clay, producing an effect

almost equal to the Greek or Etruscan black wares. The finest

specimens of plain black ware are to be seen in the vases with

a highly polished surface, presenting a metallic appearance and

an olive hue which almost approximates to that of bronze.

Examples of this ware are found in Gaul at Lezoux, in Britain

at Castor, and elsewhere.^

In the first century after Christ a superior kind of black ware

seems to have been made in Northern Gaul and Germany,

described by Dragendorff as " Belgic black ware." ^ The clay

is bluish-grey, with black polished surface produced like that of

the bucchero ware by smoke, not like the black glaze of later

Roman ware. A similar variety of grey ware exists, but without

glaze or polish. The forms of the vases vary very much from

the Roman, including a typical high, slim urn and other more

squat forms, closely imitating metal ; they bear some relation

to those of the La Tene period, and are Celtic or Gaulish rather

than German.'' Such ornamentation as they bear is exclusively

linear, and never in relief There is, however, a Roman form of

plate which often occurs, and, generally speaking, the fabric

may be described as a continuation of pre-Roman pottery

influenced by Italy. It is well represented at Xanten and

Andernach, but is not found on the Limes, and is rare in

Britain ; it does not seem to have been made after the beginning

of the Flavian epoch, when it was largely superseded by the

ordinary Roman black glazed wares.

A special kind of black ware seems to have been made in the

' Artis, Dttrobrivae, pi. 49, fig. I. ' BotmerJahrb. xcvi. p. 88.

" See Vict. Hist, of Hants, i. p. 326. ^ Ibid. p. 89; Hettner in Festschr.

^ Cf. Plicque, C^'ramiqiie Ai-venio- fiirjoh. Oz'erbcck, p. 170.

romaine, pp. 16, 30.
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valley of the Rhone, consisting of pots of a coarse, gritty paste

with micaceous particles, breaking with a coarse fracture of a

dark red colour. They have been mostly found at Vienne,

w here they seem to have been made. The bottom of the vase

is usually impressed with a circular stamp with the potter's

name in late letters, as L CAS.SI • O, F(/r)MINVS - F, SEWO F,

SIMILIS • F (from Aixy The well-known name of Fortis has

also been found on black ware from Aix.

In Britain black ware is, as elsewhere, exceedingly common,

and a typical group of the smaller varieties is afforded by a

series of five found in a sarcophagus at Binsted in Hampshire,

now in the British Museum,' consisting of two calices, a jar {olid),

an acetabulum, and a kind of candlestick. The Upchurch ware

largely belongs to this category, and much of the same kind has

been found at Weymouth.

Brown ware of a very coarse st\-le is often found with other

Roman remains, consisting o{ amphorae and other vessels for

domestic use. Examples of amphorae and jugs with female

heads modelled on the necks have been found at Richborough

and elsewhere.'*

At Wroxeter the excavations yielded two new classes of

pottery, one consisting of narrow-necked jugs and viortaria^

very beautifully made from a white local clay, which has been

identified with that found at Broselej' in the neighbourhood,

nowadays supplying material for the manufacture of tobacco-

pipes. The surface is decorated with red and yellow stripes.

The other kind is a variety of red ware which has been styled

" Romano-Salopian," made from clay obtained in the Severn

valley, and differing from the common Roman ware.'^ It is,

however, exceedingly doubtful whether these types should be

classed under the heading Roman.
In conclusion, it may be noted that although all provincial

' C.I.L. xii. 5685, 195, 362, S31, 845 ;
Wright, Celt, Roviaii,and Saxoii\-p. 281 ;

B. M. Cat. of Terracottas, E 145-47 others in E.M.

(wrongly included in that volume among ' Wright, Urieo/i/iivi, p. 251. Ex-

tile-stamps), aniples may be seen in the Shrewsbury

- Arch. Journ. ix. p. 12. Museum.
' Roach-Smith, Richhoroui;h, p. 74;

'" Wright, ibid. p. 252, and Celt,

Roman, and Saxon*, p. 278.
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museums contain more or less complete collections of the ordi-

nary plain fabrics, they are for the most part of strictly local

origin, and not in themselves sufficient for general study. But
since the acquisition of the Morel Collection by the British

Museum the student has ample facilities for investigating there

not only the fabrics of Britain, but also those of Gaul, of which

an exhaustive series is now incorporated in our national

collection.

With this review of the ceramic industries of the Roman
Empire, we conclude our survey of the pottery of the classical

world. Wc have followed its rise from the rough, almost

shapeless products of the Neolithic and earliest Bronze Age,

when the potter's wheel was as yet unknown (on classical soil),

and decoration w^as not attempted, or was confined to the rudest

kinds of incised patterns. We have traced the development

of painted decoration from monochrome to polychrome, from

simple patterns to elaborate pictorial compositions, and so

to its gradual decay and disappearance under the luxurious

and artificial tendencies of the Hellenistic Age, when men
were ever seeking for new artistic departures, and a new system

of technique arose which finally substituted various forms of

decoration in relief for painting. And lastly, we have seen

how this new system established itself firmly in the domain

of Roman art, until with the gradual decay of artistic taste

and under the encroachments of barbarism, it sank into neglect

and oblivion. We observe, too, with a melancholy interest, that

while other arts, such as architecture, painting, and metal-work,

have left some sort of heritage to the later European civilisa-

tions, and like the runners in the Greek torch-race

vital lampada tradunt,

this is not so in the case of pottery. This art had, it would

seem, completely worn itself out, and had, in fact, returned

to the level of its earliest beginnings. The decorative element

disappears, and pottery becomes, as in its earliest days, a mere

utilitarian industry, the secrets of its former technical achieve-

ments irrevocably lost, its ornamentation reduced to the simplest
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and roughest kinds of decoration, and its status among the

products of human industry once more limited to the mere

supplying of one of the humblest of men's needs.

But this was inevitable, and we must perforce be content;

for have we not seen, in the course of its rise and fall, a

reflection of the whole history of Greek art, from the humble

beginnings in which Pausanias descried the touch of some-

thing divine which presaged its future greatness ? It is un-

necessary to recapitulate the manner in which the successive

stages of Greek art are mirrored in the pottery, from the

first efforts of the Athenian potter down to the eclecticism

of the Arretinc ware. Let it suffice to say that the object

of this work has been twofold : firstly, to show the many-

sided interests of the historical study of ancient pottery

;

secondly, to point out its value to the student of ancient

art and mythology : and that it is the modest hope of the

writer that this object has been in some measure fulfilled.
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Abaskantos, lamp-maker, i. loS

Ahecedaria, ii. 31 1, and see Alphabet

Abella, vases from, i. 81 ; fabric of, i.

484
Acanthus-patterns, ii. 223

Acetabulum, ii. 469
Achaeans in Cyprus, i. 245, and see 275

Acheloos, ii. S3. 10

1

Achilles on vases, ii. 120 ff. ; fight over

body of, i. 323
Acids used for cleaning vases, i. 40, 41

Aco Acastus, potter, ii. 517

AcratophoKum, ii. 464
Acrobats, ii. 165, 182

Actors on vases, i. 473, ii. 160 ff., 197

Adjuvate, sodalcs, inscription on lamp, ii.

411, 422

Admetos and Alkestis, ii. 102, 140, 310,

312

Adonis, ii. 42

Adrastos, ii. 119

Aecetiae pocoloiH, i. 490
Aegean pottery, i. 262 ff., 275

Islands, vase-finds in the, i. 54 ff.

Aegina, personified, ii. 19, 82 ; vases

from, i. 54, 30S, 492
Aegisthos, death of, ii. 138

Aeneas on vases, ii. 129, 135; on lamps,

ii. 414, 421

Aeolis, finds in, i. 62
;
pottery of, i. 339,

347. 356
Aeolus, ii. 14

Aeson, vase-painter, i. 444
Aesop on vase, ii. 151 ; on lamp, ii. 415 ;

fables of, on lamps, ii. 416
" Affected " amphorae, i. 387

Africa, types of tombs in, i. 36 ; vases

from, i. 67 ; Ionic pottery of, i. 340 ff. ;

relations with Ionia, i. 355 ; lamps

from, ii. 399, 406, 427 ; liust of, on
lamp, ii. 412

dyaXfMa, i. 98

Agamedes and Trophonios, ii. 140

Agamemnon on vases, ii. 126, 137
Agia Paraskevi (Cyprus), i. 35, 66, 246

Agon, ii. 89, 194

Agra, mysteries of, ii. 27, 104

Agriculture on vases, ii. 171

Agrigentum, see Girgenti

Agrios, myth of, ii. 141

Agrippa, painter on terracotta, i. 119,

ii. 366

Aigeus, ii. 108

Aithra, ii. 24

Ajax, son of Odeus, ii. 134, 135

son of Telamon, ii. 124, 128, 129;

death of, ii. 133, 310

Akamas and Demophon, ii. 135

&KaTos, i. 186

dKparocpdpos, i. 1 73
Akratos, i. 88, ii. 64

CLKpcoT-qpLa, i. 97 ff.

Aktaeon on vases, ii. 35, 310 ; on lamps,

ii. 414 ; on Gaulish pottery, ii. 50S

Aktur and Astyoche, ii. 143

d\al3aaTodriK7}, i. 133

Alabastron, i, 196, 308, 312, 492
Alba Longa, i. 79 ; hut-urns from, ii.

288

Alcaeus quoted, i. 133; on vases, ii. 151

Alexander the Great on Arretine vase, ii,

494

557
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Alexandria, vases from, i. 67, 146 ; por-

celain ware of, i. 129; wine-amphorae

from, i. I54ff.

Alexandrine subjects on vases, i. 502 ; in

Gaulish terracottas, ii. 386 ; on Roman
lamps, ii. 418 ; on Arretine vases, ii.

489
Alkestis, see Admetos

Alkmena, i. 480, ii. 19

Alkyoneus, ii. 100

Allegory on vases, i. 21

Allier, valley of, as centre for Gaulish

terracottas, ii. 380 ff. ; for pottery,

ii. 533 ; clay of, ii. 434

Allifae, pottery of, ii. 475, 478

dXwTreK^, ii. 179, 200

Alphabet, introduction into Greece and

early varieties, ii. 245 ff. ; scheme of

early varieties, ii. 248; Attic, i. 12,

ii. 246, 268 ; early Eiruscan, ii. 296,

311

Altemura, vases from, i. 85

Alyzia, inscribed tile from. i. 102

Amasis, king of Egypt, i. 345

potter, i. 381 ff., 387
. vase-painter, i. 439
Amathus, pottery from, i. 36, 66,

250. 253

Amazons on vase>, ii. 99, 111, 132,

195 ; on lamps, ii. 415

America, museums of, i. 26, 30

Amorgos, pottery from, i. 56, 262

Amphiaraos, i. 76, 318, ii. 1 18

Amphion, ii. 117

Amphitrite, ii. 23. 1S9

Amphitruo of Rhinthon, see i. 473
Amphorae, forms of Greek, i. 153 ff.

;

Apulian, i. 162, 469 ; Attic, i. 295,

368, 372, 41 1 : Chalcidian, i. 322

;

Melian,i. 57, 301 ; Nicosthenic, i. 385 ;

Panathenaic, i. 46, 69, 84, 132, 145.

388 ff. ; '-Tyrrhenian," i. 160, 324;

"affected," i. 387; " false-necked," i.

246, 271 ; ornamentation of, i. 375, ii.

234 ;
prices paid for, i. 44 ff. ; ancient

examples at Erythrae, i. 205 ; used as

wine-jars, i. 154 ft. ; Roman, ii. 460 ff.

&/x(pwTLS, i. 186

Ampulla, ii. 465

Amyklae, pottery from, i. 52

147,

144,

Amykos, ii. 115

Amymone, ii. 24

Anakles, potter, i. 384
Anakreon on vases, ii. 152

Analyses of pottery, i. 203, ii. 301, 435
Ananke, ii. 69, 90

dvaffpiSes, ii. 178

Andernach, Roman pottery from, ii. 500,

502, 509, 522, 533
Andokides, potter, i. 386, 401, ii. 258

Andromache and Astyanax, ii. 131

Andromeda, ii. 1 13

'Avecr/Scopa, ii. 75

Animals on early vases, see Chapters

VI.—VIII. passim ; as subjects on

vases, ii. 184 ff. ; on lamps, ii. 418 ; as

pets, ii. 168, 173

Annia Arescusana, potter, ii. 367

Aunitm novum fatistiim felicem, inscrip-

tion on lamps, ii. 398, 420

Ansae Inniilatae, ii. 287

Antaios, i. 431, ii. 100

Antefixal ornaments, Greek, i. 97 ff.
;

Etruscan, ii. 317; Roman, ii. 343 ff.,

and see 365, 371

Anfe-Hoinen'ca, subjects from, ii. 4, 1 19 ff.

Antepagineutum, ii. 315, 365

Anthedon, vases from, i. 53

Antonius Epaphras, M., potter, ii. 367

Anzi, vases found at, i. 83, 481

Apate, ii. 90

Apes on vases, i. 355, ii. 185

Aphidna, early pottery from, i. 49, 278

Aphrodite, in terracottas, i. 123 ff. ; dedi-

cations to, at Naukratis, i. 345 ; repre-

sentations of, on vases, ii. 42 ff., 191;

on cup in B. M., i. 434, 457 ; with

Persephone, ii. 28, 42 ; at Judgment

of Paris, ii. 122 ; on mural reliefs, ii.

368 ; in Gaulish terracottas, ii. 385 ;

on lamps, ii. 410 ; and see Venus

Apollo, dedications to, i. 139, 345 ; repre-

sentations of, on vases, ii. 29 ff., 189;

in Gigantomachia, ii. 13, 15 ; with

Herakles, ii. 33, 97, 103 ; on mural

reliefs, ii. 368 ; on lamps, ii. 409 ; and

see Helios

Apollodoros, vase-painter, i. 439
Apollonia, vases from, i. 60

Appius, L., potter, ii. 490
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Applique reliefs, i. 1 19, 497 ; at Lezoux.

ii. 529 ; and see k|J.^\r]^J.o.^a.

Apuleius quoted, ii. 403

Apulia, vases from, i. 83 ff. ; local pottery

of, ii. 323 ff. ; painted pottery of, i.

468 ff., 485, 486; shapes, i. 144. 171,

178, 179, 469; ornamentation, i. 468,

ii. 235 ; arrangement of subjects on,

ii. 209 ; inscriptions on, ii. 271 ff.
;

sepulchral subjects on, i. 144, 476,

ii. 157 ; scenes from Under-world on,

ii. 67 ff.

Aqueducts, use of brick in, ii. 336
Archemoros, ii. 118

'Apxefai/TTjy, ii. 92

Archers, ii. 177, 178, 199

Archikles, potter, i. 374, 384
Architecture, terracotta used in, i. 91 ff. ;

in Etruria, ii. 314 ff.; at Rome and

Pompeii, ii. 330 ff. ; use of bricks and

tiles ill, i.91 ff. , ii. 336 ff., 343 ; use of

vases in, ii. 457 ; treatment of, in vase-

paintings, ii. 205 ff. ; imitations of, in

arrangement of designs, i. 378, ii. 207 ;

in patterns, ii. 2U
Archons, names of, on vases, i. 69, 390
apOavLOV, i. 167

Arcs on vases, ii. 41, 190 ; in Giganto-

machia, ii. 13, 15 ; on lamps, ii. 409
Arezzo, pottery found at, i. 29, 72, ii.

479, 481 ;
potters' tools and stamps

from, i. 207, ii. 438, 439, 493 ; and see

Arretium

Argolis, pottery from, i. 51 ; as centre of

fabric, i. 274, 298, 307, 336 ; inscrip-

tions in alphabet of, i. 308, 335, 357,

ii. 249

Argonauts on vases, i. 442, ii. 115, and

see ii. 104

Argos, vases from, i. 52

guardian of lo, ii. 20

Ariadne on vases, ii. 57, no, 298

Aridikes and Telephanes, painters, i. 312,

320, 395
Arimasiii, ii. 148

Aristonoos, vase of, i. 168, 297, ii. 249

Aristophanes cjuoted or referred to, i.

132, 143, ii. 266

vase painter, i. 444
Arkesilaos of Kyrene, i. 341 ff., ii. 149;

cup with subject of, i, 44, 341 ff., ii.

149, 250

sculptor and modeller, ii. 372
Aries, pottery from, ii. 524
Armed foot-race, ii. 164

Armento, vases from, i. 83
Arming of warriors, ii. 175
Armour, how represented, ii. 198
Arrangement of subjects on vases, ii.

206 ff

Arretine vases, ii. 479 ff. ; connection of,

with Gaulish ware, ii. 500, 517 ff.

Arretium as centre of fabric, ii. 432. 475,

477 : and see Arezzo

Artemis, on lamps, i. 107, ii. 409 ; on
vases, ii. 30 ff, 35, 190; in Giganto-
machia, ii. 13, 15; as Aidos, ii. 90;
Asiatic, i. 56, 289, 301, ii. 35 ; Dik-
tynna, i. 497, ii. 35

Artis on kilns at Castor, ii. 435, 447 ft".

Artistic aspects of study of vases, i. 13,
and see i. 20

Artists' signatures, ii. 244, 257 ft"., 272;
list of, ii. 273 ff.; Athenian, i. 379 ft".,

420 ff, ii. 257 ft".

apvar/jp, apvarixos. i. 179
dpvTaiua, i. I 79
Aryballos, i. 127, 197, 300; Corinthian,

i. 312 ; later type, i. 412, 492
Ashmolean Museum, see O.xford

Asia personified, ii. 81

Asia Minor, vase-collections in, i. 30 ;

tombs of i. 34 ; vase-finds in, i. 61,

330. 356 ; lamps from, i. 108
; porcelain

ware from, i. 129

Asiatic art, influence of, on Arretine ware,
ii. 489 ; and .see Ionic

Asine, pottery from, i. 52

Asklepios, ii. 76 ; on lamp (?), ii. 416
Askos, i. 119, 129, 199; liical Ajndian,

ii. 325, 326

Assariik, pottery from, i. 64, 280, 340
Assos, pottery from, i. 62

Assteas, vase-painter, i. 81, 83, 472, 474,
478 ff , ii. 104, 271

Assyrian bricks and cylinders, i. 6, 7 ;

enamels, i. 8 ; textile fabrics, i. 312,

333> 334 ; influence on Greek pottery,

i- 295, 333 ; and see Oriental

Asti, see Hasta
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'AcTTwo/j-oL on tiles; i. loi

Astyanax, ii. 131, 134

Atalante, ii. 141, 142; on Gaulish vase,

ii- 532

in Lokris, vases found at, i. 53

Ate, ii. 90

Ateius, Cn., potter, ii. 500

Athamas (?), see Salmoneus

Athena, on vases, i. 323, ii. 37 ff. ; types

of, ii. 190; statues of, ii. 40, 134, and

see Palladion ; Parthenos on vases, i.

449, 451; Promachos, i. 389; with

Poseidon on vase, i. 464, 497, ii. 24

;

on lamp, ii. 409 ; birth of, i. 370, 396,

ii. 15, 294 ; birth-lype used for other

scenes, i. 3S8 ; with Ilerakles, ii. 38,

105 ; in Trojan scenes, ii. 39, 133 ; at

Judgment of Paris, ii. 122

Athenaeus on shapes of vases, i. 148 ff.
;

on drinking-cups, i. 180 ff".

'A0r]va7os on tile from Marathon, i. 99
Athenian artists or potters, i. 379 ff,

421 ff"., ii. 2550".; migration of, to

other parts, i. 464, 465 ; festivals, ii.

156 ; horsemen or knights, ii. 166, 177,

179 ; sepulchral reliefs, i. 477, ii. 158;

tribal heroes, ii. 140 ; vases made for

Cyprus, i. 255 ; exported to other

parts, i. II, 405, 458, 464; influenced

by Ionian, i. 294, 295, 388 ; contrasted

with Ionian, i. 332, 356 ; chronology

of, i. 401 ff., 463, ii. 270; and see

generally Dipylon, Proto-Attic, Black-

figured, Red-figured; white lekythi, i.

48, 54, 86, 132, 142, 196, 454 ft'.,

ii. 157

Athens, history of, in connection with

vases, i. 11, 369, 418, 463; finds of

vases at, i. 12, 33, 46 ff. ; of lamps,

i. 108 ; museum of, i. 26, 30, 48

;

Acropolis, finds on, i. 33, 48, 138,

402; tombs at, i. ^}, 47, 142, 147;

modern forgers at, i. 43 ; potters'

quarter at, i. 89, 231 ;
public measure

at, i. 135 ; early artistic position of,

i. 235, 292, 369; art of painting at,

i. 396 ff"., 409, 441 ff-, 454; pottery

of, see Chapters VI., VII., IX.-XI.

passim ; its native origin, i. 20, 278 ;

inscriptions on vases, ii. 255 ff., and

see Attic ; termination of vase-paint-

ing at, i. 463 ff".

Athletes on vases, i. 417, 476, ii. 162 ff".
;

attire of, ii. 197

Atilius, K., potter, i. 502

Atlantes of terracotta at Pompeii, ii. 374
Atlas, ii. 75
Atreus and Thyestes, ii. 141

Attegia tegtilicia, ii. 342
Attic alphabet, i. 12, ii. 246, 268; dia-

lect, ii. 237, 255 ; inscriptions, i. 291,

296, 325, 370, 379. ii- 255 ff".
;
palaeo-

graphy of, ii. 268 ff". ; comedy reflected

on vases, i. 473, 483, 484 ; legends on

vases, ii. 138 ft'.

Attica, finds of pottery in, i. 49, 278 ff.

;

and see Athens

Auge, i. 474, ii. 104

Aulis, scenes at, ii. 124

Aurae, ii. 81, 193

Auster, stamp of, ii. 440
Australis on Roman tile, ii. 359
Austria, vase-collections of, i. 28

Auvergne, potteries in, ii. 504 ; and see

Lezoux

Avot iox fecit, ii. 382, 509

Babylonia, Ijricks of, i. 6, 8, 91, 94;
cylinders and tablets, i. 7 ; enamels,

i. 8

Bacchic scenes, see Dionysiac

Bacchylides and vase-paintings, ii. 6

Baking, of terracottas, i. 116; of vases,

i. 214 ff. ; ovens for, i. 105; and see

Kilns

Ball-games, ii. 167

Banassac, fabric of, ii. 524

Banquet-scenes, ii. 180 ft". ; use of kylix

in, i. 188

Barbarians on vases, i. 420, ii. 178 ff.

Barbotine decoration, i. 130, 2IO, ii. 438,

442, 505, 512 ; in Germany, ii. 51 3,

536 ; at Lezoux, ii. 528,529 ; at Castor,

ii- 544
Bargates, potter, ii. 483
Bari, vases from, i. 84, 86 ; local pottery

of, ii. 326
" Base-ring" ware (Cypriote), i. 242

Basile and Echelos, ii. 27, 140
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Bathing-scenes, ii. 165, 173

Baths, use of tiles in, i. 103, ii. 342, 346 ;

use of bricks in, ii. 331, 335, 339;
vessels used for, i. 176

' of Caracalla, arrangements of, ii. 347

Bears on lamps, ii. 398
" Belgic" black ware, ii. 552

Bellerophon on vases, ii. 114; on lamps,

ii. 414
Benghazi, vases from, i. 6S ;

porcelain

ware from, i. 129; and see Cyrenaica

Berlin Museum, i. 25, 28

Bide, amice, de mco on Gaulish vase, ii. 524
/Su-os, i. 164

"Bilingual" vases, i. 387

Biremes on Geometrica vases, i. 291,

ii. 178

Blacas krater, i. 409, 443, ii. 78, 79

Black punctured ware (Cypriote), i. 242

slip ware (Cypriote), i. 241

varnish, i. 210, 219 ff., 371, 405
wares (Etruscan), ii. 291 ; men-

tioned in Latin literature, ii. 304;

plain Roman, ii. 552 ; and see Etruria,

Naukratis, etc.

Black-bodied amphorae, i. 151 ; other

vases, i. 221

Black-figured vases, i. 219, 368; from

Cyprus, i. 255 ; from Ionia, i. 330,

356 ff.; technique of, i. 219, 370;
shapes, i. 372 ff. ; ornamentation, i.

375 ff., ii. 234 ; subjects, i. 376 ff.
;

artists of, i. 379 ff., ii. 274 ; arrangement

of sul)jects on, ii. 207 ; KaX6s-names

on, ii. 277 ; transition to R.F., i. 386,

393, 400 ; treatment of eye on, com-

pared with R.F., i. 40S ; subjects com-

pared with R.F., i. 416 ff.; varieties

of amphora in, i. 159

Blanchet on Gaulish terracottas, ii. 380 ff.;

on kilns in France, ii. 443, 451 ; on

Gaulish pottery-centres, ii. 533
Boar-hunts on vases, i. 315, ii. 166 ; and

see Calydonian

Boat-shaped vases, i. 186; lamps, ii. 403
Bohiau on Geometrical pottery, i. 286 'iL ;

on Proto-Attic, i. 292 ; on Phaleron

ware, i. 298 ; on Ionic pottery, i. 336 ff.

Boeotia, pottery from, i. 52 ; tiles from,

i. 102; terracottas from, i. iiS, 123,

\0L. II.

290 ; Mycenaean pottery from, i. 274 ;

Geometrical, i. 52, 159, 286; bronze

fibulae of, i. 290 ; Froto-Corinthian

vases, i. 307 ; later local fabrics, i. 300,

391, 451 ; vases with reliefs, i. 497 ;

alphabet of, ii. 252 ; artists' signatures,

ii. 252, 273
Boiae, foundation of (?), ii. 143
Bologna, vases from, i. 72 ; \'illanuova

civilisation at, ii. 285

Bolsena, vases from, i. 73, 501

Bomarzo, vases from, i. 74
j3o/i^v\LOS, i. 198

Borax, use of, for red glaze, ii. 437
Boreades, ii. 81, 115, 116

Boreas, ii. 80, 1 15, 194

Boriedus, potter, ii. 551

Boston Museum, i. 26, 30; vase in, ii.483

Bowls, Megarian or Homeric, i. 50, 53,

134, 1S5, 499; for libations, i. 140,

192, ii. 471 ;
" Italian Megarian,'' ii.

490; forms of Gaulish, ii. 501, 520 ff. ;

and see Calix, Patera, Phiale

Bo.xers, ii. 163

Braziers, i. 105

Bricks, use of, in Babylonia, i. 6, 91 ; in

Greece, i. 89 ff. ; in Etruria, ii. 314;
at Rome, ii. 331, 336, 340, 352 ; at

Pompeii, ii. 337 ; sun-dried, i. 91 ft'.,

ii- 331- 335 ; leaked, i. 95, ii. 334 ff.
;

sizes of Roman, ii. 332 : methods of

construction in, ii. 337 ff. ; stamps and

inscriptions on, ii. 352 {{. ; and see

Tiles

Bridal scenes, see Marriage

Britain, vase-collections in, i. 27 ; use of

brick in, ii. 332, 337, and see 335 ;

tiles from, ii. 346, 348, 358, 359, 363 ;

terracotta statuettes from, ii. 379, 384 ;

kilns found in, ii. 444, 445, 454 ; wine-

amphorae, ii. 461 ; Roman pottery

found in, ii. 540 ff. ; imported wares,

ii. 504, 540; subjects, 508; types and

chronological sequence, ii. 540 ; bar-

botine wares in, ii. 513, 544 ; Rutenian,

ii. 522; Lezoux ware, ii. 529; "false

Samian " ware, ii. 541 ;
potters' names

from, ii. 542 ; local fabrics, ii. 543 ff.
;

plain wares, ii. 549 ff. ; and see Castor,

New Forest, Upchurch
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British Museum, i. 1 7, 24, 27 ; prices

paid by, for vases, i. 43 ff.

School at Athens, excavations of,

i. 57, 262, 265

^pofuas, i. 1 86

Brongniart on Greek vases, i. 203 ; on

bucchero, ii. 301 ; on plain Roman
wares, ii. 437, 548

Bronze, workers in, ii. 171 ; imitations

of, in bucchero ware, ii. 303 ; in Roman
pottery, ii. 528, 552

Age in Cyprus, i. 35, 66, 206,

237 ff. ; in Italy, ii. 283 ff. ; porcelain

ware of, i. 127

Brunn on Melian reliefs, i. 120

Brushes used for painting vases, i. 227

Brygos, potter, i. 421, 437, ii. 256

Bucchero ware in Cyprus, i. 242 ; in

Etruria, ii. 2S9, 295, 301 ff.

Bucket, see k6.Zo%, Situla

Bularchos, painter, i. 361, 363

Burgon vases, i. 45, 47, 57, 145, 285, 295

Burial scenes, and use of vases in, see

Funeral

Burlesques, ii. 159; and see Caricatures,

Comedy
Busiris, ii. 102

Busts of terracotta (funereal), i. 123

Butades, i. 98, 1 10

Butrio, potter, ii. 527

Cacus, ii. 100

Cadiis, ii. 463 ; and see Kabos

Caecilius Saevus, L., lamp-maker, ii. 406,

423, 425. 428

Caere, see Cervetri

Caeretan hydriae, i. 166, 353 ff., ii. 308 ;

allied fabrics, i. 356 ff.

Caesar, C. Julius, his finds of vases at

Corinth, i. 134

Caistor-by-Norwich, kiln at, ii. 445, 449
Calene phialae, i. 502, and see ii. 490
Calidius Strigo, potter, ii. 482

Ca/ix, ii. 468 ; and see Bowl, Kylix

Calvi (Cales), vases from, i. 81, 119, 146,

191, 502

Calydonian boar-hunt, ii. 1 14, 294
Calyx-patterns, ii. 221

Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, i. 27

Cambridgeshire, Roman tombs in, ii. 351,

456
Campania, vases found in, i. 80, 146;

amphorae of, i. 162, 469, 484 ; fabrics

of, i. 467 ff., 482 ff. ; local, i. 227,484;
Roman pottery in, ii. 475, 478

Candelabrum-amphorae, i. 162

Canino, i. 44, 76 ; and see Vulci

Canoleius, L.
,
potter, i. 502

Canopic jars (Etruscan), ii. 304
Canosa, vases from, i. 84, 118, 146, 487
Capedo, capis. ii. 471

Capitoline Jupiter, temple of, ii. 314, 371,

and see i. 116 ; statue of, ii. 314, 372

Capua, vases from, i. 81, ii. 488, 493

;

tiles from, i. 98, 103 ; vases with gild-

ing from, i. 210, 231, 498 ; forgeries

made at, i. 42

Caria, pottery from, i. 64, 330, 340
Caricatures on vases, i. 392

Carthage, lamps from, ii. 397, 399, 405,

422 ; Gaulish vase at, ii. 523

Casks, see Dolium, Pithos

Castor, kilns of, ii. 435, 437, 444, 446 ff.

;

ware of, ii. 543, and see 442, 536
Catagrapha, i. 397, 455
Catalogues of vases, i. 26 ?i. ; and see

Bibliography in Vol. I.

Catinus and catillus, ii. 469
Cato on terracotta sculpture at Rome, ii.

373
Caudebec, terracotta figure from, ii. 384

Cave-dwellings, pottery from, i. 4

Ceglie, vases from, i. 84

Centaurs, ii. 102, in, 145, 195

Centorbi, vases from, i. 87

Cerialis, potter, ii. 439, 511, 536
Cerigo, see Kythera

Cervetri (Caere), vases from, i. 75, ii.

292 ff., 297, 307, 308; architectural

terracottas from, i. 98, ii. 315, 317 5

vases with reliefs from, i. 496, ii. 292

;

painted slabs from, ii. 299, 319

;

Regulini-Galassi tomb at, ii. 300

;

abecedaria from, ii. 31 1 ; sarcophagi

from, ii. 317, 321

Cesnola, i. 65

Chachrylion, potter, i. 420, 424, 427,

430
Xatpe KoX ttUi eP, i. 373, ii. 265
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Chalcidian vases, i. 321 ff. ; alphabet and

inscriptions, ii. 253

Ciialcosthenes or Caicosthenes, i. 92

Chalkis as pottery centre, i. 55, 307,

321 ff., 495
Chamber-tombs (Etruscan), ii. 294 ff.

Chares, vase-painter, i. 315

Charinos, potter, i. 411, 492

Chariot-scenes on vases, ii. 164, 166, 176 ;

on lamps, ii. 417, 422

Charioteer, dress of, ii. 198

Charon, i. 459, ii. 69, 193

Charun, ii. 69, 193, 310

Cheiron, ii. 95, 120, 145

Clielis, potter, i. 420, 424, 427

Chequer-patterns, ii. 215

Chest of Kypselos, see Kypselos

Chevron-patterns, ii. 214

Chigi vase, i. 309

Children, vases used by, i. 137 ; subjects

relating to, ii. 167, 174

Chimaera, ii. 114, 148

Chiton, treatment of, on vases, i. 372, ii.

200

Chiusi, vases from, i. 73 ; as centre for

Etruscan pottery, ii. 302, 304
Christian lamps, ii. 404, 420

Chronology of Cypriote pottery, i. 245 ff. ;

of Cretan, i. 265 ; of R.F. vases, i.

401 ff., 463, ii. 271 ; of Gaulish terra-

cottas, ii. 385 ; of Roman lamps, ii.

399 ff.; of Gaulish pottery, ii. 501 ft".,

516 ft".

Chrysaor, ii. 112

Chryse, ii. 105, 115, 124

Chrysos, ii. 85, 88

Chthonian deities, in terracottas, i. 123 ff.

;

on vases, ii. 67 ff.

Xurpa, i. 174

Xvrpevs, x^TpoirXados, i. 232

Ciborium, i. 186, ii. 468

Cicero quoted, ii. 365, 371

Cincelli, potteries at, ii. 480, 483
Cinerary urns, i. 144 ff.; Etruscan, ii.

285, 288 ; Roman, ii. 456, and see

550; and see Osstian'a

Cinnamus, potter, ii. 527

Circle-patterns, ii. 216

Circus, scenes from, on mural reliefs, ii.

370 ; on lamps, ii. 417, 422

Cistae, Etruscan, compared with vases,

ii. 307

Cities personified, ii. 81, 82, 194
Civil use of pottery, see Measures

Civita Castellana, see Falerii

• Lavinia, terracottas from, i. 98,

loi, ii. 316, 317

Vecchia, vases from, i. 74
Classical literature, see Literature

Clay, earliest working in, i. 5 ff. ; uses of,

i. 89 ff". ; varieties of. i. 113, 204 ; used

for bricks and tiles, i. 90 ff., ii. 333 ff". ;

for sarcophagi, i. 104 ; for models,

i. Ill, ii. 375 ; for porcelain objects,

i. 127; in sculpture, i. 109 ff., ii. 314,

317, 371 ff.; nature of, for terracotta

figures, i. 113, ii. 380 ; for mural reliefs,

ii. 366 ; for lamps, ii. 404 ; for Roman
pottery, ii. 434 ft", 548 ; preparation of,

for vases, i. 202 ff. ; representations of

digging for. ii. 170

Clazomenae, vases from, i. 62, 64, 330,

354> 356 ; as centre of Ionic fabiic, i.

350> 354 ; sarcophagi of, i. 62, 362 ff". ;

compared with vases, i. 350 ff.

Cobnertus, potter, ii. 440
Coins, terracotta moulds for, i. 106, ii.

390 ff.; compared with R.F. vases, i.

426 ; evidence of, for Greek alphabets,

ii. 246

Colchester, terracottas from, ii. 384

;

kilns at, ii. 445 ; vase from, ii. 544
Collections of vases, early, i. 16 ff.; list

of existing, i. 27 ft".

Colours used for terracottas, i. 116; for

vases, i. 230 ; in Etruscan art, ii. 299,

321 ft". ; f(jr mural reliefs, ii. 366

Combats, ii. 175 ff. ; and see Gladiators

Comedy, scenes from, on vases, i. 473,

ii. 160

Comitialis, potter, ii. 51

1

" Complementary " method of represen-

tation, ii. 10

Concentric circles, Cy|)riote, i. 251, ii.

216

Coiclamatio, ii. 157

Concrete, use of, in Roman buildings, ii.

335 ff

Condatomagus, see Graufesenque

CoiigiKs, ii. 472
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Consuls, names of, on liles, ii. 360 ; on

vases, ii. 462, 512
" Continuous " method of representation,

ii. 10

Convivial inscriptions, ii. 265, 524, 53S

Cooking-vessels, i. 174, ii. 470

Corfu, vases from, i. 54 ; tiles from, i.

lOI

Corinth, its early commercial and artistic

importance, i. 11, 303; finds of

pottery at, i. 50, 139, 304, 305, 307 ;

amphora-handles from, i. 158 ; clay of,

i. 304, 305 ; industries of, represented

on vases, i. 207, 216, 305, 317, ii. 170

Corinthian krater, i. 168; kylix, i. 190;

painters, i. 312, 320, 395 ;
pinakes, i.

51, 139, 207, 216, 224, 305, 316, ii.

23, 170, 249, 251 ; vases generally,

i. 304 ff ; sites where found, i. 304 ;

classification, i. 305 ff. ; shapes, i.

311 ff.. 317; ornamentation, i. jlift-,

320, ii. 233 ; subjects, i. 314, 318 ;

inscriptions, i. 315, 326, ii. 249 It. ;

potters' names, i. 315, ii. 250, 273;

imitations of. i. 321 ; types from, on

"Tyrrhenian" amphorae, i. 326; points

of contact with Ionia, i. 329 ft. ; found

in Etruria, i. 77, 318, ii. 294 ft"., 307

Corinlho-Attic vases, see Tyrrhenian

Cornelius, P., potter, ii. 482

Corneto, vases from, i. 74, ii. 2S4

Cornices of terracotta, i. 97, ii. 344

Cosmogonic deities, ii. 73 ff.

Costume on Greek vases, ii. 200 ff.

Countries personified, ii. 81, 82, 194
" Courting "-scenes, i. 475, ii. 183

Crater, see Krater

Crescent patterns, ii. 218

Cretan bull, ii. 96

Crete, finds in, i. 59, 152, 2630". ; ossiiaria

in, i. 145, 272 ; ethnography of, i. 264 ;

early pottery of i. 265 ft". ; as My-

cenaean centre, i. 269, 274; influence

on later pottery, i. 276 ; the island

personified, ii. 82

Crimea, vases from, i. 60, 330, 340, 447,

448, 464 ; wine-amphorae from, i. 158

Croesus, see Kroisos

Crudiis, used of bricks, i. 90, 92 ; of

vases, i. 214

"Cult of Tomb" on lekythi, i. 143, 459,

460, ii. 158 ; on Apulian vases, i. 144,

476, ii. 158

Cumae, vases from, i. 80, 210 ; fabrics

of i. 483, ii. 478
Cupid, see Eros

Cups, see Drinking-cup, Kylix, etc.

Curetes and infant Zeus, ii. 368

Curium, tombs at, i. 36, 255, and see 66,

67 ; vases from, i. 128, 243 ft'., 488

Cyathus, ii. 467 ; and see Kyathos

Cyclades, finds in, i. 56 ; early pottery

of i. 9, 56, 260 ft"., 303

Cyclic poets and vase -subjects, ii. 4,

iigff".

Cyoius, scene from drama of, ii. 531

Cylinders, Assyrian, i. 7

Cyprus, vase-collections in, i. 30 ; tombs

in, i. 34 ff. ; finds of pottery, i. 65, 237,

240, 250, 273, 280 ; terracottas, i. 112,

123 ff. ; general character of pottery, i.

236 ; shapes of vases, . i. 238, 252 ;

Bronze-Age pottery, i. 66, 266, 237 ff". ;

Mycenaean pottery, i. 239, 244

;

Graeco- Phoenician, i. 247 ff ; Hel-

lenic, i. 255 ; Roman, ii. 495, 499 ;

ethnology of inhabitants, i. 240, 248

;

chronology of pottery, i. 250

Cyrenaica, tombs in, i. 36; vases from,

i. 69, 465; terracottas, i. 125, 126;

and see Kyrene

Cyrene, see Kyrene

Daidalos, see Ikaros

Daily life, scenes from, on vases, i. 417,

449, 475, ii. I54ff. ; on lamps, ii.

416 ft". ; of women and children, ii.

172 ft".

Dali, pottery of i. 250, 273

Danae, ii. 19, 112

Danaids, ii. 68

Danaos (?), ii. 140

Dancing scenes on Greek vases, ii. 168,

182 ; on Arretine vases, see Hieroduli

Daphnae, pottery from, i. 68, 349 ff". ;

Fikellura style at, i. 338, 352 ;
scale-

pattern used at, i. 311, 337- 352, ii. 218

Dardanus, see Troad

Dareios in council, ii. 15

1
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Daulis, vases from, i. 53

Dawn, see Eos

Death-deities, ii. 72 ; and see Thanatos

Dechelette on Gaulish pottery, ii. 432,

504 ff, 516 ff.

Decoration of vases, artistic value of, i.

14 ; see Ornamentation, Subjects

Decorative patterns, see Ornamental

Dedicatory inscriptions on Greek vases,

i. 139, ii. 242 ; on lamps, ii. 421

Deepdene, collection of vases at, i. 17,

27. 323

Deianeira, ii. 102, 104

Deinos (vase-shape), i. 173

Deities, terracotta statuettes of, i. 122;

Gaulish, ii. 384 ff. ; representations of,

on vases, see Chaps. XII., XIII. ; on

lamps, ii. 40S ff. ; Etruscan, ii. 310

Delos as centre of vase-fabric (?), i. 57,

302 ; braziers made at, i. 105

Delphi, pottery from, i. 53
Delphic scenes on vases, ii. 29 ff., 103,

138

Delphiniform lamps, ii. 399
Demeter, ii. 26 ff., 189; Inist of, in ter-

racotta, i. 123

Demons, on braziers, i. 105 ; and see

Death-deities

Ari/x6<na. on tiles, i. 102 ; on a washing-

basin, ii. 260

Arifj.6(TLov on a measure, i. 135

Demosthenes, allusions to vases in, i.

133. 142

Dennis, explorations of, in the Cyrenaica,

i. 36 ; in Etruria, i. 38 ; in Sicilv, i.

87

Departure-scenes on vases, ii. 176

S^Tras, i. 1 48, 181

Dt'/'osi/io-sccnes, i. 459, ii. 157

Descriptive names, ii. 91, 260

Devices on shields, ii. 198

Diadumenos, terracotta figure of, i. 126

Diana on Gaulish pottery, ii. 507, 508
;

and see Artemis

Diitrephes (?), ii. 151

Dike, ii. 69, 89

Dimini, pottery from, i. 54
di/xv^oi (of lamps), i. 107

Diocletian, tile-stamps in reign of, ii.

353. 362

Diogenes on lamp, ii. 415. 421 ; tub of,

i. 151

Diomedes, horses of, ii. 98
in Trojan scenes, ii. 127, 12S, 133

Diomos (tribal hero) ?, ii. 140

Dionysiac personifications, ii. 64 ff., 91 ;

scenes on vases, ii. 32, 54, 57 ff. ; on

R.F. vases, i. 416 ; on mural reliefs,

ii. 369 ; on lamps, ii. 411 ; on Arretine

vases, ii. 492, 493
Dionysos on vases, ii. 55 ff., 191 ; in

ship, i. 381 ; in Gigantomachia, ii.

14, 56 ; birth of, ii. 19, 55 ; in Attica,

ii. 139 ; sacrifices to, i. 140, ii. 60

Dioskuri on va.ses, ii. 93, 115, 194; on

lamps, ii. 413
Diota, i. 154, 163, ii. 460

Dipylon, cemetery of, i. 9, 48, 280
;

vases from, i. 48, 247. 253, 255, 280 ff.
;

ornamentation, i. 282, ii. 232 ; subjects,

i. 285, ii. 157, 178 ; chronology, i.

291 ; influence on later vases, i. 293,

298 ; early inscribed vase from, ii. 243

Discovery of vases, circumstances of, i.

r, IT.

Discs of terracotta of unknown use, i.

105, 106

Discus {SicTKOs), name of vase, i. 194, ii.

469 ; part of lamp, ii. 395
Dishes, Greek, i. 194 ; Roman, ii. 468

Diskos, throwing of, ii. 163

Divixtus, potter, ii. 527

Dodwell pyxis, i. 50, 315, ii. 250

DiJrpfeld, discoveries of, at Troy, i. 61,

153, 257, 259

AoKtfjLaaia of Athenian knights, ii. 177

Do/ian'us, ii. 457, 511

Doliuin, ii. 438, 457 ff ; and see Pithos

Dolls of terracotta, i. 113, 114, 120

Dolon, story of, i. 363, ii. 128

Domestic use of vases, i. 136, 138, and

see 252; Roman, ii. 431, 455 ff.,

549 ff-

Doiiiitia gens, tiles of, ii. 357, 35S

Dorian invasion, i. 245, 277

Doric architecture, use of tiles in, i. 94 ;

dialect used at Athens, ii. 256

Douai, potters' stamps from, ii. 503

Dragendorff on Roman pottery in Greece,

ii. 476, 498 ; on Arretine ware, ii. 482,
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489 ff. ; on provincial ware, ii. 499 ff. ;

on Roman red glaze, ii. 435
Drain-pipes, see Pipes

Drama, subjects from, on late vases, i.

471 fif., ii. 7, I59ff.

Drapery, treatment of, on B.F. vases,

i. 372 ; on R.F. , i. 408 ; and see ii. 201

Drawing on Greek vases, technique of,

i. 222 ff. ; on B.F. vases, i. 371 ; on

R. F., i. 406 ff. ; on white-ground vases,

i. 457 ; on South Italian, i. 470; and

see i. 396
Dress on vases, see Costume, Drapery

Dressel on tile-stamps, ii. 352 ff. ; on

Arretine stamps, ii. 486, 4S7

Drinking-cups, i. 148 ff., 180 ff. ; Roman,
ii. 467, and see 475

Diimmler on Cypriote pottery, i. 240 ;

on Rhodian, i. 336 ; on Daphnae
pottery, i. 350 ; on Caeretan vases, i.

354; on "Pontic," i. 359; on Etrus-

can imitations of Caeretan, ii. 308
Duris, vase-painter, i. 21, 421, 434 ff.,

440, ii. 263, 268

Earth-Mother, see Gaia, KovfioTp6(pos

Echea, ii. 457
Echelos, see Basile

Echo, ii. 81 ; and see Pan
Egg-pattern, ii. 220

iyKOTvXr}, ii. 167

Egnazia, see Gnatia

kypaxj/e, form of signature, i. 379, 422,

ii. 257 ff., 273 ff.

Egypt, pre-dynastic pottery of, i. 4

;

brick used in, i. 6, 94 ; use of wheel

in, i. 7 ; enamels of, i. 8 ; pottery

found in, i. 67 ; lamps in, i. 107 ;

porcelain ware, i. 126 ft".; influence of,

on Cypriote pottery, i. 239, 247 ff.

;

Cypriote pottery in, i. 239, 242, 243 ;

evidence from, for Cretan and Myce-

naean pottery, i. 266, 267, 271 ; in-

fluence of, in Etruria, ii. 299, 303, 304
Egyptian situla at Daphnae, i. 350 ; sub-

jects on Caeretan vases, i. 355 ; in

Roman mural reliefs, ii. 370 ; in

Gaulish terracottas, ii. 386 ; on lamps,

ii. 402, 403, 412

Egyptians on vases, ii. 180

ei'SwXa, i. 460, ii. 72, 193

Eileithyia, ii. 15, 76

Eirene, ii. 85

eV-epa/xeucre, form of signature, i. 379, ii.

258

Ekphantos, painter, i. 312, 320, 395
Elateia, tiles from, i. 102

Elektra, ii. 137

Eleusinian mysteries, supposed references

to, i. 21 ; scenes relating to, ii. 27 ; and

see Demeter, Persephone

Eleusis, finds of vases at, i. 49 ; personi-

fied, ii. 82

6X\i''X'''oi', i. 107

eH^d(pLOV, i. 124

ilxjiXrjfxaTa, i. 130; and see Appliqui!

reliefs

Emperors' names on tiles, ii. 354 ff- ; on

pottery, ii. 462

Enamelling, i. 8, 126 ff.

Endt on Ionic vases, i. 350, 354 ff.

England, see Britain

Enkelados, ii. 13

Enkomi, vases from, i. 66, 127, 242 ff.

Eos, ii. 79 ; with Kephalos, i. 98, ii. So
;

with Memnon, ii. 132

Epexegetic system of interpretation, i.

20

Ephel^i on R.F. vases, i. 417

^(pri^os, i. 179

ifpedpiafxos, ii. 1 67

Ephialtes, ii. 13

Ejjic poetry and vases, ii. 3 ft'.

Epichysis, i. 179, 469

P^pidromos Ka\6s, i. 425

Epigenes, potter, i. 445

Epiktetos, vase-painter, i. 379, 398, 420,

422, 425 ; cups from school of, i. 41 7>

425 ft-.

Epilykos, vase-painter, i. 424

(Trlv7]Tpov, i. 199

iiro'i-qce, form of signature, i. 379, 422,

ii. 2576"., 273 ff.

Epona, ii. 386

Eretria, vases from, i. 55, 458

ipeis, i. 194

Ergasterion, i. 233

Erginos, potter, i. 444
and heralds, ii. 102
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Ergotiraos, potter, i. 370, 379, 3S0. ii,

257

Eiichthonios, birth of, ii. 139

Erinnyes, see Furies

Eriphyle, ii. 118

Eris, ii. 90, 194

Eros in terracottas, i. 126; on vases, i.

377, 418, 475, 486, ii. 45 ff., and see

ii. 89 ; types of, i. 486, ii. 45, 48, 191 ;

with Aplirodite, ii. 42 ft". ; on mural

rehefs, ii. 369 ; on lamps, ii. 410

Erymanthian hoar, ii. 97
Erythrae, amphorae in temple at, i. 205

Esquiline, lamps from, ii. 393, 399, and

see 481 ; pottery from, ii. 477
Ethical ideas on vases, ii. 89

Ethiopians, ii. 180

95^^05, i. 175

Ethnography of Crete, i. 264 ; of Myce-

naeans, i. 275

Ethnological value of sludy of vases, i. 10

eTvrjpvcTLS, i. 1 80

Etruria, discoveries in, i. 19, 72 ff ; tombs

of, i. 37, 78, 104, 145, ii. 284 ff.;

architecture of, in terracotta, i. loi, ii.

313 ff.; terracotta sarcophagi, i. 104,

ii. 299, 317, 320 ff. ; scul])ture in terra-

cotta, i. 109, ii. 313, 317 ; relations

with Greece in Geometrical period, i.

292, ii. 289 ff. ; vase-painting in, i. 358,

ii. 307 ff. ; relief wares of, i. 496, 501,

ii. 292 ff. ; paintings on terracotta, ii.

299, 319 ; earliest civilisation of, ii.

282 ff. ; earliest pottery, ii. 285 ; wheel-

made, ii. 290; Villanuova period in,

ii. 290 fl. ; early Greek influence in, ii.

291, 293, 296 ff., 303; early Oriental

influence, ii. 292, 296 ff. ; character of

art of, ii. 309, 322 ; Roman pottery in,

ii. 486, and see Arretine ware

Etruscan alphabet, ii. 311 ; artists at

Rome, ii. 372 ; inscriptions on vases,

ii. 310; pottery, see Biicchero, Cerve-

tri, Polled rara

"Etruscan" theory of origin of Greek

vases, i. 18, 79
Etruscans, origin of, ii. 281

Euboea personified, ii. 82 ; vases found

in, i. 55 ; and see Chalkis, Eretria

Eucheiros, painter, i. 395

Eucheiros, potter, i. 374, 379, 384
Euergides, potter, i. 424
Eumaros, painter, i. 317, 371, 396
Euphorbos-plate or pinax, i. 334, 335,

ii. 129, 249

Euphronios, potter and painter, i. 398,

402, 403, 421 ff., 428, 430 ff., 440
Euripides, subjects from, on vases, i. 472,

500, ii. 162 ; on lamp, ii. 415, 421

Europa, ii. 19

Eurystheus, i. 151, ii. 97

Euthymides, vase-painter, i. 421, 427,

ii. 258

Euxilheos, potter, i. 421, 429

Evans, Dr. A. J-; discoveries of, i. 59,

152, 265 ff.

i^dXeiwTpoi', i. 198

Exarchos (Abae), vase from, i. 217

Excavations, vases found in, i. 138 ; and

see Chapter II. passim

Exclamatory inscriptions on vases, ii.

261 ff. ; on lamps, ii. 422

Exekias, potter and painter, i. 161, 374,

375. 379. 380 ffvii. 218, 257

Explanatory inscriptions on vases, ii.

259 ff

Expression of figures, i. 398, 408, ii.

202 'i'i.

Eye, treatment of, on vases, ii. 203 ; on

Ionic, i. 356 ; on Attic, i. 408

Eyes on vases, i. 257, 357, 410, 426,

427

Fables on Roman lamps, ii. 416

Fal)ricius Masculus, L., lamp-maker, ii.

424, 425

Fabroni on Roman pottery, ii. 437, 479

Falerii (Civita Castellana), vases found

or made at, i. 75, 485, ii. 301, 309 ;

early settlements at, ii. 289

False amphora (Mycenaean), i. 271

" False Samian" ware, ii. 474, 502, 54'

Farces, scenes from, on vases, i. 473,

ii. I59ff.

Fasano, vases found at, i. 85 ; and see

Gnatia

Fates on vases, ii. 84

Favissae (rubbish-heaps of temples), i

345 ; and see i. 138
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P'ayum, pottery from, i. 67 ; terracotta

coin-moulds from, i. 106, ii. 391

Feather-brush or pen, use of, in vase-

painting, i. 227 ff.

Fecunditas, ii. 384, 386
Felicitas on lamps, ii. 398, 413
FeIi.xstowe, vases from, ii. 440, 529
Fibulae, Boeotian, compared with vases,

i. 2S9

Fictiliariiis, ii. 511

Fidelia, ii. 465
FigUnae of tile-makers, ii. 356
Figure-suljjects, introduced on Greek

vases, i. 281 ff., 314 ff. ; in Etruria, ii.

291 fif. ; on Arretine ware, ii. 492 ; on

Gaulish pottery, ii. 506, 507, 514, 521,

527 ; at Castor, 544
" Fikellura " or Samian ware, i. 336 ff.

;

at Daphnae, i. 338, 352
" Fine " style of R.F. vases, i. 421, 440 ff.

Fink on Roman lamps, ii. 400, 428
Fish-plates, i. 194, 487, ii. 186

Flange-tiles, ii. 341, 342
Floral patterns on Corinthian vases, i.

312; and see Lotos, Palmette, Rosette

Flue-tiles, ii. 346 ff.

Flute-players on vases, ii. 169

Foreshortening, i. 398
Forgeries of vases, i. 40 ff.

Forms of vases, see Shapes

Fortis, potter, ii. 4238"., 477
Fortune on money-boxes, ii. 390 ; on

lamps, ii. 413
/(75ja-tombs in Etruria, ii. 289 ff.

Fox and Crow, fable of, ii. 416

France, vase-collections of, i. 27 ;
pottery-

finds in, Chapter XXIII./(Wj/w ; terra-

cottas from, ii. 379 ff.; coin-moulds

from, ii. 390 ff. ; clay of, ii. 434 ; kilns

in, ii. 443, 451 ff. ; potters' stamps in,

ii. 503 ; and see Gaul

Francois vase, i. 73, 149, 370, ii. 10, 11
;

inscriptions on, ii. 257, 270
" Free" style at Lezoux, ii. 506, 521, 527
Friezes of animals on Corinthian vases,

i. 3i3ff., ii. 207; on Ionian, i. 331 ;

general treatment of, ii. 207 ff.

Funeral lekythi, i. 142, 458 ff., ii. 157 ;

masks, i. 123 ; imitated in Etruria,

ii. 305 ; scenes on Apulian vases, i. 476,

ii. 158 ; on Dipylon, i. 285, ii. 157 ; in

general, ii. I56ff. ; uses of vases, i.

141 ff. ; of lamps, ii. 397 ; of Roman
pottery, ii. 456, 550

Furies, ii. 69, 13S, 192

Furnaces, see Kilns

Furtwaengler on forgeries, i. 43 ; on

Mycenaean vases, i. 270 ; on Boeotian,

i. 286 ; on the Aristonotis vase, i. 298

Gaia, KovpoTp6<pos, ii. 30, 73 ; type of, in

terracotta figures, i. 122 IT. ; rising from

earth, ii. 73, and see 193 ; see also

Pandora

Gamedes, potter, i. 300

Games on vases, ii. 167 ; of children,

i- 1.37, 418, 449. ii- 167

Ganymede, ii. 18

Gaul, enamelled ware from, i. 129 ; terra-

cottas from, ii. 379 ft.; as centre of

lamp-fabric, ii. 427 ; moulds and

stamps from, ii. 439 ff. ; kilns in, ii. 443,

451 ff. ; as centre for provincial pottery,

ii. 498, 503. 515 ff. ; subjects on pottery

of, ii. 507; use of barbotine in, ii. 513,

529 ; doubtful pottery-centres in, ii.

533 ;
pottery from, in Britain, ii. 522,

540, 542 ; plain wares of, ii. 548 ff.

;

duration of potteries in, ii. 432, 503,

526 ; and see France

Gaulish inscriptions on pottery, ii. 504 ;

potters represented in art, ii. 511 ;

potters' names and stamjis, ii. 461, 504,

509, 522, 527

y(7ffov, i. 96

Gela, tombs at, i. 37 ; vases from, i. 86,

196 ; treasury of, at Olympia, i. loO

G_ems compared with R.F. vases, i. 426

Genre subjects in terracotta, i. 124 ; mis-

cellaneous on vases, ii. 184 ; transformed

into mythological, i. 318, cf. ii. 5

Geographical distribution of Greek vases,

i. 32 ; of Roman, ii. 432, 495, 498 ;

personifications, ii. 81 ff.

Geometrical pottery in Greece, i. 277 ff.

;

description of, i. 281 ff. ; in Thera, i.

56 ; in Cyprus, i. 239, 247, 253 ff. ;

in Boeotia, i. 286 fif. ; influence of, at

Athens, i. 294, 298 ; in Boeotia, i.
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300 ; in Melos, i. 302 ; at Corinth,

i. 306, 308 ; at Daphnae, i. 351 ; in

Etruria, ii. aSgff. ; in Southern Italy,

ii. 325. 327, 328 ; ornamentation of, ii.

202 ff., 232 ; and see Di pylon

Geras, ii. 84

Gerhard on chronology of vases, i. 23

;

on varieties of amphorae, i. 160

Germany, vase-collections in, i. 28 ; in-

scribed tiles from, ii. 357, 364; terra-

cottas from, ii. 383 ; duration of Roman
pottery in, ii. 432 ; moulds and stamps

from, ii. 439 ff. ; kilns in, ii. 444, 453 ;

early Roman pottery in, ii. 501 ff. ; de-

scription of fabrics and pottery-centres,

ii. 504, 533 ff- ; classification, ii. 536 ;

potters' names, ii. 509 ff., 535 ; barbo-

tine decoration, ii. 513, 514, 536 ; in-

scribed pottery, ii. 537 ; plain black

wares, ii. 552

Geryon, i. 322, 432, ii. 98, 195

Giants, types of, ii. 195

Gigantomachia, ii. 12 ff.

Gilding of terracottas, i. 117 ; of vases,

i. 201, 210, 231, 449, 498

Girgenti (Agrigentum), vases from, i. 86,

87 ; moulds from, i. 1 15

Gladiators on lamps, ii. 416, 421 ; on

Roman pottery, ii. 507, 532, 544

Glass, enamels, i. 8, cf. 127 ff. ; imitations

of, in potter)', i. 64, 130, ii. 443, 514, 524

Glaukon /caXos, i. 403, 432, ii. 153, 267

Glaukos and Polyeidos, ii. 14

1

Glaukytes, potter, i. 232, 374, 379, 384

Glaze on terracottas, i. 8, 118, I28ff. ;

on Greek vases, i. 203 ff. ; on Roman
pottery, ii. 435 ff. ; analyses of, ii. 436;

on provincial wares, ii. 497 ; on Castor

ware, ii. 545
Gnatia or Gnathia (Egnazia, Fasano),

vases of, i. 85, 226, 487, 488

Gordion, pottery from, i. 64

Gorgasos and Damophilos, ii. 372

Gorgoneion in interior of kylikes, i. 374,

400, 427

Gorgons, ii. 112, 146, 196

Graces (Charites), ii. 84

Graeco-Phoenician tombs in Cyprus, i.

35 ;
pottery, i. 66, 247 ff., 251 ff. ; sites

where found, i. 250

Graeven on Roman money-bo.xes, ii. 388 ff.

Graffiti on vases at Graufesenque, ii. 510;

and see Inscriptions

Graufesenque potteries, ii. 504, 515 ff-
;

ornamentation, ii. 506, 520 ; graffiti

on, ii. 510; forms and decoration, ii.

519 ; potters, ii. 522

Greece, introduction of potter's wheel in,

i. 7, 206 ; earliest pottery of, i. 9, 10,

277 ff. ; collections of vases in, i. 30;

tombs in, i. 33 ; finds of pottery in,

i. 46 ff. ; terra sigillata in, ii. 476, 498

Greek colonies, i. 60, 80 ; islands, finds

in, i. 54 ff. ; early pottery of, i. 9, 262 ff.
;

religion, i. 13, 138 ff., ii. I54ff. ; and

see Pottery, Vases

Greeks and Persians, combats of, ii. 15 1,

179

Grey Roman wares, ii. 550

Ground-ornaments on Corinthian vases,

i. 312, 320, ii. 231, 233 ; on Ionic, i.

334, ii- 233

Gryphons, ii. 148, 196 ; heads of, on

Etruscan pottery, ii. 300

Gsell, excavations of, at Vulci, i. 77, ii.

280, 291

Guildhall Museum, ii. 359, 379
Guilloche pattern, ii. 219

•^xiva.i.Ktiivlri'i, scenes in, ii. 173

Gutter-tiles, i. 97, ii. 341 ; at Pompeii,

ii. 343 ff

Guttiis, i. 200, 211, 503, ii. 469

Gypsum, figures of, i. in

Hades, ii. 28, 67, 190 ; and see Under-

world

Hadria, vases from, i. 71 ; and see ii. 477

I lair, treatment of, on vases, i. 407, ii. 201

Malikarnassos, finds at, i. 105, 106

Hamilton, Sir W., i. 17, 43
Hampshire, pottery from, see New Forest

Hancarville (D'), i- 17, 22

Handles of vases, i- 208, ii. 443 ; of wine-

amphorae, stamped, i. 155 ff.

Hare-hunts, ii. 165

Harmodios and Aristogeiton, ii. 150

Harpies, ii. 72, I46, 196

Hartlip, use of tiles in villa at, ii- 348 ;

vase from, ii. 508
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Hartwig on the feather-pen, i. 227 ; on

R.F. cup-painting, i. 398, 424 ft'. ; on

KttXos-names, i. 404

Hasta (Asti) as pottery-centre, i. 71,

ii. 477
Hathor, i. 254
Haverfield on Castor kihis, ii. 44S ; on

Roman pottery, ii. 536, 541, 544, 546

Hebe, ii. 77, 84, 193

Hector, ii. I26ff.

Heddernheim, kilns at, ii. 444
Hegesiboulos, potter, i. 445
Hegias, vase-painter, i. 421, 444
Heiligenberg, kilns at, ii. 444, 446, 449
Hekate, ii. 71, 190

Helen, ii. 119, 123, 135

Helios on vases, ii. 78, 103, 193, 483 ; on

lamps, ii. 412 ; as Rhodian amphora-

stamp, i. 156

Helioserapis lamp, ii. 403 ; and see i.

209, 216

Hellas personified, ii. Si

Hellenic pottery, of Cyprus, i. 237, 250,

253, 255 ; influence of Mycenaean on,

i. 276

Hellenistic art, influence of, on Arretine

ware, ii. 489, 494 ; on Gaulish pottery,

ii. 507 ; on Gaulish terracottas, ii. 386;

porcelain vases, i. 128 ; pottery of

Cyprus, i. 256 ; terracottas, i. 125

Hemera, ii. 78, 79
>]/xiKOTi'i\ioi', i. 135, 1S3, ii. 241

i^fxiTOfioi, i. 174

Hephaistos on vases, ii. 36, 190 ; in

Gigantomachia, ii. 14. 15; at birth of

Athena, ii. 15 ; return of, to Olympos,

ii. 17; smithy of, ii. 37, 130, 171

Hera on vases, ii. 16, 21, 188; and see

Juno Lanuvina

Heraion at Argos, i. 52, 278, 298, 307 ;

at Olympia, i. 92 ft"., 97, 100

Herakles on vases, generally, ii. 94 ft".
;

how represented, ii. 194 ; on Corin-

thian vases, i. 314, 318 ; on Chalcidian,

i. 322 ; on Assteas vase, i. 479 ; with

Apollo, ii. 33 ; with Athena, ii. 38,

105 ; on mural reliefs, ii. 370 ; on

lamps, ii. 413 ; on Gaulish pottery, ii.

508, 531, 545 ; skyphos of, i. 185 ;

Erotes with club of, ii. 411

Heraldic groups on vases, i. 318, ii. 207

Heralds, ii. 177, 198

Hermaios, potter, i. 420, 424
Hermes in terracottas, i. 114, 126;

on vases, ii. Soft"., 190; KvWtjvios, i.

325, 326, ii. 260 ; on lamps, ii. 409
Hermione, vases from, i. 52

Hermogenes, potter, i. 374, 379, 383
Hermonax, vase-painter, i. 421, 446
Herodotos on origin of Etruscans, ii. 281

Heroic subjects on mural reliefs, ii. 370 ;

on lamps, ii. 414
Herocin, i. 476, ii. 158, 159

fjpws, worship of, i. 477
Hesiod and vase-paintings, ii. 6

Hesperides, ii. 92 ; garden of, ii. 75, 99
Hestia on vases, ii. 53, 190

Hiiirai-chie des genres, law of, i. 245, 284,

315. 332

Hieroduli, ii. 492, 493
Hieron, potter, i. 421, 436, ii. 238, 259
Hilinos, potter, i. 421, 429
Himera, vases from, i. 87

Himeros, ii. 49
Hippalektryon, ii. 149

Hipparchos Ka\6s, i. 403
Hippolyta, ii. 99, in
Hippolytos, ii. 112

Hischylos, potter, i. 379, 420, 422, 424
Hissarlik, see Troy

Historical methods of study, i. 22, 235 ;

limits of subject, i. 31, ii. 4308".:

subjects and personages on vases, i.

403, ii. 149 ft"., 266, 267; on lamps,

ii. 415

History illustrated by vases, i. 11 ; in con-

nection with R.F. vases, i. 402 ft"., 463
Holder on Roman pottery, ii. 460, 472,

537
Hogarth on Cretan pottery, i. 267

bXKelop, i. 175

Holland, collections in, i. 28 ; pottery

from, ii. 522, 539 ; inscril:)ed tiles from,

ii. 358, 361, 365

6'\/tio?, i. 176

Homer, references to vases in, i. 89, 132,

145, 148, 168, 172, 174, iSo, 192 ; to

potter's wheel in, i. 207 ; on Cretan

ethnography, i. 264 ; subjects from, on

vases, i. 335, 499, ii. 36"., 126 ff".
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Homeric howls, i. 134, 185, 499, ii. 2

Hopkinson on Melian vases, i. 302

oTrXiToSpofxia, ii. 164

Hoppiii on Euthymides. i. 42S

Horace quoted, ii. 460, 463, 464, 469

Horae, ii. 84 ; and see Seasons

Horror vactii, i. 283, 313
Horse-race, ii. 164

taming, ii. 166

Horsemen, ii. 166

Human figures, introduction of, on Greek

vases, i. 281 ff., 3i4ff.

Hungary, inscribed tiles from, ii. 359
Hunters on vases, ii. 165, 197 ; on

Gaulish pottery, ii. 507. 527 ; on Castor

ware, ii. 544
Hut-urns in Italy, ii. 288

Hyades, ii. 81, 193

Hybla Heraea, vases from, i. 88

Hydra, ii. 98

Hydria, i. 165 ff., 372 ff., 411

Hydrophoria, ii. 173

Hygiainon, painter, i. 396

Hygieia, ii. 76, 84

Hypnos, ii. 71, 84, 193, and see 158

Hypocausts, i. 103, ii. 332, 342, 346 ff

Hypsis, vase-painter, i. 421, 429 .

lacclios, ii. 27

lalysos, vases from, i. 58. 152. 270

lapygians, i. 172, ii. 323, 325 ;
pottery

of, ii. 323 ff.

lapys, eponymous hero, ii. 327

Ikarios (?), ii. 139, and see 369

Ikaros on lamj). ii. 414; with I)aidalo.>

on vase, ii. 141

Iliad and vases, ii. 4; scenes from, ii.

126 ff.

'IX/oi' n^pcrts, ii. 5, 133 ff.

Illuminations, use of lamps in, ii. 39G

Imbrex, i. 96, ii. 341 ff.

Imbrications, i. 311, 331, ii. 219

Imitations of vases (modern), i. 40 ff.

Iinpasto Italico, ii. 2S5, 290, 295, 300

Incense-burner, i. 140

Incised lines, i. 311, 313, 314, 331 ; in-

scriptions, ii. 237 ff., 271 ff., 359, and

see Graffiti, Inscriptions ; decoration

on provincial wares, ii. 505, 515

Indented ]iatterns on provincial wares,

ii. 514, 544
Individualities personified, ii. 91

Infttndibiihim of lamp, ii. 394
Inghirami, i. iS, 42

Inhumation, i. 145, ii. 284

Inscriptions on tiles, i. loi, ii. 348, 351 ff.,

357> 35^ > chronology of, ii. 360 ff.;

on lamps, i. 107, 108, ii. 420 ff. ; on

vases, i. 149, ii. 236 ff. ; incised, ii.

'^yi ff- ; painted, ii. 243 ft". ; palaeo-

gra|ihy of, ii. 246 ff., 268 ff. ; Corinthian,

i. 315 ff., ii. 250 ff. ;
" Corintho- Attic,

'

i. 325 ; Ionic, i. 336, 357, ii. 252
;

Cyrenaic, i. 344, ii. 250 ; Naucratite,

i. 345 ; Attic, i. 378, 402, 418, 422, ii.

255 ff. ; Boeotian, ii. 252 ; Chalcidian,

ii. 253 ; South Italian, ii. 271 ff. ;

KaX(5s-names, i. 403, ii. 265 ff. ; arti.'its'

signatures, ii. 257 ff. ; explanatory on

Attic vases, ii. 259 ff ; exclama-

tory, ii. 261 ff. ; convivial, ii. 265, 524,

538 ; under feet of vases (names and

prices), ii. 239 ff. ; on Etruscan vases,

ii. 310 ff. ; on terracotta moulds, ii.

382 ; on Arretine vases, ii. ii8off. ; on

Gaulish pottery, ii. 504, 512, 517,

531 ; and see Graffiti, Signatures,

Stamps

Interpretation of subjects on vases, i.

21, ii. 8

Ionia, art of, i. 329, 332, 361 ; pottery

of, i. 62, 224, 328 ff. ; various fabrics

of, i. 330 ; influence of Mycenaean

civilisation on, i. 277, 329 ff. ; of

Oriental art, i. 331 ff. ; influence of, on

Attic vases, i. 294, 295, 300, 370, 374,

382, 385, 388 ; on Etruria, ii. 296, 299,

308, 317, 320 ; use of incised lines in,

i. 314; B.F. fabrics in, i. 353 ff.
;

arrangement of subjects on vases, ii.

206; ornamentation, ii. 212 ff., 233;

early painting of, i. 361 ft".

Ionian islands, pottery from, i. 54 ; and

see Corfu

Ionic alphabet, ii. 246, 253, 271 ; inscrip-

tions, i. 357, ii. 252 ;
pottery in Egypt,

i. 68, 345 ft". ; type of kylix, i. 357,

374
Iphigeneia, ii. 35, 124, 138
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Iris, ii. 76, 128, 193

Ischia, vases from, i. 88

Isidorus on Roman pottery, ii. 464, 469,

475
Isis on lamps, ii. 412; lamps used in

worship of, ii. 403
Isola Farnese, see Veii

" Isolating" method of representation on

vases, ii. 10.

" Italian Megarian " bowls, ii. 490
Italy, vases found in, i. 22, 69 ff. ; collec-

tions in, i. 29; tombs, i. 37, ii. 284 ff.
;

porcelain and enamelled wares from,

i. 128, 129 ; Corinthian vases in, i.

305 ff., 318, ii. 294 ff. ; imitations of

Ionic pottery in, i. 358, ii. 308 ;

modelled vases in, i. 494 ; relief-

wares in, i. 496, 49S, 501 ff., and

see Etruscan, Roman ; early civili.sa-

tion of, ii. 280 ff. , and see Etruria

;

terracotta architecture in, i. 98, loi,

ii. 315 ff.; sculpture, ii. 313, 371 ff. ;

centres of lamp-manufacture in, ii. 427 ;

pottery-kilns, ii. 443, 451 ; centres for

Roman pottery, ii. 475 ff. ; end oi terra

sigillatam, ii. 495; transition to pro-

vincial fabrics in, ii. 500, 515 ff.;

Gaulish pottery found in, ii. 498, 522,

524, 526

Southern, tombs in, i. 37 ; vases

found in, i. 79 ff. ; R.F. vase-painting

in, i. 465 ff. ; fabrics of, i. 479 ff. ; end

of vase-painting in, i. 487 ff.
;

plastic

and moulded vases in, i. 494, 498,

502; local pottery of, ii. 323 ff.

Italynski, i. 21

Ivy-leaf patterns, ii. 221

Ixion, ii. 69

Jahn on vases, i. 20, 23, 150

Jars used in architecture, ii. 457
Jason, ii. 115

Jatta collection, i. 26, 29

Javelin-throwing, ii. 163

Jewellery on vases, ii. 202

Joubin on Clazomenae sarcophagi, i. 364

Judgment of Paris, ii. 121 ff.

Juggler on lamps, ii. 418

Jugs, see Oinochoe, Olpe

Jumping on vases, ii. 163

Juno Lanuvina, ii. 22, 103

Jupiter, Capitoline, i. 116, ii. 314, 371,

372 ; and see Zeus

Juvenalquotedon Roman pottery, ii. 455 ff.

Kabeiri, ii. 74 ; vases from temple of, i.

52, 391, ii. 159

Kadmos, ii. 117

KttSos, i. 165 ; and see Cadiis

Kaineus, ii. 145

Kalais, see Boreades

Kalliades, potter, i. 411, 434, 493
Ka\6j-names, i. 379, 402 ff., ii. 265 ff.

;

list of, ii. 277
kclXttis, i. 166

Ka\virT7jp, i. 96

Kalymnos, vases from, i. 58

Kamaraes, vases from, i. 59 ; fabric so

called, i. 264 ff.

Kamarina, vases from, i. 87

Kameiros, tombs at, i. 34 ; vases from

i. 59, 127 ; terracottas from, see Rhodes

Kava^os, i. Ill, 209

Kanake, ii. 141

Kavyafios, i. 152

Kantharos, i. 187, 410

Kapxv'^i-ov, i. 188

Karlsruhe, vase-collection at, i. 28

Karo on " affected " vases, i. 387
Karpathos, tombs in, i. 34 ; pottery from,

i. 58

Karystos, vase from, i. 55
Kassandra, ii. 134

Kastor, see Dioskuri

Keel-hauling, ii. 178

Kekrops, ii. 139

KeXi^-q, i. 169

K^XrjTes, ii. 164

Keos, fabric of. i. 56, 357, ii. 253

Kephalos, ii. 80, 140

Kr]p dafdroLO, ii. 72, lOO

Kerameikos, i. 46, 89, 92, 231, 280

Kepa.fj.i8es XeovroKecpaXot. i. 97
Kepd/Mov, i. 136

Kepa/xos, i. 89, lOO, ii. 455
Kerberos, ii. 70, 99
Kerkyon, ii. 109

Kepvos or K^pxvos, i. 195- 201
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Kertch, vases from, i. 32, 60, 447, 451,

464, 497 ; tiles from, i. loi ; wine-

amphorae from, i. 158

Keryiieian stag, ii. 97
Kijiwpiov, see Ciborium

Kilns for Roman pottery, existing remains

of, ii. 443 ff. ; detailed list of, ii. 451 ft".

;

representations of, see i. 215 ff.

Kimon, painter, i. 320, 397, 398, 40S,

430, 455
statesman, i. 418

Kings, how represented on vasjs, ii. 97
Kirke, ii. 136

Kl<T<TV^tOP, i. 180

Kitharoidos, see Apollo

Kittos, potter, i. 379, 391

Klagenfurt, vase from, ii. 517

Kleanthes, painter, i. 320, 395, 396

Klein on R.F. cup-painting, i. 424 ff. ; on

signatures of artists, ii. 257 ; on Ka\6s-

iiames, ii. 266

Kleisophos, vas^-painter, i. 384
Kleonae, vases from, i. 52

KXi^avos, i. 105

Klitias, vase-painter, i. 370, 379, ii. 257

Klytaemnestra, ii. 137, 138

Knidos, pottery from, i. 64. 330 ; lamps

from, i. 108, ii. 397, 418, 423, 427 ;

amphora-handles from, i. 157

Knossos, excavations al, i. 60, 15?,

265 ff

Knucklebone pl.ayers, i. 125

Kodros, ii. 140

Koenen on German pottery, ii. 536
Kolchos, potter, i. 379
Kolias, Cape, i. 46, 49, 205, 370
kQ/jlos, ii. 182

Kopenhagen, vases at, i. 28, 286

Kdpai, i. 1 1 2 ff.

KopdWia, i. 139

KopoirXddoL ov KopoirXacTTal, i. 112

Kos, pottery from, i. 58, 129; and see

ii. 476
Kihduv, i. 140, 187

Kottabos, i. 188, ii. 167, 181

kotOXktkos, i. 184, 195

Kotyle, i. 135, 183, 212, 217

KovpoTp6(pos types in terracottas, i. 123,

ii. 386 ; on vases, ii. 30, 73 ; and see

Gaia

Kramer's classification of vases, i. 22

Krater, i. 167 ff., 411, 468, 482; local

South Italian, ii. 326 ; Arretine, ii. 488,

501, 520; and see ii. 464
Krause on shapes of vases, i. 150

Kreon, ii. 119

Kreousa and Ion, ii. 140

Krete, see Crete

Kretschmer on vase-inscriptions, ii. 237 ff.

Kroisos, brick used by, i. 91, 94 ; repre-

sented on vase, ii. 6, 150

Kroker on Geometrical vases, i. 281

Krommyon, ii. 82, 109

Kronos, ii. 73
Kpucrads, i. 167

Kv/ii^iov, i. 186

KVfuvodbKOv, i. 194

KvireXXov, i. 180

Kyathos, i. 179

Kybele, ii. 74
Kyklopes, i. 105, ii. 37, 171; and see

Polyphemos

Kyknos, ii. 10

1

Kyli.x, i. i8Sff. ; early types, i. 272, 287,

313. 341 ; Athenian, i. 373, 400, 409,

422 ff., 457; compared with ca/ix, ii.

468

Kymation, i. 97 ; as pattern on vases,

ii. 218

Kyme, vases from, i. 62, 356
Kypselos, chest of, i. 315, 319, 320, 378,

ii. 236

Kyrene, goddess, i. 124, 343, ii. 31, 81,

82 ; and see Cyrenaica

Kythera, vases from, i. 54, 315

Laconia, vases from, i. 52

Laertes and Antikleia (?), ii. 137

Lagena, ii. 466

XdyvvQs, i. J65

Lamia, ii. 149

\afj.Tradr}5poixla, ii. 1 64

Lamps, Greek, i. 106 ff.; Roman, ii.

393 ff. ; uses, 395 ff. ; forms, 399 ff ;

subjects, 406 ff. ; inscriptions, 420 ff.

Landscape on vases, i. 409, 470, ii. 204,

205 ; in scenes on lamps, ii. 418

Laiix, ii. 468

Laokoon, ii. 134
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Lararia, ii. 375
Lares on lamps, ii. 413

Larisa in Asia Minor, pottery from, i. 62,

339
Larnaka, vases from, i. 66

'Kdpva^, see Osstiaria

Lasimos, vase-painter, i. 478, ii. 272

"Late fine" style, i. 421, 448 ff.

Laterariae, i. 91, ii. 331

Lateres, ii. 331, 335
Latin inscriptions on vases, i. 485, 490 ;

literature, references to, see Literature

Latium, vases from, i. 79
Laurel-wreaths, ii. 223

Lead used for glaze, i. 130; vases re-

paired with, i. 147

Leaf-patterns on vases, ii. 221 ff.

Leagros Ka\6s, i. 403, 425, 430, ii. 152,

267

Leather, imitations of, i. 242, 243

Lebes, i. 146, 174; ya/xiKos, i. 199; and

see Burgon

Lecce, vases from, i. 86

Leda, ii. 19, 120, 508

Legions, stamps of, on tiles, ii. 351,

363
Lekane, i. 146, 164, 176, 469
XeKavo/xavreia, i. 177

Lekythos, i. 195; B.F., i. 376; R.F.,

i. 412 ; white-ground, i. 48, 132, 143,

224, 456 ff., ii. 157

Lemnos personified, ii. 82

Lenormant on lapygian pottery, ii. 327

Lentini, vases from, i. 86

XeTratTTTj, i. 165, 469 ; and see ii. 471

Lesbos, vases from, i. 57 ; fabrics of, i.

339. 347
Leto, ii. 30, 31

XevKWua, i. 397, 454, ii. 320

Lezoux, potteries of, ii. 504, 525 ff
;

kilns at, ii. 525 ; potter's wheel from,

ii. 438; stamps from, ii. 440; moulds

from, ii. 441 ; forms of vases at, ii.

501, 526; ornamentation, ii. 506, 527 ;

enamelled ware from, i. 130 ; incised

vases, ii. 443, 515 ; barbotine decora-

tion, ii. 513; other fabrics, ii. 528 ff.;

termination of potteries, ii. 432, 526

Libation-bowls, i. 140, 192, ii. 471 ; see

Patera, Phiale

Libation-scenes, i. 140, ii. 18, 31, 86 ff.,

155

Libertus, potter, ii. 439, 521, 527, 542
Lincoln, vases from, ii. 546, 549
Liniare, i. 396
Lion's head spouts, vases with, ii. 530,

541

Lipari Islands, vases from, i. 88

Liquids, vases used for, i. i5off.

Literature, classical, and vases, i. 13,

132, ii. iff.; Roman pottery in, ii.

455> 475 ff-; names of vases in, i.

148 ff., ii. 458 ff. ; lamps in, i. 107, ii.

395 ff. ; terracottas in, i. 1 10, ii. 371 ff.

;

subjects from, on lamps, ii. 415
Litlington, vases in tombs at, ii. 351, 456
Locri, vases from, i. 86 ; terracotta re-

liefs from, i. 120; white lekythi from,

i. 458
Locitli, ii. 388

Loeschcke on " Corintho-Attic" vases,

i- 324
Lokris, vases from, i. 53
London, tiles found in, ii. 348, 359, 363 ;

kilns found in, ii. 444 ;
pottery from,

ii- 5^3' 529) 540 ; and see British

Museum
Lotos-ornament in Cyprus, i. 249, ii.

224 ; in Boeotia, i. 288 ;
general history

of, ii. 223 ff.

Xovrriptov, i. 1 76

\ovTpo(p6pos, i. 142

Louvre Museum, i. 25, 27

Love-scenes on vases, ii. 183

Lucania, vases from, i. 83, 144, 172;

style of, i. 481 ; local pottery of, ii.

324, 328

\i''X''os, i. 107

Luckenbach on connection of vases and

literature, ii. 5 ff.

Luni, terracotta sculpture from, ii.

318

Luynes, Due de, i. 18, 22

Lycia, pottery from, i. 64

Lydian origin of Etruscans, ii. 281

Lykaon, ii. 130

Lykourgos, ii. 56, 141

Lyre-players, ii. 169

Lyric poetry and vases, ii. 6

Lyssa, ii. 91, 194
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Mackenzie on Cretan pottery, i. 265 ff.

Macmillan lekythos, i. 309

Macrobius on the Sigil/aria, ii. 376

Maeander-pattern, ii. 212 ff.; on R.F.

vases, {.415

Maenads on vases, ii. 55 ff., 192; names

of, ii. 65 ; on lamps, ii. 411 ; on Arre-

tine vases, ii. 492, 493
Mainz, inscribed vase from, ii. 539
Makron, vase-painter, i. 436

Malta, pottery from, i. 88

Mandrokles, painter, i. 361

Mania, ii. 91

Marathon, vases from, i. 49 ; tile from,

i. 99 ; bull of, ii. 109
" Marbled " vases, ii. 523

Marine subjects (Mycenaean), i. 272, ii.

185 ; and see Sea-Deities

Marion, see Poli

Marne, Department of, incised pottery

from, ii. 515

Marriage-scenes on vases, ii. 16, 36,

172

Marseilles, pottery found at, i. 69

Marsyas, ii. 32

Martha on Etruscan art, ii. 322

Martial quoted, ii. 376, 395, 463, 469,

478, 479
Marzabotto, terracotta pipes from, ii. 350

Masks of terracotta, i. 104, 105, 123,

ii. 377 ; imitation of, in Canopic jars,

ii. 305 ; use of, for gutter-tiles, ii. 344
fiacrTds, i. 1 86

A/a/( colour, i. 246

Maurion, potter, i. 445
Mayer on local Apulian pottery, ii. 323 ff.

A/azotiomuw, ii. 469
Measures, vases used as, i. 135, ii. 460,

463- 472
Medallions on Gaulish vases, ii. 441,

530 ff

Medeia, ii. 116

Medusa, see Gorgon

Megakles Ka\6s, i. 428

potter, i. 445
statesman, i. 12, 103

Megalopolis, pottery from, i. 52

Megara, vases from, i. 53 ; statue of Zeus

at, i. 92, III ; temple at, i. 94
Megarian bowls, i. 53, 134, 185, 499, ii.

2 ; as prototypes of Roman pottery,

ii. 475, 489 ; treasury at Olympia, i.

100

Meidias, potter, i. 446
Melampus and Proitos, ii. 14

1

Meleager, ii. 114

Melian reliefs, i. 120 ; amphorae, i. 301 ;

their ornamentation, ii. 232

Melos, vases from, i. 57, 262 ; and see

Melian

Memnon, ii. 132

Ka\6s, i. 425

Menaidas, potter, i. 52, 301

Mending of vases, i. 39, 147

Menekrates, tomb of, i. 54
Menelaos, ii. 129, 135

Menidi, pottery from, i. 49, 273

Merope, ii. 141

Messapians on vases, ii. 151 ;
pottery of,

ii. 323 ff.

Metal vases, i. 131 ff., 20I, ii. 2 ; use of,

in Etruria, ii. 307 ; at Rome, ii. 433 ;

imitations of, in Greece, i. 385, 495 ff. ;

in Etruria, ii. 303, 307 ; in Italy and

Gaul, ii. 489, 528, 529, 552

Metaphysical ideas personified, ii. 90

Metapontum, vases from, i. 85 ; tile from,

i. 97
Metope style of decoration, i. 282, 378,

ii. 208

Metopes of terracotta painted, i. 92

Mevania as pottery-centre, ii. 475, 490

Midas, ii. 144

Mikon, painter, i. 442

Milani on Canopic jars, ii. 304

Miletos as pottery-centre, i. 329, 336, 338

Military subjects on vases, ii. 175 ff- > ""

lamps, ii. 417 ; uses of bricks and tiles,

ii. 332, 336, 363 ff.

Millin, i. 17

Millingen, i. 22, ii. 9
Milonidas, vase-painter, i. 315, 317

Miltiades koXos, i. 403, ii. 267

jUtXro;, i. 231 ; and see A/initim, Riibrica

Mining, representations of, ii. 170

Minium, i. 118, 231 ; and see ii. 314

Minoan pottery, see Crete

Minor Artists, i. 374, 379, 383

Minos, ii. 144 ; thalassocracy of, i. 264

Minotaur, ii. 109, 148
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Mirrors, Etruscan, compared with vases,

ii. 307

"Mixed" technique, Ionic, i. 331, 334,

346 ; B.F. and R.F., i. 379, 386, 401

Modelling, of vases, i. 208 ff., 492 ft'. ; in

clay, i. 6, no, 114, ii. 372, 375, 378

Modena, see Mutina

Moirae, ii. 84

Mommo, potter, ii. 522

Money-boxes, ii. 388 fif.

Monochrome painting, i. 395

Montans, pottery of, ii. 525

RIoretum quoted, ii. 395
Morra, game of, ii. 167

Mortarium, ii. 470, 550 ; and see 530, 541

Mother-Goddess, ii. 386 ; and see Koi/yoo-

T/36(/)OJ

Moulds, i. 105, III, ii. 388 ; for coins, i.

106, ii. 390 fif. ; for terracottas, i. 114,

ii, 381 ; for bricks, ii. 333 ; for lamps,

ii. 405 ; Arretine, ii. 488, 494 ; use of,

in Roman pottery, ii. 438, 440
Moulins, manufacture of terracottas at,

ii. 379 ff.

Mourners, i. 285, 460, 476, ii. 157, 158

Munich, collection at, i. 26, 28

Mural reliefs (Roman), ii. 365 ff. ; com-

pared with Arretine ware, ii. 439, 493
Murray on Clazomenae sarcophagus, i.

363; on R.F. painters, i. 423(1'. ; on

white-ground vases, i. 458, 461

Muses, ii. 83

Museums, i. 23 ff. ; list of, i. 27 ff.

Musicians, ii. 168, 182, 197

Mutina (Modena), vases found at, i. 71,

ii. 495 ; as centre for lamps, ii. 401,

427 ; for vases, ii. 477
yuc^os {myxtis), i. 107, ii. 395
Mycenae, tombs at, i. 33 ; pottery from,

i- 51

Mycenaean pottery, i. 269 ff. ; shapes, i.

168, 181, 190, 271 ; subjects and orna-

mentation, i. 272, 276, ii. 185, 206,

232 ; in Rhodes, i. 58 ; in Crete, i. 59,

265 ff. ; in Cyprus, i. 237, 239, 244 ff.

;

imitations of, i. 246, 2S0 ; influence of,

on later pottery : Geometrical, i. 277 ff.

;

Proto-Attic, i. 294 ; Phaleron ware, i.,

299 ; Melian, i. 302 ; Ionian, i. 329 ff.,

338, 352 ; in Southern Italy, ii. 324, 325

Mylasa, pottery from, i. 64, 340
Myres on Cypriote pottery, i. 240 ff.

Myrina, pottery from, i. 62, 339 ; terra-

cottas, i. 125, 126

Myrtle-wreaths, ii. 223

Mysteries, see Eleusinian

Mythological subjects, introduced at

Athens, i. 296 ; at Corinth, i. 314,

3i7ff. ; on R.F. vases, i. 416; on

South Italian, i. 474 ; types in terra-

cottas, i. 123 ff.; on B.F. vases, i.

376 ff. ; on R.F., i. 419

Mythology on vases, i. 12, 13, ii. 3

Naples, Museum of, i. 24, 26, 29, 80, 483,

and see i. 45 ; vases found at, i. 80

;

imitations made at, i. 41, 42

Narce, early settlement at, ii. 289

Nasiterna, ii. 465

Natural products personified, ii. 82

Naukratis, finds at, i. 68, 138, 338 ; local

pottery of, i. 224, 345 ff. ; other pottery

at, i. 338, 341 ; connection with Etruria,

ii. 298, 299
Nauplia, pottery from, i. 51

Nausikaa, ii. 136

Nautilus on vases, i. 272, ii. 185

Naval subjects, i. 285, 29 1, ii. 178

Nearchos, potter, i. 379, 383

Negroes on vases, ii. 179

Nemea personified, ii. 82

Nemean lion, ii. 95

Nemesis, ii. 91

Neolithic Age, i. 4, 5 ; pottery of, in

Crete, i. 265, 267 ; remains in Etruria,

ii. 283

Neoptolemos, ii. 133, 138

Neptune on Roman roof-tiles, ii. 345 ;

and see Poseidon

Nereids, ii. 26, 130, 133

Nereus, ii. 25, loi, 189

Nestor, ii. 124 ; cup of, i. 148, 172, ii. 2

Nether World, see Under-world

Netherlands, Roman pottery from, ii.

539
Network patterns, ii. 215

vevpocnraard, i. 121

"New Attic" reliefs, ii. 368, 407, 411,

439. 492, 493' 507
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New Forest ware, ii. 547

Year lamps, ii. 398, 412, 420

York Museum, i. 26, 65

Newton, Sir Charles, i. 57, 58, 108

Nike (Victory) in terracottas, i. 125 ;

on vases, i. 418, ii. 85 ff., 193; with

Herakles, ii. 106 ; on Roman antefix,

ii. 343 ; on mural reliefs, ii. 368, 369 ;

on lamps, ii. 413
Nikias, potter, i. 446, ii. 259

Nikosthenes, potter, i. 170, 384, 393
Nile on vases, ii. 83 ; scenes on, in mural

reliefs, ii. 371

Niobids, ii. 33

Nisyros, vases from, i. 58 ; as weapon of

Poseidon, ii. 13

Nola, vases from, i. 82 ; varnish of, i.

42, 46

"Nolan" amphorae, i. 82, 162, 219, 405 ;

imitations of, i. 484

Norfolk, kilns found in. ii. 445, 449
Normandy, terracottas from, ii. 384

Northamptonshire, kilns found in. ii.

444, 543 ; and see Castor

'SoiTTol, ii. 5, 135

Nozzles of lamps, ii. 395 ; as basis of

classification, ii. 399 ff.

Numa, pottery in use under, ii. 304, 455,

476, 477
Nursing-Mother type, see Kovporpocpos

Nymphs, ii. 19, 31, 55, 82, 92, 143, 149

Nyx, ii. 79, 193

0/>/>a, ii. 472
Obrctidariiiin, ii. 456
Occupations represented on vases, ii.

169 ff.

Ocriculum as pottery-centre, ii. 475, 490
Oculist's stamp on a vase, ii. 510

Odysseus on vases, ii. 128, 133, 136, 137 ;

on lamps, ii. 414
Odyssey, subjects from, ii. 4, 135 ff.

Oedipus, ii. 1 17, 118

Oeiiophoruiii, ii. 464
Officina, meaning of, on tile-stamps, ii.

356, 362 ; use of, in Roman potters'

stamps, ii. 461, 486, 509, 528, 535
Oikopheles, potter, i. 297, 379, ii. 258

Oil, amphorae used for, i. 153 ff.; otlier

VOL. II.

vases used for, i. 195 ff. ; making and

selling of, on vases, ii. 1 71, 262

oivr]pi'(ns, i. 180

Oinochoe, i. 177, 334, 412, 469
Oinomaos, ii. 113

Oinopion, ii. 58, 91

Oistros, ii. 91, 194

Okeanos, ii. 25

Olbia, vases from, i. 61 ; tiles from, i.

loi ; wine-amphorae from, i. 157, 158

0//a, ii. 389, 456, 457, 470, 529, 550
Olpe or olpis, i. 178 ; Corinthian, i. 311 ;

used by Amasis, i. 382

Oltos, painter, i. 421, 429
Olympia, pottery found at, i. 52 ; ter-

racotta architecture of, i. 92 ff. ; per-

sonified, ii. 81 ; scents at, on vases, ii.

"3
Olympian deities on vases, Chap. XII.

passim ; on lamps, ii. 414
Olympos, scenes in, ii. 15 ff., 107

Mount, personified as Satyr, ii. 64,

83

Onesimos, vase-painter, i. 421, 422, 434
wos, i. 199

Opaque painting on black ground, i. 226,

393, 485, 488 ff.

Oppius Restitutus, C, lamp maker, ii.

406, 425, 426

Opus doliare, ii. 330, 354, 361, 458
mixttnu, ii. 337, 339

• reticiilatiim, ii. 33S

Orange, Gaulish medallions from, ii.

Orbetello, pottery from, i. "Jt,

Orbiciilus on tile-stamps, ii. 353, 360

(Jrchomenos, pottery from, i. 53
Onio appiilo, ii. 325

Orestes and his story, ii. 137

Oria, vases from, i. 86

Oriental influence in Cyprus,i. 239, 247 ((.;

in Attica, i. 295, 298 ; at Corinth, i.

311, 318; in Ionia, i. 331, 333, 334;
in Etruria, ii. 292, 296, 299, 303, 304 ;

motives on vases, ii. 2c6

Orientals on vases, ii. 178, 195, 199, 200

Ormidhia, vase from, i. 253

Ornamental patterns, origin of, ii. 210
;

rectilinear, ii. 211 ff. ; curvilinear, ii.

216 ff. ; vegetable and lloral, ii. 220 ff.
;

Z7
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trealinent of, in different fabrics, ii.

232 ff. ; Mycenaean, i. 276 ; Geo-

metrical, i. 282 ; Boeotian, i. 288
;

Melian, i. 302 ; Corinthian, i. 312 ff.
;

Rhodian, i. 334 ; Naucratite, i. 348 ;

Caeretan, i. 354 ; black-figured, i. 375 ;

red-figured, i. 412 ; South Italian, i.

468 ; on Clazomenae sarcophagi, i. 365
Ornamentation of Roman pottery, how

produced, ii. 438 ; of Gaulish wares,

ii. 520, 521, 526; of barbotine wares,

ii. 514, 544; incised or indented, ii.

514. 546
Orpheus, ii. 68, 143, 195

Orsi, discoveries of, in Crete, i. 264 ff.,

272

Orihography of Attic vases, ii. 268 ff.

6pdo(TTd8iov, ii. 169, 197

Orvieto, vases from, i. 74 ; krater from,

in Louvre, i. 409, 442, ii. 203 ; terra-

cotta sculpture at, ii. 319

Oscan inscriptions, i. 103, 4S3, ii. 273
Oscilla, ii. 377
Osco-Samnites, i. 483, ii. 180, 200, 324
Ossum-ia, i. 145, 272, ii. 285 ; and see

Cinerary urn

Ostia, r.)of-tile from, ii. 345
Ostracism, i. 12, 103

HarpaKov, ocTTpaKiva ropev/xara, i. 89
Oundle, vase from, ii. 541

Outline-drawing, i. 224, 320, 331, 334,

395, 455
Owl-vases from Troy, i. 258
Owners' names on vases, ii. 241

Oxford, Ashmnlean Museum, i. 27

6|;s, i. 194, ii. 239
o^v^afpov, i. 136, 171, 194, ii. 239

Pacstum, vases from, i. 82 ; fabric of, i.

479 ; inscriptions on vases of, ii. 272
UayKpartov, ii. 163

Painted vases, special uses of, i. 142 ff. ;

manufacture of, i. 202 ff. ; classification,

i. 219 ff. ; earliest examples in Greece,

i. 239, 243, 260, 265 ; in Etruria, ii.

293, 306 ff. ; Roman, ii. 442 ; termina-

tion of, in Greece and Italy, i. 487 ff.

,

ii. 310, 431 ; and see Vase-paintings,

Vases

Painters of vases represented, i. 223, 227,

228

Painting. Greek, i. 14. 320, 394ff.,440ff.,

450; Ionic, i. 361 ; influence of, on
vases, i. 14, 320, 394ff., 440 ff., 450, 455,

471, ii. 203 ; on terracotta, i. 92, 397,

454; Etruscan, on terracotta, ii. 299, 319
Palaeography of vase-inscriptions, ii. 245 ;

of Attic inscriptions, ii. 268 ff.

Palaestra, scenes in, ii. 162 ff.

Palaimon, i. 314, ii. 26, 189

Palazzolo (Acrae), vases from, i. 87

Palladion, rape of, ii. 133

Palmette-pattern, ii. 224 ff. ; on Boeotian

Geometrical vases, i. 288; on B.F., i.

375 ; on R.F., i. 413 ff.

Pamphaios, potter, i. 379, 420, 422 ff.,

427, ii. 259
Pan, ii. 58, 192

Panathenaic amphorae, i. 46, 69, 132,

145, 160, 389 ; inscriptions on, ii. 264,

270

IlavaOrival'Kd, i. 185,410 ; and see Kotyle

Pandareos, ii. 14

1

Pandion, sons of, ii. 139

Pandora, ii. 75 ;
" box" of, i. 152

Panels on vases, i. 160, 169, 221, 356,

369, 373. 375, ii. 20S

Panofka, theories of, i. 21, 149

Pantheon at Rome, date of brickwork,

ii- 33^, 360

Panticapaeum, see Kertch

Papposeilenos, ii. 65, 192

Paris, son of Priam, ii. 121 ff., 127, 195 ;

Judgment of, ii. 122

Paris, see Louvre

irapoij/is, i. 194, ii. 469
Paros, stamped amphora-handles from,

i. 157 ;
primitive pottery from, i. 262

Parrhasios, i. 450
Parthenon sculptures, and vase-paintings,

i. 15, 450, 460, 464, 497 ; and lamps,

ii. 409

Pasiades, potter, i. 379
Pasileles, use of clay models by, i. Ill,

ii- 375
Passeri, theories of, i. 21 ; collection of

lamps, ii. 408

Pastoral scenes on lamps, ii. 418 ; and

see Tityrus
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Patella, ii. 469
Patera, ii. 471 ; imitating metal, ii. 529 ;

and see Phiale

Paternus, potter, ii. 527

Patina, ii. 456, 468

Patroklos, ii. 123, 126, 130; games for,

ii. 131 ; tomb of, ii. 131

Patroni on Italian vases, i. 467, 479, 483,

ii. 323 ff.

Patterns, see Ornamental

Pausanias on use of brick and terracotta

in Greece, i. 92, 98, 100 ; on the chest

of Kypselos, ii. 236

Pavements, tiles used in, ii. 350
Pediment-style of composition, ii. 207

Pegasos, ii. 79, 114, 148

Peirithoos, ii. in
Peisistratos, i. 304, 369
Peithinos, vase-painter, i. 421, 438
Peitho, ii. 42, 49
Peleus, ii. 120, 142

Pelias, funeral games for, i. 319, ii. 116

"Pelike," i. 163, 411

iriWa, i. 186, 391 ; and cf ii. 239
Pelops, ii. 113, 195

Tri)\6s, i. 89

Pelvis, ii. 469
Penelope, ii. 135

Pentathlon, ii. 163

Penteskouphia, pinakes from, i. 51, 139,

316

Penthesileia, ii. 132

Pentheus, ii. 56, 142

Perennius, M., potter, ii. 483, 492, 494
Persephone, ii. 26 ff., 67, 189

Perseus, ii. 112, 19S

Persia, vases from, i. 64
Persians on vases, i. 420, ii. 151, 179

Personal names on vases, ii. 92, 260

Personifications on vases, ii. 77 ff.

Perspective, conventional, i. 286. 312; on

R.F. vases, i. 398 ; on South Italian,

i. 470
Perugia, vases from, i. Jt,

Peucetians on vases, i. 487 ; pottery of,

ii. 323 ff.

Phaestos, pottery from, i. 60, 264

Phaethon on Arretine vase, ii. 483
Phaidra, ii. 112

Phaleron ware, i. 49, 298

Phanagoria, vases from, i. 61, 340
Phaon, ii. 142

Pheidias, see Parthenon

Pheidippos, vase-painter, i. 424
Phiale, i. 140, 191, -^90, 502 ; and see

Patera

Philoktetes, ii. 124

Philomela, ii. 139

Phineus, i. 136, ii. 81, 115, 143; cup

with subject of, i. 357, ii. 203

Phintias, vase-painter, i. 421, 428, ii. 259
(pXvaKes, i. 85, 473, ii. 160

Phobos on vases, ii. 90, 199 : on lamps,

ii. 398

Phocaea, vases from, i. 62, 64, 254 ; as

centre of fabric, i. 354, 360
Phoenicians, in Cyprus, i. 247 ff. ; in-

fluence of, on Etruria, ii. 296, 303
Phoenissae of Euripides, scenes from, i.

500, ii. 414, 415, 421

Phoinix, ii. 126, 128

Phokis, pottery from, i. 53
Pholos, ii. 102, 146

Phosphoros, ii. 79
0o^6s, meaning of, i. 215

Phrynos, potter, i. 379, 384
Phthonos, ii. 49
Phylakopi, pottery of, i. 57, 262

Physical conceptions personified, ii. 77 ff.,

84

Physiognomy, treatment of, on vases, ii.

202 ff.

Pictorial style on vases, i. 409, 440 ff.,

450, 470
Pile Cinq-Mars, ii. 337
Pinakes, Corinthian, i. 51, 207, 216, 217

316, ii. 170, 249 ; Rhodian, i. 335
Pinax, i. 194 ; votive, i. 139, 454, and

see Pinakes ; with subject of Euphor-

l^os, i. 335, ii. 249
Pindar quoted, i. 132 ; comparison of, with

vase-subjects, ii. 6

Pipes of terracotta, i. 109, ii. 347 ff-

Pisa, vases from, i. 72

Pisticci, vases from, i. 83

Pistillus, potter, ii. 383

Pistoxenos, potter, i. 423
Pitane, vases from, i. 62, 339
Pitcher, see Hydria, Kalpis

nt^ot7ta, ii. 156
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Pithos, i. 57, 147, 151 ff., 209, 216 ; with

reliefs, i. 496, ii. 292 ; Etruscan, ii.

292, 300

Pit-tombs of Etruria, ii. 284 fit".

ir\aicnov, i. 96

Plastic art, i. 6, no ; nature of clay, i. 5 ;

principle in pottery, i. 238, 256, 257,

267, 310, 491 ff. ; and see Modelling of

vases

Plautus quoted, ii. 456, 463, 476

Plicque on Lezou.x pottery, ii. 525 ff.

nXivdos, i. 94, 95
Pliny, traditions recorded by, i. 91, 92,

98, no; on early Greek painting, i.

320, 394 ff. ; on terracotta in Italy, ii.

313. 314. 371. 372 ; on Roman pottery,

ii- 475
Ploutos, ii. 85

Poctihim, i. 180, ii. 467

irohavLWT-qp, i. 176

Poinae, ii. 69, 90
Poli (Marion), vases from, i. 67, 250,

255

Polledrara ware, ii. 297 ff. ; at Naiikratis,

i- 347
Pollentia, pottery of, i. 71, ii. 477
Pollux on names of vases, i. 149 ff.

Polychrome painting, i. 224, 256, 449,

456 ; at Naukratis, i. 348 ; in Southern

Italy, i. 484 ; in Etruria, ii. 299

Polydeukes, see Dioskuri

Polygnotos, painter, i. 15, 409, 421,

441 ff., 459, ii. 202, 209 ; vases in style

of, i. 443
vase-painter, i. 421. 445

Polykleitos, i. 112

Polymestor, ii. 135

Polyphemos, ii. 136

Polyxena, i. 326, ii. 125, 135

Pomarico, vases from, i. 83

Pomegranate-patterns, ii. 222

Pompeii, wine- amphorae from, i. 158,

ii. 462 ;
paintings of, relation to vases,

i. 471, 485 ; bricks used at, ii. 337 ;

tiles used at, ii. 342 ff. ; mural reliefs

from, ii. 367 ; terracotta statues from,

ii. 374 ; statuettes, ii. 375, 378 ; mis-

cellaneous terracotta objects, ii. 3S7 ;

eihea, ii. 458 ; Gaulish pottery at,

ii. 522, 524

" Pontic" vases, i. 359
Popilius, C, potter, ii. 490
Porcelain vases, i. 1 26 ff.

Portraits on lamps, ii. 415
Partus on tile-stamps, ii. 363
Poseidon on vases, ii. 22 ff., 188 ; in Gi-

gantomachia, ii. 13 ff. ; on Corinthian

pinakes, i. 317, ii. 23 ; on lamps, ii.

409
Post-Homerica, scenes from, ii. 119 ff.

TTOT-qpLOV, i. iSo

Pothos, ii. 49
Potteries, Greek, i. 89, 233 ; scenes in,

on vases, i. 208, 213, 2l6ff., ii. 170;

of tile-makers, ii. 356 ; at Arezzo,

ii. 480 ff. ; in Gaul, ii. 504, 533 ; im-

portance of fixing sites of, ii. 441 ; and

see Kerameikos

Potters represented on vases, i. 208, 209,

213, 216 ff., 422, ii. 260 ; in sculpture,

ii. 511 ; list of Greek, ii. 273 ff. ; names

or stamps of, on terracottas, ii. 379 ff. ;

on lamps, ii. 406, 423 ff. ; on Arretine

ware, ii. 480 ff. ; Gaulish, ii. 504,

509 ff., 522, 526 ; in Germany, ii. 510,

535 ; in Britain, ii. 542 ; on mortars,

ii. 55'! wheel used by, i. 7, 206

Pottery, invention of, i. 3 ff. ; Palaeolithic

and Neolithic, i. 4 ; characteristics of

Greek, i. 9 ; primitive Greek, i. 64,

206, 237 ff., 256 ff.; Greek terms for,

i. 89 ; use of, in daily life, i. 135 ff.
;

shapes, i. i4Sft"., ii. 458 ff.; imitations

of metal in, i. 201, 488, 492, 495 ff.,

and see Metal; manufacture, 202 ff.;

unpainted domestic, i. 252, ii. 548 ff.

Pottier on Greek vases, i. 9, 298, 305,

308, 330, 367 ; on Etruscan, ii. 281,301

Pozzo-\oxi\hs in Etruria, ii. 284 ff.

Pozzuoli, see Puteoli

Praedia on tile-stamps, ii. 355
Praefen'cuhim, ii. 471

Praefiiniiiim, ii. 466

Preimos, lamp-maker, i. 108

Pre - Mycenaean pottery in Greece, i.

256 ff

Priam, ii. 127, 131, 134

Priapos, potter, i. 147

Prices of vases, i. 43 ff. ; scratched under

the foot, ii. 238 ff.
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Primitive pottery in Cyprus, i. 236 ff. ; in

Greece, 256 ff. ; in Etruria, ii. 284 ff.

Prize-vases, see Panathenaic

TTpoapov, i. 167

Processions, ii. 155 ; and see Judgment

of Paris

Trpoxooi, i. 178

Prokles, potter, i. 493
Prokne, ii. 139

Prokrustes, ii. 109

Prometheus, ii. 75 ; as potter, ii. 378
7rpo7rXdcr/xaTa, i. Ill, ii. 375, 378
Proteus, ii. 26, 136

wpodeffii, I. 142. 459, ii. 157

Prothesis-amphorae, i. 142, 159, ii. 157

Proto-Altic vases, i. 159, 292 ff.

Proto-Corinthian vases, i. 305 ff., ii. 254
Provincial Roman wares, ii. 497 ft". ; as

illustrating Roman art, ii. 508, 521

Psia.x, vase-painter, i. 421, 429
ypvKTrjp, i. 150, 172, 411

Psychostasia, ii. 130, 132

Ptolemies, representations of, i. 129

Ptolemy Euergetes quoted, ii. 455
Ptoos, finds at Mount, i. 287

Pultarius, ii. 472

Punctured patterns, i. 242

TTi/paiivoy, i. 105

irvpoppay-q's, i. 215

Purple, use of, for details, i. 221, 231,

312, 371
" Pursuing" type on R.F. vases, i. 419
Puteals, terracotta used for, ii. 387

Puteoli as vase-centre, ii. 478, 492
Pygmies and cranes, ii. 149

Pyrrhos, potter, i. 308, ii. 254
Python, potter, i. 423, 434

vase-painter, i. 147, 478 ft'., ii. 272

Py.\is, i. 198, 201, 412, 449 ; and see

Dodwell

Raimondi, restorer of vases, i. 42

Rasinius Pisanus, L., potter, ii. 485, 523
Rattles, vases used as, i. 137

Reclining figures in terracotta, i. 124 ; on

Etruscan sarcophagi, ii. 317, 321

Red glaze, Roman, ii. 435 ff., 497 ; on

Greek sites, ii. 476, 498 ; and see

Glaze

Red wares, Cypriote, i. 241, 251 ; Roman,
plain, ii. 549

Red-bodied amphorae, i. 161, 221, 369
Red-figured vases, technique of, i. 221

;

found in Cyprus, i. 255 ; chronology

of, i. 401 ; drawing, i. 406; shapes, i.

409 ff.; ornamentation, i. 412 ft., ii.

234; subjects, i. 416 ft".; arrangement

of subjects on, ii. 208 ; relation to B.F.,

i- 368, 386, 393, 400 ; Etrascan imita.

tions of, ii. 309
Regulini-Galassi tomb at Cervetri, ii. 300
Reliefs, architectural, i. 98, ii. 315 ff.,

343' 345; terracotta, i. 119; Roman
mural, ii. 365 ff. ; Greek vases with,

i. 496 ff. ; Etruscan vases with, ii. 292,

and see Biuchero ; method of pro-

ducing, in Roman pottery, ii. 438 ft".,

505 ; appliqiu\ at Lezoux, ii. 529 ; and

see Terra sigillata

Religion of Greeks, i. 13, 138 ff., ii. 155 ;

of Mycenaeans, i. 273

Religious uses of vases, i. 138 ; subjects

on vases, ii. 154 ff.

peofTa, i. 193

Restoration of vases, i. 40, 147
Revels on vases, ii. 182

Re.xtugenos, potter, ii. 384
Rheinzabern, stamps from, ii. 440 ; mould

from, ii. 441 ; kilns at, ii. 446, 450;
potteries of, ii. 504, 535 ; potters' names
at, ii. 510

Rheneia, vases from, i. 57, 302

Rhesos, ii. 128

Rhineland, terracottas from, ii. 380, 383 ;

pottery of, ii. 498, 500 ff., 534 ff.

Rhodes, tombs of, i. 34, 121 ; vases found

in, i. 58 ; terracottas from, i. 112, I2i

;

TTi'^ot from, i. 152; wine-amphorae and

stamps from, i. 155 ; typical oinochoe

of, i. 177 ; Mycenaean vases from, i.

274, 276; Corinthian, i. 311; B.F.

kylikes, i. 357 ; vases with reliefs, i. 497
Rhodian pottery, i. 333 ff. ; ornamenta-

tion, i. 334, ii. 225, 231,233; "mixed"
technique of, i. 338 ; found at Troy,

'• 339 ; compared with Naukratis, i.

345 ff. ; influence on Proto-Altic, i.

294, 29s
Rhoikos, i. no
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Khonc valley as pottery-ceiitie, ii. 440,

498, 503, 530, 533
Rhyton, i. 127, 192,201,211,410,493,494

Riegl on ornamentation of vases, ii.

223 ff. ; on Mycenaean, i. 276

Ripanus Tiberinus, potter, ii. 551

River-gods, ii. 83, 194 ; and see Ache-

loos, Nile

Rivets for mending vases, i. 147

Roach-Smith on Roman pottery, ii. 503,

508, 529, 540, 542

Robert on Polygnotos, i. 442, 445 ; on

Megarian bowls, i. 499
Roman art, illustrated in pottery, ii. 489,

494, 507, 508, 521, 544 ff.; porcelain

ware, i. 129; subjects on mural reliefs,

ii. 370; on lamps, ii. 407, 412, 416;

villas in Britain, use of tiles in, ii. 346,

348 ; Wall, pottery from, ii. 540
pottery, uses of, ii. 387, 455 ff. ; com-

pared with Greek, ii. 430, 472 ; limits

of subject, ii. 430 ff. ; extent of use of,

ii. 431, 433, 455, 473, 496 ; develop-

ment of, from earlier, ii. 431, 432, 489 ff.;

termination of, ii. 432, 495 ; technical

processes, ii. 433 ff. ; plain wares, ii.

437, 496, 547 ff- ; kilns for, ii. 443 ff.
;

shapes and names, ii. 458 ff. ; centres

of manufacture, ii. 474 ff. ; transition

to provincial wares, ii. 496, 500 ff. ; in

Germany, ii. 504, 510, 536, 552 ; in

Britain, ii. 540 ff. ; and see Arretine,

Gaul, Provincial wares

Romanensis, lamp-maker, i. 108, ii. 423,

427
Romano-British pottery, ii. 543 ff. ; from

Wroxeter, ii. 553
Rome, collections at, i. 29 ; pottery

found at, i. 79, ii. 456, 461 ; use of

terracotta at, for sculpture, ii. 314, 372 ;

use of bricks and tiles at, ii. 331 ff.
;

stamped tiles from, ii. 352 ff. ; evidence

for dating buildings at, ii. 360 ; mural

reliefs from, ii. 365 ; statuettes of terra-

cotta in use at, ii. 376 ff. ; use of lamps

^'j "• 393, 396 ; as centre of lamp-

fabric, ii. 427 ; ec/wa iound at, ii. 457; as

centre for pottery, ii. 477; Arretine

stamps at, ii. 481 ff.
;
provincial wares

at, ii. 498, 522

Roofs and roof-tiles of terracotta, i. 96 ff.,

ii. 315, 344, 345
Rosettes on vases, i. 312, 334, ii. 230

Rottenburg, inscribed vases from, ii. 512

Riibrica, i. 205, ii. 404
Russia, collections in, i. 28 ; vases from,

i. 60 ; tiles from, i. lOi ; stamped

wine amphorae from, i. 158 ; and see

Kertch, Olbia

Rutenian pottery and potters, see Grau-

fesenque

Rutenus, potter (?), ii. 510

Ruvo, vases found at, i. 83 ; furnace at,

i. 215 ; as centre for Apulian vases, i.

Sabinus, potter, ii. 508

Sacrifices, vases used in, i, 140 ; repre-

sentations of, ii. 155

Saeciilares on lamps, ii. 396, 398, 421

Saguntum as pottery-centre, ii. 479, 499,

540

St.-Remy-en-Rollat, potteries of, ii. 382,

385, 516 ; clay of, ii. 434
Sakonides, vase-painter, i. 379, 384
Sala Consilina, local pottery from, ii. 324,

328

Salamis (Attica), personified, ii. 82
;

vases from, i. 54

(Cyprus), vases from, i. 66, 245 ;

lamp from, ii. 409
Salmoneus, ii. 143

"Samian" ware, i. 57, 71, ii. 474ff., 497
Samnium as pottery-centre, ii. 475
Samos, pottery of, i. 57, 336 ff., and see

ii- 475
Sandwith on Cypriote pottery, i. 65, 240

crai'is, i. 112, 122

Santa Agata del Goti (Saticula), vases

from, i. 8r, 484

Sappho, ii. 144, 15

1

Sarapis on lamps, ii. 402, 409, 412

Sarcophagi of terracotta, i. 104, ii. 457 ;

from Clazomenae, i. 62, 104, 362 ff. ;

Etruscan, ii. 317, 320 ff.

Sardinia, vases from, i. 88 ; and see

Tharros

Sardis, pottery from, i. 64

Sarpedon, ii. 129
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Sarteano, vases from, i. 73

Saticula, fabric of, i. 81, 484
Saturnalia, statuettes in connection with.

ii. 376

Saturnus Balcaranensis, lamps from altar

of, ii. 397
Satyric drama, subjects from, ii. 7, 161 ;

mask of terracotta, i. 104, ii. 377
Satyrs, ii. 54 ff, 192 ; names of, ii. 65 ;

Ionic, i. 353, 355 ; on R.F. vases, i.

416, 417; on mural reliefs, ii. 369 ; on

lamps, ii. 411

Saurias of Samos, painter, i. 361

Scale-patterns, ii. 218; Corinthian, i.

311 ; Ionic, i. 338, 352
Schliemann's excavations, i. 256

School-scenes on vases, i. 435, ii. 168,

263

Sculpture, in clay, i. 6, no; Etruscan,

ii. 313 ff.; at Rome, ii. 371 ; use of

clay models in, ii. 375 ; in relation to

vase-paintings, i. 15, 450
Scutra, ii. 470
Scyphi Honuriii, i. 134, 185, 499. ii. 2

Scythians, on vases, ii. 179 ; dialect of (?),

ii. 256

Sea-deities, ii. 25, 189 ; on Corinthian

vases, i. 314, ii. 26, 189

Seasons on mural reliefs, ii. 368, 370 ; on

Arrctine vases, ii. 488, 493 ; and see

S[ning, Ilorae

Seianti Thanunia, sarcophagus of, ii. 322
Seileni, ii. 54 ff., 65, 161 ; and see Satyrs

Selene, ii. 78, 79, 193 ; on lamps, ii. 412
Selinus, tombs of, i. 37 ; vases from. i. 87
Selva la Rocca, vases from, i. 76

Semele, ii. 18, 56

Semitic nations, use of brick among, i.

6,91 ; and see Assyrian, (3riental

Septimius Secundanus, C, potter, ii. 511

Sepulchral stelae compared with vases,

i. 461, 477, ii. 158; and see Funeral,

Tomb
"Severe" style of R.F. vases, i. 420,

422 ff.

Se.xes, distinction of, on early vases, i.

3I7> 331 ; ^"d see ii. 200

Shapes of vases, i. 13, 148 ff, ; at Troy,

i. 258 ; at Thera, i. 261 ; Mycenaean,

i. 271; Geometrical, i. 281, 287;

Proto- Attic, i. 293 ; Froto-Corinthian,

i. 308; Corinthian, i. 313, 317;
Rhodian. i. 334 ; Attic B.F., i.372ff.

;

R.F., i. 409 ff.; White-ground vases,

i. 456 ; South Italian, i. 468, 481, 4S3,

485 ; Etruscan, ii. 285 ff., 302 ; local

Italian, ii. 325 ff. ; Roman, ii. 458 ff.
;

Arretine, ii. 488 ; provincial, ii. 500 ff.,

505, 520, 526

Shields, devices on, ii. 198

Ships, ii. 178; on Dipylon vases, i. 285,

291 ; on lamps, ii. 417
" Short-hand " system of indicating land-

scape, etc., ii. 204 ff.

Sicily, history of, in relation to vases, i.

II ; tomljs in, i. 37; vases from, i.

86, 307, 311 ; terracotta architecture of,

i. 100

Sigeion, vases from, i. 61

Sif^illa, ii. 375 ff.

Sigillaria, ii. 376
Sigillarius, ii. 511

Signatures, forms of, i. 379, 422 ff., ii.

257 ff. ; of Gaulish potters, ii. 381,

509; of German potters, ii. 510; of

lamp-makers, ii. 423 ff., 427
Sikanos, potter, i. 420, 424
Sikelos, vase-painter, i. 391

Sikyon, vases from, i. 51 ; alphabet of, i.

321, 381, ii. 252 ;
painters of school of,

i- 395
Silchester, pottery from, ii. 522

Silhouette paintings on vases, i. 220, 285,

396) 455 ' '"1 Clazomenae sarcojDhagi,

i. 362

.Silphium at Kyrene, i. 342
Silver, vases coated with, i. 74, 189, 501

Simonides quoted, i. 132

Siiitpulum, simpuvium, ii. 471

Singing on vases, ii. 169, 182 ; inscrip-

tions den(jting, ii. 261

Sinis, ii. 109

Sinus, ii. 465

Si[)ylos, pottery from, i. 64
Sirens, ii. 147, 196

Sisyphos, ii. 68 ; and cf. ii. 264

Silula, i. 165, ii. 464 ; from Daphnae, i.

350
ffKatpT], i. 175

Skiron, ii. 109
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<TKV(pOS, i. 184

Skylla, ii. 25, 148, 189

<jfxr)ixaTodr]Kr), i. 1 98

Smikros, vase-painter, i. 421, 440, ii. 259
Smith (Cecil) on ProtoAttic vases, i.

294 ; on R.F. vases, i. 407 ; on Polle-

drara ware, ii. 300

Smithy of Hephaistos, ii. 37, 171

Social advantages, etc., personified, ii.

85, 91

<ro)\rjve%, i. 96

Solygea, vase from, i. 51

Sophilos, vase-painter, i. 379, 380

Sorrento, vases from, i. 82

Sosias, potter, i. 421, 439
Sotades, potter, i. 191, 410, 421, 445,

457
Southern Italy, see Apulia, Campania,

Lucania, Italy

Spain, Roman pottery in, ii. 479, 4S0, 540

Sparta personified, ii. 82

Spata, pottery from, i. 49
Sphinx, i. 249, ii. 147, 196 ; Theban, ii.

117

Spiral patterns, i. 292, 302, 375, ii. 217

Sporades, pottery from, i. 57

Sport on vases, ii. 165

Spring, stamp with figure of, ii. 439, 493 ;

and see Seasons

Stackelberg, i. 18, 42, 48

Stage, subjects from, see Drama
Stag-hunts, ii. 165

(jTaixvos, i. 163, 411; from Daphnae, i.

352
Stamped patterns on Greek vases, i. 212

Stamps on bricks and tiles, ii. 352 ff. ; in

the provinces, ii. 357 ; military, ii.

363 ff. ; on dolia, ii. 459 ; on wine-

amphorae, i. 155 ff., ii. 461 ff. ; for

figures in Roman pottery, ii. 438 ; ami

see Inscriptions, Signatures

Stars, ii. 79

Stationes on tile-stamps, ii. 362

Statues of terracotta, i. 109, ii. 371 ff.

Statuettes of terracotta, Greek, i. 1 10 ff.
;

Roman, ii. 375 ff. ; Gaulish, ii. 379 ff.

(TTeyacFTripes, i. 96

Stelae with inscriptions on vases, ii. 272 ;

and see Sepulchral

' Still-life " subjects, ii. 185

Stone Age, pottery of, i. 4, 9; and see

Neolithic

Strabo quoted, i. 50, 134

St)-enae. ii. 398
"Strong" period of R.F. vases, i. 417,

421

Studniczka on Cyrenaic vases, i. 341

Study of Greek vases, its uses, i. 10 ff.

;

its history, i. 16 ff.

Stymphalian birds, ii. 98

Subjects on vases, i. 12 ff. ; interpretation

of, i. 21, ii. 8; relation to literature,

ii. I ft'. ; arrangement of, ii. 206 ft".
;

Mycenaean, i. 272 ; Dipylon, i. 286

;

Proto-Attic, i. 296 ; Melian, i. 301 ;

Proto-Corinthian, i. 309 ; Corinthian,

i. 314 ff.; Black-figured, i. 376 ff.;

Red-figured, i. 416 ft'.; White-ground,

i. 457 ; South Italian, i. 474 ff. ; Cam-
panian, i. 483 ; Etruscan, ii. 292, 302,

309; Arretine, ii. 492 ff.; provincial,

"• 507) 521, 544 ; on lamps, ii. 408 ff.

;

on mural reliefs, ii. 368 ff.

Sub-Mycenaean pottery, i. 246

Suetonius quoted, i. 134, ii. 336
Sumlocene, vases from colony of, ii. 512

Sun-dried bricks, i. 89 ff., ii. 331, 333
Susa (Persia), vase from, i. 64

Swallow-scene, ii. 185, 262

Swimming-scenes, ii. 173

Syra, pottery from, i. 262

Syracuse, vases from, i. 86, 307

Taleides, potter, i. 379, 380

Talos, ii. 116

Tamassos, vase from, i. 249

Tanagra, vases from, i. 53, 451 ; terra-

cottas from, i. 112, 116, 12 ^

Tantalos, ii. 68

Taras, ii. 144, 160

Tarentum, vases from, i. 85 ; moulds

from, i. 115; <pMjLK€s at, i. 473; as

centre of pottery (?), i. 4S6, 488, ii. 324

Tarragona, Roman pottery from, ii. 479,

480, 540
Tarsus, lamps from, i. loS ; enamelled

wares from, i. 129

Tataie lekythos, i. 80, ii. 242

Taygeta, ii. 19, 82
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Technical processes, for terracottas, i.

Ii3ff. ; for Greek vases, i. 202 ff. ; for

lamps, ii. 405 ; for Roman pottery, ii.

433 ft. ; for Romano-British, ii. 545 ;

miscellaneous details, B.F., i. 370

;

R.F., i. 405, 449 ; White-ground, i.

455 ; South Italian, i. 470

Tegulae, i. 96, ii. 340 ; bessales, ii. 332,

348 ; fiipedaks, ii. 332, 337, 339, 346,

351 ; collieiares, deliciares, ii. 341 ;

iiiamiitatae, ii. 341, 346; sesqiiipcdalcs,

ii. 332 ; and see Tiles

Telemachos, ii. 136

Telephos, ii. 125

Tell-el-Amarna, pottery from, i. 67

Tempera painting, i. 117, 119, ii. 321,367

Temples, use of terracotta for, in Greece,

i. 92ff". ; in Italy, i. 98, loi, ii. 314;

lamps used in, ii. 397
Tenea, vases from, i. 51

Tecs, pottery of, i. 64

Tereus, ii. 139

Terra sigillata, term explained, ii. 434 ;

and see i. 503, ii. 474, 496 ; in Greece,

ii. 476, 498 ;
provincial, ii. 497 ft". ;

centres of fabric of, ii. 503 ; Rutenian,

ii. 520 ; at Banassac, ii. 525 ; at

Lezoux, ii. 526 ; in Germany, ii. 534 ;

in Britain, ii. 540; combined with

barbotine, ii. 529 ; termination of, in

Italy, ii. 495 ; in the provinces, ii.

508, 526

Terracotta, use of, for bricks, i. 7) ii-

334 ft'. ; for tiles, i. 96 ft'., ii. 341 ii. ; in

architecture, Greek, i. 92 ff. ; Etruscan,

ii. 314 ff.; at Rome and Pompeii, ii.

343 ft". ; for pipes, i. 103, ii. 349 ; in

tombs, i. 104, ii. 351 ; for sarcophagi,

i. 104, 362 ff., ii. 317, 320 ft'., 457 ; for

coin-moulds, i. 106, ii. 390 ff. ; for im-

pressions for seals, i. 106; for models

for statues, i. in, ii. 375; miscel-

laneous uses, i. 90, 105, ii. 387 ff. ;

Greek terms for, i. 89 ; invention of

modelling and moulding, i. no;
vases of, i. i\%, 146, 201 ; reliefs, i.

119, ii. 365 ff. ; antefixal ornaments,

i. 97 ff., ii. 315. 317. 343 ; architectural

sculpture in Etruria, ii. 317, 318;
statues, i. 109, ii. 371 ff. ; statuettes.

i. ii2ff., ii. 375 ff-; Boeotian, i. 290 ;

Etruscan, ii. 313 ff. ; Gaulish, ii. 379 ff.

;

Roman, ii. 373 ff- ; types, i. 121 ff. ;

methods of manufacture, i. 113 ff., ii-

378 ; use of colour for, i. 116. ii. 321,

322 ;
painted panels, i. 92, ii. 299, 319 ;

use of, as substitute for metal, i. 495 ff.,

11.431,455

Terramare civilisation, ii. 283

Terranuova, see Gela

Testa, ii. 331, cf. 350

Teucheira, vases from, i. 69

Textiles, influence of, i. 312, 333, ii. 211

Thaleia, ii. 19

Thamyris, ii. 144

Thanatos, ii. 71, 84, 193

Tharros, vases from, i. 88 ;
porcelain

ware from, i. 128

Thasos, amphora-stamps from, i. 157 ;

alphabet of, i. 443, ii. 271

Theatrical treatment of subjects, i. 470

;

subjects on vases, see Drama
Thebes, vases from, i. 52, 286, 390

;

personified, ii. 82, and see 83 ; legends

of, ii. ii6ff.

Themis, ii. 74
Theocritus quoted, ii. 2

Thcodoric, tiles of, ii. 355
Theokosmos, i. 92, in
Theozotos, potter, i. 52, 301

Thera, finds in, i. 56 ; iriQoi from, i. 153 ;

early pottery of, i. 260 ff. ; connection

with Crete, i. 264 ; Mycenaean vases

from, i. 270

Thericleian kylikes, i. 189

depiMVT-qp, i. 175

Thermon metopes, i. 92

depjxowbrLS, i. 169, 175

Thersites, ii. 126, 132 ; and see i. 215

Theseus, on R.F. vases, i. 417, 432, 442

;

with Minotaur, ii. 109, 298 ; labours

of, ii. 108 ff. ; in Hades, ii. 68, 1 11
;

in Crete, ii. no ; at Athens, ii. in
Thessaly, pottery from, i. 54

Thetis, ii. 120, 130

Thiersch on Tyrrhenian amphorae, i. 324 ft".

Thoas, ii. 143

Thracians, ii. 143, 179,200; and seeii. 166

Thypheithides, potter, i. 147

Tickets of terracotta, ii. 388
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Tigranes, potter, ii. 483

Tiles, Greek, i. 96 ff. ; inscribed, i. loi,

102 ; used for tombs, i. 104

Roman, used as bricks, ii. 33 1 ; for

other purposes, ii. 341 ; in Roman
walls in Britain, ii. 332 ; later use of,

ii- 335 ; varieties of, ii. 332, 341 ;

flanged, ii. 341, 342; for roofs, ii.

342 ff. ; ornamental, ii. 343 ; used for

warming, ii. 346 ff.; for pavements,

ii. 350; for tombs, ii. 351; potteries

for, ii. 356 ; inscriptions on, ii. 351 ff

,

3S7ff- 3^3ff-; military, ii. 351, 363;

from Central Europe, ii. 357 ft". ; from

Britain, ii. 342, 346, 348, 350, 359, 363 ;

chronological evidence of, ii. 360 ff.

Timagoras, potter, i. 379, 383

Timonidas, vase-painter, i. 315, 317, ii.

251

Tiryns, finds at, i. 51

Tischbein, i. 17

Titius, A., Arretine potter, ii. 4S0, 4S5

Tityrus on lamps, ii. 416

Tleson, potter, i. 379, 383

Toilet-scenes on vases, i. 475, ii. 172,

173 ; and see Aphrodite, Helen

Tomb, cult of, on vases, i. 143 ff., 459 ft.,

477. ii- 15S

Tombs, Greek, i. 33 ft".; Cypriote, i. 35.

237, 250, 255, 256 ; in Cyrenaica, i.

36 ; in Sicily, i. 37 ; in Italy, i. 37 ft".

;

in Dipylon at Athens, i. 280 ; in

Etruria, ii. 284 ff". ; a pozzo, ii. 284;

a fossa, ii. 289 ; a camera, ii. 294 ; of

large size, ii. 3CX) ; arrangement of

vases in, i. 38 ; vases used in, i. 143 ff.,

ii. 456, 550; tiles used for, ii. 351 ;

lamps used in, ii. 397 ; forms of, as

depicted on vases, ii. 157, 158

Tongue-pattern, i. 375, ii. 219

Tools used in painting vases, i. 227 ff
;

by Roman potters, ii. 437 ft".

Torch-race, ii. 164

Toreutic work, influence of, on Arretine

ware, ii. 489

Towneley, terracottas collected by, ii.

366, 373
Toys, of terracotta, i. 120 ; vases used

as, i. 137 ; representations of, on vases,

ii. 167

Trades on vases, ii. 169 ff.

Tradition, literary and artistic, compared,

i. 13, ii. 3 ff.

Tragedy and vase-paintings, i. 471, ii. 7,

162

rpx^e\a(po%, i. 193

Traits reser7<es, i. 362

Treasury of Gela at Olympia, terracotta

used in, i. 100

Trench-tombs in Etruria, ii. 289

Trier as pottery-centre, ii. 502, 534, 536
Tpirjpris, i. 186

Triptolemos, ii. 27, 189

Triton, ii. 25, loi, 189

Tiiumphs, lamps used in, ii. 396
Troad, pottery from, i. 61, 153, 330, 339 ;

and see Troy

TpoxvXaros, of lamps, i. 107

Troilos, i. 433, ii. 125

Trojan subjects on vases, i. 322, 335, ii.

4, 119 ft'.; on mural reliefs, ii. 370 ;

on lamps, ii. 414
Troy, finds at, i. 61, 256, 339 ; early

pottery of, i. 257 ff., and see 491 ;

compared with Cypriote, i. 238, 240,

243 ; Sack of, on vases, ii. 133

Trim, trtiUa, ii. 470
TpujiXioi', i. 194

Tudot on Gaulish terracottas, ii. 380 ff.

Tiigtiria, ii. 288

Tychios, potter, i. 379, 383

Tydeus, ii. 1 18

Types on B.F. vases, i. 377, 388 ; on

R.F., i. 418 ft'.; distinction; of, ii.

187 ff.

Typhon, ii. 12, 149

Tyrrhenian amphorae, i. 160, 324 ft'.

Tyrrhenians, ii. 281

Tyszkiewicz on forgeries, i. 42 ; on vase

from "Vulci, i. 77

Umbrian civilisation, ii. 282

Under-world on vases, i. 476, ii. 66 ff.,

159 ; types of persons in, ii. 192 ; and

see Hades

Upchurch ware, ii. 546

Urceiis. ii. 465

Unia, ii. 464

Ussing on vase-shapes, i. 150 ft-
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Vallisneria spiralis, i. 272, ii. 224

Varnish, black, i. 219 ff., 369, 371,

405 ff.

Vase-painters, i. 219 ff., 379 ff.. 405 ff.,

421 ff.

Vase-paintings, early interpretations of,

i. 21 ; technical aspects of, i. 219 ff. ;

later study of, i. 235 ; earliest Greek,

i. 239, 260, 265 ff. ; decadence of, i.

462 ff., 487 ff. ; relations of, to the

drama, ii. I59ff. ; to literature in

general, ii. I ff. ; to Greek mythology,

i. 13; to painting, i. 14, 320, 395 ff.,

440 ff., 471 ; to sculpture, i. 15, 450
Vases, Greek painted, value of study (jf,

i. 10 ff. ; exportations of, to Italy, i. 11,

467; early publications of, i. 16 ff.;

collections of, i. 17, 23 ff. ; alleged

Etruscan origin of, i. 18 ff., 79 ; classi-

fication, i. 22, 219 ff.; discovery of,

and arrangement in tombs, i. 33 ff.;

restorations and imitations, i. 39 {{.
;

prices i)aid for, i. 43 ff. ; found in Ital)-,

i. 71 ff.; mention of, in literature, i.

132 ff. ; uses of, i. 135 ff. ; repair of, in

anticpiity, i. 147 ; shapes of, i. 148 ff.
;

manufacture, i. 202 ft. ; primitive, i.

256 ff. ; influence of, in Etruria, ii.

289 ff., 296 ff., 307 ff., 320; compared

with Roman, ii. 430, 472
Vaults, use of jars for, ii. 457
Vechten, pottery found at, ii. 522, 539
Vegetable ornament on vases, i. 312, ii.

221 ff.

Veii (Isola Farnese), Campana tomb
at, i. 38, ii. 320 ; vases from, i. 75 ;

sculptors in terracotta from, ii. 372
Velius Primus, Q., potter, ii. 377
Veiieia as pottery-centre, ii. 477
Venice, forgeries made at, i. 41

Venus, Gaulish, ii. 385 ; on provincial

wares, ii. 507, 508 ; and see Aphrodite

Vetulonia, early remains at, ii. 284 ;

Tomba del Diice at, ii. 300

Victors in contests, ii. 164, 169, 417
Victory, see Nike

Vienna, collections at, i. 28

Vienne as pottery-centre, ii. 441, 530
Villanuova civilisation in Etruria, i. 292,

ii. 284 ff

Vindex, potter, ii. 383, 426

Mtalis, potter, ii. 522

A'itellius, story of, ii. 456
\'iterbo, vases from, i. 74
\'itruvius quoted, on bricks and tiles,

ii- 331. IZZ, 335. 339; on terracotta

sculpture, ii. 371, 372; on echea,

ii- 457
Vivenzio vase, i. 45, 146, 438, ii. 134

Volca of Veii, ii. 314

Volterra, vases from, i. 72

Volutes on nozzles of lamps, ii. 400

Votive lamps, ii. 397 ; offerings, ii. 156 ;

tablets, i. 51, 139, 316, 454. ii. 156,

and see Pina.x ; vases, i. 138, ii.

242

Vourva vases, i. 50, 295, 299, 324
Vulci, excavations at, i. 19, 76 ii. ; tombs

at, i. 37, 78, ii. 2S7, 291, 294 ; and see

Polled rara

Warrior, toml) of, ii. 15S; on painted

pinax, i. 397, 454
Warrior-vase (Mycenaean ?), i. 297

Warriors, on vases, i. 285, 475, 483,

ii. 175 ff., 198; Italian, i. 475, 483,

ii. 180; Oriental, ii. 178, 179 ; race of,

armed, ii. 164 ; on lamps, ii. 417
Wave-pattern, ii. 218

Weddings, see Marriage

Wedgwood, i. 20, 41

Westerndorf, pottery of, ii. 504, 507, 535 ;

potters' stamps at, ii. 520

Wheel, for cutting patterns, ii. 441 ;

potter's, i. 7, 206, ii. 437 ; earliest

vases made on, in Greece, i. 260, 266 ;

in Etruria, ii. 290

White paint used for details, i. 294, 331,

355. 37i> 407, 470
White slip, use of, for painting, i. 397;
and see \€VKw/j.a

White wares, Cypriote, i. 243, 244, 246,

251 ; Romano-British, ii. 553
White-ground vases, i. 224, 454 ft.

Wicks of lamps, i. 107, ii. 395, 403

Wide on Mycenaean pottery, i. 276 ; on

Geometrical, i. 278 ff.

Wilisch on Corinthian vases, i. 304 ft".

Winckelmann, i. 16, 19, 79
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Winds, ii. So, 194

Wine-amphorae, i. 154 ff., ii- 460 ft".

Winged figures, i. 460, ii. 72, 90, 193, 194

Witte (J. de), i. 23

Women, games of, ii. 167 ; as dancers.

ii. 169 ; as jugglers, ii. 174, 182
;

life of, on vases, ii. I72ff. ; dress of,

ii. 200 ff".

Wrestlers, ii. 163

Writing materials, use of clay for, i. 7

Wroxeter, Romano-British pottery from,

ii- 553

Xanten (Castra "Vetera), pottery from,

ii. 500, 501, 522, 534
Xanthippos on ostrakon, i. 12, 103

Xenokles, potter, i. 374, 379, 383

Xenophantos, potter, i. 61, 421, 447. 464
Xenotimos, potter, i. 421, 444
Idai'of in terracotta, i. no, 122 ; of

Hera, ii. 21 ; of Apollo, ii. 34 ; of

Artemis, ii. 35 ; of Athena, ii. 40 ; of

Dionysos, ii. 60

Yellow wares, plain Roman, ii. 548
York, stamp from, ii. 439 ; pottery from,

ii. 443, 540

Zagreus, ii. 74

Zakro, pottery from, i. 60, 268

^iipa., ii. 179, 200

Zephyros, ii. 80

Zetes, see Boreades

Zethos, ii. 117

Zeus on vases, ii. 17 ft"., 188 ; in Giganto-

machia, ii. 13, 14 ; at birth of Athena,

ii. 15 ; 'EpKeFos, ii. 18 ; weighing souls

of heroes, ii. 130, 132 ; on mural reliefs,

ii. 369 ; on lamps, ii. 408

Zeuxis, i. 441, 471

Zigzag patterns, see Chevrons
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